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Preface

With this first edition of Migraine and Other Headache Disorders, we celebrate the
remarkable progress in the art and science of headache during the last decade. With
32 chapters by 54 leaders in the field, the book provides health care professionals
with practical approaches to patient care and reviews the scientific foundations of
headache. We emphasize migraine because of its high prevalence, enormous burden,
and the increasing availability of effective management strategies. At the same time,
we provide broad coverage of all the primary headache disorders. Finally, although
not focusing on specific subtypes of secondary headaches, we discuss strategies for
diagnosing and excluding the ominous causes of headache, based both on clinical
evaluation and, when appropriate, the use of diagnostic testing.

Our understanding of headache and the approach to treatment have been
transformed by insights from many places. Based on the Second Edition of the Inter-
national Classification of Headache Disorders, the book provides a series of diagnos-
tic algorithms intended to simplify clinical practice. We also present up-to-date
epidemiologic information on the primary headache disorders. Epidemiologic stud-
ies show that the overwhelming majority of headache sufferers who seek treatment in
primary care settings have migraine. Diagnosis becomes more efficient when that
fact is taken into account. Doctors should avoid oversimplifying the differential
diagnosis of the primary headaches, however.

Our understanding of migraine as a disorder has significantly evolved over the
past decade, based on genetic, epidemiologic, and translational studies. Once consid-
ered an episodic pain problem, treating the pain seemed like a sensible strategy. In the
past few years, many lines of evidence have suggested that migraine and other head-
ache disorders are best understood as chronic disorders with episodic manifestations.
Painful episodes are the most prominent manifestation of migraine. Nonetheless,
between attacks, there is an enduring predisposition to headache that characterizes
the migraine brain. Furthermore, migraine is not only a chronic disorder with epi-
sodic manifestations, it is sometimes a disorder that progresses in several ways. Pro-
gression may be clinical, as attacks increase in frequency until chronic or transformed
migraine develops. This clinical progression is sometimes accompanied by the devel-
opment of allodynia with sensitization as its presumed substrate. In addition, in some
individuals, morphological progression takes the form of deep white matter lesion or
posterior circulation strokes that increase with migraine attack frequency, probably
reflecting neuroplastic changes in the brain. Herein we highlight the emerging data
on progression and on the modifiable risk factors for migraine progression.

Progress in treatment has also taken several forms. Since 1990, ten new acute
treatments with a multiplicity of formulations and two preventive drugs have been
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approved. Many studies show that acute treatments work best if given early in the
attack. Combining acute treatments may improve treatment response in some indi-
viduals. In addition, recent epidemiologic data shows that, based on frequency and
disability criteria, preventive treatment should be offered or considered in about
40% of migraine sufferers. The same studies show that only 12% currently receive
preventive therapy. Preventive treatment decreases attack frequency and severity
and possibly prevents migraine progression. The use of specific acute agents that
act on the neural pathways of migraine pain, such as the triptans, dramatically
improve patient outcomes.

Migraine and Other Headache Disorders highlights the treatment approaches
developed at some of the best headache clinics in the world. It also reflects many
of the strategies adopted at The Montefiore Headache Center. The Montefiore
Headache Center was the first headache specialty care center in the world, founded
in 1945 by Dr. Arnold Friedman, and it is where we are both proud to be.

We are extremely grateful to our mentors. Among them, Dr. Lipton wants to
thank Dr. Seymour Solomon, who directed The Montefiore Headache Center for a
quarter of a century, for being a wonderful mentor and teacher. He’d also like to
thank his mentors and collaborators in research, particularly Drs. Philip Holzman,
W. Allen Hauser, and Walter F. Stewart. Dr. Bigal wants to acknowledge
Drs. Speciali and Bordini, from Brazil, and the teams at The New England Center
for Headache (Rapoport, Sheftell, and Tepper) and at Montefiore (Lipton and
Solomon) for their help and direction. We also want to thank the authors of the
chapters in this book for their excellent work.

Finally, we owe special thanks to our families, particularly our wives (Amy
Natkins Lipton and Janaı́na Maciel Bigal) and children (Lianna Lipton, Justin
Lipton, Luı́sa Bigal, and Hanna Bigal) for supporting us through evenings and week-
ends spent writing and editing as we prepared this book.

Finally, to our readers, we hope this book furthers your efforts to improve the
lives of headache sufferers. These common and disabling disorders are tremendously
gratifying to treat. In a field where cures are rare, we can nonetheless help patients by
empowering them with tools that relieve pain, restore their ability to function, and,
perhaps, prevent disease progression.

Richard B. Lipton
Marcelo E. Bigal
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Headache—Classification

Marcelo E. Bigal
Department of Neurology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, The Montefiore
Headache Center, New York, New York, and The New England Center for Headache,
Stamford, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Richard B. Lipton
Departments of Neurology, Epidemiology and Population Health, Albert Einstein College
of Medicine, and The Montefiore Headache Center, New York, New York, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Headache is one of the most common symptoms in mankind (1,2). Given the range
of disorders that present with headache, a systematic approach to headache classifi-
cation and diagnosis is essential both for good clinical management and for useful
research. The first edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders
(ICHD-1) (3) was the accepted standard for headache diagnosis, from its publication
(1988) to the release of the ICHD-2 (2004) (4). It established uniform terminology
and consistent operational diagnostic criteria for the entire range of headache
disorders. It was translated into 22 languages, providing the basis for clinical trial
guidelines for primary headaches (5).

Although the basic structure and most of the original categories are preserved
in the ICHD-2, relative to the ICHD-1, there are many changes that will influence
headache care and research. These changes include a restructuring of the criteria
for migraine, new subclassification of tension-type headache (TTH), introduction
of the concept of trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias (TACs), and addition of several
previously unclassified types of primary headache.

In this chapter, we present an overview of the ICHD-2, highlighting the primary
headache disorders and their diagnostic criteria. This chapter is complemented by
Chapter 11, where we offer an algorithmic approach to primary headache diagnosis
based on attack frequency and duration, using the ICHD-2. Details on diagnosis and
treatment of primary headache disorders are discussed in specific chapters.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ICHD-2

Like its predecessor, the ICHD-2 separates headaches into primary and secondary
disorders (Table 1). The criteria for primary headaches are clinical and descriptive

1



Table 1 The ICHD-2 Classification: An Overview

1. Migraine
1.1. Migraine without aura
1.2. Migraine with aura
1.3. Childhood periodic syndromes that are commonly precursors of migraine
1.4. Retinal migraine
1.5. Complications of migraine
1.6. Probable migraine

2. TTH
2.1. Infrequent episodic TTH
2.2. Frequent episodic TTH
2.3. Chronic TTH
2.4. Probable TTH

3. CH and other trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias
3.1. CH
3.2. Paroxysmal hemicrania
3.3. SUNCT
3.4. Probable trigeminal autonomic cephalalgia

4. Other primary headaches
4.1. Primary stabbing headache
4.2. Primary cough headache
4.3. Primary exertional headache
4.4. Primary headache associated with sexual activity
4.5. Hypnic headache
4.6. Primary thunderclap headache
4.7. Hemicrania continua
4.8. NDPH

5. Headache attributed to head and/or neck trauma
5.1. Acute post-traumatic headache
5.2. Chronic post-traumatic headache
5.3. Acute headache attributed to whiplash injury
5.4. Chronic headache attributed to whiplash injury
5.5. Headache attributed to traumatic intracranial hematoma
5.6. Headache attributed to other head and/or neck traumata
5.7. Postcraniotomy headache

6. Headache attributed to cranial or cervical vascular disorders
6.1. Headache attributed to ischemic stroke and transient ischemic attack
6.2. Headache attributed to nontraumatic intracranial hemorrhage
6.3. Headache attributed to unruptured vascular malformations
6.4. Headache attributed to arteritis
6.5. Carotid or vertebral artery pain
6.6. Headache attributed to CVT
6.7. Headache attributed to other intracranial vascular disorders

7. Headache attributed to nonvascular intracranial disorder
7.1. Headache attributed to high cerebrospinal fluid pressure
7.2. Headache attributed to low cerebrospinal fluid pressure
7.3. Headache attributed to noninfectious inflammatory disease
7.4. Headache attributed to intracranial neoplasm
7.5. Headache attributed to intrathecal injection
7.6. Headache attributed to epileptic seizure
7.7. Headache attributed to CM1

(Continued)
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Table 1 The ICHD-2 Classification: An Overview (Continued )

7.8. Syndrome of transient HaNDL
7.9. Headache attributed to other nonvascular intracranial disorders

8. Headache attributed to a substance or its withdrawal
8.1. Headache induced by acute substance use or exposure
8.2. MOH
8.3. Headache as an adverse event attributed to chronic medication
8.4. Headache attributed to substance withdrawal

9. Headache attributed to infection
9.1. Headache attributed to intracranial infection
9.2. Headache attributed to systemic infection
9.3. Headache attributed to HIV/AIDS
9.4. Chronic postinfection headache

10. Headache attributed to disorder of homoeostasis
10.1. Headache attributed to hypoxia and/or hypercapnia
10.2. Dialysis headache
10.3. Headache attributed to arterial hypertension
10.4. Headache attributed to hypothyroidism
10.5. Headache attributed to fasting
10.6. Cardiac cephalalgia
10.7. Headache attributed to other disorders of homoeostasis

11. Headache or facial pain attributed to disorders of cranium, neck, eyes, ears, nose, sinuses,
teeth, mouth, or other facial or cranial structures
11.1. Headache attributed to disorder of cranial bone
11.2. Headache attributed to disorder of neck
11.3. Headache attributed to disorder of eyes
11.4. Headache attributed to disorder of ears
11.5. Headache attributed to rhinosinusitis
11.6. Headache attributed to disorders of teeth, jaws, or related structures
11.7. Headache or facial pain attributed to TMJ disorder
11.8. Headache attributed to other disorders of cranium, neck, eyes, ears, nose, sinuses,

teeth, mouth, or other facial or cervical structures
12. Headache attributed to psychiatric disorder

12.1. Headache attributed to somatization disorder
12.2. Headache attributed to psychotic disorder

13. Cranial neuralgias and central causes of facial pain
13.1. Trigeminal neuralgia
13.2. Glossopharyngeal neuralgia
13.3. Nervus intermedius neuralgia
13.4. Superior laryngeal neuralgia
13.5. Nasociliary neuralgia
13.6. Supraorbital neuralgia
13.7. Other terminal branch neuralgias
13.8. Occipital neuralgia
13.9. Neck–tongue syndrome
13.10. External compression headache
13.11. Cold stimulus headache
13.12. Constant pain caused by compression, irritation, or distortion of cranial nerves or

upper cervical roots by structural lesions
13.13. Optic neuritis
13.14. Ocular diabetic neuropathy

(Continued)
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and, with a few exceptions [i.e., familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM)], are based on
headache features, not etiology. In contrast, secondary headaches are attributed to
underlying disorders. The four categories of primary headaches are (i) migraine;
(ii) TTH; (iii) cluster headache (CH) and other TACs; and (iv) other primary
headaches. There are nine categories of secondary headache (against eight in the
ICHD-1). Finally, there is a 14th category that includes headache not classifiable
elsewhere (Table 1).

Key operational rules for the classification are summarized below, quoted or
paraphrased from the ICHD-2 (4):

1. The classification is hierarchical, allowing diagnoses with varying degrees
of specificity, using up to four digits for coding at subordinate levels.
The first digit specifies the major diagnostic type, e.g., migraine (1.) The
second digit indicates a subtype within the category, e.g., migraine with
aura (1.2.). Subsequent digits permit more specific diagnosis for some sub-
types of headache, e.g., FHM.

2. Patients should receive a diagnosis for each headache type or subtype they
currently have (that is, have experienced within the last year). For example,
the same patient may have medication-overuse headache (8.2.), migraine with-
out aura (1.1.), and frequent episodic TTH (2.2.). Multiple diagnostic codes
should be listed in their order of importance to the patient. This means that
if a patient has four attacks of migraine without aura (1.1.) and eight attacks
of frequent episodic TTH (2.2.) per month, but describes the migraine as
being more incapacitating, the migraine diagnosis should be listed first.

3. For headaches that meet all but one of a set of diagnostic criteria, without
fulfilling those of another headache disorder, there are ‘‘probable’’ subca-
tegories, for example, probable migraine (1.6.) and probable CH (3.4.1.).

4. The diagnosis of any primary headache requires the exclusion, on clinical
grounds or using subsidiary investigation, of any other disorder that might
be the cause of the headache (i.e., of a secondary headache disorder).

5. Secondary headache diagnoses are applied when the patient develops a new
type of headache for the first time in close temporal relation to onset of
another disorder known to cause headache. Diagnosis of secondary head-
ache in a patient with a preexisting primary headache can be challenging.
Onset of a secondary headache is more likely when (i) there is a very close
temporal relation to onset of the potentially causative disorder; (ii) exacer-
bation of the headache is marked, or differs in pattern from the preexisting

Table 1 The ICHD-2 Classification: An Overview (Continued )

13.15. Head or facial pain attributable to herpes zoster
13.16. Tolosa–Hunt syndrome
13.17. Ophthalmoplegic ‘‘migraine’’
13.18. Central causes of facial pain
13.19. Other cranial neuralgias or other centrally mediated facial pains

14. Other headaches, cranial neuralgias, and central or primary facial pain

Abbreviations: TTH, tension-type headache; SUNCT, short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache

attacks with conjunctival injection and tearing; NDPH, new daily-persistent headache; CVT, cerebral

venous thrombosis; CM1, Chiari malformation type I; HaNDL, headache and neurological deficits with

cerebrospinal fluid lymphocytosis; MOH, medication-overuse headache; TMJ, temporomandibular joint;

ICHD, International Classification of Headache Disorders; CH, cluster headache.
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disorder; (iii) other evidence is strong that the potentially causative
disorder can cause headache of the type experienced; or (iv) there is
improvement or disappearance of headache, or return to the earlier
pattern, after relief from the potentially causative disorder.

6. Although some headache types include frequency in their diagnostic
criteria [i.e., chronic migraine (CM) and chronic TTH], the ICHD-2 does
not specifically code frequency or severity. Frequency and severity may
be specified parenthetically, at the discretion of the examiner.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE PRIMARY HEADACHES

The ICHD-2 divides the primary headaches into four major categories, which are
discussed in sequence below.

Migraine

Migraine is subclassified into six major categories, the two most important of which
are migraine without aura (1.1.) and migraine with aura (1.2.). This is unchanged from
the ICHD-1, but there is a restructuring of the criteria for migraine with aura, and
CM (1.5.1.) has been added. Ophthalmoplegic ‘‘migraine,’’ now considered a cranial
neuralgia, has been moved to item 13 (Cranial Neuralgias and Central Causes of
Facial Pain) (Table 2).

Table 2 The ICHD-2 Classification of Migraine

1.1. Migraine without aura
1.2. Migraine with aura

1.2.1. Typical aura with migraine headache
1.2.2. Typical aura with nonmigraine headache
1.2.3. Typical aura without headache
1.2.4. FHM
1.2.5. Sporadic hemiplegic migraine
1.2.6. Basilar-type migraine

1.3. Childhood periodic syndromes that are commonly precursors of migraine
1.3.1. Cyclical vomiting
1.3.2. Abdominal migraine
1.3.3. Benign paroxysmal vertigo of childhood

1.4. Retinal migraine
1.5. Complications of migraine

1.5.1 CM
1.5.2 Status migrainosus
1.5.3 Persistent aura without infarction
1.5.4 Migrainous infarction
1.5.5 Migraine-triggered seizures

1.6. Probable migraine
1.6.1. Probable migraine without aura
1.6.2. Probable migraine with aura

Abbreviations: FHM, familial hemiplegic migraine; ICHD, International Headache Society Classifi-

cation; CM, chronic migraine.
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Migraine Without Aura

Migraine without aura is a clinical syndrome characterized by headache features and
associated symptoms (Table 3). According to the ICHD-2, if a patient fulfills criteria
for more than one type of migraine, each type should be diagnosed. It is important to
emphasize that:

� Criteria for migraine without aura can be met by various combinations of
features, and no single feature is required.

� Because two of four pain features are required, a patient with unilateral,
throbbing pain may meet the criteria, but so does a patient with bilateral,
pressure pain, if the pain is moderate and aggravated by physical activity.

� Similarly, only one of two possible associated symptom combinations is
required. Patients with nausea but not photophobia or phonophobia fill
the requirements as do patients without nausea or vomit, but with photo-
phobia and phonophobia.

Table 3 ICHD-2 Criteria for Migraine Without Aura

Migraine without aura
Diagnostic criteria

A. At least five attacksa fulfilling B–D
B. Headache attacks lasting 4–72 hoursb,c and occurring more than 15 days/mod (untreated

or unsuccessfully treated)
C. Headache has at least two of the following characteristics:

1. Unilateral locatione,f

2. Pulsating qualityg

3. Moderate or severe pain intensity
4. Aggravation by or causing avoidance of routine physical activity (i.e., walking or

climbing stairs)
D. During headache, occurrence of at least one of the following:

1. Nausea and/or vomiting
2. Photophobia and phonophobiah

E. Not attributed to another disorderi

aDifferentiating between migraine without aura and episodic tension-type headache may be difficult.

Therefore, at least five attacks are required. Individuals who otherwise meet the criteria for migraine

without aura but have fewer than five attacks should be coded 1.6.
bIf the patient falls asleep during migraine and wakes up without it, duration of the attack is until the time

of awakening.
cIn children, attacks may last 1 to 72 hours. (The evidence for untreated durations less than two hours in

children should be corroborated by prospective diary studies.)
dIf attack frequency is 15 days/mo or more and if there is no medication overuse, code 1.1. and 1.5.1.

chronic migraine.
eMigraine headache is often bilateral in young children; an adult pattern of unilateral pain often emerges

in late adolescence or early adult life.
fMigraine headache is usually frontotemporal. Occipital headache in children, whether unilateral or

bilateral, is rare and calls for diagnostic caution; many cases are attributable to structural lesions.
gPulsating means throbbing or varying with the heartbeat at rest or with movement.
hIn young children, photophobia and phonophobia may be inferred from behavior.
iHistory and physical and neurological examinations do not suggest one of the disorders listed in groups

5–12; history and/or physical and/or neurological examinations do suggest such disorder, but it is ruled

out by appropriate investigations; or such disorder is present, but migraine attacks do not occur for the

first time in close temporal relation to the disorder.

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Headache Society Classification.
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� Attacks usually last from 4 to 72 hours if untreated. If the patient falls
asleep during migraine and wakes up without it, the duration of the attack
is timed until the time of awakening.

� In children, attacks may last 1 to 72 hours, and in young children, photo-
phobia and phonophobia may be inferred from behavior.

If attack frequency is 15 days/mo or more in a subject not overusing acute
medications, the ICHD-2 establishes coding 1.5.1 CM [see also ‘‘Controversies in
the Classification of Primary Chronic Daily Headaches of Long Duration’’].

Migraine with Aura and Its Subtypes

The criteria for migraine with aura (1.2.) have been revised substantially. The typical
aura of migraine is characterized by focal neurological features that usually precede
migrainous headache, but may accompany it or occur in the absence of the headache
(Table 4) (6,7). Typical aura symptoms develop over five minutes or more and last no
more than 60 minutes, and visual aura is overwhelmingly the most common (7).
Typical visual aura is homonymous, often having a hemianopic distribution and
expanding in the shape of a crescent with a bright, ragged edge, which scintillates.
Scotoma, photopsia or phosphenes, and other visual manifestations may occur.
Visual distortions such as metamorphopsia, micropsia, and macropsia are more
common in children (7–9).

Sensory symptoms occur in about one-third of patients who have migraine
with aura (8–10). Typical sensory aura consists of numbness (negative symptom)
and tingling or paresthesia (positive symptoms). The distribution is often cheiro-oral
(face and hand). Dysphasia may be part of typical aura, but motor weakness, symp-
toms of brain stem dysfunction, and changes in level of consciousness, all of which
may occur (10), signal particular subtypes of migraine with aura (hemiplegic and
basilar-type) that are not characterized by typical aura.

Recently, typical migraine aura has been noted to occur with nonmigrainous
headache (i.e., headache not fulfilling the criteria of 1.1.). Such cases are coded
Typical aura with nonmigraine headache (1.2.2.). Reports have associated apparently

Table 4 ICHD-2 Diagnosis of Typical Aura

Diagnostic criteria
A. At least two attacks fulfilling criteria B–E
B. Fully reversible visual and/or sensory and/or speech symptoms but no motor weakness
C. At least two of the following three:

1. Homonymous visual symptoms including positive features (i.e., flickering lights, spots,
and lines) and/or negative features (i.e., loss of vision) and/or unilateral sensory
symptoms including positive features (i.e., pins and needles) and/or negative features
(i.e., numbness)

2. At least one symptom develops gradually over 5 min or more and/or different
symptoms occur in succession

3. Each symptom lasts 5 min or more and 60 min or less
D. Headache that meets criteria B–D for migraine without aura (1.1.) begins during the aura

or follows aura within 60 min
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Headache Society Classification.
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typical aura with CH, chronic paroxysmal hemicrania (CPH), and hemicrania
continua (HC) (10,11). These cases are classified according to both disorders [e.g.,
CH (3.1.) plus Typical aura with nonmigraine headache (1.2.2.)].

Typical aura occurring in the absence of any headache is coded typical aura
without headache (1.2.3.), a disorder most often reported by middle-aged men (12).
Differentiating this benign disorder from transient ischemic attack (TIA), a medical
emergency, may require investigation, especially when it first occurs after age 40,
when negative features (i.e., hemianopia) are predominant, or when the aura is of
atypical duration (13).

FHM (1.2.4.) is the first migraine syndrome to be linked to a specific set of
genetic polymorphisms (14–18). Herein, aura includes some degree of motor weak-
ness (hemiparesis) and may be prolonged for more than 60 minutes (up to 24 hours);
additionally, at least one first-degree relative has had similar attacks (also meeting
these criteria). Cerebellar ataxia may occur in 20% of FHM sufferers. The onset of
weakness may be abrupt, but usually lasts less than one hour. A person with FHM
may develop migraine with aura when adult and migraine without aura later in life.

In patients otherwise meeting these criteria but who have no family history of
this disorder, the disorder is classified as sporadic hemiplegic migraine (1.2.5.), a
disorder new to the revised classification (19).

Basilar-type migraine (1.2.6.) is a new term, replacing ‘‘basilar migraine.’’ The
change is intended to remove the implication that the basilar artery, or its territory, is
involved. The distinguishing feature of basilar-type migraine is a symptom profile
that suggests posterior fossa involvement (19). Diagnosis requires at least two of
the following aura symptoms, all fully reversible: dysarthria, vertigo, tinnitus,
decreased hearing, double vision, visual symptoms simultaneously in both temporal
and nasal fields of both eyes, ataxia, decreased level of consciousness, and simulta-
neously bilateral paresthesias. Because 60% of patients with FHM have basilar-type
symptoms, basilar-type migraine should be diagnosed only when weakness is absent.
The headache meets the criteria for (1.1.) migraine without aura.

Childhood Periodic Syndromes That Are Commonly Precursors of Migraine

A number of more or less well-described disorders are classified under this heading
(20–23). Cyclical vomiting (1.3.1.) occurs in up to 2.5% of schoolchildren (21). The
hallmark of this disorder is recurrent and stereotyped episodes of intense but other-
wise unexplained nausea and vomiting, which last one hour to five days in children
free of symptoms interictally. Vomiting occurs at least four times in an hour, and no
signs of gastrointestinal disease can be found.

Abdominal migraine (1.3.2.) afflicts up to 12% of schoolchildren, with recurrent
attacks of abdominal pain associated with anorexia, nausea, and sometimes
vomiting (22). The abdominal pain has all of the following characteristics: midline
location, periumbilical or poorly localized; dull or ‘‘just sore’’ quality; and moderate
or severe intensity. At least two of the following symptoms are present during the
episode: anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and/or pallor. Physical examination and inves-
tigations exclude other causes of these symptoms.

Benign paroxysmal vertigo (1.3.3.) is a disorder characterized by recurrent
(at least five) attacks, each comprising multiple episodes of severe vertigo resolving
spontaneously in minutes to hours (23). Neurological examination and audiometric
and vestibular functions are all normal between attacks, and the electroencephalo-
gram is also normal.
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Retinal Migraine

This disorder is rare. Recurrent attacks (at least two) of fully reversible scintillations,
scotomata, or blindness, affecting one eye only, are accompanied or followed within
one hour by migrainous headache (fulfilling criteria for 1.1.). Other causes of
monocular visual loss, including TIA, optic neuropathy, and retinal detachment, must
be ruled out by appropriate investigation (24). A recent study suggests that many
patients with ‘‘retinal migraine’’ experience retinal infarction of migrainous origin
(25). This disorder should be coded as Migrainous infarction (1.5.4.). In Chapter 16,
Drs. Grosberg and Solomon present a detailed review of retinal migraine.

Complications of Migraine

The ICHD-2 lists five complications of migraine: CM (1.5.1.) (see section ‘‘Contro-
versies in the Classification of Primary Chronic Daily Headaches of Long Duration’’)
when headache is both present and meets criteria for migraine (almost invariably
migraine without aura) on 15 days/mo or more for three months or more, in the
absence of medication overuse. All cases evolve from episodic migraine, and most
from migraine without aura, hence its classification as a complication of migraine.
When medication overuse is present (acute antimigraine drugs and/or opioids,
combination analgesics taken on 10 days/mos or more, or simple analgesics on
15 days/mo or more), it is a likely cause of chronic headache. Neither CM (1.5.1.)
nor medication-overuse headache (8.2.) can be diagnosed with confidence until the
overused medication has been withdrawn; improvement within two months is
expected if the latter diagnosis is correct (and is necessary to confirm it), not if the for-
mer is present. Meanwhile, the codes to be assigned are that of the antecedent
migraine (usually migraine without aura, 1.1.) plus probable medication-overuse head-
ache (8.2.7.) plus probable CM (1.6.5.).

Status migrainosus (1.5.2.) refers to an attack of migraine with a headache
phase lasting more than 72 hours (26). The pain is severe (a diagnostic criterion)
and debilitating. Nondebilitating attacks lasting for more than 72 hours are coded
as probable migraine without aura (1.6.1.).

Persistent aura without infarction (1.5.3.) is diagnosed when aura symptoms,
otherwise typical of past attacks, persist for more than one week. Investigation
shows no evidence of infarction. It is an unusual but well-documented complication
of migraine, which is now being introduced into the ICHD-2 (27).

Migrainous infarction (1.5.4.) is an uncommon occurrence. One or more other-
wise typical aura symptoms persist beyond one hour, and neuroimaging confirms
ischemic infarction. Strictly applied, these criteria distinguish this disorder from
other causes of stroke, which must be excluded (28); the neurological deficit develops
during the course of an apparently typical attack of migraine with aura and exactly
mimics the aura of previous attacks.

Migraine and epilepsy are comorbid disorders (29). Headaches are common in
the postictal period, but epilepsy can be triggered by migraine (migralepsy). The
criteria for migraine-triggered seizure (1.5.5.) require that a seizure fulfilling the
diagnostic criteria for any type of epileptic attack occurs during or within one hour
after a migraine aura.

Probable Migraine

Between 10% and 45% of patients with features of migraine fail to meet all criteria
for migraine (or any of its subtypes) (30). If a single criterion is missing (and the full
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set of criteria for another disorder are not met), the applicable code is probable
migraine (1.6.). Epidemiologic studies demonstrate that probable migraine is com-
mon and associated with temporary disability and reduction in the health-related
quality of life (31).

Tension-Type Headache

TTH is the most common type of primary headache, with one-year period preva-
lences ranging from 31% to 74% (32,33). The ICHD-1 distinguished two subtypes,
episodic TTH (less than 15 attacks per month) and chronic TTH (15 or more attacks
per month). The ICHD-2 distinguishes three subtypes: Infrequent episodic TTH (2.1.)
(headache episodes on less than 1 day/mo), Frequent episodic TTH (2.2.) (headache
episodes on 1–14 days/mo), and Chronic TTH (2.3.) (headache on 15 or more
days/mo, perhaps without recognizable episodes).

The diagnostic criteria for TTH are presented in Table 5. In contrast to
migraine, the main pain features of TTH are bilateral location, nonpulsating quality,
mild-to-moderate intensity, and lack of aggravation by routine physical activity. The
pain is not accompanied by nausea, and just one of photo- or phonophobia does not
exclude the diagnosis.

Chronic TTH invariably evolves from episodic TTH but, like CM, cannot be
diagnosed in patients overusing acute medication. Such patients often meet criteria
for, and in fact have, medication-overuse headache (8.2.), although withdrawal of the
medication is required to confirm this diagnosis. A recently recognized disorder that
phenotypically resembles chronic TTH, but is nosologically distinct from it (as far as
is known), does not evolve from an episodic headache but is present daily and is

Table 5 ICHD-2 Classification of Tension-Type Headache

Diagnostic criteria
A. At least 10 episodes fulfilling criteria B–E. Number of days with such headache less than 1

day/mo (episodic infrequent), from 1 to 14 (episodic frequent), or 15 or more (chronic)
B. Headache lasting from 30 min to 7 days
C. At least two of the following pain characteristics:

1. Pressing/tightening (nonpulsating) quality
2. Mild or moderate intensity (may inhibit, but does not prohibit activities)
3. Bilateral location
4. No aggravation by walking stairs or similar routine physical activity

D. Both of the following:
a. No nausea or vomiting (anorexia may occur)
b. Photophobia and phonophobia are absent, or one but not the other may be present

E. Not attributed to another disorder
2.X.1. Associated with pericranial tenderness
Diagnostic criteria:

A. Fulfills criteria for 2.X
B. Increased tenderness on pericranial manual palpation

2.X.2. Not associated with pericranial tenderness
Diagnostic criteria

A. Fulfills criteria for 2.X
Not associated with increased pericranial tenderness

Note: X means the correspondent digit of infrequent episodic (i), frequent episodic (ii), or chronic (iii).

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Headache Society Classification.
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unremitting from onset or within three days of onset. This condition is separately
classified as new daily-persistent headache (4.8.).

When a headache fulfills all but one of the criteria for TTH and does not fulfill
the criteria for migraine without aura, the diagnosis should be probable TTH (2.4.).

CH and Other TACs

The addition of the term TACs to the classification reflects the observation that CH
is one of a group of primary headache disorders characterized by trigeminal activa-
tion coupled with autonomic activation. The ICHD-2 includes several disorders not
in the previous edition.

Cluster Headache

The diagnostic criteria for CH have not substantially changed. This disorder mani-
fests as intermittent, short-lasting, excruciating unilateral head pain accompanied by
autonomic dysfunction (34). The pain of CH is described variously as sharp, boring,
drilling, knife-like, piercing, or stabbing, in contrast to the pulsating pain of
migraine. It usually peaks in 10 to 15 minutes but remains excruciatingly intense
for an average of one hour within a duration range of 15 to 180 minutes. During this
pain, patients find it difficult to lie still, exhibiting often marked agitation and
restlessness, and autonomic signs are usually obvious. After an attack, the patient
remains exhausted for some time.

CH is classified into two subtypes (Table 6). Attacks of Episodic CH (3.1.1.)
occur in cluster periods lasting from seven days to one year separated by attack-free
intervals of one month or more. Approximately 85% of CH patients have the episodic
subtype. In chronic CH (3.1.2.), attacks recur for more than one year without remis-
sion, or with remissions lasting less than one month. Chronic CH can evolve from
episodic CH, or develop de novo, and may revert to episodic CH (35).

Patients who have both CH as well as trigeminal neuralgia, and received the
denomination of cluster-tic syndrome have been described (36). According to
the ICHD-2, they should receive both diagnoses.

Table 6 ICHD-2 Classification of Cluster Headache

Diagnostic criteria
A. At least five attacks fulfilling B–D
B. Severe or very severe unilateral orbital, supraorbital, and/or temporal pain lasting

15–180 min untreated for more than half of the period (or time if chronic)
C. Headache is accompanied by at least one of the following symptoms or signs that have to

be present on the side of the pain:
1. Conjunctival injection, lacrimation, or both
2. Nasal congestion, rhinorrhoea, or both
3. Eyelid edema
4. Forehead and facial sweating
5. Miosis, ptosis, or both
6. Headache is associated with a sense of restlessness or agitation

D. Frequency of attacks: from one every other day to eight per day for more than half of the
period if chronic

E. Not attributed to another disorder

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Headache Society Classification.
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Paroxysmal Hemicrania

As a group, the paroxysmal hemicranias have three main features: (i) at least 20
frequent (more than five per day) attacks of short-lasting (2–30 minutes), severe,
and strictly unilateral orbital, supraorbital, or temporal pain; (ii) symptoms of
parasympathetic activation ipsilateral to the pain (as in CH); and (iii) absolute
response to therapeutic doses of indomethacin (37–39).

The ICHD-1 included CPH only. The ICHD-2 includes episodic paroxysmal
hemicrania (3.2.1.) and CPH (3.2.2.). Like CH, these disorders are distinguished
by the presence or absence of attack-free intervals lasting one month or more.

Some patients with both CPH and trigeminal neuralgia have been described
(CPH-tic syndrome); they should receive both diagnoses.

Short-Lasting Unilateral Neuralgiform Headache Attacks with
Conjunctival Injection and Tearing

The short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache attacks with conjunctival
injection and tearing (SUNCT) syndrome (3.3.) and is a very rare primary headache.
The diagnostic criteria require at least 20 high-frequency attacks (3–200 per day) of
unilateral orbital, supraorbital, or temporal stabbing or pulsating pain, lasting 5 to
240 seconds and accompanied by ipsilateral conjunctival injection and lacrimation.
The attacks are characteristically dramatic, with moderately severe pain peaking
in intensity within three seconds and prominent tearing (40).

Headache attacks believed to be a subtype of TAC but fulfilling all but one of
the diagnostic criteria for it are diagnosed as probable TCA.

Other Primary Headaches

This group of miscellaneous primary headache disorders includes some mimics of
potentially serious secondary headaches, which need to be carefully evaluated by
imaging or other appropriate tests. Some headaches, such as hypnic headache,
primary thunderclap headache, HC, and new daily-persistent headache were not
included in the ICHD-1.

Primary Stabbing Headache

Episodic localized stabs of head pain occurring spontaneously in the absence of any
structural cause (formerly referred to as ‘‘jabs and jolts’’) are diagnosed as primary
stabbing headache (4.1.). Pain is exclusively or predominantly in the distribution of
the first division of the trigeminal nerve (orbit, temple, and parietal area). It lasts
for up to a few seconds and recurs at irregular intervals with a frequency ranging
from one to many per day. Other features such as autonomic signs are lacking
(40,41).

Primary Cough Headache

This headache is brought on suddenly by coughing, straining, or Valsalva maneuver,
and not otherwise, in the absence of any underlying disorder such as cerebral
aneurysm or, especially, Arnold–Chiari malformation (42). Diagnostic neuro-
imaging, with special attention to the posterior fossa and base of the skull, is
mandatory to differentiate secondary and primary forms of cough headache.
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Primary Exertional Headache

This disorder is triggered by physical exercise, and not otherwise, and is distin-
guished from primary cough headache (4.2.) and headache associated with sexual
activity (4.4.). Primary exertional headache is pulsating and lasts from
5 minutes to 48 hours. After the first occurrence of any exertional headache of
sudden onset, appropriate investigations must exclude subarachnoid hemorrhage
and arterial dissection (43–45).

Primary Headache Associated with Sexual Activity

Headache precipitated by sexual activity usually begins as a dull bilateral ache as
sexual excitement increases and suddenly becomes intense at orgasm (46). Two
subtypes are classified: preorgasmic headache (4.4.1.), a dull ache in the head and
neck, and orgasmic headache (4.4.2.), explosive and severe, and occurring with
orgasm. Diagnosis of the latter requires exclusion of subarachnoid hemorrhage
and arterial dissection.

Hypnic Headache

This primary headache disorder of the elderly is characterized by short-lived attacks
(typically 30 minutes) of nocturnal head pain, which awakens the patient at a
constant time each night, in many cases on more nights than not. It does not occur
outside sleep (47). Hypnic headache is usually bilateral (though unilaterality does not
exclude the diagnosis) and mild to moderate, very different from the unilateral orbi-
tal or periorbital knife-like intense pain of CH. Autonomic features are absent.

Primary Thunderclap Headache

Severe headache of abrupt onset, which mimics the pain of a ruptured cerebral
aneurysm, is classified as primary thunderclap headache (4.6.), although this code is
not applied to thunderclap headache meeting the criteria for 4.2, 4.3, or 4.4. Intensity
peaks in less than one minute. Pain lasts from 1 hour to 10 days and may recur
within the first week after onset but not regularly over subsequent weeks or
months (48). This diagnosis can be established only after excluding subarachnoid
hemorrhage.

Hemicrania Continua

This daily and continuous strictly unilateral headache is defined by its absolute
response to therapeutic doses of indomethacin. Pain is moderate, with exacerbations
of severe pain, and autonomic symptoms accompany these exacerbations although
less prominently than in CH and CPH (49,50). Some bilateral or alternating-side
cases have been reported (51).

New Daily-Persistent Headache

The essence of this headache, which according to the ICHD-2 but not accepted by
all, otherwise resembles chronic TTH (2.3.), is that it is present daily and is unremit-
ting from or very soon (less than three days) after onset. There is no history of evolu-
tion from episodic headache. Diagnosis is not confirmed until it has been present for
more than three months, and cannot be made if this manner of onset is not clearly
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recalled by the patient. Nor can it be made in the presence of medication overuse.
NDPH is typically bilateral, pressing or tightening in quality, of mild to moderate
intensity, and unaffected by routine physical activity, although the diagnostic criteria
require only any two of these features. There may be any but not more than one of
photophobia, phonophobia, or mild nausea.

SECONDARY HEADACHES

Discussing the classification of the secondary headaches in depth is beyond the scope
of this chapter. In brief, the classification of all secondary headaches follows the
same format:

1. The secondary disorder known to be able to cause headache has been
demonstrated.

2. Headache occurs in close temporal relation to the secondary disorder, and/
or there is other evidence of a causal relationship.

3. Headache is greatly reduced or disappears within three months (this may
be shorter for some disorders) after successful treatment or spontaneous
remission of the causative disorder.

There are exceptions to this general rule. Chronic post-traumatic headache
does not disappear three months after the trauma. We will briefly discuss their
classification.

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO HEAD AND/OR NECK TRAUMA

This category includes headaches that occur for the first time in close temporal
relation to a known trauma (52). If there is remission within three months
after the trauma, the headache should be classified as acute post-traumatic head-
ache. Otherwise, chronic post-traumatic headache is the diagnosis. The same rule
applies to acute and chronic post–whiplash injury headache. The ICHD-2 also
classifies under this group those headaches secondary to intracranial hematoma
and postcraniotomy.

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO CRANIAL OR CERVICAL
VASCULAR DISORDERS

This category encompasses a large group of headaches that fulfill the following
criteria: symptoms and/or signs of a vascular disorder; appropriate investigations
indicating the vascular disorder; and the headache developing in close relationship
with the vascular disorder. This group includes headaches related to (i) ischemic
stroke and TIAs; (ii) nontraumatic intracranial hemorrhage; (iii) unruptured vascu-
lar malformations; (iv) arteritis (including giant cell arteritis); (v) carotid or vertebral
artery pain (including arterial dissection, postendarterectomy headache, etc.);
(vi) cerebral venous thrombosis; and (vii) other intracranial vascular disorders,
including CADASIL (cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical
infarcts and leukoencephalopathy), MELAS (mitochondrial encephalopathy, lactic
acidosis, and stroke-like episodes), etc. (53–59).
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In many of these conditions, such as ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, headache
may be unrecognized because of focal signs and/or disorders of consciousness.
In others, such as subarachnoid hemorrhage and giant cell arteritis, headache may
be the most prominent symptom and an initial warning symptom.

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO NONVASCULAR
INTRACRANIAL DISORDERS

This category includes an extensive and heterogeneous group of disorders (7). They
are: (i) high cerebrospinal fluid pressure; (ii) low cerebrospinal fluid pressure;
(iii) noninfectious inflammatory diseases; (iv) intracranial neoplasm; (v) headache
related to intrathecal injections; (vi) postseizure headache; (vii) Chiari malformation
type I (CM1); and (viii) syndrome of transient headache and neurologic deficits with
cerebrospinal fluid lymphocytosis (60–62).

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO A SUBSTANCE OR ITS WITHDRAWAL

When new headaches occur in close temporal relation to substance use or withdrawal,
they are coded to this group. The ICHD-2 classifies in this group those headaches
following acute exposure to (63,64) (i) nitric oxide donor substances; (ii) phospho-
diesterase inhibitors; (iii) carbon monoxide; (iv) alcohol; (v) food components and
additives; (vi) monosodium glutamate; (vii) cocaine; (viii) cannabis; and (ix) other
acute substance use.

In addition, chronic medication overuse is a risk factor for the development of
CDH (65,66). Using the ICHD-2, if a subject has a frequent headache associated with
medication overuse and meets otherwise the criteria for CM, a diagnosis of probable
CM and probable medication-overuse headache should be assigned. Definite diagno-
sis of medication-overuse headache requires that headaches remit or improve when
the overused medication is withdrawn. Prior to withdrawal, the use of the ‘‘prob-
able’’ term exemplifies the difficulty of causal attribution (see section ‘‘Controversies
in the classification of primary chronic daily headaches of long duration’’).

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO INFECTION

This is a very straightforward group where headaches secondary to intracranial and
extracranial (systemic) infections are classified. This group also includes headaches
related to HIV/AIDS and chronic postinfectious headaches (67).

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO DISORDERS OF HOMEOSTASIS

This group of headaches was formerly referred as headaches associated with
metabolic or systemic diseases. They include the following headaches: (i) headache
attributed to hypoxia and/or hypercapnia (high altitude, diving, and sleep apnea);
(ii) dialysis; (iii) arterial hypertension; (iv) headache attributed to hypothyroidism;
(v) headache attributed to fasting; (vi), cardiac cephalgia; and (vii) headache attrib-
uted to other disturbances of homeostasis (68,69).
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HEADACHE OR FACIAL PAIN ATTRIBUTED TO DISORDERS OF
CRANIUM, NECK, EYES, EARS, NOSE, SINUSES, TEETH, MOUTH, OR
OTHER FACIAL OR CRANIAL STRUCTURES

This is a very heteronegenous group classifying headache and facial pain due to disease
of the cranium, the neck, and the facial structures. Cranial neuralgias are not classified
under this chapter. The ICHD-2 includes criteria for cervicogenic headache (70).

HEADACHE ATTRIBUTED TO PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

This group provides a link to classify those extremely rare headaches that are
causally attributable to a psychiatric disorder. The headache may be attributed to
a somatization disorder or to a psychotic disorder. This should be distinguished from
psychiatric comorbidities where a headache disorder (e.g., migraine) and a psychia-
tric disorder (e.g., depression) occur together in the same person (71).

CRANIAL NEURALGIAS AND CENTRAL CAUSES OF FACIAL PAIN

Finally, the last chapter of the ICHD-2 codes the cranial neuralgias and facial pain,
including (72,73) (i) trigeminal neuralgia; (ii) glossopharyngeal neuralgia; (iii) nervus
intermedius neuralgia; (iv) superior laryngeal neuralgia; (v) nasociliary neuralgia
(Charlin); (vi) supraorbital neuralgia; (vii) other terminal branch neuralgias; (viii)
occipital neuralgia; (ix) neck–tongue syndrome; (x) external compression headache;
(xi) cold stimulus headache; (xii) constant pain caused by compression, irritation, or
distortion of cranial nerves or upper cervical roots by structural lesions; (xiii) optic
neuritis; (xiv) ocular diabetic neuropathy; (xv) herpes zoster; (xvi) Tolosa–Hunt
syndrome; (xvii) ophthalmoplegic migraine; and (xviii) central causes of facial pain.

Criteria for trigeminal neuralgia, the prototype of a cranial neuralgia, are
summarized in Table 7.

CONTROVERSIES IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF PRIMARY CHRONIC
DAILY HEADACHES OF LONG DURATION

Primary CDH is defined as a group of primary headaches that occur more than 15
days a month (or 180 days a year) with a duration of four or more hours per day

Table 7 ICHD-2 Classification of Trigeminal Neuralgia

A. Paroxysmal attacks affecting one or more divisions of the trigeminal nerve lasting from a
fraction of a second to two minutes

B. The pain has at least one of the following characteristics: intense, sharp, superficial,
stabbing, precipitated from trigger areas, or by trigger factors

C. There is no clinically evident neurological deficit
D. Attacks are stereotyped in the individual patient
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Headache Society Classification.
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(see Chapter 27 for the clinical features, diagnosis, and treatment of CDH). Studies
reported difficulties using the ICHD-1 to classify CDH sufferers (74,75). As a
consequence, a few proposals for the classification of these patients have emerged.
Of these proposals, the Silberstein and Lipton (S-L) criteria have been most widely
used (76). The S-L criteria divide the CDH into four main diagnoses: (i) transformed
migraine (TM); (ii) chronic TTH; (iii) new daily-persistent headache; and (iv) HC.
The system subclassifies these main diagnoses as ‘‘with medication overuse’’ or
‘‘without medication overuse.’’

As a syndrome, CDH is addressed neither in the ICHD-1 nor in the ICHD-2,
which, however, provides criteria for the CDH subtypes. Controversies exist regard-
ing the differences between CM and TM and the best way to classify NDPH.

TM and CM have been used synonymously in the past, but this is no longer
appropriate. CM has a specific definition in the ICHD-2, and TM is a headache
syndrome not included in the ICHD-2. Patients with TM typically have a past his-
tory of migraine, usually migraine without aura. Subjects report a process of trans-
formation (chronification) over months or years, and as headache increases in
frequency, associated symptoms become less severe and frequent. The process of
transformation frequently ends in a pattern of daily or nearly daily headache that
resembles chronic TTH, with some attacks of full migraine superimposed.

The S–L criteria classify TM in two situations: First, a primary CDH develops
in a person with previous history of headaches. Second, one of the three following
links with migraine are satisfied: (i) a prior history of migraine; (ii) a period of esca-
lating headache frequency; or (iii) concurrent superimposed attacks of migraine that
fulfill the IHS criteria.

A revision of the criteria for CM is currently being considered by the Inter-
national Headache Society Classification Committee. As of the writing criteria for
CM would require 15 or more days of headache per month and at least 8 days of
migraine. This issue is fully discussed in Chapter 27.

NDPH is characterized by the relatively abrupt onset of an unremitting pri-
mary CDH, i.e., a patient without a previous headache syndrome develops a chronic
headache that does not remit. It is the new onset of this primary daily headache that
is the most important feature. According to the S-L criteria, the clinical features of the
pain are not considered in making the diagnosis, which only requires absence of
history of evolution from migraine or episodic TTH. The S-L classification allows
the diagnosis of NDPH in patients with migraine or episodic TTH if these disorders
do not increase in frequency to give rise to NDPH. The IHS criteria consider NDPH
in those cases where the headaches resemble TTHs (in other words, NDPH with
migrainous features or coexisting new-onset migraine does not meet the criteria
for this diagnosis according to the ICHD-2) (77–80).
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INTRODUCTION

Headache disorders are divided into two major categories. Secondary disorders have
an identifiable underlying cause such as an infection, a brain tumor, or a stroke.
Primary headache disorders have no apparent underlying cause (1,2). Of the primary
headache disorders, tension-type headache is the most common in population studies
(3), but migraine is most common among patients who seek medical care for head-
ache (4). The most important forms of migraine are migraine with and without aura
as well as a condition termed ‘‘probable migraine’’ (PM) (1).

In this chapter we review the epidemiology and risk factors for migraine in
population studies, as well as the patterns for health care use. We discuss the burden
and the costs of migraine, as well as risk factors for disease progression. We close by
linking the epidemiological data to treatment strategies directed to reducing the bur-
den of migraine and preventing disease progression. The epidemiology of the other
primary headaches is described in the respective chapters.

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MIGRAINE

Efforts to improve the diagnosis and treatment of migraine should begin with epide-
miologic data, which helps to describe the prevalence and burden of migraine and its
scope and distribution.

Epidemiological data can be used to identify the groups at highest risk for
migraine, including those in need of medical care among migraine sufferers. It also
helps to identify individuals at higher risk to progress to chronic daily headache (see
Chapter 27). Finally, epidemiologic data may provide clues to preventive strategies
or disease mechanisms.
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Epidemiological studies focus on the incidence and prevalence of disease in
defined populations (5). Incidence refers to the rate of onset of new cases of a disease
in a given population over a defined period. Prevalence is defined as the proportion
of a given population, which has a disease over a defined period. Prevalence is deter-
mined by the average incidence and average duration of disease (6).

The Incidence of Migraine

The incidence of migraine has been investigated in a limited number of studies.
Using the reported age of migraine onset from a prevalence study, Stewart et al. (7)
found that, in females, the incidence of migraine with aura peaked between ages 12
and 13 (14.1/1000 person-years); migraine without aura peaked between ages 14 and
17 (18.9/1000 person-years). In males, migraine with aura peaked incidence several
years earlier, around five years of age at 6.6/1000 person-years; the peak for
migraine without aura was 10/1000 person-years between 10 and 11 years (Fig. 1).
New cases of migraine were uncommon in men in their 20s. From this data, we
can conclude that migraine begins earlier in males than in females and that migraine
with aura begins earlier than migraine without aura.

A study performed in a random sample of young adults (21–30 years) found
that the incidence of migraine was 5.0 per 1000 person-years in males and 22.0 in
females (8), supporting the findings reported above (9). However, a study using a
linked medical records system showed a lower incidence (probably because many
people with migraine do not consult doctors or receive a medical diagnosis) (8).
In this study, the average annual incidence rate per 1000 person-years was 3.4 (4.8
in women and 1.9 in men). In women, incidence rates were low at the extremes
of age and higher for ages 10 to 49, with a striking peak at the age of 20 to 29.
In this study, incidence also peaked later than in other studies, because medical
diagnosis may occur long after the age of onset.

Figure 1 Incidence of migraine, by age and sex. Source: From Ref. 7.
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In the Danish population, the annual incidence of migraine for ages 25 to 64
was of 8/1000, being 15/1000 in males and 3/1000 in females. Prevalence peaked
in younger women (20/1000) (10).

As shown below, the gap between peak incidence in adolescence and peak
prevalence in middle life indicates that migraine is a condition of long duration.

The Prevalence of Migraine

The published estimates of migraine prevalence have varied broadly, probably
because of differences in the methodology (for reviews see 5,11–13). A meta-analysis,
restricted to studies that used the International Headache Society (IHS) criteria and
gender-specific models (females and males were modeled separately), found that age
and geography accounted for much of the variation in prevalence (14). Herein, we
present primarily studies that used the IHS definition (Table 1).

Prevalence by Age

Before puberty, migraine prevalence is higher in boys than in girls; as adolescence
approaches, incidence and prevalence increase more rapidly in girls than in boys. The
prevalence increases throughout childhood and early adult life until approximately
age 40, after which it declines (Fig. 2) (14). Overall, prevalence is highest between
25 to 55 years of age, the peak years of economic productivity. These dramatic age
effects account for some of the variation in prevalence estimates from previous studies.

Although studies suggested that migraine prevalence may be increasing (9,15),
the stability of prevalence in studies in the United States over the past decade does
not support the view that prevalence is increasing (16,17). It is possible that the
demonstrable increases in medical consultation and diagnosis may have caused an
apparent rather than a real increase.

Prevalence in Children and Adolescents

The prevalence of headache in children, as investigated in a number of school- and
population-based studies (18–24), is summarized in Table 2. By age 3, headache
occurs in 3% to 8% of children. At age 5, 19.5% have headache and by age 7, 37%
to 51.5% have headaches. In 7- to 15-year-olds, headache prevalence ranges from
57% to 82%. The prevalence increases from ages 3 to 11 in both boys and girls with
higher headache prevalence in three- to five-year-old boys than in three- to five-year-
old girls. Thus, the overall prevalence of headache increases from preschool age to
mid-adolescence, when examined using various cross-sectional studies.

Two relatively recent studies report the prevalence of pediatric migraine in the
Asian Middle East. The first one, performed in southern Iran, evaluated a random
sample of 1868 teen-aged girls (aged 11–18) (507 reported headache). Overall preva-
lence rate for migraine was 6.1% (95% CI, 5.0–7.2) and for tension-type headache,
12.1% (95% CI, 10.6–13.6). Migraine and tension-type headache were significantly
associated. The exposure of subjects to sunlight, type of food, and a family history
of headache were the most significant factors associated with migraine and tension-
type headaches (25). The second study evaluated 1400 randomly selected Saudi chil-
dren in grades 1 through 9. Overall, the headache prevalence was 49.8%. The preva-
lence of migraine was 7.1%. For both boys and girls, the age-specific prevalence rate
for nonmigraine headache rose steadily from around 15% at age 6 to age 7 to nearly
60% after age 15. For migraine, there was a sharp increase in the prevalence rate
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(from around 2% to around 9%) at age 10 to 11, both in boys and girls. Age-adjusted
prevalence for migraine between ages 6 and 15 was 6.2% (26).

Another study evaluated the evolution over five years of juvenile migraine
without aura in adolescents. Sixty-four subjects out of 80 previously selected were
reevaluated. Thirty-two (50%) had migraine without aura. After four years, migraine
without aura persisted in 56.2%, converted to migrainous disorder or non-
classifiable headache in 9.4% and 3.1% of cases, respectively, changed to episodic
tension-type headache in 12.5%, and remitted in 18.8% (27).

Prevalence in the United States

In the United States, the American Migraine Study-1 (AMS-1) collected information
from 15,000 households representative of the U.S. population in 1989 (16). The
AMS-II used virtually identical methodology 10 years later (17). Finally, the
American Migraine Prevention and Prevalence (AMPP) study replicated, in its first
research phase, the methods of the AMS-I and AMS-II (28). In these three very large
studies, the prevalence of migraine was about 18% in women and 6% in men (Fig. 3).

Table 1 summarizes several prevalence studies conducted in the last 12 years. We
present the prevalence of migraine in different geographic locations, overall and by
gender.

Prevalence of Migraine by Socioeconomic Status

The relationship between migraine prevalence and socioeconomic status is uncertain.
In physician- and clinic-based studies, migraine appears to be associated with high
intelligence and social class. In his studies of children, Bille did not find association
between migraine prevalence and intelligence (18,19). Similarly, in adults, epidemiol-
ogic studies do not support a relationship between occupation and migraine

Figure 2 Adjusted prevalence of migraine by age from a meta-analysis of studies using
IHS criteria. Abbreviation: IHS, International Headache Society. Source: From Ref. 14.
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prevalence (29). In both the AMS-I and AMS-II and the AMPP, migraine prevalence
was inversely related to household income (i.e., migraine prevalence fell as household
income increased) (17,18,28). This inverse relationship between migraine and
socioeconomic status was confirmed in another U.S. study based on the members
of a managed care organization and in the National Health Interview Study (29).
Finally, although the genetic epidemiology of migraine study (GEM) failed to demon-
strate an association between migraine and socioeconomic status (30), a recent study
in England showed this relationship (31).

Prevalence of Migraine by Geographic Distribution

Migraine prevalence also varies by race and geography. In the United States, it is high-
est in Caucasians, intermediate in African Americans, and lowest in Asian Americans
(5). Similarly, a meta-analysis of prevalence studies suggests that migraine is most
common in North and South America and Europe, but lower in Africa, and often
lowest in studies from Asia (Fig. 4) (4). The influence of reporting bias on these find-
ings cannot be excluded. Nonetheless the data suggest that race-related differences in
genetic risk may contribute. If and how these differences apply to the pediatric popu-
lation (of if these differences have later expression) is still to be determined.

THE BURDEN OF MIGRAINE

Individual Burden of Migraine

Migraine is a public health problem of enormous scope, which has an impact on both
the individual sufferer and on society (17,18). Nearly one in four U.S. households
have someone with migraine. Twenty-five percent of women in the United States
who have migraine experience four or more severe attacks a month; 35% experience
one to four severe attacks a month; 38% experience one, or less than one, severe
attack a month. Similar frequency patterns were observed for men (18,28).

In the AMS-II, 92% of women and 89% of men with severe migraine had some
headache-related disability. Similar findings were reported by the AMPP. About half
were severely disabled or needed bed rest (32). In addition to the attack-related

Figure 3 Prevalence of migraine in the AMS-I, AMS-II, and AMPP, overall and by gender.
Abbreviations: AMS, American Migraine Study; AMPP, American Migraine Prevention and
Prevalence.
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disability, many migraineurs live in fear, knowing that at any time an attack could
disrupt their ability to work, care for their families, or meet social obligations. Abun-
dant evidence indicates that migraine reduces health-related quality of life (33,34).

Societal Impact of Migraine

Migraine has an enormous impact on society. Recent U.S. studies have evaluated
both the indirect costs of migraine and the direct costs (32,35–37). Indirect costs
include the aggregate effects of migraine on productivity at work (paid employment),
in household work, and in other roles. The largest component of indirect costs is the
productivity losses that take the form of absenteeism and reduced productivity while
at work. Hu et al. estimated that productivity losses due to migraine cost American
employers 13 billion dollars per year (35). These issues have been reviewed in more
detail elsewhere (38).

Migraine’s impact on health care utilization is marked as well. The National
Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, conducted from 1976 to 1977, found that 4%
of all visits to physicians’ offices (over 10 million visits a year) were for headaches
(39,40). Migraine also results in major utilization of emergency rooms and urgent
care centers (41,42). Vast amounts of prescription and over-the-counter (OTC)
medications are taken for headache disorders. OTC sales of pain medication (for
all conditions) were estimated to be 3.2 billion dollars in 1999 (United States) and
headache accounts for about one-third of OTC analgesic use. (Consumer Healthcare
Products Association. OTC Sales Statistics—1995 to 1999. AC Neilsen, April 2000.)
Gross sales for the triptans are about US $1 billion per year in the United States.

PROBABLE MIGRAINE—AN IMPORTANT MIGRAINE SUBTYPE

Most epidemiologic studies focus on the two common forms of migraine, migraine
without aura (1.1) and migraine with aura (1.2). Clinic- and some population-based

Figure 4 Adjusted prevalence of migraine by geographic area and gender in a meta-analysis
of studies using IHS criteria. Source: From Ref. 5.
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studies show that a large number of patients with migrainous features fail to fully
meet the IHS criteria for these two types of migraine (43–46). These patients often
fulfill all criteria but one for migraine with or without aura. This condition is termed
‘‘probable migraine’’ in the IHS classification (1). Estimates of the prevalence of PM
vary widely. The one-year period prevalence in the AMS-II was 2.6%. In the AMPP,
the overall prevalence of PM was 4.5%, being 3.9% in men and 5.1% in women (28).
In a French population study, Henry et al. (47) found a prevalence of 9.1% for
PM. Interestingly, in their study, PM was more prevalent than migraine with or
without aura. The impact of PM is poorly understood.

We recently conducted a study assessing the prevalence and impact of PM
within a health plan (43). Among 8579 respondents, the one-year prevalence for
migraine with and without aura (strict migraine) was 14.7% (19.2% in women and
6.6% in men); for PM it was 14.5% (19.6% in women and 13.1% in men); pooling
strict migraine and PM, the prevalence of all migraine was 29.2% (38.8% in women
and 19.6% in men) (Fig. 5). The prevalence of strict migraine and PM was higher in
females, Caucasians, and those in early middle life relative to controls. Health related
quality of life (HRQoL) was reduced in the PM, strict migraine, and all migraine
groups, compared to controls (mental health scores 50.2, 48.2, 50.9, and 53.1, respec-
tively, p< 0.0001; physical health scores 46.8, 48.8, 47.8, and 51.2, respectively,
p< 0.0001). The proportion of subjects with high disability relative to control was
elevated in PM, strict migraine, and all migraine groups [migraine disability assess-
ment (MIDAS) III and IV: 13%, 31%, 22%, and 3.7%, respectively—p< 0.0001].
Strict migraine and PM were associated with an increased risk of depression.

Diagnosis of this large group of headache sufferers is an important issue
in clinical practice. Given the overlap of symptom features, the profile of familial
aggregation, and treatment response profiles, it is likely that PM involves the same
pathophysiological process as with strict migraine.

CONCLUSIONS

Migraine is a lifelong illness for many sufferers and imposes an enormous and
prevalent health care burden on society. Migraine parallels other chronic illnesses
such as asthma, hypertension, high blood pressure, and seizure disorder in terms

Figure 5 Prevalence of probable migraine, strict migraine, and all migraine within partici-
pants of a health plan. Abbreviations: SM, strict migraine; PM, probable migraine; AM, all
migraine.
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of the impact of disease and requirement for long-term management. Identification
of and screening for migraine, establishment of a disease management plan for the
patient, based on a stratified care treatment approach, and ongoing assessment of
illness severity and disease impact (using a disability measure such as MIDAS) is
likely to improve long-term outcomes, including patient satisfaction and treatment
success. This effort must be part of a broader strategy that includes effective
assessment and follow-up, patient education, behavioral approaches, and preventive
treatments that will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.
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INTRODUCTION

While most headache sufferers experience attacks once or twice per month, some indi-
viduals (about 4% of the adult population) chronically experience attacks on a daily
or near daily basis. The term ‘‘chronic daily headache’’ (CDH) is defined by conven-
tion as headache on 15 or more days per month.

Despite recent insight from animal models (1–3), focused clinical studies
(4–10), and epidemiology (11–14), the etiology of CDH remains uncertain in most
cases. Evidence from placebo-controlled trials of treatment strategies for CDH is
limited (15–20) and, unfortunately, clinical trials of headache-specific agents
often exclude individuals with very frequent headache. In this chapter, we review
the epidemiology, natural history, and risk factors for CDH identified in population
studies.

CLASSIFICATION

CDH can be secondary (attributable to an underlying disorder) or primary (not
attributable to an underlying disorder). Primary CDH is further subdivided into
the shorter duration headaches (less than four hours, such as chronic cluster head-
ache, chronic paroxysmal hemicrania, and hypnic headache) and long-duration
types (21). Long duration types include chronic tension-type and chronic migrainous
headache, and, less commonly, hemicrania continua and new daily persistent head-
ache (21). In the population, most CDH sufferers can be classified as either chronic
migrainous headache or chronic tension-type headache, with roughly equal preva-
lences of both (22–26). CDH patients in tertiary referral centers primarily have
chronic migrainous headaches, presumably due to higher rates of consultation (24).

A slightly greater proportion of the migraine population experience CDH
than of the non-migraine headache population [8% vs. 5%, odd’s ratio (OR)¼ 1.6
(1.3–1.9)] (unpublished data from Ref. 24). Therefore, it is possible that migraine
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headache is either a risk factor for CDH onset or is associated with a poorer
prognosis (longer duration) than nonmigrainous CDH. However, two prospective
studies found that individuals with migrainous CDH were no more or less likely
to remit by two to four years of follow-up than individuals with chronic tension-type
headache (23,26).

CHRONIC DAILY HEADACHE EPIDEMIOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY

Prevalence

CDH affects about 4% of the adult and elderly population 23,25–27,28) and about
2% of children or adolescents (11,29,30,30a). This relatively constant prevalence of
CDH is in contrast to the pattern seen with episodic migraine and, to a lesser extent,
tension-type headache, both of which tend to become less prevalent with age.

Incidence

In a U.S. based population study of adults aged 18 to 65, the one-year incidence of
CDH was approximately 3% among those with episodic headache (14). Incidence
rates were much higher (14%) in a German clinic-based study of migraine sufferers
(31). This higher incidence rate among consulting headache patients could be due to
these patients having more severe disease than the population sample or because
such patients have a higher prevalence of comorbid conditions or other exposures
that influence incidence and might influence rates of physician consultation.

Remission

Three prospective population-based studies suggest high rates of remission over time
periods ranging from one to four years. For example, in the U.S. prospective study,
more than half (60%) of CDH cases at baseline had remitted to less than 180
headache days per year at follow-up; remission to less than 1 headache per week
was less common (16%) (14). A similar remission rate was reported in Taiwan
(65% remitted to fewer than 15 headaches per month after two years) (23), although
remission was lower in an elderly Chinese population (33% had remitted over a
four-year period) (26).

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CHRONIC
DAILY HEADACHE

Gender

CDH affects women more than men by a factor of roughly two to one (27) and
this increased prevalence in women is evident even after the age of menopause
(23,25,26,30).

Socioeconomic Status

CDH appears to be more common in individuals of less education or lower income
(14,23,24,26,32). In a prospective study in the United States, compared to those with
a graduate education, individuals with less than a high-school education were at
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increased risk of CDH at baseline [OR¼ 3.35 (2.1–5.3)] and were at reduced risk for
remission at one year [OR¼ 0.2 (0.1–0.5)] (14). However, educational level was
not associated with one-year incidence in this study.

In a large prospective population study from Norway, Hagen et al. considered
whether the risk of CDH was greater in those with lower educational level, income,
or social class (32). Results indicated that the risk of CDH was higher in those with
less than 10 years of education relative to those with 13þ years of education for both
women [relative risk (RR)¼ 2.4 (1.1–4.9)] and men [RR¼ 1.6 (1.1–2.1)]. Similar
results were seen for low social class for women [RR¼ 2.6 (1.5–4.6)] and men
[RR¼ 1.4 (1.0–2.0)], and for low income for men [RR¼ 1.8 (1.2–2.7)] but not for
women [RR¼ 0.9 (0.6–1.4)].

Marital Status

In the previously mentioned U.S. prospective study (14), marital status at baseline
was considered as a risk factor for CDH prevalence, incidence, and remission.
Compared to married individuals, previously married individuals (e.g., divorced,
widowed, or separated) were found to be at a higher risk of CDH at baseline
[OR¼ 1.5 (1.1–1.9)] and were less likely to have remission after one year
[OR¼ 0.5 (0.3–0.9)]. However, marital status was not associated with CDH
incidence [OR¼ 1.8 (0.6–5.7)] among the episodic headache controls.

OTHER FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH CHRONIC DAILY HEADACHE
PREVALENCE OR INCIDENCE

Obesity

Obesity, defined as a body-mass index �30, was predictive of one-year CDH inci-
dence in the U.S. prospective study (14). The reason why obesity would predispose
individuals to headache progression is unknown, although obesity is associated with
other conditions [e.g., osteoarthritis (see below), diabetes, and cardiovascular disease
(33)] that might also influence headache frequency.

Medication Use

Medication overuse for headache may be an aggravating or causal factor for head-
ache progression, may be a marker of headache intractability, or both. As medica-
tion overuse is obviously a consequence of headache progression, the role or even
existence of medication overuse as a cause of headache progression is difficult to
demonstrate in observational studies, and will remain uncertain absent evidence
from well-designed clinical trials.

In population samples, approximately one-third of CDH sufferers overuse
medication as defined based on criteria by Silberstein (22,23,25,26,34,35), although
a somewhat higher proportion of CDH sufferers (41–54%) were found to be overus-
ing medication in a large study from Norway (36).

Lu et al.(23) followed a group of 106 CDH sufferers for two years, 36 (34%) of
who overused medication at baseline. At follow-up two years later, 19/70 (27%)
of the nonoverusers had persistent CDH and 18/36 (50%) of the overusers had per-
sistent CDH, corresponding to a relative risk of 1.8 (1.1–3.1). In a second study in an
elderly population, Wang et al. (26) identified 15 (25%) CDH sufferers, who over-
used medication. At follow-up at least two years later, 21/37 (57%) of non-overusers
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had persistent CDH versus 14/15 (93%) of overusers, corresponding to a relative risk
of 1.6 (1.2–2.3). The previously mentioned German clinic-based study found that
medication overuse predicted incidence of CDH in episodic migraine-specialty
patients, even after adjusting for baseline headache frequency (31). These studies
thus support the hypothesis that medication overuse predicts a worse prognosis,
but do not answer the question of whether medication overuse is itself a risk factor
or is a marker for headache intractability.

Zwart et al. (37) interviewed a large population-based sample of individuals
two times over a 10-year period. They found that individuals who used analgesics
daily or weekly at baseline were more likely to have chronic pain at follow-up com-
pared to individuals who used analgesics less than weekly. Unfortunately, the reason
for medication use at baseline was not known. Therefore, this finding cannot be
taken to support the hypothesis that medication overuse predicts CDH incidence,
because headache frequency at baseline (and the ‘‘at-risk’’ population for CDH)
was not known. For similar reasons, this finding cannot be taken to support the
hypothesis that CDH sufferers with medication overuse have a worse prognosis than
CDH sufferers without medication overuse, because individuals with CDH were not
identified in the baseline survey.

Caffeine Consumption

The role of caffeine as a causal or aggravating factor in CDH is of particular interest, as
caffeine is the only component of pain medication shown to cause withdrawal head-
ache in placebo-controlled trials (38). In a U.S. case-control study, dietary and medic-
inal caffeine consumption both before and after CDH onset was compared in CDH
cases to episodic headache controls (39). Results showed that the CDH sufferers were
more likely to have been high caffeine consumers than the comparison group before
CDH onset, although the association was modest. There was no difference in current
caffeine consumption between the episodic and chronic headache sufferers.

High caffeine consumption appeared to be more important as a risk factors in
some subgroups of CDH sufferers, particularly younger women, CDH sufferers with
daily episodic (as opposed to daily continuous) headache, CDH sufferers who had
not consulted physicians, and CDH of recent (less than two years) onset. The
migraine sufferers, whether episodic or chronic, consumed more medicinal or dietary
caffeine than the other headache sufferers.

Snoring and Sleep-Related Factors

Habitual snoring was much more common in a population sample of CDH sufferers
compared to episodic headache controls (12). This association was independent of
factors known to be associated with snoring and sleep apnea (e.g., male gender,
increased age, weight, high blood pressure, alcohol consumption) as well as other
headache-related factors that can affect sleep (e.g., use of sedating pain medication,
coexisting depression, and caffeine consumption). The finding that CDH sufferers
were more likely to snore was evident for both chronic migraine and chronic ten-
sion-type headache sufferers, for both men and women, for both younger and older
CDH sufferers, and for both married and unmarried CDH sufferers. This suggests
that, if the association is causal, the effect of snoring on very frequent headache is
from a different mechanism than that from sleep apnea/hypopnea. CDH cases were
also more likely to report sleep problems and to be either short or long sleepers
(unpublished data from Ref. 12).
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Stressful Life Events

Certain life changes (moves, job changes, child-related changes, changes in marital
status, deaths in the family or of close friends, and ongoing ‘‘extremely stressful’’
life events) were found to be associated with CDH onset in the case-control study.
Overall, cases reported more such events in the same year or year before CDH onset
than the controls in an equivalent time period (2.7 vs. 2.0, p < 0.001, ranksum
test). No difference was found for post-CDH events, strengthening a causal
interpretation.

A large study based on adolescent students from Taiwan measured the pre-
sence of childhood stressors (e.g., parental divorce and child abuse) using the global
family environment scale and compared scores between students with CDH and a
control group (11). They found that the CDH students had about a 10% higher score
on this scale—suggesting that the presence of these negative life events might be
involved in the onset of adolescent CDH.

Comorbid Pain

The co-occurrence of different pain syndromes has been noted in a number of studies
(29,40,41). Pain conditions might be comorbid because of diagnostic uncertainties
[for example, chronic tension-type headache and temporomandibular disorder
(TMD)], particularly when there is an overlap in the symptomatology of the pain
syndromes or when diagnosis is not based on objective markers. It may also be that
one condition directly leads to the development of the second (e.g., neck pain trigger-
ing headache). However, there may be shared genetic or nongenetic factors that
influence the development of pain at different sites.

In the previously mentioned study from Norway (13), individuals with CDH
were more than four times more likely to report musculoskeletal symptoms than
those without CDH [RR¼ 4.6 (1.0–5.3)]. Similarly, in a U.S. study (14), CDH suf-
ferers over age 40 were considerably more likely to report physician-diagnosed
arthritis [OR¼ 2.41 (1.8–3.3)] than individuals with episodic headache. Among the
episodic headache controls, physician-diagnosed arthritis was also associated with
incident CDH, although results were attenuated after adjusting for obesity.

In a study by El-Metwally et al. of 1756 third- and fifth-grade Finnish school-
children (42), children were examined for the presence of nontraumatic musculoske-
letal pain symptoms and were tested for hypermobility. They were reevaluated after
one and four years to determine factors related to the prognosis of musculoskeletal
pain. Baseline headache once or more a week (not characterized by type) was found
to be a negative prognostic factor—that is, the children with comorbid headache
were more likely to have persistent musculoskeletal pain at follow-up compared to
the children without comorbid headache.

von Korff et al. conducted a three-year longitudinal study of 803 adult Group
Health enrollees to measure factors that were associated with the onset of chronic
pain (43). Participants were assessed at baseline for chronic pain, depression, and
other factors. At the three-year follow-up, baseline depression was not associated
with incidence of TMD pain, back pain, or abdominal pain although it was asso-
ciated with severe headache incidence [adjusted odds ratios of 1.7 for moderate
depression and 5.0 for severe depression and for chest pain incidence (OR¼ 4.5
for moderate depression and OR¼ 4.6 for severe depression)]. Having a baseline pain
condition was a more consistent predictor of a new pain condition than having
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baseline depression, with significant risk for new onset back pain (OR¼ 2.1),
headache (OR¼ 4.3), abdominal pain (OR¼ 6.3), and TMD pain (OR¼ 3.7).

CONCLUSION

CDH affects about 4% of the population. In the general population, CDH often
remits over a one- to four-year period. CDH is more common in women than
men and is inversely associated with measures of socioeconomic status. Risk factors
identified in population studies include stressful life events, habitual snoring, and
comorbid pain.
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INTRODUCTION

The term ‘‘comorbidity,’’ introduced by Feinstein, refers to the presence of any
additional coexisting ailment in a patient with a particular index disease (3). Failure
to classify and analyze comorbid diseases can create misleading medical statistics and
may cause spurious comparisons during the evaluation and treatment planning for
patients. Comorbidity can alter the clinical course of patients with the same diagnosis
by affecting the time of detection, prognostic anticipations, therapeutic selection, and
post-therapeutic outcome of an index diagnosis (4). In addition, it can also affect the
length of hospital stay, response to somatic treatment, and mortality (5–7).

Nonrandom co-occurrence of two conditions may be attributable to several
methodologic artifacts including: samples selected from clinical settings that are
nonrepresentative of persons with the index disease in the general population
(i.e., ‘‘Berkson’s Paradox’’) (8); assessment bias, in which the co-occurrence of two
conditions is an artifact of overlap in the diagnostic criteria or in the assessments
employed to ascertain the criteria; and the lack of an appropriate comparison (or
control) group with which to account for factors that confound the association
between the two conditions.

METHODOLOGY OF COMORBIDITY STUDIES

Associations between migraine and a variety of somatic and psychiatric conditions
have been reported in the literature since it was first described as a discrete syndrome.
Most of the early descriptions of such associations were based on clinical case series, so
empirical evidence was lacking. Several factors that complicate the investigation of
comorbidity of migraine and other conditions include discrimination from ‘‘migraine

a Adapted in part from Refs. 1 and 2.
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‘‘migraine equivalents’’ defined as alternate manifestations of migraine that occur in
an ‘‘attack-like’’ fashion, including abdominal pain, dizziness or vertigo, or visual
symptoms; lack of specificity of symptom expression or constellations within indivi-
duals over time; and the involvement of several systems including the cardiovascular,
gastrointestinal, and sensory organs, as well as both the peripheral and central ner-
vous systems.

There is dramatic variability in the methodology of studies of comorbidity and
migraine, which limits the conclusiveness of the findings. Studies of comorbidity
require valid definitions and reliable ascertainment of each of the disorders under
consideration. The majority of migraine comorbidity studies was conducted prior
to the introduction of the International Headache Society criteria and employed
idiosyncratic definitions of migraine ranging from recurrent headaches to classical
migraine with neurologic prodromes. Moreover, standardized definitions of both
disorders were rarely included in clinical or community studies. In general, clinical
series and case–control studies have employed the most thorough clinical evaluations
of subjects. In contrast, community studies tend to apply less rigorous definitions of
the disorders because collection of extensive diagnostic information on both condi-
tions was precluded by the sheer magnitude of the studies.

Community studies generally have sufficient statistical power to detect associa-
tions between migraine and rare diseases. Indeed, the negative associations in the
smaller sample sizes of the clinical and case–control studies are often the result of
b-type errors rather than a true lack of association between migraine and other
diseases. Another methodologic limitation of the majority of studies of migraine
comorbidity is the failure to incorporate confounding risk factors, which could
explain the association between several diseases and migraine. In addition, the
inter-relationships between the comorbid disorders themselves are often unac-
counted for in multivariate analyses, thereby yielding spurious associations. Finally,
as noted above, the samples of both the clinical series and case–control studies may
be biased with respect to the increased probability that persons with two or more
conditions are represented in clinical samples (i.e., Berkson’s paradox) (8). Thus,
population-based studies are necessary to identify such biases in treatment samples.
Case–control studies and cross-sectional epidemiologic studies mainly generate
hypotheses about possible associations, and longitudinal population-based studies
are necessary to test the hypotheses and reliably identify patterns of comorbidity.

EVIDENCE FOR MIGRAINE COMORBIDITY

Comorbidities of migraine and several other disorders have been reported in clinical
series, case–control studies, and epidemiologic surveys. The most widely implicated
are disorders of the cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, neurologic, and psychiatric
systems and allergies or asthma. This chapter will focus on associations between
migraine and selected medical and psychiatric conditions for which evidence has
been presented in the literature. In general, for each condition of interest,
community studies will be presented first, followed by case–control studies.

Cardiovascular Diseases

Hypertension

In the classic epidemiologic study by Waters (9), no differences emerged between the
levels of systolic and diastolic blood pressure among migraineurs. Similar results
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were obtained from other large studies of community surveys (10–14). However, in a
recent epidemiologic survey of 5755 adult participants, a modest association between
elevated blood pressure and migraine was observed (15).

In contrast to the epidemiologic studies above, nearly all case–control studies
examining the association between migraine and hypertension have reported a
positive association. The first systematic study was conducted by Gardner et al.
(16) in 1940, who found that the mean systolic blood pressure was greater in migrai-
neurs over age 40 than among age-matched controls. Both Featherstone and
Markush et al. reported a twofold increase in the rates of hypertension among cases
when compared to controls (17,18). Research has also shown that relatives of
migraine patients are more likely to be hypertensive (19,20).

In summary, in view of the largely negative studies done among large-scale
community surveys, and despite the positive though inconsistent results of case–
control studies, a definite association between migraine and hypertension is yet to
be established. Moreover, all findings should be qualified by the fact that pain
may result in higher blood pressure. Whether high blood pressure precedes the onset
of migraine or rather is caused by the presence of migraine with recurrent headaches
is unknown.

Heart Disease

Heart diseases including mitral valve prolapse, congenital heart defects (e.g., patent
foramen ovale and atrial septal aneurysm), coronary artery disease, ischemic heart
disease, angina, and arrhythmias have also been purportedly associated with
migraine. There are few large-scale, prospective epidemiologic studies specifically
examining the association between migraine and the above-named heart diseases;
however, there are many case–control studies. In the examination of migraine
and mitral valve prolapse, inconsistent measures and definitions of mitral valve
prolapse and migraine, in addition to insufficient power to test this association
adequately, are likely reasons for the discrepant findings among case–control
studies (17,21).

Findings from case–control studies considering the relationship between
migraine or recurrent headache and heart disease (heart attacks, coronary heart
disease, and angina) after controlling for well-known cardiovascular risk factors
(17,22–27) have been essentially negative, except one cross-sectional community
study, which did find that those over 45 years old having migraine with aura were
more likely to be at risk for coronary heart disease (15).

Several family studies reporting on the relative risk/odds ratio among relatives
of migraineurs compared to controls (19,20,28,29) with heart disease show an
average relative risk/odds ratio of approximately 1.5.

Thus, overall, there is little evidence for an association between heart disease
and migraine, after considering the effects of the other cardiovascular risk factors
including smoking and hypertension.

Neurologic Diseases

Regarding migraine and neurologic diseases, it is important to note that migraine
may be secondary to these disorders, i.e., symptomatic migraine of established
disease. This pertains, for example, to migraine after stroke, multiple sclerosis
(MS), and tumors. Neurologic disorders may cause both symptomatic migraine
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and epilepsy, and thus, give a false association. In examining comorbidity, the
main interest is on primary migraines.

Stroke

The association between migraine and stroke has received renewed attention because
of a recent paper reporting that persons with migraine have an increased prevalence
of cerebellar infarcts (of the posterior circulation) compared to controls (30). In
addition, there has been growing interest in subclinical white matter hyperintensities
observed in migraineurs (31).

Several population-based studies have found an association between migraine
and stroke (32–38). Among the U.S. studies, Buring et al. (33) reported an associa-
tion between migraine and stroke in data from the Physician’s Health Survey—a
large-scale, prospective longitudinal study of the efficacy of aspirin in male physi-
cians. When assessed after five years, men with migraine exhibited an elevated risk
of stroke when compared to those without a history of migraine, yielding a risk ratio
of 2.0 (95% CI 1.1–3.6) for ischemic stroke, and 1.8 (95% CI 1.1–3.2) for all stroke.
Kurth et al. (35) used the Women’s Health Study collection of 40,000 professional
women aged over 45 followed prospectively over nine years and observed a hazard
ratio of 1.7 (95% CI 1.1–2.6). Merikangas et al. (34) examined the association in a
large-scale epidemiologic study of 13,380 adults, and found that those with migraine
have an increased risk ratio of 1.5. In addition, the risk of stroke, given a history of
migraine, decreased with increasing age—for example, at age 60 the risk ratio is 1.7,
compared to a risk ratio of 2.8 at 40 years.

The majority of case–control studies that have included both sexes and a wider
age range suggest an association between migraine and stroke. In general, the most
striking finding is that the elevation of risk for ischemic stroke is among female
migraineurs aged 15 to 45. The results are variable, with the magnitude of associa-
tion ranging between an odds ratio of 3.0 to 6.2, and classic migraine carrying a
larger risk than common migraine (39–44). In addition, in their review of the litera-
ture between 1995 and 2001, Curtis et al. (45) confirmed that migraine in women
using oral contraceptives is a risk factor for stroke. One case–control study failed
to report an association between stroke and migraine (17).

The family studies (19,20,29) cited previously, which compared parents of
migraine patients and controls, also examined the rates of stroke. Leviton et al.
(20) selected parental mating types in which only one parent had recurrent severe
migraine headache and found no increase in the history of stroke in the parent with
headache compared to the unaffected parent. In contrast, the family history study of
Galiano et al. (28) reported a nearly two-fold increased risk of stroke among the
relatives of subjects with migraine compared to controls. Lanzi et al. (29) observed
an odds ratio of 1.2 (95% CI 0.7–1.9) for stroke among relatives of child and
adolescent migraineurs compared to age-matched psychiatric/neurological controls.

In summary, nearly all the studies, epidemiologic and case–control, provide
convincing evidence for an association between migraine and stroke, though their
findings vary according to the sex and age group in which the risk of stroke is
elevated.

Epilepsy

Since Paskind’s (46) first study of the relationship between seizures and migraine in
1934, there have been many systematic (47–52) and controlled (47,49,53–57), but no
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large-scale community-based population studies of this association. Of the dozen or
so controlled studies of adults in clinical samples, only two reported a significant
association between these two conditions (49,53). Likewise, the two controlled
studies of sufficiently large samples of children found no systematic association
between convulsions and migraine (58).

In a family study of epilepsy of 1948 adult probands with epilepsy and 1411 of
their parents and siblings, Ottman and Lipton (59–61) reported a twofold increase in
migraine among both epileptic probands and their relatives. In contrast, another
family study found no significant difference in the prevalence of migraine among
relatives of patients with epilepsy and controls (62). In another group of studies
(63–67) on specific types of childhood epilepsy and migraine, findings have been
inconsistent. The variability in the definitions and subtypes of epilepsy investigated
across studies precludes accurate risk estimation based on aggregate findings. Addi-
tional studies are necessary to confirm an association between migraine and epilepsy.

Multiple Sclerosis

Although there have been numerous reports (68,69) of an increased risk of migraine
among patients with MS, there is scant evidence for an association in controlled
studies. One recent case–control study of risk factors for MS found that migraine
was both associated with MS and was an independent risk factor for the develop-
ment of MS (70).

Immunologic Diseases

Allergies/Asthma

The association between migraine and allergic conditions including food allergies,
asthma, hay fever, and bronchitis has been nearly as widely investigated as
cardiovascular disorders. In a prospective longitudinal study, Strachan et al. (71)
examined the incidence of wheezing illness in 18,559 subjects at ages 7, 11, 16, 23,
and 33, and found weak, independent associations with the occurrence of wheezing
illness with migraine during childhood and adulthood. In a community-based survey
of adults in California, Von Behren et al. (72) reported that migraine was associated
with asthma among women. In a 1999 U.S. population–based survey (American
Migraine Study II), Diamond (73) observed increased rates of allergies and sinusitis
among migraineurs. Earlier studies of adults and children by Chen et al. (11,74)
reported relative risks of 1.9 for asthma and 4.1 for allergies. The average magnitude
of the association between allergic conditions and migraine across these earlier
studies was approximately 2.4.

Controlled clinical samples among children and adults have consistently
yielded significantly greater rates of allergies or asthma among migraine subjects
compared to controls (10,75–78). In his classic study, Bille (58) reported that children
with migraine had twice the risk of allergies as those without migraine. Mortimer
et al. (79) further observed that in a ‘‘general practice’’ cross-sectional group of
1077 children aged 3 to 11 years, the prevalence of atopic disease (asthma, eczema,
and rhinitis) was increased among children with migraine compared to those without
it. In a study of 64,678 matched pairs from the General Practice Research Database
of the United Kingdom, Davey et al. (80) found that the relative risk of asthma in
patients with migraine was 1.6. The relative risks for chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, respiratory symptoms, eczema, and hay fever were also increased among the
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migraine patients. The only negative study (54) was an uncontrolled series of asthma
patients, in whom there was no increased risk of migraine when compared to rates
from the general community.

Irrespective of the specific type of allergic condition assessed in the studies, a
strong and consistent association between the allergic conditions and migraine has
been found in both community and clinical studies of children and adults.

Gastrointestinal Disorders

Although various gastrointestinal conditions have also been linked with migraine,
it is difficult to discriminate whether these conditions are truly independent or
whether they represent manifestations of the gastrointestinal component of migraine.
Especially in children, the distinction between recurrent abdominal pain and undiag-
nosed abdominal migraine often presents problems in examining the relationship
between migraine and abdominal pain (81). There is a long history of attempts in
epidemiologic studies to address this association (82–84). Anttila et al.’s prospective,
population-based study (85) of 1290 school-aged children found that children with
migraine reported more abdominal pain than those without migraine, but Mortimer
et al.’s (78) case–control study of 1104 children registered with a general practice
clinic did not.

Other studies have examined the association between migraine and other
gastrointestinal disorders with variable findings. The association with gastric ulcers
was observed in case–control samples (17) from clinical settings and yielded relative
risks ranging from 1.9 to 2.5, whereas Chen et al. (11) reported that ulcers were only
associated with migraine among smokers. Greater rates of hiatal hernia, colitis, and
Helicobacter pylori infection have been reported among migraineurs than among
controls, but the findings have been inconsistent (17,86). It is important to note that
some of the associations reported between migraine and some gastrointestinal
disorders, especially gastric ulcers, may be due to confounding analgesic (non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) use. In summary, no definitive associations have
been established between migraine and specific gastrointestinal disorders.

Psychiatric Disorders

There have been numerous writings on the comorbidity of migraine and psychiatric
syndromes, ranging from mood, anxiety, and somatoform disorders to problems
with personality, impulse control, eating, and substance use (87–105). This review
will mainly focus on the relation between migraine and mood and anxiety disorders.

Depression

The vast majority of the literature on the relationship between migraine and mood
disorders has centered on migraine and major depression where the association
has been well-established in community-based surveys. Table 1 presents the associa-
tion between migraine and mood and anxiety disorders in numerous prospective,
large-scale, community studies using standardized psychiatric assessments. The odds
ratio for migraine and depression varies between 2.2 and 4.0. Additional population-
based studies using questionnaires to assess depression (106–111) confirm associa-
tions in a similar range, and community studies (112,113) (N¼ 772, 1139) reporting
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Table 1 Psychiatric Disorders Associated with Migraine in Prospective, Large-Scale,
Community Studies

Psychiatric disorder by migraine
diagnoses Odds ratio 95% Confidence interval

Depression
HIS-based (144)
Breslau, 1998 (137)b

Migraine with aura 4.0 2.2–7.2
Migraine without aura 2.2 1.2–4.0

Swartz et al., 2000 (129)a 2.3 1.4–3.5
Breslau et al., 2000 (128)b

Non-IHS-based 3.5 2.6–4.6
Merikangas et al., 1990 (136) 2.2 1.1–4.8
McWilliams et al., 2004a (145) 2.4 1.8–3.1
Bipolar Disorder
IHS-based
Breslau, 1998 (137)b

Bipolar I
Migraine with aura 7.3 2.2–24.6
Migraine without aura 2.4 0.5–11.3

Bipolar II
Migraine with aura 5.2 1.4–19.9
Migraine without aura 2.5 0.5–11.9

Non-IHS-based
Merikangas et al., 1990 (136)
Bipolar spectrum 2.9 1.1–8.6
Generalized Anxiety Disorder
IHS-based
Breslau, 1998 (137)b

Migraine with aura 4.1 1.4–11.5
Migraine without aura 5.5 2.3–13.2

Non-IHS-based
McWilliams et al., 2004a (145) 3.1 2.0–4.9
Panic Disorder
IHS-based
Breslau, 1998 (137)b

Migraine with aura 10.4 4.5–24.1
Migraine without aura 3.0 1.0–9.4

Swartz et al., 2000 (129)a 3.4 1.1–6.7
Breslau et al., 2001 (146)d 3.7 2.2–6.2
Non-IHS-based
Merikangas et al., 1990 (136) 3.3 0.8–13.8
Phobia
IHS-based
Swartz et al., 2000 (129)a 1.4 1.1–1.9
Breslau, 1998 (137)b

Migraine with aura 2.9 1.7–5.0
Migraine without aura 1.8 1.0–3.0

Non-IHS-based
Merikangas et al., 1990 (136) 2.4 1.1–1.5
Social Phobia

(Continued)
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only rates show migraine in 19% to 26% of depressed women and 6% to 10% of
depressed men.

Clinical samples employing standardized diagnostic criteria also reveal consis-
tent associations between the two disorders, irrespective of the index disorder for
which the subjects sought treatment. Studies examining the prevalence of depression
in migraine patients (N¼ 34–500) report rates ranging from 3.8% to 57.0%
(19,95,96,98,99,101,114–121) compared to general population lifetime rates of 16%
(122). Studies looking at the reverse relation, the prevalence of migraine in depressed
clinical populations (N¼ 116–423), have found that migraine rates vary between
19% and 84% (73,90,123–126). The lower value of this range is comparable to
general rates of migraine in females (16%), but much higher than that in males
(6%) (Ferrari 1998).

Breslau et al. reported a bidirectional relationship between the onset of
migraine and depression in two prospective studies (127,128). However, Swartz
et al. (129) did not confirm the bidirectional association finding in a prospective
population-based sample of the Baltimore area. Taken together, these clinical and
community studies provide substantial evidence for a positive association between
migraine and major depression and suggest their association results from common
risk factors that may increase the risk of acquiring either condition rather than a
causal relation.

Bipolar Disorder

To date, the evidence to support an association between bipolar disorder and migraine
has not been as rigorously pursued. Clinical bipolar samples (124,130–134) with
sizes ranging from 21 to 327 have reported migraine rates varying overall from 13%
to 49%; among women, the migraine rates range from 27% to 44%; among men,
13.7% to 31.4%; and among bipolar type II subjects, 65% to 78%. The migraine rates
in male bipolar subjects are consistently elevated over those in the general population.

Table 1 Psychiatric Disorders Associated with Migraine in Prospective, Large-Scale,
Community Studies (Continued )

Psychiatric disorder by migraine
diagnoses Odds ratio 95% Confidence interval

IHS-based
Swartz et al., 2000 (129)a 1.3 0.9–1.8
Non-IHS-based
Merikangas et al., 1990 (136) 3.4 1.1–10.9
Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder
IHS-based
Swartz et al., 2000 (129)a 1.3 0.6–2.9
Breslau, 1998 (137)b

Migraine with aura 5.0 1.8–14.6
Migraine without aura 4.8 1.8–12.7

aage- and sex-adjusted relative risk
bsex-adjusted relative risk
cage-adjusted relative risk
dsex- and major depression-adjusted relative risk
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Female subjects with bipolar disorder also demonstrate higher rates of migraine,
but this elevation is not as prominent, especially given some samples reporting
migraine rates up to 20%. Methods for diagnosing migraine among the clinical
samples vary from administration of a structured diagnostic interview of all migraine
criteria to a single yes or no question of a history of migraine. One study (135)
has investigated the rate of bipolar spectrum disorders among 1000 clinical migrai-
neurs and found rates of 2.1% for bipolar type I, 2.4% for bipolar type II, 1.3% for
cyclothymia, and 2.8% bipolar NOS, making a total of 8.6% for the entire bipolar
spectrum disorders.

This total was similar to the rate found in Merikangas and Angst’s community
study (136) of young adults in Zurich, Switzerland, where the rate of bipolar spec-
trum disorder (as defined by a manic or hypomanic episode) in 61 migraineurs
was 8.8% and the odds ratio was 2.8 (1.1–8.6). The only other community study
examining bipolar disorder and migraine was in a Detroit sample of young adults,
where the OR for Bipolar I was 7.3 (2.2–24.6) and 5.2 (1.4–19.9) for Bipolar II
(137). Both studies report a distinct elevation of bipolar illness among migraineurs,
in the community and the clinic, compared to the general population where the
rate is 1%.

The prevalence of migraine is also clearly elevated in individuals with bipolar
disorder. In fact, mania or the bipolar subtype of mood disorders is more strongly
associated with migraine than any other psychiatric disorder.

Anxiety

Anxiety disorders are also associated with migraine in both clinical and community
studies (93,104,108,111,121,123,136,138–143). Table 1 reports the association
between generalized anxiety, panic, phobic and obsessive-compulsive disorders,
and migraine. Two community studies (136,139) have shown that the onset of anxi-
ety disorders tends to precede that of migraine in about 80% of the cases of migraine
with comorbid anxiety or depression, and that the onset of depression followed that
of migraine in three three-fourths of the comorbidities. This temporal sequence was
also confirmed in an eight-year follow-up of childhood migraine (115).

Investigation of comorbidity of migraine and depression or anxiety states in
family study data revealed that migraine, anxiety, and depression may result from
a partially shared diathesis (93,141). Because disturbances in the same neurochemical
systems have been implicated in migraine, depression, and anxiety disorders, pertur-
bation of a particular system or systems may produce symptoms of all three
conditions, thereby producing one syndrome rather than three discrete entities.
These findings underscore the importance of systematic assessment of depression
and anxiety in persons with migraine. If there is a subtype of migraine associated
with anxiety and mood disorders, it is critical to treat the entire syndrome rather
than limiting the treatment goal to headache cessation.

CONCLUSION

Migraine is most consistently associated with mood and anxiety disorders, stroke,
epilepsy, allergies, and asthma (Table 2). The most important implications of this
comorbidity include its consideration in the treatment and etiology of both
disorders. Single-agent; therapeutic choices that may treat migraine and a specific
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comorbid disorder can include: a beta- or calcium-channel blocker for hypertension
or heart disease, valproic acid or topiramate for epilepsy or bipolar disorder, and
tricyclic antidepressants for depression.

Aggregation of the findings of previous studies has been precluded by
differences in methodology. The salient methodologic factors included: a lack of
standardized diagnostic definitions of both the index and comorbid disorder;
sampling differences with respect to gender, age, and source of the sample; lack of
statistical power to detect associations with rare conditions; and wide variability
in the inclusion of confounders in the analyses of the associations. Therefore, future
studies need to focus on the application of standardized diagnostic definitions with
reliable methods of assessment of both the index and comorbid conditions. It is
particularly critical to formulate the hypotheses regarding the associations in
advance in order to avoid the possibility of false-positive errors due to multiple
testing, particularly in large samples. Moreover, specific risk factors for each of
the conditions need to be identified carefully and their effect on the association inves-
tigated systematically. For example, although a weak association between heart
disease and migraine was reported, the association was not significant when
smoking, a risk factor for both conditions, was included in the analyses. Indeed,
the identification of purported ‘‘confounding’’ risk factors may be the most
important finding with respect to the nature of non-random associations between
comorbid disorders. Such extrinsic mechanisms can provide targets of prevention
for the development of both conditions or for the secondary disorder as a
consequence of the index disease.
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5
Pain Sensitivity: Intracranial and
Extracranial Structures

Todd D. Rozen
Department of Neurology, Michigan Head Pain and Neurological Institute, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, U.S.A.

Head pain can be generated by a multitude of structures, but the brain parenchyma
itself is not one of them. The brain has either no or minimal sensory innervation with
pain fibers. However, the coverings of the brain (meninges), meningeal blood vessels,
and large cerebral arteries and veins all are highly innervated, and thus when stimu-
lated, could cause head pain (Fig. 1). In addition, neck structures and paranasal
sinuses can contribute to head pain. This chapter will look at the potential pain
sensitive intracranial and extracranial structures.

ANATOMY OF HEAD PAIN

The sensory innervation of the head is supplied by the trigeminal nerve and the
upper cervical nerve roots. The sensory trigeminal nerve has three main branches,
all of which pass information to the trigeminal (gasserian) ganglion. The trigeminal
ganglion then relays information centrally, via the sensory root of the trigemi-
nal nerve, to the main sensory nuclei of the trigeminal system termed the
trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC), which is located in the lower medulla and upper
cervical spine region (Fig. 2). The ophthalmic division (V1) provides sensory infor-
mation from the upper eyelid, orbit, bridge of the nose, and a portion of the scalp.
The maxillary division (V2) provides sensory input from the lower eyelid, inferior
portion of the nose, upper cheek and lip as well as a portion of the jaw and the
palate. The mandibular division (V3) subserves the lower lip, lower jaw, lower face
and cheek region, tongue, and the front of the ear (1). The trigeminal sensory system
also provides innervation to the sinus cavities, meninges, and cerebral veins and
arteries. The brain parenchyma itself has no sensory innervation and thus is insen-
sate. The posterior portion of the head gets its sensory innervation from the greater
occipital nerve (cervical dorsal rami 2 and 3), lesser occipital nerve (cervical ventral
ramus 2), greater auricular nerve (cervical ventral rami 2 and 3), and the upper cer-
vical nerve roots. As there is a dual convergence of inputs of sensory information
into the TNC from both trigeminal and cervical afferents, trigeminal activation
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Figure 2 Anatomy of the sensory trigeminal nerve. Source: From Neurology Ambassador
Program of the American Headache Society.

Figure 1 Pain sensitive intracranial structures. Source: From Neurology Ambassador
Program of the American Headache Society.
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can be felt clinically as both head and neck pain whereas cervical nerve–root activa-
tion can be sensed as both neck and frontal head pain (2).

Blood Vessels

For decades, migraine was referred to as the vascular headache. Indeed, blood
vessels must play some role in migraine pathogenesis, but it is now believed that
cerebral vascular changes are secondary to neuronal activation. The vascular supply
to the brain is highly innervated by the trigeminal nerve, and thus cranial arterial
manipulation can induce head pain. The pain sensitivity of cranial blood vessels
was established by Wolff and colleagues (3). They found that not only would arterial
stimulation produce pain in conscious subjects, but also different arteries would
produce varying pain referral patterns (4). The intracranial segment of the internal
carotid artery and the proximal 2 cm of the middle and anterior cerebral arteries
would produce eye pain and forehead and temple discomfort ipsilateral to the side
of the stimulated arterial segment. Middle meningeal artery distension produced
pain in the ipsilateral retro-orbital and temple region. Irritation of the vertebral
artery would produce pain in the occiput region. More recently, cerebral artery pain
referral patterns have been demonstrated during procedures of arteriovenous mal-
formation embolization. Nichols et al. (5) noted, with balloon distension of the distal
internal carotid artery and proximal middle cerebral artery (MCA), that pain was
felt lateral to the eye, whereas distension of the middle portion of the MCA produced
pain in a retro-orbital distribution. Pain felt above the eye was noted when the distal
one-third of the MCA was dilated. Nichols et al. (6) also noted pain referral patterns
with balloon distension of the vertebral and basilar arteries. Distension of the verteb-
ral artery at the level of the foramen magnum produced pain from the ipsilateral
occiput region to the shoulder. Distension of the vertebral artery midway between
the foramen magnum and the vertebral basilar junction produced pain behind the
ipsilateral ear, at the level of the mastoid and in the upper neck. Distention of
the upper vertebral artery caused pain in the posterior lateral portion of the neck
and posterior auricular region, and even in the cheek, forehead, and the area lateral
and inferior to the orbit. After distension of the inferior basilar artery, discomfort was
felt at the skull vertex, neck, posterior auricular region, and occiput. Martins et al. (7)
documented pain referral patterns during endovascular procedures (embolization or
balloon inflation). In all patients, the pain was focal and ispilateral to the manipulated
vessel. MCA and penetrating subcortical artery stimulation produced pain in the tem-
ple or supraorbital region. Pain from the vertebral–basilar circulation was felt in the
orbit and in the medial frontal and medial supraciliary regions. This is somewhat
incongruous with past studies, which usually noted pain referral to the neck and occi-
put with distension of the vertebral–basilar arterial system. Manipulation of the peri-
callosal arteries led to discomfort in the parietal region. Clinically, Fisher (8) noted
pain referral patterns in patients with headache along with arterial occlusive syn-
dromes. Internal carotid artery occlusion led to pain in the ispilateral forehead region,
whereas pain in the forehead and retro-orbital region occurred with MCA occlusion,
and occiput and neck pain occurred with vertebral or basilar artery occlusion. Dissec-
tion of cerebral arteries also causes distinct pain referral patterns (9). Internal carotid
artery dissections usually present with pain involving the face, neck, or head. Head-
ache, the most common symptom of ICA dissection, occurs in 84% of patients. The
headaches are usually one sided and focal, most commonly involving the anterior
head region, in the orbit or periorbital region. Facial pain occurs in about 30% of
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internal carotid artery dissections. The most common symptoms of vertebral artery
dissection are neck pain and headache. Headache usually occurs at the base of the
head (occipital area), often in association with neck pain.

Cerebral Veins and Sinuses

Wolff described the pain referral pattern of cerebral veins as he described that of
cerebral arteries (3). Interestingly, stimulation of the superior saggital sinus produced
pain that was less intense than arterial-based pain, and the pain referral pattern
over the frontal–temporal region was more diffuse. Clinically, when cerebral vein
thrombosis occurs, headache location is variable including holocranial pain or focal
pain even with a one-sided thrombosis. Recently, Daugaard et al. (10) wanted to test
if cephalic veins played a role in migraine pathogenesis. They hypothesized that if the
venous system plays some part in migraine pain genesis, then venous dilation during
a migraine attack should be a painful event. Queckenstedt’s maneuver (compression
of jugular veins) will induce dilation in both intra- and extracranial veins. Patients
during a headache underwent either the Queckenstedt’s maneuver or a placebo
maneuver (pressure over sternocleidomastoid muscles) for 10 seconds. There was no
significant difference between the Queckenstedt’s maneuver group and the placebo
maneuver group in regard to headache worsening. The authors concluded that
the cranial venous system does not play an important role in migraine pathogenesis.
Certainly, the venous structures, which are highly innervated by the trigeminal sys-
tem, could produce head pain when stimulated. At present, the pain referral patterns
have not been as well documented as the arterial system.

Meninges

The meninges are highly innervated by trigeminal afferents. Meningeal irritation
from neurovascular extravasation is believed to play a large role in migraine pain.
Diffuse meningeal irritation such as occurs with infectious meningitis causes diffuse
holocranial head pain. There is little literature that describes pain referral patterns
when localized parts of the meningeal system are stimulated. About 30% of patients
with primary meningeal tumors have headache, whereas up to 75% of individuals
with leptomeningeal metastases have headache (11).

Cervical Spine

The role of the cervical spine in head pain pathology is gaining increasing accep-
tance. Stimulation of neck structures including cervical roots and the cutaneous
tissue innervated by the greater occipital nerve can result in frontal headache.
Neck paraspinal muscles and cervical ligaments and joints are innervated by the
upper cervical nerve roots. The cervical roots fire centrally to the trigeminocervical
complex, which comprises the TNC and the upper C2–3 cervical segments. The
spinal C2 root is the primary afferent to this system and is represented peripherally
by the greater occipital nerve. Because both dural and cervical afferents converge
into the TNC, clinically neck pathology can be felt as head pain whereas dural
pathology or irritation can be felt as neck and subocciput discomfort (typical
migraine pain location is in or around the eye and at the occipitonuchal junction)
(12). Bogduk (13) states that the sources of cervical spinal pain that refer to the head
corresponds to those spinal structures that are innervated by the upper three cervical
spinal nerves. These structures include the median and lateral atlantoaxial joints,
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the atlanto-occipital joint, the C2–3 zygapophysial joint, and the suboccipital and
upper posterior neck muscles, the upper prevertebral muscles, the C2–3 disc,
and the trapezius and sternocleidomastoid muscles (13). Patients with chronic daily
headache who are refractory to standard treatment in many instances have an
underlying cervicogenic syndrome. Once the cervical irritation is quelled (occipital
nerve blockade and cervical facet rhizolysis), the chronic daily head pain can be
alleviated. Some specialists believe that anything causing irritation below C3 will
not cause headache, whereas others will argue that even a C5 herniated disc can
produce head pain.

Nasal and Paranasal Structures

In many instances, patients will misinterpret the pain of migraine as sinus-based pain.
The reason for this is that the pain of both migraine and sinus cavity inflammation is
in the same location, and that is because both the migraine pain system and the sinus
cavities are innervated by the trigeminal nerve. The sinus cavities include the frontal,
ethmoid, maxillary, and sphenoid sinuses. The innervation of the frontal sinus is via
V1 (supraorbital and supratrochlear branches), maxillary sinus V2 (greater palatine
nerve and branches of the infraorbital nerve), and ethmoid sinus V1 (superior portion
of sinus cavity) and V2 (inferior portion of sinus cavity), whereas the sphenoid sinus is
innervated by both V1 and V2. In the nasal cavity, the superior portion of the nasal
septum is innervated by V1, whereas the middle and inferior parts of the septum are
innervated by V2 (14). McAuliffe et al.(15) in the early 1940s noted that pain sensitiv-
ity was highest in the nasal turbinates and sinus ostia, whereas the nasal septum was
less pain inducing. Stammberger and Wolf (16) noted that when a probe was pressed
on the superior portion of the nasal septum, pain would occur in the region of the
lateral and medial canthus, whereas pressure on the superior turbinate induced pain
in the frontal area of the head, medial canthus, in the orbit, and in the ear. Ethmoid
pressure led to pain in the outer and inner canthus region, retro-orbital pain, and
associated lacrimation and photophobia. Anything causing inflammation in the para-
nasal sinus cavities can theoretically produce pain referred to the head, including
infection, polyps, tumors, and an abnormal contact between the nasal turbinates
and the nasal septum. Contact point headaches can resemble migraine and present
as intractable one-sided head pain, which is refractory to typical migraine treatment.
The current literature states that headache may occur from contact between the nasal
septum and the superior and middle nasal turbinates or the nasal septum and the
medial wall of the ethmoid sinus (14).
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INTRODUCTION

Since the initial description of cortical spreading depression (CSD) by Leao, there
has been growing evidence that CSD is the underlying pathomechanism of the
migraine aura (Table 1). CSD is a slowly propagating wave of neuronal and glial
depolarization that spreads across the cortex with a speed of 3 to 5 mm/min. It is
accompanied by a short-lasting dramatic increase in regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) followed by a long-lasting rCBF hypoperfusion. Recent functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) (1) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) (2) studies
in men strongly support the occurrence of CSD during visual migraine aura.
Assessment of the speed of progression of the visual field defect during migraine aura,
using Humphrey field chart, confirms the rate of progression of 3.6 mm/min (3). The
fact that, among all aura symptoms, the visual aura is the most common (4) may
reflect the hyperexcitability of the occipital cortex of migraineurs.

NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

Spreading depression–like phenomena have been observed in cerebral ischemia mod-
els and experimental trauma. In the injured human brain, Strong et al. recently
demonstrated CSD or a CSD-like phenomenon developing in the boundary zone
of the lesion by electrocorticography (5). The detailed molecular mechanisms initiat-
ing CSD are not understood. In experimental animal studies, potassium, pinprick,
glutamate, and electrical stimuli cause CSD, indicating that this phenomenon is trig-
gered by primary neuronal–glial homeostasis imbalance. A key transmitter in the
initiation and propagation of CSD appears to be glutamate. Glutamate binds
to N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA) and alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl
isoxazole-propionic acid receptors on neuronal and glial tissue and by doing so
causes depolarization of these cells. The NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 has
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been demonstrated in several experimental animal studies to inhibit CSD initiation and
propagation, indicating the crucial function of glutamate and the NMDA receptor in
this neurophysiological event (6). In addition, blockade of the NR2B subunit of the
NMDA receptor by ifenopril also abolishes CSD in a murine model, supporting
the critical role of glutamate for CSD (7). However, at least to our knowledge NMDA
receptor antagonists are not available for clinical use, and no trials have been performed
in migraine aura so far. More evidence can be derived from a study in a knock-in mouse
model carrying the human pure FHM-1 R192Q mutation (8). This mutation in the
CaV2.1 (calcium channel type P/Q) channels that control the release of glutamate from
cortical neurons has given multiple gain-of-function effects, leading to enhanced neuro-
transmission and enhanced CSD. In stroke, NMDA receptor antagonists are not
beneficial for the clinical outcome, although a CSD-like phenomenon called peri-
infarct depolarization has been suspected of contributing to tissue damage (9).

It remains to be determined whether NMDA receptor antagonists are able to
abort the migraine aura. The effect of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in CSD
and migraine aura is not entirely clear. The preventative antimigraine drugs valpro-
ate and topiramate are likely to affect nociception by modulating GABA- and/or
glutamate-mediated neurotransmission (10). Both antiepileptic substances enhance
GABA-mediated inhibition. However, they have no effect on the migraine aura,
and at least valproic acid has not been proven so far to affect CSD (11).

In addition to neuronal events, cerebral angiography or carotid artery dissec-
tion is known to initiate migraine aura in a subset of susceptible patients, pointing
to a primary endothelial factor as a trigger for CSD. In fact, topical application
of the potent vasoconstrictor endothelin-1 has recently been shown to induce typical
CSD in a rat model at concentrations between 10 nM and 1 mM, without causing
ischemia (12). Endothelin modulates endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells as
well as neurons and astrocytes. Therefore, neuronal and vascular mechanisms may
apply. However, the mode of action is supposed to be vascular in this experimental
model, because the application of an NO donor requires higher concentrations of
endothelin to induce CSD.

The role of astrocyctic Ca2þ waves with respect to the migraine aura and
migraine headache remains elusive. It has been speculated that astrocytes may carry
the propagating wave front of CSD. In line, L-type calcium channel mRNA expres-
sion is enhanced after CSD (13). Interestingly, CSD determines the velocity of an
accompanying astrocytic Ca2þ wave. When CSD is terminated, the astrocytic

Table 1 Comparison Between Imaging Finding During Migraine Visual Aura and
Experimental CSD

Visual aura CSD

Cortical gray matter þ þ
Hyperemia 3.3� 1.9 min 3–4.5 min
Hypoperfusion 2 h 1–2 h
Suppression of activation þ þ
Rate of spread 3.5� 1.1 mm/min 2–5 mm/min
Terminates at major sulci þ þ
Amplitude recovery 15 min (80%) 15–30 min (evoked)
First activated/first to recovery þ þ

Abbreviation: CSD, cortical spreading depression.
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Ca2þ wave moves on and propagates as a self-reliant mechanism, which covers a
larger territory, but spreads with a lower velocity (14). Together these findings indi-
cate that neuronal CSD and astrocytic Ca2þ waves use different propagation
mechanisms. However, calcium waves travel through gap junctions, and astro-
cyte–pia arachnoid communication also occurs through these structures. Therefore,
gap junctions could serve as a link between CSD and pain sensitive structures in
cortical proximity.

For a long time, CSD-associated short-lasting cortical hyperperfusion, which is
a distinct feature of CSD in the rat and cat, was considered as an epiphenomenona of
lesser importance (Fig. 1). Recent fMRI studies of the human migraine aura point to
the presence of an initial cortical hyperperfusion followed by a longer-lasting wave
of hypoperfusion (Fig. 2) (1). However, CSD hyperperfusion was demonstrated in
2002 in primates (cynomolgus monkey) for the first time using positron emission
tomography (PET) (15). Cortical hypoperfusion was not observed in the aforemen-
tioned study. CSD hyperperfusion is partly mediated by the release of trigeminal and
parasympathetic neurotransmitters from perivascular nerve fibers (16). Recent data
suggest that blockade of CSD hyperperfusion leads to detrimental consequences.
Indeed, high extracellular potassium and blockade of nitric oxide synthases abolish
CSD hyperperfusion and cause CSD-induced pronounced hypoperfusion that
spreads with a speed of 3.4� 0.6 mm/min across the cortex, resulting in cortical
infarction (17). A similar phenomenon could account for migrainous strokes or
strokes in subarachnoid hemorrhage. In rare cases, the aura in migraineurs occurs
without subsequent headaches or even during the headache. In contrast, in more
than 90%, there is a striking timely link as the aura is followed by typical migraine

Figure 1 Cortical spreading depression (CSD) is defined as a wave of neuronal and glial
depolarisation (A) that slowly spreads along the cortex at a rate from 2–5 mm/min. Together
with the depolarisation, laser blood flow measurements have documented (B) dramatic
increases in blood flow lasting 2–5 minutes followed by a long lasting hypoperfusion.
(C) CSD is also associated with changes in ion homeostasis and release of glutamate.
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headaches. Moskowitz and colleagues demonstrated a pathophysiological connection
between CSD and meningeal events consistent with the notion of headache (Fig. 3)
(18). CSD resulted in ipsilateral enhanced c-fos expression within the trigeminal
nucleus caudalis (TNC), which was dependent on trigeminal nerve integrity, thereby
indicating trigeminal nerve activation during CSD. In line, hippocampal CSD acti-
vates the TNC albeit bilaterally with a c-fos staining pattern in TNC that is very
similar in both studies (primarily Laminae I and II) (19). This is a remarkable
finding with respect to the observation that patients describe memory disturbance
before the onset of migraine (20). Surprisingly, electrophysiological studies failed to
demonstrate CSD-induced activation of neurons within the TNC (21).

CSD leads to plasma protein extravasation (PPE) in the ipsilateral dura mater
of rats, which can be blocked by trigeminal nerve transection on the same side and
an antagonist at the substance P–binding site (NK-1 receptor). PPE is a model that
has been used to assess the efficacy of antimigraine drugs. Finally, CSD results in
delayed blood flow increases selectively in ipsilateral meningeal vessels. Delayed
blood flow increase was abolished by ipsilateral acute and chronic trigeminal nerve
sectioning and trigeminal rhizotomy. Importantly, sectioning of parasympathetic
nerve fibers also abolished delayed blood flow increase (18).

In summary, CSD is able to activate the ipsilateral trigeminal nerve system as
demonstrated by c-fos expression in TNC and meningeal PPE. In addition, delayed
meningeal blood flow increase is mediated by a trigeminal–parasympathetic brain
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Figure 2 Blood flow changes in cortical spreading depression (CSD) and migraine. Blood flow
changes during CSD (gray line) is superimposed over the MRI-BOLD signal obtained during
migraine visual aura. Note that the time scale is the same for both measurements. In both cases
an initial hyperemia is followed by a long lasting hypoperfusion. Source: Modified from Ref. 1.
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stem connection. This work (18) was the first to demonstrate that intrinsic brain
events are able to activate extracerebral meningeal nociceptors.

Inhibition of CSD may abort the human migraine aura and may prevent sub-
sequent headache. A novel drug has been proposed for the treatment of migraine
aura. Tonabersat, a cis benzopyran, effectively attenuates abnormally high levels
of neuronal excitation and is also successful in assays that have been used to
determine the efficacy of antimigraine drugs. This substance reduces CSD-induced

Figure 3 Link between cortical spreading depression (CSD) and trigeminovascular activa-
tion (1). CSD releases potassium, hydrogen ions, nitric oxide, metabolites of arachidonic acid
(AA) and glutamate, into the extracellular and perivascular space and causes transient hyper-
emia and vasodilation in cortex pial vessels and duramater (2). This molecules are able to acti-
vate and sensitize the perivascular trigeminal afferents and transmit impulses centrally (3) to
trigeminal nucleus caudalis via the trigeminal ganglion. From trigeminal nucleus caudalis the
impulses are transmitted centrally for further pain processing (4). Dural trigeminal afferents
release CGRP, substance P and NK-1, leading to dural vasodilation and inflammation (5).
Activation of ipsilateral trigeminal nucleus caudalis in turn, leads to stimulation of the super-
ior salivary nucleus (SSN) (6) and parasympathetic activation (7). This leads to release of VIP
and acetilcholine, which in turn favours further dural vasodilatation. Source: From Ref. 18.
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nitric oxide release and enhanced cGMP levels in cortex and brainstem (22). While
the significance of these findings for antimigraine action remains to be determined,
stronger evidence is derived from an experimental study in the cat. Here, tonabersat
reduced the number of CSDs dose dependently (23). If also successful in men, this
drug could be the first one for the treatment of the migraine aura. In an animal study
by Nestini and colleagues, application of an independent component analysis to
fMRI has aided in detecting for the first time delayed nonpropagating cerebrovascu-
lar changes following the initiation of CSD in cats (24). Contrary to the well-defined
propagating CSD initial waves, these localized waves were suppressed by sumatrip-
tan as well as by tonabersat. This findings may provide insight into the cerebro-
vascular changes reported in the headache phase of migraine.

IMAGING STUDIES

The initial groundbreaking work using xenon blood flow studies was done by Olesen
and Friberg (25). Subsequent functional imaging studies have both corroborated the
previous findings and further elucidated the underlying mechanisms of migraine
aura. Today we know that migraine aura is characterized by a short phase of hyper-
emia that is likely to be the correlate of the flashing, jagged lights described during
the visual hallucinations (1,3). Hyperemia is then followed by a wave of hypoperfusion
that crosses vascular boundaries of contiguous cortex at a rate of 3.5� 1.1 mm/min
(Fig. 4) (1). While hyperemia is the response to increased neuronal activation, hypo-
perfusion reflects depressed neuronal function and is still clearly present when the
headache starts. These findings, together with direct evidence that local oxygen sup-
ply is more than adequate, and the presence of direct current shifts measured with
MEG, support the concept of migraine as a primarily neuronal disorder, whereas
vascular changes represent an epiphenomenona (2,26,27).

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS

The role of gene expression in headache generation due to CSD is not known. For
example, primates and rodents express the COX-2 gene in cortical neurons after CSD
(28,29). Prostaglandins, the product of COX-2 activity, contribute to the stimulus-
induced CBF increase in the somatosensory cortex (30). One may speculate that
increased COX-2 expression and activity after CSD may contribute to the reconsti-
tution of decreased CBF and may therefore participate in the prevention of
migraineous infarcts. Alternatively COX-2 could promote inflammation. Other
proinflamatory enzymes that are elevated in CSD are tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)–a and interleukin (IL)-1b, which are expressed in microglia (31). TNF-a
and IL-1b are known to protect neurons in vitro against hypoxic or excitatory injury.
Upregulation of these cytokines after CSD may therefore be a protective mechanism
or may also be a physiological stress response. In addition, CSD leads to reduced
COX-2 gene expression in mice overexpressing the antioxidant enzyme copper/
zinc-superoxide dismutase gene compared to control mice (32). This finding supports
the hypothesis that free radicals contribute, in part, to CSD-induced gene expression.
It also shows that noninjurious metabolic stimulation increases the concentration of
oxygen radicals.
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Nestin is expressed in neuronal cells under stress, which indicates the transition
of cells to a different cellular state. Enhanced expression of nestin in CSD most likely
reflects a response to stress. However, this finding may be of critical importance
for the differentiation of CNS cells posttrauma or ischemia, but not for migraine
headache (33).

An increased expression of other genes related to oxidative stress such as PRP,
GST-5, and apolipoprotein E was observed by Choudhuri et al., along with changes

Figure 4 Spreading suppression of cortical activation during migraine aura. (A) A drawing
showing the progression over 20 min of the scintillations and the visual field defect affecting
the left hemifield, as described by the patient. (B) A reconstruction of the same patient’s brain,
based on anatomical magnetic resonance (MR) data. The posterior medial aspect of occipital
lobe is shown in an inflated cortex format. In this format, the cortical sulci and gyri appear
in darker and lighter gray, respectively, on a computationally inflated surface. MR signal
changes over time are shown to the right. Each time course was recorded from one in a
sequence of voxels that were sampled along the calcarine sulcus, in the primary visual cortex
(V1), from the posterior pole to more anterior location, as indicated by arrowheads. A similar
BOLD response was found within all of the extrastriate areas, differing only in the time of
onset of the MR perturbation. The MR perturbations developed earlier in the foveal represen-
tation, compared with more eccentric representations of retinotopic visual cortex. This finding
was consistent with the progression of the aura from central to peripheral eccentricities in the
corresponding visual field (A and C). (C) The MR maps of retinotopic eccentricity from this
same subject, acquired during interictal scans. As shown in the logo in the upper left, voxels
that show retinotopically specific activation in the fovea are coded (centered at 1.5� eccentri-
city). Source: From Ref. 10.
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of vasoactive peptide mRNA (13). While vasoconstrictor peptide neuropeptide Y
mRNA was downregulated, atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) gene expression was
increased. Upregulation of vasoactive peptides is expected, considering that CSD
causes short-lasting cortical hyperperfusion and subsequent reduced rCBF. More-
over, vasoactive peptides such as ANP could contribute to vasodilation in dura
mater vessels and neurogenic inflammation. Alternatively, enhanced ANP expres-
sion after CSD could resemble a feature of CSD-induced neuroprotection, probably
via effects on cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) production (34). High
cGMP concentrations can be induced by an increase of NO, which is also elevated
in CSD. Elevated cGMP levels seem to be neuroprotective. In a similar way, CSD
has been shown to upregulate the expression of clusterin mRNA (35). Clusterin is
a sulfated glycoprotein produced by neurons and by resting and activated astrocytes,
with a protective function in response to brain injury.

More recently galanin gene upregulation and peptide release has been observed
in cortex ipsilateral to CSD (36). Galanin is involved in the regulation of neuronal
excitability of hippocampus and cerebral cortex, and mRNA upregulation rather
reflects the plasticity of the galanin system. Nevertheless galanin may be of impor-
tance in headache because galanin is known to release a variety of neurotransmitters
and is involved in nociception (37). Long-lasting activation of cortical neurons in
layers II to IV and VI was also demonstrated by c-fos, junB, and MKP-1 mRNAs
expression after CSD in experimental trauma, indicating the effects of CSD on a
variety of genes.

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) were also identified to play a role in CSD
(38). MMP are extracellular proteinases that are capable of degrading matrix com-
ponents. Collagen IV and laminin are the targets of MMP-9. MMPs are regulated by
gene transcription. In general, upregulation of MMP results in tissue injury and
inflammation. Moskowitz and colleagues demonstrated striking upregulation
of MMP-9 mRNA and protein expression in cortex after CSD. Moreover, enhanced
MMP-9 expression was associated with a breach of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) as
demonstrated by evans blue leakage and degradation of ZO-1. This protein is asso-
ciated with endothelial tight junction formation in the BBB, and degradation is indi-
cative of a BBB breach. These preliminary results on MMP-9 formation offer a
valuable explanation for how CSD could affect the BBB and may thereby result
in the activation of pain-sensitive meningeal structures and headaches.

In summary, CSD causes upregulation of a host of genes, which is expected
due to the occurrence of this phenomenon in several disorders such as trauma,
stroke, and migraine. Some of these genes are clearly related to CSD propagation,
vascular responses, or neuroprotection. Others resemble a response to oxidative
stress or indicate the breach of the BBB.

OCCIPITAL CORTEX EXCITABILITY

It is unclear what triggers migraine aura, but it is increasingly evident that there seem
to be factors that modify neuronal excitability, especially in occipital cortex, redu-
cing the threshold for cortical activation. This abnormal responsiveness of the visual
cortex is now a widely appreciated characteristic of the migrainous brain, manifested
as an increased sensitivity to various physiologic environmental stimuli, lower
thresholds of ‘‘low-level visual’’ processing in the primary visual cortex, and deficient
habituation (39–42). Although the striate cortex accounts for only 3% of the cerebral
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surface, approximately 10% of cortical neurons are said to be located here. This
dense packing of neurons may hypothetically contribute to the abnormal excitability
of the occipital cortex.

Genetic factors that lead to calcium channelopathies (FHM), cell-surface
receptor dysfunction, (CADASIL) or mitochondrial energy defects [mitochondrial
encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like syndrome (MELAS)] may also
contribute to lowering the threshold for neuronal excitation. Other factors such
as mitochondrial energy impairment, as seen in MELAS, and even in migraine
with and without aura, alone or in combination with magnesium deficiency, and
environmental factors such as stress and ovarian steroid may also play a relevant
role in cortical excitability.

GENETICS

In approximately half of the families tested, familial hemiplegic migraine (FMH) is
caused by missense mutations in CACNA1A, the gene encoding the pore-forming
a1A-subunit of voltage-gated P/Q-type Ca2þ (CaV2.1) channels (Fig. 5) (44). These

Figure 5 A pivotal role for glutamate is proposed to explain the susceptibility to cortical
spreading depression, implicated in migraine aura. After depolarization, glutamate is released
into the synaptic cleft regulated by Cav2.1 gating calcium influx. Synaptic activity is termi-
nated in part by astrocytic uptake of glutamate via transporters (GLAST) driven by sodium
gradients. Sodium gradients are maintained by activity of Naþ, Kþ-ATPase removing sodium
from inside cells. Energy is required and achieved by glucose utilization after uptake from
blood vessels. Lactate so generated is transported and oxidized within neurons to support
the excessive energy needs of synaptic activity. Under basal conditions, direct glucose uptake
may occur in neurons as well. Susceptibility to cortical spreading depression is enhanced by
gain of function mutation in Cav2.1 (FHM type I) and increased synaptic release of glutamide
from neurons. Loss of function mutation in Naþ, Kþ-ATPase (FHM type II) expressed by
astrocytes raise extracellular glutamate and potassium. Source: From Ref. 43.
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FMH1 mutations in vitro alter both the single-channel properties and the density of
functional channels in the membrane. Overall the mutations lead to (i) an increase in
the Ca2þ influx through single human CaV2.1 channels by shifting the activation
curve of CaV2.1 channels to hyperpolarized voltages, and thus increase their open
probability, and (ii) a decrease in the density of functional CaV2.1 channels, which
varies according to the cell type (45). Recently a study performed in a CACNA1A
knock-in mouse has shown increased susceptibility for CSD, both due to a decrease
in the threshold and due to an increase in the speed of progression of CSD, as well
as enhanced neurotransmission at the neuromuscular junction (8). This knock-in
mouse carrying the human pure FHM-1 R192Q mutation may explain the appar-
ently contradictory findings observed until now in the knock-out mice with sponta-
neous CaV2.1a1 mutations (46). In the latter case, a striking elevation of the
threshold for initiating CSD in the neocortex was found. These mutations lead to
a reduced Ca2þ entry through CaV2.1 channels and consequently to a reduced neu-
ronal cortical network excitability, making the cortex more resistant to CSD,
demonstrating that those spontaneous mutations were not functionally identical
as those found in men.

Several mutations in the a1A-subunit cause FHM but may also be responsible
for episodic ataxia type 2. The nature of the mutation distinguishes both disorders,
whereas missense mutations cause FMH and disrupted reading frames cause EA-2
(44). The presence of cerebellar ataxia as part of the clinical spectrum of FHM is
not unusual because the cerebellum is rich in P/Q calcium channels.

FHM2 is caused in approximately 15% of cases by recently described muta-
tions in chromosome 1q23, in the gene ATP1A2, which encodes the a2 subunit
of the Naþ/Kþ pump in astrocytes (47). Two mutations lead to two amino acid
replacements, leucine to proline and tryptophan to arginine. The functional conse-
quences of these amino acid replacements are a loss of function of the a2 subunit,
without precluding the correct incorporation of the mutant, the Naþ/Kþ pump as
integral membrane protein. Consequently the haploinsufficiency of the Naþ/Kþ

pump activity in astrocytes provokes an increase in extracellular Kþ due to an
impaired clearance of brain Kþ by neurons and glial cells D. This produce a wide
cortical depolarization and a local boost of intracellular Naþ, which promotes an
increase in intracellular Ca2þ through the Naþ/Ca2þ exchanger. This increase in
intracellular Ca2þ would mimic the effect of the CACNA1A mutation seen in
FHM1. Another possibility is that as a consequence of the increase in extracellular
Kþ and Naþ, the glutamate transporter is slowed or even reversed, causing an
increase in extracellular glutamate levels (47), the final consequence being the facil-
itation of CSD.

CONCLUSIONS

CSD is a complex neurovascular event that triggers a cascade of mechanisms leading
to upregulation of genes, leakage of the BBB, PPE, sensitization of perivascular
nerve fibers, and central transmission of pain signal via the brainstem. Genetic
conditioning and probably environmental factors render the system excitable,
facilitating the appearance of CSD. Based on modern functional imaging, the
mechanism underlying the migraine aura resembles the neurovascular changes
observed in CSD. Slowly and by a multidisciplinary approach, we are completing
the puzzle of the pathogenesis of migraine aura.
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INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the pathophysiology of migraine should be based upon the
anatomy and physiology of the pain-producing structures of the cranium integrated
with knowledge of central nervous system modulation of these pathways. Headache
in general, and in particular migraine (1) and cluster headache (2), is better under-
stood now than the last four millennia (3). This chapter will discuss the current
understanding of migraine.

MIGRAINE—EXPLAINING THE CLINICAL FEATURES

Migraine is, in essence, a familial episodic disorder whose key marker is headache
with certain associated features (Table 1). It is these features that give clues to its
pathophysiology, and ultimately provide insights that lead to new treatments.

The essential elements to be considered are:

� genetics of migraine;
� physiological basis for the aura;
� anatomy of head pain, particularly that of the trigeminovascular system;
� physiology and pharmacology of the trigeminal nucleus, in particular its

caudal most part, the trigeminocervical complex;
� physiology and pharmacology of activation of the peripheral branches of

ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve; and
� brainstem and diencephalic modulatory systems that influence trigeminal

pain transmission and other sensory modality processing.

Migraine is a form of sensory processing disturbance with wide ramifi-
cations within the central nervous system. Although pain pathways are used as
an example, it is important to remember that migraine is not simply a pain
problem.
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GENETICS OF MIGRAINE

One of the most important aspects of the pathophysiology of migraine is the
inherited nature of the disorder. It is clear from clinical practice that many patients
have first-degree relatives who also suffer from migraine (3,5). Transmission of
migraine from parents to children has been reported as early as the 17th century
(6), and numerous published studies have reported a positive family history (7).

Genetic Epidemiology

Studies of twin pairs are the classical method to investigate the relative importance of
genetic and environmental factors. A Danish study included 1013 monozygotic and
1667 dizygotic twin pairs of the same gender, obtained from a population-based twin
register (8). The pairwise concordance rate was significantly higher among mono-
zygotic twin pairs (P< 0.05). Several studies have attempted to analyze the possible
mode of inheritance in migraine families, and conflicting results have been obtained
(9–11). Both twin studies and population-based epidemiological surveys strongly
suggest that migraine without aura is a multifactorial disorder, caused by a combina-
tion of genetic and environmental factors.

FAMILIAL HEMIPLEGIC MIGRAINE (FHM)

In approximately 50% of the reported families, familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM)
has been assigned to chromosome 19p13 (12,13). Few clinical differences have been
found between chromosome 19–linked and unlinked FHM families. Indeed, the
clinical phenotype does not associate particularly with the known mutations (14).
The most striking exception is cerebellar ataxia, which occurs in approximately 50%
of the chromosome 19–linked, but in none of the unlinked families (12,13,15–17).
Another less striking difference includes the fact that patients from chromosome
19–linked families are more likely to have attacks that can be triggered by minor
head trauma or that are associated with coma (18).

The biological basis for the linkage to chromosome 19 is mutations (19)
involving the Cav2.1 (P/Q)-type voltage-gated calcium channel (20) CACNA1A
gene. Now known as FHM-I, this mutation is responsible for about 50% of
migraines in identified families. Mutations in the ATP1A2 gene (21,22) have been

Table 1 International Headache Society Features of Migraine

Repeated episodic headache (4–72 hrs) with the following features

Any two of:
� Unilateral
� Throbbing
� Worsened by movement
� Moderate or severe
Any one of:
� Nausea/vomiting
� Photophobia and phonophobia

Source: From Ref. 4.
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identified to be responsible for migraines in about 20% of the FHM families.
Interestingly, the phenotype of some FHM-II involves epilepsy (23,24), while it
has also been suggested that alternating hemiplegia of childhood can be due to
ATP1A2 mutations (25). The latter cases are most unconvincing for migraine.

Taken together, the known mutations suggest that migraine, or at least the
neurological manifestations currently called the aura, are caused by a channelopathy
(26). Linking the channel disturbance for the first time to the aura process has helped
to demonstrate that human mutations expressed in a knock-in mouse produce a
reduced threshold for cortical spreading depression (CSD) (27), which has some
profound implications for understanding that process (28).

MIGRAINE AURA

Migraine aura is defined as a focal neurological disturbance that manifests as visual,
sensory, or motor symptoms (4). It is seen in about 30% of patients (29), and it is
clearly neurally driven (30,31). The case for the aura being the human equivalent
of the CSD of Leao (32,33) has been well made (34). In humans, visual aura has been
described as affecting the visual field, suggesting the involvement of the visual cortex,
and it starts at the center of the visual field and propagates to the periphery at a
speed of 3 mm/min (35). This is very similar to the spreading depression described
in rabbits (33). Blood flow studies in patients have also shown that a focal hyperemia
tends to precede the spreading oligemia (36), and again this is similar to what would
be expected with spreading depression. After this passage of oligemia, the cerebro-
vascular response to hypercapnia in patients is blunted while autoregulation remains
intact (37–39). This pattern is repeated with experimental spreading depression
(40–42). Human observations have rendered the arguments reasonably sound that
CSD in animals is equivalent to human aura (43). An area of controversy surrounds
whether aura, in fact, triggers the rest of the attack, and is, indeed, painful (44).
Based on the available experimental and clinical data, this author is not convinced
that aura is painful per se (45); however, this does not diminish the importance of
understanding its role, or potential treatments.

Tonabersat is a CSD inhibitor that has entered clinical trials in migraine.
Tonabersat (SB-220453) inhibits CSD, CSD-induced nitric oxide (NO) release,
and cerebral vasodilation (46,47). Tonabersat does not constrict isolated human
blood vessels (48), but does inhibit trigeminally induced craniovascular effects
(49). Remarkably, topiramate, a proven preventive agent in migraine (50–52), also
inhibits CSD in cats and rats (53). Tonabersat is inactive in the human NO model
of migraine (54), as is propranolol (55), although valproate showed some activity
in that model (56). Topiramate inhibits trigeminal neurons activated by nociceptive
intracranial afferents (57), but not by a mechanism local to the trigeminocervical
complex (58), and thus CSD inhibition may be a model system to contribute to
the development of preventive medicines.

HEADACHE—ANATOMY

The Trigeminal Innervation of Pain-Producing Intracranial Structures

Surrounding the large cerebral vessels, pial vessels, large venous sinuses, and dura
mater is a plexus of largely unmyelinated fibers that arise from the ophthalmic
division of the trigeminal ganglion (59), and in the posterior fossa, from the upper
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cervical dorsal roots (60). Trigeminal fibers innervating cerebral vessels arise from
neurons in the trigeminal ganglion, which contains substance P and calcitonin
gene–related peptide (CGRP) (61), both of which can be released when the trigemi-
nal ganglion is stimulated either in humans or in cats (62). Stimulation of the cranial
vessels such as the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) is certainly painful in humans (63,64).
Human dural nerves that innervate the cranial vessels largely consist of small-
diameter myelinated and unmyelinated fibers (65), which almost certainly subserve
a nociceptive function (Table 2).

HEADACHE PHYSIOLOGY—PERIPHERAL CONNECTIONS

Plasma Protein Extravasation

Moskowitz (66) has provided a series of experiments to suggest that the pain of
migraine may be a form of sterile neurogenic inflammation. Although this seems clini-
cally unlikely, the model system has certainly been helpful in understanding some
aspects of trigeminovascular physiology. Neurogenic plasma extravasation can be
seen during electrical stimulation of the trigeminal ganglion in the rat (67). Plasma
protein extravasation (PPE) can be blocked by ergot alkaloids, indomethacin, acetyl-
salicylic acid, and the serotonin-5HT1B/1D agonist, sumatriptan (68). The pharmacol-
ogy of abortive antimigraine drugs has been reviewed in detail (69). In addition, there
are structural changes in the dura mater observed after trigeminal ganglion stimula-
tion. These include mast cell degranulation and changes in postcapillary venules
including platelet aggregation (70,71). While it is generally accepted that such changes,
and particularly the initiation of a sterile inflammatory response, may cause pain
(72,73), it is not clear whether this is sufficient in itself or requires other stimulators
or promoters. Preclinical studies suggest that CSD may be a sufficient stimulus to acti-
vate trigeminal neurons (74), although this has been a controversial area (45,75–78).

Although plasma extravasation in the retina, which is blocked by sumatriptan,
can be seen after trigeminal ganglion stimulation in experimental animals, no

Table 2 Neuroanatomical Processing of Vascular Head Pain

Structure Comments

Target innervation:
� Cranial vessels Ophthalmic branch of

trigeminal nerve
� Dura mater

1st Trigeminal ganglion Middle cranial fossa
2nd Trigeminal nucleus

(quintothalamic tract)
Trigeminal n. caudalis and C1/C2

dorsal horns
3rd Thalamus Ventrobasal complex

Medial n. of posterior group
Intralaminar complex

Modulatory Midbrain Periaqueductal gray matter
Hypothalamus Unknown

Final Cortex � insulae
� frontal cortex
� anterior cingulate cortex
� basal ganglia
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changes are seen with retinal angiography during acute attacks of migraine or cluster
headache (79). A limitation of this study was the probable sampling of both retina
and choroid elements in rats, given that choroidal vessels have fenestrated capillaries
(80). Clearly, however, blockade of neurogenic plasma protein extravasation is not
completely predictive of antimigraine efficacy in humans as evidenced by the failure,
in clinical trials, of substance P, neurokinin-1 antagonists (81–84), specific PPE
blockers, CP122,288 (85) and 4991w93 (86), an endothelin antagonist (87), and a
neurosteroid (88).

Sensitization and Migraine

While it is highly doubtful that there is any significant sterile inflammatory response
in the dura mater during migraine, it is clear that some form of sensitization takes
place at this time because allodynia is common. About two-thirds of patients com-
plain of pain from non-noxious stimuli, allodynia (89–91). A particularly interesting
aspect is the demonstration of allodynia in the upper limbs, ipsilateral and con-
tralateral to the pain. This finding is consistent with at least third-order neuronal
sensitization such as sensitization of thalamic neurons and firmly places the patho-
physiology within the central nervous system. Sensitization in migraine may be
peripheral with local release of inflammatory markers, which would certainly activate
trigeminal nociceptors (73). More likely in migraine is a form of central sensitization,
which may be classical central sensitization (72) or a form of disinhibitory sensitiza-
tion with dysfunction of descending modulatory pathways (92). Just as dihydroergo-
tamine (DHE) can block trigeminovascular nociceptive transmission (93), probably
at least by a local effect in the trigeminocervical complex (94,95), DHE can block
central sensitization associated with dural stimulation by an inflammatory soup (96).

Neuropeptide Studies

Electrical stimulation of the trigeminal ganglion in both humans and cats leads to
increases in extracerebral blood flow and local release of both CGRP and substance P
(62). In cats, trigeminal ganglion stimulation also increases cerebral blood flow by a
pathway traversing the greater superficial petrosal branch of the facial nerve (97),
again releasing a powerful vasodilator peptide, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide
(VIP) (98,99). The VIP-ergic innervation of the cerebral vessels is predominantly ante-
rior rather than posterior (100), and this may contribute in part to this regions’ vul-
nerability to spreading depression, explaining why the aura is so very often seen to
commence posteriorly. Stimulation of the more specifically vascular pain-producing
SSS increases cerebral blood flow (101) and jugular vein CGRP levels (102). Human
evidence that CGRP is elevated in the headache phase of migraine (103,104), cluster
headache (105,106), and chronic paroxysmal hemicrania (107) supports the view that
the trigeminovascular system may be activated in a protective role in these conditions.
Moreover, NO-donor–triggered migraine, which is in essence typical migraine
(108,109), also results in increases in CGRP (110), which are blocked by sumatriptan
(111), just as in spontaneous migraine (112). Compounds that have not shown activity
in migraine (86,113), notably the conformationally restricted analogue of sumatriptan,
CP122,288 (114), and the conformationally restricted analogue of zolmitriptan,
4991w93 (115), were both ineffective inhibitors of CGRP release after SSS stimulation
in the cat. The recent development of nonpeptide, highly specific CGRP antagonists
(116) and the announcement of proof-of-concept for a CGRP antagonist in acute
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migraine (117) firmly establish CGRP receptor antagonism as a novel and important
emerging principle for acute migraine. At the same time, the lack of any effect of
CGRP blockers on plasma protein extravasation explains in some part why that model
has proved inadequate at translation into human therapeutic approaches.

HEADACHE PHYSIOLOGY—CENTRAL CONNECTIONS

The Trigeminocervical Complex

Fos immunohistochemistry is a method for looking at activated cells by plotting the
expression of Fos protein (118). After meningeal irritation with blood, Fos expres-
sion is noted in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (119), while after stimulation of
the SSS, Fos-like immunoreactivity is seen in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis and
in the dorsal horn at the C1 and C2 levels in the cat (120) and monkey (121,122).
These latter findings are in accord with data using 2-deoxyglucose measurements
with SSS stimulation (123). Similarly, stimulation of a branch of C2, the greater
occipital nerve, increases metabolic activity in the same regions, i.e., trigeminal
nucleus caudalis and C1/2 dorsal horn (124). In experimental animals, one can record
directly from trigeminal neurons with both supratentorial trigeminal input and input
from the greater occipital nerve, a branch of the C2 dorsal root (125). Stimulation
of the greater occipital nerve for five minutes results in substantial increases in
responses to supratentorial dural stimulation, which can last for over an hour
(125). Conversely, stimulation of the middle meningeal artery dura mater with the
C-fiber–irritant mustard oil sensitizes responses to occipital muscle stimulation
(126). Taken together, these data suggest convergence of cervical and ophthalmic
inputs at the level of the second-order neuron. Moreover, stimulation of a lateralized
structure, the middle meningeal artery, produces Fos expression bilaterally in both
cat and monkey brain (122). This group of neurons from the superficial laminae
of trigeminal nucleus caudalis and C1/2 dorsal horns should be regarded functionally
as the trigeminocervical complex.

These data demonstrate that trigeminovascular nociceptive information comes
by way of the most caudal cells. This concept provides an anatomical explanation for
the referral of pain to the back of the head in migraine. Moreover, experimental
pharmacological evidence suggests that some abortive antimigraine drugs such as
ergot derivatives (93,94), acetylsalicylic acid (127), sumatriptan (128,129), eletriptan
(130,131), naratriptan (132,133), rizatriptan (134), and zolmitriptan (135) can have
actions at these second-order neurons that reduce cell activity and suggest a further
possible site for therapeutic intervention in migraine. This action can be dissected out
to involve each of the 5-HT1B, 5-HT1D, and 5-HT1F receptor subtypes (136), and are
consistent with the localization of these receptors on peptidergic nociceptors (137).
Triptans also influence the CGRP promoter (138) and regulate CGRP secretion from
neurons in culture (139). Furthermore, the demonstration that some part of this action
is postsynaptic with either 5-HT1B or 5-HT1D receptors located nonpresynaptically
(140,141) offers a prospect of highly anatomically localized treatment options.

Higher Order Processing

Following transmission in the caudal brain stem and high cervical spinal cord,
information is relayed rostrally.
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Thalamus

Processing of vascular nociceptive signals in the thalamus occurs in the ventro-
posteromedial (VPM) thalamus, medial nucleus of the posterior complex, and in
the intralaminar thalamus (142). Zagami and Lambert (143) have shown by applica-
tion of capsaicin to the SSS that trigeminal projections with a high degree of
nociceptive input are processed in neurons, particularly in the VPM thalamus
and in its ventral periphery. These neurons in the VPM can be modulated by acti-
vation of gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) A–inhibitory receptors (144), and
perhaps of more direct clinical relevance by propranolol through a b1-adrenoceptor
mechanism (145). Remarkably, triptans through 5-HT1B/1D mechanisms can also
inhibit VPM neurons locally, as demonstrated by microiontophoretic application
(146), suggesting a hitherto unconsidered locus of action for triptans in acute
migraine. Human imaging studies have confirmed activation of thalamus contralateral
to pain in acute migraine (147,148) (Fig. 1), cluster headache (149), and in SUNCT,
short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform headache with conjunctival injection and
tearing (150,151).

Figure 1 Illustration of some elements of migraine biology. Patients inherit dysfunctional
brain control systems for pain and other afferent stimuli, which can be triggered and are, in
turn, capable of activating the trigeminovascular system as the initiating event in a positive
feedback of neurally driven vasodilatation. Pain from cervical inputs that terminate in the
trigeminocervical complex accounts for the nontrigeminal distribution of pain in many
patients. Migraine has thus a pain system for its expression and brain centers and modulatory
systems, which define the associated symptoms and periodicity of the clinical syndrome.
Source: Brain stem changes after Bahra et al. 148. Genetic Cartoons Courtesy of Neurology
Ambassador Program, American Headache Society.
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Activation of Modulatory Regions

Stimulation of nociceptive afferents by stimulation of the SSS in the cat activates
neurons in the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray (PAG) matter (152). PAG activa-
tion in turn feeds back to the trigeminocervical complex with an inhibitory influence
(153,154). PAG is clearly included in the area of activation seen in positron emission
tomography (PET) studies in migraineurs (155). This typical negative feedback sys-
tem will be further considered below as a possible mechanism for the symptomatic
manifestations of migraine.

Another potentially modulatory region activated by stimulation of nocicep-
tive trigeminovascular input is the posterior hypothalamic gray (156). This area
is crucially involved in several primary headaches, notably cluster headache (2),
SUNCT (151), paroxysmal hemicrania (157), and hemicrania continua (158).
Moreover, the clinical features of the premonitory phase (159), and other features
of the disorder (160,161), suggest dopamine neuron involvement. Orexinergic neu-
rons in the posterior hypothalamus can be both pro- and antinociceptive (162),
offering a further possible region whose dysfunction might involve the perception
of head pain.

CENTRAL MODULATION OF TRIGEMINAL PAIN

Brain Imaging in Humans

Functional brain imaging with PET has demonstrated activation of the dorsal
midbrain, including the PAG, and in the dorsal pons, near the locus coeruleus, in
studies during migraine without aura (155). Dorsolateral pontine activation is seen
with PET in spontaneous episodic (147) and chronic migraine (163), and with
nitrogylcerin-triggered attacks (148,164). These areas are active immediately after
successful treatment of the headache but are not active interictally. The activation
corresponds with the brain region that Raskin et al. (165) initially reported, and
Veloso et al. confirmed (166), as causing migraine-like headache when stimulated
in patients with electrodes implanted for pain control. Similarly, Welch et al. (167)
have noted excess iron in the PAG of patients with episodic and chronic migraine,
and chronic migraine can develop after a bleed into a cavernoma in the region of
the PAG (168), or with a lesion of the pons (169). What could dysfunction of these
brain areas lead to?

Animal Experimental Studies of Sensory Modulation

It has been shown in the experimental animal that stimulation of nucleus locus
coeruleus, the main central noradrenergic nucleus, reduces cerebral blood flow in
a frequency-dependent manner (170) through an a2-adrenoceptor–linked mechanism
(171). This reduction is maximal in the occipital cortex (172). While a 25% overall
reduction in cerebral blood flow is seen, extracerebral vasodilatation occurs in
parallel (170). In addition, the main serotonin-containing nucleus in the brain stem,
the midbrain dorsal raphe nucleus, can increase cerebral blood flow when activated
(173). Furthermore, stimulation of PAG will inhibit sagittal sinus-evoked trigeminal
neuronal activity in cat (154), while blockade of P/Q-type voltage-gated Ca2þ chan-
nels in the PAG facilitates trigeminovascular nociceptive processing (92), with the
local GABAergic system in the PAG still intact (153).
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Electrophysiology of Migraine in Humans

Studies of evoked potentials and event-related potentials provide some link between
animal studies and human functional imaging (174). Authors have shown changes in
neurophysiological measures of brain activation, but there is much discussion as to
how to interpret such changes (175). Perhaps the most reliable theme is that the migrai-
nous brain does not habituate to signals in a normal way (176–179). Similarly, contin-
gent negative variation (CNV), an event related potential, is abnormal in migraineurs
compared to controls (180). Changes in CNV predict attacks (181) and preventive
therapies alter and normalize such changes (182). Attempts to correlate clinical pheno-
types with electrophysiological changes (183) may enhance further studies in this area.

WHAT IS MIGRAINE?

Migraine is an inherited, episodic disorder involving sensory sensitivity. Patients
complain of pain in the head that is throbbing, but there is no reliable relationship
between vessel diameter and the pain (31,184), or its treatment (185). They complain
of discomfort from normal lights and the unpleasantness of routine sounds. Some
mention otherwise pleasant odors to be unpleasant. Normal movement of the head
causes pain, and many mention a sense of unsteadiness as if they have just stepped
off a boat, although having been nowhere near the water!

The anatomical connections of, for example, the pain pathways are clear; the
ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve subserves sensation within the cranium
and explains why its involvement at the top of the head causes headache, and why
the involvement of the maxillary division causes facial pain. The convergence of cer-
vical and trigeminal afferents explains why neck stiffness or pain is so common in
primary headache. The genetics of channelopathies is opening up a plausible way
to think about the episodic nature of migraine. However, where is the lesion, what
is actually the pathology?

If one considers what patients say, then perhaps they tell us the answer to
this question. Migraine aura cannot be the trigger, there is no evidence at all after
4000 years that it occurs in more than 30% of migraine patients; aura can be experi-
enced without pain at all, and is seen in the other primary headaches. There is not a
photon of extra light that migraine patients receive over others, so for that symptom,
and phonophobia and osmophobia, the basis of the problem must be abnormal
central processing of a normal signal. Perhaps electrophysiological changes in the
brain have been mislabelled as hyperexcitability whereas dyshabituation might be
a simpler explanation. If migraine was basically an attentional problem with changes
in cortical synchronization (186), hypersynchronization (187), all its manifestations
could be accounted for in a single overarching pathophysiological hypothesis of a
disturbance of subcortical sensory modulation systems (188). While it seems likely
that the trigeminovascular system, and its cranial autonomic reflex connections,
the trigeminal-autonomic reflex (99), act as a feed-forward system to facilitate the
acute attack, the fundamental problem in migraine is in the brain. Unravelling its
basis will deliver great benefits to patients and considerable understanding of some
of the very fundamental neurobiological processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Migraine is a common disorder that has been recognized since the earliest recorded
times. The first references to migraine date back to Sumerian times (1). Even during
these early times, migraine symptoms were noted to include more than just pain.
Cutaneous allodynia accompanying a headache attack was perhaps first described
by Liveing in 1873 (2). In 1960, Selby and Lance (3) noted that 65% of their patients
complained of cutaneous allodynia in the form of scalp tenderness. Selby writes:
‘‘This may be so severe as to prevent the patient from lying on the affected side,
or described only as abnormal sensitivity when combing or brushing the hair.’’ Cuta-
neous allodynia has recently been linked to sensitization of neurons in the trigeminal
nucleus caudalis (TNC) in animal models of migraine. Furthermore, allodynia was
found to be associated with acute attack refractoriness. Understanding the mechan-
isms of allodynia, preventing its development, and finding effective treatments have
become a priority in current headache research.

A number of terms are used to describe different, but related, types of sensory
system sensitization. Allodynia is the abnormal experience of pain in response to
normally nonpainful stimuli. Hyperalgesia is a heightened pain response to noxious
stimuli. In theory and in practice, each of these abnormal sensory responses could be
due to changes in the first-order sensory neuron, or in second or higher order
neurons within the central nervous system. Throbbing head pain is probably due
to peripheral sensitization of the first-order trigeminal neuron innervating the
meninges or, less likely, the blood vessels. Central sensitization occurs when central
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neurons involved in pain transmission become more readily activated by peripheral
sensory stimulation. Cutaneous allodynia is thought to be due to changes in
first- or second-order sensory neurons or in higher order sensory neurons, e.g.,
in the thalamus.

SENSORY PROCESSING BY THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

The anatomic and physiologic relationships of the trigeminovascular system underlie
important aspects of migraine symptom generation. Myelinated and unmyelinated
fibers arising from the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve innervate the large
cerebral vessels, the large venous sinuses, the pial vessels, and the dura mater. These
afferents have a nociceptive function. Pain signals from these structures are
processed in second-order neurons of the caudal trigeminal nucleus and the C1/C2

dorsal horns. These sensory neurons then project rostrally to the thalamus and,
finally, to the cerebral cortex. Migraine pain is thought to originate from activation
of nociceptors in intracranial structures combined with reduced activity of endogen-
ous pain-control pathways (4).

Sensory processing occurs at the dorsal horn and at higher levels. The primary
afferent input to the dorsal horn is carried by large, fast-conducting Ab-fibers, which
transmit non-noxious sensory information, and by smaller, more slowly conducting,
thinly myelinated Ad-fibers, and unmyelinated C fibers, which transmit noxious and
thermal information. In a normal state, a low intensity stimulus will produce an
innocuous sensation, such as touch, vibration, pressure, warmth, and coolness,
whereas a high-intensity stimulus activating a primary afferent nociceptor will result
in transient, localized pain. This allows for distinction between damaging and
nondamaging stimuli (5).

The somatosensory system can be suppressed by descending inhibition from
neurons in the brain stem. In this state, a high-intensity stimulus activates nocicep-
tors but fails to cause the sensation of pain, enabling fight-or-flight reactions in the
presence of major injury. Alternatively, dorsal horn excitability can be increased.
When this occurs, low-intensity stimuli acting via low-threshold afferents produce
the sensation of pain (cutaneous allodynia). Peripheral tissue injury, peripheral
inflammation, and damage to the central or peripheral nervous system may all cause
sensitization of the dorsal horn and the transition into this state. The sensitized state
functions to protect injured body parts from suffering further tissue injury. Transi-
tions between these three states demonstrate the functional plasticity of the nervous
system. The nervous system can, however, undergo structural reorganization. Nerve
cells may die, their axons may atrophy, new axon terminals may sprout and form
novel connections, and the number and morphology of glial cells can change. These
structural alterations result in lasting changes in sensory processing, which are
maladaptive and pathological (5).

SENSITIZATION OF THE DORSAL HORN

Repeated, brief bursts of nociceptor activity sensitize dorsal horn neurons. This central
sensitization causes a state shift in the sensory system, manifested as a reduction in
threshold, an increase in responsiveness, and an expansion of the receptive fields of
dorsal horn neurons (6–13). Central sensitization is normally initiated by C-fiber input.
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This can be demonstrated by applying C-fiber irritants, such as capsaicin or mustard
oil, to the skin, producing an Ad-fiber–mediated tactile allodynia (14). Nerve injury
and peripheral inflammation are able to induce central sensitization through neuro-
chemical changes in the dorsal horn. These changes allow for low-intensity stimuli
to produce prolonged excitability in dorsal horn neurons (15–17). A centrally
mediated, progressive tactile allodynia results, such that repeated tactile stimuli of
the inflamed skin cause pain sensation of an increased intensity (18,19). Upon recovery
from the injury or inflammation, the source of central sensitization is removed and the
allodynia and hyperalgesia disappear within several hours or days.

On the molecular level, the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptor
plays a central role in synaptic efficacy in the dorsal horn. Because central sensitiza-
tion is considered to reflect plasticity at spinal synapses, the spinal cord has been the
focus of many of the preclinical studies of central sensitization. Glutamate, acting at
a spinal NMDA receptor, is implicated in development of sensitization (allodynia
and hyperalgia). Subsequent to NMDA receptor activation, spinal nitric oxide
(NO), protein kinase C, and other mediators have been implicated in maintaining
hyperalgesia (20). At resting membrane potential, this receptor contributes little to
the synaptic current due to the blockage of the channel by a magnesium ion. Upon
membrane depolarization, the magnesium ion diffuses out of the channel, allowing
calcium and sodium ions to traverse the channel, carrying current with them. Protein
kinase C or tyrosine kinase is activated at the postsynaptic NMDA receptor ion
channel (21). In addition to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, supraspinal regions
of the brain are implicated in maintaining sensitization in the dorsal horn. In parti-
cular, there is a body of evidence that correlates increased activity in the rostral
ventral medulla (RVM) with sensitization. Intra-RVM injection of a selective neuro-
tensin receptor antagonist (SR48692) or NMDA receptor antagonist (2-amino-
5-phosphonovaleric acid) fully and dose dependently prevented mustard oil–induced
facilitation of the tail-flick reflex (22). Another important modulator involved in
sensitization is prostaglandin. Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) is implicated as a key factor
in the generation of exaggerated pain sensations evoked by inflammation. It exerts its
cellular effects through four different G protein–coupled receptors encoded by
separate genes, termed EP1 through EP4. Treatment with cyclooxygenase (COX)
inhibitors, such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, blocks prostaglandin
production and has analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and antipyretic effects (23).

In addition to short- and long-term processes affecting neuronal activity
directly, glial and inflammatory cells have a critical role in the development and
maintenance of allodynia and central sensitization in animal models of pain.

Activated astrocytes coalesce to form a microenvironment with which they
modulate local neuronal hyperexcitability. When activated, they release cytokines
[amino acids, adenosine triphosphate (ATP), prostaglandins, and NO], which
directly influence neuronal activity (24). They regulate glutamate in the neuronal
junction (25). This process is sustained and regulated by astrocyte calcium waves:
contiguous astrocytes become sequentially active with an increase in intracellular cal-
cium (26). Progressive activation involves a direct intercellular pathway mediated by
gap junctions/connexin macromolecules and the diffusion of inosital triphosphate,
and an extracellular signaling pathway mediated by the release of glutamate, tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) alpha, PGE2, and ATP in the extracellular environment, in
turn activating nearby astrocytes.

Microglia also become activated during central sensitization. Local neuro-
nal transmitters (ATP, substance P, glutamate, and fractalkine) and circulating
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lipopolysaccharides and interleukin (IL)1b signal the microglia to become activated.
Toll-like receptors appear to mediate part of this response. The activated microglia
in turn release TNF, IL1b, IL6, oxygen radical, NO, peroxynitrite, proteolytic
enzymes, arachidonic acid derivatives, and low-molecular-weight toxins. These
substances in turn potentiate NMDA receptor functions in neurons.

Deleo et al. suggest that microglia initiate the phase of persistent activation, whereas
astrocytes are more crucial for maintaining central sensitization. Minocycline, when
administered before injury, reduces microglial and astrocytic activation, but it is ineffec-
tive postinjury (27). Astrocyte inhibitors, however, attenuate chronic pain states (28).

RAT MODEL OF MIGRAINE HEADACHE AND ALLODYNIA

Most studies of somatic hyperalgesic pain involved extratrigeminal injury to the rat
followed by observation of rat behavior, as well as physiologic recording of neuronal
activity and pathological studies. As a general rule, peripheral injection of a nocicep-
tive substance, such as capsaicin, mustard oil, or formalin, predominantly causes
cold or heat allodynia, whereas crush or nerve ligation injuries result in a more
prominent mechanical allodynia (29).

Strassman modeled head pain by sensitizing the dura mater with inflammatory
agents, including histamine, serotonin, bradykinin, and PGE2. He recorded the
activity of the neurons in the rat trigeminal ganglion that innervate the dural venous
sinuses. These neurons developed an increased sensitivity to mechanical stimuli
(administrated using von Frey hairs) after chemical stimulation of the dura. This
may explain why head pain is aggravated by physical activity during a migraine
attack, as well as the pulsating quality of the pain (30).

Burstein further explored this animal model by locating neurons in the TNC
that receive convergent input from the dura and from the skin. The cutaneous recep-
tive fields of trigeminal neurons included the periorbital, maxillary, and mandibular
distributions of the trigeminal nerve, but did not extend further. He recorded the
dural receptive fields by mechanically stimulating the dura and the cutaneous recep-
tive fields by mechanically and thermally stimulating the skin. Chemical stimulation
of the dura caused an increase in the sensitivity of the corresponding cutaneous
receptive field neurons to both mechanical and thermal stimuli. Both the dural
and cutaneous receptive field size increased. Additionally, cutaneous receptive fields
that had previously included only the periorbital regions expanded to include the
maxillary and mandibular area after the chemical stimulation (31). Chemical stimu-
lation also enabled the normally non-noxious stimuli to produce neuronal responses
and blood pressure increases that were previously evoked only by noxious stimuli,
suggesting that innocuous stimuli would be perceived as painful after chemical
stimulation of the dura (32). Similarly, dilation of the meningeal blood vessels by
rat calcitonin gene–related peptide (CGRP) sensitized the second-order TNC
neurons (33). These data demonstrate that the noxious inputs from dural inflamma-
tion or from distended intracranial blood vessels cause sensitization of TNC
neurons. This central sensitization may account for the extracranial tenderness
and cutaneous allodynia that are often experienced during a migraine attack.

Triptans, 5HT1B/1D agonists, are commonly used in the treatment of migraine
attacks. These drugs target peripheral nociceptors and are not known to have an
effect on second- and third-order neurons. Thus, after central sensitization develops,
these drugs are expected to have little effect. Burstein sensitized the rat dura mater
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with an inflammatory soup and recorded neuronal activity in the TNC in a similar
manner to that used in previous studies (34). He administered intravenous triptans
either at the same time as the chemical stimulation (early intervention) or two to four
hours after it (late intervention). Early intervention prevented both peripheral
sensitization (expansion of dural receptive fields and sensitization of primary
afferents to mechanical stimuli) and central sensitization (expansion of cutaneous
receptive fields of secondary afferents and sensitization to both mechanical and
thermal stimuli) (35). Similarly, Cumberbatch found that a 5HT1B/1D agonist, given
immediately after brainstem exposure but before location of a neuron in the TNC or
dilation of meningeal blood vessels by CGRP, blocked cutaneous sensitization (33).
However, though late intervention decreased the peripheral sensitization, it did not
effect the development of central sensitization (35).

In the inflammatory soup model of head pain, Burstein compared early triptan
treatment, defined as triptan administration at the same time as inflammatory soup
administration, and late triptan treatment, defined as triptan administration two
hours after administration (36). Early intervention blocked the development of all
aspects of central sensitization. Late intervention resulted in shrinkage of expanded
neuronal receptive fields in the dura and normalization of neuronal response to
threshold dural indentation. However, it did not reverse spontaneous TNC neuron
firing or increased response to skin brushing. Early, but not late, intervention was
able to reverse central sensitization.

HUMAN STUDIES OF ALLODYNIA IN PAIN DISORDERS
OTHER THAN MIGRAINE

Dynamic mechanical (brush) allodynia (BA), pain evoked by gently stroking the
skin, is the most common type of allodynia in neuropathic pain patients. Static
mechanical (pressure) allodynia (PA), pain evoked by steadily applying light
pressure on the skin, is the second most common type, followed by cold and heat
allodynia (37). Based on experimental compression nerve blocks, BA is mediated
by myelinated nerve fibers, whereas PA utilizes unmyelinated fibers (38). Addition-
ally, BA can cause a variety of pain sensations and may be accompanied by
emotional and vegetative reactions including nausea, dizziness, and sweating (37,39).

Functional neuroimaging studies have shown activation of various cortical and
subcortical areas in migraine, including the somatosensory cortex, anterior cingulate
cortex, insulae, thalamus, hypothalamus, amygdala, basal ganglia, and cerebellum
(40). Positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) studies of BA in conditions other than migraine have demonstrated
activation of a network that includes bilateral SII, insulae, thalamus, and contralat-
eral SI and anterior cingulate cortex (41,42). Peyron studied BA and compared
responses to brush stimuli in an allodynic area and the contralateral nonallodynic
area in 27 patients with neuropathic pain with a variety of causes (43). Increased acti-
vation volumes were found in contralateral SI and primary motor cortex. Ipsilateral
responses were greatly magnified in SII, SI, and insula. Other areas activated by
allodynic stimuli included motor and premotor areas, posterior parietal areas, and
midanterior and cingulate cortex. Taken together, these studies demonstrate a
matrix of supratentorial activation occurring during allodynic pain. They do not
demonstrate pain processing in brainstem or trigeminal nuclei.
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HUMAN STUDIES OF ALLODYNIA IN MIGRAINE

Migraineurs may have baseline differences in sensory processing compared with
nonmigraineurs. Weisman–Fogel found that migraine patients had a lower pain
threshold for mechanical stimulation compared with controls, whereas heat and
electrical stimulation pain thresholds were the same for both patients and controls
(44). Furthermore, migraineurs had increased temporal summation of pain to
mechanical and electrical stimulation compared with controls.

Burstein examined the relationship between static mechanical allodynia, tested
with von Frey hairs, thermal allodynia, and migraine. He examined 44 patients
interictally to determine their thresholds to cold, warm, and pressure stimuli on the
periorbital and ventral forearm skin bilaterally. Patients’ pain thresholds were reexa-
mined three to four hours into a migraine attack. Cutaneous allodynia was defined
as a decrease in pain threshold at one or more of the skin locations by one or more
standard deviation compared with baseline. Seventy-nine percent of patients experi-
enced allodynia on the facial skin ipsilateral to the headache, with 48% experiencing
cold allodynia, 55% experiencing heat allodynia, and 64% experiencing PA (45).

Burstein noted that allodynic subjects were on an average 6.5 years older than
nonallodynic subjects. Subjects with allodynia were more likely to have aura. There
was a trend for allodynic subjects to have a higher attack frequency, but attack
duration was similar (46). Similarly, Ashkenazi et al. found that migraine patients
who experienced aura were more likely to have BA compared with those who did
not have aura (42% vs. 19%) (47).

Burstein examined a single patient for the sequential spread of cutaneous
allodynia during a migraine attack. After one hour of head pain, the patient experi-
enced cold and PA ipsilateral to the head pain. At two hours into the attack, while
allodynia continued to develop ipsilaterally, cold, pressure, and BA also developed
contralateral to the head pain and cold allodynia developed on the ipsilateral
forearm. At four hours into the attack, heat allodynia appeared ipsilaterally and
contralaterally on the head, and ipsilaterally on the forearm. At no time did the
patient experience any allodynia on the contralateral forearm. At the onset of head
pain, the patient first experienced aggravation of his head pain by coughing or bend-
ing over, a manifestation of sensitization of peripheral nociceptors in intracranial
blood vessels and meninges (intracranial hypersensitivity). Extracranial hypersensi-
tivity developed later. Allodynia of the periorbital region was interpreted as a result
of central sensitization of TNC neurons, whereas allodynia of the ipsilateral forearm
was interpreted as resulting from sensitization of third-order trigeminovascular
neurons that receive inputs from both TNC and C2–7 dorsal horn neurons (34).

Ashkenazi et al. studied dynamic BA in a series of 111 patients with episodic
migraine (EM) and 89 with transformed migraine (TM) (47). Overall, 54 patients
(27%) had BA. BA was more common in patients with TM (42.7%) compared with
patients with EM (14.4%). Within the EM group, BA was more common in patients
who had an acute headache when tested compared with those who did not (60% vs.
9.9 %). In the TM group, however, there was no significant difference in BA preva-
lence between those who had headache exacerbation when tested and those who
did not (45.7% vs. 40.7%). BA was more common in patients with migraine with aura
compared to those with migraine without aura, both in the whole study population
(42.0% vs. 19.1%) and in the EM and TM groups separately (EM: 26.5% vs. 9.1%;
TM: 57.1% vs. 33.3%). There was a positive correlation (of 0.37) between the allody-
nia score (the sum of positive responses to a short list of questions describing various
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types of allodynia) and the headache level at testing time. There was also a correlation
between the side of head pain and the side of BA. BA was more common in patients
with psychiatric comorbidity compared with those without it (34.6% vs. 19.2%).

Young et al. compared the incidence of BA with unilateral and with bilateral
headache among a cohort of inpatients with a variety of headache disorders (61/78
had TM) (48). Subjects with unilateral headache were significantly more likely to
have BA than those with bilateral headache. This was not due to headache severity,
which was identical in subjects with and without BA. Similarly, Selby and Lance
showed that patients with unilateral migraine had more scalp tenderness than
patients with bilateral migraine (3).

Because Burstein reported only on patients with unilateral headache, these
findings are not confirmed for other types of allodynia. In patients with unilateral
headache, BA is generally more severe ipsilateral to the headache, but this was
not universal (47).

Burstein et al. studied allodynia location in 33 allodynic patients with unilateral
headache (45). Four sites were assessed: the head ipsilateral and contralateral to the
pain, and the forearm ipsilateral and contralateral to the headache. All subjects had
heat, cold, or PA ipsilateral to the headache; of these, 15% had only ipsilateral head
allodynia, 21% had allodynia at two sites, 21% had allodynia at three sites, and 42%
had allodynia at four sites. BA was not reported. Bove described the location of BA
in 39 patients, most of whom had EM or TM (49). These subjects could have bilat-
eral migraine. The results of this study are summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Spatial distribution of allodynia. The illustration shows the prevalence of BA
at various anatomic sites across a diverse population of headache patients.
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Ashkenazi et al. reported on a patient with referred BA who had EM and
right-sided headache (47). When BA was tested on the left posterior neck and left
forehead, pain was referred to the right forehead, although brush at this area did
not produce pain or discomfort. This report suggests that a complex pain-processing
abnormality may occur in migraine.

Lopinto et al. compared BA and PA in 55 migraine patients and in a control
group. They defined PA for each filament used as the pain level on the visual analog
scale below which 95% of the controls responded (50). PA was slightly more
common than BA, and there was an incomplete overlap between these groups. If
a patient had allodynia to only one sensory modality, it was more likely to be PA
than BA. This suggests that BA and PA may result from sensitization of different
neuronal populations.

Mathew interviewed 295 consecutive migraine patients for symptoms of allodynia.
Fifty-three percent of patients reported allodynia. Among patients with allodynia, 50%
had pure cephalic allodynia, 35% had both cephalic and extracephalic allodynia, and
15% had pure extracephalic allodynia. Mathew found a positive correlation between
the presence of allodynia and both duration of illness and frequency of attacks. Symp-
toms that are believed to reflect allodynia and central sensitization are listed in Table 1.

TIME COURSE OF SENSITIZATION IN MIGRAINE

Based on a small number of patients and time points, allodynia appears to develop
within several hours of the initiation of throbbing pain in migraine (45). Anecdotally,
symptoms of allodynia may persist for hours after headache pain resolution. This is
roughly consistent with central sensitization studies in rats.

THE EFFECT OF ALLODYNIA ON TREATMENT OUTCOME

Burstein studied 31 migraineurs on three separate clinic visits. He obtained baseline
interictal data on heat, cold, and pressure pain thresholds. He then studied these

Table 1 Allodynia Questionnaire

Do you experience pain or unpleasant sensation on your skin during migraine attack when
you engage in ANY of the following activities (Yes, No, N/A)?
� Combing your hair
� Pulling your hair back (e.g., ponytail)
� Shaving your face
� Wearing eyeglasses
� Wearing contact lenses
� Wearing earrings
� Wearing necklaces
� Wearing tight clothes
� Taking a shower (when shower water hits your face)
� Resting your face on a pillow on the side of pain
� Heat exposure (e.g., cooking and placing heating pads on your face)
� Cold exposure (e.g., breathing through your nose on a cold day and placing ice packs on

your face)

Source: Burstein R, personal communication.
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subjects, and their response to triptan treatment, one and four hours into a migraine
attack. When the subjects were nonallodynic, they became headache-free after
triptan treatment in 93% of attacks, as opposed to only 15% of the attacks when
the subjects were allodynic. For attacks in patients who were not allodynic, triptan
treatment was equally effective if given early (within one hour of attack onset) or late
(four hours after attack onset). For attacks in patients who were allodynic, triptan
treatment was equally ineffective, whether given early or late. The outcome of triptan
treatment was linked to the presence of allodynia, not the presence of aura (46).

In contrast to Burstein’s findings with temperature and PA, BA did not affect
outcome in a group of hospitalized headache patients (48). Sixty-six percent of
migraine patients with BA and 70% of patients without BA became headache-free
by the end of hospitalization. The duration of hospitalization was similar between
the groups. The disparity between these findings and Burstein’s may be due to differ-
ences in the duration, type, and intensity of treatments that inpatients receive
compared with treatments given to outpatients.

THE EFFECT OF TREATMENT ON ALLODYNIA

There is little published data on clinically effective allodynia treatments in migraine.
Burstein reported that ketorolac was effective in reversing allodynia in migraine
(London Migraine Trust, personal communication, 2004). Young et al. demon-
strated that occipital nerve block could relieve migraine pain and BA within minutes
of injection, suggesting a descending inhibitory process (51). In animal studies of
inflammatory and neuropathic pain, COX-2 inhibitors (52) and steroids (53) were
effective at decreasing allodynia.

Ashkenazi et al. studied the effect of greater occipital nerve (GON) block and
trigger point injections on both head pain and BA in 19 migraine patients (54).
Twenty minutes after treatment, headache level decreased in 90% of patients and
allodynia decreased in all of them. The decrease in allodynia was more pronounced
in the trigeminal, compared with the cervical, dermatomes. The allodynia level
decreased, to a similar degree, both ipsilateral and contralateral to the side of
GON block. Young et al. reported a case of migraine with allodynia in which
allodynia in both the trigeminal territory and the midthoracic area was completely
relieved within five minutes of GON block. Because thoracic and trigeminal
first-order neurons are unlikely to converge on the same neuron near the TNC or
cervical complex, he suggested that a descending inhibitory process for allodynia
may underlie the effectiveness of GON block in migraine (51).

In contrast, Linde et al. found that sumatriptan treatment caused a transient
increase in BA in migraine patients (55). Sumatriptan treatment also resulted in
decreased heat pain thresholds in both migraine patients and controls. These effects
were noted 20 minutes after treatment but were no longer significant 40 minutes after.

ALLODYNIA IN HEADACHE DISORDERS OTHER THAN MIGRAINE

Migraine is not the only primary or secondary headache condition in which allody-
nia can develop. In a cohort of hospitalized headache patients, allodynia was present
in all of the four chronic cluster headache (CH) patients, and in one of the two
posttraumatic headache patients (48). Ashkenazi and Young studied 10 CH patients
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for the occurrence of BA (56). They found that four patients had BA. Of the two
subjects who were studied during an attack, one had BA that resolved after treat-
ment. Median disease duration was longer in patients with BA (22 years) compared
with those without BA (12 years), suggesting that allodynia in CH may be a time-
dependent process. Rozen et al. have noted transient allodynia in attacks of SUNCT,
short unilateral neuralgiform headache with conjunctival injection and tearing (57).
This is especially interesting because the allodynia here began in seconds, not one to
several hours as in migraine.

Piovesan et al. described a patient with a migraine-related disorder in which
allodynia appeared to be a cardinal feature (58). This patient developed attacks of
extracranial stabbing and burning pain associated with allodynia (ESBA) indepen-
dent of her migraine attacks. These attacks had the same duration as her migraine
attacks and resolved completely after she was treated with a beta-blocker. Allodynia
started half an hour into the attack. Discontinuing the beta-blocker led to recurrence
of the migraine and ESBA.

CONCLUSION

Allodynia is an important clinical feature of migraine and other primary headache
disorders. Because treatment outcomes are worse in episodic migraineurs with
allodynia, developing treatments for migraine with allodynia is now a priority.
In the meantime, treating migraine before allodynia develops will improve
treatment outcome.
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INTRODUCTION—GENETIC STUDIES ON HEADACHE

While genetic research in primary headaches has mainly focused on migraine, more
recently, genetic susceptibility in cluster headache (CH) and tension-type headache
are also receiving attention. Migraine without aura (MO) and migraine with aura
(MA), the two most common subtypes of migraine, are genetically complex, due
to the combination of genes and environmental factors involved. By investigating
familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM), a rare subtype of MA, with an autosomal
dominant mode of inheritance, the identification of migraine genes was facilitated.
In FHM, aura consists of hemiparesis, in addition to typical (visual) aura symptoms,
preceding the headache phase. There must be at least one family member with iden-
tical attacks. FHM attacks often resemble those of basilar migraine (1), and the
headache and aura symptoms, apart from the hemiparesis, are identical to those
of MA (2). Some patients have atypical attacks, either with a prolonged aura lasting
up to five days or with signs of diffuse encephalopathy, expressed as confusion or
coma, fever, and sometimes epileptic seizures. Attacks may be triggered by head
trauma. Very often an initial diagnosis of epilepsy is made. Patients with FHM
and their relatives are at increased risk for ‘‘nonhemiplegic’’ typical MA, but not
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MO attacks (3). Sporadic cases with FHM symptomatology [sporadic hemiplegic
migraine (SHM)] exist, virtually always with other aura symptoms as well (visual,
sensory, and aphasic) (4). The first gene for FHM (FHM1), CACNA1A, was identi-
fied in 1996 on the short arm of chromosome 19 (5). With the identification of the
second FHM (FHM2) gene (ATP1A2, on the long arm of chromosome 1, identified
in 2003) (6) and the results of several genome screens in MO and MA patients,
important progress has been made toward elucidating the genetic causes of migraine.

THE CLINICAL SPECTRUM OF THE CACNA1A GENE MUTATIONS

The chromosome 19-linked CACNA1A gene encodes the Cav2.1 protein, which is the
pore-forming subunit of P/Q-type calcium channels (5). These channels are expressed
throughout the brain and are also present at motor nerve terminals in the neuro-
muscular junction (NMJ). Their main function is to mediate transmitter release
from synaptic nerve terminals (7).

Mutations in the CACNA1A gene cause FHM1 and also two other neurologi-
cal disorders with an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern, namely episodic
ataxia type 2 (EA-2) and spinocerebellar ataxia type 6 (SCA6). FHM, EA-2 and
SCA6 have considerably overlapping phenotypes. The still-expanding clinical spec-
trum of CACNA1A mutations has a very complex genotype–phenotype correlation.

CACNA1A: FHM

Over 50% of all FHM families, including all families with additional cerebellar
ataxia, have been linked to CACNA1A mutations. The ataxic features are similar
to those seen in SCA6, although the initial symptoms seem to be present at a much
younger age. So far, exclusively missense mutations are found in FHM (Fig. 1)
(5,8–22). Most mutations have been identified in one or two families only, but two
mutations occur more frequently. The T666M mutation has been found in 20
families worldwide (5,12–14,18–20,22). Patients with this mutation have a high
frequency of hemiplegic migraine (98%), atypical attacks with coma (50%), and
nystagmus (86%) (12). One T666M patient was diagnosed as EA-2 because of ataxic
symptoms during the attacks (16). Patients with the T666M mutation can also show
mental retardation (18), or attacks resembling acute confusional migraine.

Another recurrent mutation is R583Q described in six families (8,10,13,20).
Most patients have hemiplegic attacks with interictal ataxia, but some members of
a large Portuguese family showed cerebellar ataxia only (8), suggesting a reduced
penetrance for migraine attacks.

Affected members of FHM1 families with the S218L mutation (17) had recurrent
atypical attacks, often triggered by trivial head trauma. The proband of one of the
families had—after a mild head trauma—a symptom-free period of several hours
before she went into a coma. She died 10 days later because of severe cerebral edema.
She had never experienced attacks of (hemiplegic) migraine, unlike some family mem-
bers who had FHM. It seems that the S218L (and possibly other) CACNA1A mutations
may put persons at risk for cerebral edema and fatal coma after minor head trauma.

Pseudomigraine with lymphocytic pleocytosis is characterized by episodic
neurologic dysfunction associated with headache and cerebrospinal fluid lympho-
cytic pleocytosis. As cerebrospinal fluid lymphocytic pleocytosis can occur in
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atypical FHM attacks and both pseudomigraine and FHM can be triggered by
angiography, the CACNA1A gene was studied as a candidate gene (23). In the study
conducted by Chapman and colleagues, however, no mutations were found in eight
patients.

CACNA1A: MA and MO

Some mutation carriers in FHM1 families have attacks of MA or MO only, suggest-
ing a role of CACNA1A in the more frequent types of migraine (13,24). This is
supported by a study with sibling pairs with MA and/or MO, where an excess allele
sharing of markers in the CACNA1A region was found in affected sib-pairs, which
was almost exclusively derived from sibling pairs affected with MA (25). This study
suggests that the CACNA1A gene might be involved in MO and MA, but the
contribution to MA seems larger than to MO. No FHM mutations were found in
unselected groups of patients with MO and/or MA (26–28). A large Australian
family showed linkage to the D19S1150 marker that is located in the CACNA1A
gene, but no mutation was found in this family either (26–30). Other studies found
no positive linkage results in migraine families, using DNA markers adjacent to or
within the CACNA1A gene, confirming genetic heterogeneity (29,31–34). A recent
Finnish study aimed to clarify the role of the CACNA1A locus in MA by analyzing
72 multigenerational Finnish MA families, the largest family sample so far (35).
Polymorphic microsatellite markers surrounding the CACNA1A gene were geno-
typed on 757 individuals, but none showed evidence of linkage to MA either under
locus homogeneity or under locus heterogeneity.

Figure 1 The CACNA1A gene with mutations. The Cav2.1 pore-forming subunit of
P/Q-type voltage-gated calcium channels is located in the neuron membrane and contains
four repeated domains. Each domain includes six membrane-spanning segments and a
so-called P-loop between the fifth and sixth segments. Positions of mutations identified in this
gene are given (CACNA1A ref. seq.: Genbank Ac. nr. X99897).
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CACNA1A: EA-2 and SCA6

EA-2 patients present with early onset attacks of imbalance and/or vertigo, lasting
hours to days (36). The attacks can be provoked by a number of triggers, including
physical exercise or emotional stress, and can be prevented by acetazolamide. Like
FHM1, patients with EA-2 can have interictal permanent cerebellar ataxia, and
the attacks can be associated with symptoms of (basilar-type) migraine (37). In some
cases, generalized weakness is reported during ataxic spells; in other patients, episo-
dic weakness can precede the attacks of ataxia (38,39). Three patients with EA-2 had
generalized epilepsy (40–42). So far, more than 30 missense mutations or mutations
resulting in premature stop or affecting alternative splicing have been identified in
patients with EA-2 (Fig. 1) (5,16,39–53). There are considerable interfamilial differ-
ences. In some families with symptoms indistinguishable from EA-2, no CACNA1A
mutation was identified, suggesting that mutations can be missed or that other genes
causing a similar symptomatology exist (54–56).

SCA6 is characterized by the late onset of a slowly progressive cerebellar ataxia
with oculomotor abnormalities, gait ataxia, mild upper limb ataxia, and dysarthria
(57). Eye-movement abnormalities such as saccadic intrusions during smooth pursuit
and nystagmus are prominent and consistent early manifestations (58). Some
patients have ataxia combined with episodic headache or nausea. The permanent
signs can be preceded by episodic manifestations (58). SCA6 is caused by moderate,
stabile expansions of a CAG repeat in the CACNA1A gene.

CACNA1A: Epilepsy

The involvement of the CACNA1A locus in epilepsy in humans is of interest in view
of the epileptic phenotype observed in Cacna1a mutant mice (57,59). The first
association was reported in a group of patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy
(60). Of four single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and one microsatellite marker
located within CACNA1A, one SNP in exon 8 showed a significant association. A
follow-up study showed that two SNPs in the immediate vicinity of exon 8 were
responsible for the association with epilepsy (61). The association was not limited
to a specific epileptic syndrome or subgroup. An effect on expression or alternative
splicing of the protein was suggested, but not investigated further. The presence of
(childhood) seizures next to attacks of EA-2 and in a CACNA1A mutation carrier
further supports a role for CACNA1A in epilepsy (41). Recently, a new family with
absence epilepsy and EA-2 was found with a novel CACNA1A mutation (40).
Epileptic seizures or status epilepticus in association with FHM attacks have been
described in patients with CACNA1A mutations (21,62,63). Recently, a family was
shown with a (novel) CACNA1A mutation, causing childhood epilepsy, that
occurred independently of FHM attacks (64).

CACNA1A: Functional Studies

Several FHM mutations have been analyzed with electrophysiological techniques in
neuronal and non-neuronal cells (40,41,65–69). While EA-2 truncating and missense
mutations all show a dramatic decrease or even complete loss of Ca2þ channel
electric current, FHM mutations cause different effects on channel conductance,
kinetics, and expression. The most consistent change found with FHM mutations
seems to be a hyperpolarizing shift of about 10 mV of the activation voltage.
Although this effect in theory will lead to easier opening of the channels in neurons,
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the overall change in calcium influx is difficult to predict because it will be deter-
mined by a delicate interplay of effects of a particular mutation on the different
channel properties and the cellular environment.

Some phenomena might contribute to the episodic nature of symptoms, because
calcium influx will be altered, especially during high neuronal activity. Mutant
T666M and V714A channels have a low conductance mode that sometimes switches
to the wild type state. For other FHM mutations, such as R583Q and D715E, accu-
mulation of inactivated channels was observed during repetitive stimulation.

CACNA1A: Mouse Models

Several mouse Cacna1a mutants with symptoms of ataxia and epilepsy are available.
The main effect of tottering, leaner, and rolling Nagoya mutated P/Q-type channels
appears to be reduction of calcium current density (70–73). Furthermore, leaner and
rolling Nagoya channel kinetics are changed (70–72). Two Cacna1a-null-mutant
(knock-out) mice show a lethal phenotype at a young age (74,75). Total calcium
current density in cerebellar cells was found decreased. P/Q-type currents were abol-
ished and partly compensated for by N- and L-type currents. Cerebellar granule cells
of heterozygous mice from one of the two null-mutants displayed a 50% reduction in
P/Q-type current density whereas no reduction was observed in the other model
(74,75).

It is now generally accepted that migraine aura is caused by cortical spreading
depression (CSD), a depolarization wave associated with temporary disturbance of
ion balances (76). Aura symptoms in some FHM patients could be abolished by
the glutamate receptor antagonist ketamine (77). CACNA1A mutations might very
well influence CSD, because P/Q-type calcium channels mediate glutamate release,
and an altered glutamate was reported in tottering and Cacna1a knock-out mice
(75,78,79). Experimentally induced CSD in tottering and leaner mice was found
altered, in parallel with a reduced release of cortical glutamate (80).

Recently, a knock-in mouse model was generated, carrying the human pure
FHM1 R192Q mutation (81). Unlike the other mouse models, R192Q mice exhibit
no overt phenotype. Multiple gain-of-function effects were found, including increased
Cav2.1 current density in cerebellar neurons and, in the intact animal, a reduced thresh-
old and increased velocity of CSD. It seems that whole-animal studies are necessary to
dissect the effects of mutations and understand the integrated physiology of a disease.

CACNA1A: The NMJ

The neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is a suitable synapse model to study Cacna1a
mutations, because motor nerve terminals contain P-type calcium channels respon-
sible for acetylcholine release. Transmitter release in tottering NMJs in vitro was
decreased during high-rate nerve stimulation (78). Interestingly, spontaneous quan-
tal transmitter release was doubled. In comparison, the R192Q knock-in mice show
enhanced neurotransmission at the NMJ. Neuromuscular transmission in vivo in
patients may be compromised as well. Indeed, recent clinical electrophysiological
studies showed NMJ malfunction in three EA-2 patients with CACNA1A missense
and truncation mutations: single-fiber electromyography (SFEMG) demonstrated
increased jitter and the occurrence of blockings in these patients (39). While similar
findings were observed in patients with MA (82), SFEMG recordings in FHM
patients and patients with SCA6 were unremarkable (39,83).
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THE CLINICAL SPECTRUM OF THE ATP1A2 GENE

In 1997 linkage studies identified the FHM2 locus on chromosome 1; however, it
took another six years to identify mutations in the ATP1A2 gene, encoding the
alpha2 subunit of sodium–potassium pumps (6,84).

ATP1A2: FHM

First, missense mutations were identified in two Italian families with pure FHM
(without ataxia) (6). Since then, several other FHM families with similar mutations
have been described (Fig. 2). A novel M731T mutation was identified in a small
Dutch family with pure FHM (85), and a T345A mutation caused FHM attacks
and coma in a Scandinavian family (86). A screening in 27 FHM families, in which
CACNA1A mutations were excluded, revealed six novel ATP1A2 mutations (87).
Three other novel mutations (and another three possible mutations) were found in
German FHM families (88). In a small family from Italy, patients with an R548H
mutation did not have FHM attacks, but basilar migraine or migraine with (visual)
aura (89). Another Italian group found a G301R mutation in a family with FHM,
seizures, coma, and sensory deficits, but—importantly—also transient and perma-
nent cerebellar signs (90). So, the phenotypic spectrum of FHM2 expands beyond
migraine, like that of FHM1.

Figure 2 Predicted transmembrane model of the Naþ, Kþ-ATPase a2 subunit, which is
located in the plasma membrane and contains 10 transmembrane segments. Positions of muta-
tions identified in this gene are given (ATP1A2 ref. seq.: Genbank Ac. nr. NM_000702).
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ATP1A2: MA and MO

In a recent study, no ATP1A2 mutations were found in probands of families with
common types of migraine (MO and MA) (91). In several of the published families
with ATP1A2 mutations, there are, however, mutation carriers with ‘‘nonhemiple-
gic’’ migraine [e.g., the Italian families described in the first publication (6)]. The true
contribution of the ATP1A2 gene to MO and MA is still unclear.

ATP1A2: Epilepsy

Three subjects in the Italian families of the first publication on ATP1A2 (6) reported
a history of epileptic seizures resembling the migraine-triggered seizures observed in
FHM1 patients. The association of ATP1A2 mutations and epilepsy was confirmed
by the finding of the R689Q mutation, which causes FHM and benign familial
infantile convulsions (BFIC) in a large family (85,92). BFIC is a rare, autosomal
dominant, benign form of epilepsy, with strictly partial, nonfebrile convulsions that
begin between 3 and 12 months of age and disappear after the first year in all. In the
family, all BFIC persons tested had the missense mutation, but BFIC and FHM
only partially cosegregated. It seems that, in this family, migraine and epilepsy have
partially overlapping mechanisms related to dysfunction of ion transport.

A further association between an ATP1A2 mutation (G301R) and epilepsy was
found by an Italian group, in a family with FHM, seizures, coma, sensory deficits,
and transient and permanent cerebellar signs (90). Epileptic seizures were also
present in German D719N and P979L mutation carriers (88).

ATP1A2: AHC

Alternating hemiplegia of childhood (AHC) is a rare brain disorder, characterized by
(i) repeated periods of hemiplegia involving either side of the body, at least in some
attacks; (ii) episodes of bilateral hemiplegia or quadriplegia, starting either as gener-
alization of a hemiplegic episode or present bilaterally from the start; (iii) other
paroxysmal phenomena, including tonic/dystonic attacks, choreoathetotic move-
ments, nystagmus, strabismus, dyspnea, and autonomic phenomena, occurring
during hemiplegic attacks or in isolation; (iv) immediate disappearance of all symp-
toms on going to sleep, with recurrence 10 to 20 minutes after awakening in long-
lasting attacks; and (v) evidence of developmental delay, mental retardation, and
permanent neurologic abnormalities, including choreoathetosis, dystonia, or ataxia.
In general age at onset is before 18 months (93). AHC has often been regarded as
being related to migraine, but some of its aspects are clearly distinct, including
choreoathetosis and dystonic posturing, and a progressive course associated with
mental deterioration.

Two separate groups found ATP1A2 mutations in (presumed) cases of AHC
(94,95). In both studies, it was remarkable that familial cases were studied, because
AHC is generally considered a sporadic disease. The clinical description of the
patients in both studies could also lead to the diagnosis of FHM. So, these
findings are of importance, because they expand the number of families with
ATP1A2 mutations (AHC or not), but only the discovery of ATP1A2 mutations
in sporadic AHC patients could confirm the importance of this gene in AHC.
However, in our two previous studies, no CACNA1A or ATP1A2 mutations were
found in sporadic AHC patients (96,97).
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ATP1A2: Functional Studies

The ATP1A2 gene encodes the alpha2 subunit of an Naþ, Kþ pump ATPase. This
catalytic subunit binds Naþ, Kþ, and ATP, and utilizes ATP hydrolysis to extrude
Naþ ions. Naþ pumping provides the steep Naþ gradient essential for the transport
of glutamate and Ca2þ. The gene is predominantly expressed in neurons at the neo-
natal age and in glial cells at the adult age. Functional analysis of mutated proteins
revealed inhibition of pump activity and decreased affinity for Kþ(6,94,98). Both
functional phenotypes fit nicely the current concepts of (hemiplegic) migraine
pathophysiology; clearance of synaptic glutamate and Kþ is slowed, either because
of Naþ, Kþ ATPase haploin sufficiency or reduced Kþ affinity, resulting in increased
susceptibility to CSD (99).

ATP1A2: Mouse Models

Several transgenic mouse Atp1a2-null mutants have been generated (100,101).
Selective neuronal apoptosis in the amygdala and piriform cortex in response to
neural hyperactivity was revealed in 18.5-day-old Atp1a2-null fetuses (100). Atp1a2-
null mice died immediately after birth, because of severe motor deficits that also
abolish respiration (100,101). Interestingly, in line with the observed epilepsy in
patients, Atp1a2-null mice on 129sv genetic background display frequent and gener-
alized seizures, but die within 24 hours after birth (102).

Heterozygous Atp1a2þ/– mice are viable, and the heart showed a hypercontrac-
tile state with positive inotropic response and resembles what is typically seen after the
administration of cardiac glycosides (101). In addition, heterozygous Atp1a2þ/– mice
revealed enhanced fear/anxiety behaviors after conditioned fear stimuli, probably
due to the observed neuronal hyperactivity in the amygdala and piriform cortex (100).

SPORADIC HEMIPLEGIC MIGRAINE

Hemiplegic migraine patients are not always clustered in families, as sporadic
patients, without affected family members, are often seen. It was shown that the clin-
ical symptoms of patients with SHM were more similar to FHM than MA, which
resulted in the inclusion of SHM as a separate diagnostic entity in the second edition
of the diagnostic criteria, apart from migraine with typical aura (4,103). Some of the
sporadic patients are the first ‘‘FHM patient’’ in the family, as was shown by
the identification of CACNA1A mutations in 2 out of 27 patients undergoing mutation
analysis (20). However, the majority seem to have no mutation in any of the known
FHM genes, defining SHM as a heterogeneous disease of unknown (genetic) origin.
This was confirmed by the observation that first-degree relatives of SHM probands
had an increased risk of both MO and typical MA, whereas first-degree relatives of pro-
bands with exclusively SHM had no increased risk of MO but an increased risk of
typical MA. SHM probands had a highly increased risk of typical MA only (104).

GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY IN MIGRAINE

Family and Twin Studies in Migraine

Two recent twin studies confirmed the presence of genetic and environmental factors
in migraine. Svensson et al. studied a cohort of twins aged 42 to 81 years, including a
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subsample of 314 pairs reared apart and 364-matched control pairs reared together
(105). They found no significant shared rearing environmental influences on migraine.
The heritability of migraine was estimated at 38% for men and 48% for women. Inter-
estingly, among monozygotic twins reared apart, those separated at three years of age
or earlier were more similar for lifetime migraine than those separated later, and this
was especially true for women. Svensson et al. (105) concluded that family ‘‘resis-
tance’’ in migraine is mainly due to genetic factors, whereas environmental influences
make family members different, not similar. Mulder et al. (106) compared the preva-
lence and heritability of migraine across six of the countries that participated in the
GenomEUtwin project, including a total of 29,717 twin pairs. The prevalence of
migraine ranged from 10% to 13% in Finland to 32% to 34% in Danish and Dutch
females. Unlike the results of Svensson et al. (105), the genetic variance or heritability
was the same between sexes, ranging from 34% to 57% in the different cohorts.

Previous family studies have found an increased relative risk of first-degree
family members of patients with MO and MA of approximately 2 and 4, respec-
tively, as compared to the general population. A small family study of MA probands
and their first-degree family members in a southern Italian town found a similar risk
(107). Noble-Topham et al. estimated the genetic load in familial MA, by comparing
sibling risk, age at onset, and aura type in 54-MA probands categorized by family
history of MA (108). Families with an MA proband were divided into families with
MA in three generations (n¼ 15), two generations (n¼ 20), and one generation, only
the proband being affected (n¼ 19). The recurrence risk to siblings of probands was
2.7-fold higher in the three-generation compared with the two-generation MA
families and 4.8-fold higher in the three-generation compared with the one-generation
MA families. MA probands from the three-generation families were significantly
younger than probands with no affected family members. The significant difference
in genetic load and the earlier age at onset in the three-generation families is further
evidence for a genetic basis for MA.

One of the presumptions in the scientific investigations of the genetics of
migraine is that the rare autosomal dominant disease FHM is an extreme form
of migraine, belonging to a continuous migraine spectrum, and that study of this
rare variant can provide insight into the more common forms. To further investi-
gate the ‘‘migraine-spectrum,’’ Thomsen et al. studied the prevalence of MO and
MA in probands with FHM and in their first-degree relatives (3). Compared to
the general population, FHM probands had virtually no increased risk of MO,
but a significantly increased risk of almost eight times of MA. A similar pattern
was seen among their first-degree relatives, who had no increased risk of MO,
whereas the risk of MA was significantly increased—7.6 times in FHM-affected
first-degree relatives and 2.4 times in non–FHM-affected first-degree relatives.
These results suggest that the genetic abnormality resulting in FHM may also cause
attacks with the symptomatology of MA. Thus, FHM and MA seem to be part of
the same spectrum.

Linkage Studies in Migraine

The identification of genes responsible for the frequent forms of migraine is a
challenging task. Linkage analysis in multifactorial diseases such as migraine is
limited by the lack of clear genetic segregation of any DNA variants in multigenera-
tional family material, and by the modest contribution to disease of individual
susceptibility mutations (109).
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Linkage studies in large Australian families with MO and MA revealed linkage
on 19p13, 1q31, and Xq24-28 (30,110–112). These results await confirmation.
Recently, several successful genome-wide linkage studies have been conducted.
Wessman et al. showed linkage to chromosome 4q21 in Finnish MA families (34),
which was recently confirmed in 103 Icelandic families with 289 MO patients
(113). Genome-wide scanning revealed a locus on chromosome 4q21, which shows
overlap with the Finnish locus. Interestingly, the LOD score increased when the
sample set was reanalyzed using affected females only, and allowing a relaxed defini-
tion of MO. This might be explained, according to the researchers, by the higher
preponderance in females.

In a Canadian linkage study, a genome-wide screen was conducted in 43
families with MA, selected because of an apparent autosomal dominant pattern of
transmission (114). A susceptibility locus was identified on chromosome 11q24. In
10 Italian MA families with autosomal dominant inheritance, a locus in the
15q11-q13 region was found (115).

In addition to linkage analysis in multifamily studies, two mapping studies
were reported in single families. A large Italian MO pedigree revealed significant
evidence of linkage on chromosome 14q22.1 (116). In a large Swedish family with
MO and MA, linkage was obtained for a locus on chromosome 6p12.2-p21.1
(117). Like the Icelandic study, they allowed a relaxed definition of MO in about
half of the MO patients. The causative gene has not been identified in any of the
above-mentioned loci, additional studies should investigate the contribution of
these loci to migraine.

Association Studies in Migraine

A widely used method to assess the genetic background of complex disorders such as
migraine is to study possible associations between migraine patients and polymorph-
isms in genes with hypothesized function in the migraine pathway. Based on this
presumption, dopamine-, serotonin-, and homocysteine-related genes were studied
frequently, and associations between migraine and dopamine receptor genes and
the MTHFR gene have been reported (118–124). The serotonin 5-HT-2C receptor
gene, located on chromosome X, revealed no significant association in a group of
275 migraineurs and 275 controls, and mutation analysis showed no mutation in
two migraine families previously reported to be linked to this region (125). Associa-
tions between migraine polymorphisms in genes such as the glutathione S-transfer-
ase gene (126), the low-density lipoprotein receptor gene (127), the INSR gene (128),
the endothelin type A receptor gene, and (129) the tumor necrosis factor–a gene
(130) need confirmation.

One should keep in mind that association studies are difficult to perform in a
comprehensive and meaningful manner. Potential publication bias, power problems,
population admixture, and the issue of linkage disequilibrium within a gene make
individual studies of limited importance.

Other Studies on Headache Genetics

Migraine and Mitochondria

Inherited mitochondrial abnormalities are frequently claimed to be important in
migraine (131), but mtDNA mutations have never been found in groups of migraine
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patients, even if they were selected based on matrilinear inheritance, on the presence
of a migrainous infarct or on other clinical grounds. A recent description of segrega-
tion of familiar cases of migraine in a family with the Leber T14484C mutation (132)
adds to a number of previous clinical observations of migraine in patients with
various mtDNA mutations. An interesting observation was made in the so-called
cyclic vomiting syndrome (CVS), recently included in the second edition of the
international classification of headache disorders (103) as one of the childhood per-
iodic syndromes that are commonly precursors of migraine. The origin is thought to
be mitochondrial. A survey of parents of 62 children with a severe form of CVS
showed that migraine, myopathy, seizures, and dysautonomia-like symptoms were
far more common in matrilineal versus nonmatrilineal relatives (133). mtDNA
sequence variants are probable risk factors in most children at this ‘‘severe’’ end
of the CVS spectrum, and migraine appears to be part of the phenotype (134).

CLUSTER HEADACHE

Since the 1990s, familial occurrence of CH has been repeatedly recognized. Recent
clinical investigations gave further evidence of a genetic background of CH, without
any attempt to map or identify a putative CH gene (135–137). Torelli et al. compared
familial and nonfamilial CH cases (137). A lower mean age at onset in women with
familial CH was found. There were no significant differences between the two CH
groups in pain location, accompanying symptoms, duration and frequency of
attacks, and active periods. Rainero et al. evaluated several polymorphisms of the
hypocretin/orexin system genes in 109 CH patients and 211 controls. The 1246
G>A polymorphism of the hypocretin receptor 2 gene was significantly different
between cases and controls (138). Hyporcretin neurons play an important role in reg-
ulating the sleep–wake cycle and CH attacks often during the night. Further studies
are needed to confirm the involvement of the hypocretin receptor 2 gene or other
genes in this chromosomal region.

TENSION-TYPE HEADACHE

In a genetic epidemiological study, the familial aggregation of chronic tension-type
headache was investigated. Compared with the general population, first-degree
relatives had a 3.1-fold increased risk of chronic tension-type headache (CTTH). A
complex segregation analysis further emphasized the result by suggesting that chronic
tension-type headache has multifactorial inheritance (139).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Investigation of FHM is an important part of migraine genetics research, based on
the assumption that FHM is part of the migraine spectrum. This is now supported
by several family studies. The identification of the second FHM gene, ATP1A2,
confirmed that dysfunction in ion transport is a key factor in the pathophysiology
of (familial hemiplegic) migraine. New loci for the common forms of migraine were
reported on chromosome 6 (MO and MA), 11 (MA), and 14 (MO), and the
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previously reported MA locus on chromosome 4 seems to be important in MO as
well. These findings underline the complex genetic nature of MO and MA. Finally,
associations between migraine and polymorphisms in the dopamine receptor D4
gene and the MTHFR gene show that these genes and the corresponding metabolic
pathways are likely part of the genetic susceptibility in migraine.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical assessment still has a significant role to play in identifying and excluding
secondary headaches. This has been dealt with in previous reviews (1). In essence,
a good history and careful neurological and general physical examination remains
the basis of such an assessment and, in large part, works best for primary headache
disorders. It is important to have an approach to headache and to exclude red flags.
However, the only way to truly identify or exclude secondary headaches is to
investigate; neuroimaging is the most relevant investigative tool for yielding primary
neurological etiologies. Nonneurological testing such as laboratory testing and ima-
ging outside the nervous system still have a role to play, but frequently there are
signs and symptoms of a nonneurological etiology. For the most part this chapter
will deal with neuroimaging. Neuroimaging is at best however, it is now a surrogate
for good clinical assessment, becoming the actual standard to identify and exclude
secondary headache etiologies. The other strategies for subsidiary investigation will
be discussed when appropriate.

Notwithstanding the instances listed above, any of the secondary headache dis-
orders can mimic primary headaches. Therefore, judicious use of testing is essential
to distinguish primary from secondary headaches, which includes over 300 different
types and causes of headache. This chapter reviews in detail the following topics:
general indications for neuroimaging; neuroimaging for headaches with a normal
neurological examination; neuroimaging for migraine; evaluation of the acute severe
new-onset headache (‘‘first or worst headaches’’); headaches over the age of 50; and
evaluation of new daily headaches.
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GENERAL INDICATIONS FOR NEUROIMAGING FOR HEADACHES

There are many reasons why physicians recommend diagnostic testing for head-
aches: aiming for diagnostic certainty; faulty cognitive reasoning; the medical deci-
sion rule that holds that it is better to impute disease than to risk overlooking it;
busy practice conditions in which tests are ordered as shortcuts; patient and family
expectations; financial incentives; and medicolegal issues (2). In the era of managed
care, equally compelling reasons for not ordering diagnostic studies include physi-
cian fears of deselection and at-risk capitation. Lack of funds and underinsurance
continue to be barriers for appropriate diagnostic testing for many patients, particu-
larly in the United States, with accessibility to testing being a problem in other
countries. Table 1 provides reasons to consider neuroimaging for headaches.

NEUROIMAGING FOR HEADACHES WITH A NORMAL
NEUROLOGICAL EXAMINATION

The yield of computed tomography (CT) scan or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
in patients with any headache and a normal neurologic examination is about 2% (3).
The U.S. Headache Consortium, which published an evidence-based guideline, con-
cluded that there was not sufficient information to estimate the probability of impor-
tant intracranial pathology among patients with nonmigrainous headache and a
normal neurological examination, and recommended comparative studies between
MRI and CT (4).

Sempere et al. recently reported a study of 1876 consecutive patients aged 15
years or older, with a mean age of 38 years, who presented to a neurology clinic
in Spain with nonacute headache (5). The types of headaches were the following:
migraine (49%), tension-type (35.4%), cluster (1.1%), post-traumatic (3.7%), and

Table 1 Reasons to Consider Neuroimaging for Headaches

A. Based on the temporal and headache features
1. The ‘‘first or worst’’ headache
2. Subacute headaches with increasing frequency or severity
3. A progressive or new daily-persistent headache
4. Chronic daily headache
5. Headaches always on the same side
6. Headaches not responding to treatment

B. Based on the demographics
7. New-onset headaches in patients who have cancer or who test positive for HIV infection
8. New-onset headaches after age 50
9. Patients with headaches and seizures

C. Based on associated symptoms and signs
10. Headaches associated with symptoms and signs such as fever, stiff neck, nausea, and

vomiting
11. Headaches other than migraine with aura associated with focal neurologic symptoms or

signs
12. Headaches associated with papilledema, cognitive impairment, or personality change

Source: From Ref. 2.
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indeterminate (10.8%). One-third of the patients had new-onset headache, while the
other two-thirds reported headaches for more than one year. Neurological examina-
tion was normal in 99.2% of patients. All patients underwent either a MRI or a CT
scan. Neuroimaging studies detected significant lesions in 1.2%.

Significant intracranial abnormalities were detected in those with headaches
and a normal neurological examination (0.9%, 17 patients). The diagnoses in these
17 patients were pituitary adenoma (3), large arachnoid cyst (2), meningioma (2),
hydrocephalus (2), Chiari type I malformation, ischemic stroke, cavernous angioma,
arteriovenous malformation (AVM), low-grade astrocytoma, brain stem glioma,
colloid cyst, and posterior fossa papilloma (1). Of these 17 patients, 8 were treated
surgically.

Severe, progressive, and new-onset headaches were not associated with higher
rates of significant intracranial lesions. Among 118 patients with normal neurologi-
cal examinations and normal CT scans, MRI disclosed only one significant lesion, a
small meningioma that was not treated surgically. There were no saccular aneurysms
detected among the 580 patients who underwent MRI scans and there was only one
patient with a greater than or equal to 5 mm tonsillar descent, a Chiari I malforma-
tion that was asymptomatic.

The Sempere et al. study is outstanding and provides valuable information
about neuroimaging in a large consecutive series of patients referred to a neurology
clinic. Questions still remain about the value of MRI versus CT and MRI, without
contrast versus with and without contrast, and selection of use of magnetic reso-
nance angiography (MRA) and magnetic resonance venography (MRV). The low
overall detection rate for significant pathology corresponds to our experience.

However, if one concludes that CT is as sensitive as MRI for the evaluation of
headache, one can miss significant pathology at the patient’s peril and one’s own
medicolegal risk (Table 2). For example, Evans has reported three types of patho-
logy from his own general neurology practice, detected on MRI, that would have
been missed on CT: a hemorrhagic pituitary adenoma mimicking migraine (6),
spontaneous low cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure syndrome mimicking primary
cough headache (which would have been missed without the administration of gado-
linium) (7), and a pilocytic astrocytoma of the cerebellar hemisphere with mass effect
mimicking migraine status (8). In addition, Evans has found occasional incidental
saccular aneurysms on MRI scans in his own practice (7) as contrasted to the 0%
reported by Sempere. MRA may detect incidental saccular aneurysms in 2.8% of
adults (9). The point is not that Evans is so astute, but that we suspect many experi-
enced neurologists will have similar cases. When available, MRI is the preferred
study for the evaluation of headaches with the exception of patients with head trauma,
acute headache to rule out subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), and contraindications
to MRI.

NEUROIMAGING FOR MIGRAINE

The U.S. Headache Consortium reported that a meta-analysis of patients with
migraine and a normal neurological examination found a rate of significant intra-
cranial lesions of 0.18% (3). The consortium concluded, ‘‘Neuroimaging is not
usually indicated for patients with migraine and normal neurological examination.’’
Table 3 provides some reasons to consider neuroimaging in patients with migraine.
‘‘Crash’’ migraines are considered in the next section.
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There is a question mark after ‘‘Headaches always on the same side,’’ because
17% of patients with migraine without aura and 15% of those with migraine with
aura always have headaches on the same side (side-locked headaches) (11). One
potential migraine mimic is an AVM malformation where side-locked headaches
are present in up to 95% of cases (12). Migraine-like headaches with and without
visual symptoms can be associated with AVMs, especially those in the occipital lobe,
which is the predominant location of about 20% of parenchymal AVMs (13).
However, a typical migraine due to an AVM is the exception because there are
usually distinguishing features (12,14). Bruyn reported the following features in

Table 3 Reasons to Consider Neuroimaging in Migraineurs

Unusual, prolonged, or persistent aura
Increasing frequency, severity, or change in clinical features
First or worst migraine
Basilar
Confusional
Hemiplegic
Late-life migraine accompaniments
Aura without headache
Headaches always on the same side
Posttraumatic
Request of patient or family and friends

Source: From Ref. 10.

Table 2 Causes of Headache That Can Be Missed on CT Scan of the Head

A. Vascular disease
Saccular aneurysms
Arteriovenous malformations (especially in the posterior fossa)
Subarachnoid hemorrhage
Carotid or vertebral artery dissections
Infarcts
Cerebral venous thrombosis
Vasculitis (white matter abnormalities)
Subdural and epidural hematomas

B. Neoplastic disease
Neoplasms (especially in the posterior fossa)
Meningeal carcinomatosis
Pituitary tumor and hemorrhage

C. Cervicomedullary lesions
Chiari malformations
Foramen magnum meningioma

D. Infections
Paranasal sinusitis
Meningoencephalitis
Cerebritis and brain abscess

E. Low cerebrospinal fluid pressure syndrome

Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.

Source: From Ref. 2.
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patients with migraine-like symptoms and AVM: unusual associated signs (papille-
dema, field cut, and bruit), 65%; short duration of headache attacks, 20%; brief
scintillating scotoma, 10%; absent family history, 15%; atypical sequence of aura,
headache, and vomiting, 10%; and seizures, 25% (11).

Distal internal carotid artery dissection is another rare migraine mimic that
may be of concern in patients with either new-onset migraine aura or those with a
change in the aura or unusual features. The diagnosis can be more challenging
because carotid dissection is more common in migraineurs (49.1% had a history of
migraine in one study) (15). Migrainous features may include positive symptoms
such as monocular visual scintillations or paresthesias, spread of symptoms within
a modality with a gradual march of paresthesias from limb to face or an enlargement
of a scotoma and from one modality to another, and prolonged course (16). A severe
headache with nausea and vomiting can accompany or follow the other symptoms.
Multiple episodes can occur. Internal carotid artery dissection can also cause a
scintillating scotoma alone resembling the migraine aura (17). MRA, CT angiogra-
phy (CTA), carotid ultrasound (less sensitive than the other tests), or catheter angio-
graphy can detect the dissection. Vertebral artery dissection can also rarely mimic
migraine (18).

EVALUATION OF THE ACUTE SEVERE NEW-ONSET HEADACHE
(‘‘FIRST OR WORST HEADACHES’’)

There are numerous secondary headaches that have to be excluded as the cause of
primary headaches which can present with an acute and severe onset such as crash
migraine (maximum intensity shortly after the onset), first migraine, primary thun-
derclap headache, primary exertional headache (including weightlifting headache),
and primary headache associated with sexual activity. Table 4 provides the extensive
list of possible causes of the acute severe new-onset headache (the ‘‘first or worst’’).

SAH can present with identical symptoms to these primary headaches. A
prospective study of 148 patients with acute severe headaches seen by general practi-
tioners in the Netherlands found SAH to be the cause in 25% (20). There are many
causes of SAH (Table 5). About 85% of SAH are due to ruptured intracranial
aneurysms (21) and 5% are due to rupture of intracranial AVMs. In about 15% of
cases, an arteriogram does not demonstrate the cause of the bleeding. In about
50% of these arteriogram-negative cases, the CT scan reveals blood confined to
the cisterns around the midbrain, perimesencephalic hemorrhage that may be caused
by a ruptured prepontine or interpeduncular cistern dilated vein or venous malfor-
mation. Other causes of arteriogram-negative SAH are listed in Table 5 (20).

Over 30,000 people per year in the United States have an SAH from a ruptured
saccular aneurysm, resulting in over 18,000 deaths. Based upon a meta-analysis, the
prevalence of saccular aneurysms in the general population is about 2% with 93% of
aneurysms 10 mm or less in size (22). Perhaps 50% of SAHs will present with a Hunt
and Hess grade I (no symptoms or minimal headache, slight nuchal rigidity) or II
(moderate to severe headache, no neurologic deficit other than cranial nerve palsy).
Most patients with headache due to SAH will have the worst headache of their life
with maximum intensity within five minutes and a duration of at least one hour
(23,24). In a series of 42 patients with aneurysmal SAH, the onset of headache
was as follows: almost instantaneous, 50%; 2 to 60 seconds, 24%; and 1 to 5 minutes,
19% (23). Twelve percent had a feeling of a ‘‘burst.’’ The headaches were of
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moderate-to-severe intensity. Nineteen percent had a prior headache resembling the
acute headache. Transient loss of consciousness lasting for 1 to 10 minutes was
reported by 26%. SAH can be easily overlooked (25). Ten percent of patients have
no headache at onset and 8% describe a mild, gradually increasing headache (26).

Table 4 Differential Diagnosis of the Acute Severe
New-Onset Headache (‘‘First or Worst’’)

A. Primary headache disorders
Migraine
Cluster
Primary exertional headache
Primary thunderclap headache
Primary headache associated with sexual activity

B. Posttraumatic
C. Associated with vascular disorders

Acute ischemic cerebrovascular disease
Subdural and epidural hematomas
Parenchymal hemorrhage
Unruptured saccular aneurysm
Subarachnoid hemorrhage
Systemic lupus erythematosis
Temporal arteritis
Internal carotid and vertebral artery dissection
Cerebral venous thrombosis
Acute hypertension

Pressor response
Pheochromocytoma
Preeclampsia

D. Associated with nonvascular intracranial disorders
Intermittent hydrocephalus
Benign intracranial hypertension
Post–lumbar puncture
Spontaneous intracranial hypotension
Related to intrathecal injections
Intracranial neoplasm
Pituitary apoplexy

E. Acute intoxications
F. Associated with noncephalic infection

Acute febrile illness
Acute pyelonephritis

G. Cephalic infection
Meningoencephalitis
Acute sinusitis

H. Acute mountain sickness
I. Disorders of eyes

Acute optic neuritis
Acute glaucoma

J. Cervicogenic
Greater occipital neuralgia
Cervical myositis

K. Trigeminal neuralgia

Source: From Ref. 53.
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A stiff neck is absent in 36% of patients (27). When first primary orgasmic and
exertional headaches occur, SAH has to be excluded because one-third of SAHs
occur during activities such as bending, lifting, defecation, or sexual intercourse.

A CT scan of the brain is the initial imaging study of choice to detect SAH.
During the first 24 hours, aneurysmal SAH is present on 95% of scans but decreases
to 50% by the end of the first week, 30% by the end of the second week, and almost
0% by the end of the third week (28). From more than 3 to 14 days after the hemor-
rhage, MRI using the fluid-attenuated inversion recovery sequence is more sensitive
than CT scan in the identification and delineation of SAH.

A lumbar puncture should be considered in all patients with a new-onset
headache suspicious for SAH, who have normal CT or MRI scans. Red blood cells
(RBCs) are present in virtually all cases of SAH and variably clear in about 6 to 30
days. When the CSF obtained from the first lumbar puncture is bloody, the only
certain way to distinguish SAH from a traumatic tap is the presence of a xanthochro-
mia. Although oxyhemoglobin can be detected as early as two hours after the entry
of RBCs into CSF, xanthochromia is not present in all cases until after 12 hours.
Using spectrophotometry to detect xanthochromia, the probability of detection is
100% through the first two weeks after the SAH, over 70% after three weeks, and
over 40% after four weeks (29). Unfortunately, spectrophotometry is available in
only about 0.3% of hospital laboratories in the United States.

MRA can detect about 90% of saccular aneurysms with a size of 5 mm or larger
(30). Spiral (helical) CTA can detect 93% to 100% (31,32) of intracranial saccular
aneurysms. CTA can be very useful instead of or as an alternative to MRA for
patients with contraindications to MRI, such as those with pacemakers, intracranial
ferromagnetic clips, and severe claustrophobia. However, in addition to contrast
allergy, there is additional risk from the intravenous contrast in patients with renal
insufficiency, dehydration, and diabetes (when used as a screening study instead of
MRA). In practice, MRA and CTA are both limited, of course, by the quality of the
images and the ability of the interpreting physician. Some centers are using CTA

Table 5 Causes of Nontraumatic Subarachnoid Hemorrhage

80% Intracranial saccular aneurysm
5% Intracranial arteriovenous malformation
15% Negative arteriogram

50% Benign perimesencephalic hemorrhage
50% Other causes

Occult aneurysm
Mycotic aneurysm
Vertebral or carotid artery dissection
Dural arteriovenous malformation
Spinal arteriovenous malformation
Sickle cell anemia
Coagulation disorders
Drug abuse (especially cocaine)
Primary or metastatic intracranial tumors
Primary or metastatic cervical tumors
CNS infection
CNS vasculitides

Abbreviation: CNS, central nervous system.

Source: From Ref. 2.
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alone preoperatively for most cases, (31) whereas others still consider digital subtrac-
tion angiography the gold standard.

HEADACHES OVER THE AGE OF 50 YEARS

The prevalence of headache decreases with older age. As examples, in females and
males, respectively, at the following ages, the prevalence of headaches is as follows:
21 to 34 years, 92% and 74%; 55 to 74 years, 66% and 53%; and over 75 years, 55%
and 22% (33). Although 90% of headaches in younger patients are of the primary
type, only 66% of those in the elderly are primary (34). There are numerous causes
of new-onset headaches in those over 50 years of age (Table 6) (36). Temporal arter-
itis, hypnic headache, and headache of Parkinson’s disease are secondary headaches
occurring with much greater frequency in this population.

In a study of 193 patients 65 years of age and older with new-onset seen by a
neurology service, the most frequent diagnoses were tension-type (43%) and trigem-
inal neuralgia (19%) (37). Only one patient met the migraine criteria. Fifteen percent
had secondary headaches due to conditions such as stroke, temporal arteritis, or
intracranial neoplasm. The risk of serious disorders causing headache increased 10
times after the age of 65, compared with younger patients.

About 10% of those with tension-type headaches have an onset after 50 years
of age (38). When new-onset tension-type headaches occur, the diagnosis is one of
exclusion. Primary and metastatic brain tumors should be considered (39). Eight per-
cent of patients with headaches and brain tumors have a normal neurologic exami-
nation. Papilledema, which is usually associated with headaches, is present in 40% of
patients with brain tumors. The most common location of headaches is bifrontal,
although patients may complain of pain in other locations of the head as well as
the neck. Unilateral headaches are usually on the same side as the neoplasm.
Although the quality of the headache is usually similar to that of the tension type,

Table 6 New-Onset Headaches Occurring Over 50 Years of Age

A. Primary headaches
Migraine
Tension
Cluster
Hypnic

B. Secondary headaches
Neoplasms
Subdural and epidural hematomas
Head trauma
Cerebrovascular disease
Temporal arteritis
Trigeminal neuralgia
Postherpetic neuralgia
Medication related
Systemic disease
Diseases of the cranium, neck, eyes, ears, and nose
Parkinson’s disease
Exertional headache due to angina

Source: From Ref. 35.
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occasional patients have headaches similar to migraine without aura, and rarely
migraine with aura and cluster headaches. Most of the headaches are intermittent
with moderate-to-severe intensity, but a significant minority report only mild head-
aches relieved by simple analgesics. The ‘‘classic’’ brain tumor headache—severe,
worse in the morning, and associated with nausea and vomiting—occurs in a minor-
ity of patients with brain tumors.

Only 2% of migraineurs have a new onset after 50 years of age. Late-life
migrainous accompaniments are transient visual, sensory, motor, or behavioral
neurologic manifestations that are similar or identical to the auras of migraine with
aura (40,41). Headache is associated with only 50% of cases and may be mild. These
accompaniments occur more often in men than in women, with a prevalence of
about 1%.

Table 7 provides the features of late-life migrainous accompaniments. The
complaints occur as follows, from most to least common: visual symptoms (transient
blindness, homonymous hemianopsia, and blurring of vision); paresthesias (numb-
ness, tingling, pins-and-needles sensation, or a heavy feeling of an extremity); brain
stem and cerebellar dysfunction (ataxia, clumsiness, hearing loss, tinnitus, vertigo,
and syncope); and disturbances of speech (dysarthria or dysphasia).

Other causes of transient cerebral ischemia should be considered, especially
when the patient is seen after the first episode or if there are unusual aspects. The
usual diagnostic evaluation (such as CT scan, MRI and MRA of the brain, carotid
ultrasound, electroencephalography, cardiac evaluation, and blood studies) for
transient ischemic attacks (TIAs) or seizures is performed.

The following features help to distinguish migraine from TIAs: a gradual build-
up of sensory symptoms, a march of sensory paresthesias, serial progression from
one accompaniment to another, longer duration (90% of TIAs last for less than 15
minutes), and multiple stereotypical episodes.

Cluster headache has an onset over the age of 50 years in only a minority of
cases. In a study of 554 episodic and chronic cluster patients, an onset over the
age of 50 was reported by 16.7% of females and 8.7% of males (42). Consideration
might be given to obtaining an MRI scan in late-onset cluster, especially if atypical
features are present, to exclude the rare secondary causes of cluster, including the
following: internal carotid artery dissection; pseudoaneurysm of intracavernous car-
otid artery; aneurysm of the anterior communicating, carotid, or basilar artery;

Table 7 Features of Late-Life Migrainous Accompaniments

1. Gradual appearance of focal neurologic symptoms with spread or worsening over a
period of minutes

2. Headache is only present in 50% of cases and may be mild
3. Positive visual symptoms such as scintillating scotoma, and flashing or bright lights
4. A history of similar episodes associated with a more severe headache
5. Serial progression from one accompaniment to another (e.g., from flashing lights to

paresthesias, paresis, or dysphasia)
6. Diagnosis facilitated with the occurrence of two or more identical episodes
7. A duration of 15–25 min
8. A characteristic ‘‘flurry’’ of accompaniments
9. A usually benign natural history, without permanent sequelae

10. Another cause not shown by diagnostic testing that is performed when indicated

Source: From Ref. 35.
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AVM of the middle cerebral territory or occipital lobe; high cervical meningioma;
unilateral cervical cord or lateral medullary infarction; pituitary adenoma; menin-
gioma of the lesser wing of the sphenoid; maxillary sinus foreign body; orbitosphe-
noidal aspergillosis; and orbital myositis (43).

NEW DAILY HEADACHES

Table 8 lists some primary and secondary causes of new daily headaches (44).
According to the IHS second edition, the criteria for new daily-persistent headache
(NDPH) are a headache that, within three days of onset, is daily and unremitting for
more than three months and has at least two of the following characteristics: bilat-
eral location; pressing/tightening (nonpulsating) quality; mild or moderate intensity;
and not aggravated by routine physical activity such as walking or climbing. The cri-
teria require both of the following: no more than one of photophobia, phonophobia,
or mild nausea; and neither moderate or severe nausea nor vomiting. Finally, the
headache is not attributed to another disorder (45).

Some of these secondary disorders may have a thunderclap or sudden onset of
severe headache whereas others may develop gradually over one to three days and
meet the onset period criteria for NDPH. New-onset daily headaches with a normal
neurological examination could also be due to various other causes, particularly
when seen within the first two months after onset, including postmeningitis
headache, chronic meningitis, brain tumors, leptomeningeal metastasis, temporal
arteritis, chronic subdural hematomas, posttraumatic headaches, sphenoid sinusitis,
and hypertension. When the headaches have been present for more than three
months with a normal neurological examination, the yield of testing is low. A few
additional examples will be discussed.

Table 8 Differential Diagnosis of New Daily Headaches

Primary headaches
New daily-persistent headache
Chronic migraine
Chronic tension type
Combined features (new daily-persistent headaches with frequent migraine features)
Primary thunderclap headache
Secondary headaches (new daily-persistent headache mimics)
Postmeningitis headache
Chronic meningitis
Primary with medication rebound
Neoplasms
Temporal arteritis
Chronic subdural hematoma
Posttraumatic headaches
Sphenoid sinusitis
Hypertension
Subarachnoid hemorrhage
Low cerebrospinal fluid pressure syndrome
Cervical artery dissections
Pseudotumor cerebri
Cerebral venous thrombosis
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Spontaneous intracranial hypotension can be a difficult clinical diagnosis
especially when the orthostatic component is minimal or absent (46). The orthostatic
worsening can be absent both early in the clinical course and chronically. MRI
abnormalities are usually (perhaps 90% of cases) but not always present.

Cervical artery dissections can be a rare cause of new daily headaches (47).
Occasionally, the headaches can persist intermittently for months and even years,
and can lead to a pattern of chronic daily headaches especially after cervical carotid
artery dissection (48).

Pseudotumor cerebri (PTC) or idiopathic intracranial hypertension can be a
cause of new daily headaches and is easily suspected when papilledema is present.
However, PTC without papilledema (49) can rarely occur and should be considered
as the cause of NDPH especially in obese females who account for 90% of the cases
of pseudotumor. Conversely, PTC can be present with papilledema and normal CSF
opening pressure (50). Papilledema can initially be present in PTC and then, rarely,
resolve even though the intracranial pressure is still elevated (51). Caution is
advisable to avoid misdiagnosis, pseudo-PTC (52). Although the CSF opening
pressure can be up to 25 cm of water in obese people, the pressure can be fictitiously
elevated if the patient is not relaxed, the legs are flexed, and the abdominal muscles
are contracted. Cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT) can also be misdiagnosed as PTC
when the appropriate neuroimaging study is not obtained.

Headache is present in up to 90% of cases of CVT and is often the initial symp-
tom. The headache can be unilateral or bilateral in any location, mild to severe, and
intermittent or constant. The onset is usually subacute but can be sudden or thunder-
clap. In over 95% of cases, the headache is associated with a variety of neurological
signs in the following percentages of patients: papilledema, 51%; seizures, 42%;
focal deficits, 39%; encephalopathy, 31%; multiple cranial nerve palsies, 11%;
bilateral cortical signs, 4%; and cerebellar signs, 3% (53). As noted, CVT can be a
mimic of PTC.

Neuroimaging studies have variable sensitivities in diagnosing CVT. Com-
puted tomography only diagnoses about 20% of cases of CVT when demonstrating
the hyperdensity of the thrombosed sinus on plain images and the delta sign seen
with superior sagittal sinus thrombosis after contrast administration. Helical CT
venography is a very sensitive diagnostic method. CVT may be missed on routine
MRI imaging of the brain although echo-planar T2�-weighted MRI may increase
the sensitivity (54). MRV increases the sensitivity of MR especially within the first
five days of onset or after six weeks. CVT can also be demonstrated, of course, on
conventional angiography.
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INTRODUCTION

Headache is one of the most common types of recurrent pain (1,2), as well as one of
the most frequent reasons for medical consultation (3,4). Although virtually every-
one gets occasional headaches, there are well-defined headache disorders that vary
in incidence, prevalence, and duration (1–4).

Diagnosis of headache disorders is challenging and is complicated by the fact
that one individual may have more than one disorder. An orderly approach is req-
uired for the proper diagnosis. Crucial elements include a thorough history taking,
supplemented by general medical and neurological examinations, as well as labora-
tory testing and neuroimaging in selected patients. If multiple headache disorders
occur concurrently, the conceptual process needs to be repeated for each headache.

APPROACHING A PATIENT WITH HEADACHE

Step 1—Distinguishing Primary from Secondary Headaches

An important first step in headache diagnosis is to distinguish primary from secondary
headaches. The strategies to identify or exclude secondary headaches are discussed in
Chapter 10. In brief, the approach is to spot or exclude ‘‘red flags,’’ the features that
suggest the possibility of a secondary headache (Fig. 1). Once these features are iden-
tified, the physician must conduct the workup indicated by the red flag (Table 1) and
thereby diagnose or exclude any secondary headache disorder that may be present.

In the absence of secondary headaches, the clinician proceeds to diagnosing a
primary headache disorder. If the headache is atypical or difficult to classify, the
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possibility of a secondary headache should be reconsidered, although the modifying
effect of any treatment being taken should be kept in mind. The diagnostic criteria of
primary headaches are discussed in Chapter 1. The objective of this section is to pro-
pose a strategy to approach primary headaches, after excluding secondary disorders.

Step 2—Divide Primary Headaches into Four Syndrome Categories
Based on Duration and Frequency

In a patient for which secondary headache syndromes were excluded, either by
clinical history or by appropriate investigation, the next step is to divide the primary
headaches based on the average duration of the attacks as short-duration headache
(<4 hours a day) or long-duration headache (�4 hours) (6). Long-duration head-
aches are classified on the basis of frequency as those with low-to-moderate
frequency (<15 headache days per month) or those with high frequency (�15
headache days per month). Short-duration headaches are divided into those that have
specific provocative factors and those that do not (Fig. 2).

Step 3—Assign a Specific Diagnosis Within the Syndrome Category

Low-to-Moderate Frequency Headaches of Long Duration

Low-to-moderate frequency headaches of long duration include migraine and episodic
tension-type headache (TTH). In contrast to migraine, the main pain features of TTH
are bilateral location, nonpulsating quality, mild-to-moderate intensity, and lack of
aggravation by routine physical activity. The pain is not accompanied by nausea
or vomiting, though either photophobia or phonophobia (but not both) does not exclude

Figure 1 Algorithm for headache diagnosis. Source: Adapted from Ref. 5.
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the diagnosis (7,8). Even though episodic TTH is the most prevalent primary headache
disorder in the population, it is not a frequent cause of medical visits (Fig. 3) (9).

Migraines are more common in the clinic setting. Migraines are frequently of
severe intensity, throbbing, and associated with nausea (or vomiting), photophobia,
or phonophobia (8). Because the attack may be very severe, patients may be prostrated
and pale, sometimes vomiting. Migraine attacks may be unilateral or bilateral, and
investigation in a typical attack is not necessary. However, migraine-like attacks
not responsive to treatment and requiring prolonged hospitalization (>12 hours)
should be investigated.

High-Frequency Headaches of Long Duration

High-frequency headaches of long duration include transformed migraine (TM),
chronic TTH, new daily persistent headache, and hemicrania continua (HC) (10). Med-
ication overuse is common; it is present in more than 80% of TM patients in subspeci-
alty clinics (11,12) but in only 30% of chronic headache sufferers in population studies
(13). When a clear history of TM is obtained, investigation is not required (Fig. 4).

New daily persistent headache is characterized by a new onset of a CDH (14).
It is a primary headache disorder. In patients with acute headache, first seeking care
with this syndrome, investigation is necessary to exclude secondary disorders.

Table 1 Red Flags in the Diagnosis of Headache

Red flag Consider Possible investigation(s)

Sudden-onset headache Subarachnoid hemorrhage,
bleed into a mass or AVM,
mass lesion (especially
posterior fossa)

Neuroimaging
Lumbar puncture (after

neuroimaging evaluation)

Worsening-pattern
headache

Mass lesion, subdural
hematoma, medication
overuse

Neuroimaging

Headache with cancer,
HIV, or other systemic
illness (fever, neck
stiffness, cutaneous rash)

Meningitis, encephalitis, Lyme
disease, systemic infection,
collagen vascular disease,
arteritis

Neuroimaging
Lumbar puncture
Biopsy
Blood tests

Focal neurologic signs,
or symptoms other
than typical visual or
sensory aura

Mass lesion, AVM, collagen
vascular disease

Neuroimaging
Collagen vascular

evaluation

Papilloedema Mass lesion, pseudotumor,
encephalitis, meningitis

Neuroimaging
Lumbar puncture (after

neuroimaging evaluation)
Triggered by cough,

exertion, or Valsalva
Subarachnoid hemorrhage,

mass lesion
Neuroimaging
Considerer lumbar

puncture
Headache during

pregnancy or
postpartum

Cortical vein/cranial sinus
thrombosis

Neuroimaging

Carotid dissection
Pituitary apoplexy

Abbreviation: AVM, arterio venous malformation.

Source: Adapted from Ref. 5.
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HC is probably the most frequently unrecognized primary headache. HC is a
chronic, unilateral pain, commonly mistaken for TM (15,16). Both disorders are
characterized by chronic unilateral pain with superimposed painful exacerbations.
In HC, the painful exacerbations are often associated with ipsilateral autonomic fea-
tures such as conjunctival injection, lacrimation, and ptosis. In TM, exacerbations
are more typically accompanied by nausea, photophobia, and phonophobia. In addi-
tion, patients with HC usually do not have antecedent history of episodic migraine.
In TM, attacks increase in frequency over time. If the headaches are longstanding,
the patient may not remember how they began. Although pain fluctuates in HC, it
does not usually have the morning and end-of-dosing interval pattern of exacerba-
tions typical of TM. It is advisable to offer to patients with unilateral chronic daily
headache a therapeutic trial with indomethacin prior to other intervention (doses of
up to 225 mg/day for 3 to 4 days).

Shorter-Duration Headaches

For shorter-duration headache of low or high frequency, it must be considered
whether the headache is triggered by coughing, straining or Valsalva maneuver, exer-
tion, or sexual activity (Fig. 5).

Figure 2 Classification of primary headaches based on frequency and duration.

Figure 3 Long-duration headaches with low-to-moderate frequency.
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High-frequency, short-duration headaches not triggered by these factors
include the trigeminal autonomic cephalgias (TAC), episodic and chronic cluster
headache (CH), episodic and chronic paroxysmal hemicrania, short unilateral neur-
algiform headache with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT) syndrome, and
hypnic headache.

Figure 4 Long-duration headaches with high frequency of attacks.

Figure 5 Short-duration headaches.
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The TACs are characterized by unilateral pain in the trigeminal distribution,
with ipsilateral autonomic features (17–20). The most common disorder in this
family is CH. The pain of CH is described variously as sharp, boring, drilling, knife-
like, piercing, or stabbing, in contrast to the pulsating pain of migraine. It usually
peaks in 10 to 15 minutes but remains excruciatingly intense for an average of one
hour within a duration range of 15 to 180 minutes. During this pain, patients find
it difficult to lie still, exhibiting often marked agitation and restlessness, and auto-
nomic features are usually obvious. After an attack, the patient remains exhausted
for some time.

Like CH, the paroxysmal hemicranias are characterized by unilateral attacks of
trigeminal pain and autonomic features. In contrast with CH, the paroxysmal hemi-
cranias have three main features: It is (i) more frequent (more than five per day);
(ii) of a short duration (2–30 minutes); and (iii) has an absolute response to therapeu-
tic doses of indomethacin. They are rare (19,20).

The third TAC, SUNCT, is a very rare primary headache. The diagnostic cri-
teria require at least 20 high-frequency attacks (3–200 per day) of unilateral orbital,
supraorbital, or temporal stabbing or pulsating pain, lasting 5 to 240 seconds and
accompanied by ipsilateral conjunctival injection and lacrimation. The attacks are
characteristically dramatic, with moderately severe pain peaking in intensity within
three seconds and prominent tearing (20,21).

Hypnic headache is a primary headache disorder of the elderly, characterized
by short-lived attacks (typically 30 minutes) of nocturnal head pain, which awaken
the patient at a constant time each night, in many cases on more nights than not. It
does not occur outside sleep (22,23). Hypnic headache is usually bilateral (though
unilaterality does not exclude the diagnosis) and usually mild to moderate, very
different from the unilateral orbital or periorbital knife-like intense pain of CH.
Autonomic features are absent.

Headaches triggered by cough, exertion, and sexual activity include the disor-
ders named for these triggers. These headaches may just be diagnosed after exhaus-
tive and methodic search for secondary causes (Table 2) (24–28). However, in a
patient previously investigated or previously diagnosed, it is usually not necessary
to repeat the investigation and the patient should be treated.

Table 2 The Aura in Migraine and Epilepsy

Symptom Migraine Epilepsy

Duration of aura 15–60 min Brief, often < 1 min
Automatisms Unusual Frequent for complex partial

seizures
Gastrointestinal aura Abdominal pain (rare);

nausea (common)
‘‘Butterflies’’—rising epigastric

sensation
Visual disturbances Positive/negative Complicated visual

phenomenon
Paresthesias Common (5–60 min) Common (seconds to minutes)
Altered consciousness No Sometimes
Olfactory Very uncommon More common
Aphasia Not rare Common
Déjà vu Rare Common

Source: Adapted from Ref. 35.
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Step 4—Reconsider Diagnosis

It is sometimes difficult to assign a specific headache diagnosis if atypical features are
present. This is a good reason to reconsider diagnosis, obtain additional laboratory
tests (particularly neuroimaging), or refer to a specialist. Specific diagnosis provides
a foundation for treatment. If the patient does not respond as expected, the diagnosis
should be revisited. It is also important to remember that patients with one headache
disorder sometimes develop another superimposed primary or secondary headache.
Thus, the diagnostic process remains part of the ongoing management.

Figure 6 Summary algorithm.
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CONCLUSIONS

The differential diagnosis of the primary headaches requires a systematic approach.
Herein, we have presented an orderly approach to differential diagnosis. The precise
criteria for each disorder are presented in the specific chapters of this book. These
algorithms should help physicians to move forward quickly and safely, when asses-
sing patients with headaches. It is clear that there is some overlap. For example,
although TTH is usually a headache of long duration, attacks may last just around
30 minutes. Figure 6 is a summary algorithm that integrates the information
discussed in this chapter.
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INTRODUCTION

Migraine remains a substantially underdiagnosed and undertreated condition in the
United States (1). Prior reports have identified the following barriers to migraine diag-
nosis and treatment: (i) under-recognition of migraine by headache sufferers themselves;
(ii) underconsultation among migraine sufferers who need medical care; (iii) failure to
diagnose all who consult; (iv) failure to initiate appropriate therapy among all who
are diagnosed; and (v) lack of ongoing assessment of the benefits of treatment (2).

Tools that screen for migraine and assess disability have been proposed as strate-
gies for surmounting some of these barriers. Effective application of diagnostic screeners
within the population should increase recognition of migraine, encourage consultation,
and facilitate appropriate care (3). In the primary care setting, screening tools might
increase the speed and efficiency of headache diagnosis and help target patients who
need treatment. Screening for conditions comorbid with migraine, such as depression
and anxiety, might also improve patient outcomes. In primary and specialty care, dis-
ability tools may help identify those in need of more aggressive treatment approaches,
providing a basis for stratified care. Finally, tools that directly assess the adequacy of
acute or preventive treatments might help to improve satisfaction with treatment.

Recently, the U.S. Headache Consortium (the Consortium) provided a multi-
specialty consensus on the diagnosis and treatment of migraine (4). One approach
recommended by the Consortium to improving primary care diagnosis is to employ
screening or case-finding instruments. The Consortium also recommends that
clinicians assess the severity of the patient’s migraine using measures of headache-
related disability as a prelude to selecting treatment.

In this chapter, we present in-depth discussions of the tools we use and recom-
mend to screen for assessing migraine disability and comorbid illnesses. We recognize
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that in many cases, good alternatives are available and provide references for the
options. We start by reviewing the criteria for screening diseases. We then assess
migraine to determine how well it meets the criteria for screening, and describe a
well-validated migraine-screening test, the ID-migraine. We discuss the assessment of
disability and the use of the migraine disability assessment (MIDAS) questionnaire
as a prelude for treatment. We then discuss the importance of screening comorbid
diseases using a validated screener for this purpose, the PRIME-MD. We close with
a discussion of tools for assessing satisfaction with treatment.

SCREENING FOR MIGRAINE

Medical screening programs survey a population at risk to identify individuals with
asymptomatic or early symptomatic disease (5,6). The primary goal is to alter the
natural history of disease through early screening, detection, and treatment (6,7).
In migraine screening, the goal is to detect individuals who have established undiag-
nosed disease, so that current pain and disability can be treated. Because migraine
progresses in some individuals, screening programs may also alter future pain and
disability and impact disease progression.

Primary care providers are called upon to screen for a range of medical pro-
blems, to manage the problem and to refer to specialists when necessary. Migraine
exemplifies the issues in primary care screening.

Criteria for Screening

Although screening tests have long been an informal part of medical practice,
in 1957, the Chronic Disease Commission issued a formal and widely influential
policy statement on screening (7). More recently, the U.S. Task Force on Preventive
Health Services (The Task Force) proposed criteria for evaluating policy decisions
about screening programs (7). The Task Force also made recommendations regarding
screening policies for a large number of disorders (Table 1), but discussed few neuro-
logic diseases. The main recommendations from the Task Force are discussed below.

Table 1 Criteria for Screening Programsa

1. The condition must be a public health problem.
A. It has significant prevalence in the population at risk
B. It has significant short-term or long-term morbidity or mortality

2. A population at risk for the disease must be defined.
3. The disease must have a recognizable latent phase or early symptomatic stage (or must

be undetected by the health-care system when fully symptomatic)b.
4. Effective treatment for the disease must be available and cost effective.
5. An effective screening test must be available with appropriate specificity, sensitivity, and

reliability for the disease and health-care context.
6. The test must be acceptable to patients and health-care providers, i.e., it must be

effective, affordable, and relatively safe.
7. Resources must be available for developing, validating, and distributing the test.
8. The screening and treatment program must be cost effective.

aU.S. Preventive Services Task Force 7.
bThis parenthetical statement is a modification of traditional criteria for screening programs.
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A Public Health Problem in a Population at Risk (Criteria 1 and 2)

According to the Task Force, for any screening program, the condition first must be
a significant public health problem in a specified population at risk for disease. That
is, the condition should affect either the quantity of life (mortality) or the quality of
life (morbidity) for some identifiable group. In addition, the condition must be
detectable and treatable, preferably at an early stage. Cost-effective, workable
(i.e., sufficiently sensitive and specific) screening tests must be available. Finally,
the aggregate benefits of detecting and treating the disorder must outweigh the
aggregate risks and costs of screening and treatment (Table 1).

The public health significance of any disorder is determined by its prevalence,
morbidity, and mortality (8). As the prevalence of a disorder increases, its potential
for producing widespread morbidity and mortality also rises. For cancer, the major
benefits of screening are decreased risk of death, decreased morbidity, and decreased
health-care costs. For disorders that affect quality more than quantity of life, the
goals of screening may include decreasing disability or symptoms, maintaining func-
tional independence, and improving health-related quality of life (9–12).

For migraine with a peak prevalence in early and mid-adult life, the indirect
costs (missed work, disability at work, etc.) often predominate (13–15). Migraine
is a highly prevalent disorder, affecting 18% of American women and 6% of
American men (1). It produces 113 million lost work-day equivalents per year, cost-
ing American employers more than 13 billion dollars per year (13–15). Although
migraine is prevalent at all ages, it is most common in women and in persons
between the ages of 25 and 55 (1). Thus, migraine meets the criteria discussed.

A Recognizable Latent or Early Symptomatic Stage (or a Disease Undetected by
the Health Care System)(Criterion 3)

In the United States, about half of migraine sufferers report that they never received
a medical diagnosis of migraine (16). Migraine may have an early symptomatic stage
that progresses to chronic daily headache in some patients. The argument for screen-
ing, therefore, is supported by the low rates of diagnosis and treatment, as well as by
the opportunity to interfere and alter natural history. This provides the foundation
for effective medical intervention once migraine cases are found (Table 1).

Effective Treatment for the Disease Must Be Available and
Cost Effective (Criterion 4)

There is abundant evidence that supports the effectiveness of numerous acute and
preventive treatments for migraine (see Chapters 20–24) (17,18). Many studies
demonstrate that migraine treatment is cost effective (Table 1) (19,20).

Effective ‘‘Screening’’ Tools (Criteria 5)

Effective screening programs require appropriate screening tests. For a disorder
diagnosed largely based on symptoms, such as migraine, questionnaire-based
screening is an attractive approach. One advantage of questionnaire-based screening
is that it is safe and relatively inexpensive (Table 1).

Screening tests are evaluated using a series of statistics based on a 2 � 2 table
(Table 2). One compares disease classification based on the results of the screening
test, with disease classification based on the results of the gold-standard assessment.
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The sensitivity (true positives) is the proportion of people with the disease correctly
detected by the screening test. If the sensitivity is low, people with the disease will be
missed, and opportunities for early treatment will be lost. Specificity (true negatives)
refers to the proportion of people without the disease, who are correctly classified by
the screening test as being free of disease. If the specificity is low, people who are dis-
ease free will be classified into the diseased group. As a consequence, people without
disease will be unnecessarily subjected to the risk, discomfort, and anxiety of the
more definitive diagnostic procedures. For these reasons, screening tests should have
both high sensitivity and high specificity.

The positive predictive value (PPV) is the proportion of people actually having
the disease of those who screen positive for it, based on the gold-standard assess-
ment. Efficient screening requires a high PPV. The PPV is determined by three
factors: the sensitivity of the test, the specificity of the test, and the prevalence of
the condition in the population being tested. At a given level of sensitivity and
specificity, as disease prevalence rises in the population being screened, PPV also
rises. For this reason, it is more efficient to screen populations at a relatively high
risk for the disease.

The ID-Migraine

A number of screening tests for migraine have been proposed (21,22). Herein we
focus on ID-migraine, a 3-item migraine screener (Fig. 1), which is a valid and
reliable screening instrument for migraine headaches in the primary care (23).

The first phase of development of ID-migraine involved 563 patients present-
ing for routine appointments at 26 primary care practice sites—the intended setting
for the use of ID-migraine. Eligible subjects were those reporting the occurrence of
at least two headaches in the previous three months. Each subject completed a self-
administered screening questionnaire that consisted of nine questions referring to
the severity and nature of headache pain, the presence of associated migraine
symptoms, and the extent to which the headaches resulted in disability. Study sub-
jects then underwent independent diagnostic evaluations performed by headache
specialists. Based on the specialists’ clinical judgment (that were oriented to follow
the criteria proposed by the International Classification of Headache Disorders), a
gold-standard diagnosis of migraine was made. Results of the gold-standard
diagnostic evaluation were then compared with those of a 9-item screener, and
the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of each item was computed. Logistic
regression was used to identify those screener items that were most strongly asso-
ciated with a gold-standard migraine diagnosis. Three questions were identified
(Fig. 1): temporary disability (missing one or more days in the previous three
months due to headache), nausea, and photophobia.

Table 2 Statistics Used in the Evaluation of Screening Tests

Gold-standard
assessment þ

Gold-standard
assessment –

Screening assessment þ A B AþB
Screening assessment – C D CþD

AþC BþD

Note: Sensitivity (true positives)¼A/AþC; Specificity (true negatives)¼B/BþD; PPV¼A/AþB.

Abbreviation: PPV, positive predictive value.
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Individuals who indicated that they had at least two of three of these features
were said to screen positive for migraine. The ID-migraine has a sensitivity of 81%,
a specificity of 75%, and a PPV of 93% versus a headache-expert migraine diagnosis.
In addition, a test–retest reliability was assessed in a study involving 121 patients.
Good test–retest reliability was demonstrated (kappa coefficient of 0.68). The excellent
performance characteristics of the three-item ID-migraine suggest it to be a simple
method for increasing the recognition of migraine in the primary care setting (23).

Other Criteria (Criteria 6, 7, 8)

Screening tests must be acceptable to patients and health-care providers (criterion 6).
ID-migraine is effective, affordable, and safe, and therefore meets these criteria.
Resources must be available for developing and validating the test (criterion 7)—a
step that has been accomplished (23). Distribution is inexpensive because the test
is available on the Internet and costs almost nothing (Table 1).

The final criterion—screening and treatment must be cost effective—is the only
one that had not been studied for screening, though migraine treatment is cost effec-
tive in diagnosed cases (19,20). Table 3 summarizes how migraine fits in the overall
criteria for screening.

ASSESSING MIGRAINE-RELATED DISABILITY

If a patient screens positive, the clinician should exclude secondary headaches, either
clinically or using subsidiary tests, and then confirm the migraine diagnosis. After
this, the next step is to assess ‘‘disability’’ as a prelude to developing treatment.
Measuring migraine severity is challenging because of the episodic occurrence of
attacks and variation in impact of attacks both within and among individuals.

Figure 1 The ID-migraine.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) defines disability in terms of the con-
sequences of illness on ability to work and function in other roles, such as household
work and nonwork activities (e.g., recreation, social, and family) (24). Studies
conducted in North America, Europe, and Japan consistently show that about
75% of migraine sufferers have a reduced ability to function during attacks (25–
27). A population survey of migraine found that half of migraine sufferers
discontinued normal activities during their attacks and almost one-third required
bed rest (16). In more than 70% of the headache sufferers in this survey, interpersonal
relationships were impaired. Other studies have measured disability by estimating lost
time due to migraine, including inability to do things as well as reduced effectiveness.
Disability is the major determinant of the cost of illness (13,28,29).

The MIDAS Questionnaire

The most frequently used disability instrument in migraine clinical care and research
is the MIDAS questionnaire (Fig. 2) (30). The MIDAS questionnaire consists of five
questions that focus on lost time in three domains: school work or work for
pay; household work or chores; and family, social, and leisure activities (31). All
questions ask about either days of missed activity or days where productivity was
reduced by at least half. If productivity is decreased to 50% or below, the day is con-
sidered missed. The MIDAS score is derived as the sum of missed days due to a
headache over a three-month period in the three domains. Two additional questions
on the MIDAS questionnaire are not included in MIDAS score—those assessing fre-
quency and intensity of pain. The four-point grading system for the MIDAS ques-
tionnaire is as follows:

� Grade I (scores ranging from 0 to 5) ¼ little or no disability
� Grade II (scores ranging from 6 to 10) ¼ mild disability

Table 3 Does Migraine Meet the Criteria for Screening?

Disease characteristics Migraine (Reference)

Significant public health problems 14 million Americans had migraine with
significant disability in 2001 (1)

Defined population at risk Risk broadly distributed. Females 25–55 at
highest risk (1)

Recognizable latent or early
symptomatic phase

No

Or
Undetected by the health-care system One-third of people with migraine are

medically diagnosed, 80% of people with
undiagnosed migraine experience disability (13)

Appropriate screening test available Self-administered screening developed (23)
‘‘Gold-standard’’ diagnosis Clinical assessment using International

Headache Society criteria with a
semistructured questionnaire and
laboratory tests as indicated (23)

Effective treatment available Yes. Goal of treatment is to prevent current
disability and pain (9)

Benefit of screening diagnosis and
treatment outweigh the costs

High societal cost of disease (24). Effectiveness of
screening has not been demonstrated
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� Grade III (scores ranging from 11 to 20) ¼ moderate disability
� Grade IV (21 or greater) ¼ severe disability

The Disability Strategies of Care (DISC) study proved that MIDAS is useful
for stratifying patients to therapy (32).

Attributes of the MIDAS Questionnaire

The accuracy of the MIDAS score was evaluated using a 90-day daily headache
disability diary as the gold standard (31). A population-based sample of migraine
sufferers recorded the occurrence and consequence of their headaches. Study
participants were examined by a physician to confirm migraine diagnosis and were
then trained in the use of the daily diary. The gold standard for assessing validity
of the MIDAS questions and the MIDAS score were equivalent measures derived
from the 90-day diary data. The results show that MIDAS can accurately measure
the headache-related disability.

Internal consistency of the MIDAS score was assessed in two population-based
surveys (30,31) performed in the United Kingdom and the United States. The
Cronbach alpha was 0.76 in the United States and 0.73 in the United Kingdom. This
index ranges from 0 to 1. A score of 0.7 is acceptable, and 0.8 or more indicates that the
internal consistency is excellent. The test–retest Pearson correlation coefficient for
individual items ranged from 0.54 to 0.68 in the United States and from 0.52 to
0.82 in the United Kingdom. Considering the total score, the coefficient was 0.8,

Figure 2 The MIDAS questionnaire. Abbreviation: MIDAS, migraine disability assessment.
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overall. These results indicate that the overall MIDAS score is highly reliable,
especially if you consider that there was a three-week interval between both
MIDAS assessments.

A study was conducted to determine whether MIDAS scores were associated
with physician’s clinical judgment of pain, disability, and need for medical care
(33). Twelve histories from patients with migraine were presented to 49 primary
and specialty care physicians unaware of the MIDAS scores. Physicians graded each
patient for pain level (mild, moderate, or severe), level of disability (none, mild,
moderate, or severe), and need for medical care [from 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest)].
Physicians also identified MIDAS scores they associated with different degrees of
disability and with the urgency to prescribe an effective treatment during the first
consultation. The physicians’ perceptions of the need for medical care based on
medical histories correlated with the MIDAS score (r¼ 0.69). Estimates of pain and
disability by physicians were directly correlated with increasing MIDAS scores (33).

The MIDAS Perceptions Study investigated whether MIDAS scores reflect
headache severity and the need for medical care, and assessed whether the MIDAS
questionnaire is meaningful and relevant to patients and easy to use (34). Satisfac-
tion with current therapy decreased significantly with increasing MIDAS grade.
The MIDAS questionnaire was rated as easy to use by the vast majority of respon-
dents, and ratings of its perceived value increased significantly as the MIDAS
grade increased.

Other Disability Tools

Other disability measures include the Headache Disability Inventory and the Head-
ache Impact Test. The Headache Disability Inventory is a 25-item questionnaire with
good internal consistency, reliability, robust long-term test–retest stability, and good
construct validity (35). The Headache Impact Test is a 6-item (HIT-6) paper ques-
tionnaire that was recently developed and validated (36). An interactive version of
HIT-6 is available over the Internet.

Stratifying Treatment by Headache Disability

The U.S. Headache Consortium Guidelines recommend stratified care based on the
level of disability to help physicians target patients who require careful assessment
and treatment (4), a concept also supported by the DISC study (32).

Figure 3 provides a schematic view of how the MIDAS questionnaire might
be used to provide appropriate treatment, based on the patient’s level of headache-
related disability. All patients require a specific diagnosis, and education about their
disorder and self-management strategies. At the time of consultation and diagnosis,
the migraine patient completes a MIDAS questionnaire and is categorized into a
MIDAS Grade (I–IV). A MIDAS score of 0 to 5 (MIDAS Grade I) or 6 to 10
(MIDAS Grade II) indicates relatively low medical need. Simple analgesics are
appropriate for first-line acute treatments for these patients. If simple analgesics
are unsuccessful, various combination treatments (e.g., aspirin plus metoclopramide)
may be needed. If these treatments fail, further escalation and triptan medication may
be necessary. A MIDAS score of 11 or over (MIDAS Grade III/IV) indicates high
medical need. Specific acute therapies such as the triptans may be needed by these
patients, together with prophylaxis where necessary. Of course, any specific sequence
of treatment recommendation requires empirical testing.
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ASSESSING PSYCHOLOGICAL COMORBIDITY

It is clear that comorbid factors are significant in the development and maintenance
of headaches. Originally coined by Feinstein (37), the term ‘‘comorbidity’’ is used to
refer to the greater than coincidental association of two conditions in the same indi-
vidual. The association between migraine, depression (odds ration ranging from 2.1
to 3.0), and anxiety (from 1.9 to 5.3) is consistently reported (38,39). Additionally,
comorbid disorders are often associated to refractoriness to migraine treatment.

Therefore, a more sophisticated approach toward the diagnosis and treatment
of migraine requires the assessment of comorbid psychiatric diseases. Herein we
describe the PRIME-MD questionnaire.

The original PRIME-MD was developed by Spitzer et al. (40). The current
version is a single, self-administered instrument, the Patient Health Questionnaire
(PHQ). It consists of three pages of questions on somatoform disorders, depression,
anxiety, alcohol, and eating disorders and takes approximately five minutes for the
patient to complete. An optional fourth page on recent psychosocial stressors and
a section for women on problems with menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth were
also added. In validation and utility studies of the self-administered PHQ among
3000 primary care patients (40), the authors found that the diagnostic validity of
the instrument was comparable to that of the original clinician-administered instru-
ment, with a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 90%. It was also reported to be
more efficient to use (Appendix).

ASSESSING ONGOING TREATMENT

A large gap continues to exist between evidence-based treatment guidelines and
clinical practice. Optimal migraine management would be enhanced if physicians
had available a simple decision tool to assist them in determining which patients

Figure 3 Potential utility of the MIDAS Questionnaire in relating migraine severity to
treatment choice. Abbreviation: MIDAS, migraine disability assessment.
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are likely to benefit from a change in their acute migraine therapy. The systematic
evaluation of efficacy and tolerability employed in clinical trials is excessively
cumbersome for use in clinical practice settings, where the duration of a patient visit
is brief (41).

Because satisfaction with therapy is driven in part by patient expectations,
satisfaction alone may not fully inform a decision regarding the value of a change
in treatment. A validated tool that helped doctors determine whether a change in
treatment was necessary would provide broad use.

A French group (44) and a collaborative English and American group have
developed questionnaires designed to assess satisfaction with acute treatment. The
migraine assessment of current therapy (Migraine-ACT) questionnaire assesses four
domains with one question for each domain:

� Consistency of response: Does your migraine medication work consistently,
in the majority of your attacks?

� Global assessment of relief: Does the headache pain disappear within two
hours?

� Impact: Are you able to function normally within two hours?

Figure 4 Summary algorithm.
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� Emotional response: Are you comfortable enough with your medication to be
able to plan your daily activities?

The 4-item Migraine-ACT was shown to be highly reliable (Spearman/Pearson
measure r¼ 0.82). The individual questions, and the total 4-item Migraine-ACT
score, showed good correlation with items of the SF-36 and MIDAS.

A multinational group has developed another Treatment Satisfaction Ques-
tionnaire and has recently completed a large multinational study. Although still in
its infancy, we anticipate that over the next several years, treatment satisfaction will
become an important part of medical practice and that the use of well-validated
measures will be incorporated into treatment guidelines.

CONCLUSION

Overall, migraine has been found to rank in the top 20 of the world’s most disabling
medical illnesses, based on the WHO’s global burden of disease survey (44). The U.S.
Task Force on Preventive Health Services has established criteria for recommending
screening for specific disorders, including those related to (7) (i) significant prevalence/
disability; (ii) effective treatment; (iii) safe and effective screening tools; and (iv) improv-
ing outcomes in a cost-effective manner. The Task Force recently added depression in the
list of disorders to be screened. Migraine now meets all criteria except the demonstration
that screening and intervention improves outcomes in a cost-effective manner.

According to the consortium guidelines (4), after diagnosing migraine, the phy-
sician should assess the severity of the patient’s migraine based on headache-related
disability, an approach that captures the economic burden of migraine on society.
The guidelines recommend that treatment be individualized for each patient based
on disability. Active screening and the use of disability assessment with MIDAS
may help address the under-recognition and undertreatment of migraine. Figures 3
and 4 summarize how the tools discussed in this chapter can be used in the rational
assessment of migraine.
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APPENDIX: THE PRIME-MD QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions and Items:

1. During the last 4 weeks, how much have you been bothered by any of the
following problems? (Scale: Not bothered; Bothered a little; Bothered a lot)

a. Stomach pain
b. Back pain
c. Pain in your arms, legs, or joints (knees, hips, etc.)
d. Menstrual cramps or other problems with your periods
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e. Pain or problems during sexual intercourse
f. Headaches
g. Chest pain
h. Dizziness
i. Fainting spells
j. Feeling your heart pound or race

k. Shortness of breath
l. Constipation, loose bowels, or diarrhea

m. Nausea, gas, or indigestion

2. Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the
following problems? (Scale: Not at all; Several days; More than half
the days; Nearly every day)

a. Little interest or pleasure in doing things
b. Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless
c. Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much
d. Feeling tired or having little energy
e. Poor appetite or overeating
f. Feeling bad about yourself or that you are a failure or have let

yourself or your family down
g. Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the newspaper

or watching television
h. Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have

noticed or the opposite—being so fidgety or restless that you have
been moving around a lot more than usual

i. Thoughts that you would be better off dead or of hurting yourself
in some way

3. Questions about anxiety. (No or Yes)

a. In the last 4 weeks, have you had an anxiety attack—suddenly
feeling fear or panic? If you checked ‘‘No,’’ go to question #5.

b. Has this ever happened before?
c. Do some of these attacks come suddenly out of the blue—that is, in

situations where you don’t expect to be nervous or uncomfortable?
d. Do these attacks bother you a lot, or are you worried about hav-

ing another attack?

4. Think about your last bad anxiety attack. (No or Yes)

a. Were you short of breath?
b. Did your heart race, pound, or sip?
c. Did you have chest pain or pressure?
d. Did you sweat?
e. Did you feel as if you were choking?
f. Did you have hot flashes or chills?
g. Did you have nausea or an upset stomach or the feeling that you

were going to have diarrhea?
h. Did you feel dizzy, unsteady, or faint?
i. Did you have tingling or numbness in parts of your body?
j. Did you tremble or shake?

k. Were you afraid you were dying?
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5. Over the last 4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the
following problems? (Scale: Not at all; Several days; More than half
the days)

a. Feeling nervous, anxious, on edge, or worrying a lot about differ-
ent things
If you checked ‘‘Not at all,’’ go to question #6.

b. Feeling restless so that it is hard to sit still
c. Getting tired very easily
d. Muscle tension, aches, or soreness
e. Trouble falling asleep or staying asleep
f. Becoming easily annoyed or irritable

6. Questions about eating. (No or Yes)

a. Do you often feel that you can’t control what or how much you eat?
b. Do you often eat, within any 2-hour period, what most people

would regard as an unusually large amount of food?
If you checked ‘‘No’’ to either a or b, go to question #9.

c. On average, has this been as often as twice a week for the last
3 months?

7. In the last 3 months have you often done any of the following in order to
avoid gaining weight? (No or Yes)

a. Made yourself vomit?
b. Took more than twice the recommended dose of laxatives?
c. Fasted—not eaten anything at all for at least 24 hours?
d. Exercised for more than an hour specifically to avoid gaining

weight after binge eating?

8. If you checked ‘‘Yes’’ to any of these ways of avoiding gaining weight,
were any as often as twice a week, on average? (Yes or No)

9. Do you ever drink alcohol (including beer or wine)? (No or Yes)
If you checked ‘‘No,’’ go to question #11.

10. Have any of the following happened to you more than once in the last 6
months? (No or Yes)

a. You drank alcohol even though a doctor suggested that you stop
drinking because of a problem with your health.

b. You drank alcohol, were high from alcohol, or were hungover
while you were working, going to school, or taking care of
children or other responsibilities.

c. You missed or were late for work, school, or other activities
because you were drinking or hungover.

d. You had a problem getting along with other people while you
were drinking.

e. You drove a car after having several drinks or after drinking too
much.

11. If you checked off any problems on this questionnaire, how difficult have
these problems made it for you to do your work, take care of things at
home, or get along with other people? (Scale: Not difficult at all; Some-
what difficult; Very difficult; Extremely difficult)
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12. In the last 4 weeks, how much have you been bothered by any of the fol-
lowing problems? (Scale: Not bothered; Bothered a little; Bothered a lot)

a. Worrying about your health
b. Your weight or how you look
c. Little or no sexual desire or pleasure during sex
d. Difficulties with husband/wife, partner/lover, or boyfriend/girl-

friend
e. The stress of taking care of children, parents, or other family members
f. Stress at work outside of the home or at school
g. Financial problems or worries
h. Having no one to turn to when you have a problem
i. Something bad that happened recently
j. Thinking or dreaming about something terrible that happened to

you in the past—like your house being destroyed, a severe accident,
being hit or assaulted, or being forced to commit a sexual act

13. In the last year, have you been hit, slapped, kicked, or otherwise physi-
cally hurt by someone, or has anyone forced you to have an unwanted
sexual act? (No or Yes)

14. What is the most stressful thing in your life right now?
15. Are you taking any medicine for anxiety, depression, or stress? (No or

Yes)
16. FOR WOMEN ONLY: Questions about menstruation, pregnancy, and

childbirth.

a. Which best describes your menstrual periods? [Scale: Periods are
unchanged; No periods because pregnant or recently gave birth;
Periods have become irregular or changed in frequency, duration,
or amount; No periods for at least a year; Having periods because tak-
ing hormone replacement (estrogen) therapy or oral contraceptive.]

b. During the week before your period starts, do you have a serious
problem with your mood—like depression, anxiety, irritability,
anger, or mood swings? (No; Does not apply; Yes)

c. If ‘‘Yes’’: Do these problems go away by the end of your period?
(No; Does not apply; Yes)

d. Have you given birth within the last six months? (No; Does not
apply; Yes)

e. Have you had a miscarriage within the last six months? (No;
Does not apply; Yes)

f. Are you having difficulty getting pregnant? (No; Does not apply; Yes)

Scoring. Depression items: Major depressive syndrome is suggested if

� Either item #1 or #2 is positive—that is, at least ‘‘More than half the days’’
AND

� Of the 9 items, 5 or more are checked as at least ‘‘More than half the days.’’
(Count #9 if present at all)

Other depressive syndrome is suggested if

� Either item #1 or #2 is positive—that is, at least ‘‘More than half the days’’
AND
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� Of the 9 items, 2, 3, or 4 of them are checked as at least ‘‘More than half the
days.’’ (Count #9 if present at all)

Note that item #2 (the suicide item) should always be a red flag that further

investigation is necessary.
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Migraine Without Aura
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INTRODUCTION—MIGRAINE WITHOUT AURA: AN UNDERDIAGNOSED
AND UNDERTREATED DISORDER

Given its prevalence, impact, and associated disability, migraine remains surprisingly
underdiagnosed and under-recognized throughout the world (1–4). In the United
States, 50% or more of sufferers with migraine in the population do not receive
proper diagnosis. Because the hallmark of successful treatment is proper diagnosis,
sufferers are undertreated as well (5). Some of the reasons for under-recognition
relates to the uniqueness of migraine itself. Migraine is both a disease and an episodic
disruption of nervous system function. If episodes occur infrequently, are not
severe, or are easily self-treated, migraine may not warrant a medical diagnosis
and treatment.

Over the last two decades, there has been an explosion in the scientific and
medical understanding of migraine. Through this time period, migraine, once viewed
as ‘‘a disease of women that resulted from excessive stress and vascular fragility,’’
has emerged as a valid neurobiological disorder. This rapid advance in scientific
knowledge of migraine has yet to displace the many myths and misconceptions that
surround this important medical condition.

Other, more ‘‘sinister’’ factors may also be partially responsible for the under-
recognition and diagnostic confusion that surrounds migraine. For example,
the overdiagnosis of ‘‘sinus’’ headache is a myth continually perpetuated by media
in the United States. In direct-to-consumer advertising, migraine is portrayed as
sinus in origin (6,7), with unilateral throbbing pain and disability with rapid resolu-
tion, which further trivializes the disorder. Patients and physicians often regard
headaches as ‘‘sinus’’ in origin if autonomic symptoms (such as congestion and run-
ning nostrils) occur, or if the headache is related to changes in weather. Often,
patients direct their own diagnosis by suggesting to a medical provider that their
headaches are ‘‘sinus-,’’ allergy-, or stress-related. Eross et al. showed that one of
the most frequent reasons for physicians misidentifying migraine as sinus in origin
is the location of the pain (8,9). However, the American Academy of Otolaryngology
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states that headache is a minor criterion for the diagnosis of acute sinusitis (10), and
in fact the Second Edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders
(ICHD-2) does not recognize the ‘‘sinus’’ headache diagnosis (11).

Other issues such as neck involvement may lead to a diagnosis of tension-type
headache, delaying diagnosis and appropriate therapy. Kaniecki showed that the
vast majority of patients with migraine have neck pain at some point during
the attack process (prodrome, the attack, and postdrome) (12). There are few, if
any, other common medical complaints that present the magnitude of under- and
inaccurate diagnosis associated with migraine.

In this chapter, we review the diagnostic criteria for migraine without aura
according to the ICHD-2 and then move on to other instruments that may be more
practical and less time consuming especially in the primary-care environment or to the
nonheadache specialist. We close by presenting an illustrative case that summarizes
our discussion on the classification and clinical features of migraine without aura.

THE ICHD-2 CRITERIA FOR MIGRAINE WITHOUT AURA

The ICHD-2 criteria for migraine without aura are presented in Box 1. Migraine
without aura is an idiopathic, recurring headache disorder manifesting in attacks
lasting 4 to 72 hours if not treated. Typical attacks reach moderate or severe inten-
sity, are aggravated by routine physical activity, and are associated with nausea,
photophobia, and phonophobia.

There is much clinical wisdom behind the required five episodes necessary to
confirm a diagnosis of migraine without aura. Migraine without aura may indeed
mimic headache associated with structural pathology (13), arteriovenous malforma-
tions (AVM) (14), septic meningitis (15), and headache associated with stroke (16),
and each of these is potentially responsive to ‘‘migraine-specific treatment,’’ such as
the triptans (17). A history of five previous attacks without sequelae and a normal
physical and neurological examination should begin to provide a reasonable level of
comfort with a primary-headache diagnosis. Although, the differential diagnosis of
migraine and other acute headaches is described in detail in Chapter 11. Figure 1
presents red flags that are of concern for the diagnosis of migraine. Some
features, including menstrual association, family history, alcohol or other triggers,
etc., are presented in Figure 2.

Box 1 ICHD-2 Criteria for Migraine Without Aura

A. At least five attacks fulfilling B–D

B. Headache attacks lasting 4–72 hrs (untreated or unsuccessfully treated)

C. Headache has at least two of the following characteristics

1. Unilateral location

2. Pulsating quality

3. Moderate or severe pain intensity

4. Aggravation by routine physical activity

(i.e., walking or climbing stairs)

D. During headache, occurrence of at least one of the following

1. Nausea and/or vomiting

2. Photophobia and phonophobia

E. Not attributed to another disorder
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The duration of the typical untreated attack is generally between 4 and 72 hours
in adults, but one hour or less in children, where it typically can come on and
resolve rapidly.

Understanding the nuances of criteria C and D is also critical to assuring
accurate diagnosis. Although clinically it has been understood that migraine is
characterized by a unilateral throbbing headache (criteria C1 and C2), 40% of
attacks are not associated with either unilaterality or throbbing (18). The next
two criteria (C3 and C4) define headache associated with migraine as being of
moderate or severe intensity and aggravated by routine physical activity. Head-
aches associated with at least two of these four criteria are required for an
ICHD-2 diagnosis of migraine. However, the attack must also be accompanied
by phonophobia and photophobia (D2), nausea, and/or vomiting (D1) for the
formal criteria to be met. Thus, a nonthrobbing, bilateral headache with sensitivity
to light and sound satisfies the criteria for the diagnosis of migraine without
aura. If the attack is characterized by all but one of the required criteria, the
ICHD-2 codes it as probable migraine, previously called ‘‘migrainous’’ headache,
which in the authors’ opinion is, indeed, migraine and responds to migraine-
specific medications (19).

While the ICHD-2 criteria remain the gold standard for regulatory studies of
migraine, doubts have remained as to the utility of these criteria in the clinical set-
ting, especially in the primary-care environment, given the time constraints and
the fact that primary-care providers are responsible for patients with a gamut of dis-
eases, not just headaches.

There are a variety of alternative methods that may have greater relevance
in clinical practice by which the diagnosis of migraine can be made. The ICHD-2
criteria are based on a consensus of experts and represent the traditional symptom-
based approach to diagnosis (20).

Figure 1 Worrisome signs and symptoms associated with migraine.

Figure 2 Comfort signs and symptoms of migraine.
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If one examines the criteria for migraine without aura, it is apparent that a
minimum of eight questions are necessary to make a diagnosis of migraine without
aura. However, those questions do not provide any sense of impact, frequency,
disability, change in patterns, response to treatment, and response to medications.
This makes the ICHD-2 criteria less clinically relevant because much of the crucial
information required for effective decisions about management of migraine patients
is lacking in these criteria.

A variety of other means of diagnosis are also available (21,22). Pattern-based
recognition of migraine is often more clinically valuable for both specialty-based
practitioners and primary-care providers. The use of headache calendars may be
extremely helpful (23) in revealing patterns such as menstrually associated migraine
and migraine triggered by foods, stressful circumstances, weather, or medication over-
use. There have been several tools developed over the years targeting temporary
impairment related to migraine (see Chapter 12) (24–29).

Headache-related impact is an essential part of the history and is vital in the
diagnosis of migraine and in understanding the effects of headaches on the lives
of patients. Lipton et al. have shown that when impact is introduced into the
history, physicians are more likely to treat more aggressively and appropriately
versus a simple reporting of symptoms (29). For example, in a patient with
intermittent migraine who looks perfectly well during the initial visit, hearing
‘‘Doctor, I’m missing two to three days of work every month; I often can’t
show up at family functions,’’ elicits a better understanding of the impact than,
‘‘Doctor, my headaches are one-sided, throbbing, and I can be sensitive to light
and sound!’’

The use of disability instruments such as Migraine Disability Assessment
(MIDAS) and Headache Impact Test-6 (HIT-6) can be enormously helpful in accu-
rately diagnosing and understanding the therapeutic needs of the patient.

A variety of other instruments, including brief screeners, are also useful as
efficient means of considering migraine as a diagnosis. The first of these is the
four-question screener proposed in ‘‘Patient-Centered Strategies for Effective
Management of Migraine’’ (30):

1. How do headaches interfere with your life? A stable pattern of episodic
headaches that interfere with work, family, or social functions has a high
probability of being migraine.

2. How frequently do you experience headaches of any type? Frequent head-
aches indicate the need for preventive medication and raise the possibility
of medication overuse.

3. Has there been any change in your headache pattern over the last six
months? New or unstable headache patterns require complete medical
evaluation.

4. How often and how effectively do you use medication to treat headaches?
Coping strategies and timing of therapeutic intervention are assessed.

As framed, these questions identify patients likely to have migraine, medication
overuse, and secondary headaches.

A more narrowly focused but well-validated tool is the ID MigraineTM (21).
This tool is designed to screen for migraine in the primary-care setting. The valida-
tion study found that when two out of three crucial headache features are present,
93% of patients who screen positive receive an ICHD-2–based diagnosis when they
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see a headache expert. The features include photophobia, inability to function, and
nausea, aided by the mnemonic PIN (for a complete description of ID migraine, see
Chapter 12).

Maizels and Burchette were also among the first to develop a tool to aid in
migraine recognition in the primary-care environment. The Brief Headache Screener
(BHS) (31) addresses impact, frequency, patterns of medication use, satisfaction with
current therapy, and the need for prophylaxis. They found over a 90% correlation
with ICHD-2 criteria for migraine.

One study showed that 29% of patients in the waiting room of primary-care
practices for any reason screen positive for migraine (20). Moreover, the Landmark
Study (32) established that over 90% of patients who seek medical evaluation with a
complaint of headache to their primary-care physician, if without obvious signs of
secondary headache, will screen positive for migraine.

To summarize, recurrent, episodic headache associated with disability, a
stable pattern, normal examination, and lack of worrisome features is most likely
migraine. Thus, in an outpatient setting where a patient presents with an estab-
lished pattern of headache rather than a new onset or evolving headache, migraine
should be considered the default diagnosis unless there are compelling reasons to
the contrary.

MIGRAINE IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

Understanding the patient with a primary-headache disorder is more complex than
simply applying the academic diagnostic criteria to each primary-headache com-
plaint. By the time patients seek out medical care for a primary headache disorder,
they have generally failed for years at self-management and often have developed
fixed ideas as to the cause and diagnosis of their headaches. Thus, it is critical that
providers understand the unique biological and sociological aspects of a headache
patient and factors that separate them from the general headache population.

Primary headache is nearly a universal human experience and as such can be
considered part of human biology. For most people in the general population, head-
aches are self-diagnosed and self-managed throughout their lifetime. What separates
the headache sufferers in the general population from headache patients seen in
medical practice is that headache patients have a lower threshold to headaches. They
suffer from headaches more frequently, which creates greater impact and disability
in their lives. For example, a person in the general population experiencing infre-
quent severe migraine may seek bed rest for that rare attack, but if they awaken
the next morning without headache and can function fully, they are unlikely to
consider headache a medical problem. However, the individual who seeks medical
care for headaches is likely to be experiencing more frequent disabling headaches
that do not always resolve with sleep.

Further, the headache patient is likely to believe that they experience more than
one type of headache, and headache is generally only one of several physical com-
plaints that they are experiencing (3,33). Consequently, clinicians frequently evaluate
primary headaches imbedded amidst other medical concerns and must carefully
dissect the relevant symptoms from which a proper diagnosis can be formulated.
In addition, they must often overcome the inherent biases the patient has acquired
from such sources as the media, well-meaning friends and family, and, at times,
poorly informed health-care providers.
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Understanding Migraine

The episode of migraine is a neurological event that most often begins well before the
symptom of headache emerges. The clinical evolution of migraine without aura can
be divided into several distinct clinical phases, which not necessarily happen in
all patients (Fig. 3) (34,35): (i) premonitory features; (ii) aura; (iii) headache; and
(iv) postdromic features. More recently, efforts have been made to link these clinical
phases of migraine to its underlying pathophysiology. These observations have
important implications for diagnosis and treatment of the migraine process and
the patient living with the disorder.

The Phases of Migraine Without Aura

Many factors undoubtedly determine an individual’s susceptibility to an attack of
migraine. Included are genetic factors linked to a more ‘‘excitable’’ neurological
system, biological factors such as age and hormonal status, trauma (both physical
and psychological), and environmental factors (36). Clearly, the initiation and sus-
ceptibility of the nervous system are determined by the complex interaction of
human physiology and environmental factors. This susceptibility to attacks of
migraine often changes throughout an individual’s lifetime and is quite variable from
one individual to another.

Premonitory Phase

When the nervous system of a person susceptible to migraine is exposed to a
risk environment, symptoms that are harbingers of the impending event of head-
ache often emerge. These symptoms are defined in ICHD-2 nomenclature as
premonitory symptoms but will often coalesce into a recognizable pattern that
allows a migraine sufferer to accurately predict the event of migraine. This

Figure 3 Phases of migraine in clinically observable primary headache diagnoses.
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recognizable pattern of premonitory signs and symptoms is commonly referred to
as a prodrome.

Frequently observed premonitory symptoms include fatigue, mood changes,
cognitive dysfunction, muscle pain, nasal congestion, food cravings, and yawning,
though many other unique symptoms are also reported in the premonitory phase
(37,38). These symptoms can emerge hours to days before the onset of headache.
During the premonitory phase, many patients can predict future headache with
remarkable accuracy. In an electronic diary study, the patient’s estimate of the prob-
ability of headache corresponded almost exactly to the actual probability of having
headache. For example, subjects who reported a 90% chance of having headache
developed headache 90% of the time; the use of an electronic diary ensured that
the prediction preceded the reported headache onset (37).

It is, however, essential to bear in mind that not every premonitory phase
evolves into migraine or even headache. At this stage, the pathophysiological pro-
cess leading to migraine may resolve through natural history or proactive steps
such as rest or even medication. Although the premonitory symptoms pale in
impact compared to the drama of severe headache, they can and often do create
a significant impact (37–39). Consequently, if the premonitory period of migraine
persists or occurs frequently without evolving into a migraine headache, these
symptoms may not be recognized as a phase of migraine, leading to an erroneous
diagnosis. Although the ICHD-2 classification allows a diagnosis of migraine
aura without headache, there is no current allowance for premonitory symptoms
without headache.

Mild Headache

The headache associated with migraine often (but not always) begins insidiously;
first as awareness that headache is beginning and then intensifying over minutes to
hours to eventually become recognizable as migraine. The early headache is often
mild in intensity, diffuse in nature, nonpulsatile in character, and not necessarily
aggravated with activity or associated with significant photophobia or phonophobia.
Associated with this headache is often muscle tension or pain in the head and neck or
nasal congestion, and pressure in the face (6,10). In many instances, this phase of
migraine is considered by patients to be a tension-type headache particularly if it
is associated with muscle pain, and sinus headache if it is associated with facial pain
and nasal symptoms.

The mild headache phase of migraine has relevance both clinically and thera-
peutically. From a therapeutic standpoint, pharmacological intervention particularly
with oral triptans is most efficacious when initiated during this phase of migraine
(40–42). Although, this therapeutic approach has been described as ‘‘early inter-
vention,’’ it is more accurate to characterize it as treatment during the mild headache
phase of migraine (43,44). Interventions during this time with triptans improve pain-
free rates by 50% to 100% over interventions initiated during moderate-to-severe
headache, and reduce headache recurrence and the occurrence of drug-related
adverse events (44). Pharmacoeconomic models also suggest increased value and
reduced cost of treatment when this strategy is consistently employed (45–47).

The clinical relevance of this phase of migraine is also important to understand.
Despite the therapeutic value of treatment during this phase of migraine, many
patients do not initiate treatment during the mild headache phase of migraine
because they are waiting to see if a specific headache will evolve to become a ‘‘real
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migraine’’ (48). In delaying intervention many patients may not achieve optimal
therapeutic response and extend the time that migraine disrupts their function. This
underscores the need to educate appropriate migraine patients about the value of
accurately recognizing this phase of migraine.

The mild headache phase, like the premonitory phase, can resolve without
evolving into a more severe headache. When this occurs, most people suffering with
episodes of severe migraine believe these less severe headaches to be a tension-
type headache. The frequency with which the mild headache resolves without
pharmacological intervention is unknown. However, many patients will initiate
pharmacological agents (especially over-the-counter drugs) during mild headache,
which undoubtedly distort the underlying symptomatology of the evolving migraine.
Consequently, they may simply consider these episodes to be of a less severe non-
migraine headache. This underscores some of the diagnostic confusion surrounding
migraine recognition.

Moderate-to-Severe Headache

Symptoms occurring during the moderate-to-severe headache phase of migraine
constitute many of the features required to diagnose migraine by the ICHD-2
criteria. The headache intensifies during this phase to the point of being moder-
ate-to-severe in intensity and throbbing, especially with activity, and is frequently
associated with nausea, photophobia, and phonophobia. In addition, many of the
symptoms observed during the earlier phase of migraine also persist into and
through the moderate-to-severe phase of headache, but are not part of the formal
diagnostic taxonomy. It is common for patients to describe cognitive difficulties,
muscle pain in the neck and shoulders, nasal congestion, facial pressure or pain,
and mood and affective changes (10,49). In many instances, these symptoms are
more frequent and prominent than the symptoms selected as diagnostic criteria
for migraine without aura.

As this phase of headache reaches its zenith, migraine becomes a signifi-
cantly disabling disorder and frequently requires withdrawal from activity and
bed rest. Like all previous phases of migraine, the moderate-to-severe headache
phase also resolves even if treatment is not initiated. However, without effective
intervention, it may produce significant disability for up to 72 hours and occas-
ionally longer.

Postdrome

Following the resolution of the headache phase of migraine, patients frequently
experience symptoms described as a postdrome or the ‘‘hangover of migraine.’’
These symptoms are often a continuation of symptoms similar to those observed
during the premonitory phase of migraine. These symptoms may continue for 24
or more hours and may add to the impact and disability associated with an attack
of migraine.

The Spectrum of Migraine

The ICHD-2 diagnostic criteria for migraine include diagnoses of migraine with
aura, migraine without aura, and probable migraine. In clinical practice, several
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or all of these different presentations may be experienced by the same patient. In
addition, the migraine patient often considers some of their headaches to be
tension-type headaches. In the American Migraine Study II (3), over 1600 subjects
with migraine, as diagnosed by a validated telephone interview and a medical
diagnosis of primary headache(s), completed a survey inquiring about the types
of headaches they were experiencing. Invariably, these subjects reported multiple
types of headache regardless of the medical diagnosis(es) they had received. The
most common headache self-diagnoses were migraine, sinus headache, and
tension-type headache.

The Spectrum Study, published in 2000 (50), explored the relationship of differ-
ent primary headaches in the patient with migraine. In this study, subjects with a
history of migraine were allowed to treat up to 10 moderate-to-severe headaches
of any type, with 50 mg of oral sumatriptan. Diaries were used to record the severity
and quality of headache, associated symptoms, and treatment response. The diaries
records were used to assign an ICHD-2 diagnosis to each treated headache.

The results of this study demonstrated that although the subjects experienced
some headaches that fulfilled criteria for migraine with or without aura, they also
experienced headaches that fulfilled criteria for probable migraine and tension-type
headache. Thus, there was an observed spectrum of primary headaches in the
population with migraine. Analysis of treatment response to sumatriptan sug-
gested statistically significant efficacy over placebo for all headache presentations
as well as similar response rates between these different headache diagnoses.
The authors conclude that there were underlying pathophysiological mechanisms
shared by these phenotypically different primary headaches at least in the migraine
population (19).

Subsequently, Cady et al. reported on a population of subjects with self-diag-
nosed or physician-diagnosed sinus headache (6). Detailed interviews revealed that
98% had enough symptoms to establish a diagnosis of migraine with or without aura
(70%) or migrainous headache (28%). When these subjects treated a headache with
50 mg of oral sumatriptan, the efficacy was similar to that observed in treating
migraine. A larger placebo-controlled study of over 3000 subjects was reported by
Schreiber et al. (51) and confirmed the results seen in the earlier pilot study. Thus,
it would appear that most ‘‘sinus’’ headaches are in reality part of the spectrum of
primary headache presentations observed in the migraine population.

THE CONVERGENCE HYPOTHESIS

The Convergence Hypothesis (51) is proposed as a clinical model of migraine that
attempts to connect clinical diagnosis of common primary headaches with the
pathophysiology of migraine and the observed clinical phases of migraine. This
model proposes that an episode of migraine is initiated when a vulnerable nervous
system is exposed to an environment (internal or external) that puts it at risk for
migraine. Placed in this migraine-risk environment, the nervous system undergoes
changes in its normal homeostatic mechanisms. These changes are witnessed
clinically as premonitory symptoms. Numerous events may individually or in
conjunction with other events set the environment for nervous system disruption.
These different events may impact on the nervous system in unique ways resulting
in different premonitory symptoms.
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The first phase would be followed by cortical spreading depression (CSD). This
physiological phenomenon is used to explain the aura associated with 20% of migraine
attacks. It remains unknown whether CSD occurs in migraine without aura (52).

According to the Convergence Hypothesis, the mild headache phase of
migraine results from a net loss of central inhibitory modulation of peripherally
generated sensory inputs arising from trigeminal afferents and/or sensory input
from the C-2-3 dermatomes. The early perception of headache is often related by
patients as secondary to muscle tension and pain, skin sensitivity, or ‘‘sinus’’ pres-
sure or congestion. These symptoms may be erroneously interpreted as evidence for
sinus headache or muscle tension headache. Later, the moderate-to-severe headache
phase of migraine primarily would relate to neurovascular activation of trigeminal
afferents. The clinical symptoms observed during the moderate-to-severe headache
phase of migraine evolve as underlying pathophysiology of migraine progresses.
Initially, the headache begins to intensify and may localize. As second-order
neurons become sensitized, physical activity aggravates the pain. This is prominent
during activities that increase intracranial pressure (and consequently mechanical
pressure on the trigeminal afferents innervating meningeal vessels) such as cough
or bending forward. As higher orders of the nervous system are sensitized, sensory
inputs are registered as unpleasant or painful. During some attacks, patients may
develop cutaneous allodynia (53). As is noted with the other phases of migraine,
the moderate-to-severe headache phase can be arrested or terminated at any point
in its evolution.

The diagnostic implications of the Convergence Hypothesis are that a diag-
nosis of ICHD-2 migraine defines the extent and capability of the nervous system
to experience the entire pathophysiological process of migraine. Once this diag-
nosis is made, the entire spectrum of primary headaches can be understood as
arising from the same pathophysiological process, and clinical management can
shift to understanding the pattern of headache rather than diagnosing each
individual headache.

MENSTRUALLY RELATED MIGRAINE

Perhaps the most consistent risk event for migraine in women throughout their
reproductive years is menses. Evidence suggests that falling levels of estrogen are
involved in the pathophysiology of these migraine attacks (54). This speculation is
supported by the observation that 70% of women may experience headache during
the week of placebo pills when using oral contraceptive pills (55) and by the frequent
exacerbation of migraine observed during the perimenopausal time period. Menstru-
ally related migraine (MRM) is not formally recognized by the ICHD-2 diagnostic
criteria as a separate diagnostic category but has been added to the appendix. The
classification notes that there are two subtypes of menstrual migraine. In pure
menstrual migraine, the attacks are restricted to the menstrual cycle. Although
MRMs are clustered in the menstrual period, they also happen unrelated to the
cycle. Both pure menstrual migraine and MRM are not associated with aura,
suggesting a unique role for estrogen withdrawal in initiating activation of the
trigeminal vascular system.

There is much folklore surrounding MRM. For example, MRM is often
considered a more virulent variant of migraine than those attacks not associated
with menses and is described as being more difficult to treat or longer in duration.
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However, data are generally lacking to either support or refute these claims. MRM is
an important form of migraine to understand for both its clinical importance and
theoretical value.

MRM is in most instances predictable by both the occurrence of premonitory
symptoms and its cyclic nature. In general, data from clinical trials suggest that
MRM responds to triptan intervention with about the same efficacy as non-MRM
(56,57). However, the study period of the clinical trials was only 24 hours, which
limits conclusions on migraine recurrence.

Based on the predictable nature of MRM, numerous novel efforts have
been made to prevent attacks from occurring. These include efforts to prevent estro-
gen levels from decreasing, such as with unopposed use of oral contraceptives and
the use of oral triptans in a preemptive method. Both strategies appear to have
efficacy, though they are not approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
Studies with triptans used in a preemptive manner have interesting implications
as to the early use and perhaps limited prophylactic use of these drugs in the
future (38,58–60).

CONCLUSION

Migraine without aura is a common, though under-recognized medical condition.
Although headache is nearly a universal human experience, the potential of the ner-
vous system to express a fully developed migraine appears to occur in approximately
12% of the adult population. Migraine is a neurological process that is initiated when
a susceptible nervous system of a migraineur is exposed to an environment that
places that nervous system at risk for migraine. Clinically, migraine often evolves
through several recognizable phases before progressing into an attack fulfilling all
the ICHD-2 criteria for migraine without aura. This neurological process can resolve
at any point in its evolution, which may in part explain the multiple unique and
varied clinical phenotypes of the migraine process.

Patients living with a nervous system that has the potential to express migraine
often experience multiple clinical presentations of migraine. These unique presenta-
tions of headaches can create diagnostic confusion for the patient and provider. How-
ever, close analysis reveals that in most instances these headaches do achieve enough
symptoms to satisfy the ICHD-2 criteria for migraine. Many patients assume that
headache associated with facial pain is ‘‘sinus’’ in origin and headache associated with
muscle pain is ‘‘tension’’ in origin. Understanding migraine as a neurological process
permits a more complete comprehension of these different clinical nuances of
migraine. This results a more accurate diagnosis through integration of the pattern
and impact of migraine with the associated clinical symptoms. And this provides
opportunities to educate patients for a better understanding of the rationale for
important therapeutic paradigms such as early intervention.

Migraine is a unique medical condition in that it arises from human physiology.
Unlike many medical diseases that providers manage, migraine has no obvious
catastrophic medical end point nor is there any etiological toxic agent or infection
to resolve. However, when migraine is uncontrolled, it can literally destroy decades
of a person’s quality of life. Medical providers can do much to assist patients living
with this disorder to improve their quality of life by providing education, support,
and appropriate therapeutic interventions.
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ILLUSTRATIVE CASE HISTORY

MR is a 35-year-old female with a history of headache going back to adolescence
starting around the time of menarche. She experiences several ‘‘different types’’ of
headache.

Type I: The ones that occur monthly with her menses are the most severe and
characterized by severe bilateral squeezing pain, which affects her ability to function.
Climbing stairs making it worse. She denies vomiting, nausea, and sensitivity to
sound, but she will avoid bright light. Her mother had sinus headaches, which dis-
sipated after her menopause. Her grandmother had ‘‘sick’’ headaches. Physical/
neurologic examination is within normal limits.

Type II: These are associated with weather changes with moderate pain located
above the bridge of her nose between her eyes and involving both infraorbital areas.
The pain can throb when severe and she may get mildly nauseated, which she blames
on the medication, a combination of a simple analgesic and pseudoephedrine, which
takes the edge off the headache.

Type III: These start in her neck and involve the occipital region as well. The
pain is at least of moderate intensity, sometimes triggered by stress, and may cause
her to lie down if she can, with the lights off and sound at a minimum.

Going back to the ICHD-2 criteria and the screeners you can see how all of
these are migraine! Type I headache incorporates only sensitivity to light and no
other Group B symptoms. These episodes formerly called migrainous headache
are now called probable migraine according to ICHD-2.
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Migraine with Aura
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Glostrup Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark

INTRODUCTION

Migraine with aura is characterized by transient focal neurological symptoms called
aura. Visual, sensory, and dysphasic aura are the most common symptoms, but other
aura variants such as motor aura may occur. The visual and sensory aura are gen-
erally characterized by positive symptoms (flickering light, zigzag lines, or prickling
paresthesias) followed by negative symptoms (blind spot and numbness). Further-
more, the aura symptoms usually develop gradually, over a few minutes, and often
spread over the area of initial clinical manifestation (across the visual field, from one
hand to the lower arm, or across the face). The aura duration is usually less than
one hour. The aura symptoms may be followed by headache, nausea, vomiting, or
photo- or phonophobia as seen in migraine without aura, but aura attacks may also
occur in isolation. This chapter describes the classification and clinical features of
migraine with aura.

CLASSIFICATION

According to the second edition of The International Classification of Headache
Disorders (ICHD-2) (1), certain clinical features must be present and organic dis-
eases must be excluded, either by clinical or by subsidiary investigation (see
Chapter 11), to establish a diagnosis of migraine with aura. The diagnosis of
migraine with aura requires at least two attacks fulfilling the ICHD-2 criteria. There
are four major subtypes of migraine with aura and more than one subtype may occur
in one individual (Table 1).

In brief, typical aura (ICHD-2 codes 1.2.1–3) is characterized by visual, sensory,
or dysphasic aura (Table 2) that may be followed by a migraine headache (1.1) or
nonmigraine headaches (1.2), or occur without headaches (1.3). Familial hemiplegic
migraine (FHM) (1.2.4) is characterized by motor weakness in addition to the typical
aura, as well as at least one first- or second-degree relative with the same disorder
(Table 3). Sporadic hemiplegic migraine (1.2.5) is characterized by motor weakness
in addition to typical aura, but no first- or second-degree relative has hemiplegic
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migraine (Table 3); basilar-type migraine (1.2.6) is characterized by aura symptoms
clearly originating from the brainstem, or both hemispheres simultaneously affected,
but no motor weakness (Table 4). Migraine with typical aura is subtyped according
to the characteristics of the headache following the aura: typical aura with migraine
headache (1.2.1), typical aura with nonmigraine headache (1.2.2), and typical aura with-
out headache (1.2.3) (Table 2).

The ICHD-2 criteria for migraine with aura have been improved compared to
the ICHD-1 criteria (1988). The ICHD-2 criteria for migraine with typical aura and
familial- and sporadic hemiplegic migraine were based on the analysis of empirical

Table 1 Classification of Migraine According to the Second Edition of the International
Classification of Headache Disorders

1.1 Migraine without aura
1.2 Migraine with aura

1.2.1 Typical aura with migraine headache
1.2.2 Typical aura with nonmigraine headache
1.2.3 Typical aura without headache
1.2.4 Familial hemiplegic migraine
1.2.5 Sporadic hemiplegic migraine
1.2.6 Basilar-type migraine

1.6 Probable migraine
1.6.1 Probable migraine without auraa

1.6.2 Probable migraine with aurab

aAttacks fulfilling all but one of the criteria for migraine without aura.
bAttacks fulfilling all but one of the criteria for migraine with aura or any of its subtypes.

Table 2 Diagnostic Criteria for Migraine with Typical Aura According to the Second
Edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders

A. At least two attacks fulfilling criteria B–D
B. Aura consisting of at least one of the following, but no motor weakness:

1. Fully reversible visual symptoms including positive features (i.e., flickering lights,
spots, and lines) and/or negative features (i.e., scotoma)

2. Fully reversible sensory symptoms including positive features (i.e., pinprick and
needle sensation) and/or negative features (i.e., numbness)

3. Fully reversible dysphasic speech disturbance
C. At least two of the following:

1. Homonymous visual symptoms and/or unilateral sensory symptoms
2. At least one aura symptom develops gradually over �5 min and/or different

symptoms occur in succession over �5 min
3. Each symptom lasts �5 min and �60 min

D. This criterion determines the subdiagnosis of migraine with typical aura:
1.2.1 Typical aura with migraine headache: Headache fulfilling criteria B–D for 1.1

Migraine without aura begins during the aura or follows aura within 60 min, or
1.2.2 Typical aura with nonmigraine headache: Headache that does not fulfill criteria

B–D for 1.1 Migraine without aura begins during the aura or follows aura within
60 min, or

1.2.3 Typical aura without headache: Headache does not occur during the aura nor
follow aura within 60 min

E. Not attributed to another disorder
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data (2–4). New genetic data have allowed a more precise definition of FHM since
specific genetic subtypes have been identified: in FHM1 there are mutations in
the CACNA1A gene on chromosome 19, and in FHM2, mutations occur in the
ATP1A2 gene on chromosome 1 (see Chapter 9). It is likely that further genetic sub-
types of FHM will be added.

Table 3 Diagnostic Criteria for Familial Hemiplegic Migraine According to the Second
Edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders

A. At least two attacks fulfilling criteria B and C
B. Aura consisting of fully reversible motor weakness and at least one of the following:

1. Fully reversible visual symptoms including positive features (i.e., flickering lights,
spots, and lines) and/or negative features (i.e., scotoma)

2. Fully reversible sensory symptoms including positive features (i.e., pinprick and
needle sensation) and/or negative features (i.e., numbness)

3. Fully reversible dysphasic speech disturbance
C. At least two of the following:

1. At least one aura symptom develops gradually over �5 min and/or different
symptoms occur in succession over �5 min

2. Each symptom lasts �5 min and �24 hr
3. Headache fulfilling criteria B–D for migraine without aura (1.1) begins during the

aura or follows onset of aura within 60 min
D. At least one first- or second-degree relative has attacks fulfilling criteria A–E
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Note: The diagnostic criteria for sporadic hemiplegic migraine are identical to the criteria for familial

hemiplegic migraine except no first- or second-degree relative fulfills criteria A–E.

Table 4 Diagnostic Criteria for Basilar-Type Migraine According to the Second Edition
of the International Classification of Headache Disorders

A. At least two attacks fulfilling criteria B–D
B. Aura consisting of at least two of the following fully reversible symptoms, but no motor

weakness:
1. Dysarthria
2. Vertigo
3. Tinnitus
4. Hypacusia
5. Diplopia
6. Visual symptoms simultaneously in both temporal and nasal fields of both eyes
7. Ataxia
8. Decreased level of consciousness
9. Simultaneously bilateral paresthesias

C. At least one of the following:
1. At least one aura symptom develops gradually over �5 min and/or different

symptoms occur in succession over �5 min
2. Each symptom lasts �5 min and �60 min

D. Headache fulfilling criteria B–D for migraine without aura (1.1) begins during the aura or
follows aura within 60 min

E. Not attributed to another disorder
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MIGRAINE WITH TYPICAL AURA

Prevalence and Prognosis

Migraine with typical aura is the most prevalent subtype of migraine with aura,
affecting 5% to 8% of the population, with a male to female ratio of 1:2.5 (see
Chapter 2). The attack frequency varies from few in a lifetime to several per week,
and furthermore, the attack frequency shows wide periodicity. Most patients develop
typical aura with headache in the first three decades of life (mean age at onset 21
� 12 years), while typical aura without headache may develop later in life (mean
age at onset 36� 15 years) (5). In a 16-year follow-up study of 53 patients, the
long-term prognosis for migraine with nonhemiplegic aura was good (6). At the time
of follow–up, attacks had ceased for two years in 36% of patients. Attacks had
stopped in 41% of patients with visual aura without other aura symptoms and in
25% of those with sensory or aphasic aura besides their visual aura. In those who
continued to have attacks of migraine with aura at follow-up, the headache intensity
was improved in 44%, and the frequency was improved in 41% of patients (6).
Another study of 80 patients with migraine with aura showed that 35% of patients
had been attack free for one year at 10 to 20 years follow-up (7). Patients with
a strong familial predisposition to migraine with aura have an earlier age at
onset and a later age of cessation of attacks than patients from the general
population (5,8).

General Symptom Characteristics

Migraine with typical aura is characterized by attacks of visual, sensory, or dyspha-
sic aura often followed by a headache (Table 2). In a study of 320 patients with a
positive family history of migraine with typical aura (ICHD-2 criteria), 63% of
patients had migraine aura with headache in every attack, 32% had attacks of both
migraine aura with and without headache, and 6% had exclusively migraine aura
without headache (9). In a population-based sample of 163 patients (ICHD-1 cri-
teria), the corresponding figures were 58%, 38%, and 4%, respectively (10). Males
have exclusively aura without headache more often than females (6). At onset, many
patients experience attacks of typical aura with headache, but later in life aura
attacks often appeared without a following headache, especially in men.

Visual aura is the overwhelmingly most common aura symptom, occurring in
99% of patients at least in some attacks (5,10). Sensory aura has been reported in 54%
(5), 31% (10), 40% (11), and 30% (12) of patients. Dysphasic aura has been reported
in 32% (5), 18% (10), 20% (11), and 17% (12) of patients. When more than one aura
symptom is observed, they occur in succession in more than 96% of patients (5,13),
and the visual aura is usually followed by the sensory or aphasic aura (10,12). Visual
aura occurs in almost every attack, while sensory or aphasic aura occurs in only a
fraction of an individual’s total number of attacks (5,10). In typical aura with head-
ache, visual aura occurs without other aura symptoms in 39% (5) to 68% (10) of
patients, whereas sensory and aphasic auras usually occur in combination with
another aura type (usually visual) (5,10,11,14,15). In typical aura without headache,
visual aura occurs in isolation in 76% (5) to 84% of patients (10). Therefore, organic
diseases (e.g., cerebrovascular ischemia) should always be considered in patients with
paresthesias and/or aphasia without visual symptoms and in patients with multiple
aura symptoms without headache (see Chapter 11). The following subsections
describe the features of the aura symptoms and the associated headache.
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Visual Aura

The most common visual aura phenomenon is the fortification spectrum (or teicopsia,
the Greek translation of ‘‘seeing fortifications’’) almost diagnostic for migraine with
aura (Fig. 1) (16,17). The fortification spectrum often starts as a hazy spot near the
center or in the periphery of the visual field, and subsequently a star-shaped figure of
scintillating lights develops, which gradually expands into a semicircular zigzag line
(fortification) (18–20). The fortification line keeps expanding or moving across the
visual field until it reaches the midline (or crosses the midline) or the periphery of
the visual field, and then it dissolves. The fortification line may change its shape dur-
ing the gradual development. The zigzag line comprises parallel lines of white light,
but colored lights are experienced in some patients, usually behind the advancing
scintillation (14,15,19). In the wake of the fortification line, that is, in the inner circle
of the spectrum, a scotoma (partial loss of sight) often follows, but the spectrum may
also appear without a scotoma (18–20). The scotoma may develop into a complete
hemianopsia (15). Other patients observe a nonscintillating scotoma (Fig. 2). This
negative scotoma might completely escape observation, or may only come to the
attention of the patient when it reaches a certain size (15). Repetitive fortification
spectra or scotoma in the same attack have been observed (15,17,19). Less character-
istic visual aura symptoms include shimmering, photopsias (flashes of light), ‘‘heat
waves’’ (20), or rare metamorphopsia such as micropsia, macropsia, telescopic
vision, mosaic vision, déjà vu, or jamais vu (21).

The prevalence of the visual aura characteristics has been described in detail by
Eriksen et al. (5) and Russell and Olesen (Table 5) (10). The visual aura is unilateral,
that is, it affects only one side of the visual field in two-thirds of patients (5,10). The
side of the visual aura may differ between attacks (20). The fortification line or sco-
toma is most often unilateral, while less characteristic visual disturbances, e.g., flick-
ering light, may be observed in the entire visual field (5,14). The visual aura develops
gradually over more than five minutes in 81% (5) to 97% of patients (10) (Table 5).
The duration of the visual aura is less than one hour in 90% of patients (5,10,12).

Figure 1 Fortification spectrum in visual aura experienced by the author (M.K. Eriksen).
The visual aura develops gradually over 20 minutes: (1) Shimmering in the right lateral part
of the visual field. (2) A zigzag-shaped line of scintillating lights develops leaving a scotoma
in its wake. (3,4) The fortification spectrum migrates across the visual field and expands reach-
ing a maximum diameter of 20 cm. (5) The fortification spectrum reaches the midline of the
visual field and dissolves in shimmering. No headache, but tiredness follows the aura.
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If the visual aura is followed by a headache, the duration of the visual aura is longer
(median of 30 minutes and interquartile range 15–45) than if the visual aura occurs in
isolation (median of 18 minutes and interquartile range 13–22) (5).

Because the symptomatology of the visual aura can be complex, Eriksen and
Olesen developed and validated a simple diagnostic scale for migraine aura known
as the visual aura rating scale (VARS) (22). The scale quantifies the importance of
the cardinal characteristics of the visual aura. The choice of the visual aura for quan-
tification is based on the fact that most patients having migraine with aura experi-
ence visual symptoms. The VARS score is the weighted sum of the presence of
five visual symptom characteristics: duration 5 to 60 minutes (three points), develops
gradually (two points), scotoma (two points), zigzag lines (two points), and unilat-
eral (one point). A VARS score of 5 or more predicted the diagnosis of migraine with
aura with a sensitivity of 96% and a specificity of 98% (22). The VARS serves as a
supplement to the ICHD-2 criteria, and is a useful tool in the differential diagnosis
of migraine with visual aura.

Sensory Aura

Sensory aura is characterized by paresthesias (pinprick, needle sensation, and tin-
gling) or numbness most often experienced in the upper extremity (89–96% of
patients) or periorally (68% of patients) (5,10). Less often, the aura involves the
lower extremity or torso (Table 5). The initial sensation of sensory aura observed
by the patient is usually paresthesia followed by numbness (14). The aura often starts
in the fingertips and spreads slowly up the extremity, then subsequently affects
the face, lips, or tongue (cheiro–oral/hand–mouth distribution) (10,12,14,20). The
involvement of the tongue is very typical for migraine aura and is rarely seen in cere-
brovascular ischemia (13). Involvement of the tongue may result in dysarthria. If the
hand and arm is affected, the patient may have problems holding on to things due to
numbness or loss of position sense in the affected extremity. This may not be misin-
terpreted as motor weakness. The sensory aura is unilateral in 85% of patients (5,10),

Figure 2 Negative scotoma in visual aura experienced by the author (M.K. Eriksen).
(A) The word ‘‘European’’ in the heading of a poster as observed before the onset of aura.
(B) The same word as perceived during an attack of visual aura. Initially hazy spots in the
entire visual field develop. Then, a difficulty reading text located to the left of the center of
fixation is noted. Blind spots cover part of the word and the letters still visible seem fractioned.
The aura duration is 45 minutes and a migraine headache begins during the aura.
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Table 5 Characteristics of Migraine with Typical Aura According to the Second Edition
of the International Classification of Headache Disorders

Visual aura (%) Sensory aura (%) Aphasic aura (%)

Symptoms

Eriksen
2004 (5)
(n¼ 358)

Russell
1996 (10)
(n¼ 161)

Eriksen
2004 (5)
(n¼ 196)

Russell
1996 (10)
(n¼ 51)

Eriksen
2004 (5)
(n¼ 116)

Russell
1996 (10)
(n¼ 29)

Acute onset of aura �19 �3 �25 �2 — —
Gradually

developing auraa

5–30 min �68 �82 �58 �82 — —
31–60 min 4 11 4 2 — —
>60 min 0 4 — 14 — —
Patient cannot say 9 — 12 — — —

Durationa

<5 min < 1 — — 2 — —
5–30 min 72 69 64 67 44 59
31–60 min 18 20 22 12 23 24
>60 min 10 8 14 20 22 17

Location
Unilateral 64 69 86 84 — —

Visual aura starting in:
The center of visual
field

�28 �62 — — — —

The periphery of
visual field

�49 �28 — — — —

Patient cannot say 23 10 — — — —
Scotoma �70 �50 — — — —
Preserved central

vision

�12 �22 — — — —

Zigzag lines
(fortification)

�57 �81 — — — —

Flickering light 91 87 — — — —
Sensation of sensory

aura:
— —

Face — — 68 67 — —
Tongue — — �41 �62 — —
Hand — — 89 96 — —
Arm — — �52 �78 — —
Foot — — 14 24 — —
Leg — — �14 �24 — —
Body — — 9 18 — —

Impaired production
language

— — — — 96 72b

Impaired
comprehension of
language (not due
to headache)

— — — — 26 38

�p < 0.05.
aThe data were recorded as numerical data.
bIn the study by Russell et al. this figure does not include patients with impaired language due to para-

phasia. A total of 76% of patients had paraphasia.
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but the affected side may change from attack to attack (14). The sensory aura
spreads gradually over more than five minutes in 75% (5) to 98% of patients (10)
(Table 5). The duration of the sensory aura is less than one hour in more than
80% of patients (5,10,12), with a median duration of 30 minutes (5).

Dysphasic Aura

Dysphasic aura is characterized by aphasia, but additionally dysarthria may occur
(5,10,12,14). Aphasic aura is defined as impaired production of language (not due
to dysarthria) or impaired comprehension of language. Most patients with impaired
production of language have problems finding the right words (paraphasia) (Table 5).
Approximately half of patients with aphasia also experience problems articulating
words (dysarthria) (5,10). Many patients experience speech disturbances when their
paresthesias reach the face or tongue. Dysarthria is reported in 15% of patients with
sensory aura without aphasia (5). The duration of the aphasic aura is less than one
hour in more than 75% of patients (Table 5) with a median duration of 30 minutes
(interquartile range 8–53) according to Eriksen et al. (5), and a mean duration of 43
� 43 (SD) minutes according to Russell and Olesen (10).

Atypical Aura Symptoms

Visual, sensory, or aphasic aura symptoms are essential to diagnose migraine with
typical aura, but less frequent aura symptoms may cooccur. A syndrome of various
atypical aura symptoms has been defined as a subtype of migraine with aura, basilar-
type migraine (see below). Other symptoms have not been documented by systematic
observations, including olfactory hallucinations, anxiety, neglect, depersonalization,
automatic behavior, and transient global amnesia (23).

Headache and Associated Symptoms in Migraine with Aura

The relationship between the aura and the headache is still not fully clarified (see
Chapter 6). In a study with regional cerebral blood flow, the evolution of aura
and headache was observed during the attack (24). In 58 out of 59 cases, the
aura came before the headache. In two large retrospective studies of migraine
with aura, the headache occurred after the onset of aura in 82% (5) to 93% (10),
simultaneously with the aura in 5% (10) to 11% (5), and before the aura in 3%
(10) to 8% (5) of patients.

When the headache occurs before the aura, it is more likely to be a tension-type
headache (9), or even a headache related to febrile illness or some other systemic con-
dition. Attacks of migraine without aura and migraine with aura may cooccur in the
same individual (5,8,25). Furthermore, if the aura occurs during sleep, if the visual
aura is exclusively negative (e.g., a scotoma), or if the aura phenomenon occurs in
areas of noneloquent cortex (see Chapter 6), the patient may report the subsequent
headache as an attack of migraine without aura.

The headache following the aura differs from migraine without aura (see Chap-
ter 13) in many patients. In a population-based study of 38 patients with migraine
with aura and 58 patients with migraine without aura randomly selected among
1000 Danes, the headache that followed aura was less intense and shorter lasting
than that following migraine without aura (25). The tendency for nausea, vomiting,
and photo- and phonophobia was identical. In a clinic population, Manzoni et al.
also observed a less intense and shorter-lasting headache than in migraine without
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aura (12). The headache following the aura fulfils the ICHD-2 criteria for migraine
without aura in 57% of patients, more often in females than males (5). Approxi-
mately 90% of the attacks reach moderate or severe headache intensity; 55% to
70% of the patients have throbbing headache, 85% have aggravation of headache
by routine physical activity or simple head movements, and 60% have a unilateral
headache (5,10). In two studies where symptoms were recorded during attacks (24)
or prospectively (20), the headache almost always occurred over the hemisphere
affected by the aura (therefore contralateral to the clinical manifestation of aura).
The headache is associated with nausea in 75%, vomiting in 50%, photophobia in
85%, and phonophobia in 60% of patients (5,10). Other associated or premonitory
phenomena as seen in migraine without aura may also occur (see Chapter 13).

FAMILIAL AND SPORADIC HEMIPLEGIC MIGRAINE

The prevalence of hemiplegic migraine in a population study conducted was 0.01%
(26). Accordingly, motor aura is observed in an extremely small fraction of migraine
patients. In clinic-based studies, motor weakness has been reported in 21% (14), 18%
(11), 6% (27), and 0% (12) of patients with migraine with aura. The vastly differing
results may be caused by difficulties distinguishing true weakness and dysfunction
due to sensory loss. Other organic diseases should always be considered in patients
with hemiparesis (see Chapter 11). Half of the cases of hemiplegic migraine show an
autosomal dominant mode of inheritance with variable penetration (FHM), while
the remaining are nonfamilial cases (sporadic hemiplegic migraine) (Table 3) (see
Chapter 9). Attacks of hemiplegic migraine may be precipitated by minor head inju-
ries (3,28,29). Most clinical features of familial and sporadic hemiplegic migraine are
similar (3,4,30).

The motor aura affects the face or tongue in approximately 50% of the cases,
hand or arm in 95%, foot or leg in 60%, and torso in 15% to 30% (3,4,10). The motor
aura is always unilateral (3,4,10), and it has a hemiparetic distribution in half of the
patients (4,26). In a study by Thomsen et al., of 147 patients with FHM, the motor
aura was characterized by reduced strength (99%) or flaccid paralysis (49%) (26). If
the arm was affected, the patients had problems holding on to things (91%), pro-
blems carrying the same load as usual (96%), problems controlling the movement
of the affected extremity (80%), or problems holding their arm above their head
(68%). If the leg was affected, some patients had problems walking (45%) or they
experienced dragging of their leg when they walked (36%) (26). The motor aura
develops focally and then gradually spreads to involve more and more muscles
(4,10,14,26). The duration of the motor aura exceeds one hour in 59% of sporadic
cases and 48% of familial cases (4,26). Although the aura is prolonged, the duration
of the motor aura lasts less than 24 hours in more than 90% of patients (4,26).

Besides the motor aura, at least one typical aura symptom (visual, sensory, or
aphasic) is present during attacks (4,26,28). In 252 patients with familial or sporadic
hemiplegic migraine (ICHD-1 criteria) studied by Thomsen et al., 28% had three
aura symptoms and 68% had four aura symptoms (3,4). The features of the visual,
sensory, and aphasic aura are identical to the features described in migraine with
typical aura, except that in hemiplegic migraine the aura has a significantly longer
duration, and the sensory aura is more widespread and always has a unilateral loca-
lization (4,10,26,30). The duration of the visual, sensory, or aphasic aura exceeds one
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hour in more than one-third of patients with hemiplegic migraine (4,26), but the
duration is 24 hours or less in 90% of patients (4,26).

Basilar-type symptoms such as dysarthria, vertigo, tinnitus, hypacusia, diplo-
pia, bilateral visual symptoms or paresthesias, and decreased level of consciousness
are frequently reported in hemiplegic migraine during the end of the aura (3,4,29,31).
In the study by Thomsen et al. of 252 patients with familial or sporadic hemiplegic
migraine, basilar-type aura, which fulfilled the ICHD-1 criteria, was present in 70%
of patients (3,4). Cerebellar ataxia during attacks or chronically progressive ataxia is
seen in FHM1, where FHM is caused by mutations in the CACNA1A gene on chro-
mosome 19 (28,29,32). These patients may present ataxic speech, wide-based ataxic
gait, nystagmus, tremor, and disturbed finger–nose and knee–heel test (3,28,29). The
chronic ataxia may progress independently of the frequency or severity of hemiplegic
attacks. Changes in consciousness from confusion to coma have been reported as
well (3,28,29). A headache follows every aura in more than 90% of patients with
hemiplegic migraine, and the headache fulfils the diagnostic criteria for migraine
without aura (see Chapter 13) in 75% of these patients (4,26).

BASILAR-TYPE MIGRAINE

Basilar-type migraine is characterized by aura symptoms clearly originating from the
brainstem or both hemispheres simultaneously, without motor weakness. Originally,
the terms ‘‘basilar artery migraine’’ or ‘‘basilar migraine’’ were used (33), but because
involvement of the basilar artery territory is uncertain (i.e., the disturbance may be
bihemispheric), the term ‘‘basilar-type migraine’’ is preferred (see Chapter 6). The
basilar-type aura symptoms comprise dysarthria, vertigo, tinnitus, hypacusia, diplo-
pia, bilateral visual symptoms or paresthesias, decreased level of consciousness, and
ataxia (Table 4). In addition, most patients have typical visual, sensory, or aphasic
aura during attacks, and the basilar-type aura is always followed by a headache
(9,34). Diagnostic caution is recommended if these symptoms are absent. There is
considerable diagnostic uncertainty regarding this syndrome, and the diagnosis
should be made only after the exclusion of other possible causes. Basilar-type
symptoms are seen in 70% of patients with hemiplegic migraine (4,26,31), but a basi-
lar-type migraine diagnosis requires that motor symptoms be absent (ICHD-2).
Attacks of basilar-type migraine co-occur in 8% of patients with migraine with typi-
cal aura (9), but attacks of basilar-type migraine are rarer than attacks of typical
aura (34). The occurrence exclusively of attacks of basilar-type migraine is rare. In
a study by Eriksen et al. of 322 patients with migraine with nonhemiplegic aura, only
0.6% (two patients) had exclusively basilar-type migraine (9). Struznegger et al.
found only 49 patients with basilar-type migraine in one department over a 10-year
period, of whom 20 had exclusively basilar-type attacks (34).

The severity of basilar-type migraine varies between patients, from mild, short-
lasting attacks, most frequently including dysarthria, diplopia, tinnitus, hypacusia,
or bilateral visual symptoms or paresthesias, to severe attacks including vertigo or
impaired consciousness. In general, dizziness (severe imbalance, nausea, and motion
sensitivity) or vertigo (illusion of movement) are often reported minutes to hours
before a migraine attack, more often in migraine with aura than in migraine without
aura (25). During the headache phase, pain, vomiting, and malaise may incorrectly
be reported as dizziness. If vertigo lasts minutes and occurs just before the onset of
a migraine attack in the context of other aura symptoms, it may be diagnostic for
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basilar-type migraine (35). In a study of 91 patients, Cutrer and Baloh found that the
duration of migraine dizziness/vertigo had a bimodal distribution, with attacks last-
ing minutes to 2 hours or 6 to 24 hours (35). In migraineurs, dizziness/vertigo fre-
quently occurs during headache-free periods (35–37). The interrelation between
migraine and dizziness/vertigo is not well understood. Impaired consciousness
during migraine attacks is difficult to diagnose by history. Nevertheless, confusion,
stupor, somnolence, agitation, syncope, and coma have been reported during
migraine, especially in adolescents (33,34,38). The most frequently reported symp-
toms are confusion lasting from 15 minutes to 24 hours and syncope from one to five
minutes (34). However, in many cases, these symptoms may have a secondary
nature, e.g., a sleepy patient with dysphasia may seem confused to relatives, and syn-
cope may be caused by vasovagal attacks or changes in cardiac rhythm due to vomit-
ing. Coma has been reported mainly in patients with FHM with cerebral edema after
trivial head trauma or with cerebrospinal fluid sterile pleocytosis and fever during
attacks (28,39,40). More clinical studies are needed to fully elucidate if basilar-type
migraine is a rational entity different from other migraine subtypes.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES

In clinical practice, it is important to know the clinical features of aura-like symp-
toms, which prompt further investigation. If more than one aura symptom is present
in a subject with migraine with aura, patients almost always have a visual aura
besides other aura symptoms. In hemiplegic migraine, patients have at least one
additional aura symptom besides their motor aura. In migraine with nonhemiplegic
aura, attacks of aura without headache may occur, but in hemiplegic migraine,
the aura is almost always followed by a migraine headache.

In all subtypes of migraine with aura, the aura symptoms develop gradually or
occur in succession. Diagnostic caution is required if sensory, aphasic, or motor
symptoms occur without visual symptoms, when aura-like symptoms are not fol-
lowed by a headache, and in acute onset of aura-like symptoms. Further, the age
at onset of hemiplegic migraine is usually below the age of 35, and patients with
hemiplegic migraine seldom have attacks after the age of 50 (3,4). Thus, hemiplegic
migraine is seen mostly in the younger segment of patients.

The main differential diagnoses of migraine with aura are transient ischemic
attacks, stroke, epilepsy (postictal weakness following seizures or Todd phenom-
enon), psychogenic attacks, and visual disturbances in migraine without aura. In
cases with diagnostic uncertainty, appropriate investigations should rule out intra-
cranial pathology.
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INTRODUCTION

Medically unexplained physical symptoms are common disorders in pediatric
practice. The periodic syndromes (PS) are one of the most recurrent complaints in
so-called ‘‘pain-prone’’ children (1).

According to Arav-Boger and Spirer (2), the PS are a group of disorders
characterized by limited periods of illness that recur regularly for years in otherwise
healthy individuals. Periods of similar duration, a benign course, onset in infancy
with persistence for years are the most common characteristics. These disorders may
be divided into two major categories: periodic fever syndromes (familial Mediterranean
fever, hyperimmunoglobulinemia, periodic fever, hereditary angioedema, cyclic neutro-
penia, Behcet’s syndrome, and familial periodic paralysis) and PS without fever [cyclical
vomiting (CV), recurrent abdominal pain (RAP), recurrent headaches, benign paroxy-
smal vertigo (BPV), and recurrent limb pain]. There is no detectable organic cause
for these disorders, and most are expressions of reaction to stress, depression, poor psy-
chosocial adjustment, or negative life events. Moreover, patients may pass from one
syndrome to another, during a long follow-up period.

In 1933, Wyllie and Schlesinger (3) coined the expression ‘‘periodic disorders of
childhood’’ to describe the occurrence of episodic pyrexia, headache, vomiting, and
abdominal pain in childhood and suggested that these disorders might persist into
adult life. The PS were further described by Cullen and MacDonald (4), who noted
the prevalence of migraine in adult relatives of children with PS. Barlow (5)
noted that the PS were frequently associated with migraine. Migraine is frequently
associated with a range of other symptoms such as periodic abdominal pain, CV,
and other PS. In many cases, the associated symptoms are more significant than
head pain per se and often occur in the absence of headache. As for PS, the outstand-
ing feature of migraine is the paroxysmal or periodic occurrence (6).

The definition of PS is descriptive and covers a large number of pediatric
disorders characterized by repeated attacks with complete remission between
episodes (7).
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There is no accordance about which disorders may be collected as PS, but there
is consensual agreement that CV, abdominal pain, and vertigo should be among
them (6–10).

Many reports consider PS as equivalents or precursors of migraine (7), and
emphasize the fact that children with PS often also suffer from migraine or develop
it later in life (11,12). The positive familial history of migraine in subjects with PS
[65% in abdominal migraine or CV, according to Al-Twaijri and Shevell (9)], as well
as their response to antimigraine treatment, strengthen the hypothesis of a common
pathogenesis (7,8). However, the relationship between PS and migraine remains
unclear. Al-Twaijri and Shevell (9) consider PS [BPV, abdominal migraine or CV,
benign paroxysmal torticollis (BPT), acephalgic migraine, and acute confusional
migraine] as migraine equivalents. Lanzi et al. (7) assessed the prevalence of PS
(recurrent vomiting, abdominal pain, vertigo, paroxysmal torticollis, and also
migrating limb pain, recurrent hyperthermia with no visible cause, car sickness, sleep
disturbances, and eating disorders) in a group of migrainous children and ado-
lescents. Their results support the view of PS as predictive of the subsequent
development of migraine or of a psychosomatic pathology. Another study (8), how-
ever, evidenced that only a percentage of PS subjects develop migraine, and that
some of these PS have a common outcome, i.e., develop into typical migraine.

In the first International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD) (13),
childhood PS that were considered as equivalents of migraine were BPV, BPT, and
alternating hemiplegia of childhood (14).

The second edition of the ICHD (10) considers the following as precursors of
migraine: CV, abdominal migraine, and BPV. BPT and alternating hemiplegia
of childhood are considered in the appendix of the second edition (2004), because
the evidence is not sufficient to insert them in the main body of the classification.

CYCLICAL VOMITING

CV is a rare and easily misdiagnosed syndrome, whose etiology, pathogenesis, and
treatment are yet unclear (15). The syndrome was first described by Heberden in
France (16) and by Gee in England (17), but according to Li (18), Whitney,
in 1898, recognized a potential connection between CV and migraine. It was based
on the similarities in clinical features, the co-occurrence of both disorders in the same
child, and the positive family history of migraine (18).

The disorder, not included in the first edition of the ICHD [International
Headache Society (IHS), 1988] (13), is defined in the second edition (ICHD-2,
2004) (10) as ‘‘recurrent episodic attacks, usually stereotypical, of vomiting and
intense nausea.’’ Attacks are associated with autonomic symptoms such as pallor
and lethargy (87% and 91%, respectively) (Box 1) (18).

CV is a self-limiting episodic condition of childhood, with periods of complete
recovery between attacks. The episodes have a rapid onset, more often during
the night or early morning. There is a peak frequency of attacks (usually every
10–15 minutes), with a steady decrease over time. The frequency of attacks ranges
from 1 to 70 per year, with a mean of 12 attacks per year (6).

CV is a recurrent disorder in children, with an estimated prevalence of 1.9%
(19). The initial presentation of CV is controversial: it usually occurs between 3
and 5.1 to 5.3 years of age (6,11,19), and disappears before puberty or during
adolescence in two-thirds of the cases (8).
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Li (18) made a distinction between a severe but intermittent pattern of CV, and a
chronic, but not severe, daily pattern. Migraine symptoms refer more frequently to the
first category. By a clinical point of view, a relationship between CV and migraine has
been suggested frequently: up to 40% of patients with CV have headache during
attacks, and in 27% of cases, CV progresses to migraine in adulthood (20).

Also, Dignan et al. (19) supported the association between CV and migraine,
hypothesizing that CV transforms into typical migraine. Moreover, according to
these authors, the onset of CV precedes migraine (about 8.3 years). However,
migraine patients may continue to have episodic vomiting.

Support for the relationship between CV and migraine comes from several
sources, including electrophysiological studies. Quantitative electroencephalographic
(EEG) changes are similar in CV and migraine. Visual-evoked responses identified
similarities between CV and migraine with or without aura (19). However, even if
most cases of CV seem to be related to migraine (6), there are patients with similar
symptoms, but different etiologies. The diagnosis should be reviewed if the patient is
not symptom-free between attacks.

Moreover, Oki et al. (21) reported that recurrent vomiting without gastro-
intestinal disease can be a manifestation of epilepsy, abdominal migraine, or the
syndrome of periodic adrenocorticotropin and vasopressin discharge. CV associated
with behavioral disturbances, including withdrawal, irritability, and aggression, has
been called acute confusional migraine. Wilson (22) outlined that the distinction
between epilepsy and migraine is not always plain in children—vomiting and altera-
tion of awareness may suggest both a diagnosis of complex partial seizures and the
so-called abdominal migraine. To distinguish the migraine equivalent from abdom-
inal epilepsy, an ictal EEG recording is needed.

The treatment of CV remains controversial and unsatisfactory (6). According
to Li (18), in the absence of a recognized pathophysiology, the relationship is only
empirical. The five strategies to manage a child with CV are outlined in Box 2.
According to Li (18), abortive drugs may be ondansetron (0.3–0.4 mg/kg IV or

Box 2 Principles of treatment for CV

Supportive care during the episode (quiet and dark room, avoid overstimulation, and

occasionally analgesics to reduce abdominal pain)

Abortive pharmacologic agents [the drug used most commonly to relieve nausea and vomiting

is intravenous ondansetron (6)]

Prophylactic pharmacologic therapy

Avoidance of triggers, when identified

Family support

Box 1 Diagnostic criteria of CV according to the ICHD-2

A. At least 5 attacks fulfilling criteria B and C

B. Episodic attacks, stereotypical in the individual patient, intense nausea, and vomiting

lasting from 1 hr to 5 days

C. Vomiting during attacks occurs at least 4 times/hr for at least 1 hr

D. Symptom free between attacks

E. Not attributed to another disorder
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orally 4–8 every 4–6 hours), granisetron (10 mg/kg every 4–6 hours), ketorolac
(0.5–1.9 mg/kg every 6–8 hours), sumatriptan [25–59 mg orally or 20 mg nasal (more
than 40 kg)], and midrin (2–6 years old: max 75 mg/die in three doses; 7–12 years old:
max 100 mg/die in three doses).

Prophylactic drugs (18) are propanolol (10–20 mg, 2 or 3 times per day),
cyproheptadine (0.3 mg/kg/day divided 3 times a day), amitriptyline (20–25 mg/
day every hour), phenobarbital (2–3 mg/kg/day every hour), carbamazepine
(5–10 mg/kg/day, divided twice a day), and erythromycin (20 mg/kg/day, divided
2–3 times per day).

RAP AND ABDOMINAL MIGRAINE

Abdominal symptoms are common in children and adults with migraine. Abdominal
pain probably relates to migraine (23), and its occurrence without headache in adults
was first described by Buchanan in 1921 (6). The origin of the term is controversial:
according to Symon the term ‘‘abdominal migraine’’ was introduced by Brams in
1923 (24) (probably referring only to adults). Li (18) reported that this term was coined
in 1956 to identify a group of children with recurrent episodes of abdominal pain.

According to Symon (6), RAP is a common problem in childhood and an
organic cause (e.g., urinary tract disorder) or a surgical correction involves just a
small percentage of children.

Authors agree about the high prevalence of RAP (1,25): 10% to 25% of school-
children and 10% to 14% of adolescents. Al-Twaijri and Shevell (9) considered RAP
as a migraine equivalent, beginning between 4 and 10 years of age and resolving
within two years. According to Cavazzuti and Ferrari (8), half of the cases of
RAP disappear before puberty or during adolescence.

The ICHD-2 (10) describes RAP as ‘‘an idiopathic recurrent disorder, seen
mainly in children, characterized by episodic midline abdominal pain, manifesting
in attacks lasting 1 to 72 hours with normality between episodes’’ (Box 3).

The pain is usually severe enough to interfere with normal daily activities.
Children may find it difficult to distinguish anorexia from nausea. The pallor is often
accompanied by dark shadows under the eyes. Sometimes, flushing is the main
vasomotor phenomenon. Most children with abdominal migraine will develop
migraine later.

The diagnosis of abdominal migraine is not yet universally accepted by
neurologists, although it appears to be gaining greater acceptance. It is important
to recognize that RAP is a relatively uncommon cause of recurrent abdominal pain
in children and that most children will have other conditions that may or may not be
found on investigation.

Box 3 Diagnostic criteria of RAP according to the ICHD-2

A. At least 5 attacks fulfilling criteria B–D

B. Attacks of abdominal pain lasting 1–72 hr (untreated or unsuccessfully treated)

C. Abdominal pain has all the following characteristics: midline location (periumbilical or

poorly localized), dull or ‘‘just sore’’ quality, and moderate or severe intensity

D. During abdominal pain, at least 2 of the following are seen: anorexia, nausea, vomiting,

and pallor

E. Not attributed to another disorder
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Apart from the location of the pain, abdominal migraine resembles migraine.
The attack may be preceded by a prodromal period of listlessness or drowsiness; the
pain is of moderate-to-severe intensity and associated with vasomotor symptoms,
anorexia, nausea, and vomiting.

There is little evidence-based treatment for RAP. In most children, the attack
will subside if they lie down in a quiet and darkened room. Vomiting frequently gives
relief. Trigger factors are similar to those for migraine headache (stress, travel,
exposure to bright or flickering lights, and some foods) and should be avoided when
possible. Analgesic drugs may be given, but they are not always successful in reliev-
ing pain (e.g., paracetamol and ibuprophen). This may be due to gastric stasis, which
prevents drug absorption. If symptoms are frequent and severe despite treatment,
prophylaxis may be suggested (e.g., flunarizine).

Even if there is no definitive evidence from controlled studies to support the
hypothesis of a psychological ‘‘cause’’ of RAP (6), children and adolescents with
RAP have been described as anxious, fearful and timid, and suffering from other
somatic symptoms, too. A prevalence as high as 85% to 100% of anxiety or mood
disorders has been found in children with RAP. Robinson et al. (26) found that
RAP children suffered from a greater number of stressful experiences in the few
months before the onset of pain. In their study, children with RAP or headache
exhibited primarily anxiety or mood disorders (25).

BPV OF CHILDHOOD

Vertigo is a common symptom in childhood, with 20% of schoolchildren presenting
one episode over a 1-year period (27). These episodes may occur in association with
trauma or infections or be ‘‘nonassociated.’’ Recurrent transient episodes may pre-
sent as unreal sensation of rotation of the patient or patient’s surroundings with
no loss of consciousness, no associated neurological or auditory abnormalities,
and with complete recovery between attacks (6).

Vertigo has long been recognized by clinicians as a frequent accompanying
symptom of the adult migraine. This association has not been so easily identified
in the pediatric population, and, as a consequence, children may undergo unneces-
sary evaluations (28).

BPV was recognized in the first ICHD (13), even if as equivalent of migraine.
According to the ICHD-2 (10), ‘‘this probably heterogeneous disorder is character-
ized by recurrent brief episodic attacks of vertigo occurring without warning and
resolving spontaneously in otherwise healthy children’’ (Box 4).

BPV is often associated with nystagmus or vomiting; unilateral throbbing
headache may occur in some attacks. The episodes of BPV are characterized by
unsteadiness, pallor, and sometimes fear. Usually, these episodes resolve within

Box 4 Diagnostic criteria of BPV according to the ICHD-2

A. At least 5 attacks fulfilling criteria B

B. Multiple episodes of severe vertigo, occurring without warning and resolving

spontaneously after minutes to hours

C. Normal neurological examination and audiometric and vestibular functions between attacks

D. Normal EEG
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two years after their onset (9). Cavazzuti and Ferrari (8) referred that most cases of
early-onset vertigo disappear before puberty or during adolescence.

According to Weisleder and Fife (28), Basser (29) was the first author to note
the association between balance disorders and headache. Basser described attacks of
headache ‘‘associated with clockwise rotational vertigo.’’ A few years later, Fenichel
(30) suggested that BPV in younger children was an early manifestation of migraine.
He coined the term ‘‘Benign Paroxysmal Vertigo of Childhood.’’ More recently,
Parker (31) highlighted that migraine in children can be associated with neurologic
disturbances such as vertigo, seizures, and movement disorders the so-called
migraine variants.

The most common trigger factor for BPV is fatigue; relief factors are lying, sit-
ting down, or sleeping. Moreover, BPV children may have other features of the PS,
including CV and RAP (6).

No treatment is usually given, and attempts by antimigraine drugs have been
done (e.g., diphenylhydramin), but there are no controlled trials on therapy (6).
Abu-Arafeh and Russell (27) studied the prevalence, causes, and clinical features
of BPV—the overlap in the clinical features of BPV and migraine (mode of pre-
sentation, vasomotor symptoms during attack, triggering and relieving factors,
and associated gastrointestinal symptoms) supported the strong relationship
between the two disorders. The link is so strong that many authors consider BPV
as a precursor or early manifestation of migraine (28).

BENIGN PAROXYSMAL TORTICOLLIS

BPT of infancy is an under-recognized, self-limiting, benign disorder (32). It is a rare
paroxysmal dyskinesia characterized by attacks of only head tilt or accompanied by
vomiting and ataxia, which may last from hours to days. Attacks first happen during
infancy, between two and eight months of age (14), and resolve by five years, with
episodes occurring from every two weeks to every two months (33).

The ICHD-2 considers BPT in its appendix, because further scientific evidence
must be presented before it can be moved into the main body of classification. It is
defined as recurrent episodes of head tilt to one side, with slight rotation and spontaneous
remission. The condition occurs in infants, with onset in the first year of age (Box 5).

The child’s head can be turned to the normal position during the attacks: some
resistance may be encountered but can be overcome. BPT may evolve into BPV or
migraine, or stops without further symptoms. This observation needs further valida-
tion by patients’ diaries, structured interviews, and longitudinal data collection. The
differential diagnosis needs to consider gastro-esophageal reflux, idiopathic torsional

Box 5 Diagnostic criteria of BPT according to the ICHD-2

A. Episodic attacks, in a young child, with all of the following characteristics and fulfilling criteria

B: tilt of the head to one side (not always the same side), with or without slight rotation,

lasting minutes to days, remitting spontaneously, and tending to recur monthly

B. During attacks, symptoms and/or signs of one or more of the following occur: pallor,

irritability, malaise, vomiting, and ataxia

C. Normal neurological examination between attacks

D. Not attributed to another disorder
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dystonia, and complex partial seizure, but particular attention must be paid to the
posterior fossa and craniocervical junction, because congenital or acquired lesions
may produce torticollis.

Moreover, a family history for BPT is common (34,35), as is family history for
migraine (36).

In conclusion, torticollis may not be so evident if other manifestations (vomit-
ing, pallor, ataxia, etc.) of the attack are more impressive. However, the recognition
of the symptom at the beginning of the attack may increase the likelihood of identi-
fying the childhood migraine equivalent to plan the right antimigraine therapy (33).

ALTERNATING HEMIPLEGIA OF CHILDHOOD

The ICHD-2 (10) considers this disorder in its appendix. It is defined as ‘‘infantile
attacks of hemiplegia involving each side alternately, associated with a progressive
encephalopathy, other paroxysmal phenomena and mental impairment’’ (Box 6).

This is a heterogeneous condition that includes neurodegenerative disorders. A
relationship with migraine is suggested on clinical grounds. The possibility that it is
an unusual form of epilepsy cannot be ruled out.

Finally, there are other PS that are sometimes recognized as being somehow
related to migraine. We briefly describe them as follows:

� Episodic spontaneous hypothermia: Episodic hypothermia lower than 35�C,
marked facial pallor, and absence of shivering. The episodes could last for a
few hours or days, and recur once a week or every two to three months (37).

� Car (motion) sickness: General discomfort, characterized by nausea, vomit-
ing, pallor, and perspiration (7).

� Migrating limb pain: Pain presenting gradually and with low intensity,
localized in the lower limbs, and not aggravated by an erected position
or walking. Duration varies between a few minutes and several hours (7).

CONCLUSION

Some authors (11,18) stressed the chronological pattern and long-term aspects of PS
symptoms. They concluded that the first symptom to appear is CV, followed by
abdominal pain and paroxysmal vertigo. Headache is the final symptom in
this group. The sequentiality of such disturbances in each subject leads to the
assumption that the PS is the expression of a single disorder, which manifests itself

Box 6 Diagnostic criteria of alternating hemiplegia of childhood according to the ICHD-2

A. Recurrent attacks of hemiplegia alternating between the two sides of the body

B. Onset before the age of 18 mo

C. At least one other paroxysmal phenomenon is associated with the bouts of hemiplegia or it

occurs independently, such as tonic spells, dystonic posturing, choreoathetoid movements,

nystagmus, or other ocular motor abnormalities and autonomic disturbances

D. Evidence of mental and/or neurological deficit(s)

E. Not attributed to another disorder
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polymorphously, rather than a precisely timed process (11). In particular, Li (18)
supported the hypothesis that PS is an age-related presentation of migraine. Giffin
et al. (33) gave further evidence that it may be considered as a childhood migraine
equivalent and may be associated with a calcium channelopathy.

In light of these observations, we believe that the identification of PS in
childhood is extremely important—a series of useless investigations can be avoided,
helping the diagnosis of migraine.

In conclusion, the relationship between PS and migraine is still not clear, but
the probable predictive value of PS may be useful to classify and manage migraine.
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Retinal, or ‘‘Monocular,’’ Migraine

Brian M. Grosberg and Seymour Solomon
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Medicine, New York, New York, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Retinal, or ‘‘monocular,’’ migraine is a rare and poorly understood disorder charac-
terized by attacks of monocular visual impairment associated with migraine
headache. Galezowski first described this entity as ‘‘ophthalmic megrim’’ in 1882
in a series of four patients with permanent retinal defects attributed to migraine
(1). In two of these patients, prior attacks of migraine headache were associated with
bouts of transient monocular visual loss (TMVL). Since then, a number of patients
with monocular visual defects beginning before, during, or after attacks of otherwise
typical migraine have been reported with various designations (2–46). The term ‘‘ret-
inal migraine’’ was introduced by Carroll in 1970 to describe patients with episodes
of TMVL and permanent monocular visual loss (PMVL), specifically in the absence
of migraine headache (47). Most subsequent observers have used the term ‘‘retinal
migraine’’ for those cases of monocular visual impairment temporally associated
with attacks of migraine. Some have noted that unilateral visual loss was
not restricted exclusively to the retina and advocated the term ‘‘anterior visual path-
way migraine’’ or ‘‘ocular migraine’’ (6,48). The authors prefer the term ‘‘monocular
migraine,’’ because it distinguishes between the loss of vision in one hemifield and
that of one eye and includes sites other than the retina, such as the choroid or the
optic nerve.

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA

Over the last two decades, there have been several proposed definitions for retinal
migraine. In 1986, Troost defined retinal migraine as a transient or permanent
monocular visual disturbance accompanying a migraine attack or occurring in an
individual with a strong history of migrainous episodes (49). Two years later, the
first edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-1)
developed by the International Headache Society (IHS) established more rigid
criteria, requiring at least two attacks of fully reversible monocular scotoma or blind-
ness lasting less than 60 minutes, associated with headache (type unspecified) (50).
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Criteria for the diagnosis of retinal migraine were revised in the 2004 edition of the
ICHD-2 to include positive and/or negative monocular visual phenomena. Visual fea-
tures still had to be transient in nature, but were no longer limited to 60 minutes. In
addition, the headache had to fulfill criteria for migraine without aura (Table 1) (51).
Based on our patients and a review of the literature [Grosberg BM, Solomon S,
Friedman DI, Lipton RB. Retinal migraine reappraised (submitted for publica-
tion).] (52–54), we believe that either migraine without aura or migraine with aura
occurs with retinal migraine, that the visual defects may occur before, during, or
after the headache, and that PMVL may be part of the syndrome, comparable with
the syndrome of migrainous infarction. Our suggestions for revision of the criteria
of retinal/monocular migraine are noted in Table 2.

In a review of the English language medical literature (53,54), we identified
73 cases and added four new cases from the Montefiore Headache Unit that fulfilled
our criteria of retinal migraine with TMVL or PMVL. Because most cases were

Table 1 2004 IHS Criteria for the Diagnosis of Retinal Migraine

A. At least two attacks fulfilling criteria B and C
B. Fully reversible monocular positive and/or negative visual phenomena (e.g.,

scintillations, scotomata, or blindness) confirmed by examination during an attack or
(after proper instruction) by the patient’s drawing of a monocular field defect during an
attack

C. Headache fulfilling criteria B–D for 1.1 Migraine without aura begins during the visual
symptoms or follows them within 60 min

D. Normal ophthalmologic examinations between attacks
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Abbreviation: IHS, International Headache Society.

Table 2 Proposed Modification of Criteria for Retinal (or Preferably Monocular)
Migraine

Monocular migraine with TMVL or defect
A. At least two attacks fulfilling criteria B and C
B. Fully reversible monocular positive and/or negative visual phenomena (e.g.,

scintillations, scotomata, or blindness) confirmed by examination during an attack or
(after proper instruction) by the patient’s drawing of a monocular field defect
during an attack

C. Headache fulfilling criteria B–D for 1.1 Migraine without aura or 1.2 Migraine with aura
begins during the visual symptoms or precedes or follows them within 60 min

D. Normal ophthalmologic examination between attacks
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Monocular migraine with PMVL or defect
A. At least one attack fulfilling criteria B and C
B. Irreversible monocular positive and/or negative visual phenomena (e.g., scintillations,

scotomata, or blindness) confirmed by examination during or following the attack
C. Headache fulfilling criteria B–D for 1.1 Migraine without aura or 1.2 Migraine with aura

begins during the visual symptoms or precedes or follows them within 60 min
D. Abnormal ophthalmologic examination
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Note: The vast majority of patients experienced only one attack of PMVL.

Abbreviations: TMVL, transient monocular visual loss; PMVL, permanent monocular visual loss.
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described before the publication of IHS criteria, some of the details of the headache
and visual loss were sometimes incomplete.

CLINICAL FEATURES

In most cases of TMVL and PMVL, the migraine headache was ipsilateral to
visual loss. In contrast to the current IHS criteria for retinal migraine, nearly 75%
of patients with monocular visual loss had a history of migraine with aura (Fig. 1).
With the exception of two patients who had somatic sensory phenomena (12,33), all
others had typical cerebral visual auras. The temporal relationship between the
visual loss and the headache was quite variable. In the vast majority of patients,
the onset of visual loss preceded or accompanied the headache; less often, the visual
loss followed an attack of migraine. The visual symptoms occurred within one hour
of the attack.

Recurrent visual disturbances were strictly unilateral and without side shift in
the majority of patients, although some experienced side-alternating attacks. Patients
with the transient form of retinal migraine were more than twice as likely to have
visual loss in which strict laterality was not preserved during repeated attacks. The
duration of TMVL varied widely between patients and within individual patients.
The duration of the transient visual symptoms was as short as a few seconds
but usually was many minutes to one hour (Fig. 2). One-third of cases experienced
repeated attacks of TMVL, lasting both less than 30 minutes and more than one hour.
Prolonged but fully reversible monocular visual loss rarely occurred, sometimes
lasting hours, days, or even, weeks (12,14,19,26,28,45). As one may expect, ophthal-
mologic examination during an attack was infrequent. When such examinations were

Figure 1 Relative frequency by migraine type of TMVL, TMVL leading to PMVL, and
PMVL. Abbreviations: TMVL, transient monocular visual loss; PMVL, permanent monocular
visual loss; MA, migraine with aura; MO, migraine without aura.
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performed, they usually were normal. Severe narrowing or occlusion of retinal
arteries or veins was rarely observed (1–4,8,11,12,17,18,23,28,31,32,39,43). The diag-
noses of anterior or posterior ischemic optic neuropathy was reported in a dozen or so
cases (6,7,10,22,25,29,30,35,37,38,46). Other findings included retinal pigmentary
change (4), central retinal venous occlusion (5,13,20), central serous retinopathy
(49), optic nerve atrophy (13), optic disk edema (22), and hemorrhages of the optic
nerve, retina, or vitreous (1,9,15).

Positive and negative visual phenomena were reported in retinal migraine asso-
ciated with TMVL and PMVL. Typical descriptions of positive visual phenomena
included flashing rays of light, zigzag lightning, and other teichopsia, whereas per-
ceptions of bright-colored streaks, halos, or diagonal lines were less commonly
experienced. The negative visual losses included blurring, ‘‘grey-outs’’ and ‘‘black-
outs,’’ causing partial or complete blindness. Elementary forms of scotoma were
perceived as blank areas, black dots, or spots in the field of vision. Visual field defects
may be altitudinal, quadrantic, central, or arcuate. Complex patterns of monocular
visual impairment, such as the appearance of ‘‘black paint dripping down from the
upper corner of my left eye,’’ the coalescence of peripherally located spots and tunnel
vision, were noted rarely. Only approximately 50% of the cases met the current
IHS criteria for TMVL and, of those, approximately 50% subsequently developed
PMVL. The authors believe that irreversible visual loss is part of the spectrum of
retinal migraine, probably representing an ocular form of migrainous infarction.
Irreversible monocular visual loss resulted from retinal infarction or optic nerve
ischemia or was otherwise not specified (Fig. 3).

Retinal migraine is primarily a disorder of young women. The gender and age
ranges are noted in Table 3 (54). The gender difference was striking in patients with
PMVL. The condition occurred 16 times more commonly in women than in men.
Those with PMVL also tended to be approximately 10 years older than those with
TMVL (37 vs. 26 years, respectively). A family history of migraine was noted in
approximately 25% of the patients with TMVL and in almost one-third of patients
with PMVL. Because many reports did not include information on family history,
these numbers may be underestimated. Only two patients had familial retinal
migraine (36).

Figure 2 Frequency distribution of duration of monocular visual loss in patients with the
transient form of retinal migraine.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PROGNOSIS

Retinal migraine is thought to be a rare disorder, but its true prevalence is unknown.
Recent studies with automated perimetry have demonstrated subclinical visual field
defects in patients with migraine (55). There was a direct correlation between these
findings and duration of disease and advancing age. Although retinal migraine
usually has been viewed as a benign condition, it appears that subclinical precortical
visual dysfunction and permanent attacks of partial or complete monocular visual
loss occur in patients with migraine more often than commonly appreciated (56).
In one study, the records of 413 patients with nonarteritic anterior ischemic optic
neuropathy (AION) were reviewed. Of these, 2.2% had migraine-related AION (57).

Vasopasm/Occlusion Ischemic optic neuropathy Not classified

48%

16%

36%

Figure 3 Etiologies of PMVL in patients with the permanent form of retinal migraine.
Abbreviation: PMVL, permanent monocular visual loss.

Table 3 Demographic and Clinical Features of the Patients with Retinal Migraine
Analyzed in Our Review (n¼ 77)

Characteristics
TMVL
(n¼ 21)

Transformed PMVLa

(n¼ 20)
PMVLb

(n¼ 36)

Men 11 5 2
Women 10 15 32
Age at onset (years) 27.0 25.0 37.1
(Range of ages) (12–53) (8–54) (15–64)
Subtypes of HA

M w A 16 (8F,8M) 13 (9F,4M) 22 (20F,2M)
M w/o A 2 (2M) 2 (2F) 9 (9F)
PM 1 (1F) 5 (4F,1M) 2 (2F)

aTransformed PMVL refers to patients who experienced TMVL and subsequently developed PMVL.
bIn PMVL, the gender and subtype of migraine were not reported in two and three patients, respectively.

Abbreviations: TMVL, transient monocular visual loss; PMVL, permanent monocular visual loss; n, number;

MwA, migraine with aura; Mw/oA, migraine without aura; PM, probable migraine; F, female; M, male.
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In our survey, approximately half of the patients who experienced TMVL, subse-
quently experienced PMVL (52).

Some patients with TMVL may present with considerable variation in pheno-
type (either continue to have TMVL or experience new attacks of PMVL), while
others may only experience PMVL without a preexisting history of TMVL. No
specific factor has been identified to account for this variation in phenotype or for
the heterogeneity of this condition. Minor risk factors for vascular disease were
identified in only a few patients with TMVL and PMVL. They included hyperten-
sion, hyperthyroidism, pregnancy, diabetes, oral contraceptive use, smoking, and
increased levels of factor VIII. These conditions were not thought to be the main
cause of the visual loss.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The underlying pathophysiology of retinal migraine remains largely unknown. In
some cases, vasospasm of the retinal or ciliary circulation may have caused retinal
or optic nerve ischemia; this may explain the amaurosis and rare funduscopic find-
ings during acute attacks of retinal migraine (58). An alternative theory is spreading
depression of retinal neurons, a phenomenon that has been demonstrated in the
chick retina (59). Similarly, we believe that those rare cases with prolonged monocular
defects associated with migraine headache could have a mechanism similar to that seen
in the cerebral cortex of migraineurs who have persistent aura without infarction.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

When evaluating a headache patient with the complaint of visual impairment, it is
important to establish whether one or both eyes are affected. Retrochiasmatic lesions
usually cause homonymous hemianopias with varying degrees of congruence,
whereas prechiasmatic lesions (i.e., optic nerve, retina, or media) produce monocular
visual loss. Patients often have difficulty distinguishing between the loss of vision in
one hemifield and the loss of vision in one eye. To accurately make this distinction,
the patient must alternately cover each eye and compare their views.

Once unilateral visual loss is confirmed in this manner, the clinician needs to
identify or exclude secondary causes of transient monocular blindness (TMB),
because retinal migraine is a diagnosis of exclusion. Differentiating retinal migraine
from other causes of TMB can be challenging. Visual loss associated with retinal
migraine is usually of longer duration and the evolution is usually slower in onset
than with microembolization. Moreover, the typical shade dropping over one visual
field described by many patients who have microembolization has not been described
by patients with retinal migraine.

If atypical features are present in a patient’s history or general physical,
ophthalmologic, or neurologic examinations, imaging studies or other diagnostic
testing are warranted. Features that should prompt concern for an underlying sec-
ondary cause of headache with TMB include absence of history typical for migraine,
onset after age 50, incomplete resolution of monocular visual loss, concomitant
medical problems that can precipitate attacks of TMB, and the presence of atypical
neurologic signs or symptoms (Fig. 4). All cases with persistent monocular visual
loss should be fully investigated. To exclude the possibility of a cardioembolic
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source, investigations such as electrocardiography, echocardiography, and holter
monitoring need to be performed. Diagnostic testing in patients with suspected
ischemic disease of the eye or brain should include duplex scanning, computed
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and angiography (MRA),
fluorescein angiography, and in uncertain cases, conventional angiography. Neuroi-
maging can exclude an orbital or intracranial mass. Other diagnostic possibilities such
as vasculitis, hypercoagulable states, illicit drug use, and rheumatologic disorders
require a complete laboratory evaluation consisting of a complete blood count with
differential and platelet count, prothrombin time, partial thromboplastin time, toxic
drug screen, lupus anticoagulant and anticardiolipin antibody levels, erythrocyte sedi-
mentation rate, rheumatoid factor, antinuclear antibody titer, antiphospholipid anti-
bodies, protein C and S, antithrombin III levels, and serum protein electrophoresis.

MANAGEMENT

There are no clear guidelines on the management of patients with retinal migraine. One
approach to treatment has focused on the avoidance of potential migraine triggers
(i.e., stress, use of oral contraceptives, or smoking) in patients with infrequent attacks.

Figure 4 Clinical factors favoring retinal migraine versus other causes of monocular
visual loss. Abbreviations: TMVL, transient monocular visual loss; PMVL, permanent mono-
cular visual loss.
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It has been suggested that prophylactic therapy be deferred in patients with infre-
quent attacks, i.e., less than one attack per month (60). However, this course of
action may not be prudent, because episodes of PMVL can occur in migraineurs
with and without prior attacks of TMVL. There is currently insufficient clinical
information to support specific recommendations for acute and preventive medical
therapy in the treatment of retinal migraine. Early medical management with daily
aspirin and a migraine-preventative agent may be advisable in an attempt to pre-
vent irreversible ocular damage. Prophylactic medications that have been tried with
anecdotal benefit include calcium-channel blockers (i.e., verapamil, nifedipine, or
nimodipine), tricyclic antidepressants (i.e., nortriptyline), beta-blockers (i.e., propa-
nolol), and neuromodulators (i.e., divalproex sodium or topiramate). During the
acute attacks, beta-agonists (i.e., isoproterenol), vasodilators (i.e., amyl nitrate or
nitroglycerin), acetazolamide, and oral and intravenous preparations of corticoster-
oids have been advocated. Given the potential risk of worsening any underlying
vasospasm, medications with vasoconstrictive properties, i.e., ergotamines, triptans,
etc., should not be used.
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Status Migrainosus, Persistent Aura,
Migraine-Associated Seizures
(‘‘Migralepsy’’), and Migrainous Infarction

Jessica Crowder, Curtis Delplanche, and John F. Rothrock
Department of Neurology, University of South Alabama College of Medicine, Mobile,
Alabama, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Although migraine is often considered a benign condition, many migraine sufferers
experience hours or days of disability. Some experience prolonged auras and com-
plications of their attacks, including stroke and seizures. Although serious acute
complications generally are thought to be rare and chronic sequelae yet more
uncommon for many sufferers, migraine is surely not benign.

In a substantial minority, migraine can affect health and quality of life
adversely for an extended period and even permanently. Beyond the huge economic
and social burden migraine imposes is a particular misery endured by that 2% of the
general population suffering from chronic migraine; there exist both well documen-
ted and theoretical complications of the disorder, which exert a disproportionately
large adverse impact upon public health. Of those complications, status migrainosus,
persistent migrainous aura, migraine-associated seizures, and migrainous infarction
will be addressed specifically in this chapter.

STATUS MIGRAINOSUS

The current International Headache Society (IHS) classification system defines
status migrainosus as an attack of migraine with severe, debilitating headache
persisting more than 72 hours (1). Episodes typically begin with headaches and
associated symptomatology, which is characteristic of the individual’s usual
migraine attacks, but the headache may build to become atypically severe, and
regardless, the symptom complex fails to resolve spontaneously or in response to
attempted treatment.

The prevalence and incidence of status migrainosus are unknown. In one clinic-
based investigation of 100 consecutive patients with IHS migraine, 22% reported at
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least occasional attacks persisting for more than 72 hours. (Rothrock J. Unpublished
data). Conditions that clearly appear to predispose to status migrainosus are menses
and pregnancy. From 40% to 70% percent of females with migraine experience wor-
sening of the headache disorder just prior to or during menses (menstrually related
migraine: MRM), and 7% to 12% suffer attacks ‘‘exclusively’’ in association with
menses (‘‘pure’’ menstrual migraine) (2–4). While results from investigations on
the subject have varied, it does appear that some of the attacks that happen in asso-
ciation with menses may be different than those suffered at other times of the month.
Specifically, MRM is often more severe, prolonged, and refractory to treatment, and
aura is less likely to be present, contrasted with nonmenstrual attacks (1–4). In
another unpublished survey of clinic-based migraine patients, almost half of 50 con-
secutive females with MRM reported at least occasional menstrual attacks persisting
more than 72 hours (Rothrock J. Unpublished data).

Status migrainosus is by no means confined to menstruating females. The
following case provides a particularly vivid example.

Case 1

A 12-year-old female with a three-year history of episodic migraine was referred
for evaluation and management of unremitting headache with associated nausea,
vomiting, photophobia, and sonophobia. Although her headache attacks had been
previously limited to no more than two days in duration, the attack precipitating
the referral had begun six weeks prior, and previous treatment had resulted in only
brief and partial alleviation of her symptoms. At its most severe, head pain was
nonlateralized, pulsatile, and aside from its persistence in all other ways, identical
to her previous migraine attacks. She had been unable to attend school for three
weeks preceding her evaluation, and her mother understandably was frantic.

Prior self-administered treatment of this attack with various oral triptans, intra-
nasal and injectable sumatriptan, a course of high-dose oral prednisone, a compound
containing butalbital, acetaminophen, and caffeine, and initiation of prophylactic
therapy with propranolol, amitriptyline, and divalproex sodium had proved unsuc-
cessful. She had been hospitalized twice, and treatment with intravenous dihydro-
ergotamine (DHE)/prochlorperazine, intravenous steroids, intravenous divalproex
sodium, and intravenous magnesium failed to terminate the attack.

Her past medical history was otherwise unremarkable. Her academic record at
school was excellent, and she had experienced no obvious social dysfunction. As
regards family history, her mother and maternal grandmother had migraine.

Her general and neurologic examinations were unremarkable. Brain magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) was normal.

She was admitted and treated with intravenous hydration and a single dose
of droperidol 2.5 mg administered intravenously. Within 30 minutes of receiving
droperidol, her headache and associated symptoms ceased and did not recur. She
was discharged the following day.

What causes status migrainosus? Why do some headache attacks fail to resolve
with sleep, active treatment intervention, or the simple passage of time? Why do some
migraineurs appear to be especially prone to prolonged attacks? No easy answers are
forthcoming. As evidenced by the comments made previously, in some female
patients, hormonal factors must play a major role in generating status migrainosus,
but even then the complication occurs in males as well and also in females when no
obvious hormonal influence is evident.
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Attacks involving severe headache that persist despite treatment are more
likely to develop into status migrainosus. This is a common occurrence in patients
who awaken with a fully developed migraine that then fails to respond to his/her
typically reliable treatment intervention. In such cases, it appears that the peripheral
and central pathways that signal head pain may have become acutely sensitized to
the point that the migraine will resist most conventional pharmacologic treatment
and require days rather than hours to resolve spontaneously; recent research has sug-
gested that in such cases the patient’s response to a given therapeutic agent may vary
according to the specific stage of central sensitization that he or she has reached (5).
Theoretically, frequent attacks of prolonged migraine could alter receptor sensitivity
to the point that status migrainosus would become one’s characteristic attack pattern
rather than an exception, and recent observations that high-attack frequency
represents a risk factor for ‘‘transformation’’ of episodic migraine into chronic daily
headache would seem to support this notion (6).

The treatment of status migrainosus is based largely on tradition, anecdote,
and case series rather than class I or II evidence. For years, the mainstay of self-
administered therapy has been a short course of high-dose oral steroids, but precious
little scientific data to support such treatment currently exist (7). In 2003, clinicians
and investigators advocated repetitive self-administration of intranasal, subcuta-
neous, or intramuscular DHE, or a short course of an oral triptan. In one small
study, naratriptan 2.5 mg administered twice daily for one week appeared to be effec-
tive in treating intractable migraine (8).

Clinician-administered therapies for status migrainosus typically have included
vigorous intravenous hydration and parenterally administered DHE, ketorolac,
magnesium, dopamine antagonists, or divalproex sodium. Of the dopamine antago-
nists, prochlorperazine alone or in combination with DHE is effective in treating
acute, severe migraine, and can be mixed with DHE within the same syringe (9).
Parenterally administered metoclopramide or chlorpromazine also can be effective
for acute, severe migraine (10,11), and Wang et al. reported a success rate of 88%
when they administered intravenous droperidol to a small group of patients with
status migrainosus (12). With all of these dopamine antagonists, acute dystonic reac-
tions, sedation, and akathisia represent potential side effects, and the last occurs so
commonly with droperidol that coadministration of diphenhydramine or a benzo-
diazepine is recommended. In addition, prolongation of the corrected QT (QTC)
interval may occur following parenteral administration of a dopamine antagonist,
and with droperidol use, pre- and posttreatment electrocardiograms currently are
suggested.

Intravenous administration of valproate appears safe and may be effective
for treating patients with status migrainosus that has failed to respond to other
medications (13,14). Doses of 500 to 1500 mg do not require performance of an
electrocardiogram or telemetry monitoring.

Propofol, a drug commonly used for induction of anesthesia, has been reported
to be effective in treating cases of persistent, treatment-refractory migraine (15,16).
The utility of such treatment may be limited by the requirement for continuous
patient monitoring and immediate access to airway management equipment in the
event of acute respiratory failure. While treatment usually is performed in an inten-
sive care unit or an recovery room setting, we currently lack data to indicate the
necessity for such precautions or, for that matter, results from scientifically sound
studies that have established this drug’s safety and utility for the treatment of acute
migraine or status migrainosus.
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An algorithm for a suggested treatment that blends common sense with what
clinical data are available is presented in Table 1.

All doses recommended in Table 1 are based on the assumption that the patient
is an adult with normal weight. Some of these options should be used routinely and
some rarely, if at all. Virtually all patients with status migrainosus who have failed
self-administered therapy will require vigorous intravenous hydration, and this is
particularly so if they have had associated anorexia, nausea, and vomiting. In typi-
cally normotensive patients, even relatively modest elevations of blood pressure
should be treated with alacrity so as to prevent superimposed hypertensive encephal-
opathy. If pain relief is insufficient to this task, then intravenous labetalol 10 to
20 mg often will be effective; if several doses of labetalol fail to bring down a mark-
edly elevated blood pressure to an acceptable level, then it is time to call for help and
more aggressive measures.

Some other pharmacologic interventions listed in Table 1 may be used together
or in sequence, and in other cases coadministration is contraindicated. For example,
while it is acceptable to treat a patient simultaneously with vigorous IV hydration,
IV steroids, IV valproate, and a dopamine antagonist, coadministration of two
dopamine antagonists makes little sense and may precipitate side effects. Along the
same line, one should not administer injectable sumatriptan within 24 hours of the
patient receiving DHE, and at least six hours should elapse before DHE is adminis-
tered subsequent to treatment with injectable sumatriptan. A final word: success
in treating migrainosus status with intravenous magnesium appears to be restricted
largely to patients with low levels of serum-ionized magnesium; unfortunately, results
from the test performed to analyze that level will not be available until the dust has
settled and the crisis is long past.

Table 1 Options and Recommendations for Treating Status Migrainosus

Patient administered

encourage vigorous oral hydration with appropriate fluids (free water or, if nausea and
vomiting have occurred, salt/sugar-containing beverages)

prednisone 60 mg q.d. for 2–3 daysa

a ‘‘fast-acting’’ triptanb t.i.d. or ‘‘slow-acting’’ triptanc b.i.d. for 3–7 daysa

Physician administered

vigorous IV hydration with isotonic saline containing glucose
meticulous management of acute hypertension
sumatriptan 6 mg SCa; if ineffective, ketorolac 30 mg IV
DHE 1 mg IVa plus an antiemeticd

droperidol 2.75 mg IM plus diphenhydramine 50 IM (with pre- and post-Rx ECG)
chlorpromazine 12.5–100 mg IV
metoclopramide 20 mg IV
prochlorperazine 5–10 mg IV
sodium valproate 500–1500 mg in 125–500 mL NS at 20 mg/min
dexamethasone 4–10 mg IV
magnesium IV
propofol IV

aIf no clinical contraindications.
bSumatriptan 25–100 mg, zolmitriptan 2.5–5 mg, rizatriptan 10 mg, almotriptan 12.5 mg, eletriptan 40 mg.
cNaratriptan 2.5 mg b.i.d. or frovatriptan 2.5 mg b.i.d.
dMetoclopramide 10–20 mg, prochlorperazine 5–10 mg, promethazine 25–50 mg.

Abbreviation: ECG, electrocardiogram.
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PROLONGED AURA

Migraine attacks involving aura with little or no associated headache and aura
symptoms atypically prolonged once were lumped together by many as ‘‘complicated
migraine,’’ a nonspecific term that possesses little or no clinical utility. ‘‘Complicated
migraine’’ thankfully was consigned to the scrap heap when the First Edition of the
International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-1) was published in 1988.
The ICHD-2 (2004) again provides a clear distinction between these various clinical
presentations: typical aura without headache (1.2.3), persistent aura without infarc-
tion (1.5.3), and migrainous infarction (1.5.4) (1).

Migraine aura without temporally associated headache (sometimes referred to
as ‘‘acephalgic migraine’’), migraine with prominent aura, and migraine with
prolonged aura frequently are considered to lie on a continuum with migraine-
associated stroke (MAS), and many clinicians persist in regarding these variants with
particular suspicion, specifically avoiding the use of ‘‘vasoactive’’ medications (e.g.,
the triptans and ergotamines) when confronted with them. The scientific evidence for
harm is lacking but so is the evidence for safety.

At infrequent intervals clinicians who regularly treat migraine will encounter a
patient who reports episodes of aura that persist for hours, days, or even months,
with or without associated head pain. While the origin(s) of this phenomenon are
obscure, persistent aura may be triggered by sudden termination of prophylactic
therapy (17). Not surprisingly, patients with prolonged or otherwise atypical migrain-
ous aura often are misdiagnosed as having transient ischemic attacks, partial
seizure activity, or some other nonmigrainous entity. In the past, prolonged aura
was reported to be notoriously difficult to terminate with abortive therapy or to sup-
press with prophylactic agents (18). As the following case demonstrates, however,
certain of the newer antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) may be effective in treating these
patients, and published case series involving treatment with furosemide or acetazol-
amide similarly have indicated positive treatment results (19–21).

Case 2

A 53-year-old woman reported a history of episodic migraine beginning at age 33.
Four years prior to her initial evaluation, she began to experience visual aura
(‘‘bright flashing dots of light, zigzags, blind spots, and sparkles’’) in association with
her migraine headaches, along with facial symptoms characteristic of migrainous
sensory aura. Her aura symptoms became increasingly pervasive, and for at least
two years preceding initial evaluation, she noted persistent ‘‘pulsating, bright flashes
of light’’ in all visual fields. During that period she also experienced constant, low-
intensity headache, along with headache intensifications characteristic of migraine
on an average of once or twice per month. Her headaches and aura symptoms
had failed to respond to prophylactic treatment with propranolol, naproxen sodium,
amitriptyline, verapamil, or metoprolol, and injectable sumatriptan had made no
acute impact on her symptoms.

There were no abnormal findings on physical examination. Brain MRI and
electroencephalogram (EEG) were normal. Divalproex sodium 250 mg b.i.d. was
prescribed for migraine prophylaxis. At her follow-up visit three weeks later she
reported that she had been entirely headache free for nine days and was experiencing
no aura symptoms. She remained on divalproex sodium for another two months and
had only one attack of migraine (without aura) during that time.
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Although the biogenesis of prolonged aura—and aura generally, for that
matter—remains uncertain, the nature of the symptoms typically described and their
responsiveness to AEDs that suppress cortical hypersensitivity and cortical spread-
ing depression (CSD) speak less in favor of vasoconstriction as the generator of aura
and more toward a primary neuronal origin (22,23). Taken further, it should be
noted that patients with prolonged aura have been reported to experience no adverse
consequences from triptan therapy (24).

One also occasionally encounters the phenomenon of ‘‘migraine aura status,’’
wherein aura episodes of more typical duration atypically follow one another in
rapid succession. Both sensory and visual aura status have been described, and in
one small case series, the episodes of aura ceased following initiation of treatment
with acetazolamide, recurred when treatment was stopped, and then ceased again
when treatment was resumed (24). In another case series, divalproex sodium has
been reported to help (25). In five patients who ‘‘transformed’’ into daily migraine
with aura, phenytoin appeared to provide some benefit (26).

MIGRALEPSY

The cases that follow highlight four different issues that commonly arise when one
confronts the association between migraine and seizure activity: (i) not infrequently,
an individual may experience both; (ii) some migraineurs appear to have seizures
only when subjected to the stress of a severe migraine attack; (iii) the distinction
between migrainous aura and epilepsy can be surprisingly difficult to make; and
(iv) despite the association between the two conditions, not every episode of altered
consciousness that occurs during a migraine attack reflects true epilepsy.

Case 3 suggests that an association may exist between migraine and ‘‘idio-
pathic’’ epilepsy. As in this case, individuals may have both conditions, and attacks
of one may occur temporally independent of the other.

Case 3

A 28-year-old female who presents with a long-standing history of episodic mig-
raine with and without aura also reported a 14-year history of generalized tonic/
clonic (GTC) seizures. Her seizures had occurred both during attacks of severe
migraine headache (with or without aura) and independent of migraine attacks.
She had had a total of six GTC seizures and no overt evidence of partial seizure
activity. She was taking topiramate 50 mg b.i.d. for prophylaxis of both migraine
and seizures.

Her migraine was well controlled, and her last seizure occurred over two years
ago. Her mother had migraine with and without aura. Her maternal grandmother
had migraine, and a maternal aunt had both migraine and primary generalized
epilepsy. Her examination was normal, as were brain MRI and EEG.

This patient definitely had a GTC seizure, but it occurred as an isolated event
and in the setting of an acute migraine attack with associated head pain, which was
severe. Does she have epilepsy per se? Does she require chronic treatment with an
AED to prevent seizure recurrence? Her case typifies what most would term ‘‘migra-
lepsy,’’ and we will devote the majority of this section to addressing the intricacies of
this challenging clinical presentation.
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Case 4

A 34-year-old female, with attacks of migraine with and without aura since the age
of 12, reported a two-year history of daily headaches that fluctuated widely in sever-
ity and at times intensified to resemble her previous migraine; those intensifications
often were heralded by visual and sensory aura, involved functionally disabling
headache and lasted for days. In the midst of one recent attack, she recently suffered
a GTC seizure (her first ever) with associated tongue biting and postictal confusion/
agitation but no incontinence.

Her mother, father, a brother, and multiple second- and third-degree relatives
had apparent migraine, but there was no known family history of epilepsy.

Her examination, brain imaging, and EEG were normal.
Case 4 illustrates a number of interesting issues: (a) in many—if not most—

individuals who report migraine with visual aura, the aura’s symptomatology likely
reflects a genetically hypersensitive occipital cortex, (b) the distinction between
migrainous visual aura and partial seizure activity arising from occipital neurons
can be difficult to make, and (c) whatever its origin—migrainous or epileptic—
hyperexcitability of occipital neurons may be provoked by a triggering stimulus to
a threshold beyond which aura, seizure activity, or both may result.

Case 5

A 36-year-old female reported a lifelong history of migraine, which for years had
been most prominent during menses. At age 28, she experienced her first visual aura,
a ‘‘kaleidoscope’’ that developed over about 15 to 20 minutes and then resolved
entirely and without any temporally associated headache. A neurologic examination
performed at that time was normal, as was brain MRI. Since that event, she contin-
ued to have occasional episodes of similar visual aura with or without temporally
associated headache, and she noted that such episodes tended to occur particularly
during menses and especially if at those times she jogged just to the east of a long line
of trees behind which the setting sun emitted intermittent ‘‘flashes of bright light.’’

On one such occasion while jogging she lost consciousness for about five
minutes following the onset of aura, and observers report that while unconscious
she exhibited ‘‘stiffening and shaking’’ of all four extremities. After regaining
consciousness she noted a severe headache and found that she had bitten the lateral
aspect of her tongue.

Her father had migraine. There was no known family history of epilepsy.
Her neurologic examination and brain MRI were normal. Her baseline EEG

was normal, but in response to photic stimulation, she developed a highly disorga-
nized pattern of waveforms posteriorly and occasional spike discharges over the
posterior leads.

Case 5 represents a situation faced all too often by specialists and nonspecialists
alike; this patient’s diagnosis and management need to be ‘‘cleaned up,’’ and a
previous misdiagnosis needs to be corrected. It is far more plausible that the patient
is experiencing migraine-associated syncope rather than seizures, and that the one
isolated episode of possible seizure activity that her husband did observe most likely
represented a ‘‘syncopal fit,’’ i.e., a brief, generalized seizure that was provoked by
syncope and was, in itself, of no prognostic significance. Migraine-associated syncope
is common. Although many published reports have suggested that migraine may
convey some degree of autonomic dysfunction, diagnostic evaluation (e.g., tilt-table
testing) of patients such as the one presented here often fails to yield results that assist
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in clinical management. This is a situation wherein common sense should prevail;
unless the patient or a reliable observer reports unequivocal, unprovoked seizure activ-
ity or EEG (routine or extended/video) is highly suggestive, assigning a diagnosis of
epilepsy and committing the patient to AED therapy indefinitely would seem to be in
no one’s best interest.

Derived from combining ‘‘migraine’’ and ‘‘epilepsy,’’ ‘‘migralepsy’’ is an older
term that recently has been reintroduced to indicate a composite of symptoms
encountered in both disorders. Migraine and epilepsy typically are distinct from
one another, but they can share common symptomatology; e.g., seizures frequently
are followed by a headache indistinguishable from that of migraine. Moreover, the
EEG of migraineurs may exhibit epileptiform features even in individuals without
any history of seizure symptoms (27,28).

In describing cases of ‘‘migralepsy’’ that involved patients who suffered tempo-
rally associated acute migraine and seizure activity, it was proposed that migraine
might represent a fragmentary variant of epilepsy; ‘‘intercalated seizure’’ is a more
recent term, implying the occurrence of an epileptic seizure during the aura phase
of a migraine attack (29).

The ICHD-2 defines migraine-triggered seizure (1.5.5) as a ‘‘seizure triggered by
a migraine aura’’ (1). The diagnostic criteria include (a) a history of migraine fulfilling
criteria for migraine with aura (1.2) and (b) a seizure occurring during or within one
hour following the migraine aura. The classification document also notes that
migraine and epilepsy are prototypical examples of paroxysmal brain disorders. While
migraine-like headaches are quite frequently seen in the postictal period, sometimes a
seizure occurs during or following a migraine attack. This phenomenon, sometimes
referred to as ‘‘migralepsy,’’ has been described in patients with migraine with aura (1).

Both migraine and epilepsy—especially when epilepsy involves seizures arising
from the occipital cortex—may produce prominent visual symptomatology. While
the symptoms themselves may be identical in the two conditions, a migraine aura is
typically longer lasting than an occipital seizure; the aura of migraine usually lasts
15 to 20 minutes, while the visual symptoms of an occipital seizure most often persist
for only 1 to 2 minutes. In both conditions, the symptoms have a dynamic temporal
pattern, wherein they initially appear, then build, and finally diminish. Several
researchers have reported that patients with migralepsy may have visual seizures con-
sisting of brief visual hallucinations involving colored dots or discs, highly stylized
contours of geometric figures, or single or multicolored spots that often rotate; the sei-
zures thus described lasted for 1 to 2 minutes and were followed by a scotoma that
slowly evolved into unilateral or bilateral hemianopia (30–32). Electroencephalo-
graphy, performed when these ‘‘positive’’ symptoms were present, confirmed they were
epileptic in origin.

The Association of Migraine and Epilepsy

It requires no great leap of faith to accept that epileptic seizures could result from the
same cortical changes that induce migraine attacks. Both conditions are believed to
reflect genetically derived neuronal hypersensitivity, and they appear to be comorbid.
The reported prevalence of epilepsy in individuals with migraine has ranged from 1%
to 17%, with a median of 5.9%, and the reported migraine prevalence in individuals
with epilepsy has ranged from 8% to 15% (33). In one study examining the associa-
tion between migraine and epilepsy, Lipton et al. found migraine to be 2.4 times
more common in individuals with epilepsy than in individuals without epilepsy
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(34). Although many of the relevant studies have had methodologic limitations,
including selection bias, a lack of appropriate case controls and variable or non-
specific definitions of migraine and epilepsy, there appears to be strong evidence
for an association between the two conditions.

The biologic basis of the association may be multifactorial. In what would
represent a unidirectional and causal relationship, migraine conceivably could pro-
duce epilepsy by inflicting ischemic brain injury, in which case one would expect
migraine to predate the onset of epilepsy. On the other hand, epilepsy theoretically
could produce migraine by activating the trigeminovascular system, leading one to
anticipate an increased prevalence of migraine after the onset of epilepsy but not
before (35). The data actually show an excess of migraine both before and after
the onset of epilepsy, leading one to reject both of these unidirectional causal models.

Shared environmental risk factors could contribute to comorbidity. For exam-
ple, the risk of migraine is higher in subjects with epilepsy caused by head trauma,
and as head trauma may produce ‘‘acquired’’ migraine, the comorbidity of the con-
ditions theoretically could result from the effect of head injury in generating both.
Because their association persists even in individuals with idiopathic or cryptogenic
epilepsy, however, this specific environmental factor cannot account for all the
comorbidity present.

Although one might presume the two conditions share a similar genetic basis
that could account for their comorbidity, a large study by Ottman and Lipton failed
to confirm that hypothesis (36). In short, while both disorders may possess a genetic
basis, the genetic permutations involved appear to differ.

With the rejection of a unidirectional model, an environmental cause and the
‘‘shared gene’’ hypothesis, Silberstein and Lipton have proposed that it is simply
the similar state of increased excitability within the brain that accounts for the
comorbidity of migraine and epilepsy (37). Enhanced neuronal excitability and an
inherently reduced threshold to triggering stimuli are integrated in this model, and
at the cellular level, a reduction in neuronal magnesium or disturbances of
neurotransmitter systems may provide the pathophysiologic basis for producing
the hyperexcitability. In theory, genetic predisposition, environmental factors, or
both could contribute to these alterations.

The EEG in Migralepsy

Differentiating between migraine and epilepsy can be difficult. While the EEG is a
useful tool in evaluating epilepsy, it is far less valuable in the diagnosis of migraine,
and the Quality Standards Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology in
fact has determined that EEG is of no utility in headache diagnosis (38). Electroen-
cephalography has not been shown to distinguish reliably among headache subtypes,
nor is it an effective screening test for excluding structural causes of headache.
Epileptiform discharges and focal slowing may occur in the EEG tracings of
nonepileptic patients with or without migraine, and in contrast to EEGs recorded
during a clinical seizure, those recorded during an attack of migraine with aura
are usually normal. Focal slowing sometimes occurs during migraine aura but is
not a consistent finding. Even the photic ‘‘harmonic response’’ appearing at greater
than 20 Hz, originally thought to be characteristic of migraine, can be seen in
children without a history of migraine and is thus not specific to that condition (39).

Even so, some studies have noted correlative EEG characteristics in migraine
and epilepsy. Schachter et al. reported that among nonepileptic subjects, the
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overnight EEGs of 12.5% of those with migraine and 13.3% of those with a family
history of epilepsy showed spikes, an incidence significantly higher than that
observed in the general population (40). Marks and Ehrenberg studied 395 adult sei-
zure patients, 20% of whom also had migraine, and subjects with catamenial epilepsy
or migraine with aura were at increased risk for an association between the two dis-
orders. Sixteen percent of their migraine subjects experienced seizures during or
immediately following an aura, and in two subjects, EEGs recorded during the tran-
sition from aura to partial seizure demonstrated ‘‘distinctive changes’’ on the EEG
during the aura, which preceded development of an electrographic complex partial
seizure; and periodic lateralized epileptiform discharges (PLED) were recorded in
five other subjects in close temporal association to their migraine episodes. None
of these patients had any of the usual diseases associated with PLEDs (established
stroke, brain abscess, glioblastoma, or viral encephalitis), and their PLEDs usually
resolved within 24 hours. Some of the patients had clinical seizures when PLEDs
were present on their EEGs (28).

Extended electroencephalography combined with closed-circuit video recording
can help differentiate between migrainous and epileptic symptoms and help facilitate
the diagnosis of migralepsy. In one study involving two patients with migralepsy, con-
tinuous video-EEG telemetry demonstrated changes during migraine aura, which
were atypical for electrographic epilepsy, along with the bursts of spike activity more
characteristic of EEG findings during an epileptic seizure (41). In most reported cases
involving migralepsy, however, the EEG does not show the progressive increases and
declines in the frequency and amplitude of rhythmic, repetitive epileptiform activity
typically observed during pure epileptic seizures. Finally, despite the persistence of
clinical symptoms, the EEG during migraine aura may show a waxing and waning
pattern, with abnormal sequences separated by completely normal EEG activity.

MRI and Migralepsy

Evanescent brain MRI abnormalities following an attack of migraine complicated
by seizure activity have been reported. Mateo et al. have described a patient with
repeated episodes of migraine with aura-associated seizures, whose MRI demon-
strated recurrent and reversible abnormalities (42). The origin of the abnormalities
observed remains unclear.

Summary

What we know: migraine and epilepsy are bidirectionally comorbid. What we sus-
pect: this comorbidity is derived from the cortical hypersensitivity (presumably
genetic in origin) inherent in both conditions.

What we observe: there are patients with migraine and isolated or recurrent
seizure activity, whose seizures occur only in the setting of an acute migraine attack
(‘‘migralepsy’’).

What we don’t know: how to identify clearly those patients with migralepsy
who will require long-term treatment with AEDs.

MIGRAINE AND STROKE

While migraine and stroke are associated, the following two cases characterize the
complexity of that association and the broad clinical spectrum encompassed by MAS.
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Case 7

A 37-year-old woman with a long-standing history of migraine without aura pre-
sented with acute and persistent right arm and leg weakness, without associated
headache, visual impairment, or speech disturbance.

Her neurologic examination was notable for pronator drift of the right arm
and mild weakness to direct testing of the right hand intrinsics and hip flexors. Serial
brain computed tomography (CT) demonstrated the evolution of a small area of
infarction within the left corona radiate.

Case 8

A 31-year-old female reported an 11-year history of episodic headaches characteris-
tic of migraine. On four occasions, she had experienced left hemiparesis during a
typical headache, and on one other occasion her headache was accompanied by
expressive aphasia, right hemiparesis, and acute/persistent left eye visual loss.

Her initial neurologic examination was notable for a partial left afferent papil-
lary defect, 20/400 acuity in the left eye, mild left hemiparesis, extensor plantar
responses bilaterally, and left hand dysgraphesthesia and tactile extinction.

Noncontrasted brain CT demonstrated old infarcts in both cerebral hemi-
spheres at the vertex. Elective arteriography was notable only for nonvisualization
of the left ophthalmic artery.

Four days following elective arteriography, she developed a severe, pulsatile,
nonlateralized headache with associated dysarthria, acute worsening of her chronic
left hemiparesis, and new visual loss affecting the right eye.

Emergent catheter-directed arteriography demonstrated tapering stenosis and
occlusion of the right internal carotid artery several centimeters distal to the extra-
cranial bifurcation (Fig. 1). The findings were quite suggestive of internal carotid
dissection, but follow-up angiography performed two days later was normal. Her
new dysarthria, increased left hemiparesis, and new right eye visual loss slowly
improved, and within a month she was back to her neurologic baseline. Follow-up
brain CT demonstrated only the old areas of infarction noted on the baseline study.

A recent meta-analysis of 14 relevant epidemiologic studies indicated that
stroke risk is increased about twofold in young-to-middle-aged migraineurs relative
to case controls or age- and gender-matched general population samples, and Stang
et al. recently reported stroke risk to be similarly increased two to threefold in a
large cohort of individuals �55 years of age who reported a history of migraine with
aura (43,44).

Interestingly, as Case 7 exemplifies, most strokes suffered by migraineurs occur
temporally remote from an acute migraine attack; of the approximately 3000 cases of
stroke estimated to occur annually in young-to-middle-aged migraineurs in the Uni-
ted States, only about 1000 take place during a migraine episode and meet the
ICHD-2 criteria for migrainous infarction (1.5.4) (1). Two obvious questions follow:
how is stroke generated during an acute migraine attack; and what is it about
migraine that leads an individual to be at increased risk for stroke even when he
or she is acutely migraine free?

No easy answers are forthcoming, and several possible explanations exist.
Migraine may act as a cofactor in producing stroke or interacting with another
risk factor, or migraine may be an ‘‘innocent bystander,’’ serving merely as a marker
for another coexisting condition that by itself is independently responsible for
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causing stroke. Alternatively, something about the migraine process itself might
generate stroke.

A number of additive risk factors for stroke in migraineurs have been reported
by various investigators, and with at least a few of these it is simple to conjecture
how they might interact with migraine to produce stroke. If, as some have sug-
gested, migraine may produce a prothrombotic state—acutely (i.e., during attacks),
chronically, or both—then the additional prothrombotic potential provided by an
oral contraceptive (OCP) conceivably could be sufficient to produce symptomatic
cerebral thrombosis (45–47). Smoking could interact with migraine in a similar fash-
ion, each reinforcing the other’s propensity for promoting arterial thrombosis (48).

Is migraine merely an ‘‘innocent bystander’’ in the stroke process? Mitral valve
prolapse (MVP) is found more commonly in migraineurs than in the general popula-
tion, and in the 1980s, some investigators touted MVP as a potentially common
cause of the ubiquitous ‘‘stroke of unknown cause.’’ Does the increased stroke risk
in migraineurs simply reflect the higher prevalence of MVP in that population?
Apparently not. In two studies describing relatively large groups of patients with
acute stroke complicating a migraine attack, the prevalence of MVP was low
(49,50). In a similar vein, others have identified migraine-associated patent foramen

Figure 1 Selective right common carotid arteriogram demonstrates tapering stenosis and
occlusion of the extracranial internal carotid, felt to be a consequence of migraine–associated
vasospasm.
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ovale (PFO) as the potential generator of at least a proportion of cases of migrainous
infarction, but questions regarding PFO and causation persist (51).

Does migraine act directly and independently to cause stroke? Is there some-
thing intrinsic to the migraine process itself that, taken to excess, will result in stroke?
CSD is believed to represent the biologic underpinning of migrainous aura, and, as
mentioned previously, some studies have reported an increased risk of stroke in
populations of migraine patients with aura, which may be disproportionately
high in those patients whose visual auras consist primarily of amaurosis, without
‘‘positive’’ features (22,43–47). If migrainous aura results from CSD that includes
an oligemic component, then particularly severe or prolonged CSD-related cerebral
oligemia might produce irreversible neuronal damage.

A variety of other mechanisms for the direct production of migrainous infarction
have been proposed (e.g., migraine-associated arterial dissection, ‘‘migrainous arterio-
pathy,’’ and genetically associated calcium channelopathies), and amongst this group
migraine-associated vasospasm deserves particular mention. An obvious limitation to
the investigation of mechanisms potentially generating migrainous infarction is the
fact that very few centers encounter such patients in numbers sufficient to generate
compelling case series, let alone scientifically sound case–control studies. In one excep-
tion to this, a study involving a relatively large series of patients with migrainous
infarction, Bougaslavssky and colleagues found no arteriographic evidence of
vasospasm in their patients who suffered ischemic stroke during an acute migraine
attack (49). In another study, however, 4 of 6 (67%) patients with migrainous infarc-
tion, who underwent arteriography within 72 hours of stroke onset, did exhibit clear
evidence of cerebral vasospasm; in some cases, the arterial spasm was widespread,
extending beyond the symptomatic territory, and both in those cases and in the others
where the spasm selectively involved the symptomatic artery, abnormalities were
found in the anterior circulation as frequently as the posterior (52).

Given the uncertainties as to the mechanism(s) that may generate migrainous
infarction or MAS, dogmatic advocation of any particular treatment strategy for
preventing or treating such strokes is difficult to justify. Whether a history of
migraine further increases the stroke risk associated with OCP use, remains con-
troversial, and in terms of primary stroke prevention in the migraine population,
routinely to deny OCPs to female migraineurs seems to make little sense and invite
unwanted conception; it is estimated that implementation of such wrongheaded
management on a widespread basis would result in 700,000 unplanned pregnancies
annually in the United States (45–47,53,54). Certainly migraine, aura, active cigar-
ette smoking, and use of an OCP with a relatively high estrogen content by women
aged 35 or greater represent a combination of factors that may elevate the risk of
stroke or other thrombotic complications to an unacceptable level, and such patients
should be counseled to cease smoking and to consider an alternate means of
contraception (or at least an OCP containing less or no estrogen). Females whose
migraine pattern changes drastically for the worse following initiation of OCP use
represent another subpopulation in whom alternatives for contraception should
be considered, and this is particularly relevant when a patient with no previous
aura history develops aura after beginning an OCP, or, even more alarming, when
the patient with known migraine with aura begins to experience aura that is atypi-
cally prolonged or otherwise unusual (e.g., significant aphasia, weakness, or both).
Estrogen-containing OCPs or hormone replacement therapy probably are best
avoided in all female migraineurs who have suffered a previous thrombotic event,
especially if that event was thrombotic or thromboembolic stroke.
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Interestingly (and of concern), in one case–control study involving a relatively
large number of patients with migrainous infarction who were followed prospec-
tively, the stroke recurrence rate was quite high (10% per patient year of follow-
up); this occurred even in patients treated with anticoagulant therapy, antiplatelet
agents, or both (50). What constitutes optimal therapy for secondary stroke
prevention in patients with prior migrainous infarction remains unknown, but it
would seem self-evident that minimizing attack frequency—and particularly the
frequency of prolonged, severe migraine attacks—would lessen stroke risk. Such
management often will require prescription of an effective prophylactic agent and
a combination of agents for acute migraine treatment that are effective but do not
promote vasoconstriction. A scattering of case reports have suggested that beta-
blockers may be a poor choice in patients at risk for migrainous infarction, and
an even thinner scientific basis exists to support the use of calcium antagonists
(e.g., verapamil) instead (55–58). Long-term treatment with an antiplatelet agent also
is recommended, but, again, the evidence to support such treatment is at best sparse.
Finally, based on tradition more than any scientific basis, cerebral arteriography is
probably best avoided in patients with acute migraine unless the clinical situation
clearly demands such diagnostic intervention.

Yet more obscure is what comprises optimal management of the patient with
apparent acute migrainous infarction. Certainly rapid control of the patient’s
pain, vigorous intravenous rehydration, and judicious blood pressure management
are interventions that would be difficult for any to dispute, but the utility of intrave-
nous tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), intra-arterial angioplasty/thrombolysis/
vasodilators, or other ‘‘heroic’’ measures lacks a basis to justify either vigorous
support or vehement opposition. In short, given the absence of evidence-based guide-
lines, the treatment of migrainous infarction and MAS—whether intended for primary
prevention, secondary prevention, or acute intervention—calls for an especially strong
dose of common sense.
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INTRODUCTION

William Osler’s principle that it is more helpful to approach the person who has the
disease than the disease the person has is well taken in regard to headache (1). As
noted by Dr. Fred Sheftell, ‘‘One can take a logical approach to the diagnosis and
treatment of headache and still miss the boat . . . All diagnosis and treatment takes
place in the atmosphere of a relationship between the physician and patient. It is
the quality of that atmosphere which often constitutes the difference between treat-
ment success and failure. A nonbiased and nonjudgmental approach should be the
template upon which diagnosis and treatment is built’’ (1).

No two physicians approach the evaluation and management of headache
patients in exactly the same way, nor need they. As John R. Graham once wrote,
‘‘Any style will be effective providing it clearly demonstrates to the patient that
the physician is interested in him and his life as a person, as well as in the details
of the medical complaint’’ (2).

Managing patients with headache disorders can be challenging yet very
rewarding to the caregivers, patients, and their families. Appropriate treatment
begins with the initial interview, careful physical and neurological examination,
and in particular, the assurance that the physician and patient derive from all the
information available that everything possible has been done to exclude the presence
of organic causes of headache (3).

Some headache specialists use established headache guidelines in addition to
their own knowledge to develop individualized treatment programs for each patient.
Recently, the U.S. Headache Consortium developed evidence-based guidelines
for the management of migraine, covering diagnosis as well as acute, preventive,
and nonpharmacologic treatment (4). The Canadian Headache Society (5) and the
U.K. Migraine in Primary Care Advisors Migraine Guidelines Development Group
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(6) have published similar guidelines. All of these guidelines recommend similar stra-
tegies for management of migraine (Box 1).

To enhance the treatment program and maximize physician efficiency, a team
approach may be employed, using medical assistants, nurses, nurse practitioners, phy-
sician assistants, pharmacists, and other health care professionals. The use of headache
diagnostic questionnaires, diaries, and impact assessments further increases efficiency
and diagnostic accuracy, and improves care (7). (See Appendix 1.)

ESTABLISHING THE DIAGNOSIS

History Taking

Accurate history taking is the most important aspect of any medical consultation.
This is particularly true for the headache patient. In more than 90% of cases, the
history will establish the diagnosis or lead to a differential diagnosis, which may
be further clarified by examination and diagnostic testing when necessary (8).

Good history taking enhances mutual respect and trust between the patient
and physician, which can make the difference between success and failure of treat-
ment (1). Headache patients not only want headache relief, but also seek physicians
who are genuinely concerned about their well being, project a positive attitude, and
are willing to listen, answer their questions, and work with them.

Indeed, the secret of good history taking is to be a good listener (9). This truism
dates back to 1904, when Osler said, ‘‘Listen to the patient, he is telling you the diagno-
sis.’’ (10). Yet, the ability to sit back and listen does not come easily to physicians. Many
doctors feel that their patients are not adept at telling a succinct story and that interrup-
tion is necessary to get through the appointment in the allotted time. In a study of the
effect of physician behavior on the collection of data, Beckman and Frankel found the
average time that a patient was allowed to talk before being interrupted by the physician
was 18 seconds. However, when patients were allowed to tell their stories without
interruption, they usually spoke for no longer than 150 seconds. Therefore, physicians
who interrupted saved a maximum of 132 seconds, on average. Furthermore, physician
interruptions had a negative affect on the patient’s perception of the physician’s compe-
tence, his or her compliance with the treatment plan, and overall satisfaction (10).

The use of intake forms, which the patient can fill out prior to their initial
evaluation leverages the busy physician’s time, and allows him/her to focus on the
diagnosis and treatment. Figure 1 consists of clinical forms we use in gathering
patient histories (8). We have found it helpful to have patients complete the forms
prior to their first visit. A nurse or other medical personnel can review, amplify, and
summarize all critical factors providing the physician a concise, comprehensive
overview (Fig. 3).

Box 1 General principles for headache management

1. Establish a diagnosis

2. Assess disability and other factors

3. Educate patients about their condition and its treatment

4. Establish realistic expectations

5. Encourage patients to become active in their own care

6. Develop an appropriate, individualized treatment plan

7. Schedule regular follow-up visits to reassess and modify treatment
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Patients in our headache clinics are asked to differentiate the severity of their
headaches on a 1 to 3 scale as follows:

� Severe or level 3 headaches are those that render the patient totally or
almost totally incapacitated (the patient would strongly prefer to be at
bed rest).

� Moderate or level 2 headaches interfere with the patient’s ability to function
normally, but are only partially incapacitating (patients would prefer to be
medicated).

Figure 1 Patient information and medical history form.
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� Mild or level 1 attacks are mild or dull, do not interfere with functioning, and
may not be noticed when the patient’s attention is distracted. Many patients
do not need, but still take medication for these milder headaches.

For each headache type present, the following parameters are explored:

1. Age of onset and description of early/first headache
2. Frequency, pattern, and timing of attacks

a. Previously (at onset)
b. Currently

Figure 1 (Continued)
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c. Mode of increase, gradual or sudden, for those patients who
experienced an increase in the frequency over time

3. Location and laterality of typical headache attacks (if unilateral, we
ask if it is side-locked or alternating)

4. Quality of pain during a typical headache attack (throbbing, stab-
bing, pressure, etc.)

5. Duration of pain (with and without treatment)
6. Presence and description of any premonitory features

Figure 1 (Continued)
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7. Presence and description of aura
8. Associated symptoms
9. Provocative and relieving factors

10. Postural relationships (postural relationships characteristic of high
or low pressure headache syndromes may be lost with the passage
of time—Saper J, personal communication) (9)

11. Behavior during headache (The new International Classification of
Headache Disorders-2 lists aggravation by or causing avoidance of
routine physical activity as a diagnostic criteria for migraine, and
a sense of restlessness or agitation for cluster headache)

12. Trigger factors

Figure 1 (Continued)
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13. Presence of and time to recurrence, and how often it occurs
14. Past medications (including nonprescriptional medications). Our

forms help collect information on:
a. Name and type (brand or generic)
b. Dose
c. Frequency of administration
d. Duration of administration and dates
e. Routes of administration
f. Effectiveness
g. Side effects
h. Allergies

Figure 1 (Continued)
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15. Current medications (for headache and other conditions). Informa-
tion is collected similar to that described for past medications

16. Past medical history
17. Past surgical history
18. Family history of headache

Figure 1 (Continued)
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19. Habit history (including sleep, diet, exercise, smoking, and alcohol/
drugs)

20. Menstrual association and hormonal factors that may influence the head-
ache

21. Psychosocial history

As previously discussed, these forms are mailed to a new patient before his/her
first visit. At the time of the first visit, a nurse reviews the information with the patient

Figure 2 Physician summary sheet.
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for completeness and accuracy. For those patients who do not bring the forms, the
nurse completes the forms based on the history provided (Fig. 1). Finally, after
reviewing the forms, taking the patient’s history by himself/herself, and examining
the patient, the doctor arrives at an initial diagnosis/differential diagnosis, deter-
mines the need for further testing, and develops the initial treatment plan, which
we record on a summary face sheet (Fig. 3).

Openness on the part of the physician during the history taking and examina-
tion is essential. One approach is to ask the patient to describe a typical day from
the time he/she gets up in the morning to the time he/she goes to sleep (Sheftell
FD, personal communication). One can get a very good idea about how someone
manages his/her time, to what extent he/she is overwhelmed, and how much time
he/she leaves for personal ‘‘me time.’’ It is not unusual to see a patient whose life

Figure 3 Summary face sheet for the patient information and medical history forms.
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is filled with demands and ‘‘taking care of everyone else,’’ who has no insight as to the
extent of these demands and the negative effects that these demands have (1). Alter-
natively one can say ‘‘This must have really changed your life; how have you dealt
with it?’’ as a means of gaining an insight into how headaches have affected the
patient’s life and how well he/she has coped (9).

A useful final question to ask is if anything has been left out that the patient
feels is important or that would help to better understand his/her headaches. By
the end of the initial consultation, the physician should not only have an idea in
regard to diagnosis and initial treatment plan, but also a good sense of who this
person i.e., the patient is (1).

Of course, the nature of history taking will vary depending upon the setting
(i.e. primary care vs. a headache specialist), the physician’s personal preferences
and training, and the amount of time available. To assist in the rapid identi-
fication of patients with migraine in the primary care setting, a number of screening
questionnaires have been developed. These questionnaires can be completed by the
patient before his/her appointment, or in the examination room while waiting to
be seen by his/her physician (see Chapter 12).

As a follow-up to any of the headache questionnaires, the physician may make
additional queries of the patient to confirm the diagnosis, as necessary, keeping in
mind that while it is essential to exclude secondary disorders when determining
diagnosis (see Chapter 11), a stable pattern of severe, recurrent, disabling primary
headache is usually migraine.

The Examination

The general physical examination performed during the initial consultation for
headache, should include at a minimum the following:

� Vital signs
� Cardiac status
� Extracranial structures (sinuses, scalp, arteries, cervical paraspinal muscles,

temporomandibular joints)
� Thyroid
� Range of motion and presence of pain in the cervical spine

A screening neurologic examination capable of detecting most of the abnormal
signs likely to occur in patients with headaches secondary to intracranial or systemic
disease should include the following (7):

� Signs of meningeal irritation (e.g., neck flexion)
� The presence of bruits over the cranium, orbits, or neck
� Optic fundi, visual fields, and pupillary reactions
� Sensory function of the trigeminal nerve, including corneal reflexes
� Motor power of the face and limbs
� Deep tendon reflexes
� Plantar responses
� Gait
� Mental status

A complete examination includes appropriate evaluation of the patient’s men-
tal status. A blunted, restricted, sad, or labile affect may indicate depression and
anxiety. Evaluation for the presence of such disorders, including panic attacks, is
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important because they are comorbid in many patients with chronic daily headache.
Cognitive disturbance is suggested by intrusive obsessional thoughts, and the inabil-
ity to concentrate or provide a good history. Patients with posttraumatic headache
may show significant deficits in concentration and memory, and may also have diffi-
culty in performing complex tasks (1).

Some simple tests can be useful in assessing cognitive fitness, such as asking the
patient to subtract serial 7s, spell five-letter words forward and backward, or recall
phone numbers.

Screening for psychiatric comorbidity, particularly anxiety and depression, is
important. Many centers use the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI), the Hamilton Depression Scale, the Zung Anxiety and Depression scales,
the Beck Inventory, or the Prime-MD (8). We routinely use the MMPI-2 for
all new patients at our headache clinics, although other centers prefer briefer
screenings.

ASSESSING DISABILITY

Pain is a subjective experience that is often difficult to express. Therefore, the great-
est impact on diagnosis and treatment may come not from the patient’s description
of pain intensity, location and characteristics, but from specific statements about
function such as ‘‘Doctor, these headaches are causing me to miss three or four days
of work each month’’ or ‘‘My headaches don’t allow me to care for my family several
days a month’’ (10). Assessment of the disability is therefore a crucial part of
headache management. The treatment proposal of several guidelines is based on
the disability status. The most widely used headache disability tools include the
Migraine Disability Assessment questionnaire and the Headache Impact Test
(HIT-6). Tools for assessing headache severity and comorbidity are discussed in
detail in Chapter 13.

EDUCATING PATIENTS

‘‘Migraine is helped a good deal by some old remedies like hope, encouragement,
recognition, attention, ventilation, education, and reassurance. These remedies
need to be dispensed at each visit, along with others.’’

John Graham (11)

Taking the time to educate the headache patient is particularly important
because migraine has so many potential aggravating factors that, with the proper
knowledge, the patient can control. Patients should be encouraged to lead their lives
at a reasonable rate with a comfortable, predictable rhythm. The beneficial role of
exercise and relaxation in mitigating headache should be stressed, and patients must
be made aware of the correlation between certain activities such as skipping meals
and not getting enough sleep and the physiologic responses that lead to triggering
a migraine attack.

Having patients keep a headache calendar enables them to track and eliminate
these ‘‘trigger’’ behaviors. Table 1 lists the common headache triggers. Headache
calendars will be reviewed in more detail later in this chapter.

In addition, patients must be informed about the dangers of excessive use
of pain medications. The most significant causative factor in the production of
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intractable headaches is the overuse of off-the-shelf medications, bultabital-contain-
ing medications, opiates, benzodiazepines, ergotamine tartrate, and occasionally
even triptans. This condition was previously referred to as analgesic rebound head-
aches and, more recently, as medication overuse headache. Patients rarely respond
adequately to preventive or acute-care medications or behavioral therapies until
these agents have been withdrawn completely for a minimum of two months.

As part of the educational process, the physician should also discuss the ratio-
nale for a particular treatment, how to use it, what adverse events are likely, what the
expected benefits are, and when the patient can expect to see them. All medications
may cause adverse effects, and patients must be informed of those that occur most
frequently. Patients are usually willing to tolerate some side effects as long as they
know in advance what to expect, how long they will last, and when to call for help.
Providing medication handout sheets, with details on beneficial effects, adverse

Table 1 Potential Migraine Triggers

Dietary Drugs Endogenous Other exogenous

Skipped/delayed
meals

Caffeine-containing
beverages and
medications

Stress Environmental
factors

Foods and Beverages Ilicit drugs Changes in behavior Bright or
flickering light

Dairy Medications
(cimetidine,
danazol, diclofenac,
digitalis,
dipyridamole,
disulfiram, H2
receptor blockers,
hydralazine,
indomethacin,
nifedipine,
nimodipine,
nitrofurantoin,
nitroglycerine,
estrogen, reserpine,
sildenafil, tadalafil,
vardenafil, etc.)

Inconsistent sleep
times

Loud noise

Cured meats Sleeping more/less
than usual

Weather changes

Caffeine (and caffeine
withdrawal)

Menstruation Strong odors

Alcoholic beverages,
especially red wine

Fluctuation in
hormonal levels
(pregnancy,
menopause)

Certain chemicals

Aspartame Benzene
MSG Insecticides
Nitrites Nicotine

Abbreviation: MSG, monosodium glutamate.

Source: From Refs. 8, 15–19.
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effects, and warning signs that should trigger a call for medical attention, helps to
reinforce verbal instructions. Starting patients on low doses of acute and preventive
medications and increasing the dosage gradually helps to minimize adverse effects
and enhances patient compliance.

General Care During Pregnancy and Lactation

Special instructions are warranted for women with migraine of childbearing poten-
tial. They should be warned not to become pregnant while taking headache medica-
tion. If they plan to become pregnant, they should be encouraged to schedule an
appointment to discuss management of their migraines during pregnancy. They
should also be instructed to take 1 mg of folate daily to reduce the incidence of
neural tube defects, as should any woman of childbearing potential. If a woman
plans to breastfeed her infant, a discussion is held prior to delivery on which drugs
are and are not compatible, and how to take triptans when breastfeeding (12).

ESTABLISHING REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS

Addressing the patients’ expectations is fundamental to reaching a good outcome.
Establishing realistic expectations by setting appropriate goals and discussing the
expected benefits of therapy and how long it will take to achieve them goes a long
way in ensuring patient compliance.

Ensure that the patient understands there are no magic remedies that will cure
headaches forever (11). Although approximately 90% of patients with migraine can
be helped substantially, our present incomplete understanding of the pathogenesis of
migraine means there is no complete and permanent fix (3). Therefore, a practical
goal of migraine treatment is alleviation and control of pain and substantial reduc-
tion of disability, rather than complete elimination of pain (11).

One should avoid making assumptions about what brought the patient to the
clinic. Each patient is an individual with his or her own concerns, fears, questions,
and expectations. Packard notes that while a number of factors may contribute to
a poor outcome, frequently it occurs because the patient’s expectations were never
properly clarified or discussed, or they were not consistent with the physician’s. In
a 1979 survey of 100 headache patients presenting to a general neurology clinic, he
found that while two-third of physicians thought patients primarily sought pain relief,
the patients themselves reported they were more interested in having the causes of the
pain explained to them (13). Dr. Rapoport suggests asking ‘‘Why have you come for
help at this time, and how would you like me to help you?’’ You might be surprised
when the patient says, ‘‘I need a letter for my boss’’ or ‘‘my mother insisted I visit the
doctor’’ or ‘‘I am worried my own physician missed a brain tumor.’’

ENCOURAGING PATIENTS TO BECOME ACTIVE IN THEIR OWN CARE

Closely related to educating patients and establishing expectations is the idea
of encouraging patients to become active in their own care. The physician must
encourage the patient to assume control of his or her own migraine management.
If the patient is not willing to do most of the work, and insists on looking for the
magic pill (despite the setting of realistic expectations), headache relief may be hard
to achieve. Dr. Saper likes to tell such patients, ‘‘Pills can take us a long way, but
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can’t fight your behaviors.’’ And, ‘‘Pills can’t address that which you won’t do for
yourself.’’ (11). If patients repeatedly fail to comply with suggested lifestyle changes,
the physician should challenge the patients to determine their motivation for
behaviors that treat their body with such disregard (10).

Therefore, patients should fully understand that without their active participa-
tion, therapeutic failure is likely. Just as diabetics must take responsibility for mon-
itoring blood sugar and maintaining an appropriate diet, so must headache patients
take appropriate beneficial measures. They must also take responsibility for not run-
ning out of medication, for calling at appropriate times, and for following a mutually
agreed-upon treatment plan. When compliance issues are evident, it is important for
patients and physicians to jointly review obstacles to compliance and discuss the
means for getting around them (8).

HEADACHE CALENDARS

Many physicians, including us, find headache calendars essential for effective head-
ache management. Calendars require self-monitoring of symptoms and medication
intake, which automatically involves patients as active participants. In addition,
the information provided is enlightening to both patient and physician. Figure 4
shows the blank calendar that we use for clinical purposes.

Figure 4 Patient headache calendar from The New England Center for Headache. Patients
are asked to track the severity of each headache, medication intake, menstrual cycles, triggering
events, and degree of relief from acute care medication on a calendar. The completed calendars
are discussed with the patient at each revisit and form the basis for treatment decision.
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On the calendar, patients write their names, the month, and the year in the
appropriate places. They categorize their headache as mild—1; moderate—2; or
severe—3. Zero represents no headache on this 4-point scale familiar to headache
experts throughout the world. Days of the month appear at the top of the form
and are divided into morning, afternoon, evening, and sleep time. (Headaches repo-
rted during sleep mean that patients have been awakened from sleep by headache,
and not the number of hours spent sleeping.) Medications are listed in spaces at
the left side of the form. The bottom of the calendar is for recording degree of head-
ache relief, triggers, and menstrual days. Potential trigger factors are listed on the
back of the calendar. When properly completed, the calendar presents an at-a-glance
picture of headache intensity, frequency, duration, response to acute treatment, and
relationship between headaches and menses.

DEVELOPING AN APPROPRIATE, INDIVIDUALIZED
TREATMENT PLAN

Each patient is unique and their treatment plan should be individualized to take
into account all facets of their disease process, other medical problems and
treatments, their likes and dislikes, and their personality. We use figure 2 to record
this information.

Schedule Regular Follow-Up Visits

As with other chronic illnesses that are manageable, but not yet curable, regular
follow-up visits are essential for successful long-term care (Fig. 5). Migraine usually
occurs over many decades of the patient’s life. During this long period of time, it is
not uncommon for the pattern of headaches (frequency, intensity, duration, sympto-
matology, and impact) to fluctuate or change permanently, necessitating a change in
the treatment plan. For example, preventive medications may be needed during per-
iods of high attack frequency, but then can often be withdrawn after 6 to 12 months
of good control.

WHY HEADACHE TREATMENT FAILS

Acknowledging that management of patients with headache disorders is often dif-
ficult, Lipton and colleagues have summarized common reasons for treatment fail-
ure leading to referral to subspecialty headache centers, and grouped them
into five broad categories: (i) the diagnosis is incomplete or incorrect; (ii) important
exacerbating factors have been missed; (iii) pharmacotherapy has been inadequate;
(iv) nonpharmacologic treatment has been inadequate; and (v) other factors,
including unrealistic expectations and comorbidity, exist. They freely share their
combined decades of personal experience successfully managing these ‘‘refractory’’
patients by providing an orderly approach for us to follow. The authors acknowl-
edge that while some patients will remain refractory, ‘‘this is a relatively small
minority,’’ and conclude, ‘‘Persistence in treating these patients can be very reward-
ing.’’ (14) (see Chapter 32).
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CONCLUSION

One of the most poignant, and all too frequent, experiences for anyone who sees
patients with headache disorders is to have a patient describe how their life has been
ruined by headaches—through divorce, loss of jobs, and interference with family and

Figure 5 Revisit sheet.
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social responsibilities—only to learn that they have never been correctly diagnosed
or appropriately managed. Many such patients in our practices come in for their first
revisit two to three weeks into therapy and tell us they are better than they have been
in many years. Their elation over how much better they feel diminished by the reali-
zation of how different their lives could have been if they had only found someone
who knew and cared earlier. Experiences like these, which demonstrate the ability to
dramatically improve the lives of people with migraine, are what led many headache
specialists to this field.
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APPENDIX 1

In 2003, an international advisory board of headache specialists reviewed published
guidelines for the management of migraine in primary care and agreed on the follow-
ing 12 evidence-based principles (11):

1. Understand that almost all headaches are benign/primary and can be
managed by all practicing clinicians.

2. Use questions/a questionnaire to assess the impact of headache on daily
living and everyday activities, for diagnostic screening and to aid man-
agement decisions.

3. Share migraine management between the clinician and the patient.
4. Provide individualized care for migraine and encourage patients to man-

age their own migraine.
5. Follow-up patients, preferably with migraine calendars or diaries.
6. Reevaluate the success of therapy regularly using specific outcome mea-

sures and monitor the use of acute and preventive medications.
7. Adapt migraine management to changes that occur in the illness and its

presentation over the years.
8. Provide migraine specific acute medication to all migraine patients and

recommend they be taken at the appropriate time during the attack
(early, when pain is mild).

9. Provide rescue medication/symptomatic treatment for when the initial
therapy fails.

10. Offer to prescribe preventive medications, as well as suggesting lifestyle
changes, to patients who have four or more migraine attacks per month,
who are resistant to acute medications or cannot take them due to contra-
indications, or who have very disabling migraines, even if the pain is
controlled by acute care medication.

11. Consider the patient’s comorbid illnesses in the choice of appropriate
preventive medications.

12. Work with patients to achieve comfort with mutually agreed upon
treatment and ensure that it is practical for their lifestyle and headache
presentation.
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Behavioral and Educational Approaches to
the Management of Migraine: Clinical and
Public Health Applications

Kenneth A. Holroyd
Psychology Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an overview of behavioral and educational interventions for
the management of migraine. Behavioral treatments and the clinic and home-study
formats for administering these treatments are described first. Next, a brief over-
view of the evidence base that supports the effectiveness of behavior therapy for
adult and pediatric migraine is provided. Educational interventions to improve
the response of the health-care system to migraine are then described. Finally,
programs for teaching behavioral migraine management skills in community insti-
tutions such as schools and the workplace, and via mass media such as the Internet
and television are described. It is argued that community interventions can play a
significant role in a public health approach to the secondary prevention of chronic
headache disorders.

BEHAVIORAL INTERVENTIONS

Behavioral interventions focus on the prevention of headaches, although behavioral
headache management skills also may be used to abort headaches and to cope with head-
aches that do occur. The goals of behavioral treatment are to increase personal control
over headaches, reduce the frequency and severity of headaches, and reduce headache-
related disability and affective distress, as well as to limit reliance on poorly tolerated
or unwanted pharmacotherapy.

Relaxation Training

Relaxation skills (1) enable headache sufferers to exert control over specific
headache-related physiological responses and to lower physiological and mental
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arousal. Patients are instructed to practice a graduated hierarchy of relaxation
techniques (diaphragmatic breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, relaxation
imagery, and meditation) initially for 20 to 30 min/day; then, as they are able to
master increasingly brief relaxation techniques (cue-controlled relaxation and
self-control relaxation), to relax briefly (e.g., for 30 seconds) throughout the day,
and whenever they notice mental or bodily signs of tension or signs signaling
headache onset.

Biofeedback Training

Thermal (hand warming) feedback, feedback of skin temperature from a finger, and
electromyographic (EMG) feedback, feedback of electrical activity from muscles
of the scalp, neck, and sometimes the upper body, are the most commonly used
biofeedback modalities, although electroencephalographic (‘‘neurofeedback’’) bio-
feedback with the goal of teaching self-regulation of cortical excitability has received
recent attention (2). Patients are instructed to use a home biofeedback-training
device or to practice the self-regulation skills they are learning during clinic-based
biofeedback training sessions for about 20 to 30 min/day, and, as they master the
physiological self-regulation skills, they are encouraged to integrate their use of
self-regulation skills into their daily routine in the same manner as described above
for relaxation skills.

Cognitive-Behavior (Stress Management) Therapy

Cognitive-behavior therapy addresses cognitive and affective variables that may
increase vulnerability to headaches and precipitate headaches, and are components
or consequences of headache (3–5). Cognitive behavioral interventions direct
patients’ attention to the role their thoughts and behavior play in generating
stress (and stress-related headaches), and in increasing headache-related disability.
Patients monitor the circumstances in which their headaches occur, including their
bodily sensations, thoughts, and feelings prior to the onset of headaches. Once
headache-related stressful situations are identified, the patient and counselor
collaboratively identify and challenge dysfunctional cognitions. Cognitive targets
may be stress-generating thoughts or an underlying belief or assumption that distills
the common meaning or theme from many stress-generating thoughts. The goal is to
teach patients to ‘‘catch’’ stress-generating thoughts, thereby controlling stress and
other negative effects, and to render the patient less vulnerable to stress-related
negative effect.

Integration of Treatment Techniques

Typically, the above three treatments are not used in isolation, but as components of
an intervention for teaching the self-management of headaches (4). Additional
treatment components include (i) education about headaches and the principles of
behavioral migraine management, (ii) exercises to assist the patient in identifying
migraine triggers and early migraine warning signs, (iii) instruction on how to
evaluate the effectiveness of, and to most effectively use, migraine medications,
(iv) pain-coping strategies for living with migraine that continues to occur, and (v) the
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development of a migraine management plan, including a plan for coping with any
reoccurrence of headaches following treatment. See Lipchik et al. (4) for a more detailed
treatment description.

TREATMENT DELIVERY

Treatment can be administered either individually or in a group, and can be
administered in a clinic-based (clinician-administered) treatment format, or in a
home-based treatment format that involves more limited ‘‘face-to-face’’ clinician
contact, or, in some instances, only phone contact with a clinician.

Clinic-Based Treatment

Clinic-based treatment typically involves 6 to 12 weekly sessions, 45 to 60 minutes in
length, if treatment is administered individually, and 60 to 120 minutes in length, if
treatment is administered in a group. This treatment format provides more health
care–provider time and attention, and allows the provider greater opportunity to
directly observe the patient than a home-based treatment format, but requires more
frequent clinic visits. Descriptions of clinic-based treatment are available in
Blanchard and Andrasik (5) for individual treatment, and Scharff and Marcus (6)
for group treatment.

Home-Based Treatment

Home-based treatment typically involves only three to four (monthly) treatment
sessions. Clinic visits introduce each new headache management skill and address
problems encountered in acquiring or implementing these skills. The learning of
migraine management skills occurs primarily at home and is guided by patient
manuals and audiotapes. Monthly phone calls allow the clinician to address pro-
blems that arise in home-based learning and in the application of headache
management skills. Home-based and clinic-based treatment formats have yielded
similar outcomes when compared directly (7–9) or when compared via a meta-
analysis of 13 studies (10). Lipchik et al. (4) and Blanchard and Andrasik (5) provide
detailed descriptions of limited-contact treatment.

In a logical extension of the above home-based treatment format, three
successful trials (11–13) have entirely eliminated clinic visits, substituting weekly
phone calls for the mix of monthly clinic visits and phone calls described above.
In two trials with adolescents, home-study programs used workbooks and audio-
tapes (11,12) in the third trial, with younger children (7–12 years old), an interactive
computer program–guided home study was followed (13). Telephone supervision of
a home-study program has the potential to greatly increase the availability of
behavioral treatment because neither clinic visits nor a local behaviorally trained
clinician is required. However, home study requires a motivated patient, and, for
children and adolescents, a supportive home environment (11). Information is
needed about appropriate candidates for home study, and about the optimal design
of home-study programs.
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EFFICACY

Adults

Evidence reviews prepared by Duke University’s Center for Clinical Health Policy
Research examined the efficacy of behavioral, physical, and pharmacological
treatments for migraine in adults, reviewing 70 trials and including 39 trials in a
meta-analysis (14). Figure 1 presents both the estimated effect size and the percen-
tage reduction in migraine for four widely used psychological treatments. It can
be seen that each behavioral intervention produces moderate reductions in migraine
activity. The U.S. Headache Consortium clinical guidelines for the management of
migraine (15,16) drew primarily on this evidence report in concluding ‘‘Relaxation
training, thermal biofeedback combined with relaxation training, EMG biofeedback,
and cognitive-behavioral therapy may be considered as treatment options for the
prevention of migraine.’’

Figure 1 Effect size with 95% confidence interval (top axis) and percent reduction in migraine
(bottom axis). Abbreviations: CBT, cognitive-behavior therapy; EMG-BF, electromyographic
biofeedback training; TBFþRLX, thermal biofeedback training plus relaxation training;
RLX, relaxation training; control, headache-monitoring control. Source: From Ref. 14.
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Pediatric

Migraine in children and adolescents appears to be more responsive to behavioral
treatment than migraine in adults. A comparison of thermal biofeedback training
results from four pediatric (N¼ 49) and six adult (N¼ 103) trials indicated that
children achieved greater control of hand temperature (5.5% vs. 3.9% increase)
and larger reductions in migraine activity (62% vs. 34% decrease, p < 0.02) than
adults (17). Figure 2 presents results from a meta-analysis of 17 trials of behavioral
treatments in pediatric migraine (18). Although the mean effect sizes in Figure 2 do
not translate directly into equivalent headache improvement values, an effect size of
1 or greater can be considered clinically significant. To illustrate, for one study (12),
an effect size of about two corresponds to 66% of adolescents showing clinically
significant (50% or more) reductions in migraine, and an effect size of about one cor-
responds to 44% of adolescents showing clinically significant reductions in migraine.

INTEGRATING DRUG AND BEHAVIORAL TREATMENTS

Adults

In the absence of trials that directly compare the effectiveness of drug and behavioral
therapies, meta-analysis provides the best method of comparing the effectiveness of
these two treatment modalities. Holroyd et al. (19) compared results reported in 25
preventive drug (propranolol) therapy trials and in 35 thermal biofeedback/relaxa-
tion trials that included over 2400 patients. Nearly identical outcomes were reported
with propranolol and thermal biofeedback training: each treatment yielded, on an
average, a 44% reduction in migraine activity when daily diaries were used as the
outcome measure, whereas (pill) placebo yielded only a 14% reduction in migraine
activity. Because propranolol provides a good proxy for the effectiveness of

Figure 2 Within group effect sizes (outliers removed) with 95% confidence interval.
Abbreviations: TBF, thermal biofeedback training; RLX, relaxation training; CBT,
cognitive-behavior therapy. Source: From Ref. 18.
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preventive medication in general (19–23), these results suggest that relaxation/
thermal biofeedback and preventive medication are about equally effective in the
management of episodic migraine.

Two trials that examined the benefits of adding propranolol (60 mg to either
120 or 180 mg/day) to relaxation/biofeedback therapy found that propranolol
significantly enhanced the effectiveness of relaxation/biofeedback training (24,25).
However, in one of these trials (25), propranolol was more effective than relaxa-
tion/biofeedback training, and about as effective as the combined treatment, though
the high dropout rate from biofeedback training alone (38% of patients) raises the
possibility that outcomes in this trial were compromised because of poor patient
compliance (26).

Pediatric

Current clinical guidelines for drug therapy in pediatric migraine (27) conclude that
there is inadequate data to judge the effectiveness of available preventive medica-
tions for pediatric migraine, with the exception of flunarizine (not available in the
United States). In contrast, a similar evidence-based review of behavioral therapies
concluded that there is adequate data to indicate relaxation training is effective and
thermal biofeedback training is probably effective for pediatric migraine (28).

Only two trials have directly compared behavioral and preventive drug
therapies for pediatric migraine and both trials found behavior therapy, but not
preventive drug therapy, effective in controlling migraines. One trial with children
(mean¼ 11 years) (29) found a 12-session relaxation/stress-management treatment
more effective than metoprolol (50–100 mg/day); 80% of children who received
relaxation/stress management, but only 42% of children who received metoprolol,
recorded clinically significant reductions (50% or more) in migraine. A second trial
with children (6–12 years old) (30) found relaxation training with self-hypnosis more
effective in reducing migraines than propranolol (3 mg/kg/day) or placebo; propra-
nolol and placebo did not differ in effectiveness.

Little information about the effectiveness of preventive drug therapies for
pediatric migraine is available, and even less information is available about the
relative effectiveness or combined effects of drug and behavior therapies. However,
available evidence suggests that behavior therapy may be at least as effective as drug
therapy for pediatric migraine. Given the lack of side effects associated with
behavior therapy, and current concerns about long-term preventive drug therapy
in children and adolescents, behavior therapy, including relaxation/thermal biofeed-
back training, should be a first-line treatment for pediatric migraine.

EDUCATION FOR SELF-MANAGEMENT

Educational interventions designed to help individuals manage chronic diseases such
as arthritis, asthma, and diabetes, and chronic conditions such as low back pain,
have been effective in reducing symptoms, disability, and, in some cases, medical
costs (31–35). However, education for self-management has largely been ignored
in the headache literature, possibly because migraine is not commonly recognized
as a chronic disease.

Fortunately, three recent cohort studies (N¼ 54–497) have evaluated the imple-
mentation of group headache education programs in staff model health maintenance
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organization (HMO) settings (36–38). In each case, a one-session group headache
education program (e.g., types of headaches, pathophysiology, headache recording,
medical management, triggers, and aggravating factors) that also provided opportunity
for participant-initiated discussion was integrated with an individual treatment-
planning visit. The three education programs varied in the attention devoted to
behavioral change (e.g., stress management), and in the degree the education program
was integrated with other HMO services. In each study, implementation of the
headache education program was associated with improvements in headache-related
disability (severe headaches or standard measures of disability) and reductions in the
number of headache-related emergency department visits (34–79%; M¼ 54%).
Reduced headache-related visits (36,38), net cost savings (36), and improved satis-
faction with headache care (38) also were reported. Consistent findings across three
different HMO settings suggests even a brief, well-designed headache education
program can improve the response of the HMO environment to migraine; further,
controlled effectiveness studies of headache education are needed.

In the single randomized trial to date (39), 100 consecutive patients at a
university-based headache clinic were randomized to medical treatment by a head-
ache specialist, or medical treatment plus group headache education. Three 90-minute
headache education classes (didactic instruction about migraines and migraine
treatment, plus opportunity for discussion) were coled by individuals with migraine
who had received leadership training. Participants experienced primarily chronic
(15 day/mo or more) migraine, transformed migraine, and/or medication overuse
headache. At a six-month evaluation, group education produced significantly greater
improvements in headaches and headache-related disability than medical treatment
alone. Group education also was associated with less acute medication use, better
medication compliance, fewer unscheduled headache clinic visits, and fewer physi-
cian phone calls than medical treatment alone. These results provide a strong
argument for the further development and evaluation of educational interventions
to facilitate self-management of chronic headaches.

Fundamental to the notion of education for self-management is the observa-
tion that it is the individual who must solve problems that arise in managing and
in adapting to their chronic disease in specific daily life situations (40). Guided by
social learning theory (41,42), current self-management interventions seek to foster
confidence in the application of both specific disease management skills and general
problem-solving skills (31,43,44). In designing future educational interventions, it is
recommended that investigators draw on theoretical guidance from social learning
theory and on the body of experience that has been obtained implementing self-
management programs for other chronic diseases.

COMMUNITY APPLICATIONS

Programs for teaching behavioral migraine management skills in the community
have the potential to play an important role in a public health approach to migraine.
Community interventions have the potential to reach the 50% of individuals with
migraine who do not seek conventional medical treatment (45,46). Moreover, by
enabling individuals to acquire behavioral migraine management skills early in the
‘‘course’’ of their migraines, community interventions may also play a role in
the secondary prevention of chronic headache disorders, including transformed
migraine and medication overuse headache.
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School

Larsson et al. have taught relaxation skills for the management of headaches in
secondary schools in Uppsala, Sweden for 20 years. A summary of the seven relaxa-
tion-training trials (N¼ 228; age 10–18 years) (47) revealed that clinically significant
(50% or more) improvements in migraine were obtained in about half (52%) of the
students who participated in a 6- to 10-session, therapist-administered, group
relaxation–training program; follow-up data further indicated improvements were
maintained for at least 6 to 10 months (47). Unfortunately, neither a relaxation-
training program conducted by a school nurse, nor a self-help relaxation–training
program that included a relaxation manual and audiotapes of relaxation instructions
proved similarly effective (only 13% and 17% of students clinically improved,
respectively); in fact, neither school nurse–administered nor self-help relaxation–
training programs were more effective than psychological placebo, or simply having
students record their headaches. This finding is echoed by the second research
group, who found that relaxation training conducted by school gym instructors was
similarly ineffective (48).

School-based group relaxation training—at least when administered by a
behaviorally trained clinician—appears effective in managing migraines for many
adolescents. Methods of teaching school personnel the clinical skills necessary to
effectively administer relaxation training will be needed if behavioral headache
management programs are to be offered to the large number of adolescents with
recurrent headaches in the school setting.

Worksite

Worksite interventions have received little empirical attention. This is surprising,
given that lost productivity costs due to headache are estimated at $20 billion in
the United States (49), and health promotion programs capable of offering programs
for headache management are available in many corporations.

The ‘‘Managing Headache in the Workplace Program’’ consists of an informa-
tional slide show, neurologist-led small group discussion session, and written
handouts. At a one-month follow-up evaluation completed by 75% (of 492) program
participants in both office and factory settings, an increased use of behavioral
headache management skills, such as keeping a headache diary (11% of participants
at baseline vs. 40% at follow-up), breathing/relaxation exercises (19% vs. 34% of
participants), and regular exercise (20% vs. 39% of participants) were reported.
This was accompanied by significant reductions in headache-related disability on
standard disability measures.

Schneider et al. (50) used multimedia touch screen computer kiosks to deliver a
headache management program at J.P. Morgan offices in both New York and
Delaware. The program provided individualized summaries of headache information
(e.g., likely triggers, aggravating factors, and modified diagnosis based on a com-
puter algorithm), and, at the New York sites, also provided generic information on
headache management (e.g., biofeedback, coping with headaches, and communi-
cating with physicians) and access to an onsite neurologist. Data from users
(N¼ 177) at a three-month follow-up indicated small but statistically significant
reductions in headache days (5.5–4 headache days per month), but more impressive
reductions in the number of visits to the urgent-care/emergency department for
headache (1.74–0.42 visits in six months). Unfortunately, high attrition (51%)
between the baseline and follow-up assessments compromised this evaluation.
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These pilot studies raise the possibility that relatively simple on-site or
Web-based behavioral migraine management education programs, possibly offered
as a part of an ongoing worksite health promotion program, could produce signifi-
cant benefits for both the employee and the employer. Controlled trials of worksite
headache management interventions are clearly needed.

Internet

Initial efforts to teach behavioral headache management skills via the Internet
have been modestly effective, but plagued by high (up to 50%) drop out rates, even
when telephone contact has been added to reduce drop outs (51–54). The best study
to date (53) randomized 156 participants from more than 10 countries (who repor-
ted a physician diagnosis of either migraine or tension-type headache) to either
Internet-based treatment or a delayed treatment control group. The online program
(downloadable treatment manual and audio files and e-mail communication with a
behavioral clinician) was adapted from muscle relaxation and hand-warming mate-
rials successfully used in earlier ‘‘offline’’ home-based migraine treatment studies
(55). Almost 40% of users who completed the migraine management program, but
only 6% of controls, recorded clinically significant (50% or more) reductions in
migraine activity. However, over 40% of participants failed to complete the program.
Dropouts reported less severe headaches, smaller improvements, and fewer (2.3 vs.
3.8) years of computer experience, than those who completed treatment.

Initial Internet-based behavioral migraine management programs have yielded
modest results, particularly when program dropouts are taken into account. However,
these programs have demonstrated that Internet-based treatment does enable some
users to effectively manage their migraines. The primary beneficiary of first-generation
Internet programs has probably been the highly motivated, computer-literate user,
with uncomplicated headache problems. However, initial programs have not made
use of the full capabilities of the Internet, for example, the capability to provide
support (e.g., chat rooms) (56) or to tailor treatment to the user’s learning style and
progress in the program. Second-generation programs undoubtedly will make more
sophisticated use of these capabilities. It is important to identify who learns behavioral
migraine management skills via the Internet and to assure that Internet treatment
‘‘failure’’ does not discourage participants from seeking future treatment.

Television

A series of television programs in the Netherlands on managing headaches best
illustrates population-based behavioral headache management (57). Approximately
15,000 participants purchased home-study materials (workbook and three audio
cassettes) that presented a variety of relaxation and cognitive behavioral skills for
managing headaches. One TV program was devoted to teaching each headache
management skill; in addition, 10 accompanying radio programs provided an oppor-
tunity for participants to hear solutions to representative problems encountered by
other program participants. Unfortunately, the outcome was assessed in only a small
sample (N¼ 271) of participants; nonetheless, the 164 participants who completed
the program evaluation recorded, on an average, a 50% average reduction in the
frequency of headaches, and a reduction of about 4.5 days of lost work-time over
four months. The strong public interest in this program, and the preliminary
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positive-outcome data raise the possibility that behavioral headache management
skills can be effectively taught to a large audience via the mass media.

CONCLUSION

Migraine is a lifetime disorder for many, and in some individuals, progressive in form.
Recent findings indicating that more severe and chronic forms of the disorder may be
associated not only with neuroplastic changes in pain transmission/modulation
circuits but also with worrisome neurodegenerative change have drawn attention to
a long ignored topic—prevention. It has been argued here that behavioral and educa-
tional interventions have a significant role to play in a comprehensive approach to the
clinical management of migraine, and will play a central role in any public health
approach to the secondary prevention of the chronic and severe forms of migraine that
are of growing concern.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of acute migraine therapy is to restore the patient to normal function
by rapidly and consistently alleviating the head pain and the associated symptoms of
nausea, vomiting, and sensory phobias, ideally without side effects and recurrence
of the attack within 24 hours (1). Several drug options and different formulations
are available to treat migraine acutely.

Acute migraine treatments are often divided into specific and nonspecific
categories. Migraine-specific medications, such as the triptans and ergots, relieve
migraine but are generally ineffective on noncephalic pain. Nonspecific agents are
effective across a broad range of pain disorders not linked to migraine. The choice
of a medication for migraine depends on individual characteristics such as headache
intensity, speed of onset, presence of associated symptoms, the degree of incapacita-
tion (disability or impact), and the patient’s response (2,3).

The nonspecific treatments for migraine attacks are the subject of this chapter.
Examples are aspirin, acetaminophen (APAP) (and other simple analgesics), nonste-
roidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), neuroleptics, opioids, and combination
analgesics. These combinations often include caffeine, short-acting barbiturates,
and other pharmacological agents. In addition, the use of drugs that target other
symptoms besides pain (such as nausea) has been suggested for treating migraine
attacks as well.

It may be argued whether it is still valid to suggest beginning acute treatment of
migraine with nonspecific migraine medications in the era of the triptans. However,
triptan monotherapy, especially when administered orally, does not always result in
rapid, consistent, and complete relief of all migraine attacks as desired by patients
(4). In addition, the efficacy of some nonspecific migraine agents, such as various
NSAIDs, has been demonstrated in many trials (5). Therefore, to study these com-
pounds is necessary to analyze their efficacy in relation to specific medications, the
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possibility of increasing the treatment efficacy by combining more than one drug,
and the appropriate strategy for selecting acute migraine medication to maximize
the likelihood of getting to the right treatment the first time.

SIMPLE ANALGESICS

The efficacy of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) and APAP (called paracetamol in some
countries) is well established in the acute treatment of migraine. Dipyrone (not avail-
able in the United States but widely used worldwide) was also proven effective for
migraine attacks (6).

Aspirin

Although ASA has anti-inflammatory activity and antinociceptive properties, it is
generally grouped with the analgesics. ASA has been studied in tablet form (doses
ranging from 500 to 1000 mg) and also intravenously. It is worth remembering that
standardized migraine trial designs were first established in the early 1990s, after
most of the studies on ASA were conducted. Nonetheless, a few studies with ASA
are worthy of evaluation in migraine.

In 1980, Tfelt-Hansen and Olesen demonstrated that 1000 mg of ASA was as
effective as 1000 mg of APAP in treatment of migraine (7). In several controlled
trials, ASA was compared to other oral nonspecific antimigraine preparations, such
as APAP plus codeine, or ergot alkaloids. Overall, the efficacies were comparable,
but due to the differences with regard to dosages and formulations, the various study
results remain comparatively inconclusive (8). Several recent studies showed that
oral aspirin is more effective than placebo in the treatment of migraine and
associated symptoms (9,10).

Two randomized controlled studies compared 100 mg sumatriptan with 900 mg
ASA plus 10 mg metoclopramide (MCP). In the first study, patients were instructed
to wait until they had moderate to severe pain, and then treat three attacks, and the
primary end point was pain relief (also called headache response or headache relief)
(moderate to severe pain was reduced to mild or no pain within two hours of treat-
ment) at two hours. In the first attack, headache relief occurred in 45% of the
patients taking ASA/MCP compared to 56% of those taking sumatriptan, a data
not statistically significant. In the second and third attacks, sumatriptan 100 mg
was superior to ASA/MCP. Recurrence over 48 hours was higher with sumatriptan
than ASA/MCP (42% vs. 33%). No information on four-hour relief or pain-free
results was published, but six-hour complete relief (migraine free) was higher for
sumatriptan in all three attacks (11).

The second study was a comparison of lysine ASA 900 mg (LASA, not avail-
able in the United States) plus 10 mg MCP versus sumatriptan 100 mg over two
attacks. The primary end point was headache relief at two hours after treating mod-
erate to severe pain in the first attack. There was no significant difference between
the LASA/MCP and the sumatriptan, this time for either attack. Migraine free at
two hours and recurrence over 24 hours were statistically the same for LASA/
MCP and sumatriptan. As with the previous study, four-hour headache relief and
pain-free data were not published (12).

In the mid-1970s, an injectable form of lysine ASA became available in some
countries for various pain conditions (not available in the United States). It was studied
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for migraine attacks and proved to be superior to placebo, as effective as nonoral
ergotamine, and less effective but better tolerated than subcutaneous sumatriptan (13).

The U.S. Headache Consortium guidelines have suggested that aspirin/APAP/
caffeine (AAC) is effective for moderate-level migraine (14). Most studies taken into
consideration enrolled patients with less severe, less disabling migraine attacks, a
population of migraineurs for whom over-the-counter (OTC) medications were
appropriate (15). In three large-scale placebo-controlled studies, 1220 patients either
with migraine without aura or migraine with aura were preselected as efficacy-
evaluable subjects. Among them, 172 patients suffering from migraine, but not
vomiting during more than 20% of their attacks and not presenting severe attack-
related disability (requiring bed rest for more than 50% of their attacks) were included
in this analysis. Thus, they were preselected using strict and nonstandard inclusion
criteria. Of these patients, 89 were randomized to the AAC and 83 to placebo. The
end points of pain intensity, functional disability, nausea, vomiting, photophobia,
and phonophobia were rated at baseline and at several time points after medication.
From one hour and continuing through six hours postdose, the proportion of respon-
ders was significantly greater (p� 0.01) for AAC than placebo. With regard to pain
severity, AAC was superior to placebo from 0.5 to 6 hours (p� 0.05), as well as for
the parameters of functional disability, photophobia, and phonophobia in which the
AAC group responded significantly greater than placebo from two to six hours post-
dose. Once the pain reached moderate or severe intensity, these patients took two
tablets of AAC, each containing 250 mg APAP, 250 mg aspirin, and 65 mg caffeine.

The combination of AAC was also evaluated for menstrually related migraine
(MRM) in a post hoc analysis of 1220 subjects (16). The study included 185 women
with treated MRM, and 781 women with treated migraine not associated with menses.
At all time points from one to six hours (p� 0.01), the migraine characteristics of func-
tional disability, photophobia, and phonophobia were significantly improved in both
groups of female migraineurs. Both groups also demonstrated significant relief of pain
intensity over placebo, as soon as 0.5 hour postdose through six hours (p� 0.05).
Nausea was relieved sooner in women with migraine not related to menses (two hours
postdose, p� 0.01) than in the group with menstrually related attacks, who had greater
nausea relief than the placebo group at six hours postdose (p� 0.05).

However, as noted above, the studies on AAC for acute migraine treatment
are not as strong methodologically as those suggesting effectiveness for triptans. In
the OTC medication studies, patients were selected to mimic the population that uses
OTC medications more often (reduced frequency of vomiting, low disability, and less
severe attacks), while in the triptan studies, subjects with low frequency of attacks or
mild severity of pain are often excluded. As a result, the evidence for effectiveness in
the acute treatment of migraine is not equivalent for AAC and the triptans.

Acetaminophen

APAP was evaluated in combination with MCP and in combination with codeine
(17,18). In both trials, it was superior to placebo. However, when APAP was used
alone, it was no better than placebo (19). In comparative trials, APAP 500 mg was
not significantly different from mefenamic acid, an NSAID, when both were used
with 10 mg MCP (20). In another study, the combined use of APAP 1 g with 20
and 30 mg of domperidone (an antinauseant not available in the United States)
proved to shorten the duration of a headache attack from 17 hours (when used with
placebo) to 12 hours, when used with both dosages of domperidone (21).
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Dipyrone

The pirazolonic derivative dipyrone (metamizol), an inexpensive simple analgesic
frequently used in some countries (not available in the United States), has been
studied for both migraine with and without aura in its intravenous (IV) formulation
in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled design. It was found to be highly
and quickly effective in its analgesic action as well as in working against the asso-
ciated symptoms of nausea, photophobia, and phonophobia. In addition, IV dipyrone
was also effective in reducing the duration of the aura in the patients receiving it. The
adverse events were similar among the patients using placebo and metamizol (6).

Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs

There are numerous types of NSAIDs currently used in clinical practice, which may
belong to different chemical groups. In general they are effective in various inflam-
matory conditions, such as rheumatoid arthritis. For the acute treatment of migraine
attacks, most of the anthranilic class (e.g., tolfenamic acid) and propionic acid class
(e.g., naproxen) have been proven effective in randomized controlled studies (5). The
first among the so-called new NSAIDs studied was tolfenamic acid. It was tested in
the treatment of migraine during the late 1970s, and was superior to both placebo
and APAP, with similar efficacy to ASA and ergotamine (22,23). In addition, the
rapid release form of 200 mg tolfenamic acid was as effective as 100 mg sumatriptan
for headache relief at two hours in two attacks treated. The pain-free rates at two
hours also revealed nonsignificant differences between the active treatment groups,
which were superior to placebo. With regard to recurrence, there were no statistically
significant differences between rapid-release tolfenamic acid, sumatriptan, and pla-
cebo with percentages ranging from 13% to 27% in all groups treating the first
and second attacks (24).

The propionic acid derivative naproxen and its more quickly absorbed formu-
lation naproxen sodium were both superior to placebo in treating migraine attacks.
The dosages of naproxen ranged from 750 to 1250 mg and that of naproxen sodium
ranged from 825 to 1375 mg. The headache severity as well as the consumption of
escape medications was lower in the active-drug group compared to placebo (25,26).

Ibuprofen, another member of this group, was more effective than placebo in
dosages ranging from 800 to 1200 or 400 mg as an arginine salt (not available in the
United States) (27–29). When compared to APAP for the treatment of migraine
attacks in children, both were effective and superior to placebo (30). Other nonster-
oidal propionic acids such as flurbiprofen, ketoprofen, and pirprofen (not available
in the United States) were also evaluated in acute migraine treatment and proven
superior to placebo and APAP (31,32). In a trial comparing the efficacy of rectal
ketoprofen (not available in the United States) and ergotamine in maintaining the
working capacity, the NSAID demonstrated superiority (33).

Diclofenac, an NSAID derivative of acetic acid, was tested in migraine attacks
and was shown to be superior to placebo and APAP (34,35). As it is one of the few
NSAIDs also available for intramuscular (IM) injection in most of the world, but
not the United States, diclofenac sodium was also evaluated for migraine in this
parenteral formulation and showed efficacy when compared to placebo. This was
confirmed by self-assessment cards and reports of patient’s preferences. The tolerabil-
ity of injectable diclofenac is similar to placebo (36).

Other NSAIDs that may be used parenterally are ketorolac (available in the
United States) and lysine clonixinate (not available in the United States). Both were also
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effective in treating migraine attacks when given orally (37,38), and 60 mg IM ketorolac
was found as effective as 75 mg meperidine plus 25 mg promethazine (39), 100 mg
meperidine plus 50 mg hydroxyzine (40), and 25 mg chlorpromazine intravenously
(41). In another study, ketorolac 30 mg administered intravenously was superior to
20 mg sumatriptan nasal spray (42). The profile of adverse events for ketorolac is
similar to other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents, except for a higher propensity
for severe gastrointestinal consequences such as ulcers and bleeds (38,43,44).

Lysine clonixinate, derived from nicotinic acid and resembling flufenamic acid,
also proved effective for migraine attacks (not available in the United States). In its
oral form, lysine clonixinate 250 mg was not superior to placebo in those patients
with severe migraine headache, despite its effectiveness in reducing head pain and
consumption of escape medications when it was used for moderate headache (37).
However, the use of lysine clonixinate IV 200 mg (not available in the United States)
was significantly superior to placebo in providing pain-free status and reducing
escape-medication use after 60, 90, and 120 minutes in severe migraine attacks
(45). The tolerability of this compound is acceptable, but significantly more patients
had mild adverse events with active drug than those who used placebo.

Despite its widespread clinical use and known efficacy, indomethacin is not
commonly encountered in reviews of migraine treatment. It has prominent anti-
inflammatory activity and its analgesic–antipyretic properties are more potent than
that of aspirin, through inhibition of prostaglandin-forming cyclooxygenase (COX),
inhibition of the motility of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, uncoupling properties of
oxidative phosphorylation at supratherapeutic concentrations, and depression of the
biosynthesis of mucopolysaccharides (46). Although indomethacin has been recom-
mended for mild to moderate migraine attacks (47), it has proved to be superior to
sumatriptan only when used in combination with prochlorperazine and caffeine in a
small dose of 25 mg in suppository formulation. The patients also had significantly
better performances with regard to nausea and sustained pain free with the combina-
tion, in comparison to 25 mg sumatriptan suppository for moderate or severe
migraine attacks (48). However, indomethacin is not commonly used for therapy
as an analgesic or antipyretic because of the high incidence of side effects, although
it is considered safe and has an acceptable profile of tolerability (49).

The efficacy of NSAIDs in the treatment of migraine is unquestionable. Differ-
ent trials with various dosages and formulations have also demonstrated efficacy
orally, especially when combined with MCP. In addition, injectable formulations
of NSAIDs have been shown highly effective even for severe attacks. The further
development of new formulations, which may enable even faster absorption for
the oral NSAIDs, as well as higher serum levels within the first 30 minutes after
administration, is warranted.

Rofecoxib, a COX-2 inhibitor is effective in the treatment of migraine, as
demonstrated by one published and one unpublished double-blind, placebo-
controlled, outpatient trials (50). As of this writing, it has been withdrawn from
the market worldwide due to cardiovascular concerns.

MEDICATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF NAUSEA

During migraine attacks, gastric stasis with consequent delayed absorption of orally
administered drugs may impair the treatment response of some patients. In addition,
nausea and vomiting may cause additional suffering and discomfort during headache
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attacks (51). Dopamine and reduced cholinergic transmission may be involved in
these processes of gastrointestinal hypomotility and delayed gastric emptying;
therefore emesis, which occurs in migraine, is promoted by conditions that ‘‘prime’’
visceral afferents by decreasing intestinal motility and slowing gastric emptying (51).
Prokinetic agents (mostly acting peripherally and as agonists of 5-HT4 receptors
or antagonists of 5-HT3 receptors such as ondansetron, granisetron, and alosetron)
and dopamine receptor antagonists may therefore be of value in the management of
these migraine symptoms. In addition, they may also promote the absorption of anti-
migraine therapies that otherwise would pass slowly through only the gastrointest-
inal tract during a migraine attack (51).

In fact, MCP, domperidone, and, recently, trimebutine (the latter two medica-
tions not available in the United States) have been used as migraine acute therapies,
either as starting medications or in conjunction with triptans and/or NSAIDs
(10,21,52–56), although the mechanisms by which they may work in monotherapy
remains unclear despite the hypersensitivity of dopamine receptors in migraine
patients (57,58) (see section on ‘‘Neuroleptics’’).

Neuroleptics such as prochlorperazine, chlorpromazine, and thiethylperazine
(the latter medication not available in the United States), as well as the muscarinic
receptor antagonists diphenhydramine, cyclizine, and promethazine (also used as
histamine H1-receptor antagonists) have been also used as medications to combat
nausea and vomiting in acute migraine treatment, although they may have auxiliary
antipain effects in migraine as well (59–62). The severe nausea and vomiting accom-
panying migraine attacks may represent one of the reasons for the utilization of these
neuroleptics, which can be used in doses ranging from 25 mg orally or 25 mg
intramuscularly for chlorpromazine to 10 mg orally, 25 mg rectally, or 10 mg intra-
muscularly for prochlorperazine.

As noted above, the mechanism of action of the neuroleptics in migraine may
be more than their antidopamine activity and extend to serotonergic, histaminic, and
adrenergic actions as well (63). A recent randomized controlled trial compared high
doses of IV MCP (ranging from 10–80 mg, mean around 40 mg) with subcutaneous
sumatriptan 6 mg. Both drugs were better than placebo, and MCP was at least as
effective as sumatriptan (64).

COMBINATIONS OF NSAIDs AND TRIPTANS

Although triptans provide a tremendous positive impact on patient care and clinical
practice, they are still far from providing optimum efficacy and sustained pain-free
measures, and therefore fall below the expectations of patients and physicians
(64,65). Up to 31% of patients taking sumatriptan discontinue its use due to lack
of efficacy, headache recurrence, cost, and/or side effects (66–69).

The combination of a triptan plus an NSAID reduces recurrence in clinical
practice and may be more efficacious than the single use of both agents. In one study
(70), 240 moderate or severe attacks were treated with 100 mg sumatriptan and
200 mg of tolfenamic acid resulting in a decreased recurrence rate from 62.5% to
23.8% (70). In a second study, the combination of 100 mg sumatriptan and 550 mg
naproxen sodium significantly reduced recurrence from 59% to 25.5% compared to
the use of sumatriptan plus placebo (p < 0.0003) (71).

Rizatriptan, another 5-HT1B/1D agonist, was also studied in combination
with the then available COX-2 selective inhibitor rofecoxib, both in an open (72)
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and in a controlled design (73). In the controlled study, the combination of 10 mg
rizatriptan plus 50 mg rofecoxib was more efficient than rizatriptan alone, or as
the combination of rizatriptan plus 200 mg tolfenamic acid. Recurrence was also
significantly reduced with both combinations in comparison to rizatriptan alone.
These studies suggest the advantage of combining a triptan with an NSAID with
regard to efficacy, reduction of recurrence, and improvement of sustained pain-free
measures over the treatment with a single option.

NEUROLEPTICS IN THE TREATMENT OF PAIN

The phenothiazine derivatives exert different actions in migraine. In addition to an
analgesic effect, some of these compounds are powerful alpha-adrenergic and dopa-
minergic antagonists. This may render additional efficacy in migraine headache and
nausea, but also has implications in tolerability, making these drugs less attractive
for routine use, even in emergency departments (74,75). Studies conducted in
migraine patients found efficacy of IV chlorpromazine in doses of 0.1 mg/kg and
12.5 mg in comparison with placebo, meperidine (0.4 mg/kg), lidocaine (50 mg),
and ergotamine (1 mg) (76–78). Chlorpromazine may cause severe postural hyper-
tension, sedation, and drowsiness. Therefore, it is recommended that the patients
have an IV catheter, receive the administration of 400 to 500 mL of saline before
the infusion of the drug, and remain in bed for at least two hours after it has been
given. The dosage ranges from 0.1 to 0.7 mg/kg and can be repeated after 30 to
60 minutes if necessary (76–78).

Prochlorperazine is another neuroleptic with proven efficacy in migraine, and
may be better tolerated than chlorpromazine (60). Its use as an IV injection of 10 mg
was superior to placebo as well as to MCP (10 mg) (79,80). Prochlorperazine may be
administered in 25 mg suppositories as well (81). Finally, IV haloperidol has been
recently suggested for severe refractory migraine attacks in the emergency depart-
ment, based on a small open study (82).

OPIOIDS

The opium derivatives used in migraine belong to the alkaloid group known as phen-
anthrenes. Morphine, codeine, thebaine (not available in the United States), and its
derivatives represent the members of this group used in clinical practice. For head-
ache patients, different codeine-containing oral combinations have been studied. In
migraine, 400 mg APAP þ 25 mg codeine and 650 mg APAP þ 16 mg codeine were
both superior to placebo (17,83,84). Other oral combinations of APAP þ codeine þ
buclizine þ dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate were compared to placebo as well. One
study, which showed superiority over placebo, did not use a double-blind design
(85), while another study analyzing this combination with proper methodology did
not demonstrate effectiveness against placebo (86). Other comparisons between
codeine-containing combinations and ASA 1000 mg or ergotamine 2 mg þ cyclizine
50 mg þ caffeine 100 mg did not show statistically significant differences (83,87). The
combination of tramadol HCl (37.5 mg), a mu-opioid agonist plus APAP (325 mg)
was compared to placebo in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled multi-
center study evaluating 154 patients who took the active drug and 151 patients who
took placebo. The dosage was 75 mg tramadol þ 650 mg APAP, and after two hours,
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significantly more patients on the combination achieved pain relief (56% vs. 34%,
p < 0.001). In addition, pain relief was superior among tramadol/APAP patients
from 30 minutes postdose (p ¼ 0.022) through six hours (p < 0.001) (88).

Transnasal opioids have also been suggested for the acute migraine treatment.
The nasal spray of butorphanol (1 mg) was tested against placebo and methadone
(10 mg IM) in 96 patients. Butorphanol was superior to both placebo and methadone
(89). In another study, butorphanol (1 mg) yielded headache relief in two hours in
60% of the patients compared to 18% of the placebo group (90).

Parenteral opioids are frequently used for migraine in emergency departments.
Butorphanol 2 mg IM was compared to meperidine 75 mg þ hydroxyzine 50 mg IM.
The drugs were not significantly different, although both were effective in reducing
headache intensity (91). Meperidine 0.4 mg/kg þ dimenhydrinate IV was compared
with chlorpromazine 0.1 mg/kg IV in 15-minute interval dosages to a maximum of
three doses. The pain intensity was assessed after 45 minutes and chlorpromazine
was significantly better than meperidine þ dimenhydrinate (p < 0.001) (78).

Opioids were also compared with NSAIDs. IM meperidine 75 mg was
evaluated against IM ketorolac 60 mg and showed significantly better efficacy over
ketorolac after one hour (92). Meperidine (100 mg)þ hydroxyzine (50 mg) IM were
compared with ketorolac (60 mg) IM, and both reduced the headache intensity at
60 minutes. However, there was no significant difference between the two treatment
options (40). Meperidine (75 mg)þ promethazine (25 mg) IM were tested against
ketorolac (60 mg) IM. Headache relief was defined as a reduction of four or more
units on a scale of 0 to 10 in specific time points. At one hour, no significant differ-
ence between these two treatment options was observed (39).

After considering the above data, the following recommendations were made
by the U.S. Headache Consortium: ‘‘Nasal butorphanol is a treatment option when
other medications can’t be used or as a rescue medication when severe sedation is not
a critical issue for the patient. Oral opioid combinations may be considered when
sedation will not put the patient at risk and/or the risk for abuse has been addressed.
Parenteral opioids may be considered a choice only in a supervised setting and again
sedation will not put the patient at risk and/or the risk for abuse has been
addressed’’ (14,85,93).

NONSPECIFIC VS. SPECIFIC TREATMENTS

The decision on whether to use a nonspecific treatment or a triptan, despite clinical
practice experience supporting the better effectiveness of the triptans, remains contro-
versial. The clinical trials generally do not reflect the favorable experience with triptans
in clinical practice, and comparisons made between the triptans and other nonspecific
treatments do not always support the superiority of triptans (94). In a very elegant
review, Lipton et al. analyzed all prospective, randomized, double-blind studies, which
compared an oral triptan with a drug belonging to another pharmacological class and
used the criteria of the International Headache Society (IHS) to define migraine (95).
Nine studies were eligible and most used primary end points of pain relief and pain free
at two hours using a four-point categorical pain scale (none, mild, moderate, or
severe). Interestingly, seven studies did not demonstrate differences favoring the trip-
tans in regard to the primary end points (12,24,96–100). Only two studies, comparing
the efficacy of sumatriptan or eletriptan with ergotamine tartrate þ caffeine showed
the triptan to be unequivocally superior to a comparator drug (101,102).
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These results are inconsistent with clinical practice among experienced head-
ache physicians, which suggests that, for many patients, although triptans provide
vastly superior efficacy in comparison to nonspecific agents (103), they are not
associated with rapid and complete relief of migraine pain in all patients (64).
However, the clinician is still often faced with the decision whether to begin treat-
ing a migraine patient with a triptan or a combination of nonspecific treatments
first, and the question is how to select the right treatment the first time for
acute treatment.

Lipton et al., after surveying various approaches to acute migraine treatment,
described three strategies for treating diagnosed acute migraine, which he called
‘‘Step care across attacks,’’ ‘‘Step care within attacks’’ (also called ‘‘Staged Care’’),
and ‘‘Stratified Care’’ (104).

In Step care across attacks, the least expensive nonspecific medication is
selected by the physician for the patient to use first. It may be recommended that
the patient use this medicine on several attacks. If this medication fails to abort
the headache satisfactorily, and the patient returns to see the same physician after
these treatment failures, the physician will then ‘‘step up’’ to the next drug, usually
another nonspecific drug, and so forth. This may go on until a medication works, or
the patient lapses from care, or the doctor finally steps up to a specific medication,
generally a triptan. An example of this would be starting with naproxen sodium,
then a mixture of ASA plus MCP or ASA plus APAP and caffeine, then step up
to an opioid, and finally to a triptan.

Step care within attacks involves starting with a nonspecific medication at the
beginning of a migraine attack, and then if it fails, having the patient take a triptan
at that point, after the migraine has progressed. The triptan is used as a rescue.

The third strategy is stratified care, defined as matching treatment to a
patient’s characteristics or the characteristics of the disease. One approach is to
measure disability, time loss, or impact as a surrogate marker of disease severity
and give triptans to the more disabled patients and nonspecific medications to the
less disabled.

The most critical decision for the clinician is deciding which approach will
result in the best outcome for patients. Prior to 2000, this decision was based on
common sense but not randomized prospective evidence. However, a study pub-
lished by Lipton et al. in JAMA in 2000, gives strong evidence that a stratified
approach yields optimal clinical outcome (104). The Disability in Strategies of Care
(DISC) study is the only randomized prospective comparison of Step care between
attacks, Step care across attacks, and Stratified care. All primary end points were
superior with stratified care as the strategy for treatment, as opposed to the step
care strategies. Stratified care was superior to step care across attacks and step care
within attacks for headache response at one and two hours. Stratified care was sig-
nificantly superior for headache relief over Step care across attacks at four hours as
well. Thus, the DISC study has yielded prospective evidence for matching disability
to treatment, and patients without medical contraindications and with more than
10 days of at least 50% disability in the last three months should be given triptan
therapy at the outset as their first medication for acute treatment, not ASA/
MCP and presumably comparable nonspecific treatments, and stepped up across
attacks or in the same attack. The strategy for deciding nonspecific versus triptan
therapy should be stratified care based on disability, with the more disabled
patients receiving triptans first, and the less disabled patients, nonspecific treatment
first (Fig. 1).
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CONCLUSIONS

Although the existence of accumulating evidence corroborates the efficacy of some
nonspecific therapies for the acute treatment of a migraine attack, such as
NSAIDs, clinical practice suggests that specific treatment options are better,
despite the fact that superiority was not always demonstrated in the few controlled
trials comparing triptans with some of the nonspecific pharmacological agents.
Rather, the combination of these serotonergic agonists with an NSAID (and per-
haps with a gastrokinetic drug as well) seems to provide better outcome on efficacy
measures. In addition, the way drug options are used probably may represent the
difference between success and ineffectiveness in treating these patients across
multiple attacks.

The strategy of considering the disability for that specific patient, along with
the frequency in which it is provoked, drives the choice for specific agents that
may or may not be used in combination with another pharmacological class. The
variation of routes in which drugs are employed may also represent a better path
to obtain more consistent pain relief. In a patient presenting with attacks rapidly
progressing with frequent nausea and vomiting, the rectal administration of indo-
methacin plus the subcutaneous use of sumatriptan can provide pain-free rates much
faster than conventional orally taken drug options. Individual preference as well as
population differences must be taken into account clinically, along with the synergy
of combinations, to maximize benefit for our patients.

Figure 1 Treatment strategy for migraine attacks based on disability assessment.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the results of treatment trials with ergots and 5-HT1B/D-
agonists (triptans) for the treatment of acute migraine attacks. A comparison
between antimigraine drugs is only possible in randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
with head-to-head comparisons. When direct comparisons are not available, indirect,
although less reliable, information can be gained by comparing net therapeutic gain.
Therapeutic gain is the difference in efficacy between active drug and placebo (1).
Another way to indirectly compare the different triptans is a meta-analysis (2,3).

The primary end point in most headache trials is the improvement from severe
or moderate head pain to mild or no pain after 120 minutes. The most recent recom-
mendations of the International Headache Society, however, propose two-hour
pain-free and 24-hours sustained pain-free (pain-free after two hours, no rescue
medication, and no recurrence) as the appropriate end points for clinical trials in
migraine treatment (4).

Moderate or severe migraine attacks should be treated with specific migraine
drugs. These include ergot alkaloids (also called ergots) and triptans. ‘‘Specific’’
means that these drugs theoretically only work on migraine (and on cluster head-
ache), but not on tension-type headache or other conditions such as tooth pain or
general pain (although several case reports show that these drugs can also be effec-
tive to some extent in a gamut of other secondary headache syndromes).

ERGOTAMINE

Ergotamine and dihydroergotamine (DHE) have been available for a long time.
The standard dose of oral ergotamine is 1 to 2 mg. Ergotamine is also available
in some countries in suppository form at a dose of 2 mg. DHE is available as
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tablet and in some countries as nasal spray. This chapter will concentrate on the
oral form of ergotamine.

The number of good clinical trials incorporating ergotamine is rather small.
Tfelt-Hansen et al. provided a summary of 18 controlled double-blind trials of oral
ergotamine, or oral ergotamine plus caffeine (5). In 10 of these trials, ergotamine was
compared with placebo, whereas ergotamine served as the standard comparative
drug in eight other trials without placebo control. The dose of ergotamine varied
from 1 to 5 mg with a median of 2 mg, and in several trials, repeated intake of ergot-
amine was used. The reported parameters for efficacy were not all validated and
varied considerably from benefit based on a clinical interview to use of changes on
a verbal headache scale. Other methodological flaws in these trials include the lack
of clearly stated inclusion criteria, no reporting of baseline criteria and the randomi-
zation procedure, unusual design of some of the crossover trials with a variable
number of attacks per patient, and superiority claims without appropriate statistics
(5). Despite the limited number of studies with contemporary methodology that
involve ergotamine, there is evidence for the efficacy of ergotamine, and this is
summarized briefly below.

� Ergotamine (1–5 mg) was superior to placebo for some parameters in
seven trials and no better than placebo in three studies using a dose of 2
to 3 mg (6).

� In two comparative trials, there was no significant difference in measures of
pain relief at two hours between oral ergotamine 2 mg plus 200 mg caffeine
and oral diclofenac-potassium 50 or 100 mg (7). However, diclofenac-
potassium reduced pain more effectively than ergotamine plus caffeine at
one hour after treatment and, in contrast to the comparator, was also
significantly different compared with placebo.

� Drugs such as ergocristine, tolfenamic acid, dextropropoxyphene, naproxen
sodium, and pirprofen were generally found comparable to ergotamine.

� The combination of lysine-acetylsalicylate (equivalent to 900 mg aspirin)
plus metoclopramide (10 mg) was superior to the combination of ergota-
mine and caffeine (2 mg ergotamine and 200 mg caffeine) for most of the
outcome parameters assessed (8).

ERGOTAMINE VS. ORAL TRIPTANS

The effect of oral ergotamine in the acute treatment of migraine has been compared
to that of oral triptans in randomized controlled clinical trials. The first study per-
formed without placebo investigated the efficacy and tolerability of oral sumatriptan
100 mg and oral ergotamine 2 mg plus caffeine 200 mg in a multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, double-dummy, parallel-group trial (9). In the trial, 580 patients were
treated. Sumatriptan was significantly more effective than the ergotamine–caffeine
combination at reducing the intensity of headache from severe or moderate to mild
or none; 66% (145/220) of those treated with sumatriptan improved in this way by
two hours, compared with 48% (118/246) of those treated with ergotamine plus caf-
feine ( p < 0.001) (Fig. 1). The onset of headache resolution was more rapid with
sumatriptan, whereas recurrence of migraine headache within 48 hours was lower
with ergotamine plus caffeine. Sumatriptan was also significantly more effective at
reducing the incidence of photophobia/phonophobia ( p < 0.001), nausea ( p<
0.001), and vomiting ( p < 0.01) two hours after treatment, and fewer patients on
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sumatriptan (24%) than on ergotamine plus caffeine (44%, p < 0.001) required other
medication after two hours (9). The overall incidence of patients reporting adverse
events was 45% after sumatriptan and 39% after ergotamine plus caffeine; the differ-
ence was not significant. Oral sumatriptan was well tolerated and was more effective
than ergotamine plus caffeine in the acute treatment of migraine.

In a more recent study, the efficacy and tolerability of oral ergotamine was
compared with that of eletriptan in the acute treatment of migraine (10). In a
double-blind, parallel-group, randomized placebo-controlled trial, patients (n¼ 773)
took up to two doses of study medication to treat an acute migraine attack. The
patients were randomized to receive 40 mg eletriptan, 80 mg eletriptan, ergotamine
2 mg plus caffeine 200 mg, or placebo (in the ratio 2:2:2:1) as the first dose (Fig. 2).
The onset of headache relief was more rapid in eletriptan groups, with response rates
at one hour of 29% and 39% for 40 and 80 mg eletriptan, respectively, compared to
13% for ergotamine plus caffeine and placebo (p < 0.002). Both doses of eletriptan
were significantly more effective than ergotamine plus caffeine in terms of headache
response (54% and 68% vs. 33%; p < 0.0001) and pain-free response (28% and 38%
vs. 10%; p < 0.0001) at two hours after treatment. It is noteworthy that ergotamine
plus caffeine was not superior to placebo for the primary outcome parameter.
Eletriptan was also significantly superior (p < 0.005) to ergotamine plus caffeine in
terms of functional response and the incidence of accompanying symptoms at two
hours. The incidence of treatment-related adverse events for patients based on the first
dose of study medication was 32%, 43%, 34%, and 34% in the eletriptan 40 mg, 80 mg,
ergotamine plus caffeine and placebo groups, respectively.

Finally, in a crossover preference study, rizatriptan 10 mg was preferred to
ergotamine and caffeine (11).

Figure 1 Selected end points from a trial comparing sumatriptan 100 mg versus ergotamine
(2 mg) plus caffeine. Source: From Ref. 9.
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Ergotamine has vasoconstrictive properties and is therefore contraindicated in
uncontrolled hypertension, coronary heart disease, peripheral vascular disease, cere-
brovascular disease [stroke and transient ischemic attack (TIA)], hepatic or renal
disease, and during pregnancy. The too-frequent intake of ergotamine can lead to
an increase of migraine frequency and diffuse headaches, called medication-overuse
headache (12–15).

In summary, ergotamine either as monosubstance or in combination with
caffeine is only slightly more effective than placebo and is clearly inferior to suma-
triptan, rizatriptan, or eletriptan. Patients who show a good response when treating
migraine attacks with ergotamine can remain on this drug. Patients who do not
respond should be switched to a triptan. The only patients who might benefit from
the longer duration of action of ergotamine are those with short action of triptans or
multiple recurrences when taking triptans.

TRIPTANS

The available triptan medications are listed in Table 1.

Sumatriptan

The most comprehensive review about the efficacy and adverse events of 6 mg
subcutaneous, 100 mg oral, and 20 mg intranasal sumatriptan was written by
Tfelt-Hansen (16). He calculated the numbers needed to treat (NNT), which is the
number of patients needed to be treated in the active drug group in order to obtain
significant relief (which would not have been obtained with placebo), and numbers
needed to harm (NNH), which is the number of patients needed to be exposed to

Figure 2 Selected end points from a trial comparing ergotamine (2 mg) plus caffeine, eletrip-
tan 40 mg, and eletriptan 80 mg. Source: From Ref. 10.
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a drug in order to have more side effects than placebo, to evaluate side effects.
Twelve RCTs were performed with 100 mg oral sumatriptan. The success rate was
58% (1067/1854) for sumatriptan compared to 25% (256/1036) for placebo resulting
in a NNT of 3.0 (95% CI 2.8–3.4) and a NNH of 8.3 (95% CI 6.3–12.2) (Table 2).
For subcutaneous sumatriptan, 12 RCTs were available. The success rate of suma-
triptan after one hour was 69% (1337/1927) and of placebo 19% (226/1200) resulting
in a NNT of 2.0 (1.9–2.1) and a NNH of 3.0 (2.7–3.4). Finally, six trials were
performed with intranasal sumatriptan, and a success rate after two hours of 61%
(563/917), compared to 30% (149/503) for placebo, and an NNT of 3.1 (2.7–3.8)
were achieved. These data clearly indicate that subcutaneous sumatriptan is the most
effective treatment but causes more side effects than oral sumatriptan. In a large
dose-finding trial, 50 and 100 mg oral sumatriptan were equally effective and super-
ior to 25 mg sumatriptan. The 50 mg dose had fewer side effects than the higher dose
and therefore is the preferred initial dose (17).

Following more than 80 international trials of oral and subcutaneous applica-
tion, sumatriptan was developed in intranasal and suppository formulations for
patients unable to take tablets and unwilling to inject themselves. In the intranasal
formulation, sumatriptan has a tmax of one hour (subcutaneously 0.2 hour and orally

Table 2 Numbers Needed to Treat and Numbers Needed to Harm in a Meta-Analysis of
Sumatriptan Trials

Formulation
Number of trials

analyzed
NNT (95% confidence

interval)
NNH (95%

confidence interval)

Sumatriptan tablet
100 mg

12 3.0 (2.8–3.4) at 2 hr 8.3 (6.3–12.2) at 2 hr

Sumatriptan nasal
spray

6 3.1 (2.7–3.8) at 2 hr Not reported

Sumatriptan injection 12 2.0 (1.9–2.1) at 1 hr 3.0 (2.7–3.4) at 1 hr

Abbreviations: NNT, numbers needed to treat; NNH, numbers needed to harm.

Table 1 Available Triptan Medications

Generic Formulations Doses

Sumatriptan Tablets 25, 50, and 100 mg
Nasal spray 10 and 20 mg
Subcutaneous injection 6 mg
Suppositories 25 mg

Zolmitriptan Tablets 2.5 and 5 mg
Orally disintegrating tablet 2.5 and 5 mg
Nasal spray 2.5 and 5 mg

Rizatriptan Tablets 5 and 10 mg
Orally disintegrating tablet 5 and 10 mg

Naratriptan Tablets 1 and 2.5 mg
Almotriptan Tablets 12.5 mg
Frovatriptan Tablets 2.5 mg
Eletriptan Tablets 20 and 40 mg

80 mg in some countries but
not in the United States
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1.5 hour) and a half-life of two hours (18). In a dose-finding study (n¼ 544), dosages
of 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mg were compared (19). Dosages of 5, 10, and 20 mg reduced the
headache within two hours significantly in 49%, 46%, and 64% of the patients,
respectively. Two additional trials comparing 10 and 20 mg with placebo (n¼ 409
and 436) showed a significant relief of headache within two hours in 43% to 54%
of the patients receiving the 10 mg dose and in 62% to 63% receiving 20 mg compared
to 29% to 35% with placebo (20). A retrospective analysis of four pooled trials per-
formed between 1993 and 1994 including 2395 patients showed no influence of sex,
age, migraine type (with or without aura), weight, pretreatment headache duration,
and migraine prophylaxis on the success rates (21). The approved doses for the nasal
spray are 10 and 20 mg. The major side effect is taste disturbance. It should be noted
that only a small proportion of sumatriptan is absorbed through the nasal mucosa.

Sumatriptan as a suppository was tested in a double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial including 431 patients with dosages of 6, 12.5, 25, 50, and 100 mg. Dosages of
12.5 mg and upwards showed a significant improvement of headache within two
hours. However, there were no statistical differences between these dosages. Two hours
following the drug administration, 65%, 72%, 66%, and 70% of the patients receiving
12.5, 25, 50, and 100 mg, respectively, reported significant improvement of head-
ache (22). A randomized double-blind, parallel-group, placebo-controlled trial in
184 patients compared 12.5 mg and 25 mg sumatriptan suppositories with placebo.
Relief rates two hours postdose were 68% in the high-dose group, 47% with
12.5 mg, and 25% with placebo (23). The approved dose of the sumatriptan sup-
pository is 25 mg.

Predictors for the Response to Sumatriptan

The determinants for optimal response to sumatriptan were unknown. The Suma-
triptan Naratriptan Aggregate Patient database was introduced and contained data
from 128 clinical trials including 28,407 migraine sufferers treating over 130,000
attacks (24). These data were analyzed to identify factors predicting response (head-
ache relief and pain-free response) to sumatriptan. A total of 24 possible univariate
predictors of headache response in 3706 patients (18 years and older) receiving suma-
triptan tablets 100 mg or placebo in a double-blind study were tested using recursive
partitioning and logistic regression techniques. Seven predictors of headache relief
two hours postdose were identified (25). Predictors included the following:

� Moderate pain at baseline (was the strongest predictor, with an adjusted
p¼ 3.32� 10�35)

� Absence of a disability requiring bed rest (second strongest predictor,
adjusted p¼ 3.11� 10�18)

� Absence at baseline of vomiting, pulsating pain, nausea, or photophobia/
phonophobia

� Onset of headache during daytime hours

Logistic regression confirmed that treatment with sumatriptan was the stron-
gest predictor of headache relief, with significant baseline covariates being pain
severity, level of disability, and presence or absence of vomiting. A similar pattern
of results was reported for predictors of pain-free response two hours after taking
sumatriptan. This analysis showed that pretreatment pain severity is the most impor-
tant predicting factor for response to sumatriptan in migraine attacks: the lower the
baseline severity, the better.
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Recently, a fast soluble tablet of sumatriptan, which reaches peak plasma levels
earlier, was developed (26). Direct comparisons with the normal tablet in terms of
onset of action are not yet available. In patients who do not respond to oral suma-
triptan, it might be worthwhile to combine sumatriptan with an antiemetic drug such
as metoclopramide, which might speed up the gastric passage (27).

Pharmacokinetic and clinical studies revealed no interaction of sumatriptan
with DHE, butorphanol, naratriptan, or drugs used for migraine prophylaxis such
as propranolol, flunarizine, pizotifen, paroxetine, and fluoxetine (28,29). Systemic
sumatriptan exposure is increased in patients who are treated with monoamine
oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs). One study, however, treated 28 patients who were on
MAOIs with 6 mg sumatriptan and found no increase in adverse events but observed
a lower recurrence rate (30).

Other Triptans

Following sumatriptan, several new 5-HT1B/D-agonists have been developed and
introduced. The further development of new 5-HT1B/D-agonists was motivated by
the intention to improve the pharmacological and pharmacokinetic properties of
sumatriptan. Sumatriptan has a poor oral bioavailability (14%) and a low penetra-
tion of the blood–brain barrier. The low penetration, however, seems not to affect
the efficacy of sumatriptan. If a central mechanism is indeed crucial for the clinical
efficacy of triptans, this could indicate that the blood–brain barrier becomes leaky
during a migraine attack. Most of the new drugs have already been studied exten-
sively in clinical trials. Almotriptan, frovatriptan, eletriptan, naratriptan, rizatriptan,
and zolmitriptan are approved in most countries.

Naratriptan

Naratriptan has, in some aspects, a better pharmacokinetic profile than sumatriptan:
the bioavailability of the oral formulation is almost 60% (sumatriptan¼ 14%), which
reduces the effective dosage to 2.5 mg. Moreover, the half-life is about five hours, two
to three times longer than the half-life of oral sumatriptan, which may account for a
reduced percentage of patients with headache recurrence in some studies (31,32). On
the other hand, the tmax is reached only after three hours (sumatriptan 1.5 hours).
Dose-finding trials with doses of naratriptan between 0.1 and 10 mg showed the best
relationship between efficacy and side effects to be at doses of 2.5 mg (32,33). Publica-
tions initially reported only four-hour efficacy data, which indicated a slow onset of
action. Goadsby (34) had access to two-hour data and calculated NNT for naratriptan
2.5 mg of 4.8 compared with 3.0 for 50 and 100 mg oral sumatriptan. The low dose of
oral naratriptan was chosen based on tolerability. At an oral dose of 2.5 mg, naratrip-
tan has a favorable side-effect profile and is undistinguishable from placebo (35). The
1 mg dose of naratriptan is available in the United States. Naratriptan has a low
recurrence rate after initial efficacy (36). It should be noted that recurrence can only
occur in patients who initially have a positive response to a headache drug. Naratrip-
tan should be used in patients with moderate migraine attacks, who are unable to
tolerate the side effects of oral sumatriptan or another triptan.

Zolmitriptan

Zolmitriptan was the second triptan to enter the market. The pharmacokinetic pro-
file offers interesting improvements compared to oral sumatriptan. With an oral
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bioavailability of almost 50% (sumatriptan 14%), the necessary clinically effective
dosage could be significantly reduced. In addition to its vascular effects, zolmitriptan
has a central mode of action (37,38). Zolmitriptan has been evaluated over a wide
range of doses (1–25 mg) and has shown a consistently high headache response rate
across placebo-controlled trials (39–42). The decision was made to market the oral
2.5 mg dose. Later, the 5 mg dose was introduced. Headache response rate for the
2.5 mg dose at two hours was 62% (N¼ 219) compared to 36% for placebo
(N¼ 108) (43). The rate of pain-free response after two hours across all dose-finding
studies was 25% (N¼ 438) (44). The rate of headache recurrence (27–33%) was com-
parable to that of sumatriptan. One placebo-controlled study compared zolmitriptan
5 mg with sumatriptan 100 mg (42). This study employed an unusual skewed rando-
mization ratio (1:8:8) for placebo, zolmitriptan, and sumatriptan. Due to the small
number of patients in the placebo group resulting in large confidence intervals, no
difference was seen between the three treatment groups in terms of the primary
endpoint, e.g., complete headache response. In a long-term safety and efficacy trial
including more than 2200 patients with over 20,000 migraine attacks using 5 mg of
oral zolmitriptan, neither safety nor efficacy was affected when the drug was used
in up to 30 consecutive attacks (45).

Zolmitriptan nasal spray (5 mg) has a higher efficacy than oral application and
an earlier onset of action (46). The two-hour response rate of the 5 mg spray was 70%
compared to 30% with placebo (47). In contrast to sumatriptan, nasal zolmitriptan is
absorbed via the nasal mucosa (Fig. 3) (48). Side effects and central nervous system
adverse events of oral zolmitriptan are similar to those of oral sumatriptan, although
zolmitriptan can cross the blood–brain barrier (49). Zolmitriptan has no interactions
with DHE, ergotamine, pizotifen, fluoxetine, paracetamol, or selegeline (50). Coad-
ministration of propranolol resulted in a 56% increase in the area under the plasma
concentration–time curve of zolmitriptan (51). With a dose of 2.5 mg zolmitriptan,
no additional side effects were seen when combining it with propranolol. MAO-A
inhibitors (moclobemide) result in increased plasma levels of zolmitriptan and its
metabolites. Therefore, it would be prudent to limit the total daily dose should

Figure 3 Uptake of labeled Zolmitriptan from the nasal mucosa and the subsequent increase
of zolmitriptan serum levels.
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several doses be required (50). In clinical practice, 2.5 mg zolmitriptan is at least
equivalent to 50 mg sumatriptan. In some patients who do not respond to sumatrip-
tan, zolmitriptan is effective, and vice versa (52,53). A dosage of 5 mg of zolmitriptan
is equivalent to 100 mg sumatriptan. Some patients who do not respond to 2.5 mg
zolmitriptan will show a response to the 5 mg dose.

Rizatriptan

Rizatriptan also has an improved pharmacokinetic profile compared to sumatriptan.
The oral bioavailability of rizatriptan is about 40% versus 14% for oral sumatriptan.
Rizatriptan’s tmax is one hour, suggesting the potential for a faster onset of action in
favor of rizatriptan. The half-life, however, is about three hours. Two clinical dose-
finding studies have been carried out including 865 patients. Dosages were tested
between 2.5 and 40 mg. Dosages of 5 mg and above were effective, with 10 mg being
the most effective dosage with reasonable side effects. Two hours following the
administration of the drug, 21%, 47%, 52%, 56%, and 64% of the patients receiving
2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 40 mg rizatriptan, respectively, (placebo 18%, and sumatriptan
100 mg 46%) reported relief from headache (Fig. 4) (54). In a large placebo-
controlled trial (N¼ 1473), rizatriptan 10 mg had a success rate of 71%, rizatriptan
5 mg 62%, and placebo 35% (55). Two placebo-controlled studies compared rizatrip-
tan to oral sumatriptan and found that rizatriptan 10 mg had earlier onset of head-
ache relief than sumatriptan 100 and 50 mg (56,57). Rizatriptan 10 mg was also
superior to sumatriptan 100 mg on pain-free response and reduction in functional
disability. Rizatriptan 10 mg demonstrated consistent response across four migraine
attacks (58). Of the 252 patients who treated three attacks with rizatriptan, 96%,
86%, and 60% reported relief from headache at two hours in one out of three, two
out of three, and three out of three attacks, respectively. In another comparative
trial, the efficacies of zolmitriptan and rizatriptan were identical for the two-hour
headache response (59). Concerning the end points, time to pain-free and pain-free
after two hours, rizatriptan was superior to zolmitriptan. Rizatriptan was clearly

Figure 4 Dose-finding trial of rizatriptan. Percentage of patients with headache relief two
hours following drug administration. Source: From Ref. 54.
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superior to naratriptan (60,61). Forty-five percent of patients were pain-free two
hours after intake of 10 mg rizatriptan (n¼ 201) compared to 21% with 2.5 mg nar-
atriptan (n¼ 213) and 8% with placebo (n¼ 107).

In addition to oral tablets, rizatriptan is available in a wafer that dissolves
instantly on the tongue without liquid. Trial results with this application form indi-
cate that the efficacy is comparable to that of the tablet but that patients prefer the
wafer (62–64). Side effects increased dose dependently and were typical for drugs of
this class. Rizatriptan has an interaction with propranolol (not with metoprolol).
Patients who are on propranolol prophylaxis for their migraine should only take
rizatriptan 5 mg. Rizatriptan has comparable recurrence to oral sumatriptan (57).

In summary, rizatriptan 10 mg has a slightly faster onset of action and is some-
what more effective than oral sumatriptan. The fast dissolving wafer is preferred
by patients.

Eletriptan

Eletriptan has been approved recently in oral doses of 20 and 40 mg. In some coun-
tries, the 80 mg dose is also approved. Like the other new 5-HT1B/D-agonists, eletrip-
tan has an improved oral bioavailability (almost 50%), is rapidly absorbed, and has a
half-life of four to five hours (65). In a dose-finding trial with 857 migraine patients,
20, 40, and 80 mg of eletriptan were evaluated against 100 mg of sumatriptan and
placebo (Fig. 5). Headache response two hours following the administration of the
drug could be observed in 55%, 65%, 77%, and 56% of the patients receiving 20,
40, 80 mg of eletriptan, and sumatriptan 100 mg, respectively (placebo 24%) (66).
One should note, however, that sumatriptan was encapsulated in the comparative
trials, which might have affected absorption (67,68). The rate of adverse events in

Figure 5 Dose-finding trial of eletriptan in comparison with sumatriptan and placebo:
percentage of patients with headache relief two hours following drug administration.
�Sumatriptan was encapsulated. Source: From Ref. 65.
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the group receiving 80 mg eletriptan was higher compared with the rate in the group
receiving 100 mg sumatriptan. In all other treatment groups, the rate of adverse
events was significantly lower. A second trial compared 40 mg eletriptan (n¼ 452)
with 80 mg (n¼ 461) and placebo (n¼ 238) (69). Headache relief after two hours was
reported by 62% and 65% of the patients in the active treatment groups and 19% of
patients on placebo. Of those patients with a headache response at two hours after
80 mg eletriptan, 21% had a headache recurrence after a mean time of 19 hours. In
another comparative trial, 40 and 80 mg eletriptan were significantly better effective
than cafergot (2 mg ergotamine plus 200 mg caffeine) (10). In comparative trials,
eletriptan was superior to naratriptan (70) and zolmitriptan (71). Eletriptan was
effective in migraine patients who had a poor response to rizatriptan (72) or a
combination analgesic drug (73).

Almotriptan

In dose-finding studies, 2, 6.25, 12.5, and 25 mg almotriptan were compared to
placebo. Almotriptan was superior to placebo from a dose of 6.25 mg onward. Head-
ache response after two hours was 58.5% with 12.5 mg almotriptan compared to
32.5% with placebo. The pain-free rates after two hours were 38% with 12.5 mg
almotriptan and 11% with placebo (74,75). In another placebo-controlled trial with
722 patients, 6.25 and 12.5 mg almotriptan were used to treat three consecutive
migraine attacks (76). Efficacy after two hours was 38% for placebo, 60% for
6.25 mg almotriptan, and 70% for 12.5 mg almotriptan. Efficacy in two out of three
migraine attacks was 64% for the lower and 75% for the higher dose. Headache
recurrence was identical in the three treated attacks and ranged between 28.7%
and 30.1% for the two almotriptan doses. Another comparative trial compared
12.5 and 25 mg almotriptan, and 100 mg sumatriptan. The efficacies of sumatriptan
and almotriptan were identical (77). Almotriptan had fewer side effects. Pascual
performed a meta-analysis of 2294 patients treated with almotriptan (75). The
efficacy of 12.5 mg almotriptan after two hours was 64% compared to 35% of
placebo. The results for pain-free after two hours were 36% versus 14% (Fig. 6).
In another comparative trial including 1173 patients with 50 mg sumatriptan, almo-
triptan showed identical efficacy with the exception of the two-hour pain-free rate,
which was higher for sumatriptan (78). Long-term trials showed sustained efficacy,
few adverse events, and a low number of dropouts due to adverse events (79,80).

Frovatriptan

Frovatriptan has an interesting receptor profile. The compound has a higher affinity
to 5-HT1B/1D-receptors than sumatriptan, but is an agonist of 5-HT7-receptors as
well (81). This is interesting because activation of 5-HT7-receptors (in higher
dosages) might cause vasodilatation, e.g., on coronary vessels (possibly indicating
no cardiovascular side effects due to vasoconstriction). In oral dose-finding studies
(1–40 mg), dosages of 2.5 mg and above were effective (82,83). The pharmacokinetic
properties, however, are similar to those of naratriptan; the drug is relatively slowly
absorbed and reaches its tmax after two hours. Results for pain-free after two hours
are 15% for 2.5 mg frovatriptan compared to 5% with placebo resulting in a thera-
peutic gain of 10% only. The second best outcome parameter is improvement of
headache from severe or moderate to mild or no headache, the so-called ‘‘Glaxo’’
criterion. The efficacy rate for frovatriptan 2.5 mg is between 38% and 42%. Because
there are no direct comparative trials with other triptans (except sumatriptan), an
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indirect way to compare triptans is by calculating therapeutic gain (16). Therapeutic
gain for 2.5 mg frovatriptan ranges from 15% to 26% compared to 33% for sumatrip-
tan (100 mg), 22% for naratriptan (2.5 mg), 29% for zolmitriptan (2.5 mg), 36% for
rizatriptan (10 mg), and 42% for eletriptan (40 mg) (84). Frovatriptan therefore
ranges at the low end of efficacy, at least at two-hour–time points. Four-hour data,
however, appear to be less important, because patients want a fast onset of action.
The rate of headache recurrence varies between 25% and 40% for the other triptans.
Lowest recurrence rates have been reported for naratriptan (25%) and eletriptan
80 mg (24%). One has to keep in mind that recurrence can occur only after initial
improvement of headache, therefore, drugs with a low efficacy, such as naratriptan
and frovatriptan, also will have a low recurrence rate. The only way to get around
this problem is to report sustained pain-free data: pain-free after two hours, no
recurrence for the next 24 hours, and no intake of rescue medication. These data
are not yet reported for frovatriptan. In summary, frovatriptan offers no advantages
over the other triptans.

The Triptan Meta-Analysis

Ferrari et al. performed a meta-analysis of 53 triptan trials, 12 of which had not yet
been published (2). The analysis was based on data from 24,089 patients. End points
for the analysis were headache response (improvement of headache from severe or
moderate to mild or no headache) two hours after intake of study medication and
pain-free response. Other end points were headache recurrence and consistency in
two out of three treated migraine attacks. Studies were included if they were
randomized, double-blind, and compared one triptan to placebo or another triptan.
Oral sumatriptan 100 mg was taken as the reference drug. A total of 59% of patients

Figure 6 Selected end points from a meta-analysis assessment of trials comparing almotrip-
tan and placebo. Source: From Ref. 75.
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had a headache response after two hours and 29% were pain-free. Sustained pain-
free, which means pain-free after two hours, no recurrence, and no intake of rescue
medication, were 20% of patients. Consistency was 67%. Sumatriptan 50 mg is
as effective as the 100 mg dose, but has fewer side effects. Rizatriptan 10 mg is more
effective than 100 mg sumatriptan, but has a higher recurrence rate. Rizatriptan has
the best consistency. Naratriptan and frovatriptan are less effective than sumatriptan
but show a lower recurrence rate. Zolmitriptan 2.5 and 5 mg are as effective as suma-
triptan and have a similar side effect profile. Eletriptan is available in doses of 20 and
40 mg, and in some countries in an 80 mg dose. Doses of 20 mg are inferior to suma-
triptan and 40 mg are equivalent. Eletriptan 80 mg is more effective than sumatriptan
and has a lower recurrence rate but more side effects. Almotriptan 12.5 mg is as
effective as sumatriptan for headache response and seems to be superior for pain-
free. This, however, is no longer the case, when therapeutic gain is calculated. Almo-
triptan has a good side-effect profile.

Shortcomings of Triptans

Even the new 5-HT1B/D-agonists will not solve the problems of this class of sub-
stances. Despite improved pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, up to 40%
of all attacks and up to 25% of all patients do not respond to any of these substances.
It is unclear whether the ‘‘nonresponders’’ have a variant of migraine or a different 5-
HT-receptor profile. Central sensitization may play a role (see below). Some patients
may suffer from tension-type headache with migraine features and are likely to not
respond to a triptan. If a patient with migraine does not respond to a particular trip-
tan on three attacks, it is worthwhile to try another triptan (52). If a patient does not
respond to three oral triptans, SC sumatriptan should be tested. If this also is not
effective, the patient is either a ‘‘triptan-nonresponder’’ or does not suffer from
migraine.

Most 5-HT1B/D-agonists have a ceiling effect where higher doses do not lead
to improved efficacy. Eletriptan is the exception—20, 40, and 80 mg have a linear
dose–efficacy relationship. Longer half-lives of new migraine drugs were supposed
to decrease headache recurrence (85). Drugs with longer half-lives than suma-
triptan also show headache recurrence, although with a slightly longer time
interval (83,86).

Comparison with Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs

An interesting aspect of the treatment of acute migraine attack is the fact that
triptans up to now have not convincingly been shown to be superior to aspirin or
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). At the end of the 1980s, two trials
compared oral sumatriptan 100 mg with lysinated aspirin in combination with meto-
clopramide (87,88). These studies showed either no or only a minor difference in
efficacy measured as improvement of headache. A more recent study compared
2.5 mg zolmitriptan with 900 mg lysinated aspirin in combination with 10 mg meto-
clopramide (89). Six hundred sixty-six patients were included in the study and treated
for two migraine attacks. Improvement of headache from severe or moderate to mild
or no headache was achieved in 33.4% of patients in the zolmitriptan group and
in 32.9% in the aspirin group. This difference was statistically not significant.
A significant difference was found for a secondary end point, pain-free after two
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hours (10.7% for zolmitriptan and 5.3% for aspirin). In another double-blind, placebo-
controlled, crossover study, patients received either 75 or 150 mg ketoprofen
(NSAID), 2.5 mg zolmitriptan, or placebo. Two hundred thirty-five patients who
were treated for 838 migraine attacks were available for the intention-to-treat
analysis. Improvement of headache two hours after administration of study drug
was reported in 62.6% of patients receiving 75 mg ketoprofen, 61.6% after 150 mg
ketoprofen, 66.8% following zolmitriptan, and 27.8% after placebo. The difference
between the three active treatments was not significant (90). We performed two
placebo-controlled trials comparing 50 mg sumatriptan with 1000 mg aspirin without
antiemetics. In both trials, aspirin was equivalent to sumatriptan in terms of efficacy,
and both drugs were superior to placebo (91,92). The results of these studies indicate
that it is worthwhile to try aspirin or a NSAID in de novo migraine patients. Patients
in whom this approach has failed in the past should receive a triptan.

Triptans Taken When Headache Is Mild

In patients with established diagnosis of migraine, treatment effects are better when a
triptan is used while the headache is mild (93–96). This approach should only be used
in patients with infrequent migraine attacks and in patients who can distinguish
migraine from tension-type headache. Otherwise, the triptan may be used too
frequently and lead to medication-overuse headache (see below).

Nonresponders

About 20% to 30% of patients are nonresponders to triptans. Burstein et al. (97)
observed that some patients developed allodynia in the head and face region, which
they explained as central sensitization. In an elegant series of experiments, Burstein
could show that patients who do not develop allodynia during a migraine attack
almost always respond to treatment with SC sumatriptan, while 80% of patients
who had allodynia at the time of injection did not respond (98). This result indicates
that triptans might have a peripheral mode of action and will not be effective once
central sensitization has taken place. This observation may have major implications
for the treatment of migraine attacks in clinical practice. Nonresponders to a parti-
cular triptan should be asked if they are hypersensitive to nonpainful stimuli in the
face and on the head. If this is the case, they should be treated as early as possible.

Recurrence

Triptans and ergots have a limited time of efficacy. Therefore, in about 15% to 40%
of all migraine attacks, the symptoms recur after initial improvement (85). In these
cases, a second dose of triptan can be taken. Some patients, however, do not want to
take a second dose. In these patients, headache recurrence can be prevented by giving
a slow-release NSAID either together with the triptan or a few hours before the
expected recurrence (99).

Use of Triptans During the Aura

The aura is unaffected by treatment with a triptan. This has been shown for suma-
triptan (100) and eletriptan (101). Therefore, triptans should only be given when the
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aura symptoms have disappeared. In addition, triptans do not prevent the
occurrence of headache when given during the aura.

Migraine in the Emergency Room

Patients coming to the emergency room with a severe migraine attack usually expect
to receive a potent treatment. The treatment options here are aspirin IV (1000 mg)
(102), sumatriptan SC (103), DHE IV (1–2 mg) (104), metamizole (dipyrone) IV
(100 mg) (105), and, as recently shown, IV valproic acid (106).

Medication-Overuse Headache

All new 5-HT1B/D-agonists taken too often will decrease the time interval between
migraine attacks, which results in medication-overuse headache such as has been
observed in conjunction with ergotamine, DHE, and sumatriptan (107–111). A
population-based study in Denmark indicated that a small number of patients use
sumatriptan on a daily or almost daily basis (109). Whether these patients had
chronic cluster headache or were abusing sumatriptan is not known. We observed
medication-overuse headache after use of zolmitriptan and naratriptan (112). Of this
group, five patients using zolmitriptan only (who had never taken ergotamine
derivatives or other triptans before) developed drug-induced headache after a period
of six months, partly with a dosage of 7.5 mg a week (i.e., three tablets weekly). This
indicates that second-generation triptans with their improved pharmacological
profile cause drug-induced chronic daily headache faster and at lower dosages than
expected or that a pronounced central effect of action supports the development of
drug-induced chronic daily headache.

Safety

All 5-HT1B/D-agonists have vasoconstrictive activity. Using human coronary
arteries, there was no difference; the vasoconstriction was almost identical between
the triptans (113,114). Therefore, all triptans are contraindicated in patients with
vascular disease. Postmarketing surveillance studies and case reports indicate that
sumatriptan, albeit rarely, is associated with serious cardiovascular events including
myocardial infarction (MI), cardiac arrhythmia, TIA, stroke, and ischemic colitis.
The frequency of serious adverse events is about 1:1 million treated attacks (115).
Almost all serious adverse events occurred in patients with contraindications or
other diseases than migraine. A positron emission tomography study in healthy
volunteers showed that 6 mg sumatriptan SC had no influence on myocardial perfu-
sion (116). Another trial observed no changes in myocardial blood flow in migrai-
neurs after the use of naratriptan (117).

Large-scale epidemiological studies confirmed that migraine patients have an
increased risk of stroke. The risk of stroke and MI is not increased in patients
treating their migraine attacks with a triptan compared with analgesics or NSAIDs
(118,119).

GlaxoSmithKline established a pregnancy register to obtain data from patients
and newborns, when sumatriptan was taken during pregnancy (although not recom-
mended). Up to now, the data from almost 300 pregnancies are available and
indicate that there is no increased risk of major birth defects (120–122). Two other
observational studies found no increase in fetal malformations (123,124).
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CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the first triptan in the early 1990s revolutionized the acute
treatment of migraine and provided new insights into the pathophysiology and phar-
macology of migraine. A decade later, seven triptans in over 20 different prepara-
tions are available and allow the physician to customize the treatment of acute
attacks according to the patient’s needs. With over 200 clinical trials and long-term
safety results from several thousand patients, triptans can be considered as safe and
well tolerated. Comparative trials showed that triptans are superior to ergotamine
derivatives in both clinical efficacy and tolerability. Triptans, however, are not the
final answer for the acute treatment of migraine attacks, because a significant percen-
tage of migraine patients do not respond to this group. But it will take at least a
decade for new drug entities to challenge the triptan family as drugs of first choice
in the acute treatment of migraine.
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Preventive Treatment for Migraine
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INTRODUCTION—WHY AND WHEN TO USE
MIGRAINE-PREVENTIVE MEDICATIONS

Migraine is a common episodic headache disorder characterized by attacks that con-
sist of various combinations of headache and neurologic, gastrointestinal, and auto-
nomic symptoms. It has a one-year prevalence of approximately 18% in women, 6%
in men, and 4% in children (1,2). The second edition of the International Classifica-
tion of Headache Disorders (ICHD-2) (3) subclassifies migraine into migraine with-
out aura (1.1) and migraine with aura (1.2), the aura being the complex of focal
neurologic symptoms that most often precede or accompany an attack (3). Migraine
varies widely in its frequency, severity, and impact on the patient’s quality of life. A
treatment plan should consider not only the diagnosis, symptoms, and any coexistent
or comorbid conditions the patient may have, but also the patient’s expectations,
needs, and goals (4). The pharmacologic treatment of migraine may be acute (abor-
tive) or preventive (prophylactic), and patients with frequent severe headaches often
require both approaches. Acute treatment attempts to relieve or stop the progression
of an attack or the pain and impairment once an attack has begun. It is appropriate
for most attacks and should be used for a maximum of two to three days a week.
Preventive therapy is given, even in the absence of a headache, in an attempt to
reduce the frequency, duration, or severity of attacks. Additional benefits include
improving responsiveness to acute attack treatment, improving function, and
reducing disability.

There is a possibility that preventive treatment may also prevent episodic
migraine’s progression to chronic migraine and result in health-care cost reductions.
Silberstein et al. (5) retrospectively analyzed resource utilization information in a
large claims database. The addition of migraine preventive drug therapy to therapy
that consisted of only an acute medication was effective in reducing resource con-
sumption. During the second six months after the initial preventive medication, as
compared with the six months preceding preventive therapy, office and other out-
patient visits with a migraine diagnosis decreased by 51.1%; emergency department
(ED) visits with a migraine diagnosis decreased by 81.8%; computed tomography
(CT) scans with a migraine diagnosis decreased by 75.0%; magnetic resonance
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imagings (MRIs) with a migraine diagnosis decreased by 88.2%; and other migraine
medication dispensements decreased by 14.1% (5).

According to the U.S. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Migraine (6), circum-
stances that might warrant preventive treatment are shown in Box 1. These rules are
stricter during pregnancy—severe disabling attacks accompanied by nausea, vomiting,
and possibly dehydration are required for preventive treatment to be prescribed (7).

It is clear that preventive therapy is not being utilized to nearly the extent it
should be. Results from the American Migraine Study I and II and the Philadelphia
phone survey II demonstrated that migraine preventive therapy is underutilized. In
the American Migraine Study II, 25% of all people with migraine, or more than
seven million people, experienced more than three attacks per month, and 53% of
those surveyed reported either having severe impairment because of their attacks
or needing bed rest (2). However, only 5% of all migraineurs currently use preventive
therapy to control their attacks (8).

The major medication groups for preventive migraine treatment (Table 1)
include anticonvulsants, antidepressants, b-adrenergic blockers, calcium channel

Box 1 U.S. Evidence-Based Guidelines for Migraine—Preventive Treatment

1. Recurring migraine that significantly interferes with the patient’s daily routine despite

acute treatment (e.g., two or more attacks a month that produce disability that lasts

three or more days, or headache attacks that are infrequent but produce profound

disability)

2. Failure of, contraindication to, or troublesome side effects from acute medications

3. Overuse of acute medications

4. Special circumstances, such as hemiplegic migraine or attacks with a risk of permanent

neurologic injury

5. Very frequent headaches (more than two a week), or a pattern of increasing attacks over

time, with the risk of developing medication overuse headache

6. Patient preference, that is, the desire to have as few acute attacks as possible

Table 1 Preventive Prescription Drugs

ACE inhibitors/angiotensins
Receptor antagonist

Anticonvulsants
Valproate, gabapentin, topiramate

Antidepressants
TCAs, SSRIs, MAOIs

b-adrenergic blockers
Propranolol/nadolol/metoprolol/atenolol

Calcium channel antagonists
Verapamil/flunarizine

Neurotoxins
Serotonin antagonists

Methysergide/methergine
Others

NSAIDs, riboflavin, magnesium, feverfew, butterbur root, neuroleptics

Abbreviations: ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme; TCA, tricyclic antidepressants;

SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor; MAOI, monoamine oxidase inhibitor;

NSAID, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug.
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antagonists, serotonin antagonists, neurotoxins, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs), and others (including riboflavin, minerals, and herbs). If preventive
medication is indicated, the agent should be preferentially chosen from one of the
first-line categories, based on the drug’s side-effect profile and the patient’s coexis-
tent and comorbid conditions (Table 2) (9).

MECHANISM OF ACTION OF PREVENTIVE MEDICATIONS

The migraine aura is probably due to cortical spreading depression (CSD), a
decrease in electrical activity that moves across the cerebral cortex at a rate of 2
to 3 mm/min. Headache probably results from activation of meningeal and blood
vessel nociceptors combined with a change in central pain modulation. Headache
and its associated neurovascular changes are subserved by the trigeminal system. Tri-
geminal sensory neurons contain substance P, calcitonin gene–related peptide
(CGRP), and neurokinin A. Stimulation results in the release of substance P and
CGRP from sensory C-fiber terminals and neurogenic inflammation (NI). The neuro-
peptides interact with the blood vessel wall, producing dilation, plasma protein
extravasation, and platelet activation (10). Neurogenic inflammation sensitizes nerve
fibers (peripheral sensitization), which now respond to previously innocuous stimuli,
such as blood vessel pulsations, causing, in part, the pain of migraine. Central sensi-
tization (CS) of trigeminal nucleus caudalis neurons can also occur. CS may play a
key role in maintaining the headache. Brainstem activation also occurs in migraine
without aura, in part due to increased activity of the endogenous antinociceptive
system. The migraine aura can trigger headache: CSD activates trigeminovascular
afferents. Stress can also activate meningeal plasma cells via a parasympathetic
mechanism, leading to nociceptor activation (11).

Table 2 Migraine Comorbid Diseases

Cardiovascular
Hyper-/hypotension
Raynaud’s
Mitral valve prolapse
Angina/myocardial infarction
Stroke
Psychiatric
Depression
Mania
Panic disorder
Anxiety disorder
Neurologic
Epilepsy
Essential tremor
Positional vertigo
GI
Irritable bowel syndrome
Other
Asthma
Allergies

Abbreviation: GI, gastrointestinal.
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Migraine may be a result of a change in processing of pain and sensory input.
The aura is triggered in the hypersensitive cortex (CSD). Headache is generated by
central pain facilitation and NI. CS can occur, in part, mediated by supraspinal facil-
itation. Decreased antinociceptive system activity and increased peripheral input
may be present.

Most migraine preventive drugs were designed to treat other disorders.
Serotonin antagonists were developed based on the concept that migraine is due
to excess 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT). Antidepressants downregulate 5-HT2 and
b-adrenergic receptors. Anticonvulsant medications decrease glutamate and enhance
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABAA). Potential mechanisms of migraine preventive
medications include raising the threshold to migraine activation by stabilizing a more
reactive nervous system, enhancing antinociception, inhibiting CSD, inhibiting
peripheral sensitization and CS, blocking NI, and modulating sympathetic, parasym-
pathetic, or serotonergic tone. Oshinsky has shown that descending control from
the upper brainstem, through serotonergic and noradrenergic systems, modulates
the trigeminal nucleus caudalis and prevents CS. Moskowitz has recently shown that
preventive medications given chronically, but not acutely, block CSD (12).

Principles of Preventive Therapy

The following principles are useful regardless of the chosen preventive medication:

� The chosen drug should be started at a low dose and increased slowly until
therapeutic effects develop, the ceiling dose for the chosen drug is reached,
or side effects become intolerable.

� Each treatment must be given an adequate trial. A full therapeutic trial may
take two to six months. In controlled clinical trials, efficacy is often first
noted at four weeks and continues to increase for three months.

� Interfering, overused, and contraindicated drugs must be avoided. To
obtain maximal benefit from preventive medication, the patient should
not overuse analgesics, opioids, triptans, or ergot derivatives.

� Therapy must be reevaluated: Migraine headaches may improve, indepen-
dent of treatment. If the headaches are well controlled, the drug dosage
must be slowly tapered and, if possible, discontinued. Many patients experi-
ence continued relief with a lower dose of the medication, and others may
not require it at all.

� A woman of childbearing potential must be made aware of potential risks
and the medication that will have the least adverse effect on the fetus must
be picked (13).

� Patients must be made to involve themselves in their care to maximize com-
pliance. Patient preferences must be taken into account when deciding
between drugs of relatively equivalent efficacy. The rationale for a particu-
lar treatment, when and how to use it, and what are the likely side effects
must be discussed. The patient’s expectations must be addressed. The
expected benefits of therapy and how long it will take to achieve them must
be discussed with the patients.

� Comorbidity, which is the presence of two or more disorders whose associa-
tion is more likely than chance, must be considered. Conditions that are
comorbid with migraine include stroke, epilepsy, mitral valve prolapse,
Raynaud’s syndrome, and certain psychological disorders, including depres-
sion, mania, anxiety, and panic (Table 2) (14–17).
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SPECIFIC MIGRAINE-PREVENTIVE AGENTS

b-Adrenergic Blockers

b-blockers, the most widely used class of drugs in prophylactic migraine treatment,
are approximately 50% effective in producing a greater than 50% reduction in attack
frequency. Rabkin et al. (18) serendipitously discovered propranolol’s effectiveness
in headache treatment in patients who were being treated for angina (19).

The Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research (AHCPR) Technical Report
(20) and the U.S. Headache Consortium (21) analyzed 74 controlled trials of
b-blockers for migraine prevention. Evidence consistently showed propranolol to
be effective for migraine prevention with a daily dose of 120 to 240 mg. No absolute
correlation has been found between propranolol’s dose and its clinical efficacy (22).
One meta-analysis revealed that, on average, propranolol yielded a 44% reduction in
migraine activity compared with a 14% reduction with placebo. Overall, one out of
six patients discontinued propranolol treatment (23).

Linde and Rossnagel (24) in a Cochrane analysis included randomized and
quasi-randomized clinical trials of at least four weeks’ duration, comparing the clin-
ical effects of propranolol with placebo or another drug in adult migraineurs. A total
of 58 trials with 5072 participants met the inclusion criteria. Overall, the 26 placebo-
controlled trials showed clear short-term effects of propranolol over placebo. The 47
comparisons with calcium antagonists, other beta-blockers, and a variety of other
drugs did not yield any clear-cut differences. Propranolol was more effective than
placebo in the short-term interval treatment of migraine (25).

One trial comparing propranolol and amitriptyline suggested that propranolol
is more efficacious in patients with migraine alone, and amitriptyline has a superior
effect on patients with the phenotypes of migraine and tension-type headache (26).
Four trials comparing metoprolol with placebo had mixed results (27–30). Meto-
prolol was similar to propranolol (28,31–33), flunarizine (34,35), and pizotifen
(36). Timolol (37–39), atenolol (40–42), and nadolol (14–17,43,44) are also likely
to be beneficial based on comparisons with placebo or with propranolol.

b-Blockers with intrinsic sympathomimetic activity (acebutolol, alprenolol,
oxprenolol, and pindolol) are not effective for migraine prevention (45–50). The only
factor that correlates with the efficacy of b-blockers is the absence of partial agonist
activity (31,41,51–54).

Mechanism of Action

The mechanism of action of b-blockers is not certain, but it appears that their
antimigraine effect is due to inhibition of b1-mediated mechanisms (55). b-Blockade
inhibits norepinephrine (NE) release by blocking prejunctional b-receptors. In
addition, it results in a delayed reduction in tyrosine hydroxylase activity, the rate-
limiting step in NE synthesis, in the superior cervical ganglia. In the rat brainstem, a
delayed reduction of the locus ceruleus neuron–firing rate has been demonstrated
after propranolol administration (55). This could explain the delay in the prophy-
lactic effect of the b-blocker.

The action of b-blockers is probably central and could be mediated by
(i) inhibiting central b-receptors interfering with the vigilance-enhancing adrenergic
pathway, (ii) interaction with 5-HT receptors (but not all b-blockers bind to
the 5-HT receptors), and (iii) cross-modulation of the serotonin system (56).
Propranolol inhibits nitric oxide (NO) production by blocking inducible NO
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synthase. Propranolol also inhibits kainate-induced currents and is synergistic
with N-methyl D-aspartate blockers, which reduce neuronal activity and has
membrane-stabilizing properties (57).

Schoenen et al. (58) have shown that contingent negative variation (CNV), an
event-related slow negative scalp potential, is significantly increased and its habituation
reduced in patients with untreated migraine without aura. CNV normalizes after treat-
ment with b-blockers, which is consistent with central adrenergic hyperactivity in
migraine. Migraineurs who have elevated CNV scores have a much better response
to b-blocker therapy (80% effective) than migraineurs who have a low or normal score
(22% effective), suggesting that the CNV may predict the response to b-blocker
treatment (58). Migraineurs exhibit an enhanced, centrally mediated secretion of
epinephrine after exposure to light (59); this returns to normal after treatment with
propranolol.

All b-blockers can produce behavioral adverse events (AEs), such as drowsi-
ness, fatigue, lethargy, sleep disorders, nightmares, depression, memory disturbance,
and hallucinations, indicating that they all affect the central nervous system (CNS).
AEs most commonly reported in clinical trials with b-blockers were fatigue, depres-
sion, nausea, dizziness, and insomnia. These symptoms appear to be fairly well
tolerated and were seldom the cause of premature withdrawal from trials (20).
CommonAEsincludegastrointestinalcomplaintsanddecreasedexercise tolerance.Less
common are orthostatic hypotension, significant bradycardia, impotence, and aggra-
vation of intrinsic muscle disease. Propranolol has been reported to have an adverse
effect on the fetus (60). Congestive heart failure, asthma, and insulin-dependent
diabetes are contraindications to the use of nonselective b-blockers. b-Blockers are
not absolutely contraindicated in migraine with aura unless a clear stroke risk is
present. Whether this includes prolonged aura is uncertain. The reported adverse
reactions to propranolol may be either coincidental or idiosyncratic, but the actual
risk is uncertain.

Some authors have commented on continued improvement (61) and lack of
rebound (62) after discontinuing propranolol. Others have found no carry-over
effects (63). However, it seems more reasonable to slowly taper b-blockers, because
stopping them abruptly can cause increased headache (29) and the withdrawal symp-
toms of tachycardia and tremulousness (64).

Clinical Use

Propranolol [approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for migraine]
is a nonselective b-blocker with a half-life of four to six hours. It is also available in
a long-acting formulation (65,66). The therapeutically effective dose ranges from 40
to 400 mg/day, with no correlation between propranolol and 4-hydroxypropranolol
plasma levels and headache relief (67). The short-acting form can be given three to
four times a day, although we recommend twice a day, and the long-acting form,
once or twice a day. Propranolol should be started at a dose of 40 mg/day in
divided doses and slowly increased to tolerance. An advantage of the regular pro-
pranolol is its greater dosing flexibility. The dose in children is 1 to 2 mg/kg/day
(Table 3).

Nadolol is a nonselective b-blocker with a long half-life. It is less lipid soluble
than propranolol and has fewer CNS side effects. The dose ranges from 20 to
160 mg/day, given once daily or in split doses. Some authorities prefer it to propran-
olol because it has fewer side effects (68).
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Timolol (approved by the FDA for migraine) is a nonselective b-blocker with
a short half-life. The dose ranges from 20 to 60 mg/day in divided doses.

Atenolol is a selective b1-blocker with fewer side effects than propranolol.
The dose ranges from 50 to 200 mg/day once daily.

Metoprolol is a selective b1-blocker with a short half-life. The dose ranges
from 100 to 200 mg/day in divided doses. The long-acting preparation may be given
once a day.

Antidepressants

Antidepressants consist of a number of different classes of drugs with different
mechanisms of action. Only tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) have proven efficacy
in migraine; we cover the newer components for completeness and reader interest.

Mechanism of Action

TCAs, selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and serotonin NE–reuptake
inhibitors increase synaptic NE or serotonin (5-HT) by inhibiting high-affinity

Table 3 b-Blockers and Antidepressants in the Preventive Treatment of Migraine

Agent Daily dose (mg) Comment

b-blockers

Atenolol 50–200 Can be used q.d.
Less side effects than propranolol

Metoprolol 100–200 Short-acting form must be used b.i.d.
The long-acting form must be used q.d.

Nadolol 20–160 Can be used q.d.
Less side effects than propranolol

Propranolol 40–400 The short-acting form should be used b.i.d. or t.i.d.
The long-acting form can be used q.d. or b.i.d.
1–2 mg/kg in children

Timolol 20–60 The dose should be divided
Short half-life

Antidepressants
Tertiary amines

Amitriptyline 10–400 Starting dose of 10 mg at bedtime
Doxepin 10–300 Starting dose of 10 mg at bedtime

Secondary amines
Nortriptyline 10–150 Starting dose of 10–25 mg at bedtime

If insomnia present, must be given early in the morning
Protriptyline 5–60 Starting dose of 10–25 mg at bedtime

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
Fluoxetine tablets 10–80 Evidence in the treatment of migraine is controversial
Sertraline tablets 25–100 Some may worsen the migraine pattern
Paroxetine tablets 10–30 May be used as an adjuvant in the treatment of

migraine and severe depression
Venlafaxine tablets 37.5–225
Mirtazapine tablets 15–45
Monoamine oxidase inhibitors
Phenelzine 30–90 Strict diet considerations
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reuptake. Some are more potent inhibitors of NE, others of 5-HT reuptake.
Bupropion is both a dopamine and NE-reuptake inhibitor. Monoamine oxidase
inhibitors (MAOIs) block the degradation of catecholamines. The most consistent
neurochemical finding with antidepressant treatment (including the TCAs, SSRIs,
MAOIs, and electroconvulsive therapy) is a decrease in b-adrenergic receptor
density and NE-stimulated cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) response.
Increased a1-receptor system sensitivity is not seen as consistently with antidepres-
sant treatment. Long-term antidepressant treatment decreases 5-HT2–receptor
binding and imipramine-binding sites (related to the 5-HT uptake system) but does
not change 5-HT1–receptor binding. A strong interaction exists between the NE
and 5-HT systems. Antidepressant treatment b-receptor downregulation is depen-
dent on an intact 5-HT system, whereas lesions of the NE system block the
decrease in 5-HT2–receptor binding (69). The decrease in 5-HT2 receptor–binding
sites does not correlate with a decrease in function; there may be enhanced physio-
logic responsiveness. In fact, long-term antidepressant treatment actually enhances
the efficacy of 5-HT synaptic transmission. The mechanisms underlying this
enhanced synaptic transmission differ according to the type of treatment adminis-
tered. TCAs and electroconvulsive shocks (ECS) enhance 5-HT synaptic trans-
mission by increasing the sensitivity of postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors, whereas
selective 5-HT reuptake blockers reduce the function of terminal 5-HT autorecep-
tors, thereby increasing the amount of 5-HT released per stimulation-triggered
action potential (70).

TCAs upregulate the GABA-B receptor, downregulate the histamine receptor,
and enhance the neuronal sensitivity to substance P. Some TCAs are 5-HT2–receptor
antagonists. TCAs also interact with endogenous adenosine systems. They inhibit
adenosine and augment its electrophysiologic actions contributing to antinocicep-
tion. Adenosine A1 receptor activation results in antinociception mediated by
inhibition of adenylate cyclase, whereas adenosine A2 receptor activation is prono-
ciceptive due to stimulation of adenylate cyclase within the sensory nerve terminal
(71). Adenosine A3 receptors facilitate pain due to release of histamine and 5-hydro-
xytryptamine from mast cells (72,73).

Neurotrophic factors may also be candidates for mediating the long-term
effects of antidepressants. The neurotrophins [a protein class comprising nerve
growth factor, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3
(NT-3), NT-4/5, and NT-6] positively modulate monoaminergic neurotransmis-
sion (74) and CNS neuron survival, outgrowth, and neuroprotection (75).
BDNF binds to and phosphorylates its high-affinity tyrosine kinase receptor
and activates intracellular signaling pathways including microtubule-associated
protein kinase and cAMP (76). BDNF promotes serotonin neuron development,
augments serotonin synthesis and turnover, and increases serotonergic axon
fiber density. Serotonergic axon densities are decreased in the prefrontal cortex
of suicide patients with major depressive disorder (77). In the neocortex and
hippocampus, BDNF mRNA and protein are highly expressed (78), and these
regions are widely implicated in the pathophysiology of depressive disorders.
Environmental stressors, such as immobilization, that produce learned helpless-
ness in animals and precipitate depression in humans decrease BDNF mRNA
(79). Intraventricular, dorsal raphe, or hippocampal infusions of BDNF in
rats reduce learned helplessness behavior and reduce immobility in the forced
swim and inescapable shock models, indicating an antidepressant-like effect.
BDNF mRNA increases in animals treated with antidepressant drugs and
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following seizures (80). Antidepressants increase BDNF mRNA in the brain via
5-HT2A and b-adrenoceptor subtypes and prevent the stress-induced decreases in
BDNF mRNA.

In the hippocampus of depressed patients treated with unspecified antidepres-
sants, BDNF protein immunoreactivity was elevated compared with subjects who
were not so treated at the time of death (80). Clinical trials are currently evaluating
the antidepressant activity of small molecules that increase BDNF mRNA and
protein release from cultured cells (76). BDNF protein levels were measured with
a two-site enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay in six brain regions of adult male rats
that received daily ECS or daily injections of antidepressant drugs. BDNF increased
gradually in the hippocampus and frontal cortex, with a peak response by the
fourth day of ECS. Increases peaked at 15 hours after the last ECS and lasted at least
three days thereafter. Two weeks of daily injections with the MAO-A and MAO-B
inhibitor tranylcypromine (8–10 mg/kg, IP) increased BDNF by 15% in the frontal
cortex, and three weeks of treatment increased it by 18% in the frontal cortex and
29% in the neostriatum. Tranylcypromine, fluoxetine, and desmethylimipramine
did not elevate BDNF in the hippocampus. Elevations in BDNF protein in the
brain are consistent with greater treatment efficacy of ECS and MAOIs in drug-
resistant major depressive disorder and may be predictive for the antidepressant
action of the more highly efficacious interventions (80).

The mechanism by which antidepressants work to prevent headache is un-
certain but does not result from treating masked depression. Antidepressants are useful
in treating many chronic pain states, including headache, independent of the pre-
sence of depression, and the response occurs sooner than the expected antidepressant
effect (81,82). In animal pain models, antidepressants potentiate the effects of coad-
ministered opioids (83). The antidepressants that are clinically effective in headache
prevention either inhibit noradrenaline and 5-HT reuptake or are antagonists at the
5-HT2 receptors (84).

Clinical Trials and Use

A total of 16 controlled trials have investigated the efficacy of the TCAs amitriptyline and
clomipramine and the SSRIs fluoxetine and fluvoxamine (26,27,85–99). Amitriptyline has
been more frequently studied than the other agents, and is the only antidepressant with
fairly consistent support for efficacy in migraine prevention. Three placebo-controlled
trials found amitriptyline significantly better than placebo at reducing headache index
or frequency (88–90,97). One trial found no significant difference between amitriptyline
and propranolol (97). Another trial reported that amitriptyline was significantly more
efficacious than propranolol for patients with mixed migraine and tension-type headache,
whereas propranolol was significantly better for patients with migraine alone (26).
Similarly, a trial conducted in a group of patients with mixed migraine and tension-type
headache found that amitriptyline was significantly better than timed-released dihydro-
ergotamine (TR-DHE) at reducing headache index (87). However, an analysis of the data
on headache duration, stratified by severity, showed that amitriptyline was significantly
better than TR-DHE at reducing the number of hours of moderate and mild tension-
type headache-like pain. In contrast, TR-DHE was significantly better than amitriptyline
at reducing the number of hours of extremely severe and severe migraine-like pain.
The evidence was insufficient to support the efficacy of clomipramine (27,94) and
fluvoxamine (99) for migraine prevention. Fluoxetine was significantly better than placebo
in one (85) but not a second (95) migraine prevention trial.
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Tricyclic Antidepressants

Pharmacology of the TCAs. There is wide individual variation in the absorp-
tion, distribution, and excretion of the TCAs, with a 10- to 30-fold variation in
individuals’ drug metabolism. There may exist a therapeutic window above which
the TCAs are ineffective, but this has been evaluated only for nortriptyline for treat-
ment of depression. TCAs are lipid soluble, have a high volume of distribution, and
avidly bind to plasma proteins. The antihistamine and antimuscarinic activity of the
TCAs account for many of their side effects (100). A useful rule of thumb is to start
low and aim for a dose of 1 to 1.5 mg/kg body weight.

The TCAs most commonly used for headache prophylaxis include amitripty-
line, nortriptyline, doxepin, and protriptyline. Imipramine and desipramine have
been used at times. With the exception of amitriptyline, the TCAs have not been
vigorously evaluated; their use is based on anecdotal or uncontrolled reports.
None have been approved for migraine.

Principles of TCA Use. The following principles are useful when using a TCA.

� The TCA dose range is wide and must be individualized.
� With the exception of protriptyline, TCAs are sedating. Treatment should

be started with a low dose of the chosen TCA taken at bedtime, except in
the case of protriptyline, which should be administered in the morning.

� If the TCA is too sedating, the tertiary TCA (amitriptyline and doxepin)
should be switched over to a secondary TCA (nortriptyline and protripty-
line). If a patient develops insomnia or nightmares, TCA should be given in
the morning.

� SSRIs can be given as a single dose in the morning, although rigorous evi-
dence for activity in migraine is lacking. They are less sedating than the
TCAs and some patients may require a hypnotic for sleep induction.

� Bipolar patients can become manic on antidepressants.

AEs are common with TCA use. The AEs of TCA are due to its interaction with
multiple neurotransmitters and their receptors. The antimuscarinic AEs are most
common; they include dry mouth, a metallic taste, epigastric distress, constipation,
dizziness, mental confusion, tachycardia, palpitations, blurred vision, and urinary
retention. Antihistaminic activity may be responsible for carbohydrate cravings,
which contributes to weight gain. Adrenergic activity is responsible for the orthostatic
hypotension, reflex tachycardia, and palpitations that patients may experience.
Amitriptyline and other TCAs rarely cause inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic
hormone. Any antidepressant treatment may change depression to hypomania or
frank mania (particularly in bipolar patients). Ten percent of patients develop tre-
mors, and confusion or delirium may occur, particularly in older patients who are
more vulnerable to the muscarinic side effects. Antidepressant treatments may also
reduce the seizure threshold (101), although this is not generally a problem in antimi-
graine treatment.

Clinical Use

Tertiary Amines. Amitriptyline is a tertiary amine tricyclic that is sedating
and has antimuscarinic activity. Patients with coexistent depression are more toler-
ant and require higher doses of amitriptyline. Administration of the drug should
be started at a dose of 10 to 25 mg at bedtime. The dose ranges from 10 to
400 mg/day (Table 3).
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Doxepin is a sedating tertiary amine TCA. The drug should be started at a dose
of 10 mg at bedtime. The dose ranges from 10 to 300 mg/day.

Secondary Amines. Nortriptyline is a secondary amine that is less sedating
than amitriptyline. Nortriptyline is a major metabolite of amitriptyline. If insomnia
develops, the drug must be given earlier in the day or in divided doses. The drug
is started at a dose of 10 to 25 mg at bedtime. The dose ranges from 10 to
150 mg/day.

Protriptyline is a secondary amine similar to nortriptyline. The dosage should
be started at 5 mg/day. The dose ranges from 5 to 60 mg/day.

Monoamine-Reuptake Inhibitors

Selective Serotonin-Reuptake Inhibitors. Evidence for the use of SSRIs is
poor. They are helpful for patients with comorbid depression because their tolerabil-
ity profile is superior to tricyclics. Fluoxetine, fluvoxamine, paroxetine, sertraline,
and citalopram are specific SSRIs that have minimal antihistaminic and antimuscari-
nic activity. These drugs produce less weight gain (and in some cases produce weight
loss) and have fewer cardiovascular side effects than the TCAs (102). The most
common AEs include anxiety, nervousness, insomnia, drowsiness, fatigue, tremor,
sweating, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness or lightheadedness. Headache
was noted in 20.3% of patients on fluoxetine; however, it was also noted in 19.9%
of patients on placebo (103). The combination of an SSRI and a TCA can be ben-
eficial in treating refractory depression (104) and, in our experience, resistant cases of
migraine. The combination may require dose adjustment of the TCA because levels
may significantly increase.

The efficacy analysis summarized in the AHCPR Evidence Report did not indi-
cate a clear benefit of the racemic mixture of fluoxetine over placebo. In contrast, a
recent randomized controlled trial of S-fluoxetine indicated a possible clinical benefit
in migraine prevention, as measured by a reduction in migraine frequency, as early as
one month after initiation of therapy (105). Anecdotal reports (106) and our experi-
ence seem to indicate its benefit in migraine prophylaxis where coexistent depression
is a prominent issue. Some researchers have reported that fluoxetine does not
improve or may worsen headache (107). A recent single-center, randomized,
double-blind, parallel study of fluoxetine showed a significant reduction (p < 0.05)
beginning from the third month of treatment in the fluoxetine group and no signifi-
cant reduction in the placebo group.

Fluoxetine should be administered starting at a dose of 10 mg in the morning.
The dose ranges from 10 to 80 mg/day.

Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors

MAOIs exist in two subtypes: MAO-A, which preferentially deaminates NE and
5-HT, and MAO-B, which preferentially deaminates dopamine. Phenelzine is a
nonspecific inhibitor of MAO-A and MAO-B. L-Deprenyl is a selective MAO-B
inhibitor that may be effective in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease.

The MAOI phenelzine at a dose of 15 mg TID was effective in an open study
(108), but no placebo-controlled, double-blind trials exist. The dose of phenelzine
ranges from 30 to 90 mg/day in divided doses. All patients on MAOI-A must be
on a restricted diet and avoid certain medications to prevent hypertensive crisis.
Meperidine, sympathomimetics (including Midrin), alcohol, and foods with a high
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tyramine content (cheddar cheese, fava beans, banana peel, tap beers, Marmite and
Veggie-Mite concentrated, yeast extract, sauerkraut, soy sauce, and other soybean
condiments) must be avoided (108–112).

The most common AEs of MAOIs include insomnia, orthostatic hypotension,
constipation, increased perspiration, weight gain, peripheral edema, and, less com-
monly, inhibition of ejaculation or reduced libido. Insomnia can be reduced by
giving most of the medication early in the day. The risk of hypertensive crisis may
be reduced by having the patient take the MAOI three to four hours before or after
eating or taking the entire dose at bedtime, as gut MAO activity rapidly returns to
normal (113). Sublingual nifedipine has been used to treat hypertensive crisis when it
occurs in MAOI users (114).

Calcium-Channel Antagonists

Calcium, in combination with a calcium-binding protein such as calmodulin or
troponin, regulates many functions, including muscle contraction, neurotransmitter
and hormone release, and enzyme activity. Its extracellular concentration is high; its
intracellular free concentration is 10,000-fold smaller. The concentration gradient is
established by membrane pumps and the intracellular sequestering of free calcium.
When stimulated, the cell can open calcium channels in the plasma membrane or
release intracellular stores of calcium (115).

Pharmacology of the Calcium-Channel Blockers

Two types of calcium channels exist: calcium entry channels, which allow extracellu-
lar calcium to enter the cell, and calcium release channels, which allow intracellular
calcium (in storage sites in organelles) to enter the cytoplasm. They are modulated by
ryanodine and inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptors (116). Calcium entry channel
subtypes include voltage-gated, opened by depolarization, ligand-gated, opened by
chemical messengers (such as glutamate) and capacitative, activated by depletion
of intracellular calcium stores.

Voltage-gated calcium channels mediate calcium influx in response to mem-
brane depolarization and regulate intracellular processes such as contraction,
secretion, neurotransmission, and gene expression. They are members of a gene
superfamily of transmembrane ion channel proteins that includes voltage-gated
potassium and sodium channels. There are six functional subclasses of voltage-gated
calcium (Ca2þ) channels; these are named T, L, N, P, Q, and R. They fall into two
major categories: high-voltage–activated channels and the unique low-voltage–
activated T-type, which are activated at negative potentials (117).

Voltage-gated calcium channels are heteromers composed of four or five dis-
tinct subunits, which are encoded by multiple genes. These subunits have different
functions, and subunit isoforms give rise to distinct channel subtypes. The a1 subunit
of 190 to 250 kDa is the largest; it incorporates the conduction pore, the voltage
sensor and gating apparatus, and the known sites of channel regulation by second
messengers, drugs, and toxins. The a1 subunit is associated with auxiliary subunits,
including a membrane-spanning a2-d complex that increases the amplitude of cal-
cium currents and binds the anticonvulsant gabapentin, and a cytoplasmic b subunit
that modifies the channel’s current amplitude, voltage dependence, and activation
and inactivation properties (116). The a1 subunit of voltage-gated calcium channels
is organized in four homologous domains (I–IV) with six transmembrane segments
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(S1–S6) in each. The S4 segment serves as the voltage sensor. The pore loop between
transmembrane segments S5 and S6 in each domain determines ion conductance and
selectivity, and changes of only three amino acids (aa) in the pore loops in domains I,
III, and IV will convert a sodium channel to calcium selectivity. An intracellular b
subunit and a transmembrane, disulfide-linked a2d-subunit complex are components
of most types of calcium channels. A g subunit has also been found in skeletal muscle
calcium channels, and related subunits are expressed in heart and brain. Although
these auxiliary subunits modulate the properties of the channel complex, the pharma-
cologic and electrophysiological diversities of calcium channels arise primarily from
the existence of multiple a1 subunits (118).

Calcium currents have diverse physiological and pharmacologic properties.
L-type calcium currents require a strong depolarization for activation and are
long lasting (117). They are the main calcium currents recorded in muscle and
endocrine cells, where they initiate contraction and secretion. N-type, P/Q-type,
and R-type calcium currents also require strong depolarization for activation. They
are expressed primarily in neurons, where they initiate neurotransmission at most
fast synapses and also mediate calcium entry into cell bodies and dendrites. T-type
calcium currents are activated by weak depolarization and are transient. They are
expressed in a wide variety of cell types, where they are involved in shaping the
action potential and controlling patterns of repetitive firing (118).

Mammalian a1 subunits are encoded by at least 10 distinct genes. Calcium
channels are named using the chemical symbol of the principal permeating ion
(Ca) with the principal physiological regulator (voltage) indicated as a subscript
(CaV). The numerical identifier corresponds to the CaV channel a1 subunit gene
subfamily (1–3 at present) and the order of discovery of the a1 subunit within that
subfamily (1 through m). According to this nomenclature, the CaV1 subfamily
(CaV1.1 to CaV1.4) includes channels containing a1S, a1C, a1D, and a1F, which medi-
ate L-type Ca2þ currents. The CaV2 subfamily (CaV2.1 to CaV2.3) includes channels
containing a1A, a1B, and a1E, which mediate P/Q-, N-, and R-type Ca2þ currents,
respectively. The CaV3 subfamily (CaV3.1 to CaV3.3) includes channels containing
a1G, a1H, and a1I, which mediate T-type Ca2þ currents (118).

The pharmacology of the three families of calcium channel is distinct. The
CaV1 channels are the molecular targets of the organic calcium channel blockers
used widely in the therapy of cardiovascular diseases. These drugs are thought to
act at three separate, but allosterically coupled, receptor sites. Phenylalkylamines
are intracellular pore blockers. Dihydropyridines can be channel activators or inhib-
itors and, therefore, are thought to act allosterically to shift the channel toward the
open or closed state, rather than by occluding the pore. Diltiazem and related
benzothiazepines are thought to bind to a third receptor site (118).

The CaV2 family of calcium channels is relatively insensitive to dihydropyridine
calcium channel blockers, but these calcium channels are specifically blocked with
high affinity by peptide toxins of spiders and marine snails (119).

The CaV2.1 channels are blocked specifically by o-agatoxin IVA from funnel
web spider venom. The CaV2.2 channels are blocked specifically by o-conotoxin
GVIA and related cone snail toxins. The CaV2.3 channels are blocked specifically
by the synthetic peptide toxin SNX-482 derived from tarantula venom. These pep-
tide toxins are potent blockers of synaptic transmission because of their specific
effects on the CaV2 family of calcium channels.

The CaV3 family of calcium channels is insensitive to both the dihydro-
pyridines that block CaV1 channels and the spider and cone snail toxins that
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block the CaV2 channels. There are no widely useful pharmacological agents
that block T-type calcium currents (118,119).

Mechanism of Action in Migraine

The mechanism of action of the calcium channel antagonists in migraine prevention
is uncertain. They were introduced into the treatment of migraine on the assumption
that they prevent hypoxia of cerebral neurons, contraction of vascular smooth
muscles, and inhibition of the Ca2þ-dependent enzymes involved in prostaglandin
formation. Perhaps it is their ability to block 5-HT release, interfere with neuro-
vascular inflammation, or interfere with the initiation and propagation of spreading
depression that is critical (120). The discovery that an abnormality in an a1A subunit
(P/Q channel) can produce familial hemiplegic migraine (121) has led to a search for
more fundamental associations.

Clinical Trials

The AHCPR Technical Report identified 45 controlled trials of calcium antagonists,
including flunarizine (25 trials), nimodipine (11 trials), nifedipine (5 trials), verapamil (3
trials), cyclandelate (3 trials), and nicardipine (1 trial) (20). Flunarizine was compared
with placebo in eight migraine prevention trials and effect sizes could be calculated for
seven studies (122–128), but not the eighth study (129). A meta-analysis of these seven
heterogeneous trials was statistically significant in favor of flunarizine. Five compari-
sons of flunarizine with propranolol (130,131), and two with metoprolol (35,132),
showed no significant differences between flunarizine and these b-blocking agents.
There were no significant differences between flunarizine and pizotifen (133–135), or
between flunarizine and methysergide (136). One trial comparing flunarizine and dihy-
droergocryptine (DEK) (137) reported mixed results, but suggested that differences in
the effects of the two treatments were small. Nimodipine had mixed results in placebo-
controlled trials. Three placebo-controlled studies suggested no significant differences
(138,139), whereas two reported relatively large and statistically significant differences
in favor of nimodipine (140). Nimodipine was not different than flunarizine (141),
pizotifen (133) or propranolol (142). Our interpretation and our clinical experience
is that nimodipine is ineffective in migraine prevention.

The evidence for nifedipine was difficult to interpret. Two comparisons with
placebo yielded similar effect sizes that were statistically insignificant, but the 95%
confidence intervals associated with these estimates were large and did not exclude
either a clinically important benefit or harm associated with nifedipine (143).
Similarly ambiguous results were reported in one comparison with flunarizine
(144) and two comparisons with propranolol (32,145). One trial found that meto-
prolol was significantly better than nifedipine at reducing headache frequency (32).
Our conclusion is that nifedipine is ineffective as a migraine preventive.

Verapamil was more effective than placebo in two of three trials, but both
positive trials had high dropout rates, rendering the findings uncertain (54,146).
The single negative placebo-controlled trial included a propranolol treatment arm.
This trial reported no significant difference between verapamil, propranolol, and
placebo (54,147). Our conclusion is that there is no rigorous, randomized, controlled
trial evidence to support the use of verapamil in migraine.

Diltiazem (60–90 mg QID) was effective in two small open studies (148,149).
These studies are insufficient to recommend the use of diltiazem.
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Adverse Events

AEs of the Ca2þ antagonists are dependent on the drug. Patients frequently report
an initial increase in headache. Headache improvement frequently requires weeks
of treatment. Two trials of verapamil and one of nifedipine reported high dropout
rates due to AEs (20). Side effects with nifedipine were frequent (54%) and included
dizziness, edema, flushing, headache, and mental symptoms (143).

Clinical Use

Verapamil is available as a 40, 80, or 120 mg tablet or as a 120, 180, or 240 mg
sustained-release preparation. The drug can be started at a dose of 40 mg two
to three times a day, with a maximum of 640 mg/day in divided doses. The
sustained-release preparation of verapamil can be given once or twice a day, but
unreliable absorption reduces reliability. The most common AE is constipation;
dizziness, nausea, hypotension, headache, and edema are less common. Bioavailabil-
ity is 20%. The absorbed drug is tightly protein bound. Peak plasma levels occur in
five hours; the half-life ranges from 2.5 to 7.5 hours (Table 4).

Flunarizine is not available in the United States. It is given at a dose of 5 to
10 mg/day. The most prominent AEs include weight gain, somnolence, dry mouth,
dizziness, hypotension, occasional extrapyramidal reactions, and exacerbation of
depression. The elimination half-life of flunarizine is 19 days.

Anticonvulsants

Anticonvulsant medication is increasingly recommended for migraine prevention,
because it was proved to be effective by placebo-controlled, double-blind trials.
With the exceptions of valproic acid, topiramate, and zonisamide, anticonvulsants

Table 4 Selected Calcium-Channel Blockers and Selected Anticonvulsants in the Preventive
Treatment of Migraine

Agent Daily dose Comment

Selected calcium channel blockers
Verapamil 120–640 mg Starting dose of 80 mg b.i.d. or t.i.d.

Sustained release can be given q.d. or b.i.d.
Flunarizine 5–10 mg q.d. at bedtime

Weight gain is the most common side effect
Selected anticonvulsants
Carbamazepine 600–1200 mg t.i.d.
Gabapentin 600–1200 mg Dose can be increased up to 3000 mg
Topiramate 100 mg Starting dose of 15–25 bedtime

Can be increased by 15–25 mg/wk
Reaching a dose of 50–100 mg must be

attempted
Can be increased further if necessary
Associated with weight loss, not weight gain

Valproate/Divalproex 500–1500 mg/day Starting dose of 250–500 mg/day
Levels should be monitored if compliance is

an issue
Maximum dose is 60 mg/kg day
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may interfere substantially with the efficacy of oral contraceptives (150,151). Nine
controlled trials of five different anticonvulsants were included in the AHCPR
Technical Report (53,152–156).

Carbamazepine

The only placebo-controlled trial of carbamazepine suggested a significant benefit, but
this trial was inadequately described in several important respects (155). Another trial,
comparing carbamazepine with clonidine and pindolol, suggested that carbamazepine
had a weaker effect on headache frequency than either comparator treatment,
although differences from clonidine were not statistically significant (157). Carba-
mazepine (Tegretol), 600 to 1200 mg/day, may be effective in preventive migraine
treatment (Table 4).

Gabapentin

Gabapentin (600–1800 mg) was effective in episodic migraine and chronic migraine
in a 12-week open-label study (158). Gabapentin was not effective in one placebo-
controlled, double-blind study (159). In a more recent randomized, placebo-controlled,
double-blind trial (160), gabapentin, at a dosage of 1800 to 2400 mg, was superior to
placebo in reducing the frequency of migraine attacks. The responder rate was 36% for
gabapentin and 14% for placebo (p ¼ 0.02). The two treatment groups were compar-
able with respect to treatment-limiting AEs. Limited data were reported on AEs—the
most common were dizziness or giddiness and drowsiness. Relatively high patient-
withdrawal rates due to AEs were reported in some trials (20) (Table 4).

Valproic Acid

Valproic acid is a simple eight carbon, two chain fatty acid with 80% bioavailability
after oral administration. It is highly protein bound, with an elimination half-life
between 8 and 17 hours. Valproic acid possesses anticonvulsant activity in a wide
variety of experimental epilepsy models. Valproate at high concentrations increases
GABA levels in synaptosomes, perhaps by inhibiting its degradation; it enhances the
postsynaptic response to GABA, and, at lower concentrations, it increases potas-
sium conductance, producing neuronal hyperpolarization. Valproate turns off the
firing of the 5-HT neurons of the dorsal raphe, which are implicated in controlling
head pain. Disordered GABA metabolism during migraine has been reported
(161). Imbalance in the plasma concentrations of GABA, an inhibitory aa, and glu-
tamic acid, an excitatory aa, has also been observed (153–156,162).

The mechanism of action of valproate in migraine prevention may be related to
facilitation of GABA-ergic neurotransmission (163–165). Valproate enhances GABA
activity within the brain by inhibiting its degradation, stimulating its synthesis and
release, and directly enhancing its postsynaptic effects. The valproate concentration
required to inhibit GABA transaminase is greater than that which occurs during ther-
apy. However, active metabolites, one of which (2-en-valproic acid) accumulates in
the brain, have an anticonvulsant effect and cause GABA accumulation in vivo
(163). Other potential mechanisms of action include direct effects on neuronal mem-
branes (it suppresses induced and spontaneous epileptiform activity), inhibition of
kindling, and reduction of excitatory neurotransmission by the aa aspartate by block-
ing its release (164,165). Valproate also attenuates plasma extravasation in the
Moskowitz model of NI by interacting with the GABAA receptor. The relevant
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receptor may be on the parasympathetic nerve fibers projecting from the spheno-
palatine ganglia; in so doing, it attenuates nociceptive neurotransmission (163). In
addition, valproate-induced increased central enhancement of GABAA activity may
enhance central antinociception (166). Valproate also interacts with the central
5-HT system and reduces the firing rate of midbrain serotonergic neurons (166).

Five studies provided strong and consistent support for the efficacy of dival-
proex sodium (approved by the FDA) (153,167,168) and sodium valproate
(162,169). Two placebo-controlled trials of each of these agents showed them to be
significantly better than placebo at reducing headache frequency (154,162,168,169).
A single study compared divalproex sodium with propranolol and found differences
favoring divalproex sodium; however, the statistical significance of these results could
not be determined (open-label study with high dropout rates) (153). A more recent
study (not included in the AHCPR Technical Report) found divalproex sodium more
effective compared with placebo, but not significantly different compared with
propranolol, for prevention of migraine in patients without aura (170). An extended
release form of divalproex sodium demonstrated comparable efficacy to the tablet
formulation (171). The AE profile in the clinical trial, however, showed almost
identical AE rates for the placebo and active treatment arms.

Clinical Trials. In 1988, prompted by his clinical observations of valproate’s
benefits, Sorensen (172) performed a prospective open trial of valproate. He studied
22 patients with severe migraine that was resistant to previous prophylactic treat-
ment. Follow-up in 3 to 12 months revealed that 11 patients were migraine-free,
six had a significant reduction in frequency, one had no change, and four had
dropped out (Table 5).

In 1992, Hering and Kuritzky (169) evaluated sodium valproate’s efficacy in
migraine treatment in a double-blind, randomized, crossover study. Thirty-two
patients were divided into two groups and given either 400 mg of sodium valproate
twice a day or placebo for eight weeks. Sodium valproate was effective in preventing
migraine or reducing the frequency, severity, and duration of attacks in 86.2% of 29
patients, whose attacks were reduced from 15.6 to 8.8 a month.

Jensen et al., in 1994 (152), studied 43 patients with migraine without aura in
a triple-blind, placebo- and dose-controlled, crossover study of slow-release sodium
valproate. After a four-week medication-free run-in period, the patients were
randomized to sodium valproate (n ¼ 22) or placebo (n ¼ 21). Thirty-four patients
completed the trial. Fifty percent of the patients had a reduction in migraine
frequency to 50% or less for the valproate group compared with 18% for placebo.
During the last four weeks of valproate treatment, 65% responded. The most com-
mon AEs (33% valproate and 16% placebo) were intensified nausea and dyspepsia,
tiredness, increased appetite, and weight gain, and were usually mild or moderate.
Fifty-eight percent of the patients had no AEs.

In 1995, in a multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled
investigation, Mathew et al. (154) compared the effectiveness and safety of
divalproex sodium and placebo in migraine prophylaxis. A four-week, single-blind,
placebo-baseline phase was followed by a 12-week treatment phase (four-week dose
adjustment, eight-week maintenance). One hundred seven patients were randomized
to divalproex sodium or placebo (2:1 ratio), with 70 receiving divalproex sodium and
37 receiving placebo. Forty-eight percent of the divalproex sodium–treated patients
and 14% of the placebo-treated patients showed a 50% or greater reduction in
migraine headache frequency from baseline (p < 0.001). No significant treatment-
group differences were observed in average peak severity or duration of individual
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migraine headaches. Treatment was stopped in 13% of the divalproex sodium–treated
patients and 5% percent of the placebo-treated patients, because of intolerance
(p, not significant).

Klapper et al. (168) evaluated the efficacy and safety of divalproex sodium as
prophylactic monotherapy in a multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-
controlled study. Patients with two or more migraine attacks during the baseline
phase were randomized to a daily divalproex sodium dose of 500, 1000, or
1500 mg, or placebo. The primary efficacy variable was four-week headache fre-
quency during the experimental phase. During the experimental phase, the mean
reduction in the combined daily divalproex sodium groups was 1.8 migraines per
four weeks compared with a mean reduction of 0.5 attacks per four weeks in the pla-
cebo group. Overall, 43% of divalproex sodium–treated patients achieved 50% or
more reduction in their migraine attack rates, compared with 21% of placebo-treated
patients. A statistically significant (p < 0.05) dose–response effect across the dose
range placebo, 500, 1000, and 1500 mg, was observed for both overall reduction in
attack frequency and a 50% or more reduction in attack frequency. With the excep-
tion of nausea, AEs were similar in all groups (divalproex sodium 24%, placebo 7%,
p ¼ 0.015) and most AEs were mild or moderate in severity.

In an open-label study, Silberstein and Collins (173) evaluated the long-term
safety of divalproex sodium in patients who had completed one of two previous double-
blind, placebo-controlled studies. The results, including data from the double-blind
study, represented 198 patient-years of divalproex exposure. The average dose was
974 mg/day. Reasons for premature discontinuation (67%) included administrative
problems (31%), drug intolerance (21%), and treatment ineffectiveness (15%). The
most frequently reported AEs were nausea (42%), infection (39%), alopecia (31%),
tremor (28%), asthenia (25%), dyspepsia (25%), and somnolence (25%). Divalproex
was found to be safe and initial improvements were maintained for periods more
than 1080 days. No unexpected AEs or safety concerns unique to the use of divalproex
in the prophylactic treatment of migraine were found.

Freitag et al. (171) evaluated the efficacy and safety of extended-release divalproex
sodium compared with placebo in prophylactic monotherapy treatment. Treatment was
initiated by administering a dose of 500 g once daily for one week, and the dose was then
increased to 1000 mg once daily, with an option, if intolerance occurred, to permanently
decrease the dose to 500 mg during the second week. The mean reductions in the four-
week migraine headache rate were 1.2 (from a baseline mean of 4.4) in the extended-
release divalproex sodium group and 0.6 (from a baseline mean of 4.2) in the placebo
group (p ¼ 0.006); reductions with extended-release divalproex sodium were signifi-
cantly greater than with placebo in all three four-week segments of the treatment period.
The proportion of subjects achieving at least 50% reduction in experimental phase
migraine headache rate was higher in the extended-release divalproex sodium group
(36/119; 30%) than in the placebo group (28/115; 24%), but the difference was not
significant (p¼ 0.251).

Nausea, vomiting, and gastrointestinal distress are the most common AEs of
valproate therapy. These are generally self-limited and are slightly less common with
divalproex sodium than with sodium valproate. When therapy is continued, the inci-
dence of gastrointestinal symptoms decreases, particularly after six months. In three
of four placebo-controlled trials, the overall percentage of patients reporting AEs
with divalproex sodium or sodium valproate was not higher than with placebo.
The fourth trial found significantly higher rates of nausea, asthenia, somnolence,
vomiting, tremor, and alopecia with divalproex sodium. On rare occasions, valproate
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administration is associated with severe AEs such as hepatitis and pancreatitis.
The frequency of these AEs varies with the number of concomitant medications
used, the patient’s age and general state of health, and the presence of genetic and
metabolic disorders. Valproate is potentially teratogenic and should not be used
by pregnant women or women considering pregnancy (174). Valproate has little
effect on cognitive functions and rarely causes sedation. The frequency of these
adverse reactions varies with the number of concomitant medications used, the
patient’s age, the presence of genetic and metabolic disorders, and the patient’s gen-
eral state of health. These idiosyncratic reactions are unpredictable (175).

The risk of valproate hepatotoxicity is highest in children under the age of
two years, especially those treated with multiple antiepileptic drugs, those with
metabolic disorders, and those with severe epilepsy accompanied by mental retar-
dation and organic brain disease (176). The relative risk of hepatotoxicity from
valproate is low in migraineurs. Hyperandrogenism, resulting from elevated testos-
terone levels, ovarian cysts, and obesity, is of particular concern in young women
with epilepsy who use valproate (177). It is uncertain if valproate can cause these
symptoms in young women with migraine or mania.

Because of valproate’s potential idiosyncratic interactions with barbiturates
(severe sedation and coma), migraine patients who are on valproate should not be
given barbiturate-containing combination analgesics for symptomatic headache
relief. If these drugs are used, they should be given with caution and at a low dose.
Absolute contraindications to valproate are pregnancy and a history of pancreatitis
or a hepatic disorder such as chronic hepatitis or cirrhosis of the liver. Other impor-
tant contraindications are hematologic disorders, including thrombocytopenia,
pancytopenia, and bleeding disorders.

Valproic acid is available as 250 mg capsules and as a syrup (250 mg/5 mL).
Divalproex sodium is a stable coordination complex comprising sodium valproate
and valproic acid in a 1:1 molar ratio. An enteric-coated form of divalproex
sodium is available as 125, 250, and 500 mg capsules and a sprinkle formulation.
Start with 250 to 500 mg/day in divided doses and slowly increase the dose.
Monitor serum levels if there is a question of toxicity or compliance. (The usual
therapeutic level is from 50 to 100 mg/mL.) The maximum recommended dose is
60 mg/kg/day. An extended release form of divalproex sodium demonstrated
comparable efficacy to the tablet formulation. The AE profile in the clinical trial
showed almost identical adverse effect rates for the placebo and active treatment
arms (178).

Topiramate

Topiramate is a structurally unique anticonvulsant that was discovered serendipi-
tously. It was originally synthesized as part of a research project to discover structural
analogs of fructose-1,6-diphosphate capable of inhibiting the enzyme fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase, thereby blocking gluconeogenesis, but it has no hypoglycemic
activity. Topiramate is a derivative of the naturally occurring monosaccharide
D-fructose and contains a sulfamate functionality. The structural resemblance of its
O-sulfamate moiety to the sulfonamide moiety in acetazolamide prompted an evalua-
tion of possible anticonvulsant effects. Topiramate was originally marketed for the
treatment of epilepsy (179); it is now FDA approved for migraine.

Topiramate is rapidly and almost completely absorbed (180). It is not exten-
sively metabolized and is eliminated predominantly unchanged in the urine.
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The average elimination half-life is approximately 21 hours (180). Topiramate read-
ily enters the CNS parenchyma; in rats, the concentration in whole brain was
approximately one-third of that in blood plasma one hour after oral dosing (181).
The bioavailability of topiramate from the tablet formulation is about 80%, and is
not affected by food (182).

In a pharmacokinetic interaction study with a concomitantly administered
combination oral contraceptive product containing 1 mg norethindrone (NET) plus
35 mcg ethinyl estradiol (EE), topiramate at doses of 50 to 200 mg/day was not
associated with statistically significant changes in mean exposure [area under the
curve (AUC)] to either component of the oral contraceptive. Topiramate is therefore
not associated with significant reductions in estrogen exposure at doses below
200 mg/day. At doses above 200 mg/day, there may be a dose-related reduction in
exposure to the estrogen component of oral contraceptives.

The anticonvulsant activity of most antiepileptic drugs is thought to be due to a
state-dependent blockade of voltage-dependent Naþ or Ca2þ channels or an ability
to enhance the activity of GABA at GABAA receptors (181,183). Topiramate can
influence the activity of some types of voltage-activated Naþ and Ca2þ channels,
GABAA receptors, and the a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-proprionic acid
(AMPA)/kainate subtype of glutamate receptors. Topiramate also inhibits some iso-
zymes of carbonic anhydrase (CA) and exhibits selectivity for CA II and CA IV
(179,184). Topiramate blocks Naþ channels in a voltage-sensitive, use-dependent
manner (185). Topiramate can reduce the amplitude of tetrodotoxin-sensitive
voltage-gated Naþ currents in rat cerebellar granule cells, as measured by whole-cell
current-clamp recordings (186).

The effects of topiramate on voltage-activated Naþ channels, voltage-activated
calcium channels, GABAA receptors, and AMPA/kainate receptors are all regulated
by protein phosphorylation (187–190). One or more subunit of each complex is
phosphorylated by protein kinase A, protein kinase C, and possibly CA2þ/CaM-
activated kinases. The consensus peptide sequence at the protein kinase A–mediated
phosphorylation site exhibits homology, i.e., the GluR6 subunit of the AMPA/
kainate receptor contains an RRQS, the b subunit of the GABAA receptor contains
RRAS, and some subtypes of the primary subunit of Naþ and Ca2þ channels
contain RRNS and RRPT, respectively (R, arginine; Q, glutamine; S, serine;
T, threonine; A, alanine; and N, asparagine). Immediately upon binding to the
site, topiramate could exert either a positive or a negative allosteric modulatory
effect; secondarily, topiramate would prevent protein kinase A from accessing the
serine hydroxyl site, thereby preventing phosphorylation, which, over time, would
shift a population of channels toward the dephosphorylated state (182). Thus,
topiramate may bind to the membrane channel complexes at phosphorylation sites
in the inner loop and thereby allosterically modulate ionic conductance through
the channels (182).

Storer and Goadsby (191) studied the effect of topiramate on trigemino-
cervical activation in the anesthetized cat. Activation of neurons within the trige-
minocervical complex is likely to be the biological substrate for pain in migraine
and cluster headache. The superior sagittal sinus (SSS) was isolated and electri-
cally stimulated. Units linked to SSS stimulation were recorded in the most
caudal part of the trigeminal nucleus. Topiramate reduced SSS-evoked firing
of neurons in the trigeminocervical complex in a dose-dependent fashion. Its inhi-
bition is a plausible mechanism of the action of migraine or cluster headache
preventive medicines.
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Clinical Profile

Pilot Studies. Topiramate has been shown to be effective in a number of
open-label and pilot studies (192–194). In addition, its chronic use has been
associated with weight loss, not weight gain (a common reason to discontinue
preventive medication).

In a preliminary safety and efficacy study (195), 213 patients were randomized
(2:1) to topiramate or placebo and were titrated to either 200 mg/day or maximum
tolerated dose over an eight-week period, followed by a 12-week maintenance
period. For each protocol, the monthly migraine rate, migraine days, and percent
reduction in migraine frequency for the intent-to-treat (ITT) population (n¼ 211)
were assessed by an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with baseline migraine rate
as covariate and last observation carried forward. A disproportionately high number
of topiramate patients dropped out during the first four weeks of the study.
ANCOVA was insensitive for detection of drug–placebo differences in the ITT
population, but was sensitive to demonstrate superiority of topiramate versus
placebo for patients completing the trial (n¼ 155, p¼ 0.03). However, a repeated
measured analysis using the ITT population demonstrated statistically significant
reductions in monthly migraine rate (p ¼ 0.04) and migraine days (p¼ 0.04), and per-
cent reduction in migraine episodes (p¼ 0.02) for topiramate patients versus placebo
patients. A weighted regression analysis also demonstrated a statistically significant
reduction in migraine rate for topiramate patients versus placebo patients (p¼ 0.05).

Pivotal Phase III trials—Efficacy. Silberstein et al. (195), in the first pivotal
placebo-controlled clinical trial of 487 patients, assessed the efficacy and safety of
topiramate (50, 100, and 200 mg/day) in migraine prevention in a 26-week, multicen-
ter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (MIGR-001). The primary
efficacy measure was the change in mean monthly migraine frequency between base-
line and the double-blind phase. Eligible subjects entered a washout period of up to
14 days, which was followed by a prospective baseline period of 28 days. Patients
who completed the baseline period and met the entry criteria were randomized to
one of four treatment groups: 50 mg/day topiramate, 100 mg/day topiramate,
200 mg/day topiramate, or placebo. Patients randomized to topiramate started at
a dose of 25 mg/day; the daily dose was increased by 25 mg weekly (for a total of
eight weeks) until patients reached either their assigned dose or maximum tolerated
dose, whichever was lower. Patients then continued on that dose for 18 weeks. In
the group treated with topiramate 100 mg/day, there was a mean reduction of
2.1 monthly migraine episodes (5.4–3.3), compared with 0.8 for placebo. The respon-
der rate (patients with 50% or more reduction in monthly migraine frequency) was
52% with topiramate 200 mg/day (p < 0.001), 54% with topiramate 100 mg
(p < 0.001), 36% with topiramate 50 mg/day (p¼ 0.039), compared with 23% with
placebo (Table 6).

Topiramate treatment was also associated with reduced consumption of acute-
treatment medications. The onset of efficacy was observed within the first month of
treatment. The 200 mg dose was not significantly more effective than the 100 mg dose.
The most common AEs were paresthesias, fatigue, nausea, anorexia, and abnormal
taste. Body weight was reduced by an average of 3.8% in the 100 and 200 mg groups.

Brandes et al. (196) assessed the efficacy and safety of topiramate (50, 100, and
200 mg/day) in the prevention of migraine headaches in the second 26-week, multi-
center, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (MIGR-002). The
primary and secondary efficacy measures were identical to MIGR-001. A total of
483 patients were randomized to the four treatment groups (placebo, 120; topiramate
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50 mg/day, 120; topiramate 100 mg/day, 122; and topiramate 200 mg/day, 121). The
ITT population consisted of 468 patients. The mean monthly number of migraine per-
iods decreased significantly for those patients on 100 mg/day of topiramate (from 5.8
to 3.5, p¼ 0.008) or 200 mg/day of topiramate (from 5.1 to 2.9, p¼ 0.001) versus pla-
cebo (from 5.6 to 4.5). Significant reductions were evident as early as the first month
of treatment. A significantly greater proportion of patients exhibited at least a 50%
reduction in mean monthly migraines in the groups treated with 50 mg/day of topir-
amate (39%, p¼ 0.009), 100 mg/day of topiramate (49%, p¼ 0.001), and 200 mg/day
of topiramate (47%, p ¼0.001). Patients treated with 200 mg/day of topiramate lost
an average of 4.8% of body weight from baseline through the double-blind phase.
In this second pivotal study, topiramate was associated with significant improvement
in migraine at doses of 100 or 200 mg/day in each efficacy measure assessed. The
onset of efficacy was observed as early as the first month of treatment.

Diener et al. (197) compared two doses of topiramate (100 or 200 mg/day) to
placebo or propranolol (160 mg/day) in a randomized, double-blind, parallel-group,
multicenter trial of 575 subjects conducted in 68 centers in 13 countries. Topiramate
100 mg/day was superior to placebo as measured by average monthly migraine
period rate, average monthly migraine days, rate of rescue medication use, and
percentage of patients with a 50% or greater decrease in average monthly migraine
period rate (responder rate 37%). The topiramate 100 mg/day and propranolol
groups were similar in change from baseline to the core double-blind phase in average
monthly migraine period rate and other secondary efficacy variables. Topiramate
200 mg/day failed in the primary end point compared to placebo but had a significantly
higher responder rate (35% vs. placebo 22%). Topiramate 100 mg/day (responder rate
37%) was better tolerated than topiramate 200 mg/day, and was comparable to pro-
pranolol (responder rate 43%). These findings provide clear evidence that topiramate
is effective in migraine prophylaxis. The 100 mg dose offers the best relationship
between efficacy and tolerability. A major shortcoming of this trial is the high dropout
rate of patients in the topiramate 200 mg group due to adverse effects. This high drop-
out rate resulted in the nonsuperiority of topiramate 200 mg over placebo (Table 7).

Safety and Tolerability. Data for safety and tolerability in migraine is based
on the experience of 1135 patients in multicenter, double-blind studies, who received
total daily doses of 50, 100, or 200 mg of topiramate. The most common AE was
paresthesia, which occurred in 35% of subjects in the topiramate 50 mg group,
51% in the topiramate 100 mg group, and 49% in the topiramate 200 mg group com-
pared with 6% in the placebo group. Paresthesias were rated as mild-to-moderate in
the majority of patients, and were treatment limiting in only 8% of these subjects;
when bothersome, they can be controlled with potassium supplementation (198).
The other most common AEs were fatigue, decreased appetite, nausea, diarrhea,
weight decrease, taste perversion, hypoesthesia, and abdominal pain. The most com-
mon CNS AEs were somnolence, insomnia, difficulty with memory, language pro-
blems, difficulty with concentration, mood problems, and anxiety.

The percentages of subjects who discontinued due to AEs were 17%, 25%, and
29% in the TPM 50, 100, and 200 mg groups, respectively, and 10% in the placebo
group. Most dropouts were due to side effects that occurred early in the trial. There
were no clinically important changes in clinical laboratory tests of liver function, renal
function, or hematologic parameters, or abnormalities in vital sign measurements
or neurologic examinations. In the study that included both topiramate and proprano-
lol, the overall incidence of treatment-emergent and treatment-limiting AEs for topir-
amate 100 was comparable to propranolol 160 mg/day.
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Neurobehavioral AEs occurred at rates comparable to those seen for studies of
other conditions, such as monotherapy in epilepsy, utilizing topiramate as a single
antiepileptic treatment. The most common of these AEs were dizziness, slowed think-
ing, somnolence, ataxia, fatigue, confusion, and impaired concentration (199). Most
of these AEs were seen during the first two months of the initial titration period, and
had resolved in 60% to 90% of patients with continued use of topiramate. Two studies
have prospectively evaluated neuropsychometric changes with adjunctive topiramate
treatment in patients with epilepsy (200,201). These studies support clinical observa-
tions that AEs occur most prominently during titration, with most changes not per-
sisting after maintenance treatment (201). In clinical practice, the incidence of CNS
AEs can be reduced with a low starting dose and a slower dose-escalation rate.

Renal calculi can occur with the use of topiramate. The reported incidence is
about 1.5%, representing a two to fourfold increase over the estimated occurrence
in the general population (202). Most patients faced with this problem do not need
surgery and go on to continue treatment with topiramate once they pass the stone
(202). Patients who take topiramate for epilepsy have weight loss that occurs early
in the treatment and is maximal by 15 to 18 months (203). The weight loss appears
to be greatest in patients who are heavier at the onset and is most commonly seen in
female patients (204). The mechanism is unclear. Rats treated with stopiramate
showed decreased body fat as well as acutely reduced food intake and an increased
metabolic rate. These animals also had decreased levels of total insulin, leptin,
and corticosterone (205). Other investigators suggest that topiramate inhibits
fat deposition. The activity of lipoprotein lipase is reduced in adipose tissue in
topiramate-treated rats (108).

Table 7 Miscellaneous Medication in the Preventive Treatment of Migraine

Agent Daily dose Comment

Serotonin antagonists
Methysergide 2–8 mg Higher doses are given b.id. or t.i.d.

Dose started at 1 mg and increased by 1 mg every
three days

Should not be taken continuously for long periods
Cyproheptadine 12–36 mg b.i.d. or t.i.d.

Useful in children
Weight gain in most patients

Pizotifen 1.5–3 mg t.i.d.
Weight gain and drowsiness are common side effects

a2-agonists
Clonidine 0.05–0.3 mg/

day
Limited evidence in migraine

Guanfacine 1 mg Limited evidence in migraine
Miscellaneous
Lisinopril 10–40 mg Positive small controlled trial
Candesartan 16 mg Positive small controlled trial
Feverfew 50–82 mg Controversial evidence
Petasites 50–100 mg 75 and 100 mg better than placebo in independent trials
Riboflavin 400 mg Positive small controlled trial
Coenzyme Q 100–150 mg Two positive controlled trials
Magnesium 400–600 mg Controversial evidence
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In the migraine trials, body weight was reduced by an average of 2.3% in the
50 mg group, 3.2% in the 100 mg group, and 3.8% in the 200 mg group. Patients
on propranolol gained 2.3% of their baseline body weight.

A syndrome consisting of acute myopia associated with secondary angle closure
glaucoma has been reported infrequently in patients receiving topiramate. There were
no cases of this condition reported in the clinical studies. Symptoms include acute
onset of decreased visual acuity and/or ocular pain. Ophthalmologic findings can
include myopia, anterior chamber shallowing, ocular hyperemia, and increased intrao-
cular pressure. Mydriasis may or may not be present. This syndrome may be associated
with supraciliary effusion resulting in anterior displacement of the lens and iris, with
secondary angle closure glaucoma. Symptoms typically occur within one month of
initiating topiramate therapy. In contrast to primary narrow-angle glaucoma, which
is rare in patients under 40 years of age, secondary angle-closure glaucoma associated
with topiramate has been reported in pediatric patients as well as adults. The primary
treatment to reverse symptoms is discontinuation of topiramate as rapidly as possible,
according to the judgment of the treating physician. Other measures, in conjunction
with discontinuation, may be helpful (206).

Oligohidrosis (decreased sweating), infrequently resulting in hospitalization,
has been reported in association with an elevation in body temperature. Some of
the cases were reported after exposure to elevated environmental temperatures. Most
of the reports have been in children.

Conclusion. The MIGR-001, MIGR-002, and MIGR-003 trials represent the
largest controlled clinical trials of topiramate in migraine prevention to date, and
together represent the largest controlled trials of a migraine preventive. Topiramate
was associated with improvements in each of the efficacy measures presented. Treat-
ment with topiramate 100 or 200 mg/day was associated with significant reductions
in migraine frequency, migraine days, and number of migraine attacks per month.
Treatment with topiramate was also associated with reduced use of acute medica-
tions (207). Topiramate is effective for migraine prophylaxis. The 100 mg dose seems
to have the best efficacy/tolerability ratio. Cognitive side effects are of less concern
with doses of 100 mg or less.

Topiramate administration should be started with a dose of 15 to 25 mg at bed-
time and the dose should be increased by 15 to 25 mg/week. The dose should not be
increased if bothersome AEs develop, one must wait until they resolve (they usually
do). If they do not resolve, the dosage of the drug should be decreased to the last
tolerable dose, then increased by a lower dose more slowly. The aim should be to
reach a dose of 50 to 100 mg/day given twice a day. It is our experience that patients
who tolerate the lower doses with only partial improvement often have increased
benefit with higher doses. The dose can be increased to 600 mg/day or higher.

Lamotrigine

Lamotrigine blocks voltage-sensitive sodium channels, leading to inhibition of
neuronal glutamate release of glutamate. Glutamate is essential in the propagation
of CSD, which many believe is the basis of the migraine aura. Lamotrigine has been
studied as combination therapy for headache prevention in one relatively large,
prospective, open-label trial of 65 patients, most of whom had chronic migraine
(208). Only 35 patients were compliant with treatment to warrant inclusion in the
analysis, with 12 dropping out because of AEs. The primary end point was reduction
in frequency of severe headaches. There were 17 (48.6%) responders, at a mean dose
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of 55 mg/day. Those who had migraine with aura had a better response rate (12/18
or 67%), including four of eight whose headaches were chronic. Another open-label
study assessed the impact of lamotrigine on aura itself, and found that the drug
significantly reduced both the frequency and duration of aura (208).

Chen et al. (209) reported two patients with migraine with persistent aura-like
visual phenomena for months to years. After two weeks of lamotrigine treatment,
both had resolution of the visual symptoms.

Steiner et al. (210) compared the safety and efficacy of lamotrigine and placebo
in migraine prophylaxis in a double-blind, randomized, parallel-groups trial. A total
of 110 patients entered; after a one-month placebo run-in period, placebo responders
and noncompliers were excluded, leaving 77 to be treated with lamotrigine (n ¼ 37)
or placebo (n ¼ 40) for up to three months. Initially, lamotrigine therapy was begun
at the full dose of 200 mg/day, but, following a high incidence of skin rashes, a slow
dose-escalation was introduced: 25 mg/day for two weeks, 50 mg/day for two
weeks, and then 200 mg/day. Attack rates were reduced from baseline means of
3.6 per month on lamotrigine and 4.4 on placebo, to 3.2 and 3.0, respectively, during
the last month of treatment. Improvements were greater on placebo, and these
changes, not statistically significant, indicate that lamotrigine was ineffective for
migraine prophylaxis. There were more AEs on lamotrigine than on placebo, most
commonly rash. With slow dose-escalation, their frequency was reduced and the rate
of withdrawal for AEs was similar in both treatment groups.

Zonisamide

Two retrospective, open-label studies of zonisamide in the preventive treatment of
episodic migraine have been reported (211,212). In the study conducted by Drake
et al. (211), 34 patients with refractory migraine with or without aura were treated
adjunctively with zonisamide at doses as high as 400 mg/day (211). Headache data
were obtained from patient headache diaries and telephone reports. A 40% reduction
in headache severity, a 50% reduction in headache duration, and a 25% decrease in
headache frequency were found at three months compared to baseline values. Four
patients (12%) discontinued the drug because of AEs and nine stopped the medicine
because they believed it was not working. Krusz reported improvement in 14/33
(42%) of patients, with four dropouts due to AEs (212). Zonisamide was also exam-
ined as monotherapy in a small, prospective, open-label study of nine patients with
episodic migraine with or without aura (213). The drug was titrated to a mean dose
of 244 mg/day, and investigator efficacy ratings were made for all patients who
remained on a stable dose of the drug for six weeks. It was effective or very effective
in 6 of 9 (67%) patients.

Serotonin Antagonists

The antiserotonin, migraine-preventive drugs are potent 5-HT2B– and 5-HT2C–receptor
antagonists, whereas metachlorophenyl piperazine (mCPP), a 5-HT2B– and 5-HT2C–
receptor agonist, induces migraine in susceptible individuals (214–216). Methysergide,
cyproheptadine, and pizotifen, effective migraine prophylactic drugs, are 5-HT2B–
and 5-HT2C–receptor antagonists, whereas ketanserin, a selective 5-HT2A– and a poor
5-HT2B– and 5-HT2C–receptor antagonist, is not (217,218).

mCPP, a major metabolite of the antidepressants trazodone and nefazodone,
induces migraine hours after the immediate pharmacologic response to the drug
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(monitored by elevation of plasma cortisol and prolactin) is over. Gordon et al. (215)
found that mCPP induced headache in both migraineurs (five of eight) and non-
migraine controls (four of 10). No significant differences were found between the
migraineurs and normal subjects in terms of their neuroendocrine or headache
responses to mCPP, but there were highly significant associations between the corti-
sol responses and headache severity and duration.

Pizotifen and methylergometrine are potent rabbit jugular vein endothelial cell
5-HT2–receptor antagonists. Activation of 5-HT2B or 5-HT2C receptor by mCPP or
endogenously released 5-HT could dilate cerebral vessels. Vasodilation, however, is
neither necessary nor sufficient to cause headache (219,220), but endothelium-
derived NO can activate sensory trigeminovascular fibers resulting in CGRP release,
which mediates pial artery vasodilation (114) and neurogenic inflammation
(218,220,221). mCPP itself can produce extravasation in the dural membrane, which
can be blocked by selective 5-HT2B antagonists (222).

Methysergide is also a 5-HT1–receptor agonist (223), but has lower affinity for
the 5-HT1– than for the 5-HT2–binding site (224). Methysergide-induced contraction
of the isolated saphenous vein of dog is also mediated by 5-HT1B receptors (225–
227). Chronic, but not acute, treatment with methysergide attenuates dural plasma
extravasation following electric stimulation of the rat trigeminal ganglion in the
Moskowitz model (228). The difference between acute and chronic drug administra-
tion could be due to the accumulation of the active metabolite, methylergometrine.
Methysergide (or methylergometrine) presynaptically could inhibit the release of
CGRP from perivascular sensory nerves.

Methysergide

Methysergide is a semisynthetic ergot alkaloid that is structurally related to
methylergonovine. It is a 5-HT2–receptor antagonist and 5-HT1B/D agonist. It was
probably the first drug developed for migraine prevention (229), but its usefulness
is limited by reports of retroperitoneal and retropleural fibrosis associated with
long-term, mostly uninterrupted, administration (230).

The AHCPR Technical Report identified 17 controlled trials of methysergide
for migraine prevention (136,231–241). Four placebo-controlled trials suggested
that methysergide was significantly better than placebo at reducing headache
frequency (28,240).

Four comparison trials showed no statistically significant differences between
methysergide and pizotifen (234,238). Two trials that directly compared methy-
sergide and propranolol failed to demonstrate any statistically significant differences
between these treatments (31,242). The only trial that compared methysergide with
metoprolol reported an unusually low response to metoprolol (6%) and thus a mis-
leading relative increase in methysergide efficacy (242).

Methysergide was associated with a higher incidence of AEs than was placebo.
AEs noted in trials and clinical practice include transient muscle ache, claudication,
gastrointestinal complaints (nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and diarrhea), leg
cramps, hair loss, weight gain, dizziness, giddiness, drowsiness, lassitude, paresthe-
sia, and hallucinations. Frightening hallucinatory experiences after the first dose
are not uncommon (243). AEs were no more common with methysergide than with
pizotifen. The major complication of methysergide is the rare (1/5000) development
of retroperitoneal, pulmonary, or endocardial fibrosis (244,245). The duration of the
trials reviewed here was too short to detect them.
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Methysergide is indicated for the treatment of migraine and cluster headache.
The dose ranges from 2 to 8 mg/day, with the higher doses being given two or three
times a day. Some clinicians find that they can use higher doses, up to 14 mg/day,
without AEs and with higher efficacy (113). To minimize early AEs, patients can
start with a dose of 1 mg/day and increase the dose gradually by 1 mg every two
to three days. (This can be accomplished by breaking the 2 mg tablets if 1 mg tablets
are not available.) Methysergide, in general, should not be taken continuously for
long periods, because doing so may produce retroperitoneal fibrosis (230,244,246).
Instead, the drug should be given for six months, stopped for one month, and then
restarted. To avoid an increase in headache when methysergide is stopped, the
patient should be weaned off the drug over a one-week period. Some authorities
use methysergide on a continuous basis with careful monitoring (113), which
includes auscultation of the heart and yearly echocardiography, chest X-ray, and
abdominal MRI. The drug should be discontinued immediately on suspicion of pul-
monary or cardiac retroperitoneal fibrosis (113).

Contraindications to methysergide use include pregnancy, peripheral vascular
disorders, severe arteriosclerosis, coronary artery disease, severe hypertension,
thrombophlebitis or cellulitis of the legs, peptic ulcer disease, fibrotic disorders, lung
diseases, collagen disease, liver or renal function impairment, valvular heart disease,
debilitation, or serious infection. Patients who receive methysergide should remain
under the supervision of the treating physician and be examined regularly for devel-
opment of pulmonary/cardiac or peritoneal fibrosis or vascular complications.

Methysergide is an effective migraine preventive medication that is an appro-
priate consideration in resistant headaches with a high attack frequency. All of the
open and controlled studies attest to its efficacy. In addition to being effective in
reducing attack frequency, it often acts synergistically with ergotamine for break-
through attacks. Due to its AEs profile, it should be reserved for severe cases in
which other migraine-preventive drugs are not effective.

Cyproheptadine

Cyproheptadine, an antagonist at the 5-HT2, histamine H1, and muscarinic choliner-
gic receptors, is widely used in the prophylactic treatment of migraine in children
(113,247,248). Curran and Lance (249) found cyproheptadine more effective than
placebo but less effective than methysergide. Cyproheptadine is available as 4 mg
tablets. The total dose ranges from 12 to 36 mg/day (given two to three times a
day or at bedtime). Common AEs are sedation and weight gain; dry mouth, nausea,
lightheadedness, ankle edema, aching legs, and diarrhea are less common. Cypro-
heptadine may inhibit growth in children (250) and reverse the effects of SSRIs.

Pizotifen

Pizotifen, a 5-HT2–receptor antagonist structurally similar to cyproheptadine,
is not available in the United States. The U.S. Headache Consortium Guidelines
(21) found that evidence was inconsistent for its efficacy from 11 placebo-
controlled trials (239,251–260) and 19 comparisons with other agents (36,133–
135,167,232,234,238,239,251,258,261–268). Analysis of the placebo-controlled
trials suggested a large clinical effect that was statistically significant. In direct
comparisons with other agents known to be efficacious for migraine prevention,
no significant differences were demonstrated between pizotifen and flunarizine
(133–135), methysergide (232,234,238,239), naproxen sodium (251), or metoprolol
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(36). However, in the 26 trials reviewed, pizotifen was generally poorly tolerated (20).
Substantial weight gain, tiredness, and/or drowsiness were frequently reported. Pizo-
tifen was associated with a high rate of withdrawals due to AEs. Controlled and
uncontrolled studies in Europe (269) have shown this drug to be of benefit in 40%
to 79% of patients. The dose recommendation is 0.5 to 1 mg, one to three times daily
by titration. Side effects include drowsiness and weight gain (270).

Other Drugs

Alpha Antagonists

The U.S. Headache Consortium Guidelines and the AHCPR Technical Review
included 17 controlled trials of a2 agonists for the prevention of migraine: 16 of clo-
nidine (157,167,271–284) and one of guanfacine (282). The evidence from these trials
suggests that a2 agonists are minimally, and not conclusively, efficacious. Of the 11
placebo-controlled trials of clonidine, 3 found a significant difference in favor of the
active agent, but the magnitude of the effect was small (275,279,280). Two compara-
tive trials comparing clonidine with the b-blockers metoprolol (283) and propranolol
yielded mixed results (284). Two comparative trials showed no significant differences
among clonidine, practolol (275), and pindolol (157). One trial each found no signif-
icant differences between clonidine and pizotifen (167), or between clonidine and
carbamazepine (157).

Clonidine’s most commonly reported AEs were drowsiness and tiredness. In
studies comparing clonidine with b-blockers, AEs occurred at similar rates for
both interventions.

Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibitors and Angiotensin II
Receptor Antagonists

Schrader et al. (285) conducted a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover study
of lisinopril, an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor, in migraine prophylaxis.
The treatment period was 12 weeks, with one 10 mg lisinopril tablet once daily for
one week, then two 10 mg lisinopril tablets once daily for 11 weeks, followed by a
two-week washout period. The second treatment period consisted of one placebo
tablet, once daily for one week, and then two placebo tablets for 11 weeks. Hours
with headache, days with headache, days with migraine, and headache severity index
were significantly reduced by 20% (95% confidence interval 5–36%), 17% (95%
confidence interval 5–30%), 21% (95% confidence interval 9–34%), and 20% (95%
confidence interval 3–37%), respectively, with lisinopril compared with placebo.
Days with migraine were reduced by at least 50% in 14 participants for active treat-
ment versus placebo and in 17 patients for active treatment versus run-in period.
Days with migraine were fewer by at least 50% in 14 participants for active treatment
versus placebo. Intention to treat analysis of data from 55 patients supported the
differences in favor of lisinopril for the primary end points.

Tronvik et al. (286) performed a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
crossover study of candesartan, an angiotensin II receptor blocker, in migraine
prevention. Sixty patients aged 18 to 65 years with two to six migraine attacks
per month were recruited. A placebo run-in period of four weeks was followed by
two 12-week treatment periods separated by four weeks of placebo washout. Thirty
patients were randomly assigned to receive one 16 mg candesartan cilexetil tablet
daily in the first treatment period, followed by one placebo tablet daily in the
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second period. The remaining 30 patients received placebo followed by candesartan.
In a period of 12 weeks, the mean number of days with headache was 18.5 with
placebo versus 13.6 with candesartan (p¼ 0.001) in the intention-to-treat analysis
(n¼ 57). The number of candesartan responders (reduction of 50% or greater com-
pared with placebo) was 18 of 57 (31.6%) for days with headache and 23 of 57
(40.4%) for days with migraine. AEs were similar in the two periods. In this study,
the angiotensin II receptor blocker candesartan was effective, with a tolerability
profile comparable with that of placebo.

Aspirin

O’Neill and Mann (35) and Masel et al. (287) found that aspirin (ASA) (650 mg/day)
decreased headache frequency. Two major multicenter trials, however, proved the
efficacy of ASA in the prophylaxis of migraine. In 1988, ‘‘The British Physician
Trial’’ showed that a daily dose of 500 mg ASA reduced the frequency of migraine
by an average of 30% (288). In a double-blind trial of low-dose ASA (325 mg every
other day) in 22,071 U.S. male physicians (Physician Health Study), Buring et al.
(289) found a 20% reduction in headache frequency. Although this is statistically sig-
nificant, it may not be clinically significant. In a small open trial, Baldratti et al. (290)
compared the efficacy of ASA (13.5 mg/kg) with propranolol (1.8 mg/kg). In this
trial, both drugs were equally effective and reduced the frequency, duration, and
intensity of attacks to the same extent. In a double-blind crossover trial, ASA
(500 mg daily) was statistically less effective than 200 mg propranolol daily (34).
High-dose ASA use may lead to overuse and the development of rebound headaches,
although, in practice, ASA is usually implicated with other compounds in combina-
tion analgesics. ASA in low doses is indicated for the prophylaxis of myocardial
infarction and transient ischemic attacks. We would use ASA only in patients who
had prolonged or nonvisual aura.

Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs

Some NSAIDs may be effective in migraine prophylaxis. These include sodium
naproxen, fenoprofen, ketoprofen, and tolfenamic acid (291). Some headache
disorders (paroxysmal hemicrania and hemicrania continua) are defined by their
responsiveness to indomethacin (292–294). Although NSAIDs are effective, they
must be used with caution because of their gastrointestinal and renal function
AEs (295).

Botulinum Toxin Type A (Botox1)

Silberstein et al. (296) evaluated the safety and efficacy of pericranial botulinum
toxin type A injections as prophylactic treatment of chronic moderate-to-severe
migraine. One hundred twenty-three patients who had chronic International
Headache Society (IHS)–defined migraine and a history of two to eight moderate-
to-severe migraine attacks during a one-month baseline were randomized to treat-
ment with either 0, 25, or 75 U of botulinum toxin type A injected symmetrically into
glabellar, frontalis, and temporalis muscles. Diaries were kept for three months post-
injection. At 12 centers, 41, 42, and 40 patients were randomized to 0, 25, and 75 U
botulinum toxin type A treatment groups and had baseline frequencies of migraine
of 4.41, 4.45, and 3.95 attacks per month, respectively. The 25 U botulinum toxin
type A treatment group fared significantly better than the placebo group by the
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following measures: reduction in mean frequency of moderate-to-severe migraines
during days 31 to 60, incidence of 50% reduction in mild-to-severe migraines at days
61 to 90, and improvement by patient global assessment for days 31 to 60 postinjec-
tion. The 75 U botulinum toxin type A treatment group was significantly better than
the placebo group on patient global assessment for days 31 to 60, but not other
parameters. Botulinum toxin type A treatment was well tolerated, but high-dose
botulinum toxin type A showed significantly more treatment-related AEs than
placebo. No serious treatment-related AEs were reported. Pericranial injection of
botulinum toxin type A (25 U) showed significant differences compared with vehi-
cle-induced type in reducing migraine frequency and associated symptoms during
the 90 days following injection. Further studies are currently underway.

Substance P Antagonist (Lanepitant)

Goldstein et al. (297) studied lanepitant, a potent nonpeptide neurokinin-1 receptor
antagonist that inhibits neurogenic dural inflammation in migraine prevention. Patients
with IHS migraine, with and without aura, were enrolled in a 12-week, double-blind,
parallel-design study comparing the effect of 200 mg q.d. lanepitant (n¼ 42) and
placebo (n¼ 42) on migraine frequency. The primary outcome measure was response
rate, i.e., the proportion of patients with a 50% reduction in days of headache. The
end point response rate for lanepitant-treated patients (41.0%) was not statistically
significantly (p¼ 0.065) greater than that for placebo-treated patients (22.0%).

Leukotriene Receptor Antagonist (Montelukast)

A previous, small, open-label study of migraine patients suggested prophylactic effi-
cacy for montelukast, an antagonist of the cysteinyl leukotriene receptor that is used
to treat asthma. Brandes et al. (298) evaluated the efficacy and tolerability of
montelukast 20 mg in the prophylactic treatment of migraine in a multicenter,
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study. Over the three
months of treatment, there was no significant difference between the two groups
in the percentage of patients who reported at least a 50% decrease in migraine attack
frequency per month: 15.4% for montelukast versus 10.3% for placebo (p¼ 0.304).
Montelukast 20 mg was not an effective prophylactic for prevention of migraine.

Medicinal Herbs, Vitamins, and Minerals (See Chapter 23)

According to a national survey (299), between 1990 and 1997, the use of herbal med-
icinal products by the general U.S. population increased by a staggering 480%.

Feverfew (Tanacetum parthenium), a medicinal herb, has traditionally been
used for fever, women’s ailments, inflammatory conditions, psoriasis, toothache,
insect bites, rheumatism, asthma, and stomachache. During the last decades, it has
also been used for migraine prophylaxis. Five trials were conducted; two that were
reported in the AHCPR and three that were conducted after the report was pub-
lished. One trial was conducted in a self-selected group of feverfew users and showed
that withdrawing feverfew led to a statistically significant increase in headache fre-
quency (300). A pilot study of 17 migraineurs who ate fresh feverfew leaves daily
was undertaken at the City of London Migraine Clinic. Patients were given capsules
of freeze-dried feverfew or placebo. Those receiving placebo had a tripling in the
frequency of migraine attacks. Patients on placebo reported increased nervousness,
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tension headaches, insomnia, or joint stiffness constituting a ‘‘post-feverfew syn-
drome’’ (perhaps another example of rebound).

The other, more conventional, trial was conducted in a larger group of
migraineurs, most of whom (71%) had never used feverfew (301). This trial reported
a smaller difference between feverfew and the control treatment than did the other
trial, but still found the difference to be statistically significant in favor of feverfew
(p < 0.005). Three trials were not included in the AHCPR report. One was a double-
blind, randomized crossover trial that tested the efficacy of feverfew compared with
placebo, and reported that treatment with feverfew was associated with a significant
reduction in pain intensity and nonheadache symptoms (nausea, vomiting, photo-
phobia, and phonophobia) (302). The other trial reported no significant differences
between feverfew, given as an alcoholic extract, and placebo in reducing the migraine
frequency (303). Pfaffenrath et al. (304) found no difference between several doses of
a new feverfew extract and placebo except in a small subset of patients with more
than four migraine attacks a month. Thus, only three of five studies were positive.
The better quality studies were negative. Feverfew may be effective in the prevention
of migraine.

Pittler and Ernst (305) conducted a new systematic review of the evidence from
rigorous clinical trials of feverfew’s efficacy in migraine prevention, updating their
older systematic review (306). The same five trials, quoted above, met the inclusion
criteria. In total, 343 patients participated in the included studies. Three trials
(301–303) were crossover trials, whereas two (300,304) used a parallel-group design.
Two studies were withdrawal studies (302,303), and three were treatment studies
(301,303,304). Three trials administered dried, powdered feverfew extract
(300–302), one used an alcoholic feverfew extract (303), and another used a CO2

extract (304).
While the two studies with the highest methodological quality (303,304)

showed no beneficial events, three others (300–302) were in favor of feverfew.
Among the four trials with an acceptable sample size, two studies (301,302) reported
feverfew to be superior to placebo, while two (303,304) did not. The frequency of
migraine was reduced by feverfew in two trials (300,301), while two (303,304)
reported no such effect. Results from these trials were mixed and did not convin-
cingly establish that feverfew is efficacious in preventing migraine. Only mild and
transient AEs were reported in the included trials.

Feverfew’s AEs include mouth ulceration and a more widespread oral
inflammation associated with loss of taste (20). Feverfew’s mechanism of action is
uncertain. It is rich in sesquiterpene lactones, especially parthenolide, which may
be a nonspecific NE, 5-HT, bradykinin, prostaglandin, and acetylcholine antagonist.
The biologic variation in the sesquiterpene lactone content and the long-term safety
and effectiveness of feverfew are of concern (300).

The sesquiterpene lactone parthenolide has been suggested as the main active
component of feverfew. This hypothesis was supported by in vitro experiments that
emphasized its biological activity. These studies have demonstrated that the plant
has inhibitory effects on platelet aggregation and release of serotonin from blood
platelets and leukocytes (307,308). One trial that used feverfew extract with a stan-
dardized and constant concentration of parthenolides to treat migraine did not show
any beneficial effect (303). Thus, the clinical effectiveness of feverfew for migraine
prevention has not been established beyond reasonable doubt. More clinical trials
are needed, both on a larger scale and with various feverfew extracts, including
parthenolide-free sesquiterpene lactone chemotypes (309). At present, the identity
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of the principle active constituent(s) of feverfew remains unclear. It has recently been
suggested that feverfew is a nuclear factor kappa B antagonist (310).

Petasites. Petasites hybridus root (butterbur) is a perennial shrub whose
extracts have been used for therapeutic purposes in traditional medicine for centu-
ries. Lipton et al. (311) conducted a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial of Petasites’ efficacy in migraine prophylaxis. Two hundred forty-five eligible
IHS migraine patients were randomized to one of three arms: petasites extract
50 mg b.i.d., petasites extract 75 mg b.i.d., or placebo b.i.d. Over the four months
of treatment, migraine attack frequency was reduced by 26% for placebo, 48% for
petasites extract 75 mg b.i.d. (p¼ 0.0012 vs. placebo), and 36% for petasites extract
50 mg b.i.d. (p¼ 0.127 vs. placebo). The most frequently reported AE was mild
gastrointestinal events, predominantly burping. This study demonstrates that a
standardized petasites extract, 75 mg b.i.d., is more effective than placebo and is well
tolerated as a preventive therapy for migraine.

Diener et al. (312) performed an independent reanalysis of a randomized,
placebo-controlled, parallel-group study on the efficacy and tolerability of a special
butterbur root extract (Petadolex1) for the prophylaxis of migraine. To follow
regulatory requirements, an independent reanalysis of the original data was per-
formed. Following a four-week baseline phase, 33 patients were randomized to
treatment with two 25 mg capsules of butterbur twice a day and 27 to placebo.
The mean monthly attack frequency decreased from 3.4 at baseline to 1.8 after three
months (p ¼ 0.0024) in the active group and from 2.9 to 2.6 in the placebo group
(n.s.). The responder rate (improvement of migraine frequency by more than 50%)
was 45% in the active group and 15% in the placebo group. Butterbur was well
tolerated and may be effective in the prophylaxis of migraine.

Riboflavin. A mitochondrial dysfunction resulting in impaired oxygen meta-
bolism may play a role in migraine pathogenesis (313–316). Riboflavin (vitamin
B2) is the precursor of flavin mononucleotide and flavin adenine dinucleotide, which
are required for the activity of flavoenzymes involved in the electron transport chain.
Given to patients with MELAS or mitochondrial myopathies on the assumption that
large doses might augment activity of mitochondrial complexes I and II, riboflavin
improved clinical as well as biochemical parameters (109,317–319).

Based on the results of an open trial in migraine, a placebo-controlled, double-
blind trial of high dose of vitamin B2 (400 mg) was performed and showed
significant benefit (320). Schoenen et al. (320) compared riboflavin (400 mg) with
placebo in migraineurs in a randomized trial of three months’ duration. Riboflavin
was significantly superior to placebo in reducing attack frequency (p¼ 0.005), head-
ache days (p¼ 0.012), and migraine index (p¼ 0.012). The proportion of patients
who improved by at least 50% in headache days, i.e., ‘‘responders,’’ was 15% for
placebo and 59% for riboflavin (p¼ 0.002), and the number-needed-to-treat
for effectiveness was 2.3. Only three AEs occurred: two in the riboflavin group
(diarrhea and polyuria) and one in the placebo group (abdominal cramps). None
was serious.

Coenzyme Q. Rozen et al. (321) assessed the efficacy of coenzyme Q10 as a
preventive treatment for migraine headaches in an open-label trial. Thirty-two
patients with a history of episodic migraine, with or without aura, were treated with
coenzyme Q10 at a dose of 150 mg/day. Thirty-one of 32 patients completed the
study; 61.3% of patients had a greater than 50% reduction in number of days with
migraine headache. There were no side effects noted with coenzyme Q10. From this
open-label investigation, coenzyme Q10 appears to be a good migraine preventive.
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Sandor et al. (322) performed a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of coenzyme
Q10 (100 mg TID) in 42 patients for three months. The 50%-responder rate was
47.6% for coenzyme Q10 and 14.3% for placebo.

Magnesium supplementation was effective in one of two trials. One study enrolled
81 patients who had IHS migraine. Patients received 600 mg (24 mmol) of oral magne-
sium (trimagnesium dicitrate) or placebo daily for 12 weeks. In the weeks 9 to 12, the
attack frequency was reduced by 41.6% in the magnesium group and by 15.8% in the
placebo group compared with the baseline (p < 0.05). The number of days with
migraine and symptomatic drug consumption also decreased significantly in the
magnesium group. AEs were diarrhea (18.6%) and gastric irritation (4.7%) (323).

In another multicenter, prospective, randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled study, 20 mmol magnesium-L-aspartate-hydrochloride trihydrate given
in divided doses was evaluated. An interim analysis was performed with 69 patients
(64 women, 5 men). Of these, 35 had received magnesium and 34, placebo. There
were 10 responders in each group (28.6% magnesium and 29.4% placebo).
There was no benefit from magnesium compared with placebo in the number of
migraine days or migraine attacks (324).

The studies differed in the amount of magnesium (24 mmol vs. 20 mmol) and
in the salt (dicitrate vs. aspartate). Those differences may produce differences in
bioavailability and efficacy and account for the reported difference.

SETTING TREATMENT PRIORITIES

The goals of preventive treatment are to reduce the frequency, duration, or severity
of attacks, improve responsiveness to acute attack treatment, improve function, and
reduce disability. It may also prevent episodic migraine’s progression to chronic
migraine and result in health-care cost reductions. The medications used to treat
migraine can be divided into four major categories: (i) drugs that have documented
high efficacy and mild-to-moderate AEs, which include some b-blockers, amitripty-
line, topiramate, and divalproex; (ii) drugs that have lower documented efficacy
and mild-to-moderate AEs, which include SSRIs, other b-blockers, calcium chan-
nel antagonists, gabapentin, riboflavin, and NSAIDs; (iii) drugs used based on (A)
opinion, (B) mild-to-moderate AEs, or (C) major AEs or complex management;
(iv) drugs that either have documented high efficacy but significant AEs or are
difficult to use, which include methysergide and MAOIs; and (v) drugs that have
proven limited or no efficacy, which include cyproheptadine, lithium, nifedipine,
nimodipine, and phenytoin. Choice should be made based on a drug’s proven
efficacy, the patient’s preferences and headache profile, the drug’s side effects,
and the presence or absence of coexisting or comorbid disease (Table 2). The drug
used should be the one that has the best risk-to-benefit ratio for the individual
patient and takes advantage of the drug’s side-effect profile (325,326). An under-
weight patient would be a candidate for one of the medications that commonly
produce weight gain, such as a TCA; in contrast, one would try to avoid these
drugs in the overweight patient and consider the use of topiramate. Tertiary TCAs
that have a sedating effect would be useful at bedtime for patients with insomnia.
Older patients with cardiac disease or patients with significant hypotension may not
be able to use TCAs or calcium channel or b-blockers, but could use divalproex
or topiramate. In the athletic patient, b-blockers should be used with caution.
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Medication that can impair cognitive functioning should be avoided when patients
are dependent on their wits (325,326) (Table 8).

Comorbid and coexistent diseases have important implications for treatment.
The presence of a second illness provides therapeutic opportunities but also imposes
certain therapeutic limitations. In some instances, two or more conditions may be
treated with a single drug. When migraine and hypertension and/or angina occur
together, b-blockers or calcium channel blockers may be effective for all conditions
(295). For the patient with migraine and depression, TCAs or SSRIs may be espe-
cially useful (327). For the patient with migraine and epilepsy (328) or migraine
and bipolar illness (174,329), divalproex and topiramate are the drugs of choice.
The pregnant migraineur who has a comorbid condition that needs treatment should
be given a medication that is effective for both conditions and has the lowest
potential for AEs on the fetus. When individuals have more than one disease, certain
categories of treatment may be relatively contraindicated. For example, b-blockers
should be used with caution in the depressed migraineur, whereas TCAs, neuro-
leptics, or sumatriptan may lower the seizure threshold and should be used with
caution in the epileptic migraineur.

Although monotherapy is preferred, it is sometimes necessary to combine
preventive medications. Antidepressants are often used with beta-blockers or calcium
channel blockers and topiramate or divalproex sodium may be used in combination
with any of these medications. Pascual et al. (330) found that combining a beta-blocker
and sodium valproate could lead to an increased benefit for patients with migraine
previously resistant to either alone. Fifty-two patients (43 women) with a history of
episodic migraine, with or without aura, and previously unresponsive to beta-blockers
or sodium valproate monotherapy, were treated with a combination of propranolol
(or nadolol) and sodium valproate in an open-label fashion. Fifty-six percent had a
greater than 50% reduction in migraine days. This open trial supports the practice of
combination therapy. Controlled trials are needed to determine the true advantage
of this combination treatment in episodic and chronic migraine.

Table 8 Preventive Drugs

High efficacy: low-to-moderate AEs
Propranolol, timolol, amitriptyline, valproate, topiramate
Low efficacy: low-to-moderate AEs
NSAIDs—Aspirin, flurbiprofen, ketoprofen, naproxen sodium
b-blockers—Atenolol, metoprolol, nadolol
Calcium-channel blockers—Verapamil
Anticonvulsants—Gabapentin
Other—Fenoprofen, feverfew, vitamin B2

Pizotifen
Unproven efficacy: low-to-moderate AEs
Antidepressants—Doxepin, nortriptyline, imipramine, protriptyline, venlafaxine,

fluvoxamine, mirtazepine, paroxetine, protriptyline, sertraline, trazodone
Major AEs or complex management

Methergine, MAOIs
Proven not effective or low efficacy
Acebutolol, carbamazepine, clomipramine, clonazepam, indomethacin, lamotrigine,

nabumetone, nicardipine, nifedipine, pindolol

Abbreviations: AEs, adverse events; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; MAOIs,

monoamine oxidase inhibitors.
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INTRODUCTION

There are two major shortcomings with prophylactic therapies for migraine. The first
is that on average, efficacy rate of any prophylactic agent does not exceed 50% in
most patients. The second is that most prophylactic drugs are endowed with a high
prevalence of uncomfortable and sometimes intolerable adverse effects. It is there-
fore of clinical interest that several treatments nearly devoid of adverse effects are
available for migraine prophylaxis. Among them are vitamins like riboflavin and
herbs, or plants like feverfew or butterbur. Other ‘‘natural’’ elements like coenzyme
Q10 and thioctic acid (a-lipoic acid) have also been studied. In this chapter, we will
review published data for these medications as well as for magnesium. Magnesium
is also considered a ‘‘soft’’ treatment, and its preventive action in migraine has
been explored in several randomized controlled trials. We will focus on efficacy
data on 50% responder rates in absolute and, if available, in placebo-subtracted
values, and compare the data with those published in recent trials for slow release
propranolol 160 mg (1) and for valproate (2), two mainstays in preventive antimi-
graine treatment.

RIBOFLAVIN

Rationale

The rationale for using high-dose riboflavin in migraine prophylaxis came from the
observation made by two independent groups (3,4) that on 31P magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, the mitochondrial phosphorylation potential, i.e., the energy reserve,
was reduced by 25% to 30% interictally in the brain (and muscle) of migraineurs with
or without aura. Riboflavin (vitamin B2) is the precursor of flavin mononucleotide
and flavin adenine dinucleotide, which are required for the activity of flavoenzymes
involved in the electron transport chain (Fig. 1). Given to patients with mitochon-
drial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactacidosis, stroke, or mitochondrial myopathies
on the assumption that at large doses (300 mg/day in children) it might augment
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activity of mitochondrial complexes I and II, riboflavin was able to improve clinical
and biochemical abnormalities [see Ref. (5)].

More recently, a number of alternative mechanisms of action for the effects of
riboflavin in migraine have been discussed. Riboflavin may indeed counteract the
inhibition of mitochondrial respiration by nitric oxide (NO) (6) and act as a reactive
oxygen species scavenger. Another interaction between riboflavin and NO could be
the flavin domain in the NOS gene. Riboflavin can also be a precursor in the biosynth-
esis of vitamin B12, which, administered as intranasal hydroxycobalamin, was found
to be effective as a preventive treatment of migraine in an open pilot trial (7). It can
stimulate the activity of methylene-tetrahydrofolate reductase, the metabolizing
enzyme of homocystein, of which the genetic polymorphism C677T could predispose
to migraine (8,9). Finally, an antinociceptive effect was recently found in several B
vitamins, including vitamin B2, in an animal model of chemonociception (10).

Clinical Evidence

After a positive open pilot study (11), the Headache Research Unit of the University
of Liège steered a multicenter placebo-controlled, randomized parallel group trial
(12). The Belgian riboflavin trial was investigator initiated, sponsored by the Belgian
Headache Society and included a relatively small number of patients: 27 in the
placebo group and 28 in the riboflavin (400 mg once per day) group. After a one-
month, single-blind placebo run-in, patients were randomized either to riboflavin
or to placebo as long as they had at least one attack during the run-in period. After
three months of treatment with riboflavin, the 50% responder rate for reduction in
attack frequency was 56% [numbers-needed-to-treat (NNT): 2.8], for migraine days
59% (NNT: 2.3), and for a migraine index (headache daysþmean severity) 41%

Figure 1 Outline of the mitochondrial electron transport chain illustrating the potential
impact of riboflavin at the level of complex I (via FMN) and complex II (via FAD). Note that
FAD is also a cofactor for methylene-tetrahydrofolate reductase, the metabolizing enzyme of
homocystein. Abbreviations: FMN, flavin mononucleotide; FAD, flavin adenin dinucleotide.
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(NNT: 3.1) compared with respective placebo responses of 19%, 15%, and 8%. The
placebo-subtracted 50% responder rate for riboflavin was 37%, which compares
favorably with the 23% reported in the valproate trial by Klapper (Fig. 2) (2).

Only three adverse events were recorded during the trial. One woman in the
riboflavin group had diarrhea two weeks after starting the drug and withdrew from
the study. On follow-up, her symptoms disappeared within 72 hours. Another patient
receiving riboflavin complained of polyuria but completed the trial. In the placebo
group, one patient mentioned recurrent abdominal cramps of moderate intensity
but did not interrupt the trial. Comparing riboflavin with placebo, the number of
patients needed to harm was 33.3, which again compares favorably with valproate
for which this number is around 2.4.

Since the riboflavin trial was published, riboflavin has been used in several
countries, both by adult and child migraineurs. Reports on favorable results were
exchanged confidentially, but no formal studies were conducted.

Recently, Boehnke et al. (13) performed an open label study to determine the pro-
phylactic antimigraine effect of riboflavin 400 mg in a specialized tertiary headache cen-
ter. In 23 patients, the results were overall in line with the Belgian riboflavin trial.
Median attack frequency was reduced from four attacks/month (range 3–5) at baseline
to two attacks/month (range 2–3) after three months of treatment (p < 0.001) and
remained at two attacks/month (range 2–4) after six months of treatment
(p¼ 0.005). The use of abortive antimigraine drugs significantly decreased from 7
tablets/mo to 4.5 tablets/mo after 3 months and to 4 tablets/mo after 6 months
(p¼ 0.016 and p¼ 0.006). Three patients experienced mild adverse effects (diarrhea,
upper abdominal pain, and facial erythema) during the study.

Finally, in an interesting recent randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial, Maizels et al. (14) studied the prophylactic antimigraine effect of a combination
of three ‘‘natural supplements’’—riboflavin 400 mg, magnesium 300 mg, and
feverfew 100 mg in 24 patients and compared them to 25 patients treated with a

Figure 2 Fifty percent responder rates for attack frequency, headache days, and migraine
index (mean severityþ headache days) as assessed in the third month of randomization period
in riboflavin (400 mg/day) and placebo groups. NNTS are indicated. Abbreviation: NNT,
numbers-needed-to-treat.
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‘‘placebo’’ containing 25 mg riboflavin. Surprisingly, after three months of treat-
ment, there was a significant improvement in both groups of patients. The 50%
responder rate for reduction in attack frequency was 44% (40% for migraine days)
for the active cocktail and 42% for the placebo (33% for migraine days). There
was no significant difference in responder rate for reduction between the two groups.
These results could have different explanations: the 25 mg riboflavin dose might not
be inactive; the presence of magnesium (and/or feverfew) could interfere with the
intestinal absorption of riboflavin; the placebo effect was particularly high in this
study, and none of the products tested are superior to placebo.

Clinical Experience

From the randomized controlled trial and our clinical experience in over 1000 patients,
it seems obvious that riboflavin has a slow onset of action. The maximal effect on the
attack frequency does not occur before the third month of treatment. It can therefore be
considered a first choice drug only in moderately disabled patients with a low attack
frequency (below four to five attacks/month) and not in severe or chronic migraineurs.
Because of its excellent efficacy/adverse effect profile, riboflavin can, however, be
considered as a first line preventative drug in children. As no teratogenic effects are
known for riboflavin, it can also be given during pregnancy, if migraine prophylaxis
is warranted. Our clinical impression is that riboflavin may be more effective in
migraine with aura, but this could be biased by the lower average attack frequency com-
pared to migraine without aura. Association of riboflavin with other prophylactic
agents, such as beta-blockers, may allow for keeping the latter at a dose low enough
to avoid side effects, but until now this has not been formally studied.

Adverse events are extremely rare with riboflavin at 400 mg per day. One
percent of patients have gastrointestinal intolerance. We have encountered an aller-
gic cutaneous rash in one patient, which disappeared after withdrawal and recurred
after rechallenging the patient with riboflavin. An important difference with most
antimigraine prophylactic drugs is that riboflavin does not induce weight gain. We
have shown that riboflavin does not influence habituation of cortical-evoked poten-
tials, contrary to beta-blockers and sodium valproate, which tend to normalize the
deficient habituation found interictally in migraineurs (15).

The beneficial results obtained with riboflavin have initiated trials with other
drugs acting on energy metabolism like coenzyme Q10 and thioctic (a-lipoic) acid.

COENZYME Q10

Rationale

Coenzyme Q10 is an essential element of the mitochondrial electron transport chain.
It transfers electrons from mitochondrial complex I (nicotinamide adenine dinucleo-
tide dehydrogenase) and complex II (succinate-Q-reductase) to cytochrome c (Fig. 1).
It may also act as an antioxidant.

Clinical Evidence

After an open label trial in 31 patients, Rozen et al. (16) suggested that coenzyme
Q10 (150 mg/day) could be effective in migraine prophylaxis. A greater than 50%
reduction in number of days with migraine was found in 61.3% patients.
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We performed a randomized, placebo-controlled trial with a new formulation
of coenzyme Q10 100 mg t.i.d. in 42 patients, using the same protocol as in our ribo-
flavin study (17). The formulation (MSE 2001, Sanomit Q10�, MSE Pharmazeutika
GmBH, Germany) is a patented nanodispersion of well-characterized, very small
nanoparticles containing Q10. After three months of treatment, using an inten-
tion-to-treat analysis, coenzyme Q10 was found to be superior to placebo in reducing
attack frequency (p¼ 0.01), headache days (p¼ 0.04), and days with nausea
(p¼ 0.03). Regarding attack frequency, the proportion of patients who improved
by at least 50%, i.e., ‘‘responders,’’ was 14.4% for placebo and 47.6% for coenzyme
Q10 (p¼ 0.02) and the NNT for effectiveness was 3. One of the patients in the
coenzyme Q10 group withdrew due to cutaneous allergy. Because of its excellent
tolerability and proven efficacy, coenzyme Q10 is an interesting option for migraine
prophylaxis and a candidate for a comparative trial with an established prophylactic
drug. It remains however, to be determined whether the conclusions of this trial can
be extrapolated to all available coenzyme Q10 formulations.

THIOCTIC ACID (a-LIPOIC ACID)

Rationale

Like riboflavin and coenzyme Q10, thioctic acid (a-lipoic acid) is able to stimulate
mitochondrial oxygen metabolism and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production.
Thioctic acid produces a clinical and biochemical improvement in various mito-
chondriopathies such as Leigh’s encephalomyelopathy, pyruvate dehydrogenase
deficiency, and pyruvate carboxylase deficiency (18).

Clinical Evidence

In a multicenter double-blind, placebo-controlled study (19), we included 44 patients
who received either thioctic acid or placebo 600 mg/day. Unfortunately the trial had
to be interrupted because of slow recruitment in several centers and time limitation
in drug quality. It did not demonstrate a clinically meaningful advantage of thioctic
acid over placebo in migraine prophylaxis, although there was an indication for
a beneficial effect of thioctic acid on various secondary outcome measures. No
adverse effects were reported. Larger studies are needed for this drug, which has an
excellent tolerance.

FEVERFEW (TANACETUM PARTHENIUM)

Rationale

Feverfew (Tanacetum parthenium) has been known for its headache relief potential
since medieval times (20). It has various pharmacological actions that may be
relevant to migraine pathophysiology. It inhibits the interaction of platelets with
collagen substrates and 5-HT release (21), prostaglandin synthesis, and nuclear
factor (NF)-kappa beta. Its main sesquiterpene lactone, parthenolide, may be a
nonspecific norepinephrine, serotonin, bradykinin, prostaglandin, and acetylcholine
antagonist.
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Clinical Evidence

A review of five randomized controlled trials of feverfew on small samples of patients
by Vogler et al. (22) concluded that the clinical efficacy of feverfew in the prevention
of migraine had not been established beyond reasonable doubt (22).

More recently, Pfaffenrath et al. (23) performed a large, phase II, multicenter,
randomized, placebo-controlled study of three doses of a CO2 extract of tanacetum
parthenium (Mig-99�) (2.08, 6.25, 18.75 mg t.i.d.). Only the 6.25 mg t.i.d. dose was
found to have some efficacy. The 50% responder rate for attack frequency was
27.8% in a sample of 36 patients (Fig. 3) but, because of a high placebo response,
the placebo-subtracted 50% responder rate was negative (�3.6%). Interestingly, a sub-
analysis of a subset of patients with at least four attacks per 28 days during the baseline
period was also performed. In this ‘‘confirmatory’’ intention-to-treat sample of 49

Figure 3 Fifty percent responder rates for attack frequency (absolute values) for the riboflavin
(B2), FF, coenzyme Q10 (Q10), MG, PRO, BB, and VPA trials discussed in this chapter.
Abbreviations: FF, feverfew; MG, magnesium; PRO, propranolol; BB, butterbur; VPA, valproate.

Table 1 Subanalysis of 49 Patients Having at Least Four Migraine Attacks During the One-
Month Baseline Before Randomization

Confirmatory ITT sample (23), n¼ 49 pat. with � 4
attacks during baseline

FF 2.08 mg t.i.d.
(n¼ 9)

FF 6.25 mg t.i.d.
(n¼ 19)

FF 18.75 mg t.i.d.
(n¼ 8)

Placebo
(n¼ 13)

Absolute change
in attack
frequency

�0.2� 1.1 �1.8� 1.5a �1.5� 1.9 �0.3� 1.9

50% responder
rate

0 36.8% 37.5% 15.4%

aThe amelioration with the 6.25 mg feverfew t.i.d. dose is significant.

Abbreviation: FF, feverfew.
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patients, the decrease in attack frequency was significant in the 6.25 mg t.i.d. group
(¼19) (�1.8� 1.5) compared to the placebo group (�0.3� 1.9). The 50% responder
rate was 36.8% in the 6.25 mg t.i.d. group compared to 15.4% in the placebo group
(Table 1).

A recent update of the Cochrane Database Systematic Review (24) concluded
that the overall results of five trials that met the methodological standards did not
formally establish that feverfew is efficacious in preventing migraine.

Different preparations of feverfew containing various concentrations
of parthenolide are available in some countries, which have occasional adverse effects,
the most frequent being mouth ulcerations and oral inflammation with loss of taste.

BUTTERBUR (PETASITES HYBRIDUS)

Rationale

Butterbur (Petasites hybridus), a plant flourishing in the moist areas of Europe has
been used for centuries in medical practice for its spasmolytic and analgesic effects
in conditions such as migraine, asthma, urinary tract spasms, and back pain. The
mechanism of action of Petasites extract in migraine is uncertain. In laboratory studies,
it has been found to have anti-inflammatory properties including antileukotriene activ-
ity. Another possible mechanism of action involves an effect on the calcium channels.

The active ingredient used for migraine prophylaxis is a special extract made
from the underground parts (rhizome) of the plant (25).

Clinical Evidence

As far as clinical evidence is concerned, Diener et al. reanalyzed the outcome of a
randomized, placebo-controlled parallel-group study of a special butterbur root
extract 25 mg t.i.d. in migraine prophylaxis in 60 patients (26). At three months
the 50% responder rate for migraine frequency was 45% in the butterbur group
and 15% in the placebo group. Butterbur was well tolerated. They suggested that
butterbur might be effective in migraine prophylaxis.

A larger trial has recently been published (27) and largely confirms the results
from previous studies. The trial was a three-arm, parallel-group, randomized trial
comparing Petasites extract 75 mg b.i.d., Petasites extract 50 mg b.i.d., or placebo
b.i.d. in 245 patients with migraine. Over four months of treatment, in the per-
protocol analysis, migraine attack frequency was reduced by 48% for Petasites
extract 75 mg b.i.d. (p� 0.0012 vs. placebo), 36% for Petasites extract 50 mg b.i.d.
(p� 0.127 vs. placebo), and 26% for the placebo group. The proportion of patients
with a �50% reduction in attack frequency after four months was 68% in the
Petasites extract 75-mg arm and 49% in the placebo arm (p� 0.05). Results were also
significant in favor of Petasites 75 mg at one, two, and three months based on this
endpoint. The most frequently reported adverse reactions considered possibly related
to treatment were mild gastrointestinal events, predominantly burping.

Safety and adverse effects of butterbur extract were examined by Danesch and
Rittinghausen (25), who analyzed the results of two controlled clinical trials (28,29)
and reported conclusions from animal toxicity studies. In the two controlled trials, a
total of 187 patients with migraine were exposed to doses of the special butterbur
extract between 100 and 150 mg daily for at least three months. No significant
difference was found between placebo and butterbur regarding adverse events,
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except burping, which as in Lipton et al.’s study is a well-known transient adverse
effect and occurred in 20% of patients. Moreover, butterbur is known to contain
pyrrolizidines alkaloids (PA), substances with hepatotoxic properties that may cause
liver cancer. Therefore the manufacturing process requires a complete removal of
toxic PA below 0.08 ppm, i.e., the limit of detection, in the finished extract (25).

To conclude, high doses of Petasites hybridus extracts (150 mg/day) seem
undoubtedly effective in migraine prophylaxis. They reach a magnitude of effect that
is close to that observed with classical preventive antimigraine drugs, but with less
short-term adverse effects.

MAGNESIUM

Rationale

Low brain magnesium levels have been detected with 31P magnetic resonance
spectroscopy during migraine attacks (30) and interictally in migraine with aura
(31). Between attacks, low magnesium levels were also found in various other
biological tissues such as erythrocytes, monocytes, serum, saliva, and cerebrospinal
fluid (32–36). Magnesium is essential for energy metabolism and decreases neuronal
excitability via blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors, decrease of intracellular
calcium, and activation of Naþ/KþATPase (37).

Trial Evidence

Two double-blind, placebo-controlled studies in parallel groups of patients have
been performed in German-speaking countries. One study using a drinkable aspar-
tate salt of magnesium (20 mmol) was prematurely interrupted after inclusion of 69
patients because of lack of efficacy (38). In the other trial, magnesium dicitrate was
used at a 24 mmol dose in 81 patients, 43 receiving the magnesium preparation. In
this study (39), the 50% responder rate for attack frequency was 52.8% (Fig. 3) which
is well in the range of responder rates reported for propranolol and valproate, but
the placebo-subtracted 50% responder rates was only 18.4%, which is below that
estimated for the classical antimigraine prophylactics.

Clinical Experience

Our clinical experience with high-dose magnesium (450 mg Mg element bid) in
migraine prophylaxis is limited, but we did not find it useful as a monotherapy.
Moreover, several patients complained of gastrointestinal intolerance. In the
published trials, diarrhea occurred in �20% of patients and gastric irritation in
�12%. It remains to be shown which combinations of high-dose magnesium and
other prophylactic agents may be beneficial, for example, in constipated migraineurs.

CONCLUSIONS

There is convincing evidence that certain natural substances or drugs quasidevoid
of adverse effects are efficacious alternatives to classical antimigraine prophylactic
medications with a high incidence of side effects, such as beta-blockers or
antiepileptics. The latter were developed by large pharmaceutical companies and
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submitted to extensive trials providing type I evidence of efficacy. The former were
studied in less numerous and smaller trials by small companies or independent inves-
tigators, which is one reason why they do not reach type I evidence in evidence-based
guidelines (40). Another reason why substances with proven efficacy such as ribofla-
vin, butterbur, or feverfew are not considered as first line antimigraine treatments
may be that they act slowly and are thus not ideal for patients with frequent attacks.
Although high doses of riboflavin and coenzyme Q10, butterbur, and to a lesser
degree feverfew, were found effective in randomized controlled trials, the results can-
not be extrapolated to any commercial preparation of these substances. There are
indeed important differences in quality, concentrations of the active substance,
and/or pharmacokinetics between available preparations.

As far as pharmacoeconomic factors are concerned, most of these substances
compare favorably with classic antimigraine prophylactics, but there are also cost
efficiency differences between them (Fig. 4).

To conclude, it is unfortunate that certain unconventional prophylactic antimi-
graine drugs are not evaluated in supplementary and larger controlled clinical trials.
Direct comparative studies with conventional drugs are also eagerly awaited. It is
unlikely that the established pharmaceutical companies will ever invest in such trials.
However, if sufficient funds are available, the existing headache societies should feel
ethically obliged to do so.
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Treatment of Migraine in Children
and Adolescents
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in the management of headache for adults have translated into improved
treatment for children and adolescents. Studies conducted in children and adoles-
cents are helping us to outline the appropriate management strategies for this popu-
lation (1). Practitioners should review the causative mechanisms of headache with
the patient and the parents, as well as provide a comprehensive treatment approach,
including both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic methods. The majority of
childhood headache patients who are brought to a physician for evaluation will
prove to have a diagnosis of migraine (2,3). To effectively treat headache (migraine),
the physician initially needs to identify potential triggers and outline an acute treat-
ment strategy with a goal of eliminating headache in one to two hours. If the initial
medication is not fully effective, the physician needs to consider either repeating the
initial medication or starting a possible rescue medication with the goal of eliminat-
ing all pain symptoms by four hours. In this age group, especially children under the
age of 12, headache may last only for one to two hours. In this case, a more mod-
erate approach toward treatment and pain relief can be used (1–7). When appropri-
ate, preventive treatment strategies should be designed with a goal of substantially
reducing headache frequency (at least 50%), with a possible reduction of the head-
ache severity. Moreover, they should be used on an average for six-month periods,
with reevaluation. Because there is a relatively high remission rate of migraine in
children, it is often possible to taper a preventive regimen within six months of its
initiation (1).

Pharmacologic practice parameters related to the treatment of migraine in
children and adolescents have been recently published, which is a helpful base
in the review of treatment options (8). In this chapter, we review treatment issues
related to the management of the pediatric headache patient, with special attention
to pediatric migraine.
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ACUTE TREATMENT

Nonspecific Analgesics

In children and adolescents with mild to moderate migraine, mild analgesics, combi-
nation analgesics, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are often
quite effective. It is important to discuss the issue of medication overuse headache
in young children and adolescents in an effort to avoid its occurrence. Butalbital-
containing compounds and mild analgesics can be used safely and effectively in
young children and adolescents, but some limits need to be provided. At our center,
we suggest the parameters explained in Box 1.

With the assistance of a parent and a diary, these parameters can be followed
rather easily.

In a child reporting headache at school entry, it has been noted that 24% of
children had seen a doctor for their headache complaints. The medications that were
taken were ibuprofen (36%), acetaminophen (30%), salicylic acid (27%), and
naproxen (8%); it was noted that 47% of these children received medication for every
headache (9).

Ibuprofen (7.5–10 mg/kg) has been shown in two double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials to be safe and effective in the treatment of childhood migraine
(10,11). The first study compared ibuprofen (10 mg/kg) to acetaminophen (15 mg/
kg) and placebo. Both ibuprofen and acetaminophen were significantly more effec-
tive than placebo in providing pain relief at two hours (12). Differences between
ibuprofen compared to acetaminophen were not statistically significant at two hours.
Acetaminophen was considered effective and well tolerated (12). In the second study,
ibuprofen (7.5 mg/kg) was found to reduce headache severity in children aged 6 to
12, but was significant at the two-hour primary end point only in boys. No statisti-
cally significant adverse effects of ibuprofen or acetaminophen were reported in these
studies (11,12).

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approves the use of ibuprofen and
naproxen in children over the age of two. Although Reye’s syndrome is rare, salicy-
lates should be avoided in children who are febrile and/or in whom there is concern
for an underlying metabolic disorder (1,13).

Opioids such as meperidine hydrochloride and codeine can be used in children
over the age of six with caution and physician supervision (13). These medications can
be used effectively as a rescue treatment. The dose will vary depending on the age and
weight. We suggest they be limited to a maximum of two doses per week as a guide.

Triptans

The introduction of the 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT1) agonists has revolutionized the
treatment of adults with moderate to severe migraine attacks. The 5-HT1 agonists are
being studied in adolescents, so that they too may benefit from this form of therapy
when appropriate.

Box 1 Analgesic use limit suggested at the Palm Beach Headache Center

� No more than 10 tablets of an analgesic per month for a young child

� No more than 20 tablets for an adolescent

� No more than 2 headaches treated with these parameters per week
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Linder, in an open-label study (8), documented the effectiveness of ‘‘subcuta-
neous sumatriptan’’ 0.06 mg/kg and showed an overall efficacy of 72% at 30 minutes
and 78% at two hours, with a recurrence rate of 6%. Because children tend to have a
shorter duration of headache, a recurrence rate of 6% would seem appropriate for
this study population (14).

Children who prefer to avoid the parenteral route of administration now have
the option of using the oral and nasal spray (NS) forms of 5-HT1 agonists (7). ‘‘Oral
sumatriptan’’ has been studied in a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of 25-, 50-,
and 100-mg tablets in 302 adolescents in 35 sites (15). Sumatriptan was statistically
significant over the placebo at 25, 50, and 100 mg at the 180- and 240-minute mark
showing 74% pain relief at the four-hour mark. The primary end point of the study
was at two hours, and statistical significance was not met due to a high placebo rate,
which in this adolescent study may be due in part to study design. If adult placebo
rates are substituted at the two-hour mark, statistical significance could be obtained.
New study designs are being implemented to address the special issues of the pedia-
tric population, for example, the fact that children have a shorter duration of head-
ache. The headache recurrence rates varied from 18% to 28% across all three doses
and were lower than those seen in adults possibly because children tend to have a
shorter duration of headache. No significant adverse events were documented in this
study of 302 patients (9).

The side effects of the placebo and 25 mg of sumatriptan were almost identical.
As the dose was increased to 50 mg, there was a slight increase in side effects
reported, and then a further increase was reported at 100 mg. For example, the
50-mg dose side effects of a feeling of warmth, tightness, burning, stinging, numb-
ness, strangeness, and pressure ranged from 1% to 4%. This was compared with
the side effects range of 0% to 1% at the 25-mg tablet dose. The side effects of chest
discomfort, tightness, pressure, and heaviness ranged from 0% to 1% for the 25-mg
tablets as compared with side effects from 0% to 3% for the placebo and side effects
from 3% to 4% for the 50-mg tablets. Cardiovascular palpitations, tachyarrhythmias,
and hypotension were reported to be 0% to 1% for the 25- and 50-mg tablets and
slightly higher for the 100-mg tablets. No such side effects were reported in the pla-
cebo group. The study demonstrated that 25-, 50-, and 100-mg oral tablets of suma-
triptan were effective in treating acute migraine, with similar efficacy profiles across
all three dosages. Young adolescents should begin with 50-mg sumatriptan tablets
for the treatment of migraine. If they do not have complete relief within two hours,
the dose should be repeated. Should 50 mg not be effective, the dose needs to be
increased to 100 mg as the initial dose and repeated in two hours, if needed. Rescue
medication can be used at anytime for the relief of associated symptoms, but often
with triptans it is not necessary. The goal, much like in adults, is to obtain a pain-free
status for the child or adolescent at two hours; if this has not occurred, the same trip-
tan medication needs to be repeated so that the patient is pain-free by four hours.
Although the associated symptoms of migraine such as nausea, photophobia, or
phonophobia often respond to triptan, they may not be completely relieved.

‘‘Sumatriptan nasal spray’’ was studied in a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial in which adolescents aged 12 to 17 were treated for a single
attack with three NS doses: 5, 10, and 20 mg (16). At one hour, 56% of patients using
the 10- or 20-mg dose of sumatriptan NS reported significant postdose headache
relief compared with 41% in the placebo group (16). All three doses were superior
to the placebo with respect to the cumulative percentage of patients who obtained
headache relief within two hours of administration. When reviewing the pain-free
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data, the 20-mg sumatriptan NS provided a statistically significant greater response
of 36% at two hours postdose compared with the placebo at 25% (p< 0.05) (16). It
should be noted that each dose of sumatriptan was superior to the placebo with respect
to the cumulative percentage of patients reporting pain-free response two hours
postdose. There was no difference in headache recurrence among the treatment
groups, which ranged from 16% to 20%, and the placebo group at 20%. The recurrence
rates tend to be lower in adolescent groups than in adult groups, possibly due to the
shorter duration of headaches in the adolescent population. Headache recurrence
was lower in the 10- and 20-mg sumatriptan NS patient groups at 8 and 8.2 hours,
respectively, as compared with the placebo group at 6.7 hours (Table 1) (16).

A recent sumatriptan NS study compared the efficacy and tolerability of 5 and
20 mg versus placebo in the acute treatment of migraine in adolescent subjects (10).
Sumatriptan NS 20 mg provided greater headache relief than placebo at 30 minutes
(42% vs. 33%, respectively; p¼ 0.046), 1 hour (61% vs. 52%; p¼ 0.087), and 2 hours
(68% vs. 58%; p¼ 0.025) postdose. In general, sumatriptan NS 5 mg was more effec-
tive than placebo but the differences did not reach statistical significance. Both doses
of sumatriptan NS were well tolerated. No AEs were serious or led to study withdra-
wal. The most common event was taste disturbance (2%, placebo; 19%, sumatriptan
NS 5 mg; and 25%, sumatriptan NS 20 mg) (10).

A recent study assessed the pooled efficacy and tolerability results of 5 mg and
20 mg sumatriptran NS versus placebo from two large U.S. randomized, placebo-
controlled, double-blind, parallel-group studies in adolescents. The total pooled
population was 1105 (placebo N¼ 374; 5 mg N¼ 377; and 20 mg N¼ 354). The
results for sumatriptan NS 20 mg demonstrate significantly greater headache relief
compared to placebo at 30 minutes (39% vs. 30%, p¼ 0.016), one hour (59% vs.
48%, p¼ 0.007), and two hours (67% vs. 57, p¼ 0.005); for sumatriptan NS 5 mg,
the study showed significantly greater headache relief compared to placebo at two
hours (64% vs. 57%, p¼ 0.037). Sustained relief from 1 to 24 hours was greater for
sumatriptan NS 5 mg (37%, p¼ 0.041) and for sumatriptan NS 20 mg (41%,
p¼ 0.003). For the pain-free end point, the pooled results show a greater efficacy
with sumatriptan NS 20 mg compared to placebo at one hour (20% vs. 14%,
p¼ 0.034) and two hours (42% vs. 28%, p¼ 0.001). The most frequent treatment-
related adverse events for placebo, 5 mg and 20 mg sumatriptan NS, respectively,

Table 1 Selected Triptans for the Acute Treatment of Migraine in Adolescents

Triptan dose and formulation

Sumatriptan (Imitrex) Tablet 25, 50, 100 mg
Subcutaneous 0.06 mg/kg up to 6 mg
NS 5, 20 mg

Rizatriptan (Maxalt) Tablet 5, 10 mg
Orally disintegrating tablet 5, 10 mg

Zolmitriptan (Zomig) Tablet 2.5, 5 mg
NS 5 mg

Note: The most common adverse event reported by this patient group was taste disturbance. If this

is removed from the calculations, the overall incidence of adverse events for the nasal treatment

group is similar to the placebo group. No serious adverse event was reported in the sumatriptan

treatment population in this study.

Abbreviation: NS, nasal spray.

Source: From Refs. 17–19.
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were: taste disturbance (2%, 19%, and 26%), nausea (3%, 4%, and 7%), vomiting
(1%, 2%, and 4%), and burning/stinging sensation (1%, 1%, and 3%). Infrequent
treatment-related adverse events (1%) were pressure/tightness and chest symptoms
reported in each of the treatment groups (20).

These studies provide evidence of significant headache relief compared to pla-
cebo by 30 minutes for sumatriptan NS 20 mg and two hours for sumatriptan NS 5
and 20 mg. The results also demonstrate significant sustained headache relief from 1
to 24 hours for sumatriptan NS 5 and 20 mg. Significantly more sumatriptan NS
20 mg subjects were pain-free beginning at one-hour postdose. Sumatriptan NS is
effective and generally well tolerated in the treatment of acute migraine in adoles-
cents (20). Overall, sumatriptan NS 20-mg provided the most rapid treatment across
this adolescent population group. It also proved to be well tolerated, and the results
are similar to those reported in the adult sumatriptan NS clinical trials (10,17–20).

The disturbance in taste may be reduced in some patients by the use of flavored
lozenges or hard candy after administration of the NS. Despite the reported taste
disturbance by some patients, this did not discourage some adolescents from the con-
tinued use of the NS medication (1,21). The taste disturbance also may be lessened
by reinstructing adolescents of the correct administration of the NS medication (16).

‘‘Rizatriptan (Maxalt) 5-mg tablets’’ have been evaluated in patients aged 12 to
17 in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, single-attack study. A total
of 149 adolescents were treated with rizatriptan 5 mg, and 147 were treated with a
placebo. The majority of patients used one dose of study medication. The percentage
of adolescents receiving pain relief at two hours for the rizatriptan 5-mg group was
66%; this is similar to that seen in the adult population receiving a 5-mg dose, but is
not statistically significant because the response of the placebo group was 57%. The
headache-free status at two hours was 32% for the rizatriptan 5-mg group and 28%
for the placebo. There were no serious adverse events in the adolescent patient
rizatriptan population. The most common adverse events reported were fatigue,
dizziness, somnolence, dry mouth, and nausea.

With regard to functional disability, significantly more adolescent patients (44%) on
rizatriptan 5 mg had no functional disability at two hours as compared with the placebo
group (36%). Rizatriptan 5 mg is well tolerated in this adolescent population study (22).

Adult patients use Rizatriptan 10 mg tablet or MLT, but presently there are no
randomized, double–blind, placebo–controlled studies in the pediatric population.
At the Palm Beach Headache Center, we will often use Rizatriptan 10 mg in adoles-
cents when Rizatriptan 5 mg is not fully effective. We have found Rizatriptan 10 mg
to be well tolerated in the adolescent patient.

‘‘Zolmitriptan (Zomig) ’’ has been studied in a subgroup of adolescents (12–17
years). The first two migraine subgroups were treated with 2.5 mg and subsequent
attacks with 2.5 or 5 mg at each patient’s discretion. The overall headache response
at two hours was 80% (88% and 70% with zolmitriptan, 2.5 and 5 mg, respectively).
Treatment was well tolerated (23).

Presently there is limited data available regarding the use of other triptans in
the pediatric population. Future pediatric studies should prove helpful.

Ergot Alkaloids

The ergot alkaloids are a family of chemicals that have many pharmacologic effects.
Their diversity results from their interaction with multiple receptors, their variable
receptor affinity and intrinsic activity, and their variable organ-specific–receptor
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access. Ergotamine tartrate (ET) was one of the first ergot alkaloids to be isolated.
Dihydroergotamine (DHE) (tradename D.H.E. 45) is a synthetic ergot with a modified
pharmacologic profile. Both ET and DHE have 5-HT1A–, 5-HT1B–, 5-HT1D–, and
5-HT1F–receptor agonist affinity. DHE exhibits a greater adrenergic antagonist activ-
ity and has less potent arterial vasoconstriction and emetic potential than ET. DHE
was first reported to be effective in migraine by Horton et al. in 1945 (24). Unfortu-
nately, the medication fell into disuse until Raskin reintroduced it in 1986 (25).

DHE offers numerous benefits compared with ET because of a lower reported
incidence of nausea and vomiting, as well as a lower headache recurrence and lack of
rebound headache. Intravenous administration in adults provides an effective
form of rapid headache relief for migraine and often is used for refractory severe
migraine headache patients. Linder has studied the use of DHE in children and
adolescents. Rapid administration of intravenous DHE in children can be associated
with adverse effects and a more constant rate of infusion is recommended with a coadmin-
istered antiemetic, for example, promethazine hydrochloride or metoclopramide
hydrochloride.

In adults, the oral form of DHE is poorly absorbed and ineffective for acute
migraine. Intramuscular or subcutaneous administration can be effective for moder-
ate to severe migraine (26). Intranasal delivery vehicles also have been shown to be
effective in adults. However, no studies involving intramuscular, nasal, or oral forms
of DHE in children or adolescents have been done. Limited work using intravenous
forms has been performed (26,27).

Articles have been published outlining the use of DHE in adolescents and
children in both inpatient and outpatient settings (27,28). Prior to initiating an
outpatient or an inpatient protocol, a detailed history and physical and neurologic
examinations are necessary to clinically define the situation. Females must be
evaluated appropriately for concerns of pregnancy when necessary.

Although reports of serious adverse events on recommended doses of DHE are
rare, side effects can be seen with either the antiemetic metoclopramide or DHE. In
children and adolescents, the dosing of DHE is extremely important for both efficacy
and the prevention of adverse events. DHE, which often needs dose adjustment
depending on the patient’s age, can be used in an intravenous form concomitantly
with an antiemetic (27):

� 6 to 9 years, 0.1 mg/dose;
� 9 to 12 years, 0.2 mg/dose;
� 12 to 16 years, 0.3 to 0.5 mg/dose.

The intramuscular and subcutaneous forms can be used without a concomitant
antiemetic. The initial dose of DHE is recommended to be given in the emergency
department or office at the onset of a migraine headache, and if there is incomplete
relief of the headache symptoms within one hour, a second dose may be given. DHE
is a medication that often requires dosage titration (27). For example, one of the
more common side effects, nausea, actually may indicate that the dose is slightly
high. It may be helpful to give adolescents or children a test dose of DHE on a
day when they do not have a migraine to determine if the treatment causes any sig-
nificant nausea. In general, side effects can be avoided by lowering the dose or by
diluting the DHE with 30 to 60 cc of saline and administering it over a period of
30 minutes to 1 hour intravenously (27). In addition, 20 to 30 minutes prior to the
administration of DHE, metoclopramide should be given to prevent nausea or
vomiting (27).
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The pediatric patient population tends to be sensitive to some antiemetics,
including metoclopramide, and may develop extrapyramidal side effects. This is
especially true when the medication is given in an intravenous form. These extra-
pyramidal side effects are readily reversed using ‘‘diphenhydramine’’ at a dose of
1 mg/kg up to 50 mg. The extrapyramidal side effects can also be seen using the oral
form of metoclopramide, and if this is the case, it is normally seen between the fifth
and eighth dose, and, again, is readily reversible with diphenhydramine. If the
patient has difficulty with metoclopramide, promethazine hydrochloride may be sub-
stituted. DHE has been used in pediatric patients since the early 1990s as an effective
treatment of moderate to severe migraine headaches. Because triptan medications
have been approved for the treatment of adult migraine, DHE is used less frequently,
but it still is a reliable alternative should triptans prove to be ineffective or their side
effects prove intolerable. DHE also has proven to be useful for migraine headaches
that last for more than two to four days (status migrainosus) (29). Both inpatient and
outpatient DHE protocols may be used to break intractable migraine headaches.
The use of DHE, as well as triptans, is contraindicated in patients with certain
high-risk factors such as uncontrolled hypertension, carotid or peripheral artery
disease, and thyrotoxicosis. Caution is advised for patients with a history of conge-
nital heart disease or other medical problems (Table 2).

Antiemetics

Antiemetics, both the suppository and the oral forms, can be used in children and
adolescents with acute migraine accompanied by nausea or vomiting. Promethazine
hydrochloride, either the 25- or 50-mg suppository form, can prove to be quite effi-
cacious in the younger child who has significant vomiting associated with migraine;
in children who have nausea symptoms without vomiting either the 25- or 50-mg
tablet form can be used. Prochlorperazine maleate and metoclopramide can also
be quite effective, although they should be used with caution because of potential
extrapyramidal side effects. Antiemetics can be used effectively in conjunction with
other acute therapies for treating moderate to severe migraine in children and
adolescents (1).

PREVENTIVE THERAPY

Children or adolescents who do not respond adequately to the acute treatment of
migraine and/or who are missing excessive periods of school days or have significant
disability in their life due to frequent and incapacitating migraines, should consider

Table 2 Contraindications for the Use of Triptans, Ergot Alkaloids

Symptoms or findings consistent with ischemic heart disease, coronary artery vasospasm, or
other significant underlying cardiovascular disease
Uncontrolled hypertension
Hemiplegic or basilar migraine

Use of another 5-HT agonist or ergot-type medication (dihydroergotamine) within 24 hr of
treatment

Administration of monoamine oxidase inhibitors within previous 2 wk (1)

Abbreviation: 5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine.
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preventive therapy. Age can play a role in the selection of appropriate therapy, and
often doses need to be tailored to the individual child adolescent. The preventive
therapy of migraine includes not only the pharmacologic treatment but also
nonpharmacologic approaches such as the identification of migraine triggers, which
may involve adjusting lifestyle.

Several issues must be addressed prior to considering the use of a pharmacolo-
gic agent. These include an accurate assessment of headache frequency and severity,
the effectiveness of current episodic medications, the identification of possible trig-
gers, and most importantly, the degree of disability caused by the headache (1).

There are limited well-controlled clinical trials with sufficient patient numbers to
support the use of any particular agent, except flunarizine, in the preventive treatment
of migraine headaches in children or adolescents (8). Pertinent literature on the pre-
ventive treatment of migraine in children and adolescents, as well as dosing guidelines
based on the limited data available and the clinical experience, will be reviewed (1).

Nonpharmacologic Measures in Children and Adolescents

Nonpharmacologic preventive measures that may reduce headache frequency
include sleep hygiene, diet, and exercise. Lack of sleep can be a significant trigger
for many children. An alteration of sleep behavior, such as going to bed late or sleep-
ing late, may precipitate headaches. It is quite helpful if the patient arises every
morning at the same time.

In addition to sleep hygiene, a regular balanced diet is beneficial. Frequently,
adolescents concerned about weight gain may choose not to eat breakfast or lunch.
This results in a relatively severe headache later in the day. In the adolescent, both
sleep hygiene and diet can be significant triggers that can be somewhat difficult to
control (1).

Although food triggers for migraine headache are relatively infrequent, prob-
ably occurring in less than 20% of the patients, identification of such triggers in a
particular patient can be quite beneficial (30).

Regular physical exercise appears to reduce headache frequency. Although the
value of this has never been demonstrated in children, establishing a lifestyle that
includes adequate exercise, sleep, and physical activity certainly cannot be harmful
to the child’s overall well-being.

Stress may play a significant role in precipitating migraine events. Riback iden-
tified stress as a provoking factor in 23% of 226 children (30). Stress management
using relaxation techniques and/or biofeedback can be helpful in children who are
motivated to use them. Biofeedback has been demonstrated to be effective in chil-
dren as young as nine years (Table 3) (31).

When all of the above issues have been addressed, and yet the child continues
to have disabling headaches at a significant frequency, then a decision to initiate

Table 3 Nonpharmacologic Treatment of Migraine

Education
Biofeedback
Stress management and relaxation exercises
Elimination of triggers
Sleep regulation (1)
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preventive medication needs to be considered. Headache disability, which can be
assessed by a variety of headache disability scales but, more importantly, by the
impact on the individual patient’s life, should be used to determine who should be
placed on preventive medication. Certainly, a child experiencing three to four signif-
icant migraine headaches a month resulting in disability for several hours each time
should be considered for preventive medication. However, even the child who experi-
ences only one severe headache a month that results in a significant disability may
also be considered for preventive medication (1).

Pharmacologic Preventive Treatment

Once the decision to add a pharmacologic agent is made, there are several medica-
tions from which to choose. The appropriate dose for any of these agents has not
yet been determined. The information provided herein is a summary of the literature,
with dosage recommendations based on the few clinical reports as well as clinical
experience (Tables 4 and 5).

Anticonvulsants

Several anticonvulsants have been used for migraine prevention in the pediatric popu-
lation, including phenobarbital, carbamazepine, phenytoin, divalproex sodium, and
topiramate. Intravenous infusion of valproate sodium (Depacon) has been reported
to abort acute migraine headache (32). The divalproex sodium migraine prevention
study group has shown that 500 to 1500 mg/day of divalproex sodium is effective
in reducing headache frequency in adults (33). Extended-release divalproex sodium
(Depakote ER) has been demonstrated to be effective and well tolerated at doses
of 500 and 1000 mg once daily in adults (34). Caruso et al. treated 31 children in
the age range of 7 to 16 with divalproex sodium as a preventive agent (35). Dosages

Table 4 Preventive Therapy

Agent Initial dosage

Cyproheptadine (Periactin) 2 mg bid or 4 mg hs
Propranolol (Inderal) 1 mg/kg, up to 10 mg bid
Amitriptyline (Elavil) 0.25–0.5 mg/kg, up to 10 mg hs
Nortriptyline (Pamelor) 0.25–0.5 mg/kg, up to 10 mg hs
Divalproex sodium (Depakote) (sprinkle) 10 mg/kg, up to 125 mg daily
Topiramate (Topamax) 15 or 25 mg

Abbreviations: bid, twice daily; hs, at bedtime.

Table 5 Drugs with FDA Approval for Migraine Prevention

Drug year of approval
Divalproex sodium (Depakote) 1996, (DepakoteER) 2000
Timolol (Blocadren) 1990
Propranolol (Inderal) 1979
Methysergide (Sansert) 1962

Abbreviation: FDA, Food and Drug Administration.
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ranged from 15 to 45 mg/kg/day. After four months of treatment, 76% of the
patients had a greater than 50% reduction in headache frequency, 18% had a greater
than 75% reduction, and 6% were essentially headache-free (36,37).

Another open labeled study using divalproex sodium included children 9 to
17 years who were treated with doses between 500 and 1000 mg reported reduction
in both headache frequency and severity. The mean severity using a visual analog
scale was reduced from 6.8 to 0.7 (38). Mean headache attacks were reduced from
6 per month to 0.7 per month, and the mean duration from 5.5 to 1.1 hours (38).
Adverse events included dizziness, drowsiness, and increased appetite, but no serious
side effects were reported (38).

These studies suggest that divalproex sodium may be effective as a migraine-
preventive agent in children and adolescents. Clinical experience with divalproex
sodium for seizures suggests that 10 mg/kg/day divided twice daily is a safe starting
dose (Table 4). The dose can then be increased in the second week of treatment to
15–20 mg/kg/day divided either twice or three times a day. There are no data on
serum drug levels to suggest a therapeutic range for migraine prevention. The sprin-
kle formula, 125-mg divalproex capsules, is well tolerated and may help to decrease
any potential gastrointestinal side effects. Other reported potential side effects of
divalproex sodium include sedation, increased appetite, and temporary hair loss.

Divalproex sodium can also reduce platelet counts in a dose-dependent man-
ner; therefore, monitoring of platelet counts should be considered, especially when
higher doses are given. Hyperammonemia can also occur from divalproex sodium
without elevated transaminases; therefore serum ammonia levels should be obtained
from patients who report being excessively tired. Due to the potential teratogenic
effects, folic acid, 2 to 4 mg daily, can be added to the treatment for adolescent girls.
Divalproex sodium (Depakote) and (Depakote ER) have been approved by the FDA
as a treatment for the prevention of adult migraine (Table 5).

More recent anticonvulsant data regarding the prevention of migraine in chil-
dren and adolescence is from a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial
evaluating topiramate (Topamax) (39). Topiramate has been demonstrated to be
effective for migraine prevention in adults. Limited data is available for the efficacy
and safety of topiramate in the pediatric population. Topiramate has been studied
in children with migraine with or without aura (n¼ 162; age range 6–15 years; 52%
male, 48% female) was randomized 2:1 to topiramate (n¼ 112) or placebo (n¼ 50).
Topiramate was initiated at 15 mg/day and titrated over eight weeks to a dose
approximating 2.0 to 3.0 mg/kg/day, or their maximum-tolerated dose, whichever
was less. The maximum dose allowed was 200 mg/day, this titration phase was fol-
lowed by a 12-week maintenance phase (39). Topiramate reduced mean monthly
migraine days by 2.6 from a baseline of 5.4 days compared to a reduction of 1.9 days
for placebo from a baseline of 5.5 days, which approached statistical significance
(p¼ 0.065). A significantly greater percentage of patients receiving topiramate
(32%) showed greater reduction in mean monthly migraine days than patients receiv-
ing placebo (14%, p¼ 0.020). However, the percentage of topiramate-treated patients
exhibiting a ‘‘greater than 50%’’ reduction in mean of monthly migraine days
(55%) was not satisfactory different from that of placebo-treated patients (47%).
Discontinuation rates due to adverse events were 6.5% for topiramate and 4.1% for
placebo. The most common adverse events in the topiramate group were upper
respiratory tract infection (19.4% topiramate vs. 6.1 placebo), anorexia (13.0% topir-
amate vs. 8.2 placebo), weight decrease (9.3 topiramate vs. 6.1% placebo), paresthesia
(8.3% topiramate vs. 0.0% placebo), and somnolence (8.3 topiramate vs. 6.1 placebo).
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This preliminary study notes the potential utility if topiramate for the prevention of
pediatric migraines, with the target dose being 100 mg daily divided bid. Topiramate
was well tolerated in this pediatric population. Further studies are warranted to
establish the efficacy of topiramate for the treatment of pediatric migraine (39).

Although the other anticonvulsants have been used by clinicians, there are
limited studies to support their use. When used in migraine prevention, the antiepi-
leptic doses are usually prescribed.

Antidepressants

The tricyclic antidepressant amitriptyline has been reported to reduce headache
frequency in children (40,41). However, the efficacy of amitriptyline has not been
studied in a placebo-controlled trial. Levinstein compared amitriptyline with propra-
nolol and cyproheptadine in an open-label study (41). In that study, 30 children were
randomized to receive one of the three treatments. It is not noted how many children
were treated with amitriptyline. He reports a moderate 50% to 60% improvement to
an excellent 80% improvement at three months of treatment with amitriptyline.
Hershey et al. were more precise in reporting a reduction in headache frequency in
their open-label study, but had included a mixture of headache types including head-
aches occurring at a frequency of greater than three per week (41). The appropriate
dosage of amitriptyline has not yet been determined.

Levinstein used a dosage of 15 mg/day (41). Hershey et al. suggested a
standardized dosage of 1 mg/kg/day (40). This is the first report of standardized
dosing of amitriptyline based on body weight. Clinical experience suggests that a
reasonable starting dosage of amitriptyline for a 5- to 10-year-old child is 0.25 to
0.5 mg/kg up to 10 mg/day administered at bedtime (Table 4). For an adolescent,
10 mg is a reasonable starting dose. A dosage ranging from 10 to 75 mg/day is
usually effective in reducing headache frequency. Children may experience drowsi-
ness with the medication in the early phases of treatment. This usually resolves over
a two- to three-week period. In the first two to four weeks, a 10-mg single daily
dosage is usually maintained. At the end of a two- to four-week trial, the medica-
tion should be titrated upward to either efficacy or intolerable side effects. Because
of the potential cardiac side effects, electrocardiography should be performed if
dosage escalation is required. A dosage exceeding 75 mg/day is rarely needed to
control headache (1).

Nortriptyline also has been widely used as an alternative to amitriptyline with
the belief that there are fewer side effects. The usual starting dosage is 10 mg/day
administered at bedtime (Table 4). The side effects of nortriptyline are identical to
those of amitriptyline (1).

Serotonin selective reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) have been studied in adults but
not in children. Fluoxetine has been shown to be effective in treating mild headaches
in the adult population in a limited study (42). In our center, the SSRIs are used
when there is clinical suspicion of depression. The dosage is usually administered
in the morning to avoid difficulties with insomnia. Worsening of headache may
occur in some patients. Initially, there is appetite suppression with concomitant
weight loss, followed by increased appetite and weight gain. The serotonin syn-
drome may occur in patients on SSRIs who are treated with 5-HT1 agonists for
an acute headache. There are no data to support their use in migraine prevention
in children (1).
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Antihistamines

Cyproheptadine, an antihistamine with antiserotoninergic properties, was one of
the earliest medications reported useful in migraine prevention in children (43).
Although it has antiserotoninergic properties, its antimigraine effects may be the
result of calcium channel blockade (44). Bille et al. treated 19 children with cypro-
heptadine for three to six months in an uncontrolled trial (43). Seventeen of the 19
children had improvement in their headache frequency, and 4 of 17 had resolution
of their headaches. Dosages used ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 mg/kg/day. Although this
was an uncontrolled study in a small number of children, this dosage of cyprohep-
tadine has been quoted in several medical texts and review articles as appropriate
for migraine prevention. Cyproheptadine can be used as a single daily dosage
administered at bedtime, starting at 2 to 4 mg/day (Table 4). The vast majority
of patients respond to a dosage between 4 and 12 mg/day. The antihistaminic
effects of cyproheptadine may cause weight gain, drowsiness, dry mouth, and
irritability (13).

Beta-Blockers

The beta-blockers may exert their effect through antagonism of the 5-HT2 receptors
or through modulation of adrenoreceptors. The evidence that propranolol is effec-
tive in migraine prophylaxis is very weak, yet propranolol remains a mainstay in
the preventive treatment of migraine headaches in children.

Dosing of propranolol (Inderal) has not been systemically studied. Ludvigsson
studied 28 children with dosages ranging from 60 mg/day, for children weighing less
than 35 kg to 120 mg/day, for children weighing greater than 35 kg (45). He con-
cluded that a dose of 1 mg/kg/day is effective. Olness et al. in a study comparing
self-hypnosis to propranolol for the treatment of classic migraine headache, used a
dosage of 3 mg/kg/day (46). They found that self-hypnosis was more efficacious
than propranolol in reducing headache frequency. Neither self-hypnosis nor propra-
nolol affected subjective or objective measures of headache severity. Forsythe et al.
suggested that propranolol had no impact on frequency of migraine headache and
may have increased the duration of headache in some children (47). The final dosage
per kilogram used in that study was not reported.

The recommended starting dosage of propranolol for the treatment of hyper-
tension in children is 1 mg/kg/day up to 10 mg twice daily. The dosage can be
titrated slowly, increasing over two to four weeks to a maximum of 3 to 4 mg/kg/
day divided twice daily, if tolerated (Table 4) (13). Adolescents may experience sig-
nificant drops in blood pressure. The beta-blockers can also reduce stamina and
should be used with caution in athletes. Propranolol is contraindicated in children
with a prior history of reactive airway disease or diabetes and in some children with
cardiac arrhythmia. Although the majority of children have no significant side effects
from propranolol, several side effects can occur including fatigue, nausea, dizziness,
vivid dreams, insomnia, nightmares, depression, and memory disturbance. One of
the most significant side effects, which can easily be missed in an adolescent, is the
onset of depression.

Patients should be monitored for signs of mild depression within the first four
to eight weeks of therapy initiation; the signs may be subtle. If depression symptoms
are observed, the dose may need to be decreased or discontinued. If a child experi-
ences nightmares or vivid dreams while taking propranolol, changing the dosing
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schedule so that the child receives the medication several hours before retiring
usually eliminates that side effect (13). In spite of the potential for side effects, most
children tolerate propranolol well. Patients should be evaluated at approximately 4
and 12 weeks into the treatment phase to determine if the medication has been effec-
tive and well tolerated. It is important to remember that beta-blockers may take sev-
eral weeks for full effect. A minimum of 12 weeks of treatment at appropriate doses
is needed to determine if the medication has been efficacious.

Although other beta-blockers have been used clinically for several years, there
are no studies to demonstrate their usefulness in children. Noronha reported that the
beta-blocker timolol is not effective as a preventive medication in children (48).
However, this was a very small study involving only 17 children. Nadolol has been
reported to be as equally efficacious as propranolol in adult studies (49). However,
the data must be interpreted with respect to the assessment of Ramadan et al.
concerning the scientific merit of many of these studies (50). Propranolol (Inderal)
and timolol maleate (Blocadren) have been approved by the FDA for the treatment
of migraine prevention (Table 5).

Calcium Channel Blockers

Calcium channel blockers have been used quite extensively in the adult population
(51). Flunarizine, a calcium channel blocker, is available in Europe but not in the
United States. It has been shown to be effective as a preventive medication in chil-
dren (8,52–56). In the double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover study performed
by Sorge et al., patients were crossed over from active drug to placebo following a
four-month active treatment phase (52). The baseline mean number of headache
attacks per month was 3 for both groups. In the flunarizine-treated group, the mean
number of attacks per month decreased progressively to as low as 1.3 per month.
Thus, the actual change in the number of headache attacks was small but statistically
significant. No data are presented beyond four months; thus, it is unknown if treat-
ment beyond that point would have demonstrated a continued clinical efficacy. All
studies of flunarizine report similar outcomes (53–56).

The efficacy of flunarizine should not be generalized to suggest that all calcium
channel blockers would be effective. Only nimodipine, a class-2 (nifedipine-like)
calcium entry blocker for slow calcium channels, has been reported to reduce the
frequency of migraine headache in children (57). However, in the first phase of this
double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover trial, there was an identical reduction in
headache frequency in both the placebo and the active drug group. After crossover,
the initial placebo group responded to nimodipine with a reduction in headache
frequency greater than the second placebo group. The authors conclude that nimo-
dipine is efficacious as a migraine preventive agent. However, the data do not appear
to support their conclusions (8,57).

Clinical experience suggests that calcium channel blockers are not more
efficacious than other classes of agents.

Calcium channel blocker side effects include constipation, hypotension, AV
block, nausea, weight gain, and occasionally, depression. The side effects of the
calcium channel blockers may prove limiting in some patients (1).

Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs

The NSAIDs such as naproxen sodium are known to be efficacious in the treatment
of acute migraine headache and have been reported to be effective as a migraine
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preventive medication. Lewis et al. treated 19 children with naproxen sodium,
250 mg twice daily, in a double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover trial (58). Ten
of the 19 patients completed the study, and of these, six reported a significant reduc-
tion in the frequency and severity of their headaches. Of the 50% reported, 50%
reduction in headache frequency, 2 a greater than 70% reduction, and 1 a greater
than 90% reduction. Thus, this relatively small study suggests that naproxen sodium
may be effective.

Our clinical experience indicates that naproxen sodium is an effective pre-
ventive medication. A starting dosage of 10 mg/kg twice daily reduces migraine
headache frequency and lessens the severity of breakthrough headaches. Long-term
use of NSAIDs may not be advisable because of their effects on the gut and on
renal function. However, for some patients who have difficulty tolerating the other
treatments, this may be a reasonable short-term alternative for up to four to eight
weeks (1).

Other Agents

Reports on the use of trazodone and pizotifen in a small number of children suggest
that these agents may be effective in preventing migraine (59,60). However, no
confirmatory data are available. Clonidine has been studied in a single double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial involving 57 children. There was no significant difference in
headache frequency between treatment and placebo groups. Clonidine was most help-
ful in a subset of patients with visual aura and a positive family history of migraine.

Ergotamine compounds such as methylergonovine maleate (Methergine) and
methysergide have not been studied in the adolescent or pediatric population. As
these compounds have a long-term potential to cause retroperitoneal fibrosis, their
use, even in the adult population, is somewhat limited (1).

Treatment Period—When to Discontinue Preventive Treatment

A difficult and unanswered question is how long should a patient be treated with pre-
ventive medication? Treatment periods with preventive medication typically range
from as short as 3 months to as long as 18 months, with 6 months being the mean
(1). Treatment periods of 6 to 12 months generally result in a significant reduction in
frequency and a persistent effect after withdrawal of preventive medication. Children
started on preventive medications in the beginning of the school year should con-
tinue the medications throughout the school year. If significant headache control
has been achieved, the medication may be withdrawn preferably the following sum-
mer. If, on the other hand, the children’s medication is begun late in the school year,
it may be discontinued either through a prolonged break or through the following
year and withdrawn the following summer depending on the clinical situation (1).

CONCLUSIONS

Treatment options are improving for both children and adolescents with regard to
the acute and preventive management of migraine and headache in general. The
combined use of nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic modalities can prove to be
quite efficacious in the complete relief of migraine headaches in this patient
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population (1). A significant need exists for well-designed studies evaluating the
efficacy and safety, as well as tolerability, for this patient population.
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INTRODUCTION

While the treatment of migraine is commonly delivered in an outpatient environment,
there are patients who are refractive to standard pharmacological and nonpharmaco-
logical treatment. Many of them can be treated with more aggressive modalities of
treatment. Some of these therapies are described in this chapter, which is divided into
two subsections. First we describe the inpatient management of migraine. Most of the
strategies described can also be used, and often are, for the treatment of chronic daily
headaches. We then describe some invasive treatment strategies for migraine and the
chronic daily headaches (some of which require hospitalization, while others can be
used in the outpatient setting).

INPATIENT TREATMENT

Historical Background and Economic Considerations

The evolution of specialized treatment of headache has progressed from the first
headache clinic in the United States established in 1945 at Montefiore Medical Center
in New York (1) to the use of dedicated inpatient treatment units for those whose
headaches require intensive multidisciplinary therapy. The concept of inpatient treat-
ment for headache may have been fostered by Fordyce (2,3) in the treatment of other
chronic pain conditions. Inpatient pain specialty assessment and treatment units
have, for severely disabled headache sufferers, superior outcomes compared with
alternative treatment programs as demonstrated in a recent controlled clinical trial (4).
This study found that patients who received the initial treatment on an inpatient basis
had greater improvement in their pain, were able to maintain control of the pain more
effectively over one year, and utilized overall health-care services less than those
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patients matched for type, severity, and duration of pain treated as outpatients. The
first inpatient headache clinic was established in the late 1970s in Michigan.
Currently, there are three dedicated inpatient headache treatment programs in the
United States, and several others existing as part of other chronic pain programs.

Essentially, all patients who are treated in the hospital environment have daily
or near daily headache, often associated with significant disability. This severity of
illness produces significant health-care costs, and is responsible for a major impact
on businesses and the economy. In a study (5) conducted at a managed care organi-
zation, migraine patients generated nearly twice as many medical claims in compar-
ison to other group patients, and their pharmacy claims were almost 2.5 times
greater. The migraineurs, when compared to other patients, used more emergency
services. In another study, treatment of headache patients in primary care costs
87% more than those without headache (6).

A review of hospitalization costs in the year of 2000 showed that for migraine
there was a mean length of stay of 5.1 days and at a cost of almost $7000 (7). A
Swedish study (8) examined headache in the private and public sector. The preva-
lence of headache in this survey, returned by 71.5% of the 800 distributed, was
64% of the private sector employees and 78% of those in the public sector. The fre-
quency of headache that still permitted employees to work was similar in the two
groups, with approximately two days per month of headache. During the headache
attacks, employees had a mean of 25% reduction in their effectiveness at work. These
migraine-specific costs are only a portion of the overall medical costs of caring for
patients with migraine. Beyond the headache itself, there are additional factors that
may contribute to the severity of the illness in the form of coexisting medical and
psychiatric disease.

These comorbid medical issues may impact the treatments available for head-
ache, and, conversely, the treatments necessary for headache may have an impact on
the optimal management of the comorbid medical condition (9,10). In many cases,
factors that influence the severity of the treatment situation include, medication
overuse (11–15), psychiatric issues such as depression, insomnia, and stressful or
traumatic life events, and head injury (16–21). Furthermore, evidence demonstrates
that comorbid disorders increase the burden on individuals with headache and on
society (22) by compounding the effect on the impact of headache and increase loss
of productivity in the workplace (23,24).

Among the comorbid medical issues present in the migraine population may be
a congenital anomaly that has been recently linked to migraine. A study of patients
being assessed for closure of patent foramen ovale (25,26) found roughly twice the
prevalence of migraine among these patients as would have been expected based
on population prevalence studies. Closure of the patent foramen ovale produced a
54% reduction in migraine attacks in this population. Further study of this situation
is necessary. All of the patients in this study have been referred for closure because of
apparent paradoxical cerebral embolism. The role of this embolism on the migraine
situation is unclear.

Reports from other countries that do not have dedicated inpatient treatment
lend support to other options for the treatment of headache. These reports have
suggested that aggressive outpatient treatment is an option in headache manage-
ment. However, even with the progress in migraine-specific pharmacologic treat-
ments and the increased use of nonpharmacologic approaches, there are patients
who fail at outpatient treatment (27). In a longitudinal study of patients with
headache in a primary care setting, Von Korff et al. found that 60% of the patients
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had continued disability at one year, with 20% continuing with significant pain and
disability at two years (28). These patients cause an important economic burden to
society, with a disproportional contribution from those with high-frequency refrac-
tive headaches (29).

Inpatient Treatment—General Considerations

Inpatient headache treatment occurs in two different hospital environments: commu-
nity/regional hospitals and specialty headache treatment units. The choice of the set-
ting for this inpatient care may also to a degree depend upon these same
considerations and aid in determining the need for referral to a center with a dedi-
cated inpatient headache unit.

Several convenience surveys have been conducted to assess criteria for hospitali-
zation. One survey was conducted in 174 physicians with an interest in head-
ache selected from the membership of the American Headache Society (known as
American Association for the Study of Headache at the time of the study). Inpatient
treatment was viewed as necessary for at least a portion of all patients requiring
detoxification from opioids, barbiturates, or prescription analgesics (30). A second
survey (Table 1) involved both clinicians and the insurance industry and surprisingly
had a number of areas of similar views and criteria for inpatient treatment (31).
Additionally, criteria from inpatient programs substantially overlapped in their
guidelines, as did those of community/regional physicians treating in the community
setting. Previously, there had been two sets of published criteria for admission to
headache treatment centers (Tables 2 and 3) (32,33). Currently, these criteria are
being excerpted by a section of the Department of Health and Human Services as
recognized evidence-based criteria for inpatient treatment of headache.

Inpatient treatment will differ based on the facility and type of headache.
Community/regional inpatient treatment and dedicated headache inpatient treat-
ment units may all share the common elements of treatment protocols; significant
differences may exist in the sophistication of other aspects of medical management,
the multidisciplinary services offered, and the recidivism of the patients in treatment.
Dedicated inpatient treatment units are characterized by the broad availability of a
multidisciplinary team (Table 4). In the evaluation of the patient clinically, there are
a number of considerations that need to be entertained in determining the appro-
priate treatment setting. Seven major factors have been identified for this consi-
deration of care (Table 5) (34). These factors, which influence both the need for
hospitalization and the type of care rendered, include

� intractability of the patient’s pain;
� the refractoriness of the patient and the headache to established preventa-

tive treatment regimens;
� the medical stability of the patient;
� presence of coexisting medical illness;
� the occurrence of medication overuse headache and associated drug depen-

dency issues;
� psychological and psychiatric comorbidities;
� need for patient monitoring during administration of medical therapies.

One of the primary goals of an inpatient headache treatment program is pain
control, but achieving this goal is often complicated by patients who come in with
medication overuse headache. These patients require addressing the medication
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overuse component as a first step in bringing pain control to the patient. Medication
overuse includes not only analgesics but also migraine-specific therapy such as the
triptans. Differing therapeutic approaches may be needed to address the control
of patient’s pain based on the withdrawal of the offending acute agent.

Other Reasons for Inpatient Treatment

Risk of Serotoninergic Syndrome

Rapid transitions in medical therapies control the patient’s headaches in a timely
fashion. This would not normally require close monitoring. However, the use of a
combination of different serotonergic agents, from different families [triptans,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), etc.] in high doses, may increase
the potential for the development of serotonin syndrome. This is especially the case
in the patient who needs to undergo a rapid transition between SSRI antidepressants
and monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOI). Product labeling specifies that in almost
all of these cases, a drug-free interval of 10 to 14 days is required before starting
the new agent. This is not a practical solution for patients with disabling headaches,

Table 1 Results of Survey of Physicians Interested in Inpatient Treatment of Headache
and Available Admission Criteria from Insurance Companies

Reason for admission

Number of
physicians

(total N¼ 21), %

Number of
insurance companies

(total N¼ 7), %

Change in headache pattern 3, 14.2 1, 14.3
Organic disease 5, 23.8 5, 71.5
Clinically significant nausea and vomiting 5, 23.8 5, 71.5
Frequent parenteral medications 1, 4.7 0, 0.0
Complicated migraine 1, 4.7 1, 14.3
Status migraine 8, 38.0 3, 42.9
Patients at risk from triptan use or other

observation needed
2, 9.4 0, 0.0

Failed acute therapy 2, 9.4 0, 0.0
Failed outpatient dihydroergotamine-45 1, 4.7 0, 0.0
Severe drug allergies 1, 4.7 0, 0.0
Medication overuse headache/drug dependency 12, 57.0 4, 57.2
Failed prophylaxis 7, 33.3 0, 0.0
Failed outpatient treatment 0, 0.0 6, 85.8
Copharmacy management issues 1, 4.7 0, 0.0
Prolonged pain state 4, 18.8 0, 0.0
Chronic daily headache 6, 28.5 0, 0.0
Comorbid medical and/or psychiatric disease 8, 38.0 3, 42.9
Disability 4, 19.0 1, 14.3
Intractable cluster headaches 3, 14.1 0, 0.0
Trauma related acute or chronic 1, 4.7 1 (with loss of

consciousness), 14.3
Distance 1, 4.7 0, 0.0
Comprehensive treatment program 1, 4.7 0, 0.0
Refer for admit elsewhere 5, 23.5 0, 0.0
No interest or no guidelines 2, 9.4 0, 0.0
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and a more rapid transition with a shorter transition period may be used. Close
observation of the patient for warning signs of a serotonin syndrome with elevated
temperature, agitation, and other serotonergic indications is required. Untreated, a
potentially morbid situation could occur.

Table 2 Admission Criteria of Michigan Headache and Neurological Institute for
Inpatient Headache Treatment Program at Chelsea Hospital

Presence of moderate-to-severe intractable headache that fails to respond to appropriate and
aggressive outpatient or emergency department measures and requires repetitive sustained
parenteral treatment (e.g., dihydroergotamine)

Presence of continuing nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea
Need to detoxify and treat toxicity, dependency, or rebound phenomena and/or monitor

protectively against withdrawal symptoms, including seizures, in cases in which this cannot
be achieved effectively or safely on an outpatient basis

Presence of dehydration, electrolyte imbalance, and prostration that requires monitoring and
intravenous fluids

Presence of unstable vital signs
Presence of repeated previous emergency department treatments
Likely presence of serious disease (e.g., subarachnoid hemorrhage, intracranial infection,

cerebral ischemia, severe hypertension)
Need to rapidly develop both immediate pain reduction and an effective pharmacologic

prophylaxis in order to sustain improvement achieved by parenteral therapy (aggressive
daily drug manipulation, requiring careful monitoring and drug level evaluation)

Need to urgently address other comorbid conditions contributing to or accompanying the
headache, including medical and/or psychological illness

Presence of concurrent medical and/or psychological illnesses requiring careful monitoring in
high-risk situations

Source: From Ref. 32.

Table 3 Admission Criteria of the National Headache Foundation for Treatment of
Headache

Severe dehydration for which inpatient parenteral therapy may be necessary
Diagnostic suspicion (confirmed by appropriate diagnostic testing) of organic etiology such

as an infectious disorder involving the central nervous system (e.g., brain abscess,
meningitis), acute vascular compromise (e.g., aneurysm, subarachnoid hemorrhage),
structural disorder with accompanying symptoms (e.g., brain tumor)

Prolonged unrelenting headache with associated symptoms such as nausea and vomiting
which, if allowed to continue, would pose a further threat to the patient’s welfare

Status migraine or dependence on analgesics, ergots, opiates, barbiturates, or tranquilizers
Pain that is accompanied by serious adverse reactions or complications from therapy—

continued use of such therapy aggravates or induces further illness
Pain that occurs in the presence of significant medical disease, but appropriate treatment of

headache symptoms aggravates or induces further illness
Failed outpatient detoxification for which inpatient pain and psychiatric management may be

necessary
Intractable and chronic cluster headache for which inpatient administration of histamine or

dihydroergotamine may be necessary
Treatment requiring copharmacy with drugs that may cause a drug interaction, thus

necessitating careful observation (e.g., monoamine oxidase inhibitors and beta-blockers)

Source: From Ref. 33.
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Cyproheptadine may be given preventatively to reduce the risk and is one of
the treatments of choice should a serotonergic syndrome manifest. Cyproheptadine
is given as a preventative for serotonin syndrome during rapid transitions between
SSRI and other novel newer antidepressants and MAOI. Patients are started on
4 mg of cyproheptadine four times a day, and their current antidepressant treatment
is discontinued. The patient is maintained on the cyproheptadine while other appro-
priate treatments for the headache disorder are initiated other than the new antide-
pressant class. Five days after the patient has been off the MAOI or SSRI and while
still taking the cyproheptadine, the patient will be started on the new agent in the
alternative class. After three to five days on the new agent, if the patient is
tolerating it well, cyproheptadine is discontinued over the course of the next 4 to
10 days while monitoring the patient for symptoms of a serotonin syndrome. The
patient undergoes the latter stage almost invariably as an outpatient, but the first
several days of the initiation of the new antidepressant medication class agent, the
patient will be under close observation as an inpatient.

Need of Politherapy

In patients with difficult-to-treat headache, monotherapy may not have provided
adequate preventative effects in the past. Complicated regimens may be needed to
produce an effective therapeutic response. These more complex regimens may also
be necessitated by the coexisting and comorbid medical and psychiatric illnesses of

Table 4 Typical Treatment Modalities in a Multidisciplinary
Inpatient Headache Treatment Program

Detoxification
Pharmacologic therapy
Nursing intervention
Physical therapy
Dietary management and education
Stress management
Exercise programs
Biofeedback and relaxation therapy
Cognitive-behavioral treatment
Group psychotherapy
Individual and family psychotherapy
Family groups
Interactions between patients
Lifestyle management
Discharge planning

Table 5 Outpatient vs. Inpatient Treatment Factors

Degree and intractability of pain
Refractoriness to established regimens
Need for supportive medical measures
Degree of toxicity and drug dependence
Psychological health considerations
Comorbid medical disease considerations
Need for close patient monitoring
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many of these patients. This, however, can increase the likelihood of adverse effects
and drug interactions. Initial observation and management within the hospital
environment facilitate prompt treatment of complications that may result from
copharmacy. Close monitoring of the clinical response and tolerability of the treat-
ment are necessary to optimize the outcome without substantially compromising the
patient’s functional abilities during the initiation of therapy.

Presence of Symptomatic Comorbid Diseases

Chronic headache may be exacerbated by psychological problems. Long-term follow-
up research has found that patients with multiple psychiatric diagnoses have a poorer
long-term prognosis than patients with little or no psychiatric disturbance (35–37).

Accurate diagnosis by qualified psychologists and psychiatrists and appropriate
treatment are essential if development of a long-term treatment program is indicated.
Psychological intervention may be undertaken in the hospital. Group therapy sessions
and individual counseling is initiated during the hospitalization. Continuation of this
treatment after hospitalization is often necessary. After an initial assessment and basic
psychological intervention, long-term treatment is imperative to establish a pain
management program to help these patients deal with the psychological aspects of
their condition. Biofeedback has demonstrated efficacy in the treatment of migraine
in combination with these other psychological therapies.

The Inpatient Treatment of Medication Overuse

The outpatient treatment of medication overuse headache is beyond the scope of this
chapter. Treatment of medication overuse headache is crucial, because preventive
therapy often does not work to control the underlying chronic headaches that con-
tributed to the development of the overuse situation. It may take as long as 12 weeks
to reverse the effects of medication overuse (38). Failure to achieve successful detox-
ification of the patient with medication overuse as an outpatient occurs due to the
increased pain during the initial period of withdrawal, unmasking of the underlying
headaches, and acute withdrawal symptoms typically associated with butalbital and
opioid use.

The use of clonidine for opiate withdrawal (39) may be of benefit in the
outpatient arena especially, but may be needed in those with significant toxicity from
these agents in the inpatient setting as well. While there are no defined criteria for
establishing when a patient will have toxicity from opioids, it has been my
personal experience that it would be unusual at dose equivalents to 200 mg of meper-
idine parenteral per day. Clonidine is given either orally once or twice a day or as a
long-acting patch that may be used in place of the tablets. The dose is based on the
weight and sex of the patient, with doses from 0.1 to 0.3 mg/day in divided doses.

During this initial phase of treatment, concomitant use of tricyclic antidepres-
sants is withheld to avoid blocking of the alpha-adrenergic effects of the clonidine to
suppress the withdrawal symptoms.

Phenobarbital can be used for the withdrawal of short-acting barbiturates
(40). Our protocol is based on the amount of butalbital-containing medication
the patient is taking. The patient who has been using only several tablets per day
of these agents is most unlikely to require a phenobarbital taper in my experience.
As the amounts the patient uses increase or if the patient has used small amounts
of this type of medication but for periods in excess of a year, then the likelihood of
withdrawal phenomenon begins to increase substantially. This may be verified in
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many episodes of case-history taking with the patient, where they relate withdrawal
symptoms occurring when they missed doses of their pain medication for more than
a day or two. We will administer a dose of 100 mg of phenobarbital when it has
been at least six hours but not more than 24 hours from their last dose of butalbi-
tal-containing medication. The patient is reevaluated in one hour, and if the patient
is awake and alert then they will be started on phenobarbital 60 mg three times a
day. If, however, the patient is lethargic or asleep, then an initial phenobarbital
treatment would not be started. Patients who subsequently show signs of agitation
or tremor while on phenobarbital or those who have not been treated will have
30 mg/day of phenobarbital added to their regimen. Dosing adjustments may be
made for excessive sedation, but, in general, are continued with a gradual taper
over up to three months.

The primary benefit of this adjunct beyond minimizing the acute withdrawal
symptoms is the prevention of butalbital withdrawal seizures. In the inpatient unit,
abrupt withdrawal or rapid tapering of the offending analgesic is used in most
patients, because prolonging the withdrawal period only delays the time until the
effectiveness of the preventative therapies can be achieved.

Withdrawal of triptans and ergotamine compounds necessitates the use
of analgesics to control the headache pain during this phase. The intravenous
use of diverse agents including antidopaminergic, muscle relaxants, nonopioid
analgesics, propofol (41,42), and valproic acid may be required to provide interim
control of headaches while initiating treatment with preventive medications.

There are several situations in which intravenous administration of dihy-
droergotamine (DHE) may be appropriate in patients with severe headache in a
headache unit. In patients with medication overuse headache, the administration
of a course of IV DHE over two or three days may provide adequate control of
the underlying migraine, minimizing the need for additional adjunctive approaches
to pain management. Another scenario in which parenteral administration of DHE
over several days is useful may be as an adjunctive in terminating the chronic
phase of migraine. Its use, coupled with appropriate preventative medications,
often may produce substantial resolution of the daily headache to allow the patient
to regain functional ability related to their headaches in the matter of days versus
weeks or months. Repetitive intravenous DHE used for more than two days has
been recognized by the American Academy of Neurology in their practice para-
meter as an indication for inpatient headache monitoring (43). The basic protocol
first proposed by Raskin (44) has undergone modification to suit specific treatment
needs of patients and improve the tolerability of the treatment. Among the varia-
tions on this basic protocol (Table 6) are dose reductions in patients with response
to the initial test dose as well in those with adverse events. Diluting the DHE in
normal saline and giving it over 15 to 30 minutes also improves the adverse events
associated with the treatment. A variety of antinauseant agents have also been
adapted for this treatment in those, where nausea and vomiting constitute
significant components of the migraine attack or in those with adverse effects to
the treatment.

Corticosteroids in the Inpatient Treatment of Migraine and
Chronic Daily Headaches

There are several reports that have suggested the usefulness of corticosteroids in
the treatment of refractive migraine. Lobo et al. noticed that corticosteroids can
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be used as rescue therapy in patients who have failed to achieve adequate relief of
their acute migraine attacks with specific agents such as triptans and DHE (45).
Rozen (46) suggests the same approach but also points out that it can be used
as a treatment for status migraine, that is, migraine that has persisted for more
than 72 hours. This is one of the first steps in the treatment of difficult migraine
headache before a patient is considered for an inpatient hospital treatment in the
absence of other treatment issues. Another potential use of corticosteroids is for
the patient with medication overuse headache. Here, much like in the situation that
occurs with the use of DHE for patients with medication overuse headache, upon
withdrawal of the overused medication not only do subjects have the headache
occurring from the overused drug but they also have the underlying chronic
migraine headache present, which is what set the stage for the patient to enter into
the scenario of overusing acute medication in the first place. Therefore a course of
corticosteroids as part of a comprehensive treatment program should be considered
(47). Because there are no defined trials of these agents, the choice of agents is of
personal preference and familiarity than scientific foundation. My personal prefer-
ences include the use of oral dexamethasone or methylprednisolone in migraine and
prednisone in patients with cluster headache. If a parenteral formulation is needed
then either a depot form of intramuscular or the intravenous formulation of
methylprednisolone is used.

Outcome Measures—Assessing the Benefits of Inpatient Treatment

There is no class I evidence for inpatient treatment outcomes (31). Numerous out-
come studies have been published in article and abstract form (48–67). Of the 14
published peer-reviewed papers describing the outcome of inpatient treatment for
chronic daily headache, seven papers (totaling 561 patients) gave sufficient informa-
tion to be included in the analysis of short-term outcomes. These seven papers were

Table 6 Inpatient Treatment Unit Protocol for IV DHE

Establish IV access
Premedicate with antinausent (e.g., trimethobenzamide 200 mg IM or trimethobenzamide

250 mg PO; metoclopramide 10 mg IM or PO; promethazine 50 mg IM or PO; ondansetron
4 mg IV or PO)

30 min after premedicating: administer 0.5 mg DHE by slow IV push
Vital signs should be monitored and adverse effects assessed prior to dose and for 30 min

postdose
Subsequent doses should be given every eight hours for a total of nine doses
If headache responds to 0.5 mg DHE continue this dose
If headache continues with 0.5 mg DHE then increase doses 2–9 to DHE 1 mg
If patient has adverse events with IV slow push administration of DHE then dilute additional

doses in 50 mL normal saline and administer over 30 min
If patient has nausea with administration of DHE after dilution then change to alternative

antinauseant or reduce dose of DHE for subsequent doses by 50%
Adverse effects may be reduced by dilution of DHE in 50 cc normal saline and administering

as IV drip over 30 min

Abbreviation: DHE, dihydroergotamine.
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used to construct a meta-analysis by Lake and coworkers (31). The proportion of
patients with 50% improvement was 81% with short-term follow-up and 62.5% with
long-term follow-up. The remaining reports cited involved peer-reviewed abstracts
only and while presenting similar findings did not provide sufficient information
to include in a meta-analysis.

Several reports have provided additional outcome information reflecting on
treatment issues in this patient population. An abstract by Diamond et al. (61)
assessed health-care utilization in 66 patients and found that, by comparing the
one-year period following the discharge with the year prior to admission, there
was a marked reduction in emergency room visits (from 0.3 to 0.1 per month), a
reduction in hospital admissions (from 39 to 10 per year), and reduced use of analge-
sic and other abortive medications. Lake et al. assessed changes in headache activity
as well other relevant measures (68). Mean number of dysfunctional days in a two-
week period (where the patient was disabled from normal function due to head-pain)
declined from 6.30 prior to hospitalization to 2.38 at the two-week follow-up, and
1.94 at eight months. Clinically significant depression on the Beck Depression Inven-
tory dropped from 46% at admission to 6% at two-week follow-up and remained low
(14%) at eight months. Thirty-one percent of these patients were on medical leave
due to headache at the time of admission. At eight months, only 4% remained on
medical leave. The number of patients with reduced work status resulting from head-
ache dropped from 51% at admission to 22% at follow-up. The number of patients
engaged in full- or part-time employment rose from 31% on admission to 53% after
eight months (65) (Table 7).

There have only been three papers that have attempted to assess outcomes for
patients in a comparative fashion between outpatient treatment and inpatient
treatment. Casaly and coworkers in an abstract (66) reported similar reduction in
outcomes in patients, using a headache disability questionnaire. However, the inpa-
tient and outpatient groups were not comparable with twice as many inpatients as
outpatients having analgesic abuse and a substantial difference in the occurrence
of daily versus episodic headache. Suhr et al. compared drug withdrawal for analge-
sic and abortive medications for inpatient and outpatient headache (69). Long-term
follow-up (average of six years following treatment) was conducted only in the sub-
set of patients who had resolution of their daily headache following withdrawal. For
both groups, this was approximately one-third of the original group. Both groups
had similar improvement in their headaches, though 25% of the inpatients and
15% of the outpatients contacted had relapsed to daily acute medications. A shorter
study with differing results was done by Pini et al. (70) in Italy. Here, both treat-
ments show significant headache improvement but there was a higher rate of relapse
in those treated on an outpatient basis.

Assessing outcomes across these various studies is further complicated by the
changing health-care environment for inpatient treatment and even for patient refer-
ral to headache centers. Saper and Lake (65,68), comparing outcome data from the
early to the late 1990s, found similar efficacy outcome and hospital lengths of stay,
but found that frequency of severe headaches had increased from a mean of
3.13 per week to 4.91 per week in the patients prior to treatment. They also found
a 50% increase in the number of patients coming from outside their immediate
geographic region. Similarly, Weeks noted increasing comorbid psychiatric condi-
tions, complicated medical histories, and greater detoxification challenges along
with more complex treatment strategies, comparing patients from the early and late
1990s (31).
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INVASIVE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE AND CHRONIC
DAILY HEADACHES

Therapeutic Blocks and Radiofrequency Stimulation

In a recidivist population of patients, other adjunctive approaches to pain manage-
ment may be needed. Long-standing effects of trauma to the cervical spine can
produce changes in mechanical contributions to headache. Input from upper cervical
segments may act directly on trigeminal centers impacting the migraine headache
situation as well as serving as a focal source of pain. A study of eight patients with
chronic migraine who had a positive response to implanted suboccipital stimulators
was recently conducted (71). Positron emission tomography scans were performed
using regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) as a marker of neuronal activity. There
were significant changes in rCBF in the dorsal rostral pons. The activation pattern
was highly suggestive of a role for this structure in chronic migraine. The localiza-
tion and persistence of activity during stimulation were consistent with that seen in
episodic migraine, and with a similar treatment response as seen in migraine.

Assessment of this contribution can include the use of diagnostic/therapeutic
blocks of the greater occipital nerve (72) as well as the facet joints of the upper cer-
vical spine or epidural steroid injections. The therapeutic value of greater occipital
and supraorbital nerve blockade was studied in 27 patients with migraine. Patients
received repetitive blocks. Outcome was determined by a pain index, the number
of migraine attacks, and analgesic consumption. Twenty-three patients (85%)
responded and maintained a favorable response for as long as six months. Anthony
(73), however, has suggested that patients diagnosed with migraine and responding
to occipital nerve block and or division of the greater occipital nerve instead had
greater occipital neuralgia.

Successful outcomes with these procedures may lead to the use of radiofrequency
procedures to produce longer treatment effects. Local trigger point injections in pain-
ful cervical and scalp muscles can help to address these mechanisms in headache.

Botulinum Toxin

Although its mechanism of action is still to be determined, the use of botulinum
toxin type A injections may not only produce effects on the muscular components
contributing to chronic headache but also alter underlying trigeminal nerve contri-
butions to the chronic migraine state. Binder (74) first reported his results with botu-
linum toxin type A in an uncontrolled study. Subsequently there have been a number
of studies conducted with this agent. The largest of the placebo-controlled trials in
migraine was a study on 122 patients (75). Patients were randomized to receive
placebo injection, 25 units of botulinum toxin type A, or 75 units of the toxin.
Although baseline headache frequency was unequally distributed between the
three groups, the difference was not statistically significant. The 25-unit but not
the 75-unit treatment group had statistically significant improvement compared to
the placebo. The authors attribute the relative lack of response by the 75-unit
treatment group to the reduced baseline numbers of headaches in this group.

The efficacy of botulinum toxin type A in the treatment of chronic daily head-
ache was first studied in a double-blind trial of 56 patients (76). The results of this
trial suggested possible efficacy with improvements in headache duration and fre-
quency. Two recent studies have added (77,78) support to the potential applicability
of botulinum toxin type A in the population of patients with migraine headache and
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daily or near daily headache. These studies have verified much of what has been the
clinical impression with the use of botulinum toxin type A. The use of 100 to 200
units of botulinum toxin type A, given as multiple injections in the face, head, and
neck, with repetitive injections every three months appeared to produce the greatest
efficacy. Many variables may play a role in determining outcome including the con-
comitant use of preventive medications and acute medication overuse. Despite these
uncertainties that still exist, the progress that has occurred and the clinical experience
that has been gained allow us to utilize this agent with safety and efficacy in many of
our most challenging patients with highly favorable results.

There are several approaches to administering botulinum toxin type A, regard-
ing the selection of injection sites. One has been termed a ‘‘fixed site approach.’’ The
other is termed a ‘‘follow the pain approach.’’ With a fixed site approach, all patients
receive botulinum toxin in the same locations in the head and neck region, regardless
of the location of their pain or its relative intensity. In the follow the pain approach,
the administration, the amount used, the number of injections, and their locations is
based on the location of the patient’s pain and even its relative intensity in one
location versus another.

A number of sites have been chosen as demonstrated in Figures 1–3, which are
designed to target the muscles in the distribution of the first branch of the trigeminal
nerve, covering the region above and between the eyebrows and extending to the hair-
line and also including the temporalis muscles. Masseter injections are occasionally
included for those patients who have significant bruxism. In the posterior regions
of the scalp and neck, again the muscle innervated primarily by branches of the first
three cervical rami is injected; so this commonly includes the occipitalis, semispinalis,
and splenius capitus muscles; in some patients, portions of the trapezius muscle may
be injected as may the sternocleidomastoid muscle unilaterally, if the patient has spas-
ticity. While relief of muscle spasticity may be important in the mechanism of botu-
linum toxin type A, there may also be effects modulated directly via the afferent
nerves, so neuronal distribution may be of importance as well. The potential overlap
between the upper cervical segments and the trigeminal nucleus caudalis may explain
the need to treat this region in patients with chronic daily headache, even if the pain is
not appreciated in the cervical region.

Figure 1 Possible posterior locations for injection of botulinum toxin type A. Source:
Courtesy of Drs. Joseph Tsui, Ian Finkelstein, Sylvain Chouinard, and Anna McCormick.
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Typically I will use 100 units of botulinum toxin type A, but may occasionally
use lesser amounts in patients with an extremely tight scalp aponeurosis. Larger
quantities may also be used in patients based on their response to treatment at
100 units. Dilutions of 2 cc to 4 cc in normal saline and injection with a fine scale sub-
cutaneous needle is my preference. Electromyogram needle placement is not needed
in this type of treatment for chronic headache. Injections in the face should be kept
within the midpupillary lines and directed superiorly. Multiple injections of small
quantities should be used preferentially to a single injection of a large quantity in
areas of the face. These techniques will reduce the likelihood of eyelid ptosis. The
application of ice packs and the use of a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent for
a day may reduce the discomfort associated with the injections. While not recom-
mended on the package label, the use of preservative-containing normal saline solu-
tion also reduces discomfort, acting as a mild local anesthetic agent. Whereas some
patients demonstrate an improving duration of response with repeated injections of
botulinum toxin type A, most patients require reinjection on a schedule on average

Figure 2 Possible anterior cervical and facial location for injection of botulinum toxin
type A. Source: Courtesy of Drs. Joseph Tsui, Ian Finkelstein, Sylvain Chouinard, and Anna
McCormick.

Figure 3 Lateral cervical and lower facial areas for possible injection of botulinum toxin
type A. Source: Courtesy of Drs. Joseph Tsui, Ian Finkelstein, Sylvain Chouinard, and Anna
McCormick.
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of every 12 weeks. The onset of activity takes several days to occur and develops pro-
gressively. The loss of effect as the toxin’s action is physiologically reversed, may be
abrupt, and may dissipate from maximal effect to loss of effect in less than a week in
some patients. These treatment characteristics make establishment of scheduled
treatments important in minimizing loss of effect.

The use of botulinum toxin type A to identify trigger sites for migraine has been
suggested (79). Those responding to the injections underwent surgical procedures
involving the nasal septum and turbinate or forehead surgery. Substantial improve-
ment occurred on a wide variety of parameters in follow-up over a year. Adverse events
while not uncommon were not severe. Another study used corrugator muscle resection
(80), based on the previous study. These authors found that those with less-frequent
migraine were more likely to have a favorable outcome. Recurrence of headache in
the first month occurred in one of six patients. Another approach that has been sug-
gested as being efficacious in treatment resistant migraine involves those with small
nasal passages may benefiting from reconstructive surgery according to Novak (81).

Implanted Devices

Recently, there has been limited use of implanted devices for pain management. The use
of occipital stimulators may be appropriate in those who respond to local block proce-
dures of the greater occipital nerve or trigger point injections in this region. We have
patients with repeated successful blocks and or radiofrequency rhizotomy, before pro-
gressing to a temporary occipital stimulator implant. Those who find this device produ-
cing acceptable results and comfort have a permanent stimulator implanted. A study by
Popeney and Alo (82) examined the effect of occipital stimulation in a population of
patients diagnosed with transformed migraine. The 25 patients were followed for an
average of approximately 18 months, with the vast majority having at least a 50%
reduction in their pain.

Vagal nerve stimulation (83,84) has been used in a limited fashion for intractable
headache following its successful use in refractive epilepsy. This parasympathetic
nerve inputs via the solitary tract nucleus and hence to other brain stem nuclei
that act upon trigeminal vascular responses.

CONCLUSION

Inpatient hospital treatment of headache continues to be an important component of
the practice of specialty headache management. There are challenging patients who
have refractive headache problems in the traditional outpatient milieu who are
candidates for comprehensive inpatient headache treatment programs. Many of the
individual components of inpatient treatment utilized in these specialty centers, how-
ever, have applicability in the treatment of less-challenging patients in the community
level amongst physicians familiar with headache management. While controlled trials
do not exist, the evidence strongly suggests and the clinical experience of specialty
headache management continues to demonstrate specific rationales for this approach.
These groups of patients whose headache histories, treatment histories, coexisting
disease processes, and disease impact on quality of life and work productivity have
been shown to achieve the greatest levels of improvement in disability and expensive
health-care utilization. Appropriateness for inpatient treatment is dictated by
the intensity of the treatments being rendered, the routes of administration com-
plexity of regimens, safety issues related to drug therapies, and coexisting illness.
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Comprehensive multidisciplinary management is also needed by patients with long-
term refractive disorders for headache, and selected centers exist for these situations.

Alternative approaches to management of refractive headache continue to be
explored. These approaches involve the use of injections of a variety of agents from
corticosteroids to botulinum toxin type A as alternative approaches for the manage-
ment of challenging headaches. Trigger point injections, facet blocks, and other inva-
sive procedure may even lead to the use of implantation of device to block pain or alter
its regulation centrally. Surgical approaches have again come to the fore as possible
therapeutic approach in migraine. The long-term success and implications of surgical
approaches and these other interventions have yet to stand the tests of time of many of
the traditional medical approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Headache is a common emergency department (ED) complaint, representing around
2% of visits to American EDs (1–3). More than five million ED patients report
headache as one of three chief reasons for the ED visit (4). The vast majority of these
headaches are primary headaches or headaches due to benign systemic illness such as
upper respiratory infections and other febrile illnesses (5,6). The vast majority of
primary headaches in the ED are migraines, with tension-type headaches comprising
a small, but significant minority (5,6). The goals for emergency physicians and
neurologists consulting in EDs on headache patients are to facilitate the correct
diagnosis, initiate migraine-abortive therapy when appropriate while controlling
pain in the ED, and provide the patient with an appropriate discharge plan that
includes a diagnosis, a disease-specific education sheet, prescriptions, referrals, and
reasonable expectations.

There have been few in-depth scientific assessments of the clinical features
of migraine in the ED, so a thorough description of these patients is not possible.
ED migraine patients probably represent a heterogeneous population including some
patients with very significant headache-related disability scores and some with
minimal or no disease-related disability. It is not uncommon for migraineurs to come
to an urban ED without having taken any medication at all for their headache (3,7). In
urban EDs, a significant percentage of migraineurs are probably uninsured or under-
insured (3), in contrast to health maintenance organizations and rural community
hospitals where patients are very likely to have insurance (8). It is often true that an
ED migraine visit represents a failure of the health care system. If patients were
adequately diagnosed and treated, the majority would not need to come to the ED.
Two-thirds of female migraineurs and one-half of male migraineurs, who visited an
ED at least once for migraines report that they have not used a prescription medication
(9). In general, migraineurs do not use EDs for emergency care—in an insured and
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healthy population, migraineurs used the ED only slightly more often than nonmigrai-
neurs (10). In a sample of the general population, only 20% of female migraineurs and
13% of male migraineurs reported a lifetime ED visit for headache (9).

One of the most important questions is why headache patients come to the ED.
One model describes two distinct groups: a ‘‘first or worst’’ syndrome and a ‘‘last
straw’’ syndrome (11). Patients with the ‘‘first or worst’’ syndrome present with their
first severe headache or the worst headache of their lives. These patients require a
diagnostic work-up in the ED. The ‘‘last straw’’ syndrome presents with an acute,
unbearable exacerbation of a chronic intermittent headache. These patients require
effective treatment and appropriate discharge planning.

An important subpopulation of the ‘‘last straw’’ patients is the ‘‘repeaters’’—
patients who make multiple ED visits within a short time period (12). Although com-
prising less than 15% of the headache population, these patients accounted for 43%
to 50% of all ED visits or urgent clinic headache visits (3,8,12). A Canadian categor-
ization reported that the ‘‘repeaters’’ were predominantly female and tended not to
use multiple EDs (13). The repeaters represent a problematic population because
multiple ED visits represent an expensive and ineffective route for the delivery of
health care. Further, repeaters tend to rely on opiates for migraine relief and often
request a particular medication and a particular dosage. In general, ED health care
providers often view the repeater with irritation and suspicion because of concern
about their motivation for being there. This creates frustration and ineffective
disease management. At times, the emergency physician’s frustration with the
repeater is transferred to other migraineurs.

HOW TO APPROACH A PATIENT WITH ACUTE HEADACHE IN THE ED

Of late, the need to exclude potentially lethal causes of headaches has been discussed
(14). As the availability, speed, and sensitivity of modern computed tomography
(CT) scanners for space-occupying lesions continues to increase, the reasons not
to perform a CT, particularly in ED headache patients who have never had one,
become less and less compelling. Experts recommend performing a lumbar puncture
in all patients with a first, worst, or changed headache (14). As yet, there is no way
to exclude a subarachnoid bleed completely short of performing a lumbar puncture
to evaluate for xanthrochromia. The patient’s history should guide the clinician, and
testing to exclude other lethal causes of headache should be performed as needed,
especially in immunocompromised or thrombophilic patients, or in those patients
with fever and meningismus. Patients at extremes of age are at risk for specific
organic causes of headache as well.

The questions below can help the emergency physician screen for secondary
causes of headache:

� Do you have recurrent headaches like this?
� Is this your first headache?
� Is this your worst headache?
� What evaluation have you had done in the past for these headaches?
� How often do you take medicine for your headaches?

It tends to be more apparent when an evaluation for secondary headache is
needed than when it is not. Typical ‘‘red flag’’ features, which usually indicate
the need for a diagnostic work-up, are listed in Table 1. Certainly, thunderclap
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headaches, i.e., headaches that reach a severe peak in intensity in less than one min-
ute, suggest worrisome causes. Similarly, persistent focal neurologic deficits, visual
complaints in the elderly, and stigmata of elevated intracranial pressure should gen-
erate an ED work-up.

After secondary causes of headache have been excluded, the diagnosis of migraine
should be considered in any patient with painful or debilitating recurrent headaches.
Although a complete headache history may be difficult to obtain in a bright and busy
ED, an accurate diagnosis of migraine will allow the initiation of migraine-specific
treatment in the ED and the creation of an appropriate discharge plan.

A correct initial diagnosis will allow appropriate initial treatment. As we will
discuss in the section on ‘‘Treatment,’’ the goal of therapy is to avoid nonspecific
analgesia. An accurate diagnosis will allow the initiation of migraine-specific medica-
tion. This also allows the patient to undergo follow-up for a specific condition and
form realistic expectations about the disease itself.

Table 1 Red Flags for Secondary Headaches in the ED

Red flag Comment

Thunderclap headache Incidence of subarachnoid hemorrhage in this
population 10–20% (15–17)

Acute signs of increased
intracranial pressure

Papilledema or loss of venous pulsations
mandates a work-up

Fever Although intercurrent upper respiratory
infections and other viral illnesses can
exacerbate migraines, meningitis should be
considered as an etiology of the fever

Immunocompromised patient Cryptococcal meningitis or sinusitis are not
uncommon in patients with AIDS and can
present subtly

Thrombophilic patient In gravid patients, the recently postpartum,
and others with a history of hypercoaguable
state, venous sinus thrombosis should be
considered

Thrombocytopenic or anticoagulated
patient

Intracranial bleeds should be considered

Acute focal neurologic signs Although migraine with aura causes focal
neurologic signs, this should be a diagnosis
of exclusion in an ED

First, worst, or changed headache Classically, the indication to evaluate for
subarachnoid hemorrhage. The actual test
characteristics of these descriptions of
headache are unknown

Blunt trauma Intracranial hemorrhage and concussion
should be considered if clinically relevant

Elderly patient These patients are at increased risk of
temporal arteritis and cerebrovascular
accidents

Others in household with similar symptoms Consider carbon monoxide poisoning during
winter months

Abbreviation: ED, emergency department.
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When diagnosing migraines, the emergency or consulting physician should
consider tension-type headaches, which typically are not as severe or disabling
as migraines. The prevalence of pure tension-type headaches in North American
EDs has not been well documented, but European and South American EDs
report that tension-type headaches represent 18% to 44% of all their primary
headaches (5,6).

Medication-rebound headaches, possibly represent a significant percentage of
emergency headaches, though this has not been well studied in the ED setting.

Physicians should not exclude migraines as the diagnosis because of the
presence of sinusitis or viremia, because either of these conditions could coexist
with, be confused by, or exacerbate an acute migraine. Once a patient has already
been diagnosed with an alternative type of headache, they are less likely to receive
the diagnosis of migraine. The original diagnosis becomes the default diagnosis
(i.e., chronic sinusitis) and the patient never receives migraine-appropriate
medication (18).

Similarly, the pain associated with a migraine headache could cause an eleva-
tion in blood pressure. A patient’s migraine should not be called a ‘‘hypertensive’’
headache, merely because the blood pressure is elevated. The epidemiology of
‘‘hypertensive’’ headaches in the ED has not yet been established. Whether and
how often hypertension causes headache is uncertain—even more so at levels of
hypertension that are considered moderate. We believe that known migraineurs
who present with an acute migraine attack and associated moderate hypertension
should be treated with a migraine-appropriate analgesic medication prior to an
antihypertensive agent if there is no evidence of end-organ damage. Physicians
should be careful not to cause an unnecessary precipitous drop in blood pressure.
The dilemma for the emergency physician is whether or not to use a triptan medica-
tion or ergotamine, both contraindicated in hypertensive patients, when a patient
comes in with a severe migraine headache and an associated rise in blood pressure.
A reasonable approach would be the use of a dopamine receptor antagonist, or a
parenteral nonsteroidal, until the head pain and blood pressure have been controlled
and a more complete history taken.

Chronic migraines and status migrainosus need to be diagnosed because they
could dictate a different disposition for the patient. The patient in status migrainous
needs admission and the patient with chronic migraines needs an expedited referral
to a neurologist or headache specialist. Although 72 hours is used as the formal
cut-off for status migrainosus, a patient with persistent pain after several hours of
appropriate and aggressive ED treatment, for all intents and purposes, has status
migrainosus and needs admission for further aggressive parenteral therapy. When
determining ‘‘appropriate and aggressive ED treatment,’’ it does behoove the emer-
gency physician to determine which medications the patient has already used unsuc-
cessfully during the acute attack and which medications have been used previously
with success.

Routine neuroimaging and blood work are likely to be of no benefit in a patient
with a typical migraine attack—dehydration and evidence of infection can usually be
diagnosed based on history and physical exam. Pregnancy should be actively deter-
mined in migraine patients because teratogenicity and abortificant properties are a
concern with certain migraine-abortive medications. Acetaminophen is safe for use
in pregnancy and can be administered to a pregnant patient, especially if the patient
has taken nothing for her headache. Metoclopramide has a favorable pregnancy
rating and is commonly used in pregnant patients for hyperemesis gravidarum.
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TREATMENT

Goals of Treatment

As with outpatient headache medicine, the goals of therapy should be rapid
alleviation of pain with a minimum of side effects and an eye toward preventing
recurrence of headache.

General Approach

In outpatient headache medicine, previous headache-related disability dictates the
most appropriate class of medication for a patient, using the stratified care plan
(19). The optimal treatment paradigm has not yet been reported for the ED—
however, a stepwise approach in which stronger medications are used successively
will likely not be tolerated by a very uncomfortable ED patient. These patients likely
need the best medication up front.

As many as 55% of migraine patients do not take any medication prior to
presentation to an urban ED (3,7). A stepwise treatment approach in these patients,
using cheap oral nonsteroidals, might sometimes be acceptable in patients who have
not yet taken any medication at all. More research is needed. For now, pain intensity
and a patient’s ability to tolerate oral medication should dictate management.

Initial emergency treatment should be based on medications that have worked
well for the patient previously. The exception to this statement is patients who
request their usual dose of opiate medication—methods to address the concerns of
these patients are discussed in the section on ‘‘Opiates.’’ Redosing the same class of
medication already used by a patient at home is unlikely to provide relief to a patient.

General Interventions

The role of routine intravenous (IV) fluids in ED migraineurs is unknown. Although
likely to be of benefit, especially in patients with pronounced nausea and vomiting, it
is not always needed. A clinical assessment of fluid status should be performed in all
migraineurs.

Most patients in an ED should receive parenteral medications. This is impor-
tant for several reasons. First, migraineurs in the middle of an acute attack suffer
from gastroparesis. Thus, the bioavailability of oral medications is often limited.
Second, migraineurs in an ED are often suffering severe attacks—parenteral medica-
tions will usually relieve the migraine pain more rapidly. Third, many migraineurs
are nauseated or vomiting and unable to tolerate oral medication. For these reasons,
we will limit the discussion in the following section to parenteral medications.

Specific Classes of Medications

Triptans

Although well established in outpatient headache medicine, these medications are
not commonly used in North American EDs (4,20). That they are of benefit in
ED migraineurs is not in doubt—a well-done multicenter ED trial has clearly shown
the benefit of subcutaneous sumatriptan versus placebo (Table 2) (21).
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Table 2 Commonly Used Medications

Medication Dose Main utility in the ED
Cautions/

contraindications

Triptans
Sumatriptan 6 mg subcutaneous Early arrivers,

considered first
line prior to onset
of allodynia

Hypertension and
atherosclerotic
vascular disease

Ergotamines
DHE 0.5–1.0 mg IV/IM

(with
metoclopramide
10 mg)

Considered first line Hypertension, renal
or hepatic disease,
atherosclerotic
vascular disease,
sepsis, pregnancy,
and use of triptan

Phenothiazines/dopamine receptor antagonists

Metoclopramide 10–80 mg IV/IM Commonly used
as first line in
EDs, usually in
combination with
other products

Monitor for
akathisias,
drowsiness, and
hypotension

Chlorpromazine 25–50 mg IV/IM Effective for episodic
tension-type
headaches and
migraine

Monitor for
akathisias,
drowsiness, and
hypotension

Prochlorperazine 5–10 mg IV/IM Commonly used as
first line in EDs

Monitor for
akathisias,
drowsiness, and
hypotension

Droperidol 2.5 mg IV/IM Black box warning
should not preclude
use in intractable
headaches

Check EKG prior to
administration.
Monitor for
akathisias,
drowsiness, and
hypotension

Nonsteroidals
Ketorolac 30 mg IV/60 mg IM Useful adjuvant

therapy
Caution in patients

with peptic ulcer
disease or renal
insufficiency and the
elderly

Other
Valproic acid 500 mg IV Failure to respond

to first-line
medications

Must be given rapidly
(under 10 min)

Magnesium 1–2 g IV Failure to respond
to first-line
medications

Abbreviations: DHE, dihydroergotamine; ED, emergency department; EKG, electrocardiogram.
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It is unclear why emergency physicians in North American EDs favor opiates
over triptans and other migraine-specific medications. A useful paradigm to understand
this issue divides reasons into patient-centered factors and physician-centered factors
(4). The former include failure to respond or a history of nonresponse or allergy/
intolerance to nonopioid medications; or, a preference for opioids, either because of
a history of relief with this class of medication or a desire for the associated euphoria.
Physician-centered factors include a lack of knowledge, fear of side effects or contrain-
dications, lack of willingness to change practice, or a disagreement with recommenda-
tions based on personal experience; or, a desire to appease or please the patient because
of a desire to avoid confrontation or prevent complaints to administration.

Although triptans do not seem to cause cardiovascular morbidity in healthy
young patients (22), their contraindication in patients with atherosclerotic vascular
disease and their relative contraindication in patients with poorly managed hyperten-
sion, likely give many emergency physicians pause. Added to the difficulty of treating
a patient in pain about whom not much is known, the dilemma of the emergency
physician is compounded by the fact that patients in pain often have an elevated
blood pressure at triage. If fear of administering a triptan to a patient with an
elevated blood pressure prevents the emergency physicians from using this medica-
tion, then a triptan can be added to another analgesic once the patient’s pain has
slightly abated, the blood pressure has gone down, and a more complete history
has been obtained.

The form of triptan that is to be used is not clear. Most ED patients have
‘‘missed the boat’’ for early intervention, so it is likely that a parenteral form will
be most useful. To date, the only injectable form is the first-generation sumatriptan.
However, by the time patients present to an ED, central sensitization most likely has
already set in—duration of headache prior to ED presentation is rarely less than
eight hours (see Chapter X) (3,23–25). In triptan-naive patients and over-the-counter
(OTC) users, injectable sumatriptan is likely to produce more success than in
patients with frequent migraine attacks on multiple analgesics, whose brains are
more sensitized to frequent migraine attacks.

Other parenteral triptan choices are the nasal spray formulations of zolmitrip-
tan and sumatriptan.

Ergotamines

Ergotamines have a long history of successful use in select migraine patients (26).
However, unlike the triptans, the efficacy of parenteral ergotamines has not been
clearly demonstrated in clinical trials (26,27). Subcutaneous dihydroergotamine,
though not quite as efficacious in the short term as subcutaneous sumatriptan has
better pain-relief results at 24 hours (28). Dihydroergotamine is often combined with
a dopamine receptor antagonist, and this combination has efficacy (29,30). Dihy-
droergotamine is often a useful tool for patients with a prolonged migraine attack
because of its sustained action. Dihydroergotamine, like the triptans, should not
be used in patients with coronary artery disease, peripheral vascular disease, or
poorly managed hypertension. This drug also should not be used in patients on
retroviral agents or with significant intercurrent infection.

Dopamine Receptor Antagonists/Phenothiazines

Although not widely used as a primary migraine-abortive therapy in the outpatient
population, these medications have taken hold in North American EDs. Their
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mechanism of action in migraine patients is unknown but is possibly related to the
inhibition of dopamine hypersensitivity (31,32). There have been no large-scale
studies demonstrating the efficacy of the parenteral version of these medications.
Dose-finding studies have not occurred and the class of medication received adverse
publicity when a black box warning was added to droperidol for causing QTc
prolongation. However, this class of medication is old, cheap, widely used for a
variety of indications, and known to be safe in considerably higher doses than used
in emergency medicine or neurology practice (33). Further, when the parenteral
versions of these medications have been compared to the triptans, their efficacy
and tolerability has been at least as good as the more expensive medications
(7,34,35), though concerns still linger about their ability to allow the return of
patients to normal daily activities as rapidly as the triptans. It is difficult to summar-
ize conclusions about this class of medications because there are multiple small trials,
each with different enrollment criteria, outcomes, and comparative agents. However,
the data consistently demonstrates that this class of medications is effective and safe
for migraine headaches.

Dopamine receptor antagonists have efficacy in tension-type headaches as well
(36). By using this class of medication, the burden of differentiating severe tension-
type headaches from migraines is removed from the emergency physician.

Common adverse effects of these medications include akathisias and other
extrapyramidal side effects. Some authors report rate of akathisias as high as 44%
with IV administration of a dopamine antagonist (37,38). To prevent akathisias,
diphenhydramine can be coadministered with the dopamine antagonists (39).
Despite the sedative effect of each of these two centrally acting classes of medication,
the ability to perform activities of daily living after receiving the combination of IV
metoclopramide and diphenhydramine is probably no worse than migraineurs
administered subcutaneous sumatriptan (7), though this has not yet been consistently
demonstrated in large-scale studies.

Chlorpromazine. In individual double-blind clinical trials, chlorpromazine has
been shown to have two-hour pain-free rates significantly better than placebo (40,41)
and as good as sumatriptan (34). Some data suggest that chlorpromazine might be a
better monotherapy than dihydroergotamine (42). This drug is now available again
after a recent short-term absence.

Metoclopramide. Metoclopramide has been shown to be better than placebo
and nonsteroidals (43) and at least as good as sumatriptan (7,35). The optimal dose
of this medication for migraines has not yet been established and might be consider-
ably higher than commonly used (7,44). Metoclopramide is pregnancy category B
and is commonly used during pregnancy. In the gravid, or potentially gravid patient,
this medication should be considered first line, perhaps in combination with another
category B–drug diphenhydramine.

Prochlorperazine. It has been shown to be better than placebo (45), ketorolac
(46), and metoclopramide (45,47).

Droperidol. It has been shown to be better than placebo (48), and at least as
efficacious as prochlorperazine (49,50). There is no apparent benefit from dosing
more than 2.5 mg (48). Because of safety concerns expressed by the Food and Drug
Administration, this medication should be used with caution.

Nonsteroidals

Ketorolac has enjoyed some efficacy as a parenteral treatment for migraines,
although it tends not to be as efficacious as the other medications discussed above
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(29,46,51,52). There might be a role for this medication as part of a multidrug
cocktail for migraines (53). Because of the efficacy of this medication in tension-type
headache (54), the emergency physician can use ketorolac when uncertain whether
the diagnosis is migraine or tension-type headache.

Valproate

Multiple open-label, nonrandomized trials demonstrated benefit of IV valproate for
the treatment of acute migraines, with headache response of about 60% with 300 to
500 mg of IV valproate (55,56). However the only blinded, randomized controlled
trial that we could find reported that IV valproate has no benefit for acute migraines
(pain intensity scale did not change before and after treatment) and demonstrated
that parenteral prochlorperazine is significantly better for acute migraines (57). More
research should be done before this medication is used clinically as first-line ED
migraine therapy. When first-line therapy fails, this treatment might be tried as res-
cue therapy. This medication might also have a role for the treatment of admitted
patients with chronic headaches (58).

Magnesium

IV magnesium has demonstrated benefit when used alone against placebo (59), but
trended toward less efficacy when coadministered with metoclopramide (44). The
role of this medication in the ED treatment of migraine is unclear. Some evidence
suggest that one gram of IV magnesium sulfate reduces the duration of migraine-
related photophobia and phonophobia (59). It is also a benign and perhaps useful
treatment in the pregnant migraineur.

Caffeine

Although some data suggest that caffeine has efficacy for the treatment of postlumbar
puncture headache (60), we could find no literature discussing the utility of IV caffeine
for migraines. Caffeine is commonly used in OTC migraine preparations, but an oral
form of caffeine combined with a nonsteroidal was comparable to a nonsteroidal
without caffeine (61). It is possible that it has primary efficacy, it serves to enhance
the efficacy of other analgesics by increasing absorption or gastric motility, or it
merely treats a caffeine-withdrawal headache in certain patients. Further study is
warranted, but until then, caffeine should not be used as a first-line migraine therapy.

Corticosteroids

Dexamethasone is likely to have benefit in decreasing the incidence of recurrence
(24,62), and should be considered in all discharged migraineurs. Corticosteroids
are commonly used in intractable migraines. The role of corticosteroids for the acute
attack is unknown.

Opiates

This class of medication is commonly used in North American EDs (4,20), although
considerable practice variation exists among different EDs (8). In general, opiates
should not be used as first-line migraine therapy because they do not modify the
underlying disease mechanism.
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Patients who receive opiates as first-line therapy tend to have a shorter
duration of headache prior to ED presentation and are more likely to have taken
a prescription headache medication prior to ED presentation (20), suggesting that
these patients are more familiar with their headaches. However, patients who receive
opiates as first-line therapy do not have higher pain scores than patients who do not
receive opiates (20). Some evidence suggests that patients who use opiates for their
migraines might be at increased risk of developing chronic headaches (63,64). Use
of controlled substances is a common feature of ED ‘‘repeaters’’ (12).

Despite guideline recommendations not to use opiates as first-line therapy,
emergency physicians are often placed in a difficult situation when a patient presents
with a headache and demands an opiate medication by name, refuses to accept any
other treatment, and often improves after one or two doses of the opiate medication.
By administering the opiate, the emergency physician avoids a confrontation and
eventually discharges a satisfied patient.

With this in mind, we present strategies to deal with migraineurs with regard to
opiates:

� Newly diagnosed migraineurs. Do not use opiates as first or second line of
therapy in this population. Opiates should be used as a therapy of last
resort. Be particularly careful in populations at risk of habituation, for
example teenagers and patients with substance-abuse histories.

� Migraineurs usually treated with opiates but amenable to migraine-specific
therapy. Consider coadministration of a triptan or a dopamine antagonist
along with the opiate. Find an alternate therapy that allows the gradual
removal of opiates from the migraineur’s regimen.

� Migraineurs usually treated with opiates and unwilling to try another medica-
tion. This population represents the most difficult of the three groups. Some
hospitals and regions have attempted to deal with this patient group by
removing meperidine from the hospital’s formulary. Whether this maneu-
ver is effective is unknown, but it seems likely that the migraineur will
merely switch their first choice of therapy to a different opiate.

If the emergency physician is fortunate enough to practice in a health
care system with extensive resources, then a comprehensive disease management
program might be of benefit (65). Patients, in general, should not be allowed to
self-prescribe, and there are numerous alternatives that can be given. Care of all
opiate-seeking migraineurs should be coordinated with the neurologist or headache
specialist.

SPECIFIC SITUATIONS

Pregnancy

The latter half of pregnancy and the immediate postpartum period is known to be a
thrombophilic period. Patients who present with headache during this time period
should arouse concerns in their physicians. Of the medications discussed earlier in
this chapter metoclopramide and magnesium are safe and commonly used during
pregnancy. If a patient has not taken acetaminophen, this too can be used. IV fluids
will not cause harm and might be of benefit. Judicious and infrequent use of opiates
is appropriate for pregnant patients when absolutely necessary (Table 3).
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Elderly

As in late pregnancy, the concern for secondary headaches rises substantially in the
elderly patient. Similarly, the prevalence of hypertension and coronary artery disease
increases with age. Nonetheless, elderly patients are at risk of oligoanalgesia (66) and
their migraine pain should not be ignored. This is a population in which dopamine
receptor antagonists might have a more important role. We know of no data that
specifically reports the efficacy and adverse-effect profile of antimigraine agents in
the elderly.

Pediatrics

Scant data are available to guide the pediatric emergency physician. Migraines are a
common chief complaint in the pediatric ED, though they represent a smaller per-
centage of all ED headaches (67), probably because of the increased frequency of
presentation of headaches associated with viral syndromes. In the only pediatric clin-
ical trial we could locate, parenteral prochlorperazine proved superior to ketorolac
(51). In the absence of more data, pediatric emergency physicians are encouraged
to use the medications discussed above. Nasal spray forms of medication might be
better tolerated by the youngest migraineurs.

DISPOSITION

Migraineurs should be discharged once their pain has been adequately controlled
and any necessary work-up completed.

Table 3 Specific Situations

Category Reason for concern
Recommended

medication Comments

Pregnancy Teratogenic or labor-
inducing effects of
medication

Metoclopramide,
magnesium

Nonsteroidals okay in
early pregnancy

Pediatric Tolerability Phenothiazinesþ
diphenhydramine,
triptans,
ergotamines

Medical comorbidities
less of an issue in
this group. Patient
preference and
tolerability should
dictate management

Elderly Increased incidence of
atherosclerotic
vascular disease,
renal insufficiency,

Need to weigh side
effects profile
against potential
benefit. Ideal
medication in the
elderly has not yet
been established

Nauseated Unable to tolerate
oral medication

Phenothiazines/
dopamine
antagonists

Superiority of this
class of mediation in
these patients has
not been established
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Data from several clinical trials suggest that ED migraine patients often suffer
from headaches after discharge (24,25,44,68). Recurrent or persistent 24-hour head-
aches rated as moderate or severe in intensity occurred in 14% to 43% of subjects.
One observational cohort study reported a rate of headache-related functional
impairment of 45% in subjects within 24 hours of ED discharge (69).

Migraineurs who are going home should be warned about recurrence or persis-
tence of headache and given appropriate medication to deal with it when it occurs.
The patients who have never received a diagnosis of migraine should be given stan-
dard educational material, available on the American Headache Society website.

Figure 1 Status migrainosus/intractable migraines. Abbreviation: DHE, dihydroergotamine.
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Some data exist to suggest that parenteral corticosteroids substantially
decrease the recurrence of migraines after ED discharge. This intervention should
be considered in all discharged migraineurs (24).

Migraineurs need to be admitted to the hospital in the following situation:
Status Migrainosus Intractable Pain.

STATUS MIGRAINOSUS/INTRACTABLE PAIN

Patients with intractable migraine headaches unresponsive to appropriate ED treatment
and rehydration should be admitted to a neurology service for aggressive management
of their headache, regardless of how long their headache has lasted (Fig. 1). Medication-
rebound headache should be considered and excluded as the diagnosis in these patients.
It is unclear which inpatient regimen should be used, however, adequately dosed medi-
cations that have not proved effective should not be continued. Opiates should not be
withheld on principle, especially in a patient with a migraine severe enough for

Figure 2 Raskin protocol for status migrainosus/intractable migraines. Abbreviations:
DHE, dihydroergotamine; EKG, electrocardiogram, PRN. Source: Refs. 70, 71.
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admission. The Raskin IV dihydroergotamine/metoclopramide protocol (Fig. 2) has
long been used with success in these patients (70), though rigorous clinical trials are lack-
ing. Use of any of the medications discussed in this chapter the primary treatment sec-
tion is possibly beneficial. Some data and clinical experience support the use of
corticosteroids (24,62) and dopamine antagonists (72,73) in these patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic daily headache (CDH) of long duration is a clinical syndrome defined by
headaches that occur for four hours a day or more, on 15 days a month or more,
over more than three months (1,2). CDH is one of the most common and disabling
headache presentations in neurology centers; it afflicts 4% to 5% of the general popu-
lation (3,4). Many patients with CDH are severely impaired (5). CDH sufferers
usually have higher disability than those with episodic migraine (6).

CDH disorders may be primary or secondary. For the secondary disorders,
classification is based on the underlying pathology. For the primary CDH dis-
orders, classification has been controversial (7,8). As a consequence, several separate
proposals for the classification of CDH have emerged. The Silberstein and Lipton
(S-L) criteria have been most widely used (2).

The S-L criteria divide primary CDH into transformed migraine (TM), chronic
tension-type headache (CTTH), new daily persistent headache (NDPH), and hemicra-
nia continua (HC), and subclassify each of these into subtypes ‘‘with medication
overuse’’ or ‘‘without medication overuse’’ (Table 1). Of these, the first edition of
the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD)-1 (7) included only
CTTH, while the second edition (ICHD-2) (8) has detailed diagnostic criteria for
all four types of primary CDH of long duration. The term chronic migraine (CM)
was introduced in place of TM, and has a very different definition, as discussed
below. Although vastly improved, recent studies show that the ICHD-2 remains
cumbersome for the classification of adults with CDH (9). More recently, the
ICHD-2 has been considering revising the CM criteria, moving it to the appendix.

CTTH (Chapter 30), HC, and NDPH (Chapter 31) are covered in detail else-
where. In this chapter we focus on TM. We discuss TM as the result of episodic
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migraine that progressed over time. We highlight the strategies for the treatment of
TM, and potential strategies to avoid its development.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF THE CDHS

The epidemiology of CDH has been described in a number of population samples
based in Europe, the Far East, and the United States (Table 2) (10). The prevalence
of CDH is remarkably consistent among studies, ranging from 2.4% (Norway) to
4.7% (Spain) (4,11). In the United States, the prevalence is 4.1%. From 35% to
50% of CDH sufferers in the population have TM (3).

The incidence of CDH was investigated in a prospective study in the United
States. Among subjects with episodic headaches at baseline, 3% developed CDH within
one year (12). The incidence among migraine sufferers in subspecialty care is 13% (13).

Clinic-based studies show that CDH response occurs in 10% to 20% of the
patients in European headache clinics, although this is likely an underestimation
(14). In the United States, studies show that 50% to 80% of the patients presenting
in a headache clinic have TM (15–18). In this setting, TM is by far the most common
type of CDH. In a study by Mathew et al. (16), 77% of the patients with CDH had TM.
In a large study conducted at a U.S. headache center, TM represented 87.4% of the
cases of CDH (15).

The relative frequency of the different headache subtypes presenting in a
headache clinic is different in adults and in adolescents. CTTH and NDPH are more
common in adolescents than in adults (10% vs. 0.9% and 20% vs. 10%, respectively),
TM is more common in adults, and HC is equally rare. Furthermore, the clinical
presentation, as we will discuss in the following section, of TM is different in adoles-
cents than in adults. Adolescents with TM have a higher frequency of migraine
attacks than adults (19).

TRANSFORMED MIGRAINE

Most patients with TM report a past history of episodic migraine. Sufferers usually
report a process of transformation over months or years, and as headache increases

Table 1 The Classification of the Chronic Daily Headaches According to the Silberstein and
Lipton Criteria

Daily or near-daily headache lasting more than 4 hr for more than 15 days/mo
1.8 Transformed migraine

1.8.1 With overuse
1.8.2 Without overuse

2.2 Chronic tension-type headache
2.2.1 With overuse
2.2.2 Without overuse

4.7 New daily persistent headache
4.7.1 With overuse
4.7.2 Without overuse

4.8 Hemicrania continua
4.8.1 With overuse
4.8.2 Without overuse
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in frequency, associated symptoms become less severe and frequent (14–17). The
process of transformation frequently ends in a pattern of daily or nearly daily head-
ache that resembles CTTH, with some attacks of full migraine superimposed (2). In
the clinical setting, migraine transformation most often is related to acute medication
overuse, but transformation may occur without overuse (18). In the population,
most cases of TM are not related to medication overuse (12). Multiple risk factors
may be involved in these cases (see chapters for risk factors for CDH).

Revising the definition of CM: The terms TM and CM have been used
synonymously in the past but this is no longer appropriate: CM has a specific defini-
tion in the ICHD-2, which does not recognize TM as a separate entity. Two main
differences exist between the S-L (TM) and ICHD-2 (CM) systems. First, the
ICHD-2 criteria for CM require that headaches meeting criteria for migraine without
aura occur on 15 days a month or more. To classify TM, the S-L criteria require
15 days or more of headache (not necessarily migraine) and one link to migraine.
Second, the ICHD-2 reserves the diagnosis of CM from patients overusing acute
medications (simple analgesics on 15 days a month or more or ergotamine, triptans,
opioids, or combination analgesics on 10 days a month or more), applying instead
probable CM plus probable medication-overuse headache, and coding of the antece-
dent episodic migraine (Table 3).

We have recently proposed that CM is classified in those subjects with headache
lasting more than four hours, on more than 15 days per month, for at least three months,
where at least eight of the days fill criteria for migraine or probable migraine. If the
headache begins abruptly, a diagnosis of NDPH should be assigned (data in press).

The Phenotype of TM Is Not the Same in Adolescents and Adults

Differences exist regarding the clinical presentation of TM in adolescents and adults.
Most adults with TM have less than 15 days of full-blown migraine per month, and
more days of headache resembling tension-type headache than of migraine. TM in
adolescents is replete with migraine attacks. Second, most adults with TM are over-
using acute medication (84%), while most adolescents (58.9%) are not (19).

CM Is the Early Stage of TM

In a recent study of 402 subjects with TM, the proportion of migraine attacks
decreased with age (with a proportional increase of tension-type headache attacks),
from 71% below the age of 30 years to 22% aged 60 or above, it was higher in those
with shorter interval from the onset of migraine to the onset of CDH (less than five
years, p¼ 0.003), and in those with a more recent onset of CDH (less than six years,
p< 0.0001). These findings suggest that CM (15 or more days of migraine per month)
is the first stage of migraine chronification in most patients. Subsequently, the
frequency of migraine attacks diminishes, and most attacks will lack migraine
features. Thus, CM is the earlier stage of TM, and both are different evolutive
stages of migraine chronification. These findings have implications for the classifi-
cation of CDH and for our understanding of the natural history of migraine and
biology of the transformation process (20). The findings of this study support what
is seen in clinical practice and has been taught by headache specialists for many
years (Saper et al., personal communication).

The concept that early in the process of transformation most headache days fill
criteria for migraine, and as disease evolves, the headache attacks get less typical,
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was also supported by an adolescent study, where those with recent onset CDH were
much more likely to have 15 or more migraine days per month (74.5% vs. 25.8%,
p< 0.001) (21).

Pathophysiology—TM as the Result of Progression of Disease

General Considerations

Although the source of pain in primary TM is unknown and may be dependent on
the subtype, recent work suggests that the following mechanism, alone or in combi-
nation, contribute to the process (22): (i) Abnormal excitation of peripheral nocicep-
tive afferent fibers in the meninges; (ii) Enhanced responsiveness of trigeminal
nucleus caudalis neurons; (iii) Decreased pain modulation from higher centers such
as the periaqueductal gray (PAG) matter; (iv) Spontaneous central pain generated by
activation of the ‘‘on cells’’ in the medulla; (v) Decreased serotonin levels; and (vi)
Central sensitization.

An imaging study has shown that iron deposition occurs in the PAG area in
subjects with chronic headaches (23). The PAG area is related to descending analge-
sic network and is important in controlling pain and providing endogenous analgesia.
It is closely related to the trigeminal nucleus. In this study, the iron levels were
increased in migraine sufferers, compared with controls, and in CDH headache
sufferers compared with migraineurs. These findings may be directly attributable
to iron-catalyzed, free-radical cell damage. The authors suggested that iron deposi-
tion may reflect progressive neuronal damage related to recurrent migraine attacks.
It can be hypothesized that repetitive central sensitization of the trigeminal neurons
correlate with iron deposition in the PAG area and, therefore, migraine attacks pre-
dispose to disease progression.

Evidence of migraine progression also comes from a recent neuroimaging study
(24). Kruit et al. used a cross-sectional design to study Dutch adults aged 30 to 60
years. They showed that male subjects with migraine with aura were at an increased
risk of posterior circulation infarct. Additionally, women with migraine with or with-
out aura were at a higher risk of deep white matter lesions, compared with controls.
The white matter lesions increased with attack frequency, possibly demonstrating
progression of the disease.

Figure 1 Evolution of the frequency of headache in subjects that stopped (group 1) or
continued analgesic overuse (group 2) after 1 year of follow-up.
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Finally, in a longitudinal epidemiologic study, Scher et al. (12) showed that 3%
of individuals with episodic headache (headache frequency of 2 to 104 days/yr)
progressed to CDH over the course of one year. The authors concluded that the
incidence of CDH in subjects with episodic headache is 3% per year.

Burstein et al. showed that around 75% of migraine sufferers develop central
sensitization (sensitization of the second-order trigeminal neuron, which is clinically
manifested by the development of cutaneous allodynia) during the course of a
migraine attack (25). Central sensitization appears to be associated with triptan
refractoriness. Central sensitization not only explains the progression of attacks,
but also may play a role in the progression of the disease itself. It is suggested that
repeated central sensitization episodes are associated with permanent neuronal
damage, preventive treatment refractoriness, and disease progression (26).

Risk Factors for the Development of CDH

Limited evidence exists about risk factors for migraine progression. A study found
that the prevalence of CDH decreased slightly with age and increased in women
[Odds Ratio (OR)¼ 1.65 (1.3–2.0)] and divorced, separated, or widowed individuals
[OR¼ 1.50 (1.2–1.9)] (12). CDH prevalence was inversely associated with educa-
tional level. Having less than a high-school education was associated with more than
a threefold risk of CDH compared with those with a graduate school–level education
[OR¼ 3.56 (2.3–53.6)]. CDH was also associated with a self-reported physician diag-
nosis of arthritis [OR¼ 2.50 (1.9–3.3)] or diabetes [OR¼ 1.51 (1.01–2.3)], with
previous head trauma, and with medication overuse (12).

Importantly, the risk of new-onset CDH increased nonlinearly with baseline
headache frequency; elevated risk was primarily limited to controls with more than
about two headaches per month. Finally, the strongest risk factor for the develop-
ment of CDH was obesity [OR¼ 5.53 (1.4–21.8)].

We recently have shown that although obesity is not a risk factor for migraine,
it is for CDH. Furthermore, compared to normal-weighted subjects, obese migraine
sufferers have more severe and frequent headache attacks, which, per se, are risk fac-
tors for migraine progression. We also found that although not a risk factor for
migraine development, obesity was comorbid to TM (27).

TM and Medication Overuse

In most clinical studies of CDH, overuse of analgesics or other acute-care medica-
tions figures prominently (4,12,14,15). There are a number of issues with this
association that evoke controversy. Is overuse a significant factor in transforming
episodic headache into TM? Or is the frequently observed overuse merely
a response to chronic pain itself? Although medication rebound has not been
demonstrated in placebo-controlled trials, withdrawal headache has been shown
in a controlled trial of caffeine withdrawal (28). Katsarava et al. (13), using indi-
vidual studies plus meta-analysis, found that the time required for the development
of CDH was approximately five years of exposure to medication and a history of
primary headache for ten years prior to that. A patient develops CDH, then, after
consuming a critical dose of a single medication or a combination of medications
for an extended period of time, which is shortest for triptans (one to two years),
longer for ergots (three years) and longest for analgesics (five years). Acute with-
drawal of the offending medications worsens headache for a finite time, usually
from three days to three weeks. Both preventive and acute-care treatment for
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the primary headache usually fail if the offending medication or medications are
not terminated (13,29–31).

In an attempt to better understand the relationship between medication
overuse and refractory headaches, Wilkinson et al. looked for CDH in 28 patients
who underwent total colectomy for ulcerative colitis (28). All migraineurs who
overused opioids developed CDH (19%), whereas no nonmigraineurs who over-
used opioids did so. Recently, Bahra, et al. showed that when nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory agents are used daily in large doses for medical conditions, such as
rheumatoid arthritis, they do not induce CDH in subjects without preexisting
primary headache disorders (32). Both studies established two principles of
medication overuse headache: (i) Even when the overused medication is used for
reasons other than headache, it may still be associated with the development of
TM; (ii) Acute medication overuse induces TM only in those predisposed (i.e., those
with preexisting episodic migraine).

The Treatment of TM

Principles of Treatment

As with other lifelong illness, several fundamental management considerations are
important for treatment success in patients with TM (33). Patients suffering from
long-duration TM often present not only with acute medication overuse, but also with
psychiatric and somatic comorbidity, low frustration tolerance, as well as physical and
emotional dependence. In patients with primary TM, it is important to identify the sub-
type of TM and evaluate for the presence of analgesic overuse and comorbidities.
A combination of pharmacologic, nonpharmacologic, behavioral, and sometimes phy-
sical interventions is usually necessary for a favorable outcome. The essential features of
an effective treatment regimen include a combination of the following steps:

1. Educate the patient, establish expectations and a follow-up plan
2. Use nonpharmacologic therapies when appropriate:

� Biofeedback and relaxation therapy
� Cognitive behavioral therapy
� Individual/family counseling as necessary
� Dietary instructions, chronobiologic therapy, and sleep hygiene
� Daily exercise program

3. Identify, address, and treat psychiatric and somatic comorbidities
4. Discontinue all potentially offending medications and caffeine by outpatient

or inpatient detoxification procedures
5. Institute a program of acute care and preventive pharmacologic therapy

Discussing the nonpharmacologic treatment of TM, as well as the treatment of
comorbid disorders, is beyond the scope of this chapter. Herein we focus on the out-
patient treatment of medication overuse, and basic prospects to treat and prevent the
development of TM.

Treatment of Medication Overuse

Most studies suggest the benefit and necessity of detoxifying the patient from the
overused medication (when present), followed by an intensive, long-term treat-
ment plan (34–37). If patients discontinue their overused medications, they
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frequently improve considerably, and if they do not, they are usually difficult to
treat effectively (Fig. 1).

Basically, there are three outpatient approaches to detoxification. One
approach is to taper the overused medication gradually while an effective preven-
tive therapy is established. The second strategy is to abruptly discontinue the
overused drug, institute a transitional medication (medication bridge) to break
the cycle of headache, and subsequently taper the transitional medication. The third
approach is to combine the two strategies by eliminating the rebound medication
rapidly, adding a preventive medication rapidly, but also supplying a temporary
bridge, to give the patient the maximum chance to improve without drastically
worsening first.

No mater what medication is being tapered, a very useful technique is to use a
three- to seven-day taper of oral steroids, prednisone starting at 60 mg/day, dexa-
methasone starting at 4 to 12 mg/day, or methylprednisolone. The mechanism of
action is unknown, but presumed to be related to decreased neurogenic inflamma-
tion in the meninges.

A second adjunctive therapy is to use a short course of daily triptans in patients
who are not overusing them. For example, one could use daily naratriptan (2.5 mg,
b.i.d.) for seven days. A recent study showed that transitional therapy with naratrip-
tan was as effective as transitional therapy with prednisone, and both were more
effective than just tapering off the overused medication (37).

For medications containing butalbital compounds or opioids, abrupt discon-
tinuation may be followed by severe abstinence syndrome. Thereby, for patients
suspected of overusing butalbital compounds, it is important to calculate the aver-
age daily dose of medication in order to slowly taper over time. One approach is
to reduce the dose of one tablet every three to five days. A more controlled
approach is to change the overused butalbital to longer-acting phenobarbital,
which is easier to withdraw. For each 100 mg butalbital, an equivalent dose would
be 30 mg phenobarbital in divided doses throughout the day. Once this switch
has been made, phenobarbital can be tapered 15 to 30 mg/day, thereby avoiding
withdrawal (33).

For opioids, one approach is to taper the opioid 10% to 15% every day over 7
to 10 days. It usually helps to add clonidine 0.05 or 0.1 mg b.i.d. or t.i.d. during
opiod withdrawal. This will prevent withdrawal symptoms (probably by decreasing
the release of norepinephrine) and if given in high-enough doses, can speed the
detoxification process. Clonidine can be given either by tablet or transcutaneously.
During opioid withdrawal, lack of ability to fall and stay asleep may prevent
appropriate medication reduction. Various sleep-promoting medication may help,
including tricyclic antidepressants, atypical antipsychotics, tizanidine, benzodiaze-
pines, and zolpidem (33).

Establishing an Effective Preventive Treatment

Most of the commonly used preventive agents for TM have not been evaluated in
well-designed, double-blind studies. They are usually the same medications tried
for migraine prevention. Table 4 summarizes the medications commonly used in TM.

The choice of a preventive drug is done based on its proven efficacy, the
patient’s preferences and headache profile, the drug’s side effects, and the presence
or absence of coexisting or comorbid disease. The clinician should select the drug
with the best risk-to-benefit ratio for the individual patient and minimize the side
effects that are most important to the patient. Table 5 summarizes an assessment
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Table 4 Selected Preventive Therapies for Migraine That May Be Used in the Treatment
of CDH

Generic treatment doses
Alpha2-agonists

Clonidine tablets 0.05–0.3 mg/day
Anticonvulsants

Divalproex sodium tabletsa 500–1500 mg/day
Gabapentin tabletsa 300–3000 mg/day
Levetiracetam tablets 1500–4500 mg/day
Topiramate tabletsa 50–200 mg/day
Zonisamide capsules 100–400 mg/day

Antidepressants
MAOIs

Phenelzine tablets 30–90 mg/day
TCA

Amitriptyline tabletsa 30–150 mg/day
Nortriptyline tablets 30–100 mg/day

SSRIs
Fluoxetine tablets 10–40 mg/day
Sertraline tablets 25–100 mg/day
Paroxetine tablets 10–30 mg/day
Venlafaxine tabletsa 37.5–225 mg/day
Mirtazapine tablets 15–45 mg/day

Beta-blockers
Atenolol tabletsa 25–100 mg/day
Metoprolol tablets 50–200 mg/day
Nadolol tablets 20–200 mg/day
Propranolol tabletsa 30–240 mg/day
Timolol tabletsa 10–30 mg/day

Calcium-channel antagonists
Verapamil tabletsa 120–720 mg
Nimodipine tablets 40 mg t.i.d.
Diltiazem tablets 30–60 mg t.i.d.
Nisoldipine tablets 10–40 mg/day
Amlodipine tablets 2.5–10 mg/day
Flunarizine 10 mg/day

Serotonergic agents
Methysergide tabletsa 2–12 mg/day
Cyproheptadine tablets 2–16 mg/day
Pizotifen tabletsa 1.5–3 mg/day

Miscellaneous
Monteleukast sodium tablets 5–20 mg/day
Lisinopril tablets 10–40 mg/day
Botulinum toxin A injection 25–100 units (IM)/3 month
Feverfew tablets 50–82 mg/day
Magnesium gluconate tablets 400–600 mg/day
Riboflavin tablets 400 mg/day
Petasites 75 mga 75 mg b.i.d.

aEvidence for moderate efficacy from at least two well-designed placebo-controlled trials.

Abbreviations: CDH, chronic daily headache; IM, intramuscular; MAOIs, monoamine oxidase inhibitors;

SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; TCA, tricyclic antidepressants.
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of the efficacy, safety, and evidence for a number of agents that may be useful in the
preventive treatment of TM based on the efficacy for episodic migraine.

PROSPECTS FOR PREVENTING HEADACHE PROGRESSION

Based on recent data, some episodic headaches (i.e., migraine and episodic tension-
type headache) are now conceptualized not just as an episodic disorder, but as a
chronic episodic and sometimes chronic progressive disorder. Ongoing research
and new emerging therapeutic strategies should consider this change in the con-
ceptual model of migraine and TM. Preventing disease progression in migraine
has already been added to the traditional goals of relieving pain and restoring

Table 5 Choices of Preventive Treatment for Transformed Migraine*

Drug

Efficacy in
the treatment
of migraine

Adverse
events

Relative
contraindication

Relative indication
based on

comorbidity

Beta-blockers 4þ 2þ Asthma, depression,
congestive heart
failure, Raynaud’s
disease, and diabetes

Hypertension
and angina

Antiserotonin
Pizotifen 4þ 2þ Obesity
Methysergide 4þ 4þ Angina and

vascular disease
Orthostatic

hypotension
Calcium-channel

blockers
Verapamil 2þ 1þ Constipation

and hypotension
Aura, hypertension,

angina, and
asthma

Flunarizine 4þ 2þ Parkinson’s and
depression

Dizziness and
vertigo

Antidepressants
TCAs 4þ 2þ Mania, urinal

retention, and
heart block

Depression,
anxiety, insomnia,
and pain

SSRIs 2þ 1þ Mania Depression
and OCD

MAOIs 4þ 4þ Unreliable patient Refractory
depression

Anticonvulsants
Divalproex/

Valproate
4þ 2þ Liver disease and

bleeding disorders
Mania, epilepsy,

and anxiety
Gabapentin 2þ 2þ Liver disease and

bleeding disorders
Mania, epilepsy,

and anxiety
Topiramate 4þ 2þ Kidney stones Obesity, mania,

epilepsy, and
anxiety

�Based on studies for migraine.

Ratings are on a scale from 1þ (lowest) to 4þ (highest) based on the strength of evidence.

Abbreviations: SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; MAOI, monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

Source: From Ref. 31.
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patients’ ability to function. Emerging treatment strategies to prevent disease pro-
gression include risk factor modification, use of preventive therapies, and possibly
the use of triptans as early as possible in the course of a migraine attack (Table 6).
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INTRODUCTION

Attempts to alleviate the suffering caused by migraine span millennia and encompass
treatments as primitive as trepanation of the skull to increasingly specific medica-
tions. Ergots, which were introduced in 1884, were the first class of medications that
targeted what at that time was felt to be the etiology of migraine pain—vasodilation
of the cerebral and extracranial vasculature. Ergotamine tartrate, a pure ergot alka-
loid that was isolated in 1920, was the mainstay of acute migraine therapy until the
introduction of the triptans approximately 15 years ago (1).

Triptans were developed as cranial vasoconstrictors to mimic the desirable
effects of serotonin while avoiding its unfavorable adverse effects (2). The develop-
mental rationale was based on the clinical efficacy of serotonin and methysergide,
and the scientific rationale that selective constriction of cranial arteriovenous anasto-
moses would correct the underlying cause of the pain of migraine headache (2–4).
However, triptans not only changed the way clinicians managed acute migraine
attacks, but also revolutionized in our understanding of the fundamental anatomy,
physiology, and molecular mechanisms involved in the initiation and transmission of
pain associated with migraine headache.

It is now generally accepted that migraine is a disorder where the initial dys-
function occurs centrally in the brain, with the vascular changes being secondary
to neuropeptide transmission at the trigeminovascular junction (5). The understand-
ing that the common final denominator of migraine pain is the activation and, in
many cases, the sensitization of peripheral and central trigeminal nociceptive path-
ways has led to the development of highly selective compounds designed to inhibit
the release or antagonize the downstream effects of neuropeptides released at the tri-
geminovascular junction or at the central trigeminal synapse (Fig. 1). Advances in
our understanding of the receptors expressed on trigeminal afferents and the neuro-
peptides most important in initiating and maintaining the pain of migraine has led to
the development of highly selective receptor targets whose modulation would inhibit
the release of these neuropeptides. In this way, the transmission of nociception along
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peripheral and central trigeminal pathways would be interrupted and pain would be
ameliorated or terminated without the need for drugs or the inherent risks associated
with drugs that cause vasoconstriction. This discussion will focus on some of these
highly selective compounds. In the future, as we learn the mechanisms involved in
activating or disinhibiting the trigeminal system, we will unquestionably move closer
to the ultimate goal of developing safe and effective compounds to prevent the initia-
tion of migraine attacks.

TRIGEMINAL RECEPTOR TARGETS

Serotonin (5-HT) Receptor

Triptans, which are 5-HT1B/1D/(1F) agonists, are thought to terminate migraine
through neuronal and vascular effects along the trigeminal vascular system. Vaso-
constriction of cranial blood vessels is believed to be mediated through the
5-HT1B receptor subtype. Inhibition of neuropeptide [calcitonin gene–related peptide

Figure 1 Trigeminal receptor targets at the trigeminovascular junction. The same receptor
targets exist at the central synapse within the trigeminal nucleus caudalis. The majority of
novel receptor targets for acute migraine therapy reside on the trigeminal nerve terminal end-
ings and are devoid of vasoconstrictor effects. CGRP receptors are located on smooth muscle
cells of blood vessels. CGRP antagonists inhibit neurogenic vasodilation mediated by CGRP
release from trigeminal nerve terminals. Nitric oxide release from the vascular endothelium
may be stimulated by activation of 5HT-2B receptors, but also by activation of inducible
and neuronal nitric oxide synthase. Abbreviations: CGRP, calcitonin gene–related peptide; ser-
otonin, 5-HT; A1, adenosine A1; ORL-1, opioid receptor–like receptor; VR1, vanilloid recep-
tor; NO, nitric oxide; NMDA/GluR5, ionic and metabotropic glutamate receptors.
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(CGRP)] release, neurogenic inflammation, and firing of trigeminal afferents is likely
mediated by the agonist activity of triptans at 5-HT1D and 5-HT1F receptors located
on the presynaptic nerve terminal endings at the trigeminovascular junction and cen-
tral synapse (5,6). Because of the presence of 5-HT1B receptors on peripheral and
coronary vascular beds, the potential for serious adverse vascular events limits the
broad utility of triptans by posing safety concerns in certain populations (7). Conse-
quently, drug discovery programs were established to search for compounds that
selectively act at the 5-HT1D and 5-HT1F receptor systems while being devoid of
activity at the 5-HT1B receptor.

5-HT1D Receptor

PNU-142633 is a highly selective 5-HT1D agonist with at least 1000-fold selectivity
for the 5-HT1D receptor compared to the 5-HT1B receptor (8). Preclinical study
of PNU-142633 in animal models suggests that the drug is effective in blocking
neurogenic inflammation and the increase in trigeminal nucleus blood flow normally
elicited by stimulation of trigeminal afferents. There is no evidence of a vasoconstric-
tive effect of the drug on carotid, meningeal, and coronary arteries (8). The safety
and tolerability of PNU-142633 was established in a phase I, single-dose, double-
blind, dose-escalation study in which 39 subjects received doses from 1 to 100 mg
(9). The most common adverse effects were headache and dizziness with no serious
adverse events reported. A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study
using a 50 mg oral dose of PNU-142633 for the acute treatment of migraine with
or without aura failed to show a significant treatment effect compared to placebo
(10). Two of 34 patients receiving the study medication reported chest pain and three
had QTc prolongation on electrocardiography. As this compound was developed
using gorilla 5-HT1D receptors, it was a relatively weak agonist when compared to
sumatriptan in in vitro studies, and was a poor brain penetrant (11). Therefore,
the clinical failure of this compound may reflect the use of a poor 5-HT1D agonist
at the human receptor than a failure to terminate migraine by agonizing the
5-HT1D receptor. Although this was a failed trial, the preclinical efficacy of
5-HT1D agonists supports continued development of this class of compounds.

5-HT1F Receptor

Most of the triptans currently used for the treatment of migraine are potent agonists
at the cloned human 5-HT1F receptor (12). Selective 5-HT1F agonists have been shown
to inhibit neurogenic inflammation in animal models of migraine (13–15). The selective
5-HT1F receptor agonist LY334370 has a high affinity for the 5-HT1F receptor with a
more than 50-fold binding selectivity over all other serotonin receptors except 5-HT1A

(16). Initial in vivo tests suggested that LY334370 exhibits high selectivity for the
5-HT1F receptor with no significant 5-HT1A agonist activity (17,18).

Phase I trials of orally and intravenously administered LY334370 showed its
safety and tolerability (19,20). Adverse events with oral doses up to 200 mg and
IV doses up to 20 mg included transient and mild to moderate asthenia, dizziness,
somnolence, and paresthesias. There was no electrocardiographic evidence of cardiac
ischemia after administration of the drug. A placebo-controlled, double-blinded
study randomized migraine patients to receive 20, 60, or 200 mg of LY334370 versus
placebo for the acute treatment of migraine (21). Headache response, pain-free,
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sustained response, and sustained pain-free rates after two hours were significantly
better in the 60 and 200 mg treatment groups as compared to the placebo group.
The 200 mg treatment group showed the most benefit with 15 of 21 (71%) patients
showing response, 11 of 21 (52%) having sustained response, 8 of 21 (38%) pain-free,
and 7 of 21 (33%) with a sustained pain-free response at two hours. Adverse events
were similar to those recorded in phase I trials. Eighty percent of patients who
received the 200 mg dose of LY334370 reported at least one adverse event, a rate
higher than that seen with conventional triptans. Unfortunately, further study of this
compound was halted due to systemic toxicity of the drug in animals.

These early studies suggest that agonists specific for 5-HT1F receptors are
effective for the acute treatment of migraine, and support the concept that drugs
with a neuronal mechanism of action, which are devoid of vasoconstrictor activity,
may be effective acute antimigraine agents.

ADENOSINE RECEPTORS

Adenosine has an established antinociceptive effect in humans. Recent findings sug-
gest that the analgesic effect of adenosine may be mediated by the adenosine A1
receptor (22). The relevance of these findings to human migraine is based on the
recent observations that the A1 receptor protein is localized in human trigeminal
ganglia and two selective A1 receptor agonists, GR79236 (23) and GR190178 (24)
have been shown to inhibit the peripheral release of CGRP in the cranial circulation
as well as at the central trigeminal synapse, thereby preventing activation of central
trigeminal neurons (25). The lack of an effect on resting vascular tone and the inhibi-
tion of the nociceptive blink reflex make A1 receptor agonists potentially feasible for
the acute treatment of migraine.

DRUGS TARGETING THE ORL-1 RECEPTORS

A novel neurotransmitter receptor referred to as opioid receptor–like (ORL)-1 recep-
tor has been identified. Due to structural similarities with the other known opioid
receptors, particularly dynorphin A, it has been suggested that it be included in the
opioid receptor family with the name of NOP1 (26), although opioid ligands do not
activate the ORL-1 receptor (27). The heptadecapeptide nociceptin/orphanin FQ
(N/OFQ—nociceptin) has been identified as the endogenous ligand for the ORL-1
(NOP1) receptor. However, it does not bind to opioidergic m-, d-, or k-receptors (28),
nor are the effects of nociceptin antagonized by naloxone (29). Nociceptin seems to be
involved in several biological systems and may play a role in central nociceptive
processing (29).

Nociceptin immunoreactivity and ORL-1 mRNA have been detected in human
and cat trigeminal ganglia where it was shown to be colocalized with CGRP, sub-
stance P, nitric oxide synthase (NOS), and pituitary adenylate-cyclase activating pep-
tide, suggesting a role in trigeminal sensory transmission and trigeminovascular
regulation (30). Furthermore, nociceptin inhibits neurogenic dural vasodilatation
(31) elicited by stimulation of trigeminal sensory nerve endings innervating menin-
geal vessels (32), and nocistatin, an N/OFQ antagonist, has been shown to reverse
nociceptin-induced analgesia (33). Neurogenic vasodilation is mediated predomi-
nantly by CGRP release from trigeminovascular nerve terminals, and appears to
be a predictive preclinical animal model for effective acute antimigraine compounds.
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The ORL-1 receptor may therefore offer another selective trigeminal receptor target
for acute antimigraine drug development.

VANILLOID RECEPTORS

Vanilloid type 1 (VR1) receptors are activated by capsaicin, located on small and
medium-sized neurons that are either unmyelinated C-fibers or thinly myelinated
Ad-fibers, and are present on neurons in the human trigeminal ganglia (34). Intrave-
nous capsaicin promotes the release of the proinflammatory neuropeptides from tri-
geminal neurons and has been shown to cause dural extravasation and dural vessel
dilation in the rat (35). Capsaicin-induced dural vessel dilation is antagonized by
capsazepine (VR1 antagonist) and a CGRP receptor blocker (CGRP8–37) (36). This
finding suggests that VR1 receptor activation may lead to CGRP-induced vasodila-
tion at the trigeminovascular junction, and therefore, the VR1 receptor is potentially
a feasible target for the development of antimigraine compounds.

GLUTAMATE RECEPTORS

Glutamate, the most abundant excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous
system, has been implicated in the pathogenesis of migraine. There is an emerging
body of preclinical and human evidence to suggest that glutamate may play a pivotal
role in the pathogenesis of acute migraine attacks. In animal models, l-glutamate
excites trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC) neurons (37). Furthermore, glutamate
levels rise in the extracellular substrate of the TNC following noxious stimuli to
the trigeminal nerve (38). Also in animal studies, a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-
isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA), kainate (KA), N-methyl-D-aspartate, and metabo-
tropic glutamate receptors have been identified on peripheral and central trigeminal
pathways (39–41). The discovery that 5-HT1B/D/F receptor–positive neurons in the
trigeminal ganglion (TG) are also glutamate-positive suggests that 5-HT1 agonists
may inhibit the presynaptic release of glutamate (42).

While the evidence for elevated levels of glutamate in migraine sufferers is con-
flicting, several studies have reported higher glutamate plasma levels in migraineurs
compared to controls, especially during attacks, and particularly in those with migraine
with aura (43,44). In addition, the central role of glutamate in the development of
central sensitization supports a role for this excitatory neurotransmitter in acute
migraine attacks, given the recent evidence suggesting that approximately 70% of
migraine sufferers experience central sensitization during acute migraine attacks (45).

LY293558 is an AMPA/KA receptor antagonist and has been tested for the
treatment of migraine and pain (46–48). The potential role of LY293558 specifically
in migraine has been investigated in a small pilot study in patients with moderate to
severe migraine attacks (47). This was a multicenter, randomized, single-attack study
where patients received LY293558 1.2 mg/kg IV (n¼ 13), 6 mg subcutaneous suma-
triptan (n¼ 15), or placebo (n¼ 16). Of 45 patients who were enrolled in the study,
44 completed it. Two-hour headache response rates were 69% for LY293558
(p¼ 0.017 vs. placebo), 86% for sumatriptan 6 mg SC, and 25% for placebo. Pain-
free rates were high for LY293558 (54%) and sumatriptan 6 mg (60%), and low
for placebo (6%). In the clinical studies done to date, adverse events reported with
LY293558 included mild, transient dizziness, visual distortion, and sedation.
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Collectively, this preclinical, human, and clinical trial data suggest a pathoge-
netic role for glutamate in acute migraine attacks and supports future research into
the clinical effects of glutamate receptor modulators for the treatment of migraine.

CGRP RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS

CGRP is one of the several neuropeptides found within the sensory terminals of the
trigeminal nerve. In animals, stimulation of TG fibers results in release of CGRP,
leading to neurogenic vasodilation (49). CGRP levels are increased in the external
jugular venous blood during spontaneous migraine attacks with normalization of
levels after treatment with sumatriptan (50,51). In migraine sufferers, infusion of human
CGRP induces migraine-like headache (50). In a double-blind, placebo-controlled,
crossover study, the effect of human CGRP infused intravenously was studied in 10
patients with frequent migraine headache (52). All patients were headache free at the
time of infusion. All 10 patients receiving CGRP, but only one patient in the placebo
group, experienced headache within 12 hours of infusion. This data suggests that
antagonizing the effect of CGRP may provide acute relief of migraine headache.

BIBN 4096 BS is the first, highly potent, nonpeptide CGRP receptor antago-
nist with a high affinity and specificity for the human CGRP-receptor–(53). Animal
studies and in vitro studies of human cerebral arteries have shown BIBN 4096 BS to
be an effective antagonist at the CGRP receptor (54). The safety and tolerability of
BIBN 4096 BS was established in a double-blinded, placebo-controlled, randomized,
single-rising dose design study of healthy volunteers (55). Intravenous doses between
0.1 and 10 mg were administered to 41 volunteers. There were no clinically relevant
changes in blood pressure, pulse rate, respiratory rate, electrocardiogram, laboratory
tests, or forearm blood flow. Eight of the 41 volunteers reported at least one adverse
event, two-thirds of which occurred after the 10 mg dose. Adverse events consisted of
paresthesias and fatigue. Overall, the safety and tolerability of BIBN 4096 BS was
favorable, although tolerated best at doses below 10 mg.

A multicenter, randomized, double-blind trial examined the effectiveness of
BIBN 4096 BS for the acute treatment of migraine (56). A group-sequential adaptive
treatment assignment design was used to minimize exposure of patients to noneffica-
cious doses and to identify the lowest dose superior to placebo evidenced by a rate of
response of at least 60%. Response was defined as the reduction of severe or moder-
ate headache at baseline to mild or no headache at two hours. The 2.5 mg dose was
chosen, with a response rate of 66% as compared to 27% for the placebo. BIBN 4096
BS was also found to be superior to placebo in regards to: the pain-free rate at two
hours; the rate of sustained response over 24 hours; the rate of recurrence of head-
ache; improvement in nausea, photophobia, phonophobia, and functional capacity;
and the time to meaningful relief. Adverse events were reported in 25% of patients
receiving the 2.5 mg dose, were considered mild to moderate in severity, and con-
sisted mostly of paresthesias. There were no serious adverse events.

NOS INHIBITORS

Nitric oxide (NO) is an endogenously synthesized short-lived vasodilator, weak
oxygen radical, and neurotransmitter that has been implicated in the pathogenesis
of migraine headache (57). Platelet levels of cyclic guanosine monophosphate, the
second messenger of NO, and NO metabolites such as nitrate/nitrite are increased
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at baseline in migraine sufferers and rise further during attacks (58,59). Intravenous
infusions of glyceryl trinitrate (GTN), an exogenous NO donor, and histamine, a
stimulator of NO release from vascular endothelium, have been demonstrated to
cause a delayed (four to six hours) but typical migraine headache in migraine
patients (60,61). While the mechanism underlying the ability of NO to induce
migraine is unclear, the induction of dural mast cell degranulation and dural plasma
protein extravasation (neurogenic inflammation) has been demonstrated in animal
models after an infusion of GTN (62). This occurs because of delayed induction
of gene and cytokine expression with the production of inflammatory mediators such
as interleukin (IL)-1b and IL-6 (62).

The effect of NOS inhibition on neuronal activity in the trigeminal nucleus
has been studied in the rat (63). Extracellular impulse activity was recorded from
neurons in the rat spinal trigeminal nucleus, with afferent input from the dura mater.
As compared to placebo, infusion of an NOS inhibitor significantly reduced neuro-
nal activity, suggesting that NO plays a role in the ongoing activity of sensitized
neurons in the trigeminal nucleus.

The effect of an NOS inhibitor, L-NG methylarginine hydrochloride (546C88),
was tested in a controlled study in which 15 patients received the experimental
therapy and were compared to historical placebo controls (64). The treatment group
received intravenous infusion of 546C88, at 6 mg/kg, during an acute attack of migraine
without aura. Two hours after infusion, 10 of 15 patients who had received the NOS
inhibitor experienced headache relief as compared to 2 of 14 placebo-treated
patients. Three of the 10 patients in the treatment group who responded by two
hours required rescue medication for headache after two hours. Four of the remain-
ing seven patients in the initial response group had headache recurrence within 4 to
16 hours after infusion. Although patients reported only minimal symptomatic
adverse effects after infusion of 546C88, there were significant but asymptomatic
increases in mean arterial pressures (maximum 17%) and decreases in heart rate
(maximum 21%). This study suggests that NOS inhibitors may be effective in the
acute treatment of migraine. However, significant alterations in the systemic arterial
blood pressure and heart rate would be unacceptable. It is noteworthy that 546C88 is
a nonspecific NOS inhibitor acting on all three types of NOS: endothelial, neuronal,
and inducible (65). The development of more specific NOS inhibitors that target
inducible NOS, present to a large extent in dural macrophages and responsible for
the delayed neurogenic inflammatory response seen after GTN infusion, is desirable
and may prove to be effective for the treatment of migraine.

PHARMACOGENOMICS

Migraine is a complex genetic disorder, likely governed by multiple genetic factors
that may differ from patient to patient. Identification of genetic variants that
increase susceptibility to migraine and specific migraine subtypes will lend further
knowledge regarding the pathophysiology of migraine headache and the most effec-
tive treatment options. Understanding molecular mechanisms of migraine at an indi-
vidual level will allow for the development of new classes of more specific acute and
prophylactic migraine therapies.

Familial hemiplegic migraine, the only known autosomal dominant migraine
subtype, has been mapped to the CACNA1A gene on chromosome 19 (66), encoding a
brain-specific P/Q-type calcium channel gene, and the ATP1A2 gene on chromosome 1,
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encoding a sodium–potassium adenosine triphosphatase pump. Both of these muta-
tions cause disturbances in ionic flux across neuronal membranes, alterations in resting
membrane potential, and abnormalities in neuronal excitability. The neuronal voltage-
gated P/Q calcium channel also regulates the release of serotonin and excitatory neuro-
transmitters such as glutamate. Multiple gain-of-function phenotypes result from the
creation of a knock-in mouse model carrying the human mutation in the CACNA1A
gene (67). The mice were noted to have enhanced neurotransmission at the neuro-
muscular junction, as well as a reduced threshold and increased velocity of cortical
spreading depression. This finding implies a possible role for this gene and its product
in the pathogenesis of cortical spreading depression. Although the contribution of
CACNA1A mutations in more common forms of migraine awaits further study, it
can be postulated that pharmacotherapy targeting voltage-gated PQ calcium channels
may be effective for the treatment of migraine.

As gene profiling becomes more available, migraine treatment may become
individualized according to a patient’s likelihood of responding to specific medica-
tions. Polymorphisms of the serotonin receptor have been hypothesized to alter
the effectiveness of serotonin agonists. A pharmacogenomic study of a possible rela-
tion between 5-HT1B polymorphisms (G801C and T-261G) and effectiveness of
sumatriptan in migraine treatment showed no significant difference (68). Other poly-
morphisms have been shown to negatively affect binding of dihydroergotamine
(DHE) and sumatriptan (69,70). From such data, one could not postulate that
DHE and sumatriptan would have differing effects in patients with these polymorph-
isms. As genetic mutations are better defined and testing becomes more cost effec-
tive, genetic profiling may become part of the standard diagnostic protocol for
migraine patients. This will allow for more informed decisions regarding optimal
prevention and acute treatment of migraine.

SUMMARY

The foundation for advances in migraine therapy has been laid by a better understand-
ing of the underlying anatomy and pathophysiology of this disorder over the past two
decades. Migraine is an inherited brain disorder characterized by, among other fea-
tures, headaches that are due to recurrent activation of peripheral and central trigemi-
novascular pathways. The discovery of receptor subtypes located on trigeminovascular
afferents and their pharmacology, as well as the neuropeptides involved in neurogenic
vasodilation and central trigeminal activation, has led to a host of molecular targets for
acute migraine therapy that may not only prove effective, but also be devoid of vaso-
constrictor activity and therefore the potential for adverse vascular effects.

An understanding of the mechanisms by which the trigeminovascular system
becomes abnormally activated or disinhibited will undoubtedly lead to novel pro-
phylactic therapies. Compounds that block cortical spreading depression may prove
useful in those patients who have migraine with aura, while molecules that selectively
inhibit the firing of central trigeminovascular neurons may provide effective preven-
tion for those with or without aura. The identification of genetic mutations in famil-
ial hemiplegic migraine, loci associated with increased susceptibility to migraine, and
receptor polymorphisms altering the binding of migraine medications have been
important discoveries in the realm of pharmocogenomics. Future research in the
pharmacogenomics of migraine may uncover novel therapeutic targets and the ulti-
mate possibility of individualized treatment strategies (71,72).
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INTRODUCTION

Tension-type headache (TTH) is the most prevalent primary headache (1) and is
usually considered a ‘‘normal’’ headache type both by patients and their doctors.
Furthermore, in specialized headache clinics, the vast majority of patients present
with migraine or secondary headaches as their main problem and due to very little
academic or pharmaceutical interest, less disabling headaches, such as TTH, are
frequently missed. Nevertheless, TTH is a substantial problem in the general popula-
tion and represents a major confounder in the diagnostic and therapeutic process of
the complicated headache patient. In a comparative study by Russell et al. where
headache diagnosis from a clinical interview was compared to the diagnosis from
a prospective headache diary, less than 50% of the patients who reported episodic
TTH during the clinical interview were actually identified. The opposite pattern
was seen with migraine (2). Because very recent epidemiological data clearly demon-
strate a poor prognosis and a very high socioeconomic impact in patients with
coexisting migraine and TTH compared to that in patients with pure migraine, the
correct diagnosis and the precise treatment of TTH are very important (3).

Several instruments have been developed to help in the recognition of TTH
both by doctors and their patients, but specific diagnostic tests are still lacking for
the complicated headache patient with several different headache disorders. The first
edition of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-1) (4)
clearly delineated and defined the disorder, and distinguished between an episodic
type that occurs in less than half of all days and a chronic type that occurs in half
of all days or more and in the majority of cases daily. The second edition of the
ICHD (ICHD-2) (5) subdivided episodic TTH into an infrequent form (happening
less than 1 day per month or less than 12 days per year) and a frequent episodic form
(occurring between 12 to 180 days per year) (Table 1) (5). Where infrequent episodic
TTH can be regarded as an irritant, not a disease, frequent episodic TTH and espe-
cially the chronic TTH may be disabling disorders, sometimes associated with med-
ication overuse, poorer prognosis, higher socioeconomic impact, and decrease in the
quality of life (3,6–10).
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The classification of frequent headaches by the ICHD-1 has been most contro-
versial, and much effort has been spent with various attempts to improve the diagnos-
tic criteria of frequent headaches (3,9,11–13). In 1994, Silberstein et al. introduced the
term ‘‘chronic daily headache (CDH)’’ to designate headaches lasting for four hours
or more and occurring 15 days or more per month (12). The CDHs are discussed in
Chapter 3 of this book. As originally proposed, the CDHs are subdivided into trans-
formed migraine, chronic TTH, new daily-persistent headache, and hemicrania conti-
nua (12). It is our opinion that the definition of CDH is broad and unspecific without
implying any possible etiology, just as arterial hypertension is a common broad term
irrespective of the underlying cause. The CDH definition proposed by Silberstein
et al. (12) has become quite popular, especially in clinical practice, where it is easy to
use but is not included in ICHD-2 (4). Herein we focus on the TTH as defined by
the ICHD-2.

THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF TTH

Several epidemiological studies of various aspects of TTH have been published
(14–29), all based on the diagnostic criteria of ICHD-1 (3). It is meaningless to
discuss the prevalence of TTH if the frequency of attacks is not considered. In the
Danish epidemiological studies, the vast majority of the general population (namely
51–59%) had infrequent TTH (one day per month or less) and did not require spe-
cific medical attention (29,30). In most studies, 18% to 37% had TTH several times a
month, 10% to 25% had it weekly, and 2% to 6% of the population had chronic TTH
usually lasting for the greater part of their lifetime (16,20,27,28,31). Thus, when sub-
jects with infrequent TTH are excluded, comparison of the studies reveals a high
degree of concordance between the prevalence of frequent episodic and chronic
TTH. A very recent population study of adults reported an increase in frequent epi-
sodic and chronic TTH in accordance with a similar study from Sweden (29,32).
Daily or near daily headaches account for 40% to 50% of the patients in specialized
headache clinics (9,23,33,34), although the prevalence in the general population is
much lower, between 4% and 5% (18,23). There is considerable debate regarding
terminology, and this affects the definition used in the epidemiological studies
(35). The terms ‘‘chronic daily headache’’ or ‘‘CDH’’ are widely used in the literature
but are not internationally accepted and are not included in either version of the
ICHD. Many prefer to only designate the daily occurrence of various subgroups
of headache. The vast majority of these patients may also have medication overuse
headache (MOH). Distinguishing chronic tension-type headache (CTTH) from
migraine and CTTH from MOH is a substantial, diagnostic challenge. It is, however,
of importance because management of these headaches is completely different (35).

Table 1 Episodic TTH: Headache Types

Infrequent episodic TTH
Infrequent episodic TTH associated with pericranial tenderness
Infrequent episodic TTH not associated with pericranial tenderness

Frequent episodic TTH
Frequent episodic TTH associated with pericranial tenderness
Frequent episodic TTH not associated with pericranial tenderness

Abbreviation: TTH, tension-type headache.
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Sex and Age Distribution of TTH

The average age for the onset of TTH is between 20 and 30, slightly older than what
is seen in migraine (27–30). The prevalence seems to peak in the third to fourth
decennium between the age of 20 and 39 and then declines with increasing age in
both genders (27–30).

The male:female ratio of TTH is 4:5 indicating that, unlike migraine, females
are only slightly more affected (27–30). Studies of younger children have shown
an equal prevalence in males and females, with the female preponderance starting
in adolescence (32).

Natural History of TTH

There is little information on the prognosis of TTH. The mean duration of TTH was
10.3 years in the German population study (28) and 17 to 20 years in clinical studies
of chronic TTH (36,37), illustrating the life-time consistency of this disorder. In a
Danish 12-year epidemiological follow-up study, the prognosis was fairly favorable,
with reduced frequency or remission in 47% of subjects with chronic TTH (5).

On the other hand, the vast majority of patients with chronic TTH had evolved
from the episodic form over many years (5,38). This is confirmed by pathophysiological
studies indicating that peripheral and central sensitization play a prominent role, and
patients with frequent episodes of headache are at risk of developing the chronic
and more treatment-resistant form of TTH (39,40). Depression, anxiety, coexisting
active migraine, sleeping problems, and medication overuse are usually considered
as predictors for a poor outcome, but only few of these can be confirmed in a
follow-up study (5).

Sociodemographic Factors Related to TTH

A number of demographic factors besides sex and age have been studied in TTH.
European population studies have shown a fairly uniform prevalence of TTH in var-
ious social groups (41,42), whereas a large U.S. study has reported an increased risk for
chronic tension-type headache (CTTH) in less-educated or lower-income groups (27).
There are at least two plausible reasons for a link between headache disorders and
income. Poor living conditions, stress, or poor access to health care could lead to an
increased prevalence of headache disorders. Alternatively frequent headaches might
lead to difficulties with work or career advancement. This could lead to a downward
drift in socioeconomic status.

Racial differences have also been reported in the U.S. study and prevalence of
TTH was significantly higher in whites than in African-Americans, in both men and
women (27). Overall, the prevalence of CTTH is fairly uniform among races.

Socioeconomic Impact of TTH

The socioeconomic burden of headaches includes direct costs associated with health
care utilization and indirect costs associated with missed work due to sickness
absence or reduced efficiency. In most studies, TTH is not separately listed, but
because of its high prevalence, it probably accounts for at least some of the disability
due to headache disorders in general. Functional impairment and abolished working
capacities were described by at least 60% of persons with TTH and accounted for
64% of the reduction in working capacity due to headaches, whereas migraineurs
usually had higher rates of absence from work (1,27,43–47).
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Utilization of Medical Services

Only 16% of patients with TTH have been in contact with their general practitioner
for headache, in contrast to 56% of migraineurs (46). When the data are corrected for
the markedly higher prevalence of TTH, the total use of medical services is however
54% higher for TTH. In Chile, consultation rates in TTH sufferers were 39% com-
pared to 63% in migraineurs, and younger age or moderate-to-severe pain intensity
increased the likelihood of medical consultation (21).

Although TTH is not the most visible syndrome, it is one of the most costly to the
society, costing roughly four times more than that for epilepsy and more than twice
the cost for migraine. Estimates of socioeconomic loss due to TTH should therefore
include direct costs as well as indirect costs associated with lost workplace productivity.

THE CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF TTH

Most patients with the episodic forms of TTH report that their headaches usually are
mild in intensity and relatively short lasting, lack the migraine-associated incapaci-
tating symptoms of nausea and vomiting, and usually respond to simple analgesics,
whereas the patients with the chronic forms report a constant pressing, moderate
headache that is unrelated to daily hassles, stress, and holidays, and completely
refractory to most analgesics (Table 2). As patients in headache clinics tend to focus
on their most severe and most recent headaches, usually their migraines, the clinical
picture of TTH is therefore not as well described as it is for most other primary head-
ache disorders.

Characteristics of Pain

Patients usually describe their pain as a ‘‘dull,’’ ‘‘nonpulsating’’ headache, and terms
such as a sensation of ‘‘tightness,’’ ‘‘pressure,’’ or ‘‘soreness’’ are often employed;
some patients refer to it as a ‘‘band’’ or a ‘‘cap’’ compressing their head, while others

Table 2 Diagnostic Criteria for Frequent Episodic TTH

A. At least 10 episodes occurring on �1 but <15 days per month for at least
three months (�12 and <180 days/year) and fulfilling criteria B–D

B. Headache lasting from 30 mins to 7 days
C. Headache has at least two of the following characteristics:

Bilateral location
Pressing/tightening (nonpulsating) quality
Mild or moderate intensity
Not aggravated by routine physical activity such as walking or climbing stairs

D. Both of the following:
No nausea or vomiting (anorexia may occur)
No more than one of photophobia or phonophobia

E. Not attributed to another disordera

aHistory and physical and neurological examinations do not suggest any of the disorders listed in groups 5

to 12, or history and/or physical and/or neurological examinations do suggest such a disorder, but it is

ruled out by appropriate investigations, or such a disorder is present but headache does not occur for the

first time in close temporal relation to the disorder.

Abbreviation: TTH, tension-type headache.
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mention a big ‘‘weight’’ over their head and/or their shoulders (48). The pressing
quality was confirmed in later studies, because it was present in 78% of 488 subjects
with episodic tension-type headache (ETTH) from the general population (49). A
pulsating character occurs ‘‘seldom’’ or ‘‘never’’ in 80% to 86% of the patients from
clinical populations (50,51). The most frequent pain quality in TTH is thus nonpul-
sating and pressing, although, it may be experienced as periodically pulsating during
severe pain episodes. Subjects that fill all but one criterion for TTH should be
classified as having probable TTH (Table 3).

Severity of Pain

According to the ICHD, the pain of TTH is typically of mild or moderate intensity
(3,4,49). In a population-based study, the pain was mild or moderate in 87% to 99%
of subjects with ETTH (49). This corresponds well with a recent clinical study of
Zeeberg et al. where the mean intensity was 1.2 on a 0 to 3 scale (52). The severity
of TTH increases markedly with increasing frequency, as 76% of subjects with
more than 30 days of headache per year report moderate or severe intensity compared
to 50% of those with less frequent headache (49,53,54). These data would appear to
confirm the clinical impression that TTH is a graded phenomenon with headache
intensity increasing as headache frequency increases, in contrast to a migraine attack,
which is an all-or-none phenomenon that runs its course once started.

The clinical characteristics of TTH in migraineurs and in nonmigraineurs were
compared in a large epidemiological study of 4000 subjects (54). The one-year–
prevalence of TTH and the male:female ratio were similar in migraineurs and in non-
migraineurs, whereas the frequency of TTH attacks was higher and the episodes lasted
significantly longer in the migraineurs compared to those who have never had
migraine. It must also be kept in mind that for the primary headache disorders such
as migraine and episodic TTH, there is still no gold standard for diagnosis and, espe-
cially, the severity criteria is debated because an early treatment may have a significant
influence on the pain intensity. In the Spectrum Study after diary review, 32% of
patients with disabling episodic TTH were reclassified as having ICHD migraine
(55). Even after careful diary review, however, 63% of the original 75 subjects with dis-
abling episodic TTH retained their diagnosis (55). Thus, it seems clear that a signifi-
cant proportion of people who have TTH suffer important disability as a result of
their headache, and that many patients may suffer from both TTH and from migraine.

The Location of Pain

The pain of TTH is typically bilateral, and this was reported by 90% of subjects in a
Scandinavian population study (25). Nevertheless, pain does not always occur in the

Table 3 Diagnostic Criteria for Probable Frequent Episodic TTH

Probable frequent episodic TTH

Diagnostic criteria:
Episodes fulfilling all but one of criteria A–D for 2.2 Frequent episodic TTH
Episodes do not fulfill criteria for 1.1 Migraine without aura
Not attributed to another disorder

Abbreviation: TTH, tension-type headache.
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same location; varying pain sites associated with varying intensities are often
reported by the patients. A ‘‘band-like’’ topography including frontal and occipital
areas is however common.

Lack of aggravation of the pain by physical activities is typical of TTH. This
criterion has been shown to be one of the best pain criteria to distinguish TTH from
migraine, as 72% to 83% of subjects with the episodic form in population studies
(25,28) and 84% in a prospective diary study (56) reported no aggravation of pain
by routine physical activity, in contrast to only 4% of migraineurs (25).

Accompanying Symptoms

Presence of nausea and vomiting actually rules out the diagnosis of infrequent or
frequent episodic TTH, and yet there are no studies analyzing the frequency of such
symptoms in relation to ICHD-2 (4). Nevertheless, 18% of subjects with TTH
according to the ICHD-1 have reported mild or moderate anorexia during the
headache episode and only 2% were excluded due to nausea (25,49). Photophobia
or phonophobia may be present, while presence of both symptoms is not allowed.
Mild photophobia was present in 10% and mild phonophobia in 7% of episodic
TTH subjects, although in most subjects, their appearance was occasional (25,49).
Nevertheless, the presence of these accompanying symptoms had no influence on
the pain characteristics, as not only two, but more frequently, three or all four pain
characteristics were fulfilled in subjects with episodic TTH irrespective of accompa-
nying symptoms. In the large epidemiological study, the pain characteristics and the
accompanying symptoms of the episodes of TTH were very similar in those with and
without migraine, and therefore it was concluded that TTH and migraine are sepa-
rate disorders and not part of a continuum, although they may coexist in many
patients (49,52,54). However, migraine may aggravate or even precipitate TTH, con-
firming the impression from headache clinics, where the vast majority of migraine
patients also have coexisting TTH (52).

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION IN SUBJECTS WITH TTH

The diagnosis of TTH requires exclusion of other causative disorders. Therefore, it
is mandatory to base the diagnosis on an extensive history of the evolution of
the patient’s pain and other symptoms, and a careful physical and neurological
examination.

The physical examination should also include a manual palpation of the peri-
cranial muscles to identify tender points and trigger points. Tender points are areas
where manual pressure induces local pain, and trigger points are areas of localized
deep tenderness where sustained pressure also induces referred pain in another area
in the region. At a minimum, pericranial tenderness should be assessed by manual
palpation of the temporal, lateral pterygoid, masseter, sternocleidomastoid, and tra-
pezius muscles. The muscle insertion areas such as the mastoid process and the neck
muscle insertions should also be palpated (39,56,57). Pain sensitivity assessed by
pressure algometer and electromyography (EMG) recordings has been widely used
in research, but due to high intersubject variability, plays no role in routine practice
and has now been omitted from ICHD-2 (4). In patients with TTH, increased tender-
ness in pericranial muscles is the most consistent abnormal finding and increases with
increasing frequency and intensity of TTH. Subjects with the episodic form have
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increased total tenderness score (TTS) score compared to migraineurs and healthy
controls, but are less tender than subjects with CTTH (56–58).

The cervical spine should be examined for restricted and painful movements,
whereas (59,60) cervical radiological examination should not be recommended unless
local pathology is suspected clinically, because the prevalence of organic cervical
spine lesions in TTH is equivalent to other headache disorders (60).

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TTH

TTHs are generally reported to occur in relation to emotional conflict and psycho-
social stress but the cause–effect relation is still unclear. In most studies, stress
and mental tension were the most frequently reported precipitating factors, but
occurred with similar frequency in TTH and migraine (54,61). These results are in
keeping with the findings of largely normal personality profiles in subjects with
episodic TTH (41,61). In both epidemiological and clinical studies, the most impor-
tant predictor for depression and psychopathology was chronicity, and a fairly high
prevalence of depression and anxiety has been identified in chronic TTH. In conclu-
sion, some of the psychosocial and personality factors suspected in the past to cause
headache may be the result of specific coping strategies or the result of recurrent pain
rather than the primary cause of the headache. In a controlled study, Holroyd et al.
reported that a number of personality factors such as depression, anxiety, and soma-
tization, which were highly abnormal during ongoing pain, normalized again when
patients were retested outside the pain period (45,62). In general, psychological
abnormalities in most TTH sufferers may be viewed as secondary to headache,
but the exact cause–effect relationship suggests further studies.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

It has been suggested that TTH and migraine share some common biology as they
frequently coexist in severely affected individuals. In population studies, TTH and
migraine, however, differ in gender ratio, age distribution, and clinical presentation
(25,27). Therefore, it could be argued that the ‘‘continuum theory’’ is an artifact of
referral bias in headache clinics. It is most likely that migraine and TTH are closely
linked but biologically different disorders. Some traits are shared also in migraine
and cluster headache, but no headache specialists will claim that migraine and cluster
headache are part of a continuum just because both headaches often are unilateral or
respond to triptans.

It may, therefore, be proposed that migraine may be a precipitating factor to
TTH in genetically predisposed individuals, and probably also vice versa. A detailed
genetic characterization of the headache patient may help us to improve the clinical
description and perhaps also lead to a specific individualized treatment strategy.
The most likely explanation of the pathophysiological similarities between migraine
and TTH is that activation of the trigeminal system may be of pivotal importance
in both the disorders. In migraine, activation may predominantly be induced by
stimuli from e.g., pericranial vessels and brainstem structures, while nociceptive or
non-nociceptive stimuli from pericranial tissues may be most important in TTH. Thus,
the pain pathways may be shared in the two disorders. Likewise, central sensitization
may play an important role for both primary headaches because it has been suggested
that very frequent migraine attacks may induce a permanent central sensitization in
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the trigeminal system, and as early as 1996, such sensitization has been demonstrated
to play a major role in CTTH (39,40,63). As most patients with CTTH have started
with ETTH one or two decades earlier, the process of central sensitization may be a
common denominator for both migraine and TTH in their chronic manifestations.

To summarize, peripheral myofascial sensitization is probably of importance in
ETTH, whereas sensitization of pain pathways in the central nervous system due to
prolonged nociceptive stimuli from pericranial myofascial tissues or a genetic predis-
position seems to be responsible for the conversion of episodic to chronic TTH. This
hypothesis may lead to future understanding of pathophysiology and treatment.

TREATMENT

Nonpharmacological Techniques

It is an absolute prerequisite for successful treatment to establish an accurate diag-
nosis where the individual headache episode is identified and separated from
migraine or a secondary headache, most frequently medication-overuse headache.
In particular, identification of a high intake of analgesics is essential because other
treatments are usually ineffective in the presence of medication overuse. Second,
avoidance of any possible trigger factors such as nonphysiological working posi-
tions, psychosocial stress, unbalanced meals, and inadequate sleep is also important.
Furthermore, identification and treatment of significant comorbidities, e.g., anxiety
or depression, should also be done. Another important element in treating TTH
patients is to take their complaints seriously, to show empathy, to examine them
thoroughly, and to inform them about their headache because many of the patients
have been met with medical ignorance and lack of interest for years. The present
treatment strategy is largely empiric and can be divided into nonpharmacological
treatment, acute pharmacological treatment, and pharmacological prophylaxis.

Nonpharmacological treatment is widely used for TTH but is rarely evidence
based. Physical therapy is the most common therapy and includes relaxation and
exercise programs, improvement of posture, hot and cold packs, and ultrasound
and electrical stimulation, but the majority of these modalities have not been prop-
erly evaluated. A recent controlled study reported the modest effect of a standard-
ized eight-week physiotherapy program, which included relaxation techniques and
smooth stretching and daily muscle exercise at home (64). Spinal manipulation
and acupuncture have also been extensively used but the amount of evidence is insuf-
ficient for final conclusion (65).

Relaxation training is a self-regulation strategy that aims to provide patients
with significant stress with an ability to consciously reduce muscle tension and
general arousal, which can precipitate headaches. Cognitive-behavioral therapy
(stress management) aims also to reduce emotional and physiologic arousal, which
can precipitate and exacerbate headache, and typically includes relaxation training,
cognitive restructuring, and problem-solving methods (66,67). A well-conducted,
placebo-controlled study demonstrated significant and comparable efficacy of stress
management therapy and amitriptyline with a tendency for greater improvement
when the two treatments were combined (66).

Pharmacological Treatment

Pharmacological treatment of the acute episode of TTH is most often done with
the simple analgesics, aspirin and acetaminophen, both of which have proved to
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be effective in several placebo-controlled trials (68,69). Steiner et al. recently demon-
strated that aspirin (500 mg and 1000 mg) and acetaminophen (1000 mg but not
500 mg) were superior to placebo (70). Frequent intake of simple analgesics or non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), e.g., for more than 15 days per month,
and use of combination analgesics should generally be avoided because of the risk of
MOH and the patients should be thoroughly informed about this. The triptans do
not have a clinically relevant effect in patients with ETTH (71). Nevertheless, suma-
triptan may have some effect on coexisting TTHs in patients with migraine but not in
those with ‘‘pure’’ TTH (55,71,72). To summarize, simple analgesics and NSAIDs
are still the mainstays in the acute pharmacotherapy of TTH. Thorough information
on an upper monthly limit of analgesics and NSAIDs is crucial to avoid medication-
overuse headache.

Prophylactic pharmacotherapy should be considered in all patients with CTTH
without medication overuse and who do not respond sufficiently to nonpharmacolo-
gical treatment. Since 1964, the tricyclic antidepressant amitriptyline has been the
mainstay in the treatment of nondepressed patients with chronic TTH, and several
subsequent studies have confirmed this finding (73–80). Amitriptyline probably
elicits its analgesic effect in TTH by reducing the transmission of painful stimuli from
myofascial tissues and by reducing the increased excitability in the central nervous
system (74–78). Although amitriptyline generally is fairly tolerated, the majority of
patients experience some side effects, especially weight gain. Other tricyclic and tetra-
cyclic antidepressants may also be effective but there is insufficient evidence for this.
Recently mirtazapine, which is a relatively new so-called nonadrenergic and specific
serotonergic antidepressant with a better tolerability profile than the tricyclic antide-
pressants, was reported effective in chronic TTH (37). Mirtazapine 15 to 30 mg/day
had an effect similar to amitriptyline compared with placebo in nondepressed,
difficult-to-treat patients with chronic TTH. Mirtazapine was effective also in some
patients who had not responded to amitriptyline and was generally well tolerated,
although weight gain and drowsiness were also reported (37). Muscle relaxants
have often been used in TTH, but only the centrally acting drug tizanidine has been
tested with conflicting results (81–84). Likewise there is no clear evidence of an effect
of Botulinum toxin in TTH (85). So it can be summarized that there is an urgent need
for more efficacious drugs for the treatment of TTH without significant side effects.

In conclusion, TTH represents a wide variety of frequency and intensity, not
only between patients but also within the individual over long time. As most cases
of chronic TTH had evolved from the episodic forms, it is very important to study
the long-term history and to try and identify risk factors for chronicity. As in
migraine, it is yet unknown whether early intervention may prevent development
of chronicity and large longitudinal studies in well-described populations are
needed. Nevertheless, identification of frequent episodic TTH is very important in
the patient with coexisting migraine as different headaches within the same indivi-
dual complicate the treatment and outcome. It is especially important to identify
MOH, and to develop more focused and specific treatment strategies for TTH.
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INTRODUCTION

Trigeminal autonomic cephalgias (TACs), a term coined by Goadsby and Lipton (1),
represent a group of primary headache disorders manifested by pain in the somatic
distribution of the trigeminal nerve and by autonomic signs that reflect activation of
the cranial parasympathetic pathways. The headache disorders within this group
include cluster headache, paroxysmal hemicrania, and the short-lasting unilateral
neuralgiform pain with conjunctival injection and tearing (SUNCT) syndrome.
The TACs are characterized by discrete, stereotyped, and relatively short-lasting
(seconds to three hours) episodes of severe unilateral pain that is often confined or
maximal in the orbital/periorbital region. The attacks are separated by pain-free
intervals, but often recur on a daily basis either continuously (chronic) or for a
defined period of time (episodic) with intervening remission periods. They are differ-
entiated from each other based on the duration of the individual attacks, the daily
frequency of attacks, and the response to various medications (Fig. 1, Table 1).
Hemicrania continua is a continuous headache that should be considered in the dif-
ferential diagnosis of other chronic daily headache disorders of longer duration
(more than four hours). These disorders must also be differentiated from a variety
of other primary headache disorders and organic causes that can mimic the pheno-
type of any one of these disorders. These disorders are highly disabling and
eminently treatable, underscoring the importance of an accurate diagnosis.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Although the underlying genesis of the TACs is not completely known, the anatomic
and pathophysiologic basis continues to be elucidated. The clinical manifestations
are thought to reflect activation of the trigeminal and cranial autonomic (parasym-
pathetic) pathways. The central origin of the trigeminal and cranial parasympathetic
pathways reside, respectively, in the caudal trigeminal nucleus and superior saliva-
tory nucleus (Fig. 1). The cell bodies in the superior salivatory nucleus give rise to
parasympathetic preganglionic efferents that course within the facial nerve (cranial
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Figure 1 Differentiating the trigeminal autonomic cephalgias.
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nerve VII). These fibers pass through the geniculate ganglion and synapse in the
sphenopalatine and otic ganglia. Postganglionic fibers travel in the greater superficial
petrosal nerve to provide the vasomotor innervation of the cerebral blood vessels
and the secretomotor innervation of the lacrimal glands and nasal mucosa. Activa-
tion of either the trigeminovascular or parasympathetic pathway can lead to reflex
activation of the other pathway through a functional connection in the brainstem.
Each pathway can presumably be independently activated, which accounts for
patients who experience autonomic symptoms without pain or vice versa.

The evidence that these anatomical pathways become activated in these disor-
ders comes not only from the clinical phenotype of pain within the first division of
the ophthalmic nerve and hypersecretion from lacrimal and nasal mucosal glands,
but by a series of animal and human experiments that have demonstrated the local
release of trigeminal [calcitonin gene–related peptide (CGRP)] and parasympathetic
[vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP)] marker peptides during acute attacks.
Significant elevations of CGRP and VIP within cranial venous blood have been
measured in the ipsilateral external jugular vein during attacks of cluster headache
or chronic paroxysmal hemicrania (CPH) (2,3). Furthermore, these peptide levels
return to baseline after the headache is terminated with medication. Although the
mechanism by which the pathways are activated is unclear, recent evidence from
functional neuroimaging studies has demonstrated activation in the periventricular
hypothalamic gray matter in patients with cluster headache, SUNCT syndrome,
and hemicrania continua (4–6). This region contains the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(the human biological pacemaker), which may explain the rhythmic periodicity of
these disorders.

CLUSTER HEADACHE

Clinical Features

Cluster headache is aptly named because of the tendency for attacks to occur in
groups or clusters separated by periods of remissions (freedom from symptoms).
The mean age at onset is 28 to 30 years, but the disorder can occur in both the young
and old (7–9). In episodic cluster headache, attacks of pain occur daily for weeks or
months (cluster period) before an attack-free period or remission occurs that can last
from weeks to years (Table 2). On average, a cluster period lasts 6 to 12 weeks and
remissions last for 12 months (7). Chronic cluster headache is less common and is

Table 1 Differential Diagnosis of Trigeminal Autonomic Cephalgias

Feature Cluster headache
Paroxysmal
hemicrania SUNCT

Sex ratio (M:F) 4:1 1:3 2.1:1
Attack duration 60 min (15–180 min) 20 min (2–45 min) 40 sec (5–250 sec)
Attack frequency 1–8/day 1–40/day 1/day to 30/hr
Autonomic features þþ þþ þþ
Indomethacin

response
– þþ –

Abbreviations: SUNCT, short-lasting unilateral neuralgiform pain with conjunctival injection and tearing;

þ, precipitates headache; �, no effect on headache.
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characterized by attacks of pain that occur for more than a year without a remission
period that lasts longer than two weeks (10). The chronic form may develop sponta-
neously or evolve from episodic cluster headache.

Whether the disease is in the episodic or chronic phase, the attacks of pain are
highly stereotyped. Nocturnal predilection is common and patients are often aroused
from sleep by an attack, which characteristically occurs during rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep. A cluster headache attack lasts on average 45 to 90 minutes (15–180
minutes) and occurs one to three times daily (up to eight attacks per day). The pain
is strictly unilateral and almost always remains on the same side of the head during
cluster periods. Rarely, the pain may occur on the opposite side in a subsequent
period and, even less frequently, attacks may switch to the opposite side within
the same cluster period. Typically, the pain is maximal in the retro-orbital and
periorbital region of the affected side, and may radiate into the forehead, temple,
cheek, jaw, and occiput. The onset of pain is abrupt or preceded by a brief sensation
of pressure or mild discomfort. Aura symptoms, though uncommon, have been
described in association with the cluster attack (11,12). A prospective study of the
clinical and epidemiological characteristics of cluster-headache sufferers noted that
14% of patients reported migraine aura symptoms (12). In contrast to migraine,
patients are restless during the pain of cluster headache. In a recent study, nearly
93% of patients during a cluster attack reported that they were restless (12).

The autonomic signs and symptoms that accompany the pain can help establish
the diagnosis of cluster headache. Generally, the autonomic features are short lived,
lasting only for the duration of the attack, except for a partial Horner syndrome that
manifests itself by ptosis or miosis (or both) and may persist after acute attacks. It is
important to note that autonomic signs and symptoms may be absent in up to 3% of
patients with cluster headache (13). Migrainous features may also accompany the
cluster attack. In a recent study, 50% of patients reported nausea during an acute
attack, 56% photophobia, 43% phonophobia, and 36% osmophobia (12).

Once a cluster period begins, alcohol almost invariably triggers a cluster attack
within minutes. The mechanism underlying the provocative action of alcohol is not
understood. Other compounds, namely nitroglycerin and histamine, also act as
potent triggers. Stress, depression, allergies, food sensitivities, and hormonal changes
appear to have little role in the pathogenesis of cluster headache. Head trauma has

Table 2 Diagnostic Criteria of Cluster Headache According to the International
Classification of Headache Disorders-2 (ICHD-2)

Diagnostic criteria
A. At least five attacks fulfilling criteria B–D
B. Severe or very severe unilateral orbital, supraorbital, and/or temporal pain lasting

15–180 min if untreated
C. Headache is accompanied by at least one of the following:

1. Ipsilateral conjunctival injection and/or lacrimation
2. Ipsilateral nasal congestion and/or rhinorrhea
3. Ipsilateral eyelid edema
4. Ipsilateral forehead and facial sweating
5. Ipsilateral miosis and/or ptosis
6. A sense of restlessness or agitation

D. Attacks have a frequency from one every other day to 8 per day
E. Not attributed to another disorder
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been recognized legally as a cause of cluster headache, but whether there is medical
merit to this remains to be determined (14,15).

Neurological examination findings in patients with cluster headache are nor-
mal except for the possibility of an ipsilateral partial Horner syndrome. During an
attack, there often is prominent ipsilateral conjunctival injection, tearing, and nasal
rhinorrhea and obstruction, as well as an ipsilateral Horner syndrome. Ipsilateral
facial sweating and flushing and ipsilateral swelling of the temple, cheek, and palate
are relatively rare.

Differential Diagnosis

The main diagnostic considerations in patients with presumed cluster headache are
other TACs, migraine, hypnic headache, and secondary causes of cluster-like syn-
dromes. Symptomatic cluster headaches, although rare, are cluster-like attacks that
are presumed to be caused by a structural lesion. Examples of these lesions are
included in Box 1 (16,17).

Clues that may indicate a symptomatic cluster headache include (18)

� absence of periodicity
� a low-grade background headache that does not subside between attacks
� inadequate or incomplete response to therapy

Cluster headache may be confused with migraine. The confusion is in part due
to the fact that migraine is characteristically unilateral and up to 50% of migraine
sufferers report cranial autonomic symptoms. In addition, cluster patients frequently
report symptoms that are perceived to be migrainous (nausea, photophobia, phono-
phobia, etc.) and some even describe aura symptoms. The features that are most
useful in distinguishing cluster from migraine include the rapid peak in pain severity
(often less than five minutes), abbreviated duration (45–180 minutes), circadian per-
iodicity with the potential for multiple attacks within a 24-hour period, circannual
periodicity with attacks occurring daily for periods of weeks or months, motor
restlessness and pacing during attacks, and very prominent cranial autonomic
symptoms.

Hypnic headache typically occurs in elderly persons (above 60 years of age), is
often bilateral, and only occurs during sleep (19). Patients often prefer not to lie flat,
but may not necessarily pace. There are no cranial autonomic features, and the
headache is mild to moderate in intensity, or certainly not of the same intensity as
cluster headache.

Box 1 Differential diagnosis of cluster headache

Adenoma of the pituitary

Arteriovenous malformation

Carotid artery aneurysm

Impacted molar teeth

Meningioma of the upper cervical cord

Metastatic lung cancer

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma

Parasellar meningioma

Vertebral artery aneurysm
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Treatment of Cluster Headache

Acute (Symptomatic) Therapy

Because of the sudden onset and short time to peak intensity, acute attacks of cluster
headache necessitate the use of fast-acting symptomatic therapy. Oxygen inhalation,
sumatriptan (subcutaneous and intranasal), octreotide (subcutaneous), dihydroergo-
tamine, zolmitriptan, and local anesthetics have provided acute relief from cluster
headache attacks.

Oxygen. Oxygen inhalation is one of the most effective symptomatic treat-
ments for cluster headache. In an open-label study, 39 of 52 patients (75%) given
100% oxygen via facemask at 7 L/min experienced complete or near-complete relief
within 15 minutes (class 3) (20). In the only double-blind, controlled study of oxygen
versus air inhalation, oxygen inhalation was also shown to be effective for the
symptomatic treatment of a cluster attack (class 1) (21). In some patients, however,
oxygen inhalation may merely delay, rather than abort the attack. In a small pla-
cebo-controlled study, hyperbaric oxygen (2 atm for 30 minutes) was effective within
5 to 13 minutes in six of seven patients (class 2) (22). The use of hyperbaric oxygen in
the treatment of cluster headache has practical limitations.

Sumatriptan. Subcutaneous sumatriptan is a highly effective acute treatment
for cluster headache. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, 6 mg of sumatrip-
tan administered subcutaneously was significantly more effective than placebo, with
74% of patients having complete relief within 15 minutes compared with 26% of
those given placebo (class 1) (23). In several long-term open-label studies, sumatrip-
tan was still effective after continued use for several months (class 3) (24,25). Suma-
triptan has not been demonstrated to be effective when used in a preemptive manner,
nor has it been effective when used as a prophylactic agent (class 1) (26).

In an open, randomized study that compared the effectiveness and satisfaction
of subcutaneous sumatriptan 6 mg with intranasal sumatriptan 20 mg, 49 of 52 treat-
ments provided complete relief of pain within 15 minutes, with a mean ‘‘time to pain
relief’’ of 9.6 minutes after subcutaneous injection (class 3) (27). In only 7 of 52 treat-
ments with nasal spray in the nostril ipsilateral to the head pain was complete relief
noted within 15 minutes.

The beneficial effects of intranasal sumatriptan, however, have been further
corroborated by a recent study demonstrating its efficacy in cluster attacks lasting
longer than 45 minutes (28). A beneficial response was noted within 30 minutes in
57% of the attacks treated with sumatriptan 20 mg nasal spray, compared with the
placebo response of 26% (class 1) (28).

Sumatriptan is generally well tolerated, but it is contraindicated in patients
with ischemic heart disease or uncontrolled hypertension. Thus, caution must be
exercised because cluster headache predominates in middle-aged men who often have
coexisting risk factors for cardiovascular disease, particularly tobacco abuse.

Zolmitriptan. Zolmitriptan is an effective oral agent for the acute treatment of
episodic cluster headache (class 1) (29). In a placebo-controlled study that evaluated
the efficacy and tolerability of oral zolmitriptan 5 and 10 mg in comparison with pla-
cebo in cluster headache, zolmitriptan was an effective oral agent for the acute treat-
ment of episodic cluster headache (class 1). Headache response rates at 30 minutes,
defined as a 2-point or greater decrease from baseline on a 5-point pain intensity scale,
were 29%, 40%, and 47% for placebo and 5 and 10 mg of zolmitriptan, respectively.
The difference was statistically significant only for 10 mg zolmitriptan compared with
placebo. Mild or no pain at 30 minutes was reported by 60%, 57%, and 42% of patients
given zolmitriptan 10 mg, zolmitriptan 5 mg, and placebo, respectively.
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Zolmitriptan nasal spray may prove to be a more useful alternative than the
tablet in patients with cluster headache. The pharmacokinetics of zolmitriptan nasal
spray are consistent with a fast onset of action; following intranasal administration,
zolmitriptan is detected in the plasma at two minutes postdose and in the brain at
five minutes postdose (30–33). Intranasal absorption has been shown to account
for approximately 70% of the total exposure to zolmitriptan in the first hour post-
dose (34). Correspondingly, in a recent single-blind observation trial involving five
patients who treated 36 attacks of cluster headache with 5 mg zolmitriptan nasal
spray, a pain-free response was observed in 27 of 36 attacks at 15 minutes (35). Con-
clusive evidence for the efficacy and safety of zolmitriptan nasal spray will, however,
await the results from a randomized, placebo-controlled trial.

Dihydroergotamine. Dihydroergotamine administered intravenously has
been shown to provide relief in less than 10 minutes (36). An intranasal preparation
is now widely available. A double-blind crossover trial compared intranasal
dihydroergotamine (1 mg) with placebo and found no change in the frequency or
duration of the attacks, but pain intensity was markedly reduced with the drug com-
pared with placebo (class 1) (37). Thus, with a bioavailability of 40%, the currently
available 2-mg commercial preparations of dihydroergotamine nasal spray may be
effective (38). Because of the low, slow, erratic bioavailability of oral ergotamine
tartrate, it has not been particularly useful in the acute treatment of a cluster attack.
Contraindications for all ergotamine derivatives include coexisting coronary artery
disease, uncontrolled hypertension, peripheral vascular disease, kidney failure, or
liver failure.

Octreotide. Somatostatin has been shown to inhibit the release of CGRP and
VIP based on the results of two small, randomized, double-blind trials that suggested
efficacy of intravenous somatostatin in cluster headache (39,40). A recent
randomized double-blind placebo-controlled crossover study evaluated the use of
octreotide, a somatostatin analogue for the acute treatment of cluster headache (class
1) (41). Patients were instructed to treat two attacks of at least moderate pain severity
using subcutaneous octreotide 100 mg or matching placebo. The headache response
rate with subcutaneous octreotide was 52% compared to a placebo-response rate of
36% ( p< 0.01). Octreotide was well tolerated with no reports of serious side effects.
The main side effect observed was gastrointestinal upset in eight patients treated with
octreotide compared with four patients treated with placebo. All side effects resolved
spontaneously and were generally short lived and mild in nature.

Topical Local Anesthetics. The intranasal administration of local anesthetic
agents such as cocaine (class 3) or lidocaine (class 3) has been reported to be effective
(42,43). Nonetheless, intranasal lidocaine applied by spray bottle or by dropping 4%
viscous lidocaine in the nostril ipsilateral to the pain does not render the patient
pain-free and produces only a modest decrease in pain in fewer than one-third of
patients (class 3).

Prophylactic Therapy

The primary goals of preventive therapy are to produce a rapid suppression of
attacks and to maintain this remission over the expected duration of the cluster
period. The principles of preventive pharmacotherapy are to

� begin treatment early in the cluster period
� continue the treatment until the patient has been headache-free for at least

two weeks
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� taper the dose of the drug rather than abruptly withdraw it
� restart treatment with the drug at the beginning of the next cluster

period

Herein we divide the prophylactic therapy into transitional therapy and main-
tenance prophylaxis.

Transitional Prophylaxis

Transitional prophylaxis refers to the short-term use of corticosteroids, ergotamine,
or greater occipital nerve (GON) blocks.

Prednisone. Corticosteroids (prednisone and dexamethasone) are the most
rapidly acting prophylactic agents. A response typically occurs within one to two
days after therapy is initiated. These agents are the most effective initial prophylactic
options to break the cycle of headache rapidly while waiting for longer-acting main-
tenance prophylactic agents to take effect (18). The literature supporting the use of
corticosteroids is sparse and does not include the results of controlled trials. While
strategies vary, a common method involves initiating treatment with prednisone
60 mg daily for three days, followed by 10-mg decrements every three days, over
an 18-day period. Dexamethasone at a dose of 4 mg twice daily for two weeks, fol-
lowed by 4 mg daily for one week, is a strategy that is also employed (class 3) (38). As
with prednisone, when the dose of dexamethasone is tapered, cluster attacks invari-
ably recur. Thus, corticosteroids are useful primarily for inducing rapid remission
in patients with episodic cluster headache. Because of the adverse effects associated
with corticosteroids, long-term treatment should be avoided. Most clinicians
limit the use of prednisone or dexamethasone to no more than two or three cycles
per year.

Ergotamine Tartrate. Ergotamine tartrate (2 mg) is also an effective agent
for achieving rapid suppression of attacks when administered daily for a short per-
iod. Ergotamine tartrate taken at bedtime may prevent attacks at night, allowing
for more restful sleep. For periods shorter than two months, ergotamine may be
taken once or twice daily to a maximal daily dose of 3 to 4 mg. Ergotamine tar-
trate is contraindicated within 24 hours of taking sumatriptan, and it generally is
not administered with methysergide because of the risk of potentiating the vaso-
constrictive effects of both these drugs.

GON Blockade. GON blockade was initially reported by Anthony as an
effective means of providing temporary relief from cluster attacks (44). More
recently, Peres et al. have demonstrated that GON blockade in cluster headache
patients can provide good to moderate short-term relief in 64% of patients (45). In
a recent double-blind, placebo-controlled study involving 23 patients with episodic
cluster headache and seven patients with chronic cluster headache, 92% of patients
who received an injection of betamethasone 9.06 mg/dL and 0.3 mL 2% xylocaine
in the region of the GON on the side ipsilateral to the pain experienced at least a
50% reduction in attack frequency in the first postinjection week compared with
the preinjection week, whereas only one patient in the placebo group had a similar
improvement ( p¼ 0.0004) (46). Four weeks after the injection, nine patients who
received the corticosteroid injection were attack-free, without any other preventive
therapies. GON blockade provides clinicians with an alternative therapeutic option
for the transitional treatment of cluster headache.
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Maintenance Prophylaxis

‘‘Maintenance prophylaxis’’ refers to the use of preventive medications throughout
the anticipated duration of the cluster period. Often, maintenance prophylaxis is
started at the onset of the cluster period and is given in combination with either cor-
ticosteroids or an ergotamine derivative, but it is continued after treatment with
these initial suppressive agents has been discontinued.

Calcium-Channel Blockers. Calcium-channel blockers are a group of chemi-
cally heterogeneous drugs developed as cardiovascular agents that interact with
L-type calcium channels. Their mechanism of action in cluster headache has not
been explained.

Verapamil. Most clinicians consider verapamil the preventive therapy of
choice for both episodic and chronic cluster headache. Verapamil has a benign
side-effect profile and can be given safely in conjunction with ergotamine derivatives,
sumatriptan, zolmitriptan, and other preventive agents. In an open-label trial invol-
ving 48 patients, 69% reported improvement by more than 75% during treatment
with verapamil (mean daily dose, 360 mg) (class 3) (47). A double-blind, placebo-
controlled trial evaluated the efficacy of verapamil (120 mg t.i.d.) over 14 days.
The drug markedly decreased the frequency of attacks and the consumption of
analgesics during the 14 days and was well tolerated (class 1) (48).

The initial dose of verapamil is generally 80 mg three times daily or 240 mg
sustained-release daily. Dosages range from 240 to 720 mg daily in divided doses.
Although most clinicians believe that both the regular and extended-release prepara-
tions are equally efficacious, no direct comparative trials have been conducted.

Nimodipine (30 mg four times daily) has been shown in two open trials to be
effective (class 3) (49,50); however, it is not widely used to treat cluster headache.

Methysergide. Although methysergide is no longer available in the United
States, given its continued use worldwide, a brief review is warranted. Methysergide
is a prodrug of methylergonovine. It is widely distributed throughout the body,
crosses the blood–brain barrier, and binds to serotonin (5-HT2) receptors in the
brain (38). Methysergide has been reported to be effective for the prophylaxis of epi-
sodic cluster headache in approximately 30% to 70% of patients (class 3) (51,52).

The daily dose generally is 2 mg three times daily, but up to 12 mg may be given
if tolerated. The short-term side effects include nausea, abdominal pain, diarrhea,
muscle cramps, and pedal edema. Long-term side effects include fibrotic reactions
(retroperitoneal, pulmonary, pleural, and cardiac), and this complication, which
occurs in about 1 out of 1500 patients, has significantly curtailed its use. When used
in patients with cluster headache, most clinicians abide by the recommendations of a
one-month drug holiday between six-month treatment periods, and recommend per-
iodic imaging and laboratory studies [e.g., chest radiography, echocardiography,
computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the abdomen, and
general screening laboratory tests] when methysergide is given for a prolonged period.

Lithium Carbonate. Lithium carbonate has been reported in open-label stu-
dies to be effective primarily for the treatment of chronic cluster headache. Response
rates from 38% to 82% have been reported (class 3) (53–55). A double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial failed to demonstrate superiority of lithium (800 mg sus-
tained release) over placebo (56) (class 2). However, the study was terminated one
week after treatment began, which was too short for the results to be conclusive.

The initial starting dose of lithium is either 300 mg twice daily or 450 mg
sustained-release, but higher doses may be needed. A therapeutic response frequently
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occurs within one month and often at serum concentrations of 0.4 to 0.8 mEq/L, less
than those required for the treatment of bipolar disorders.

Lithium has a narrow therapeutic window and has the potential for numerous
side effects, which seriously limits its long-term use in cluster headache sufferers.
Adverse effects include weakness, nausea, diarrhea, polyuria, tremor, nystagmus,
confusion, ataxia, extrapyramidal signs, and seizures. Renal and thyroid toxicity
are well-known complications with this drug. Caution must be exercised when other
drugs such as diuretics or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents are given concomi-
tantly. Polymorphonuclear leukocytosis may occur in patients taking lithium and
may be mistaken for occult infection. The serum concentration should be measured
12 hours after the last dose and should not exceed 1.0 mEq/L. Kidney and thyroid
function studies must be performed before treatment and periodically during
treatment.

Divalproex Sodium/Sodium Valproate. In an open-label study of 26 patients (21
with chronic and 5 with episodic cluster headache), treatment with divalproex sodium
(mean dose, 838 mg/day) resulted in mean decreases in headache frequency of 59%
and 54%, respectively (57). In a retrospective assessment of 49 patients with cluster
headache who received divalproex sodium daily (500–1500 mg), either as monotherapy
(13 patients) or as an add-on therapy (36 patients), 73% of patients reported improve-
ment (58). However, 22% of cluster patients reported negative side effects, including
nausea, weight gain, somnolence, bloating, alopecia, disequilibrium, and rash.

The effectiveness of sodium valproate (600–2000 mg/day in two divided doses)
for the prevention of cluster headache was assessed in a second, small open-label
study of 15 patients (59). Nine patients reported complete remission of cluster head-
ache and two patients reported marked improvement. Unfortunately, in a recent
double-blind, placebo-controlled study, sodium valproate was not shown to effec-
tively prevent cluster headache (60).

Side effects associated with sodium valproate included nausea, vomiting, and
somnolence. Weight gain, tremor, and alopecia are other side effects, which may
limit the use of valproate in clinical practice. Other rare but concerning side effects
associated with its use include pancreatitis, thrombocytopenia, and hepatic dysfunc-
tion. In general, when treating patients with cluster headache, valproate sodium or
divalproex sodium should be started at 250 mg b.i.d. and titrated up in 250 mg incre-
ments according to clinical response and tolerability. In the open-label studies
described, the effective dose ranged between 500 and 2000 mg/day.

Topiramate. Several open-label studies suggest that topiramate may be an
effective prophylactic therapy for patients with episodic or chronic cluster headache.
In an open-label study involving 10 patients (seven with episodic cluster headache,
two with chronic cluster headache, and one with cluster–tic syndrome), topiramate
was associated with cluster remission in nine patients within three weeks of treatment
initiation (61). The mean dose of topiramate for cluster remission was 83.3 mg/day.
In another open-label study, 26 patients (12 with episodic and 14 with chronic cluster
headache) were treated with topiramate at a mean dose of 100 mg/day (range
25–200 mg/day) (62). Cluster remission was observed in six patients (50%) with epi-
sodic and nine patients (64%) with chronic cluster headache. The mean time to
remission was 14 days, but several patients had complete headache cessation within
the first few days of treatment. Reported side effects included paresthesia, altered
taste, memory impairment, weight loss, and drowsiness.

Conflicting results on the efficacy of topiramate for cluster headache were
found in a study of 33 patients. No significant differences in the median number
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of daily attacks were found between the run-in and treatment periods (63). However,
in seven patients (21%), the daily number of attacks was reduced by more than 50%.
Clearly, randomized controlled trials are needed, given the conflicting results of some
of these studies. In addition to the side effects described above, topiramate also
causes kidney stones in 1% of patients, and patients must be alert to the rare but
concerning adverse events including acute myopia, oligohidrosis, and metabolic
acidosis.

Gabapentin. In an open-label trial, 12 patients previously shown to be refrac-
tory to other preventive therapies were treated with gabapentin initiated at 100 mg
t.i.d. and increased in three days to 300 mg t.i.d. All patients were pain-free after a
maximum of eight days following the initiation of gabapentin (64). In the patients
with episodic cluster headache, no relapse had occurred in the three months follow-
ing discontinuation of therapy. Those patients suffering from chronic cluster head-
ache were instructed to continue gabapentin at 300 mg t.i.d. for six months. At
four months after the start of therapy, none of them reported new attacks. During
this study, two patients reported mild drowsiness. Further studies are warranted
to verify the effectiveness of gabapentin for the prevention of cluster headache.

Capsaicin. Capsaicin, a constituent of hot peppers, depletes sensory neurons
of substance P. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, capsaicin was applied
topically twice daily for seven days to the nostril ipsilateral to the pain and was
shown to be superior to placebo in reducing the frequency and severity of the attacks
(class 2) (65). Fusco et al. demonstrated that capsaicin applied to the nostril ipsilat-
eral to the pain produced marked improvement in 70% of 70 patients (51 with epi-
sodic headache and 19 with chronic cluster headache) (66). No improvement was
noted in patients in whom capsaicin was applied to the nostril contralateral to the
pain (class 2). Capsaicin is not widely used for the treatment of cluster headache
because other more easily administered and effective agents are available.

Melatonin. Melatonin is the most sensitive surrogate marker of circadian
rhythm in humans and is under the control of the suprachiasmatic nucleus. The effi-
cacy of 10 mg of oral melatonin was evaluated in a double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial (class 1) (67). Remission of cluster headache was noted within three to five days
in 5 of 10 patients who received melatonin compared with none of the 10 patients
who received placebo.

Other Drugs. Several other drugs are being investigated for the treatment of
cluster headache. Small open-label studies and case reports have indicated that the
following drugs are effective for cluster headache: methylphenidate (class 3) (68),
baclofen (class 3) (69), tizanidine (class 3) (70), clonidine (class 3) (71), pizotifen (class
3) (72), chlorpromazine (class 3) (73), histamine (class 3) (74), leuprolide (class 3) (75),
eletriptan (class 3) (76), and frovatriptan (77–86). The experience with these drugs and
several others such as botulinum toxin, cyproheptadine, diltiazem, and tamoxifen is
too limited to support their routine use in the treatment of cluster headache.

Refractory Cluster Headache

Approximately 10% to 20% of patients with cluster headache experience chronic
cluster headache that fails to respond to monotherapy. However, patients with
episodic cluster headache with frequent cluster periods may develop relative drug
resistance, intolerance, or contraindications to abortive or prophylactic medications.
Thus, many of these patients require rational polypharmacy or may be candidates
for ablative neurosurgical procedures.
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Before a surgical procedure is considered, it is incumbent on the clinician to
exhaust all potential medical options. Some patients have a response to medications
used in combination rather than to the maximal dosage of a single medication.
Although verapamil is the only drug for which there is placebo-controlled evidence
for efficacy, the debilitating nature of this disorder, combined with the potential for
serious morbidity associated with destructive surgical procedures, justifies the use of
each of the drug options listed above, sometimes in combination.

In addition to a combination of prophylactic therapies, dihydroergotamine
administered intravenously every eight hours over three days has been reported to
be effective for some patients with intractable cluster headache (class 3) (87).
A recent study, also suggests that outpatient intravenous dihydroergotamine is a safe
and effective treatment for cluster headache (class 3) (88).

Surgical Therapy

Surgical therapy is a consideration only for patients with medically intractable clus-
ter headache, in whom outpatient and inpatient therapy has failed, or patients in
whom contraindications or intolerance sufficiently limits the use of effective prophy-
lactic therapy given sequentially and in combination. Criteria for patient selection
for deep brain stimulation have recently been proposed, and these criteria can be
generalized to the selection of patients for any surgical procedure (Table 3) (89).

Over the past few decades, various surgical procedures have been used to treat
chronic cluster headache that is refractory to medical therapy. Procedures aimed
at lesioning or decompressing the trigeminal ganglion or nerve have been better eval-
uated. Radiofrequency lesions have been utilized more than glycerol rhizotomy or
balloon compression. The results of radiofrequency rhizotomy are somewhat

Table 3 Patient Selection Criteria for Invasive Cluster Headache Surgery

IHS-defined CCH for at least 24 mo
Attacks should normally occur on daily basis
Attacks must have always been strictly unilateral
Patients must be hospitalized to witness attacks and document their characteristics
All state of the art drugs for CH prophylaxis must have been tried in sufficient dosages

(unless contraindicated or have unacceptable side effects) alone and in combination, where
applicable. These comprise verapamil, lithium carbonate, methysergide, valproate,
topiramate, gabapentin, melatonin, indomethacin, and steroids

Normal psychological profile
No recent medical/neurological conditions contraindicating surgery including
Normal neurological examination except for symptoms characteristic of CH (e.g., persistent

Horner’s syndrome)
Normal CT scan (base of the skull window). Normal cerebral MRI including foramen

magnum MRI angiography and venography
Experienced neurosurgical team
Patient not pregnant
Ethics Committee/Institutional Review Board approval
Patient quits smoking and drinking alcohol
Patient informed and gives written consent

Abbreviations: IHS, International Headache Society; CCH, chronic cluster headache; CH, cluster head-

ache; CT, computed tomography.

Source: From Ref. 89.
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encouraging, with nearly 75% of patients having good-to-excellent results (class 3)
(90–92). The best results have been noted in patients with complete analgesia or
dense hypoalgesia. Some patients have remained pain-free for up to 20 years. The
recurrence rate is about 20% (class 3). Transient complications may include diplopia,
hyperacusis, ice-pick pain, and jaw deviation. Longer-term complications include
corneal anesthesia and, in fewer than 4% of patients, anesthesia dolorosa. Accord-
ingly, aggressive long-term ophthalmologic follow-up is critical for all patients
having radiofrequency rhizotomy. In a recent study, radiofrequency lesioning of
the sphenopalatine ganglion via an infrazygomatic approach was performed in 66
patients (class 3) (93). The results were marginal, with 40% of the patients experien-
cing relief and only 30% of those with chronic cluster headaches obtaining complete
relief. Complications included epistaxis (12%), cheek hematoma (17%), and partial
maxillary nerve lesion in 6% of patients. Most clinicians hesitate to recommend this
procedure.

Gamma-knife radiosurgery was shown to be effective in six patients with medi-
cally refractory cluster headache (class 3) (94). The time to effective relief was either
immediate or within one week. Four patients remained pain-free beyond eight
months. Because this study has not been duplicated, the overall efficacy, safety,
and durability of the procedure are not clear.

Microvascular decompression of the trigeminal nerve, with or without section
of the intermediate nerve, for chronic cluster headache was recommended by Lovely
et al. as a first-line surgical treatment (95). In their series, 28 patients (two with bilat-
eral cluster headache) underwent 39 operations of the trigeminal nerve, alone or in
combination with microvascular decompression or section of the intermediate nerve.
An initial postoperative benefit (greater than 90% relief) was noted by 50% of
patients and relief greater than 50% was noted by 73% of first-time surgical patients.
Long-term follow-up (5.3 years) demonstrated a decrease in the good-to-excellent
relief to 46%. Repeat procedures were ineffective. These procedures require an
experienced surgical team. Additional studies are needed before microvascular
decompression can be considered as a first-line operative treatment for chronic clus-
ter headache.

Several authors have reported favorable results in patients with refractory
chronic cluster headache after section of the sensory trigeminal nerve at the root exit
zone (class 3). In one, Kirkpatrick et al. reported complete or near-complete relief of
pain in 12 of 14 patients who had a sensory trigeminal rhizotomy through the poster-
ior fossa approach (class 3) (96). The mean duration of follow-up was 5.6 years. It is
noteworthy that 7 of the 14 patients who had a partial nerve root section required a
second procedure for complete relief. Kirkpatrick et al. concluded that complete sec-
tion was more likely to provide sustained relief than partial section of the root. In a
recent observational study, 15 of 17 patients who underwent sectioning of the
trigeminal sensory root at the level of the brainstem experienced complete or near-
complete relief in the immediate postoperative period, and 76% went on to have
long-term benefit (mean follow-up period 6.7 years) (97). Satisfaction with the
procedure was reported by 10 of the 17 of those patients who did not require preven-
tive medications after surgery. Stroke, death, weakness of the masticatory muscles,
and painful facial dysesthesias or anesthesia dolorosa are potential adverse events.

Given the results of recent functional imaging data, which suggest that the clus-
ter headache generator is located in the posterior inferior hypothalamic gray matter,
Leone et al. were prompted to employ deep-brain stimulation of this area, in selected
medically refractory cases (class 3) (98). A total of 19 patients have received
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deep-brain stimulation with favorable results in 18 (class 3) (99,100). One patient
died of an intracranial hemorrhage after the surgery. The mechanism by which
stimulation of this area is able to suppress attacks from occurring is not well under-
stood. Larger series will be needed to determine the safety and long-term efficacy of
this procedure.

Occipital nerve stimulation has recently been demonstrated to be efficacious in
a 45-year-old man with chronic cluster (101). The procedure may provide clinicians
an alternative option to more aggressive procedures with less neurologic morbidity.
The durability of this procedure remains to be further elucidated (class 3).

PAROXYSMAL HEMICRANIAS

Paroxysmal hemicranias are characterized by frequent, short-lasting unilateral head-
aches (Table 4 ). The female-to-male ratio is approximately 2:1, and the disorder
usually begins in adulthood, at a mean age of 34 (102). However, the age at onset
varies from 6 to 81 years. The clinical profiles of CPH and episodic paroxysmal
hemicrania (EPH) are similar, with the only difference being that EPH has pain-free
remissions. The pain occurs predominantly in the anterior region of the head (orbital
or temporal) and usually lasts between 2 and 45 minutes. In a recent report of 78
patients, the headaches lasted less than 30 minutes in more than half of the patients
(103). In a retrospective study of 84 patients, the mean duration of the attack was 21
minutes and the mean frequency of attacks was 11 per day (range, 6–40) (102). In a
prospective study of 105 attacks, the mean duration of the attack was 13 minutes
(range, 3–46 minutes) and the mean frequency of attacks was 14 per day (range,
4–38) (104). This is in contrast to cluster headache, in which fewer than 6% of head-
aches last less than 30 minutes and more than 90% of patients have fewer than three
attacks per day (104–108).

The pain is strictly unilateral in most patients, although in some, the pain may
alternate sides or, more rarely, occur bilaterally. The pain is described as a ‘‘throb-
bing,’’ ‘‘boring,’’ ‘‘pulsatile,’’ or ‘‘stabbing’’ pain that ranges from moderate to
excruciatingly severe in intensity. During attacks, one or more ipsilateral autonomic
symptoms or signs occur. Lacrimation and nasal congestion are the most common

Table 4 Diagnostic Criteria of Paroxysmal Hemicranias According to the International
Classification of Headache Disorders-2

Diagnostic criteria
A. At least 20 attacks fulfilling criteria B–D
B. Attacks of severe unilateral orbital, supraorbital, or temporal pain lasting 2–30 min
C. Headache is accompanied by at least one of the following:

1. Ipsilateral conjunctival injection and/or lacrimation
2. Ipsilateral nasal congestion and/or rhinorrhea
3. Ipsilateral eyelid edema
4. Ipsilateral forehead and facial sweating
5. Ipsilateral miosis and/or ptosis

D. Attacks have a frequency above 5 per day for more than half of the time, although periods
with lower frequency may occur

E. Attacks are prevented completely by therapeutic doses of indomethacin
F. Not attributed to another disorder
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accompanying features and are often robust. Conjunctival injection and rhinorrhea
also occur in upto one-third of patients. Similar to episodic cluster headache, EPH
differs from CPH in having attack phases that are interrupted by longer lasting
remission phases. The headache phase can last from 2 weeks to 4.5 months; remis-
sions range from 1 to 36 months. About one-third of attacks occur during nocturnal
sleep in both disorders, and attacks have been reported to occur in association with
REM sleep.

Indomethacin is the treatment of choice for paroxysmal hemicranias, and the
marked response to this drug has been considered the sine qua non for establishing
the diagnosis. Treatment is usually initiated at a dosage of 25 mg three times daily
with meals. After an appropriate dose has been attained, the response to treatment
is invariably swift. The average interval between drug ingestion and relief of pain in
patients with hemicrania continua is approximately 30 minutes and for those with
CPH, 48 hours (109). Most patients report complete headache relief within 24 hours
and frequently within eight hours. Interindividual differences exist in the dose and tim-
ing needed to abolish the headaches and likely are due to differences in bioavailability
and individual sensitivity. If headache relief is not obtained within 48 hours after
initiation of treatment, the dosage should be increased to 50 mg three times daily.

Patients may have a partial response but not complete relief if the dose is not
optimal. Treatment failure should be considered only if a patient has not had a
response to a dosage of 300 mg/day. Maintenance doses between 25 and 100 mg are
usually adequate for suppressing the headache. It is recommended that after an effec-
tive dose has been established for several weeks, it should be decreased gradually to
ascertain the lowest effective dose. In a recent study of 26 patients with hemicrania
continua or CPH, who were followed for an average of 3.8 years, 42% experienced a
mean decrease of 56% in the dosage of indomethacin (41 mg 619 mg/day) required to
maintain a pain-free state (110). Occasionally, dose adjustments are necessary to treat
the clinical fluctuations that occur sometimes in these disorders. Because nocturnal
attacks or exacerbations are frequent, a bedtime dose of sustained-release indo-
methacin may be useful to prevent these attacks. Some patients are so exquisitely
sensitive to indomethacin that skipping even one dose will allow the headache to
recur. In patients with EPH, indomethacin is usually continued for approximately
two weeks beyond the expected duration of the headache period. Although long-
term, indefinite treatment is often required for patients with CPH or hemicrania
continua, a periodic attempt to withdraw the medication is useful because long-term
remissions have been described (103,109–111). If the headache is refractory to indo-
methacin therapy, the diagnosis should be reconsidered. However, typical cases of
CPH have been described in which the headache was unresponsive to indomethacin
(103,112). Patients who require a continuous high dose of indomethacin and those
who require increasing doses after an initial response to a lower dose may have an
underlying lesion and need careful evaluation (113). Some patients with symptomatic
CPH due to intracranial or pulmonary lesions have been reported to have a response
to modest doses of indomethacin (114,115), highlighting the need for a careful
clinical evaluation of patients who otherwise appear to have a typical clinical picture
and response to medication.

In subjects with a phenotype that resembles CPH, but who fail to or cannot
tolerate indomethacin, several drugs have been reported effective, including other non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, dihydroergotamine, methysergide, corticosteroids,
acetaminophen with caffeine, lamotrigine, gabapentin, and lithium carbonate
(116–120). Therefore, from the perspective of a clinician evaluating and treating
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patients in routine clinical practice, a response to indomethacin should not be
considered either necessary or sufficient to make a diagnosis of CPH or
hemicrania continua or of any primary headache disorder.

SUNCT SYNDROME

SUNCT is a rare primary headache disorder that is more common in males (2:1) and
usually begins between the ages of 40 and 70 years (range 10–77 years) (Table 5).
The individual attacks of pain are very brief, lasting less than 40 seconds on average
(5–200 seconds), moderate or severe, exclusively unilateral, maximal in the orbital,
periorbital, or frontal location, and often described as an electric shock or as a stab-
bing, piercing, or burning pain (121). The pain peaks and resolves abruptly (122).
Most patients are completely pain-free between attacks, although some report a
persistent dull interictal discomfort (123). The attack frequency between and among
individual sufferers varies considerably, occurring as infrequently as once a day or
less to more than 30 attacks an hour. Unlike cluster headache, nocturnal attacks
are seldom reported.

Like other TACs, the cranial autonomic symptoms occur in synchrony with the
pain, and are often robust. Ipsilateral conjunctival injection and lacrimation are
almost always present, while nasal congestion, rhinorrhea, eyelid edema, ptosis,
miosis, and facial redness or sweating are less commonly reported. Nausea,
vomiting, photophobia, and phonophobia are not normally associated with SUNCT
syndrome. Unlike in CPH, restlessness is not a feature of SUNCT syndrome (124).

The temporal pattern of SUNCT is quite erratic, with no predictable timing
between symptomatic and remission periods. Symptomatic periods generally last
from a few days to several months and occur once or twice annually. Remissions typi-
cally last a few months, though these periods can range from one week to seven years.

Like trigeminal neuralgia, the majority of patients can trigger attacks by touching
the face or scalp, washing, shaving, eating, chewing, brushing teeth, talking, or cough-
ing, or with certain neck movements (124). However, in contrast to trigeminal neural-
gia, most patients have no refractory period between successive triggering stimuli.

Differential Diagnosis

Secondary SUNCT has been reported in several patients with lesions in the posterior
fossa or pituitary gland (125,126). All patients, therefore, with a presumptive

Table 5 Diagnostic Criteria of SUNCT According to the International Classification of
Headache Disorders-2

Diagnostic criteria
A. At least 20 attacks fulfilling criteria B–D
B. Attacks of unilateral orbital, supraorbital, or temporal stabbing or pulsating pain lasting

5–240 sec
C. Pain is accompanied by ipsilateral conjunctival injection and lacrimation
D. Attacks occur with a frequency from 3 to 200 per day
E. Not attributed to another disorder

Abbreviations: SUNCT, short-lasting unilateral neurogliform pain with conjunctival injection and tearing.
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diagnosis of SUNCT should have an MRI of the brain with attention to the sellar/
parasellar region and posterior fossa. SUNCT can be differentiated from
paroxysmal hemicrania by the brevity of attacks (seconds) and by a trial of
indomethacin. Primary stabbing headache (PSH), which may be mistaken for
SUNCT, differs in that the attacks last only one to three seconds and they are not
usually confined to the orbital/periorbital region, nor are they usually exclusive to
one side. In addition, patients with PSH do not report cranial autonomic symptoms.

Because of the considerable overlap in the clinical phenotype, differentiating
SUNCT from trigeminal neuralgia can be very challenging. Both are characterized
by frequent unilateral stabbing or electric-like shocks of pain of brief duration,
which are associated with trigger zones in the face and occur in middle or old age.
However, the pain of trigeminal neuralgia is rarely confined to the ophthalmic divi-
sion of the trigeminal nerve or accompanied by robust cranial autonomic features
(124,127).

Treatment

Unlike other TACs, patients with SUNCT syndrome do not respond to indo-
methacin or medications typically effective for patients with cluster headache.
Triptans, ergotamine, dihydroergotamine, beta-blockers, tricyclic antidepressants,
calcium-channel antagonists (verapamil and nifedipine), methysergide, lithium,
prednisolone, phenytoin, and baclofen have been reported to be ineffective (128).
Partial improvement with carbamazepine has been observed in several patients
(128). Open-label lamotrigine 100 to 200 mg has been reported to be highly effective
in seven patients, and until results for randomized controlled trials become available,
it is considered the treatment of first choice (68–70). Gabapentin and topiramate
have also been reported in isolated cases to be effective and should be considered
as alternative therapeutic options for patients with SUNCT (71–74). It has been
recently demonstrated that intravenous lidocaine can completely suppress attacks
of SUNCT (74), suggesting that treatment with lidocaine can be considered when
acute intervention is required to suppress a severe exacerbation of SUNCT, and
further broaden the therapeutic and clinical background of this syndrome.

For patients with medically intractable SUNCT, microvascular decompression
and percutaneous trigeminal ganglion compression have been reported to be effec-
tive in three patients (75,76). However, two patients with SUNCT were reported
to have failed to respond to similar decompressive or ablative procedures, including
trigeminal nerve root section (129). Given the uncertain efficacy of trigeminal
procedures together with the potential for complications, surgery should only be
considered as a last resort in patients who are truly refractory to medical therapy.
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Other Primary Headaches
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INTRODUCTION

Although migraine and tension-type headaches are the most common headache
disorders encountered in clinical practice, recognition of other less common primary
headache syndromes is important, because the sufferers tend to be desperate, often
misdiagnosed and mismanaged. Although included under the rubric of other primary
headaches, some of the syndromes listed within this classification may in fact have
secondary etiologies. As noted in the criteria for these disorders in the second edition
of the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-2) (1), the diagno-
sis of the primary headache can only be given after secondary causes have been
excluded. Furthermore, the proper treatment of these disorders is predicated upon
establishing the correct diagnosis; some of the conditions described in this chapter
respond dramatically to therapy with indomethacin but not to agents typically
prescribed for the other more common primary headaches. This chapter reviews the
clinical features and treatment options for several of these rarer disorders.

PRIMARY STABBING HEADACHE (ICHD-2 CODE 4.1)

‘‘Primary stabbing headache,’’ the new ICHD-2 (1) term for idiopathic stabbing/ice-
pick headache, is a benign headache disorder, often coming on in middle or later
years of life, with a lifetime prevalence of 2% (2). It typically is described as a
paroxysmal, very brief (1–10 seconds) sharp/stabbing pain, which may be bilateral
or unilateral and may vary in location. The pattern and frequency of attacks are
quite variable and in more than 50% of cases, this headache is associated with other
headache disorders, such as migraine, hemicrania continua (HC), chronic paroxys-
mal hemicrania and cluster (3). The ICHD-2 criteria (1) for primary stabbing
headache are listed in Table 1.

Women are more commonly affected than men and although the attacks are
usually self-limiting, some patients develop repetitive volleys of painful attacks, up
to 50 times/day, lasting days at a time (4). Indomethacin 25 to 50 mg t.i.d brings
relief in most, but not all, cases (4,5). Secondary stabbing headache has been
associated with intracerebral meningiomas and temporal arteritis (6,7). In patients
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unable to tolerate indomethacin, success has been reported with melatonin, in doses
ranging from 3 to 12 mg daily (8).

PRIMARY COUGH HEADACHE (ICHD-2 CODE 4.2)

Primary cough headache typically affects men over 40 years of age and while
often described as a severe headache of sudden onset, it is by definition benign.
Within seconds of coughing, sneezing, straining or other Valsalva maneuvers an
immediate headache is experienced. The headache usually subsides within minutes,
however, some sufferers may continue to experience a dull ache for several hours
afterward. Often bilateral in location, the throbbing pain is maximally felt at the
vertex, frontal, occipital or temporal areas and associated neurological features or
nausea/vomiting are absent. The criteria for primary cough headache are listed in
Table 2. While the precise etiology is unknown, it may relate to a sudden increase

Table 1 ICHD-2 Criteria for Primary Stabbing Headache

Description
Transient and localized stabs of pain in the head, which occur spontaneously in the absence

of organic disease of underlying structures of the cranial nerves
Diagnostic criteria
Head pain occurring as a single stab or a series of stabs and fulfilling criteria B and C
Exclusively or predominantly felt in the distribution of the first division of the

trigeminal nerve
Stabs last for up to a few seconds and recur with irregular frequency ranging from one to

many per day
No accompanying symptoms
Not attributed to another disorder

Note: History and physical and neurological examinations do not suggest any of the disorders listed in

groups 5–12 and/or neurological examinations do suggest such disorder but it is ruled out by appropriate

investigations, or such disorder is present, but attacks do not occur for the first time in close temporal

relation to the disorder.

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Classification of Headache Disorders.

Table 2 ICHD-2 Criteria for Primary Cough Headache

Previously used terms: Benign cough headache, Valsalva-maneuver headache
Description
Headache precipitated by coughing or straining in the absence of any intracranial disorder
Diagnostic criteria
Headache fulfilling criteria B and C
Sudden onset, lasting one second to 30 min
Brought on by and occurring only in association with coughing, straining and/or Valsalva

maneuver
Not attributed to another disorder

Note: Cough headache is symptomatic in about 40% of cases, and the large majority of these present

Arnold-Chiari malformation type I. Other reported causes of symptomatic cough headache include

carotid or vertebrobasilar diseases and cerebral aneurysms. Diagnostic neuroimaging plays an important

role in differentiating secondary cough headache from 4.2 Primary cough headache.

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Classification of Headache Disorders.
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in intracranial pressure with traction on pain-sensitive structures from a downward
displacement of cerebellar tonsils.

When cough headache occurs in a younger patient, is of long duration, is
strictly unilateral or is associated with other features, the diagnosis must be ques-
tioned. Secondary cough headache has been described in Chiari malformation, brain
tumor [both malignant and benign (meningioma/acoustic neuroma)], cerebral
aneurysm and carotid or vertebrobasilar disease (9). Neuroimaging is mandatory
in distinguishing the secondary causes from primary cough headache.

Indomethacin is the treatment of choice in those patients who frequently
experience cough headache and the sustained release formulation (75 mg q.i.d. or
b.i.d.) is often the best choice. A positive response to indomethacin may be seen
in secondary cases and is therefore not diagnostic of primary cough headache. In
a small case series, lumbar puncture provided prompt relief (10).

PRIMARY EXERTIONAL HEADACHE (ICHD-2 CODE 4.3)

Primary exertional headache, not surprisingly, occurs with exertional effort as may
occur during physical exercise, weight-lifting, straining or bending over. While cough
and exertional headache are often linked as ‘‘Valsalva maneuver headache,’’ they
remain distinct entities in the ICHD-2 classification (1). The headache is of sudden
onset and often bilateral in location, but unlike cough headache, the pain is often
pulsatile and of longer duration (5 minutes to 48 hours). The ICHD-2 criteria for
primary exertional headache are listed in Table 3.

As in cough headache, neuroimaging to rule out a posterior fossa or craniocer-
vical junction abnormality should be undertaken in a patient presenting with new
exertional headache, particularly when the headache is unilateral (9). In addition
to unilaterality, secondary exertional headache often begins later in life, lasts longer
(24 hours to weeks) and in cases of subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), the headache
is associated with neurological features such as meningismus. Other secondary
causes include Chiari malformation, subdural hematoma, neoplasm (primary and
metastatic) and platybasia (9). A ‘‘first-ever’’ presentation of exertional headache
requires a work-up to rule out SAH or arterial dissection.

While the pathophysiology of primary exertional headache is unknown, it is
theorized that venous distention following exercise or arterial distention as a result
of exercise (especially in a warm environment) may be at the root of the cause,
with subsequent release of vasoactive peptides leading to downstream neurogenic

Table 3 ICHD-2 Criteria for Primary Exertional Headache

Description
Headache precipitated by any form of exercise
Diagnostic criteria
Pulsating headache fulfilling B and C
Lasting 5 min to 48 hr
Brought on by and occurring only during or physical exertion
Not attributed to another disorder

Note: On first occurrence of this headache type it is mandatory to

exclude subarachnoid hemorrhage and arterial dissection.

Abbreviation: ICHD, International Classification of Headache Disorders.
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inflammation (11). Treatment with indomethacin or ergotamine around 30 minutes
prior to exercise may be helpful. Other NSAIDs may be empirically tried.

PRIMARY HEADACHES ASSOCIATED WITH SEXUAL
ACTIVITY (ICHD-2 CODE 4.4)

Headaches with sexual activity affect men more often than women; it has also been
reported to occur more commonly during illicit sexual encounters (12,13). These
headaches have also been referred to as benign sex headache, coital cephalalgia,
benign vascular sexual headache, or benign orgasmic headaches. As they are not
solely precipitated by sexual intercourse (similar headaches provoked by masturba-
tion and during nocturnal emissions have been reported) or with orgasm, the ICHD-
2 (1) has classified these as primary headaches associated with sexual activity
(12–14). Three varieties of these headaches were described in the first edition of
the ICHD (15); a dull type, an explosive type, and a postural type. In ICHD-2, how-
ever, these subtypes are not classified as such. Rather, primary headache associated
with sexual activity is now separated into preorgasmic and orgasmic headaches (1).
These criteria are listed in Table 4.

Preorgasmic headaches (previously classified as the dull subtype) occur in
approximately 20% of sufferers. These headaches resemble tension-type headaches
in that they are characterized by a dull ache in the muscles of the head and neck.
Some patients describe an awareness of tightness of the muscles of the jaw and
neck occurring during sexual activity. Preorgasmic headaches are bilateral, begin-
ning as sexual excitement builds, and can be prevented or reduced by deliberate
muscle relaxation.

Orgasmic headaches (previously called the explosive subtype) are the most
common, accounting for approximately 75% of cases. It is estimated that 50% of
these sufferers also have preexisting migraine headaches (16). These headaches begin
abruptly, at the moment of orgasm, and may be caused by an increase in blood
pressure. The pain is excruciatingly severe, most often described as explosive or
throbbing, and may be frontal, occipital, or generalized. On occasion this type of

Table 4 Criteria of Primary Headache Associated with Sexual Activity

Description
Headache precipitated by sexual activity, usually starting as a dull bilateral ache as sexual

excitement increases and suddenly becoming intense at orgasm, in the absence of any
intracranial disorder

Preorgasmic headache
Dull ache in the head and neck associated with awareness of neck and/or jaw muscle

contraction and fulfilling criterion B
Occurs during sexual activity and increases with sexual excitement
Not attributed to another disorder
Orgasmic headache
Sudden severe (‘‘explosive’’) headache fulfilling criterion B
Occurs at orgasm
Not attributed to another disorder

Note: On first onset of orgasmic headache it is mandatory to exclude conditions such as subarachnoid

hemorrhage.
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headache may be associated with nausea and vomiting. These headaches typically
last from one minute to three hours.

The postural variety is the least common subtype, affecting approximately 5%
of sufferers. This headache resembles the headache that follows lumbar puncture in
that it worsens with sitting or standing and is relieved by recumbency. It may be
caused by a rent in the dura, which spontaneously develops during sexual activity.
This rare subtype is no longer included in the ICHD classification of headaches asso-
ciated with sexual activity. Instead, these headaches are now classified as headaches
attributed to spontaneous low cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure.

The diagnosis of primary headache associated with sexual activity is predicated
upon the exclusion of secondary causes such as SAH, arterial dissection and lesions
of the posterior fossa, CSF pathways, and cervical spine (9,17). The mainstay of
treatment of the primary forms of headaches associated with sexual activity is
reassurance, both of the patient and their partner. For most patients, these are
self-limited disorders; however, the course may be unpredictable. Headaches often
recur during several encounters over a brief period of time and never return again,
while other patients experience them at infrequent intervals throughout their life-
time. Often patients can lessen the severity of an impending attack by stopping
the sexual activity as soon as the headache begins. For patients who suffer from
frequent, recurrent episodes preventive strategies should be employed. Indomethacin
25 mg t.i.d. with meals often prevents attacks. Other options include the use of oral
ergotamine tartrate taken a few hours prior to when sexual activity is planned, or
prophylaxis with the b-blocker propranolol 40–200 mg daily, which unfortunately
may interfere with sexual function (18,19). One patient has been reported in whom
treatment with the calcium channel blocker diltiazem 60 mg t.i.d. was successful (20).

THE HYPNIC HEADACHE SYNDROME (ICHD-2 CODE 4.5)

The hypnic headache (HH) is a rare, recurrent, sleep-related, primary headache dis-
order that usually begins after 50 years of age. Raskin (21) first described the
disorder in 1988; more than 90 cases have been subsequently reported (22–25). In
the largest case study HH was diagnosed in 0.07% of all headache patients assessed
annually at a specialty clinic reflecting the rarity of this syndrome (23).

HH usually begins late in life with a mean age at onset of 61� 10 years (range
30–83 years). A report of a nine-year-old girl with probable HH has been reported,
although the headache frequency did not meet International Headache Society (HIS)
criteria (26). The condition is more prevalent in women (65%) than in men. Table 5
lists the ICHD-2 criteria for HH.

The headaches of HH occur at a consistent time each night, usually between 1:00
to 3:00 AM, and may on rare instances occur during a daytime nap (24,28). The head-
aches begin abruptly, are diffuse and throbbing, and spontaneously resolve in 15 to
180 minutes. Rarely, the headache is hemicranial (28–30). The pain in HH is usually
localized anteriorly and less often involves the lateral aspects of the head or felt as a
diffuse headache. On occasion it involves the occiput or radiates into the neck.

The duration of an untreated attack and in-between attacks varies among
patients. Usually the pain resolves within one to two hours (range 15–180 minutes),
but longer attacks of up to 10 hours have been reported. The frequency of the
attacks is high. More than four attacks per week occurred in 70% of the cases and
about half of them had daily attacks (range one per week to six per night) (24).
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No associated autonomic symptoms accompany the pain, but nausea, photophobia
and phonophobia may rarely be present.

Two reports of probable secondary HH have been described. In one, the
patient had a nine-month history of typical HH, but also reported brief episodes
of giddiness. A brain magnetic resonance imaging revealed a large posterior-fossa
meningioma. Following tumor resection, there was complete resolution of the
headache (31). In the second report, HH-like headaches occurred in the setting of
intracranial hypotension. Headaches remitted following a spinal blood patch (32).

Lithium was the first, and remains the most indicated treatment for HH
(21,22,24,33). Treatment is initiated with 300 mg at bedtime and can be increased
to 600 mg at bedtime within a week. Renal and thyroid function should be assessed
prior to initiating therapy, and periodically during treatment. Lithium serum concen-
trations should be monitored as well to avoid toxicity. Side effects include tremor,
diarrhea, increased thirst, and polyuria.

Although lithium has higher efficacy rates than other medications, it is often
poorly tolerated. By reassuring the patients of the benign nature of the headache,
some will choose to delay usage of medications (23). Other agents that have been
reported to effectively treat HH include bedtime doses of caffeine (40–60 mg tablet,
or as a cup of coffee) (23,33), flunarizine 5 mg (22,33), and indomethacin 25 to 75 mg
(33–35). Indomethacin appears to be of utility for patients in whom attacks are
strictly unilateral (34).

PRIMARY THUNDERCLAP HEADACHE (ICHD-2 CODE 4.6)

Primary thunderclap headache (PTCH) is a severe headache of sudden onset that
may persist for several hours. Severe headaches with abrupt onset are often asso-
ciated with a sinister underlying secondary cause; that thunderclap headache
(TCH) exists as a primary subtype is controversial, but criteria have been suggested
in the ICHD-II (1) and are listed in Table 6.

The disorder was first described in 1984 (36). In 1986, Day and Raskin coined
the term ‘‘thunderclap headache’’ when describing a patient with a severe, rapidly
developing headache who had normal computed tomography (CT) of the brain

Table 5 IHS Criteria for Hypnic Headache

Description
Attacks of dull headache that always awaken the patient from sleep
Diagnostic criteria

Dull headache fulfilling criteria B–D
Develops only during sleep, and awakens patient
At least two of the following characteristics:

Occurs >15 times/mo
Lasts �15 min after waking
First occurs after the age of 50

No autonomic symptoms and no more than one of nausea, photophobia, or phonophobia
Not attributed to another disorder

Note: Intracranial disorders must be excluded. Distinction from one of the trigeminal autonomic

cephalgias is necessary for effective management.

Abbreviation: IHS, International Headache Society.
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and lumbar puncture, but in whom angiography revealed an unruptured aneurysm
with diffuse vasospasm (37). Patients often describe TCH as the worst headache
of their life. It comes on suddenly, peaks in intensity within one minute, and typically
lasts several hours. Patients may experience repeated bouts in the first two weeks;
rarely, the headache may linger at a lower level. PTCH is often self-limiting,
although one-third of patients may experience recurrent PTCH over the following
months to years. It may occur spontaneously while at rest, although in one-third
of reported cases, the headache was precipitated by exertion (38).

PTCH may be part of the migraine continuum. Some patients have a prior his-
tory of migraine; in others it may presage the development of migraine. Clinically, a
consistent location or quality of pain has not been described. The headache may be
associated with light and sound sensitivity, neck stiffness, nausea, and/or vomiting.
The majority patients have a normal neurological examination, although rarely,
focal deficits have been reported (39).

According to ICHD-2 criteria (1), cerebrospinal fluid and brain imaging must
be normal. These criteria make no mention of the need for angiography, yet two
subtypes of PTCH may exist: one with no angiographic abnormalities and a second
subtype with diffuse segmental vasospasm (37,39,40).

As mandated by the ICHD-2 criteria, PTCH is a diagnosis of exclusion. Sec-
ondary causes of TCH should be aggressively sought. The differential diagnosis
includes SAH (12% of patients with SAH present with the worst headache of their
life), cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, pituitary apoplexy, and arterial dissection
amongst others. In patients with angiographic evidence of segmental vasospasm,
central nervous system vasculitis should be considered. Initial work-up should
include a head CT, lumbar puncture, and when appropriate, magnetic resonance
imaging and conventional, CT, or magnetic resonance angiography of the brain.

Because PTCH is usually a self-limited disorder, there are no treatment recom-
mendations. Long-term follow-up in patients with PTCH and unruptured aneurysms
thus far has not revealed a tendency to bleed (41,42), but this remains controversial
(43). Recurrent TCH with vasospasm leading to stroke has been reported (44); nimo-
dipine may lessen the risk (45,46).

HEMICRANIA CONTINUA (ICHD-2 CODE 4.7)

HC is another primary headache that is responsive to treatment with indomethacin.
The disorder was first described in 1981 (5) and officially named in 1984 (47). There

Table 6 Diagnostic Criteria for Thunderclap Headache

Severe head pain fulfilling criteria B and C
Both of the following characteristics

Sudden onset, reaching maximum intensity in <1 min
Lasting from 1 hr to 10 days

Does not recur regularly over subsequent weeks or monthsa

Not attributed to another disorderb

aHeadache may recur within the first week after onset.
bNormal CSF and normal brain imaging are required.

Abbreviation: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid.
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are now more than 100 reports of HC in the literature. HC was not included in the
first edition of the ICHD guidelines (15). Because of the presence of autonomic
features that accompany the painful exacerbations, HC was considered to be one of
the trigeminal autonomic cephalgias (25). However, the ICHD-2 (1) includes HC
within the other primary headaches section. Criteria for HC are listed in Table 7.

HC is thought to be under-recognized in the general population, but is a
common cause of refractory, unilateral, chronic daily headaches in sub-specialty
practices (48). The disorder demonstrates a female predominance with a female-
to-male ratio of approximately 2:1. The age of onset ranges from 11 to 58 years
(mean 34 years). Clinically, HC is characterized by a unilateral, continuous headache
of mild-to-moderate intensity. Patients usually describe this baseline discomfort as
dull, aching, or pressing, and it is not associated with other symptoms. The pain
is maximal in the ocular, temporal, and maxillary regions. Superimposed upon this
background discomfort, exacerbations of more severe pain, lasting 20 minutes to
several days are experienced by the majority of sufferers. Although significantly
more intense than the baseline pain, these painful exacerbations never reach the level
experienced by cluster headache sufferers. During these flare-ups, one or more
autonomic symptoms (ptosis, conjunctival injection, lacrimation, and nasal conges-
tion) occur ipsilateral to the pain. These exacerbations may occur at any time and
frequently awaken the patient from sleep. Migrainous symptoms, such as nausea,
vomiting, photophobia, and phonophobia may also accompany the exacerbations
of pain. Many patients report primary stabbing headaches (stabs and jabs), and a
feeling of sand or an eyelash in the affected eye (foreign body sensation) (49). Most
patients experience strictly unilateral headaches without side shift, although
three patients in whom attacks alternated sides (50–52), and three bilateral cases
have been described (53–55).

Two temporal profiles of HC exist: an episodic form with distinct headache
phases separated by pain-free remissions, and a chronic form in which headaches per-
sist without remissions (25,56,57). HC is chronic from onset in 53% of patients; in
35% the disorder began as the episodic subtype and evolved into the chronic

Table 7 Diagnostic Criteria for HC

Headache for >3 mo fulfilling criteria B–D
All of the following characteristics

Unilateral pain without side-shift
Daily and continuous, without pain-free periods
Moderate intensity, but with exacerbations of severe pain

At least one of the following autonomic features occurs during exacerbations and ipsilateral
to the side of pain
Conjunctival injection and/or lacrimation
Nasal congestion and/or rhinorrhoea
Ptosis and/or miosis

Complete response to therapeutic doses of indomethacin
Not attributed to another disordera

aHistory and physical and neurological examinations do not suggest any of the disorders listed in groups

5–12, or history and/or physical and/or neurological examinations do suggest such disorder, but it is

ruled out by appropriate investigations, or such disorder is present but headache does not occur for

the first time in close temporal relation to the disorder.

Abbreviation: HC, hemicrania continua.
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form, in 12% it begins and remains episodic (48). Two atypical presentations of HC,
one in whom an initially chronic course evolved into the episodic form, and a patient
with episodic HC with a clear seasonal pattern have been described (48,58).

HC is frequently misdiagnosed as another primary headache syndrome. If the
physician focuses on the ipsilateral autonomic features that accompany the painful
exacerbations, the disorder may be incorrectly diagnosed as cluster headache. Simi-
larly, by focusing on the associated photophobia, phonophobia, nausea, and vomit-
ing that may occur during exacerbations, HC may be misdiagnosed as migraine. HC
is distinguished from cluster and migraine by the presence of a continuous baseline
headache of mild-to-moderate severity; neither the ipsilateral autonomic features of
cluster, nor the associated phenomena typically reported with migraine accompany
this baseline pain.

Organic mimics of HC have been reported: a mesenchymal tumor involving the
sphenoid bone, clinoid process, and skull base created symptoms of HC (25). The
diagnosis of HC may be masked by medication overuse headache (59); with discon-
tinuation of the overused agents, an unremitting headache will remain, and the
diagnosis of HC can then be made.

Indomethacin is the treatment of choice for HC, and response to therapy with
indomethacin is necessary for establishing the diagnosis (1). Therapy is usually
initiated at a dose of 25 mg t.i.d. and increased to 50 mg t.i.d. in one week if there
is no response or only partial benefit. Headache resolution is usually prompt, occur-
ring within one to two days after the effective dosage is reached, although response
may take as long as two weeks. Maintenance with doses ranging from 25 to 100 mg
usually suffices; however, at times doses as high as 300 mg daily may be required.

Dosage adjustments are occasionally necessary to treat the clinical fluctuations
that are sometimes seen with HC; nighttime dosing with sustained-release indo-
methacin often prevents nocturnal exacerbations. During the active headache cycle,
patients report that skipping or even delaying doses of indomethacin may result in
the prompt re-emergence of symptoms. In patients suffering from the episodic form
of HC, indomethacin should be given for slightly longer than the usual headache
phase and then gradually tapered. In patients with the chronic sub-type, long-term
indomethacin dosing is required. The gastrointestinal side effects of indomethacin
can be mitigated with antacids, misoprostel, or histamine H2 receptor antagonists.
These agents should always be considered for those patients requiring long-term
therapy. Although the ICHD-2 requires indomethacin responsiveness as a diagnostic
criterion, other agents have been reported to induce a partial response. These include
naproxen, paracetamol, and paracetamol with caffeine, ibuprofen, piroxicam (25),
rofecoxib (60), and celecoxib (61). Patients who have otherwise met, criteria for
HC but failed to respond to indomethacin or other agents have been described
(62). This has been termed ‘‘indomethacin-resistant hemicrania continua’’ but as
such would not meet ICHD-2 criteria (1) for the disorder.

NEW DAILY-PERSISTENT HEADACHE (ICHD-2 CODE 4.8)

New daily-persistent headache (NDPH) is a headache that develops de novo, either
acutely or over a maximum of three days, and then persists as a daily, unremitting
headache. It has features of both migraine and tension-type headache: it is usually
bilateral, pressure-like, of mild-to-moderate intensity without worsening by physical
activity, and may be accompanied by photophobia, phonophobia, or mild nausea.
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The patient typically can recall the day of onset and, in fact, an unambiguous
description of this recollection is part of the criteria. The current ICHD criteria
are listed in Table 8.

NDPH was first described in 1986 (63). The initial report described 45 patients
with no previous headache history who developed daily headaches from onset. These
headaches were usually bilateral, continuous, and associated with nausea, vomiting,
and photo- and phonophobia. Over subsequent years, further cases were identified
and various investigators published proposed criteria (64,65).

NDPH appears to be a relatively rare disorder with a female predominance.
The age of onset in women ranges from 13 to 73, with the peak age in the second
to fourth decades. In men, the age of onset ranges from 14 to 67, with the peak
age in the third to fifth decades (62,66,67). Additionally, a significant number of
adolescents with chronic daily headache have been found to meet criteria for NDPH
(68,69). No consistent pain location is described in the reported cases of NDPH. A
high percentage of patients have features typical of migraine. Neck pain, lighthead-
edness, blurred vision, and concentration difficulties are also described (63,65).

There is some data suggesting an infectious etiology to the disorder. Two studies
have found elevated Epstein–Barr Virus titers in these patients, invoking a possible
autoimmune etiology or even perhaps direct, virally-induced trigeminal nerve damage
(66,70). Secondary mimics of NDPH include low- or high-pressure CSF headaches,
cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, postinfectious headache, posttraumatic head-
ache, SAH, chronic meningitis, neoplasm, and giant cell arteritis (65,71–73).

Whereas the initial report of NDPH suggested a benign outcome, with most
patients becoming headache-free regardless of treatment (63), subsequent descriptions
suggest a more intractable course (65). Indeed, there may be two forms of NDPH: a
self-limited subtype and a refractory, persistent subtype (65). Medications reported
to have some efficacy include topiramate and gabapentin (65), tizandine, baclofen,
amitriptyline, valproic acid, fluvoxamine and paroxetine (67), and phenelzine (72).

Table 8 Diagnostic Criteria for NDPH

Headache for >3 mo fulfilling criteria B–D
Headache is daily and unremitting from onset or from <3 days from onseta

At least two of the following pain characteristics:
Bilateral location

Pressing/tightening (non-pulsating) quality
Mild or moderate intensity
Not aggravated by routine physical activity such as walking or climbing stairs

Both of the following:
No more than one of photophobia, phonophobia, or mild nausea
Neither moderate or severe nausea nor vomiting

Not attributed to another disorderb

aHeadache may be unremitting from the moment of onset or very rapidly build up to contin-

uous and unremitting pain. Such onset or rapid development must be clearly recalled and

unambiguously described by the patient. Otherwise code as 2.3 Chronic tension-type headache.
bHistory and physical and neurological examinations do not suggest any of the disorders listed

in groups 5–12 (including 8.2 Medication-overuse headache and its subforms), or history and/

or physical and/or neurological examinations do suggest such a disorder but it is ruled out by

appropriate investigations, or such disorder is present but headache does not occur for the first

time in close temporal relation to the disorder.

Abbreviation: NDPH, new daily-persistent headache.
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CONCLUSION

The disorders discussed in this chapter are by definition, primary headaches. Clini-
cians must, however, remain vigilant as many of these syndromes may have an under-
lying secondary cause. Indeed, each of the headaches included within this subcategory
have as part of their diagnostic criteria the mandate that their diagnosis can only be
made after secondary causes have been appropriately excluded. Many of the syn-
dromes discussed here demonstrate a unique response to treatment with indometha-
cin; proper diagnosis and treatment significantly improves the lives of patients with
these disorders, and is especially rewarding for the health-care professional as well.
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INTRODUCTION

Headache disorders are a leading reason for neurologic consultation in the United
States; they account for about one in five outpatient visits (1,2). Managing the head-
ache patient, particularly the patient with chronic daily headaches, is difficult (3,4).
When a patient fails to respond as expected to an appropriate therapy or announces
at the first consultation that he or she has already tried everything and nothing
works, it is important to identify the reason(s) for failure of that treatment.

In this chapter, we summarize the common as well as uncommon reasons for
headache treatment failure. We have grouped these treatment failures into five broad
categories (Table 1). We find it helpful to consider these categories when confronting
treatment-refractory patients. The discussion that follows is organized around these
categories of treatment failure with an emphasis on opportunities to improve patient
outcomes.

REASON 1: THE DIAGNOSIS IS INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT

Perhaps the most common reason for treatment failure is that the diagnosis is
inaccurate or incomplete. This issue takes three major forms: a secondary headache
disorder goes undiagnosed, a primary headache disorder is misdiagnosed, or two or
more headache disorders are present and at least one goes unrecognized. We will
consider these three forms of diagnostic error one at a time.

Secondary Disorders Go Undiagnosed

Patients with intractable headache often live with both the hope and the fear that the
doctor ‘‘missed something.’’ This is also a concern for clinicians who care for
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patients with difficult-to-manage headaches. Acute medication overuse with rebound
headache is probably the most common secondary disorder that causes intractability
(3–6). Other less common secondary causes of intractable headaches are summarized
in Table 2. Detection of many of these disorders requires a systematic approach to
the headache history and physical examination as well as a high index of suspicion.
We will highlight some of these critical issues.

Temporal Profile of Headache Onset

The temporal profile of the headache, as well as its nature and the circumstances of
its onset, is crucial for diagnosis. The temporal profile of a headache can provide
important clues to its etiology. A few examples are listed below:

� A rapid-onset headache may suggest a subarachnoid hemorrhage (7),
pituitary apoplexy (8), or other intracranial catastrophes (9). These dis-
orders rarely cause chronic headaches, but can result in the intractability
of an ongoing headache attack. They are of particular concern in patients
presenting to the emergency department. Rapid-onset headache also can be
acute-onset migraine.

� Sphenoid sinusitis may cause a subacute intractable headache and may be
missed radiologically unless appropriate studies are performed (10).

� Headaches that start after age 55 suggest an organic disorder such as a mass
lesion or giant cell arteritis (11). Giant cell arteritis is often underdiagnosed
and is an important cause of preventable blindness in the elderly.

Table 1 Possible Reasons Leading to Treatment Failure

The diagnosis is incomplete or incorrect
A secondary headache disorder goes undiagnosed
A primary headache disorder present is misdiagnosed
The number of headache disorders is not clear

Important exacerbating factors have been missed
Acute headache medication or caffeine overuse
Hormonal triggers
Dietary or lifestyle triggers
Psychosocial factors
Other medications

Pharmacotherapy has been inadequate
Ineffective drug
Excessive initial doses
Inadequate final doses
Inadequate duration of treatment
Combination therapy required
Poor absorption
Noncompliance

Nonpharmacologic treatment has been inadequate
Physical medicine
Cognitive behavioral therapy

Other factors
Unrealistic expectations
Comorbid and concomitant conditions
Inpatient treatment required
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Concurrent Events or Provoking Activity

Concurrent events and headache triggers may give clues to diagnosis, and some of
them are listed and commented upon below:

� Headaches that occur in the peripartum period may be due to dural sinus
thrombosis (12).

� Fever suggests an infectious etiology.
� Orthostatic headache suggests headache attributed to low cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) pressure (from a spontaneous CSF leak, a previous lumbar
puncture, or an epidural block) (13).

� Headache triggered by straining, coughing, or sneezing suggests a hind-
brain malformation, occipitocervical junction disorder, or increased
intracranial pressure (14).

� When headache is worse in the morning, it may suggest raised intracranial
pressure.

� In contrast, when headache is better in the morning and worse at night, it
may suggest low CSF volume headache (13).

� Similarly, headaches that are worse on awakening sometimes occur with
obstructive sleep apnea (13).

Table 2 Secondary Headaches That Mimic Chronic Benign Headache Syndromes

Headache associated with vascular disorders
Cerebrovascular disease including carotid artery dissection and arteriovenous
malformation
Arteritis including giant cell arteritis

Headache associated with nonvascular intracranial disorders
Low CSF pressure syndrome (spontaneous or posttraumatic CSF ‘‘leak’’)
High CSF pressure without papilledema
Intracranial: Lyme disease, human immunodeficiency virus, encephalitis, fungal
meningitis, etc.

Headache associated with substances or their withdrawal
Overuse of acute headache medications (rebound or toxic drug overuse syndromes)

Headache associated with cranium, neck, eyes, ears, nose, sinuses, teeth, mouth, or other
facial or cranial structures
Otolaryngologic disease, including chronic sphenoid sinusitis (or other sinus disease)
Nasopharyngeal disorders, including carcinoma
Disorders of the trigeminal nerve, including dental and oral disease, jaw pathology
Subacute angle closure glaucoma, optic neuritis and other ocular disorders
Occipitocervical disease, including Arnold-Chiari Malformation Type I; upper cervical
joint, root, or nerve (neuralgic) syndromes

Headache associated with noncephalic infection, metabolic or systemic disturbances
Hepatitis, renal disease, B12 deficiency, anemia, exposure to carbon monoxide and other
toxins
Hormonal disturbances/endocrinologic disease (estrogen, thyroid disease,
hyperprolactinemia, etc.)
Vasculitis/rheumatic/connective tissue disorders

Miscelanias
Mediastinal and thoracic processes including angina, mass lesions, superior vena cava
syndrome

Abbreviation: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid.
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� Increasing pain while upright, neck pain, and headache provoked by
flexion or extension of the neck might suggest an occipitocervical junction
disorder or a systemic medical illness (15).

� Headaches associated with exercise may be an anginal equivalent, a rare
disorder sometimes termed ‘‘cardiac cephalalgia’’ (16).

� A skin rash suggests Lyme disease, herpes zoster, or sarcoidosis (17). Other
dermatologic disorders might suggest the presence of a systemic or localized
disease such as antiphospholipid syndrome, Sneddon’s syndrome, etc. (17).

� Search for opportunistic infections, including toxoplasmosis and crypto-
coccal meningitis, in patients who may have HIV infection or HIV risk
factors (18).

� A previous mild to moderate head or neck injury is frequently overlooked
in the standard history, despite the fact that it can render an individual
refractory to standard headache treatments (19). A diagnosis of post-
traumatic headache may lead to additional treatment including trigger
point injections and facet joint and cervical nerve blocks.

� Postictal headaches might be of special importance especially considering
that migraine and epilepsy are comorbid (20).

� The history often neglects recent dental procedures. Root canals, tooth
extractions, or bite disturbances may provoke or be associated with the
development of intractable headache due to brain abscess (21).

� Consider ocular disturbances such as subacute angle closure glaucoma, or
infection if the pain is periorbital (22).

� Nasal blockage, drainage, pus, or pressure may suggest sinus disease (23).
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma can produce chronic head and face pain and
can be identified by detailed, expert examination of the nasopharynx or
neuroimaging (24).

Physical Examination. The physical examination should focus on the organs
that are important in headache provocation, such as eyes, ears, neck, and others
with trigeminal innervation. Occipitocervical pain on palpation and movement,
submandibular pain (indicating styloid process factors, lymph nodes, carotid artery
tenderness masses), disc margin clarity, visual function, eye movement, oral cavity
health, and pain and discomfort in the temporomandibular joint area may provide
diagnostic clues (25).

Diagnostic Testing. Many patients with intractable headache have had multi-
ple neuroimaging procedures. The strategies for investigation of secondary
headaches are described in detail in Chapter 10. In brief, if prior studies are
negative, consider studies targeted to suspected sites of pathology, including the
occipitocervical junction, sella tursica, sphenoid sinus, and nasopharyngeal regions
(26–28). For truly intractable patients who fail many therapies, including intra-
venous dihydroergotamine, a lumbar puncture is important to identify inflammatory
or infectious changes that could indicate aseptic or chronic meningitis (including
seronegative Lyme disease) (29), as well as idiopathic intracranial hypertension
(IIH) (without papilledema) (30). Neuroimaging does not obviate the utility of lum-
bar puncture in these circumstances (31). Cisternography or computed tomography
(CT) myelography is indicated when low CSF pressure is the most likely diagnosis.
In such cases, lumbar puncture should be avoided because it can worsen intracranial
hypotension. Obesity and pulsatile tinnitus are risk factors for idiopathic intra-
cranial hypertension (IIH) (31).
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Misdiagnosed Primary Headache

Misdiagnosed primary headache disorders constitute a rare but important reason for
intractability. Herein, we will review some primary headache disorders often missed
in neurologic practices. All these disorders are described in detail in previous
chapters. Hemicrania continua (32,33) with its chronic, unilateral pain is commonly
mistaken for transformed migraine (34,35). Both disorders are characterized by
chronic unilateral pain with superimposed painful exacerbations. In hemicrania
continua, the painful exacerbations are often associated with ipsilateral autonomic
features such as conjunctival injection, lacrimation, and ptosis (32,33,36). In trans-
formed migraine, exacerbations are more typically accompanied by nausea, photo-
phobia, and phonophobia (34,35). In addition, patients with hemicrania continua
usually do not have antecedent history of episodic migraine. In chronic migraine,
attacks increase in frequency over time. If the headaches are longstanding, the patient
may not remember how they began. Although pain fluctuates in hemicrania continua,
it does not usually have the morning and end-of-dosing-interval pattern of exacer-
bations typical of chronic migraine. It is advisable to offer patients with unilateral
chronic daily headache a therapeutic trial with indomethacin prior to other inter-
vention (doses of up to 225 mg/day for three to four days).

Paroxysmal Hemicrania. Paroxysmal hemicrania (PH) is occasionally mis-
taken for cluster headache. Both disorders are characterized by short-lived, unilateral
attacks of pain with ipsilateral autonomic features (37,38). In contrast to cluster
headache, the PHs show a female preponderance, a shorter attack duration (typically
2–30 minutes), and a greater attack frequency (often five or more attacks per day)
(37,38). Like cluster headache, the PHs may be either episodic or chronic (39). In
typical patients, a prompt response to indomethacin confirms the diagnosis (39).
In atypical patients, a trial of indomethacin may be warranted when conventional
treatment for cluster headaches or trigeminal neuralgia fails (40). When headache
is controlled, the dose can generally be lowered and headache control is maintained.
Responses to indomethacin are usually very clear and easy to evaluate in PH, but may
take up to two weeks to develop fully.

Hypnic Headache. The hypnic headache syndrome is a primary headache
disorder of the elderly, usually occurring in individuals over the age of 60 (41,42).
Like cluster headache, it is characterized by short-lived attacks (typically 30 minutes)
of nocturnal head pain that awakens the patient at a consistent time each night,
sometimes from rapid eye movement sleep. Unlike cluster headache, hypnic head-
ache pain is usually bilateral, throbbing, or diffuse and lacks the intense, unilateral
orbital and periorbital knife-like quality of cluster headaches, and also does not have
the autonomic features. Unilateral headache does not exclude the diagnosis. The
hypnic headache syndrome responds promptly to an evening dose of lithium carbon-
ate 300 mg or to slow-release lithium. If lithium is unsuccessful, melatonin, caffeine,
or 120 mg of verapamil at night can be useful. A recent case series suggests that
unilateral hypnic headache is more common than previously believed (43).

Two or More Headache Disorders

Diagnosis is complicated when two or more headache disorders coexist or when
patients classify their headache experience differently than the doctor. One example
is the well-recognized association described as the cluster-tic syndrome; patients have
both cluster headache and trigeminal neuralgia and need treatment for both disorders.
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Diagnosis may be difficult if two or more disorders are present simultaneously (44).
The patient may not be able to clearly report the onset or characteristics of the
two disorders. The patient with migraine commencing after head injury may have
components of the post-traumatic headache disorder. When a new headache type
emerges in a patient with an established headache disorder, caution is advisable. It
may be difficult to distinguish an intracranial catastrophe from an unusually severe
migraine. A superimposed infectious or metabolic process may not be recognized.
Intractable bouts of headache in established migraine sufferers, similar to but
worse than their preexisting headache, may be due to aseptic meningitis and
intracerebral and subarachnoid hemorrhage.

REASON 2: IMPORTANT EXACERBATING FACTORS
MAY HAVE BEEN MISSED

Medication overuse (prescription or over-the-counter analgesics, butalbital, ergot-
amine, and triptans), caffeine overuse, dietary or lifestyle triggers, hormonal triggers,
psychosocial factors, or the use of other medications that trigger headaches such as
nitroglycerine may lead to intractability. In the search for exacerbating factors, we
begin by asking about factors the patient may have identified and then probe for
common and uncommon exacerbating factors, especially those that are subject to
modification or intervention.

In headache subspecialty practices, medication overuse and withdrawal is
by far the most common cause of intractability (45,46). It is, therefore, important
to specifically establish the patient’s pattern of medication use, including both
prescription and over-the-counter medication. Many patients do not consider
over-the-counter medications as ‘‘real drugs’’ and will not report them unless speci-
fically asked. Patients are often embarrassed about medication misuse and fear that
the physician will make harsh judgments. Excessive use of agents that contain
caffeine, opioids, barbiturates, ergots, and triptans produce increased headache fre-
quency and significantly attenuate the effectiveness of both acute and preventive
treatments. Caffeine overuse (including the dietary intake) can be an important cause
of intractability (3,4,46). The treatment of medication overuse is described in detail
in Chapter 27.

Hormonal factors may trigger headaches and contribute to intractability (47).
Estrogen withdrawal and fluctuation leads to headache exacerbation during menses
and during the perimenopausal period. Hormonal contraceptives and hormone
replacement therapy have effects that vary widely from individual to individual.
Historical clues should be sought to determine the influence of hormones on patients
who are taking them. If historical evidence suggests that exogenous hormones
contributed to intractability, they should probably be modified or even eliminated.
However, we can often control headaches despite hormone therapy. Sometimes
hormonal therapy improves headache control.

Dietary or lifestyle factors may play a significant role in headache (17). Explore
the patient’s marital and family status, education, occupation, outside interests,
and friendships. Stressful life events such as divorce, widowhood, separation, and
problems with children are more likely to be associated with refractory headaches,
when compared with controls (48). Alcohol use, especially red wine, may trigger
headaches (49). A history of multiple partners should prompt a search for a potential
infectious cause of the headache. Sleep apnea is common in middle-aged obese men
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and may cause morning headache (50). Depression or anxiety may present with
difficulty in falling asleep or staying asleep, or with early morning awakening. Care-
ful questioning about possible stressors may uncover a source of conflict or a
psychological component to the headache, which can lead to intractability in some
patients, especially in those with very frequent headaches. Some dietary factors,
including aspartame, may trigger headache (51,52). Vitamin A and D overuse may
cause IIH (53).

Occupational and environmental factors may cause or aggravate the headache.
Environmental exposures to carbon monoxide, solvents, or other environmental con-
taminants may trigger headaches (54). Workers in munitions factories may develop
nitroglycerine induced headaches (55). Taking certain medications may contribute
to headache. Table 3 summarizes some of the medications that may cause headache.

REASON 3: PHARMACOTHERAPY MAY BE INADEQUATE

Inadequate pharmacotherapy may occur if inappropriate treatments are selected,
excessive initial doses are used, final doses are inadequate, the duration of treatment
is too short, combination treatment is required, the patient fails to absorb the drug, or
the patient is noncompliant. Medications appropriate for the patient’s diagnosis
or diagnoses should be carefully reviewed. It is important to determine the dosage
and duration of treatment with prior therapies.

Several common issues may lead to treatment failure in the acute management
of migraine. One important issue is the failure to use stratified care in selecting the
initial therapy. A randomized trial supports the U.S. Headache Consortium Guide-
lines in their recommendation for stratified care (56,57). That strategy is based on the
selection of initial therapy based on patient characteristics at the time of presenta-
tion, including headache-related disability.

When patients report that acute treatment is unsuccessful, it is important to
understand what they mean: (i) Was there no response or was there an incomplete
response to treatment? (ii) Did treatment response take too long? (iii) Did the head-
ache respond well initially but then recur? (iv) Did the treatment cause too many side
effects? By understanding the type of treatment failure, corrective strategies can be
developed.

One strategy is to treat early during the attack (58). Recent evidence
demonstrates that acute migraine treatment works best if given early in the course

Table 3 Selected Medications Reported to Cause Headaches

Amantadine Monoamine oxidase inhibitors
Calcium-channel blockers Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents
Caffeine Nitrates
Corticosteroids Nicotinic acid
Cyclophosphamide Phenothiazines
Dipyridamole Ranitidine
Estrogens Sympathomimetic agents
Ethanol Tamoxifen
Hydralazine Theophyllines (thioxanthines)
Indomethacin Tetracyclines
L-Dopa Trimethoprim
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of the headache, while pain is still mild. Aspirin plus metoclopramide, ergotamine,
and several triptans produce higher pain-free rates when given while pain is mild
(58,59). Once central sensitization develops, treatment is much less likely to
work (24). For that reason, early treatment is an important approach to making
acute treatment more successful. Caution is required to avoid the development of
medication overuse.

Another option is to change the route of administration. Migraine-related gas-
tric paresis may delay or prevent the absorption of oral medication. Nasal sprays
and injections, therefore, provide important, underutilized treatment alternatives.
It is sometimes helpful to escalate the dose or to switch drugs. When switching drugs,
it is helpful to consider the difficulty the patient had with the original drug. For
example, if tolerability or headache recurrence are the problems, almotriptan, nara-
tripan, and frovatriptan are important options. If efficacy or speed of onset is the
issue among the oral agents, rizatriptan or eletriptan may be helpful; nonoral
therapy may also be needed (60). Combining triptans with metoclopramide or
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents is sometimes helpful (61).

There are also common reasons for preventive treatment failure. Unsuccessful
treatment is often the result of incorrect dosing strategies. Short-acting propranolol
given once a day may be ineffective. Treatment is often discontinued prematurely, if
one or two breakthrough headaches occur before an effective dose is established.
Preventive treatment is often ineffective if taken when the patient is overusing acute
medications (‘‘rebounding’’).

Preventive medications must be given at an adequate dose for an adequate
duration. It is best to start preventive agents at a low dose, and then gradually
increase the dose until therapeutic effects, treatment limiting side effects, or the
ceiling dose for the agent in question is reached. At least several weeks are required
to evaluate the success or failure of a treatment. Further increases beyond the ceiling
dose may be necessary if there is a partial response at the ceiling dose without side
effects but the headaches remain disabling. Some patients may take appropriate
doses of a drug but not achieve the necessary blood levels for response due to
difficulty with absorption.

Rational Polytherapy. Although monotherapy is usually recommended,
rational combination therapy is sometimes necessary, especially in the setting of
comorbid illness. For the depressed or anxious migraine sufferer, antidepressants
are usually a rational choice, but the addition of an antiepileptic medication (dival-
proex sodium), a beta-blocker, or a calcium channel blocker may be useful. For the
patient with truly refractory headache and refractory depression, a monoamine oxi-
dase inhibitor is sometimes the only effective treatment option. Methysergide, alone
or in combination with a calcium channel blocker, may help control refractory
headache, particularly refractory chronic cluster headache. Selection of preventive
medications has been reviewed elsewhere (62).

Noncompliance with Treatment. Noncompliance with prescribed preventive
medication or misuse of acute treatment is common. Because migraine attacks are
episodic, the patient’s motivation to treat may diminish between the attacks. Patients
may not understand that sustained treatment is necessary to achieve therapeutic suc-
cess (63). Unanticipated side effects may lead patients to discontinue the treatment.
Compliance may improve if the patient understands the need for long-term treat-
ment and anticipates the process of dose adjustment (64). Compliance is improved
if the patient can see that the degree of disability caused by the headache outweighs the
disadvantages of prophylactic drugs. Ideally after an explanation of the options,
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the patient should suggest or opt for a prophylactic rather than have the decision
imposed by the doctor. Side effects may be better tolerated if the patient knows
that they may ameliorate over time (65). If rebound headache was present during pre-
vious therapeutic trials, it may be necessary to retry unsuccessful but incorrectly used
treatments. When treatment trials are repeated, it is well worth explaining the
reasons for returning to a previously used drug. Noncompliance with nonpharma-
cologic treatment can render treatment unsuccessful. Patients may not avoid
known provoking factors, leading to poor headache control (65).

REASON 4: NONPHARMACOLOGIC TREATMENT
MAY BE INADEQUATE

Patients who are tense sometimes need physical medicine or behavioral interven-
tions. Patients with occipital tenderness and trigger points often do not get relief
of their headache disorder until they have a nerve block or trigger point injection
(66). Patients with intractable headache disorder sometimes are relieved by the use
of trigger point injections into tender areas using a combination of a local anesthetic
and a depocorticosteroid. Occasional occipital nerve and facet joint blocks are
useful, generally when there are concomitant physical signs such as a sensory
abnormality over the C2 distribution on the back of the head. Physical therapy is
often a useful adjunct for these patients. Patients who are tense and anxious and
have trouble coping with their daily existence can have trouble getting their head-
aches under control. Cognitive training helps them decrease the stress they impose
on themselves and may improve their headaches (64,65). In intractable headache
patients, it is useful to separate pain and ability to function. If pain does not
improve, behavioral strategies should focus on optimizing function.

REASON 5: OTHER REASONS FOR TREATMENT FAILURE

Treatment may fail if the patient has unrealistic expectations, comorbid conditions
that complicate therapy, or when inpatient treatment is required but not offered.
As patients improve, their expectations may escalate and they may forget how bad
they were. The patient who has a chronic daily headache may complain a year later
that he is no better because he is having two attacks per month that respond
promptly to acute treatment. Headache diaries can be used to remind patients about
their previous headache pattern. Modulating expectations can be difficult. Patients
should not tolerate pain and disability needlessly. But it may not be realistic to
expect a treatment regimen to give perfect headache control with no side effects.

Patients with comorbid or concomitant medical or neurologic illness are often
more difficult to treat. Comorbid diseases occur in migraineurs with a greater
frequency than would be expected by chance. Migraine is comorbid with depression,
anxiety, affective disorders, stroke, and epilepsy (20,67–69). These disorders can
impose therapeutic challenges and limit treatment options. Concomitant diseases
occur together with chance frequency; common concomitant diseases that limit
options in migraine treatment include asthma (beta blockers), ulcers and gastritis
(nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs), vascular disease, and uncontrolled hyper-
tension (triptans and ergot alkaloids). Concomitant obesity may limit the utilization
of many prophylactic drugs. A restricted therapeutic armamentarium can severely
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compromise treatment. Patients with major comorbid psychiatric disorders may
require ongoing care with a mental health professional appropriate to the disorder.
Psychiatric problems often abate as headache comes under control.

Inpatient care. When outpatient treatment fails and patients have continuing
and severe pain and disability, more aggressive treatment interventions may be
required (70). Inpatient level treatment should be reserved for people who require
the intense interventions and around-the-clock monitoring that can only be
provided in an inpatient setting. Aggressive parenteral treatment to ‘‘break’’ the
headache cycle and/or maintain the patient in reasonable comfort during detoxifica-
tion (if necessary) represents the initial step. Rehydration and careful monitoring are
often required. Attendant medical and psychological issues must be addressed, and
pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic maintenance treatment can be started.

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have presented the five most common categories of treatment
failure in the patients who consult in headache subspecialty centers based on the
authors experience. We believe that the vast majority of refractory headache patients
have a biologically determined problem that has been either misdiagnosed or mis-
treated, or is simply very difficult to treat. Persistence in treating these patients
can be very rewarding. U.S. headache subspecialty centers use a team approach to
patient management, which can help reduce the burden of caring for difficult
patients. Nurses, fellows, physician’s assistants, and psychologists can help support
and educate the patient, answer questions, and manage patients. Available inpatient
programs provide an important option for carefully selected patients.
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